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PREFACE TO THE FIFTH EDITION

The interval since the last edition has added but little to the

theory of the Dynamo, although in its practical design and art of

manufacture many changes have been brought about by the necessity

for the utmost economy in materials and labour to meet the stress of

keen industrial competition. Whether for continuous-current dynamos

or alternators, the drum armature with toothed core has so far dis-

placed all other types that it has become superfluous to consider at

length any other kind. In ^HS^quence the ring, discoidal-ring and

disc armatures, after a prelimfflaryi* description sufficient to place them

in their due relation to the drum, disappear from the pages of the

present edition. The drum too is only considered in its modern

toothed form, with but little mention of the older smooth-surface

form which, with the two-pole horse-shoe magnet, is now practically

obsolete except in a few special cases.

On the continuous-current side the carbon collecting brush still

holds the field, but much work, both experimental and theoretical, has

been done towards the elucidation of its action. The treatment of

commutation and of the sparking limitations of the dynamo has

therefore been recast and expanded in the light of later researches,

especially those of Prof. E. Arnold, to whom the acknowledgments of

all students of this difficult problem are due. Within recent times the

continued endeavour to reduce the necessary size and therefore cost of

dynamos has led to a remarkable revival of the use of auxiliary

commutating poles, with results that have amply justified their re-intro-

duction. Their theory has therefore here been considered more fully

and at such length as space permitted. The mechanical construction

of the commutator, both of the V-type and with shrink-rings, has also

been treated in greater detail in view of the higher speeds which now
obtain.

The fuller consideration of the effects of centrifugal force in general

brings us to that which is perhaps the most striking advance, viz. the

construction of turbo-generators to run at the high speeds called for by
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the steam-turbine. As alternators especially they have come into

extended use for central stations requiring large units.

Among other additions on the alternating-current side may be

mentioned the full analysis of the armature reaction of the alternator

chiefly on the basis of the method developed by Prof. A. Blondel, and

also a more detailed and thorough consideration of the running of

alternators in parallel.

Since the Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers is likely

to be in the hands of, or accessible to, the majority of readers, we have

made it our rule whenever possible to give references to the papers

and discussions therein, even though in many cases other authorities

might equally well have been quoted. As in former editions, so now,

we repeat that it would unduly burden the pages with foot-notes, were

each and every original source which we have consulted to receive the

separate mention that is its due ; and on this ground we hope that we

may be pardoned, if in any instance our debt to other writers should

appear insufficiently acknowledged.

For permission to give illustrations of many constructional details

or typical dynamos we are especially indebted to Messrs. W. H. Allen

Son & Co. Ltd., and we also thank the following Companies for

similar courtesies, the Allgemeine Elektricitats Gesellschaft ; Brown,

Boveri & Co. ; Bullock Electric . Manufacturing Co. ; Crocker-

Wheeler Co. ; Dick, Kerr & Co. Ltd. ; the Electrical Magazine
;

General Electrical Co., U.S.A. ; Oerlikon Maschinenfabrik ; Siemens

Brothers Dynamo Works Ltd. ; Siemens-Schuckertwerke G. m. b. H.

;

Thomas Parker Ltd. ; Veritys Ltd. ; British Westinghouse Co. Ltd.

The writer regrets that owing to the calls of other duties Mr. F.

Wallis has been unable to take part in the present revision. With so

much new matter added, and such extensive alterations, many errors

have doubtless crept in, for which the indulgence of the reader must be

asked ; an additional favour will be conferred if any such errors are

pointed out to the writer.

C C. H.

London 1909.
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THE DYNAMO

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY

§ I. Definition of the dynamo.—The theory of the dynamo is one

among the many meeting-points of electricity and magnetism, and in

its use the engineer finds what is perhaps their chief industrial applica-

tion. From this union of the two sister sciences the dynamo derives

its characteristic dual nature, which is reproduced in its structure as a

machine ; for it may broadly be regarded as built up of a copper or

electric portion and an iron or magnetic portion. The mechanical is,

however, of no less importance than the electromagnetic aspect of the

dynamo. Its fundamental principles may therefore be briefly summed up

as three in number—the electrical, the magnetic, and the mechanical

;

and its design is correspondingly based on three fundamental equations,

all closely connected together. While the first deals with the electrical

side, and the second with the mechanical, both also involve the facts

and laws of magnetism, and need to be supplemented by a third or

magnetic equation.

The dynamo may be defined as a machine in which a conductor or

system of conductors forming part of an electric circuit is given continuous

motion relatively to a magnetic field orfields, a?id so is caused to traverse

or cut the lines of the jnagnetic flux ; an electromotive force is thereby in-

duced in the conductors, so that when the circuit is closed a current flows,

and mechanical energy is converted into electrical energy.

Taking this as our text, our aim will be to establish it generally, and

thence to deduce the principles v/hich govern the design of dynamos,

and determine the practical shapes which they take.

In so doing we have at the outset to explain certain technical terms

which appear in the definition, and in the first place must consider what

is meant by the expression electrical etiergy.

§ 2. Electrical power and its two factors, EM.F. and
VOL. I.— I
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current.—For electrical energy to be developed there must be present

an electric pressure, or electromotive force, and also a current flowing

under that pressure for some period of time, short or long as the case

may be. If an electrical difference of pressure has once been established

between two points forming the ends of an electrical conductor or

system of conductors, then when those two points are further joined

by any form of electrical conductor a current passes round the completed

circuit. If a steady condition is established, and the pressure and flow

are maintained continuously, so also will the rate of development of

electrical energy become constant, and its total amount will be pro-

portional to the time. The flow of current under the pressure con-

stitutes electrical power, but the amount of electrical energy developed

thereby depends also upon the time during which the action lasts.

A simple and often-quoted analogy from hydraulics will render this

plainer. The electric pressure may be compared to a head of water,

or a difference of level between two points, in virtue of which water

will flow from the higher to the lower level, if the two are joined by a

pipe. When such a channel is provided, the body of water which

previously only had potential energy will do work, as in turning a water-

wheel, and will realise its potential energy. If, however, this develop-

ment of work is to be continuous, a pump must be provided to raise

the water from the lower to the higher level—in other words, to keep

up the difference of level in virtue of which the water flows, and so does

work. In exactly the same way a current of electricity flowing from a

point of higher electrical level or potential to a point of lower potential

does work, and electrical energy is present; by its flow it tends to

equalise the potential of these two points, and it will only continue to

flow so long as there is some difference of potential between them.

Hence, if there is to be a continuous flow of electricity we need an

electric pump or machine to constantly maintain the pressure in virtue

of which the current flows. Such an electrical pump is the dynamo,

which is therefore primarily and essentially a generator of electrical

pressure ; its sole function is to generate an electric pressure or electro-

motive force, and subsequently to maintain it, when a current flows

under that pressure. The fact of the current continuing to flow makes

it necessary that there should be a closed circuit which throughout its

entire path conducts electricity, and which contains some source of

electromotive force, or E.M.F. ; in the case with which we have to

deal the latter is located within the limits of the dynamo which forms

part of the circuit. Hence any system containing a dynamo at work,

whether lighting lamps, or charging accumulators, or driving motors,

must consist of a closed circuit divisible into two portions on either

side of certain points. In Fig. i is shown diagrammatically a closed

electrical circuit round which a current is flowing, and part of which is

a dynamo in its simplest form ; the meaning of the conventional symbols
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will be apparent later. The points A and D divide the entire circuit

into two portions ; in that to the left of our diagram, which may be

called the internal portion of the circuit, namely, AR„D, a certain action

is set up which results in a difference of electrical pressure between

A and D, A being at a higher potential than D, and therefore having

a + or positive sign attached to it. When A and D are further joined

by the external portion of the circuit, or, as it is called for shortness, the

external circuit, namely, AR^D, a current flows which would result in the

equalisation of the potential throughout the whole circuit, and would

then cease were it not for the fact that R^ represents a dynamo which

continuously keeps the potential of A higher than that of D. The two

points A and D form at once the terminals of the machine and the

terminals of the external circuit ; the current flows from A to D in the

external circuit, but within the dynamo itself from D to A, just as in

the case of a voltaic battery, where the current flows from the positive

/^

-<*:
R.?p

\^
Fig. I.

to the negative pole outside it, but from the negative to the positive

pole within the cell itself. If we replace the dynamo by a pump, and
the external circuit by a pipe, through both of which water is kept

continuously circulating, the hydraulic analogy will again help us ; the

dynamo does not, strictly speaking, generate electricity any more than

the pump generates the water ; it is, however, only after the production

of an electrical difference of potential, and the consequent setting-up

of a current, that the electricity becomes manifest. Both machines

generate and maintain a certain pressure, in the one case hydraulic, in

the other electrical. Neither is it the electricity that is consumed or

lost in passage round the circuit, but the pressure under which it flows,

just as the " head " of the water is lost in its passage through the pipe,

only to be renewed by the action of the pump. Further, the mechanical

energy developed in any time in the one case is proportional to the

quantity of water flowing round the system in that time and the total

pressure under which it flows, i.e. to the product of the number of

gallons passed and the pressure in pounds per square inch ; the
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electrical energy in the other case is proportional to the quantity of

electricity and the pressure, i.e. in the practical units of the C.G.S.

system, to the product of coulombs and volts. But in both cases we

are more concerned with the rate of development of the energy or the

potver of the machine, which is proportional to the rate of flow of the

water in gallons per minute, or of the electricity in coulombs per second.

The rate of flow of electricity is called the current, and one coulomb

passing per second is an ampere of current. Consequently the power

of the dynamo is measured by the product of volts and amperes, or in

" watts," and it is in such units that its value as a machine is reckoned

;

just as the mechanical value of a steam or other engine is reckoned, not

in foot-pounds or in horsepower-hours, but by its horsepower or rate of

doing work, without reference to any particular time.

§ 3. The output of the dynamo.—Again referring to our system

of Fig. I, it is evident that if we wish to make use of the water forced

through the pipe external to the pump itself, for instance, to drive some

form of water-motor, it is not the total rate of development of energy

throughout the entire system that can be turned to account, but only

the rate at which available energy is developed outside the pump. Of
the total work done by the pump on the water some portion is spent

in overcoming the friction which resists the passage of the water through

the pump's own channels and valves, so that the available power is less

than the total power of the pump. Similarly the output of the dynamo
is its external power or its rate of development of available electric

energy ; that is, the product of the voltage between the points A and D,

and the current flowing through the external circuit R^ ; or, in symbols,

if E, = the volts at the terminals AD, and Q. ^the current through R^,

the output of the dynamo is equal to E^Q..

Electrical energy is therefore the energy developed by a current

flowing under an E.M.F., and the output of a dynamo or its rate of

development of electrical energy external to itself is reckoned in units

of power ; the watt being but a small fraction of a horsepower, it is

more convenient to express the output in kilowatts., or units of 1000

watts. Since the output is always proportional to the product of two

factors, the volts and the amperes, the same output may be due to

a great variety of different combinations; for example, 10,000 watts,

or 10 kilowatts, may be the electrical power of either 10 amperes

flowing under a pressure of 1000 volts, or of 100 amperes flowing under

100 volts, or again 2000 amperes under a pressure of 5 volts. These

three illustrations will serve to emphasise the important difference

between machines of high voltage and small currents such as are used

for transmission of electric energy over considerable distances, and

machines of moderate voltage and current, used for the direct lighting

of incandescent lamps, or finally machines which supply large currents

at low voltages for electro-plating, electro-depositing, and other chemical
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or metallurgical processes ; although their power may be the same, the

construction of the machines is very widely different, owing to the

different natures of the work for which they are respectively suited.

§ 4. The conversion of mechanical into electrical energy,

and the efficiency of the process.—By the principle of conserva-

tion of energy it is impossible that any form of energy can be absolutely

created; in any machine it can only be transmuted from one form

to another, and in the case of the dynamo in which electrical energy is

developed, our definition states that the energy is supplied to it in

a mechanical form. Hence, while the output of the dynamo is

electrical power, the t'njjuf is mechanical power. With the latter as

supplied by a steam or gas engine, turbine, waterwheel, or other prime

mover, all are familiar; in any such machine motion is produced

against a resistance, and our definition requires that there should be

in the dynamo continuous motion of one portion relatively to another

portion. The movable portion of the dynamo may be driven by means

of a belt and pulley, by rope gearing, or by friction gearing ; or it may
be coupled directly to the main shaft of the prime mover, as to the

crank shaft of a steam-engine or the shaft of a turbine ; but whatever

be the method of driving, when the dynamo gives out electrical power

there is resistance to the motion, and mechanical power is consumed

only to reappear in another form. The dynamo is thus distinguished

from another electromagnetic appliance, namely, the transformer, used on

the alternating-current system of electricity ; in this there is no relative

motion, and the input is electrical power which reappears at a different

pressure but still in an electrical form. The extensive use of electrical

energy for commercial purposes has, in fact, been rendered possible by

reason of the ease and cheapness with which mechanical energy can

be applied to drive the dynamo. The cost of the chemical materials

which voltaic batteries require prohibits their use on a large scale, while

frictional machines only yield very small currents at inconveniently high

pressures, so that it was the invention of the dynamo by Faraday in

1 83 1 which first led the way to a ready means for obtaining electrical

energy economically and in a convenient form. The rate at which

mechanical energy is supplied to the dynamo is usually measured in

horsepowers, and the relation between the two units in which rates

of development of mechanical and electrical energy are respectively

measured is such that one horsepower is the mechanical equivalent of

746 watts, whence it follows that i ^ horsepower is nearly equal to one

kilowatt.

But in no machine can the conversion of energy from one form

to another be carried on without some loss, by which is meant not the

actual disappearance or annihilation of energy (which is an impossibility),

but its appearance in a useless form or in useless places. To take the

case of a centrifugal pump, the rate at which mechanical energy is
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supplied to it is measured by the brake horsepower spent on its shaft,

but the rate at which useful energy is developed is determined by the

rate of flow of water under the pressure created by the pump at its

delivery outlet ; some of the work done on the shaft of the pump is

expended in heating its bearings by friction, and of the actual hydraulic

work, as has been already pointed out, a portion is expended in driving

the water through the channels of the pump against the resistance of

fluid friction. Both are inevitable losses, and closely analogous to them

are the losses in a dynamo ; apart from the loss by friction in its

bearings, it has been shown that there is a necessary loss from its total

rate of development of electrical energy, due to the absorption of power

in driving the current through the electrical resistance of the dynamo
itself. In consequence of these mechanical and electrical losses, if the

rate of supply of mechanical energy to the shaft of the dynamo be one

horsepower, its output must be something less than 746 watts. Never-

theless, the efficieticy of the dynamo or the ratio between the useful

power obtained from it and the power supplied to it in another form is

very high, since in all but very small machines it is practically and

commercially possible to obtain as much as 90 per cent, of the

mechanical input, returned at the terminals of the dynamo in its new

form of electrical energy, and in large machines even higher percentages

are frequently attained. Much improvement cannot therefore be

expected on the score of efficiency, although the dynamos of the future

may be cheaper to construct. Indeed, of all machines yet invented,

the dynamo may rank as one of the most perfect converters of energy,

only surpassed by the transformer, in which, however, there is no true

conversion, but only a transformation of electrical energy from one

pressure to another.

§ 5. General description of action of typical dynamo.

—

Let us now consider the action of the typical dynamo of Fig. 2, which

represents in elevation and section a four-pole belt-driven machine such

as may be used for supplying a continuous current to incandescent

lamps. We have said that any dynamo consists of two structural

portions, between which relative motion is produced : in this machine

the stationary portion consists of an iron ///(?i,v/<'/, round the poles d d

of which are wound coils e e formed of many turns of insulated copper

wire; the four pole-pieces, alternately N. and S., are bored out so as to

nearly embrace the circumference of the revolving portion a. The latter,

or, as it is called, the armature, consists of a cylindrical iron structure

rigidly mounted on a steel shaft which is supported at either end by

bearings, and at the one end carries a driving pulley. On it is wound

a number of turns of insulated copper wire lying close together in slots

grooved along the outer circumference, and passing longitudinally across

from one end to the other. These turns are connected at one end to

another smaller cylindrical structure known as the "commutator" c, on
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which rest four sets of stationary " brushes "
; the opposite sets b b are

connected together electrically, and also to one of the two terminals of

the machine, A, and in the same way h^ and the remaining set of brushes

which is hidden from view are connected together and also to the other

terminal D. The action of the machine is shortly as follows. By
passing an electric current round the coils e e the iron system is made
strongly magnetic, or, as it is termed, a "magnetic field" is "excited"

between the poles and the armature. By means of a belt passing over

the pulley, the shaft, and with it the armature, is caused to rotate, and

so move relatively to the magnet ; at once an electromotive force is set

up in each of the copper wires under the pole-pieces, the general effect

of which may be broadly summed up by saying that a difference of

electrical potential is produced between the points A D, just as was the

case in the simple dynamo of Fig. i. If an external circuit be now
closed on these terminals this electrical pressure will cause a current

to flow round the completed circuit, passing on its way through the

copper wires themselves. Directly such a current flows, electrical

energy is developed, and mechanical energy must be supplied to the

shaft through the pulley ; in other words, as soon as the circuit is closed,

and a current flows, the revolving portion offers resistance to the motion,

and work has to be done in overcoming this resistance. We have next

to consider what is meant by the " magnetic field " which has been

alluded to as created by the passage of a current through the coils

encircling the poles of the magnet ring.



CHAPTER II

THE MAGNETIC FIELD AND ITS LINES OF FORCE

§ I. Field of a bar magnet.—Experiment shows that a bar magnet

influences a magnetic pole brought into its vicinity by acting upon

it with a certain force, which at any point tends to move it in a

particular direction. In nature a north pole cannot exist separately

from a south pole, or vice versa, but by certain devices matters may
be so arranged that one pole of an exploring magnetic needle is so far

from the bar magnet that it is practically uninfluenced by it. Using,

then, such a practical approximation to the ideal exploring instrument

which theory demands, namely, a single free magnetic pole, it is found

that the direction of the force curves round from one end to the other

of the bar magnet, so that the free pole moving under it traverses a

definite curved path between the north and south poles of the magnet.

The space round the magnet where we can detect this effect is called

the magnetic field, or simply the " field " of the magnet. Further, this

field has no fixed limits in space, since the distance at which the

magnetic force can be detected depends upon the sensitiveness of the

instruments which we employ to detect it. The paths in which a single

magnetic pole placed in the field at any point will, if otherwise un-

constrained, be forced to move from the one pole to the other are lines

of magnetic force, and when carefully traced out they form a complete

system encircling the magnet in all planes, and all curving round from

the north to the south pole. A tangent drawn to a line of force at any

point gives the actual direction of the magnetic force at that point ; this

direction is continually changing, but the ideal pole as it follows the

curves is assumed to be uninfluenced by anything of the nature of

centrifugal force. The number of such " lines of force " is really infinite,

yet it will be sufficient to mark down a number large enough to give us

a clear idea of the various directions of the force. And this the more

so because it will be found that no two lines ever cut each other, but

that they always run side by side, more or less converging or diverging,

but never intersecting ; in fact, it would be impossible for two or more

lines to intersect, since at any point in the field a free single pole can

only move in one particular direction.

§ 2. Lines of magnetic force : their sense.—But not only
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have the hnes a certain position in space, they have also a certain

direction or "sense," by which is meant that a free north pole set down
on any line will move in one direction along it, while a free south pole

will move in the opposite direction. It is conventionally agreed that

the positive direction of the lines is that in which a north pole would

move ; the direction thus given to the lines by a north pole is usually

indicated on them by arrowheads. All the lines of force are thus

regarded as emanating from the north pole of a magnet and passing

round through the surrounding air to enter into the south pole. Fig. 3

shows the position and direction of a few lines separated out from the

number which traverse the field of a magnet, and further shows a small

compass needle setting itself tangentially to their direction. If the

needle be small, and at some distance from the magnet, it does not

move as a whole along the lines of force, as would a single magnetic

pole, for its two poles are nearly equally affected by opposite forces, and

the one tends to move in one direction as strongly as the other in

the opposite direction. Yet if placed athwart the lines the needle is

acted on by a couple taiding to

^,-'' * ~~-.^ \ rotate it until its axis coincides

as nearly as possible with a line

'' of force; it therefore sets itself

'' tangentially to the direction of the

lines at that part of the field

^ where it is placed. Its north end

will point along the line in the

same direction as that in which

a free north pole would move.

By the north pole of a bar magnet or compass needle is understood

that end which points to the geographical north, or, as it is sometimes

termed, is north-seeking ; so that the end which, when acted on by the

earth's field alone, points towards the geographical north will indicate

the positive direction of the lines of force leading to the south pole of

the magnet.

§ 3. Lines of magnetic force : their number as represent-

ing" intensity of field.—The reader will probably be familiar with

the way in which the field of a magnet is illustrated by means of iron

filings sifted on to a sheet of glass or paper held over a magnet. The

little pieces of iron become magnetised along their greatest length, so

that one end forms a north pole and the other a south. Each then

resembles a compass needle, and consequently they set themselves

end-on along the direction of the lines of force at any part of the field

;

where the plane of the paper cuts across the direction of the lines the

filings stand up erect, and give, as it were, a view of the lines in section
;

where the directions of the lines fall in the plane of the paper they

follow along them in chains, the north pole of each little magnet cling-

x^ \
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ing to the south pole of its next neighbour. Thus in the case of a bar

magnet laid horizontally on its side the filings collect in crowded tufts

above the poles and stand up nearly vertically ; from the edges they

radiate outwards, and gradually curve round, forming more or less

closed chains in the horizontal plane of the paper. Meanwhile there

is one point on which the picture given by the iron filings must not be

allowed to mislead us. The filings arrange themselves at the sides of

the magnet in curves which are to a certain extent broken and separated

off by intervals in which there are no filings. But we know that an

infinite number of closely contiguous lines of force could have been

traced out by means of our exploring north pole, and consequently that

there are in reality no gaps in the magnetic field corresponding to any

gaps between the lines of the iron filings. From their mutual action

on one another the magnetised filings tend to fall into lines when the

paper is gently tapped, and to complete those lines, leaving interlinear

bands, rather than to remain spread uniformly over the surface, even

though their magnetic axis be set along some line of force.

Yet what at first sight seems a defect in the picture given by the

iron filings suggests a method by which we may still further map out

a magnetic field so as to more fully exhaust its properties. At any

point in the field the force acting on a pole, or on a magnet as a whole,

not only has a certain direction and sense, but also magnitude ; in other

words, the magnetic field has a certain intensity or strength. This

intensity of field must again be estimated by reference to such a simple

magnetic pole as previously gave its direction, and for this purpose the

pole must be of unit strength. Unit pole is a magnetic pole of such

strength that if it is placed at unit distance from another such pole of

equal strength there will be unit force acting between the two, repelling

or attracting them according as they are of the same or opposite sign.

Hence on the C.G.S. system a unit north pole, placed at a distance of

one centimetre from a south pole of equal strength, will be attracted

with a force of one dyne. The intensity of a field at any point is

estimated by measuring the force with which a unit pole would be

acted upon at that point, and a field has unit intensity * if a unit pole

placed in it is acted upon by a force of one dyne. The field of a bar

magnet increases in strength the nearer we approach either of its poles,

as is shown by a north pole being strongly attracted or repelled when

close up to the south or north pole of the magnet.

Now, although the force pervades the whole of the magnetic field,

varying, it may be, in strength in different places, but continuously

shading off from one value to another without any sudden jumps or

breaks, yet the lines of force indicated by the filings are crowded to-

gether near the poles where the force is strongest, and gradually widen

* At the Paris Conference of 1900 it was recommended that the C.G.S. unit of

intensity of field should be called a " gauss."
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out until where the force is weakest they are comparatively widely

scattered. If then we cut the lines by a plane at right angles to their

direction at any point, there will be more lines per unit area on such

a transverse plane if it is taken near to the poles than if it be placed

at some distance from them ; consequently the density of the lines or

the number of lines traversing any unit area in a plane perpendicular

to their direction might be made to serve as a measure of the relative

strength of the force at different parts of the field.

If, therefore, out of the infinite number of lines of force that could

be drawn at any part of the field we select a certain number of marked

lines, the magnitude of the force acting on a unit pole placed in any

part of the field could be represented by the closeness or sparseness of

such selected lines at that part ; and if each selected line represents

a force of one dyne acting on a unit pole, the intensity of the field can

be expressed by stating how many such lines there are per unit area

of cross-section on a plane normal to their direction. Unit field will

have one line per unit area of such

a plane, because unit pole placed

in it would be acted upon by unit

force, or on the C.G.S. system one

line per square centimetre will re-

present a field acting with a force

of one dyne upon a unit pole.

In Fig. 4 let each of the small

squares represent in perspective one

square centimetre of area on a plane

at right angles to the direction of

the fines of the field : out of the infinite number of these, as represented

by the shading, four selected lines stand out on each square, and if

C.G.S. lines, as they are called, indicate a field of such intensity that

in it a unit pole will be acted upon by a force of four dynes. Similarly

a field whose intensity or strength is iooo in C.G.S. measure means

one in which the number of C.G.S. lines per square centimetre on

a plane normal to its direction is looo, and in which, therefore, a unit

pole would be acted on by a force of looo dynes. Thus by means of

a definite system of lines the properties of a magnetic field can be

accurately represented, its direction and its intensity mapped out and

marked. A uniform field will be graphically represented by lines

running parallel to one another and spaced at equal distances, as in

Figs. 12 and i8 ; since, then, wherever the unit area be taken on a plane

normal to the direction of the field, the same number of lines traverse

it. A field of varying intensity, when plotted, will appear with a varying

density of lines, yet always so spaced that the number passing through

unit area on the normal plane is equal to the strength of the field in

dynes when acting on unit pole at that place. For example, Fig. 19

Fig. 4.
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shows in section and plan portions of two fields whose intensities

gradually decrease as we move towards the central gap between them,

the direction of one being opposite to that of the other. We may
compare the method by which magnetic fields are pictorially indicated

to that by which light or shadow is represented in line engraving : a

strong field can be represented by a shading of densely packed but

separate lines, or by close-set dots, just as is a dark shadow, although

both field and shadow have no structure and are perfectly continuous,

the one in nature and the other in the picture which the engraving

represents in black and white. The conventionality of the method is

shown by the fact that we sometimes have to deal with fractions of

a line ; for example, the intensity of the earth's field in England is such

that it would act on a unit pole with a force of 0*47, or about half a dyne

;

such a case would be represented by half a line per square centimetre,

or, as this could not be shown pictorially, by one line passing through

every two square centimetres of area on the normal plane.

§ 4. The magnetic property of an electric current.—It is,

however, not only permanent magnets of steel which exhibit magnetic

properties ; a conductor carrying an electric current is also surrounded

by a magnetic field. In the year 18 19 a Danish physicist, Oerstedt,

discovered that when a magnetic needle was brought near a wire

carrying an electric current it was deflected into a definite position

relatively to the wire ; in other words, between the conductor conveying

an electric current and the magnet he found that there existed a certain

magnetic force which, if the conducting wire were stationary and the

needle movable, would cause the latter to set itself in a definite direction.

For example, if the conductor conveying the current is a long straight

wire held horizontally over a compass needle, the latter tends to set

itself at right angles to the length of the wire ; and further, the direc-

tion in which its north pole points when it has so set itself depends

upon the direction in which the current is flowing in the wire.

In the above great fact of the eledrodyfiamic adioti of an electric

current on a magnet is involved the whole principle of dynamo-electric

machinery. The simple experiment of Oerstedt was, in fact, the first

instance that had been observed of the conversion of electrical energy

into mechanical work, and as such illustrated the principle of the electric

motor ; for the needle as it moves could be made to do mechanical

work.

§ 5. The field surrounding a straight conductor.—If a

straight wire is passed through a hole in a piece of cardboard or glass

plate held at right angles to the vertical wire, and a current is sent

through the wire, then if iron filings are sprinkled on the plate they will

arrange themselves in certain lines, which in this case are concentric

circles having the wire as their centre (Fig. 5). We can slide the plate

up and down, while still keeping it in a plane perpendicular to the axis
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of the wire, and there will be no alteration in the shape of the figures.

The circles thus formed show that a rectilinear portion of an electric

circuit, such as a straight wire, suspended in air, and traversed by

a current of which the return path is a considerable distance off, is

surrounded by concentric circular lines of force, in a plane perpendicular

to the axis of the wire, and having their centre in its axis.

To the right of Fig. 5 the position of a few of the lines of force

Down.

Fig. 5.—Field of straight conductor.

surrounding a straight conductor is shown more clearly, together with

a small compass needle setting itself tangentially to the lines; the

current is supposed to be flowing downwards through the plane of the

paper, and the direction of the lines as marked by arrowheads is seen

to be clockwise. By means of the compass needle, whose north pole

will always point in the positive direction of the lines, it will be found

that the direction of the lines is related to the direction of the current,

just as the direction of rotation of an ordinary right-handed screw is

c 3 C J

I A
<

—

• <*

Fig. 6.

associated with the direction of its forward or backward movement as

viewed from its head A to which the screwdriver is applied (Fig, 6).

Further, the circular lines of iron filings are crowded together more

closely near the wire, showing that the intensity of the field surrounding

a straight conductor is greatest immediately round it, and gradually

diminishes as the radial distance from the wire is increased. As the

strength of the current through the wire is increased the rings of iron

filings will crowd together still more closely in all parts of the field,

though still being relatively scattered at some distance away ; in short.
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the intensity of tiie field varies directly as the strength of the current,

and inversely as the radial distance from the wire.

One more peculiarity, which is as yet entirely new, remains to be

noticed : it is that the lines of force are in this case closed or endless

curves, entirely surrounding the axis of the wire. When any line is

traced along its entire course we eventually arrive at the same point as

that from which we started to trace it.

§ 6. The field due to a current-loop.—Next let us, as in

Fig. 7, bend the wire round so as to form a circular loop, the ends being

twisted together and insulated from one another, so that the current

passes round the entire loop ; at once it will be seen that if the lines of

such a current-loop retain the general character of the lines due to a

straight conductor they will, all of them, pass right through the loop,

entering into one face of it and issuing outwards from the other, and

such is in reality the case. The field of such a loop can be explored

by means of a small compass needle, and we shall find that it not only

takes up a definite direction when outside the loop, ,.-..

but also when placed inside it; and as so traced the /'
~ \

lines are found to pass through the loop, and thence

gradually to expand into curves which are larger and

larger as we pass from the centre of the loop %,
,

outwards until they become too feeble to be

traced.

Again, therefore, the lines are closed curves, inter-

linked with a closed electric circuit, like a number of

rings threaded on to one common ring. By again Fig. 7.—Field of

applying the rule of the screw to the modified case of
"°^'

our circular conductor, it will be found that the direction of the lines as

they pass through the loop is associated with the direction of the

cjrrent round the loop, just as is the movement of a right-handed

screw with the direction of its rotation, and this leads us to the following

simple and convenient rule : Curve the right ha/id round the outside

of the loop, keepi?ig the palm totva/ds its axis, so that the direction of

the flow of current is from the wrist to the tips of the fingers ; then the

outstretched thumb will point along the positive direction of the lines zvithin

the loop, the face from which they issue being therefore on the same side of

the hand as the thu?nb.

Now, since all the lines enter into one face of the loop and issue

from the other, the loop may be said to have a south and a north face,

just as a bar magnet has a north and a south end ; and the loop will,

in fact, act in every respect exactly as if it were a thin circular magnet

magnetised transversely along its shortest axis, or a magnetic shell, as it

is termed ; it will repel or attract other magnets according as the face

which is presented to them is of the same or opposite polarity ; and if

suspended so as to be free to move, it will set itself in a plane per-
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pendicular to the magnetic meridian, so that its north side faces the

geographical north.

§ 7. Field of a solenoid.—Next let us place several such loops of

current side by side in a straight line. This is best effected by coiling

up one and the same length of insulated wire into a number of closely

contiguous turns, the ends being brought back through the centre of

the hollow cylinder so formed (Fig. 8). Such an arrangement is called

a solenoid, and when its field is explored by a compass needle the lines

(a few of which are shown in the diagram) will be found to run right

through the cylinder, issuing forth from and re-entering into one or

other end according as the current flows in one or other direction round

it. Again, by the application of Xho, right hand curved round the out-

side of the helix with the palm towards the axis, and so placed that the

current flows from wrist to finger-tips, the direction of the lines through

Fig. 8. -Field of solenoid. Fig. 9.—Field of toroid.

the solenoid is given by the fact that the thumb points to the north pole

or end from which they issue.

§ 8. Insertion of iron core within the solenoid.—Let us

next insert into the hollow space within the solenoid a cylindrical

"core" of unmagnetised iron or steel, extending from the one end

to the other, and examine the effects thereby produced; although

electrically insulated from the coil, it will be found that a north pole is

developed at the one end of the iron, and a south pole at the other, so

that the whole arrangement still acts externally just as did the simple

solenoid (which itself was like a permanent bar magnet), only now its

attractive and directive force is very much increased. Owing to the

electric current circulating round the turns of the solenoid the iron

becomes magnetised, polarity being induced in it by the magnetic

field in which it is placed. We have, in fact, an electromagnet whose

magnetism depends upon the presence of the "exciting current"

circulating round it ; when this current is interrupted the iron almost

or^entirely ceases to attract ; as soon as circuit is again made, at once
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the iron becomes magnetised ; it can therefore be made a magnet at

will. The external field of the excited electromagnet is closely analogous

in its distribution to that of the solenoid before the iron core was

inserted, the only difference being in the greater strength of the field

of the electromagnet ; and further, it is closely analogous to the field

surrounding a permanent bar magnet as previously mapped out.

§ 9. The field of the toroid.—Finally, let the solenoid be

imagined to be bent round until its ends meet; or, we may wind a

number of turns of insulated wire round an endless ring-core of circular

cross-section. Such an arrangement is known as a toroid (Fig. 9), and

frequent reference will be made to it in Chapter III.

If the wire is wound closely and uniformly over the whole periphery

the lines of force are closed curves, confined entirely to the inside of

the turns, and there are no poles. If the core were only air, the presence

of the lines of force can be made evident by the introduction of, e.g., a

compass needle within the current-loops, but if the turns are wrapped

round an iron core its magnetised condition is not discoverable by any

action on an external magnet, although it can be recognised in virtue of

another property which will be considered in the next chapter.

VOL. 1.



CHAPTER III

THE MAGNETIC CIRCUIT AND ITS LINES OF FLUX

§ I. The inductive property of the magnetic field.—So far

the condition which we call a magnetic field has been examined, and

its lines of force mapped out, by means of an exploring pole. Other

properties, however, belong to the magnetic field besides that of exert-

ing force on the poles of a magnet or on electric currents brought

within its influence, and of these by far the most important is its

inductive property. In 1831 Faraday made his great discovery of the

principle of electrotnagnetic induction, which may be shortly stated as

follows : when .a conductive circuit is placed in a magnetic field and

the intensity of the field or the relative position of the circuit in it is

altered, then in general an electric current is induced in the conductive

circuit by, and during the continuance of, the change. This new pro-

perty calls for consideration as much as the electrodynamic property

which was dealt with in the preceding chapter, and its investigation will

at the same time throw light on a further question. In the case of the

bar magnet the lines of force were only traced as far as its poles, so that

it may still be asked. What is its internal condition? Obviously an

actual exploration within the mass of the iron cannot be made even

with an approximation to a free unit pole. A new exploring instrument

is required, and such is found in an exploring coil; by means of this

not only can we directly investigate the inductive action of the external

field, but we can also obtain information as to the internal state of an

electromagnet, and so by inference of the bar magnet.

§ 2. Examination of this property by an exploring coil.

—

Let a conductor forming part of an electric circuit be coiled up into a

plane loop (like Fig. 7), and let it be placed in the magnetic field of a

solenoid or electromagnet, such as has been previously described. Let

the circuit of the loop be called the secondary circuit, the primary being

that of the wire carrying the exciting current. Then not only can the

exploring coil be moved from place to place in the magnetic field, but

the primary circuit can be made or broken, or its current reversed in

direction, and so the intensity of the field in which the coil is placed

can be varied. If the coil is now set at any one spot and is turned in

every direction about its centre, so that its axis or the perpendicular
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passing centrally through its plane occupies every possible direction in

space, it will be found that when this perpendicular lies in one particular

plane no current is induced in the coil on making or breaking or

reversing the primary current. For all other directions of the per-

pendicular a current is induced, and a certain quantity of electricity

passes which can be measured by, e.g., a ballistic galvanometer forming

part of the secondary circuit. This quantity varies according to the

direction of the perpendicular, and reaches a maximum value for one

particular direction, namely, when the coil is itself in the plane which

has been described as containing all positions of the axis that gave no

inductive effect, and when in consequence the perpendicular is at right

angles to this plane. As the angle which the perpendicular makes with

this position of greatest inductive effect is increased, the quantity of

electricity that is set in motion decreases in proportion to the cosine of

the angle of inclination, so that it vanishes for all positions of the per-

pendicular in the plane at right angles to its position for maximum
effect. The condition which we are investigating is therefore a directed

quantity, and must be expressed by a vector.

§ 3. Lines of magnetic induction—their direction, sense,

and number.—This quantity is called the magnetic induction, and

the direction of the magnetic induction at any spot is defined as that of

the perpendicular to the coil when in the position that gives the greatest

inductive effect on making or breaking the primary current. The
direction of the induction is further defined by the convention that

when the primary current is broken the sense of the induction is related

to that of the current in the secondary in the same way as the forward

or backward movement of a right-handed screw is related to its rotation

(compare Fig. 6). Thus on breaking the primary, if the secondary

current is clockwise, the induction passes through the loop of the

exploring coil in the same direction as from the face of the dial to the

works of a clock. If a line be drawn so that the tangent to any point

in it gives a continuous record of the direction of the induction

as we pass from point to point along its length, such a line is called

a line of induction, and if the process of drawing it be repeated

for all parts of the field an infinite number of such lines can be

obtained.

It still remains to determine the magtiitude of the induction, and for

this it is necessary to make use of a unit exploring coil. Such a coil

must consist of a single loop having an area of one square centimetre,

and the total resistance of the entire secondary circuit of which it forms
a part must be one absolute electromagnetic unit of resistance on
the C.G.S. system, or lo"^ ohms. If this be placed in any part of a

field with its perpendicular in the position for greatest inductive effect,

and the quantity of electricity that passes through the ballistic galvano-

meter when the primary circuit is broken is one absolute unit or one
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deca-coulomb, the induction at that spot has unit magnitude.* Just as

in the case of magnetic force, a certain number of lines may now be

marked out or labelled such that their density per unit area on a plane

normal to their direction is equal to the magnitude of the quantity in

question at that place, and in a field of uniform induction if any surface

be taken on the normal plane the density of such lines multiplied by

the area of the surface will give the total induction passing through it.

Thus by means of the unit exploring coil the direction and magnitude

of the induction can be surveyed, and a complete quantitative system

of lines be derived by a process exactly analogous to the mapping of

the lines of force by a free unit N. pole.

§ 4. Relation of lines of induction to lines of force.—The
relation of the lines of induction to the lines of force has still to be

considered. Whenever the space under investigation is a vacuum or

is filled with air or other non-magnetic medium, identically the same

system of lines is obtained whether the starting-point be the dynamic

property or the inductive property of the magnetic field. The lines of

induction are linked with the current-carrying wire, circular loop,

solenoid or closed toroid when these are immersed in air, just as the

lines of force which have been previously described ; they follow the

same paths, and are the same in number. One or other method of

plotting the lines would therefore seem to be superfluous. Yet there

is good reason for the introduction of both and for their distinction.

The exploring coil may be wound on the outside of the iron-cored

electromagnet, and still it enables us to examine the internal state of

the iron ; for the primary current can be made or broken as before.

Or, if need be, the coil can actually be buried in the substance of the

iron so as to measure the induction at any spot when the primary

current is altered in value. It may even with certain modifications be

applied to throw light on the internal condition of the permanent

magnet. We are, in fact, able to trace the passage of the lines of in-

duction through the mass of an iron magnet by direct experiment,

whereas the determination of the lines of force, if such there be, within

the iron, is only possible by theoretical and indirect methods.

§ 5. Lines of induction always closed curves,—If now the

exploring coil be used to map out the induction within the iron-cored

solenoid or the permanent bar magnet, it will be found that as many
lines of induction pass through a section of the iron taken at the centre

of its length as there are in its external field, and that each line within

the iron finds its appropriate continuation in one of the lines of the

external field (Fig. 10). Every line of induction is, in fact, a closed

curve, which either loops round an electric current or currents (and in

this case may be entirely in air or entirely in iron, or partly in one and

* At the Paris Conference of 1900 the term "Maxwell" was recommended for

adoption to express a unit of induction, or one C.G.S. line.
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partly in the other), or at some portion of its endless path passes through

a piece of permanently magnetised steel or iron. Wherever lines of

induction issue out of iron into air or other non-magnetic material, there

a north pole is developed ; and wherever they enter from air into iron,

a south pole results ; within the iron their direction is from south to

north ; without it, from north to south. It can next be proved that

although the lines of induction and of force are identical outside the

iron, they are not necessarily identical within it, save in the one case

of a uniformly wound closed toroid, the turns of which encircle an

endless iron core. Although this special case is one of great theoretical

importance, it does not often occur in practice ; usually the iron masses

under consideration, such as a dynamo magnet, have ends, and in such

cases withi7i the iron the two systems of lines need to be distinguished.

In dynamos the E.M.F. of the machine is, as already stated, generated

by certain movements of electric conductors through a magnetic field

in air ; for the conductors, though wound over or laid on iron, are in effect

entirely surrounded by air or other

non - maornetic material. Since, /
''"' ""^v \

. . ... • ' ^>
>

therefore, in air no distinction need \ t / ,'--*—--. \ ;

be made between lines of force and \^ '\ / ^^
c'''"*"'"'^> '\ \ /' ''

of induction, the E.M.F. might

indifferently be said to be due to

movement through either one or

the other. Yet since the lines in

air with which we have to deal have

always in some portion of their path

passed through the iron of an electromagnet or of a permanent magnet,

and the lines of induction in the iron are the continuation of the lines in

the air, the E.M.F. of the dynamo may always be said to be due to

movement through or cutting of lines of induction. The latter system

therefore assumes the greater importance in connection with dynamos

;

the curves of force as traced by the unit pole and visibly exhibited by

iron filings afford the most ready means of familiarising the reader at

the outset with the conception of magnetic lines and their mapping

;

this done, they may for our purpose be replaced with advantage by the

system of lines of induction as traced by the exploring coil. But in all

cases when the lines of the field are spoken of almost as if they had

actual existence in nature, it must be remembered that they are only

a device for expressing clearly and concisely certain physical properties

of a magnet, and their meaning must always be sought for by reference

back to the exploring pole or coil.

§ 6. The total flux of a magnetic circuit.—In every case the

lines of induction may be regarded as a kind of stream flowing round

a closed path either in air or iron, or partly in one and partly m
the other. They may therefore be regarded as a flux passing round

Fig. 10.—Lines of induction.
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a circuit, and the E.M.F, of dynamos will henceforth be treated as due

to the cutting of the magnetic flux, the latter being a synonymous ex-

pression for the hnes of induction. Their total number within any

area may be called the total flux, and the number passing through unit

area on a plane normal to their direction is ih^flux-de/isify at that spot.

On the C.G.S. system the flux-density is measured per square centimetre,

and is symbolised by B ; it is also called " the induction," thereby

recalling the method by which it is derived. The lines of flux in the case

of the uniformly wound closed toroid, such as Fig. 9, are endless curves

within the interior of its ring-core, whether this be made of iron or wood
or simply consists of air. All the lines of the straight solenoid or

electromagnet are not, however, linked with the entire number of the

exciting turns ; some lines escape from the surface of the bobbin

without traversing its whole length. Yet every line passes through the

coils for a greater or less distance in its path. And in the same way,

though some of the lines of the permanent bar magnet issue from or

enter into the iron short of the ends, yet all pass through its cross-

section at the centre (cp. Figs. 10, 29). We thus reach the conception

of a magnetic circuit through which a certain flux passes under a

magnetomotive force, just as an electric current flows round an electric

circuit under an electromotive force. The expression " magnetomotive

force " requires to be further defined, and will be found to form a con-

necting link between the two systems of magnetic force and induction.

§ 7. Magnetomotive force of a circuit.— If any two points

are taken in a magnetic field, and a free unit N. pole be moved from

one point to the other along any line joining them, a certain amount
of work will be done if the direction of movement of the pole has any

component along the lines of force of the field. If the motion be against

the sense of the lines the work will be done on the pole, or if it be with

their sense it will be done by the pole. If the field be in vacuo or in

air or other magnetically indifferent medium, this work, measured in

ergs, is the difference of magneticpotential e.\\?,tmg between the two ends

of the length under consideration. Its value is easily calculated if the

path chosen coincides throughout its whole length with the direction

of the lines of force ; thus if a length of one centimetre be taken any-

where along a line of force, and the intensity of the field is measured

by one dyne throughout the centimetre length, the work done by a

unit N. pole in moving from one end to the other against the force will

be one erg, and unit difference of potential exists between the two
ends. Or in general, if the intensity of the field in vacuo or in air

has the uniform value H, and a centimetre length be taken along its

direction, the difference of magnetic potential over that length is also

measured by H. If an endless line looped round an electric current

be subdivided into very small elements, and the successive differences

of potential are calculated for each small element until the whole length
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of the path has been traversed, the sum of their values is the line-

integral of the magneticforce ^ or, as it is also called, the magnetomotive

force along the line in question. The calculation of this again is readily

effected if the line round which the differences of potential are inte-

grated follows the direction of the field, and further, if the field has a

uniform intensity throughout its length; for it is then simply the

product of the intensity of the field and the length of the line, or if we

use the convenient abbreviation of M.M.F. for magnetomotive force,

on the analogy of E.M.F. for electromotive force, we then have

M.M.F. = Hx/
The straight wire of Fig. 5 carrying an electric current of which the

return is a long way off gives us the fundamental case connecting

magnetomotive force and current. If any one of the circular con-

centric lines be taken of which the distance from the axis of the wire

is r centimetres, and the wire be carrying A amperes ( = — absolute
10

units of current on the C.G.S. electromagnetic system), the intensity of

2A
the field in vacuo or in air at radius r has the uniform value of ,

lor

and its direction is throughout that of the chosen line, of which the

length is 27rr; the line-integral of the force is thus simply the product

of the two, or . 2irr = ^^^. In the case of the straight solenoid of
lor 10

Fig. 8, of which the length / is great as compared with the radius of its

cross-section, the intensity of the field at a point in its interior well

away from its ends is • —^> where T is the total number of turns and
10 /

A is the current in amperes flowing through them. Since, however,

the intensity decreases as we approach the ends of the coil or pass

outside it, the magnetomotive force of the coil is not easily calculated

in this particular form, and the case must be simplified by bending the

solenoid round until its two ends meet and a toroid is formed. The
intensity in the interior is now throughout the same as at the centre

of the straight coil, since it has no ends, or ^. , where 27rR is the
10 27rR

length of the circle corresponding to the mean radius of the ring ; this

length may be immediately multiplied by the intensity to obtain the

magnetomotive force, or

M.M.F = l!r.^x27rR = i''.AT
10 27rR ID

Thus the single current with which the line of the straight wire was

looped is replaced in the coil by T turns each carrying A amperes. If

now an iron core be inserted in either the toroid or solenoid, and its

M.M.F. is to be determined by the imaginary operation of taking
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a unit pole round a circuit linked with the coil, theory shows that

certain precautions are necessary in carrying out the process. If a

transverse cut be supposed to be made in the iron at right angles to

the direction of magnetisation at any place, and the free unit pole be

brought to the place in question, within the infinitely thin crevasse

formed by the cut, it will be acted upon by a certain force in dynes
;

while if, on the contrary, the incision into the iron takes the form of a

very small hole drilled along or parallel to the direction of magnet-

isation, it will be acted on by a different force in dynes. It

is this latter force, or the intensity of the field as measured by the

unit pole within the thin tube or hole, which determines the difference

of potential for each small element of length ; and if the pole be

moved round the circuit through the thin tube, the work done will be

the line-integral of the force, or the magnetomotive force. For the

exact nature and reason of the above necessary precautions in deter-

mining H in iron the reader must be referred to larger works* dealing

more fully with the subject ; suffice it to say that when the value of H
is determined in the above manner as indicated by theory, the line-

integral of the differences of potential measured along any closed line

passing through the iron-cored coil is — AT, or the same as for the
10

hollow solenoid. No difference has been introduced by the presence

of the iron core, and in general the magnetomotive force of any coil,

whether closed or open, and whether iron-cored or not, is equal

to — times the ampere-turns.
lo

The factor ^"^
, or i*2=;7, results from the relation of the circumference

ID
^

of a circle to its radius, coupled with the fact that the unit of current

on the absolute electromagnetic system is one deca-ampere, so that the

number of amperes A has to be divided by lo in order to express the

current in absolute units.

§ 8. Magnetic flux as related to the magnetomotive force

of the circuit.—The magnetic flux is related to the magnetomotive

force in such a definite way that the latter may be regarded as the

cause of the former. In the first place, if a certain flux be produced by

the excitingpower of loo amperes flowing through loo turns, and these

be replaced by one ampere flowing through io,ooo turns, all else

remaining unaltered, the same flux will be produced, from which it is

evident that the ampere-turns are the determining factor, and that the

relative proportion of the amperes to the turns is immaterial. But for

* For a full treatment of this and other points in magnetic theory, see Prof.

Ewing's Magnetic Induction in Iron and other Metals, and Dr. H. Du Bois, The

Magnetic Circuit ; and for a clear resume of the subject within short compass, Prof.

Fleming, The Alternate Current Transformer, vol. i. chap. ii. (2nd edit.).
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the same magnetomotive force the flux may be very different, according

to the nature of the material of which the circuit is composed. The
quantitative relation between the two, or the fundamental equation of

the magnetic circuit, is most easily established by again returning to the

circular closed toroid uniformly wound over its whole periphery. Since

the lines of flux are in this simple case entirely confined to the inside

of the turns, there can be no question as to the area of cross-section of

the circuit ; it is i^ = irr^, where r is the radius of the circular core.

There is further no doubt as to the exact path of the lines ; since each

is circular, the mean length of the magnetic circuit is /= 27rR, where R
is the radius of the circular axis running through the centre of the core.

Such a toroid therefore supplies us with the type of a perfect magnetic

circuit. If r be small as compared with R, the flux-density may be

taken as uniform over the whole area of the cross-section, and the total

number of lines Z, is then equal to the density per unit area multiplied

by the area ; or if ^ is measured in square centimetres, Z = B x j. Now
if the toroid be in vacuo, the lines of force and of induction are

precisely identical in number and direction, so that B = H, and since the

magnetomotive force is H/=^'^ . AT,.10

Z = 4!!:. ATxi
10 /

If the toroid be next immersed in air or be wound on a core of wood,

or glass, or porcelain, or any non-metallic substance, the lines again

have the same direction as in vacuo ; and further, no difference can be

detected in their number save by the most refined measurements. The
same, too, may be said if we try any of the metals, with the single

exceptions of iron, cobalt, and nickel, and certain of their alloys and

compounds. With these three exceptions, therefore, we are justified in

ranking all substances as on a level, and in classing them as non-

magnetic or magnetically indifferent. Even in the case of bismuth,

which shows the greatest divergence as compared with a vacuum, the

difference is only in the fourth or fifth place of decimals, or as

0-99982 : I. Hence in the determination of the magnetomotive force

from H it is a matter of indifference whether the current-carrying toroid

be in air or in vacuo.

§ 9. Equation of the simple magnetic circuit. Reluctivity

and reluctance.—When, however, an iron ring is substituted for the

air-core with the same dimensions and the same magnetomotive force,

or ampere-turns, the total flux is greatly increased, and the same is true,

though in a much less degree, for cobalt and nickel. The new value of

the flux is now B=)iiH, where /x is in each case a numerical coefficient

greater than i. The increased value of B can only be traced to some
specific property of the iron as iron or of the cobalt as cobalt, and the
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complete equation of the magnetic circuit in its elementary form when

the nature of its material is taken into account becomes

Z = B X 5 = 4^
. AT X Li .

^^

lo /

.. . I H
orif^= =_,

2^r257AT
(^^

s

The denominator of the above fraction bears a close resemblance to the

expression for the electrical resistance of a conductor, namely, R = /3-,

where p is the specific electrical resistivity of the material of which the con-

ductor is composed, / and s being its length and sectional area ; and

considered from this point of view, the fundamental equation is seen to

be of the same form as the well-known expression for a continuous current
p

in terms of electromotive force and resistance, namely, C = -. The
K

comparison of the flow of lines of induction to the flow of a current

through an electrical circuit is more, therefore, than a mere verbal illus-

tration ; there is a genuine analogy between the two of sufficient

accuracy to guide us in the solution of many magnetic problems. The

entire path of the lines forms in all cases a magnetic circuit closed upon

itself, and having a certain length and area. Through this circuit under

the action of a magnetomotive force there flows a stream of lines, and

their total number is the quotient of the magnetomotive force divided

by the magnetic resistance or (to give this property a more distinctive

name), the reluctance of the circuit. Thus analogous to Ohm's law for

continuous currents,

electric current =—'. --'- '

,

resistance

we have

M M F
magnetic flux or total number of hnes = - V '

' ~
.

reluctance

The magnetomotive force is proportional to the number of ampere-turns

wound round the circuit, and is the equivalent of the internal electro-

motive force of, e.^., an electric battery. Both produce a difference of

potential, in the one case electric and in the other magnetic, which is

gradually expended over the resistance or reluctance of their circuits.

The current or the flow of lines is, in fact, the rate of change of the

potential over the resistance or the reluctance. The magnetic

reluctance of an entire circuit, or any portion of it, is proportional

directly to its length and inversely to its area. Further, different

substances have a different specific resistivity to the passage of an
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electric current, and in the same way the specific reluctance per unit

length and unit area of cross-section, or the reluctivity, $, varies with

different materials.

§ 10. Permeability and permeance.— The different resistivity

of various substances may also be expressed in converse terms by saying

that all substances do not conduct electricity equally well. In the

same way we may say that all substances are not equally permeable to

the passage of magnetic flux, and this specific property of magnetic

permeability is related to reluctivity as its reciprocal, just as electric

conductivity is related to resistivity. In many cases of electric circuits

it is convenient to deal with conductance instead of with its reciprocal

resistance, and in magnetic circuits it is still more common to speak

of the permeance rather than of its reciprocal, the reluctance. The
fundamental equation may then also be expressed as

magnetic flux = M.M.F. x permeance,

s I
the expression for the permeance bemg of the form n- . . Thus i^-— ^

represents the permeability of a substance through which magnetic flux

of density B is passing, and when in the particular condition imphed by

the fact of such a flow of lines. On the C.G.S. system the permeability

of vacuum is unity, and for all non-magnetic substances, such as air,

wood, copper or brass, it is also sensibly equal to unity. ' Thus in our

first expression for the number of lines with an air-core or in vacuo, the

permeability of the medium did not appear, since it was equal to i, but

the full form of the equation showed that the nature of the medium
must be taken into account. At any spot within a non-magnetic

medium, whether it forms the whole or a part of the circuit, B = H, and

it is correct to say that here the lines of induction and of force are

identical in number and direction. But within iron the importance of

/A may be judged from the fact that it may amount to as much as 2500,

and the lines of force and of induction are not necessarily identical in

either number or direction. When the magnetomotive force in an iron

core is calculated in terms of H and /, H must be interpreted as the

difference of potential over unit length, along a line of induction ; or if

a closed toroid uniformly wound is under consideration, it may be

regarded as the intensity of the field, H^, before the introduction of the

iron core ; it may only be taken as the intensity of the field acting on
unit pole in the iron, if this is measured by the precise theoretical process

described above, in which case the H obtained at any point is really

the same as H^, in the same toroid with an air-core. With this last word
of caution unit pole and lines of force may be finally dismissed from

consideration.

§ II. Comparison of various substances as to their

magnetic properties.—The difference between the high perme-
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ability of iron or steel under certain conditions and the permeability of

air is of the same order as that between the conductivity of silver or

copper and carbon. It is therefore evident that the great contrast

between the conductivities of metals and bad conductors or insulators,

such as indiarubber, cannot be matched by any equal difference between

the permeabilities of different substances. There are, in fact, no

magnetic insulators, bismuth itself, which is the least permeable, being

only very slightly inferior to air. When air, gun-metal, brass, or wood
are spoken of and often used as magnetic insulators, it must be

remembered that they are so only to a comparatively small degree.

At the best their permeability to magnetic flux is only some two or

three thousand times less than that of iron, and at the worst this

difference may sink to practically nothing. Yet it is noteworthy that in

spite of this the distinction between the magnetic and non-magnetic

classes is more sharply defined than between good electric conductors

and insulators. Out of the three magnetic substances the magnetic

quality of cobalt and nickel, though sensible, is not to be compared

with that of iron or steel, so that practically the contrast lies between

iron with its alloys on the one side and all remaining substances on the

other side. Next, it may be observed that the flux-density that can be

obtained from an electromagnet with an iron core is much greater than

that due to any permanent magnet, and hence the total flux from

an electromagnet is much greater than can be obtained from any

combination of permanent magnets, when both are of reasonable

dimensions. Owing to this fact the magnetic field which must be

present in any dynamo is now almost always produced by means of

electromagnets, strongly excited only when the dynamo is in use ; so

long as the electrical engineer was dependent on permanent magnets

for supplying him with a magnetic field, the powerful dynamos of the

present day were impossible.

§ 12. Analogy of magnetic reluctance and electric resist-

ance not exact.—On one point a warning must at once be given as

to a vital distinction between the magnetic and electric circuits. The
passage of an electric current through a conductor does not alter its

specific resistivity ; it may raise its temperature and alter its length,

but when these secondary eff'ects are eliminated or corrected for, the

resistance of the conductor has been proved to be the same whether a

current of a milliampere or of many thousands of amperes is passing.

On the other hand, the permeability of a magnetic substance is

dependent on the value of the induction, or, in other words, on the

density of the flux which it is at the moment passing. It is not, there-

fore, a constant quantity, and our definition of /x = was so worded as

to imply that the value of yu, could not be given unless at the same
time B was specified. Further, the value of /a for the same induction
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depends upon how that value has been reached, and lastly, is affected

by the temperature of the iron. On these and other points more will

be said in Chapter XII.

§ 13. Magnetic reluctances: (a) in series and (b) in

parallel.—The example on which was based the fundamental equation

of the magnetic circuit was a closed ring of iron, of the same nature

and of the same cross-section throughout its length. But a magnetic

circuit may also be made up of different materials having different

permeabilities ; these again may have different areas of cross-section

and different lengths, while further they may be arranged either so that

each line of induction in its closed path traverses them in succession

(i.e. they are " in series ") or so that the path followed by some lines is

different from that of others, either entirely or at some portion of its

length {i.e. they are " in parallel "). In such cases the analogy of the

electric and magnetic circuits, although not perfect, yet is useful as

affording a ready clue to a mode of treatment which is very closely

correct in most practical instances. Just as the total resistance of a

number of electric conductors in series is the sum of their separate

resistances, so if a circuit or a portion of a circuit is divisible into

sections having different lengths, areas, and permeabilities, and these

are traversed by the same group of lines in succession, the total

magnetic reluctance which must be overcome by the magnetomotive

force is the sum of the separate reluctances of the different sections

;

e.g. if iiS^fjL^, ^2^21^2' 4-^3/^3 ^^^ '^^^ respective lengths, cross-

sections, and permeabilities of the different portions, their total

magnetic reluctance is

oA = oR, + cAv, + cH-o + . . . .

= -^ + —2_ + _A_ + _ ^ , _

•^iMi ^2/^2 -^s/^s

Similarly the total permeance is the reciprocal of the sum of the

reluctances, or

g.^ I

cfi 1 + cK-., + yig + . . . .

Next, if at any point in their path a group of lines separate and
follow different parts or sections of the total area of their magnetic

circuit, the law which they obey is analogous to the law of electric

circuits in parallel, namely, that the number of lines flowing through

any section of the magnetic circuit is the quotient of the difference of

magnetic potential between opposite ends of the section, and the

reluctance of the section ; thence it also follows that when there are

several paths for the lines between which a difference of magnetic

potential exists, the total flux is divided between the several paths

directly as their permeances, as determined by the respective lengths,

cross-sections, and permeabilities of the different portions ; and the
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joint permeance of the parallel paths is simply the sum of their several

permeances, or

§ 14. Example of a magnetic circuit with leakage.—To
illustrate these laws, let us group our ampere-turns entirely on one side

of a closed iron ring composed of a curved electromagnet and an

armature or keeper A (Fig. 11, I) ; the arrangement may be likened to

Fig. II.—Analogy of magnetic and electric circuits.

a battery, shown at its side, of which each cell represents a current loop,

and the ends of which are joined by a thick piece of copper wire R^

:

there is a rise of magnetic potential as we pass tlirough the loops from

south to north, analogous to the rise of electric potential through the

cells of the battery; and since the ends between which there is a

difference of potential are joined so as to form a closed circuit, there is

a flow of lines or of current round the circuit which within the magnetic

or electric battery is from the - or S. end to the + or N. end, but

without is from the + or N. to the - or S. end. But at this point there
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enters a very important difference : as there are no insulators for

magnetism, it follows that, if between any two points there exists a

difference of magnetic potential, there will be a flow of lines between

those two points equal to the magnetic potential divided by the

magnetic reluctance of the path, whatever be the substance of which

it is composed. The flux will therefore not be confined entirely to the

iron, as they were in Fig. 9, but will pass across from the N. end of the

magnet to the S. end through the air as well as through the iron of the

keeper. Thus there will be a flow from, e.g., b to a, since ^ is at a

higher magnetic potential than a, i.e. from one portion of the magnet

to the other ; such flow will increase as we pass away from the centre of

magnet towards its ends, and will again decrease as we near the centre of

the keeper. If, therefore, we wish to keep up the analogy between the

electromagnet and the battery we might regard the latter as immersed

in a conducting liquid or electrolyte, through which currents may flow

across even from one cell of the battery to another in addition to the

external current through the wire joining the terminals. Such currents

would be a leakage as far as useful current in R^ is concerned, and in

the same way the flux in the air of Fig. 1 1, I, and in similar cases, are

frequently spoken of as magnetic leakage, stray lines, or waste field ; but

it must be remembered that such a point of view implies that only lines

passing through the keeper or armature are useful and desirable. The
whole illustrates the case of two or more magnetic paths joined together

"in parallel" to form a composite magnetic circuit. And this leads us

to a second point which may again be emphasised : it is that, owing to

the non-existence of magnetic insulators, it is impossible to define the

exact limits of the magnetic circuit or the various paths followed by the

lines except in a few simple cases, such as a closed toroid, and

consequently the equation of the magnetic circuit, which demands a

knowledge of the exact length, area, and permeability of the different

portions of the magnetic circuit, only admits of an approximately

accurate application. In the case of the toroid uniformly wound over

its whole periphery there was no doubt about the dimensions of the

magnetic circuit and its permeance, all the lines were confined entirely

to the iron, and the number flowing through any section across it was

identical ; there was, in fact, no polarity and no " leakage " of lines out

of the loops and across the air. The reason is that all points of the

ring-core are at the same magnetic potential, since the magnetomotive

force supplied by the loops over any length is only just sufficient to

pass the total number of lines through that length : it may be likened

to a closed loop of wire in which an E.M.F. is generated, the amount
generated per unit length of the wire being uniform throughout the

whole circuit ; a current flows, but all points of the loop are at the

same potential, since the E.M.F. developed in any length is just

sufficient to pass the current through the resistance of that length.
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But now in our new case of an iron ring, in which the winding is

grouped on one side only, the total magnetic reluctance of the circuit is

a complex combination of the internal reluctance of the magnet, the

reluctance of the armature, and the reluctance of the external air-paths.

How, then, is the reluctance of the air to be calculated, since the paths

of the lines through it are so manifold and differ so much in their

length ? They flow not only from the extreme ends, but across from

all points of the magnet, so that the number of lines carried by the

magnet, and therefore their density within the iron, is continually vary-

ing ; at its centre they are a maximum, but thence they gradually leak

out on all sides, especially towards the ends, so that a smaller number

passes through the iron of the keeper than through the magnet. The
calculation can most readily be performed by certain assumptions which

are only approximately true. We must represent the whole by an

electric battery between the terminals of which there are two paths,

one of a low resistance and one of high resistance R^. (Fig. 1 1, I), placed

as a shunt to the other. The second represents the reluctance of the

air, which is very high as compared with that of the iron.

For the sake of simplicity, therefore, the reluctance of the air is

regarded as being in parallel with the reluctance of the keeper, as if all

the lines passed right through the iron of the magnet from one end to

the other, and then at its ends divided into two groups, some going

through the keeper and some through the air, these latter being the

leakage lines, which are thus supposed to issue forth from and enter

into the magnet only at its ends. On this assumption, then, if Sfi^ and

cR; are the reluctances of the two paths, afforded respectively by the

keeper and the air, the external reluctance, being their joint reluctance

in parallel, is ^J'-J, and this is in series with the internal reluctance

of the magnet cK„,. The total reluctance, therefore, of the entire

magnetic circuit is

and the total number of lines produced by a given number of ampere-

turns encircling the circuit is

0'47rAT A-r c?

where §t is the reciprocal of the total reluctance.

<^a is equal to . -", where 4, s^, and «.« are the mean length, area,

and permeability of the iron of the keeper, and M?,„ similarly = ^
.

'".

The reluctance ^; of the air-paths, or their permeance o?^, can be calcul-
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ated by assigning a certain mean length of path and a certain area of

cross-section to them ; or we may determine experimentally the number

of lines flowing through the middle of the magnet Z,„, and the number

flowing through the keeper, Z„ ; the difference between the two, Z,„ - Z„,

gives us t, or the number of lines which leak through the air.

On the same assumptions we can also calculate the total number of

ampere-turns required in order to produce a given number of useful

lines, Z,„ through the iron of the keeper
;
just as the product of a current

and a resistance through which it flows gives us the number of volts

which must be applied to the ends of the resistance in order to produce

the current, so the product of a number of lines of flux and a reluctance

through which they flow gives us the magnetic difference of potential

which must exist between the ends of the reluctance in order that

the given number of lines may flow through it, i.e. M.M.F. = ZcK.

Hence the magnetic difference of potential which must exist between

the ends of the armature in order that Z^ lines may pass through it is

Z„ X c/l„ = 0*477AT^. But this is also the magnetic difference of potential

under which the leakage lines are assumed to flow ; consequently, if we

multiply o'47rATi by c?/, the permeance of the air, the product is the

number of leakage lines, which we call ^; the sum Z^-f ^= Z^ is the

number of lines flowing through the magnet, and the magnetic differ-

ence of potential required to drive this larger number through the

magnet is Z„, x cR„, = 0*477AT2. The total magnetomotive force required

is therefore o-47r(ATi -f AT.) = 0-477AT.

§ 15. Example of an imperfect magnetic circuit with

double air-gap.—Next, let the keeper be held at a little distance

away from the magnet, so as to interpose in the magnetic circuit two

equal air-gaps, one at either end of the keeper, with parallel faces and

having a certain definite length (Fig. 11, II).

At once the total number of lines produced by a given number of

ampere-turns wound on the magnet is enormously decreased, owing to

the high reluctance of the two air-gaps. The eff'ect may be repeated in

the case of the battery if we add in series to each end of the external

portion of the circuit a short length of wire having a very high resistivity,

but of the same diameter as our original external resistance : these will

reduce the total current, and the current through R^ will bear a much
larger proportion to the current through R^ than formerly, since the two

resistances R, and R^ have become more nearly comparable. In the

same way the number of lines through the armature is greatly decreased

by the interposition of the two air-gaps, but the magnetic reluctance of

the rest of the surrounding air remains the same as before, and the

number of lines therein will be the same if the magnetic difference of

potential at the poles of the magnet remains the same ; the proportion,

therefore, which they bear relatively to the number in the armature or

to the number in the magnet is very much increased. Before, almost

VOL. I.—

3
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all the lines passed round the magnetic circuit entirely through iron

;

now, a much larger proportion go partly through the surrounding air.

The two air-gaps being in series with the iron of the keeper, the total

reluctance of the three is the sum of their separate reluctances. Hence,

if the reluctance of one air-gap be -^, and they are both equal, the
2

total reluctance cft^, -f ^^ must be substituted for cfi,^ in the equations

for the number of ampere-turns or lines of flux. It might be thought

that it would be easy to calculate oft^,, since the exact length of each

air-gap can be measured, as also the exact area of the parallel faces of

the iron where the circuit is divided. But here again a caution is

required ; the lines to a great extent pass straight across from face to

face of the gap in the iron, but at the edges they spread outwards, and

so pass across by curved paths, which form a kind of " fringe," gradu-

ally shading off in density. Consequently the exact area and length of

their paths is 7iot known, and has to be determined by experiment, or

an allowance for the fringe has to be made theoretically.

The imperfect magnetic circuit illustrated above, in which the iron is

completely divided by two air-gaps, is typical of the magnetic circuit in

all dynamos. For the production of the E.M.F. a magnetic field is

required, and this must be in air, since a system of electrical conductors

has to be moved through it ; further, there should be as many lines as

possible, within a small space, and produced with a reasonable expen-

diture of electrical energy in the coils through which the magnetising

current flows. We must therefore have recourse to an electromagnet

with an iron core in order to produce the field. From our equation it

follows that, in order to obtain as many lines as possible round a whole

magnetic circuit, or through any portion of it with a given exciting

power, we must make the length of the path under consideration as

short as possible, its area large, and its permeability great. Iron at

once presents itself as the most permeable substance, and would be

used throughout were it not for the fact that we cannot have a closed

magnetic circuit entirely of iron, since there must be one or more air-

gaps in it. The effect of these must be minimised by making their

length short and their area large ; the rest of the magnetic circuit must

be as short as possible, and composed of iron of high permeability.

How these requirements are worked out in practice will form the

subject of a later chapter.



CHAPTER IV

THE PRODUCTION OF AN E.M.F.

I. Movement of a conductor through a magnetic field and

the cutting of lines.—It has been stated in Chapter I. that the

dynamo is primarily a generator of an electric pressure or E.M.F.

whence results a difference of potential at certain definite points

which are the "terminals" of the machine. The first fundamental

equation upon which its theory is based must therefore deal with the

origin and maintenance of its E.M.F., or, in other words, with the

" voltage " which forms one of the two elements of its output.

Let us suppose that we have before us

a magnetic field mapped out by lines, so

as to exhibit at once the direction and

strength of the field (Fig. 12). In this

field let there be placed an electrical

conductor, such as a straight piece of

wire, shown in section at a, and let

relative movement take place between

field and conductor. Such relative move-

ment, it is evident, may be divided into . .jj.

Direction of Movement of Active Wire

S,

^^^ ^^>^)!^YYYY

\\\\\\\\V\\\\\\\\\\\\v

A'

kinds, according as the conductor . .[ [. .
'^.

v
•""

Fig. 12.

two

does or does not "cut" across the lines

of induction along its length. The field

of lines in Fig. 12 may be likened

to a mass of impalpable and invisible

threads passing straight across from one

pole-piece to the other, somewhat like a brush thick set with straight

filaments. Now between and through these threads a needle-like con-

ductor may be passed in any direction without in any way disturbing

them, so long as the direction of movement is wholly in the plane

which contains at the same time the length of the conductor and the

direction of the lines, t'.e. in our diagram the vertical plane which

contains the conductor. If the direction of movement coincides with

the length of the conductor, then the conductor merely passes end-on

through the lines of the field ; if the direction of movement coincides

with the direction of the lines, the conductor merely slides up and down

the lines ; or, while still moving in the same plane, its motion may be
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partly endwise through the field and partly sliding along the lines ; in

none of these cases is it caused to intersect the Hnes by passing

athwart them or cutting them transversely with its length. On the other

hand, if the direction of motion does not fall wholly in that plane

which contains the length of the conductor and the direction of the

field

—

e.g. in Fig. 12, let it be in a horizontal plane—-then it will be

seen that the conductor " cuts " the lines of induction along its length.

The above description and its pictorial representation might seem

to ascribe to the lines a physical existence, each one being separate

and distinct from every other, whereas we know that the magnetic

field is in reality structureless. Yet, although structureless, it has

direction, and by reason of this property any movement is divisible

into one or other of the two kinds described above, according to the

way in which its direction is related to the direction of the field and

the length of the conductor. No question of the avoidance of the

separate lines by the moving conductor is in reality involved, since

between the pole-pieces the field is everywhere present.*

§ 2. Production of an E.M.F. due to the cutting of lines.

—Now, if the movement be of the first kind, and an electrometer be

applied to the ends of the moving conductor, no difference of state

can be detected in it due to such motion ; in fact, it is perfectly

indifferent whether the magnetic field is surrounding the conductor or

not. But let the movement be of the second kind, at once an entirely

new phenomenon arises ; the electrometer applied to its ends shows

a difference of potential between them during the motion, and only so

long as it lasts; in other words, an E.M.F. is set up or "induced" in

the conductor along its length in virtue of which one end of it is

raised to a higher potential than the other. The conductor may now

be appropriately regarded as having become active owing to the

special state into which it has been thrown, for if its two ends are

electrically joined so as to complete a closed circuit of conducting

material, as in Fig. i, a current will flow.

It matters not what the material may be of which the conductor

is made ; whether it be copper, or iron, or German silver, or a liquid

electrolyte, in all alike an E.M.F. is set up when a field of magnetic

induction and a conductor are so moved relatively to one another

that the latter is caused to " cut " the lines of the flux. Nor does it

matter whether the conductor is moved across the field, or the lines of

the field across the conductor by movement of the magnet between

* The pictorial representation by lines is responsible for the long-disputed puzzle

as to whether the lines, e.g., of a rotating bar magnet of circular section, move with it

or stand still. The magnetic field, as a state of stress, is in this case unvarying both

in its distribution in space and relatively to the rotating magnet, so that the lines are

at one and the same time both stationary and revolving ; cf. Steinmetz, Proc. Amer.

I.E.E., June 1908, in discussion on Hering's paper.
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whose pole-pieces the field exists ; or finally, both field and conductor

may be moved in opposite directions. In all cases where the con-

ductor cuts the lines, either by its own movement or by reason of

the moving magnetic field, it becomes the seat of an induced E.M.F.

§ 3. The magnitude of the E.M.F., and its average and
instantaneous values.—Further, the magnitude of this E.M.F.

along any length of the conductor is proportional to the rate at which

lines are cut along that length. Just as the nature of the material

of which the conductor is composed made no difference to the fact

of the generation of an E.M.F., so likewise it does not in any way

affect its magnitude. The larger the number of lines cut in a given

time, or the shorter the time taken to cut a given number of lines, the

greater is the E.M.F. If the rate of cutting is variable, then (as in the

case of all phenomena which can be expressed in terms of a " time-rate "),

a distinction must be drawn between its avera^j;e ?ir\^ i?istatita?teous values.

The average rate of cutting to which the average value of the

E.M.F. is proportional is the ratio of the number of lines cut in any

time to the time taken to cut them ; in symbols, if Z is the total

number of lines cut by the length of conductor under consideration in

time /, the average E.M.F. induced between the ends of that length is

E (average) oc —

But the actual rate of cutting at any instant may vary to any degree

on either side of the average value ; at any moment it may be greater,

at the next less, or it may vary continuously and regularly. Hence,

to approximate to the actual rate of cutting when this is variable, we
must take the number of lines cut in a short space of time and divide

them by that small time. The smaller this period of time is, the more

accurately the rate of cutting is obtained ; and to be completely accurate,

the actual rate of cutting at any instant is the infinitely small number
of lines then being cut divided by the infinitely small time in which

they are cut, or, in the notation of the differential calculus, the actual

E.M.F. induced at any moment is

E (instantaneous) oc —

-

at

So far the induced E.M.F. has only been spoken of as proportional

to the rate of cutting of lines, or E = ^—, where /^ is some constant

whose value depends on the system of units according to which the

field is mapped out in lines and time is reckoned. On the C.G.S.

absolute system the magnitude of a unit of induction is so chosen that

one line cut per second generates the absolute unit of electromotive

force, and k is i. As, however, unit E.M.F. on the absolute

system is inconveniently small, the practical unit of the volt is one
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hundred million times greater, and consequently 100,000,000 C.G.S.

lines cut per second produce one volt. If, therefore, Z be reckoned

in C.G.S. lines, and / in seconds, and E is to be measured, as is

usual, in volts, k== \o~^ or

Z
E (average) = - X io~^ volts . . • (2)

The C.G.S. unit line is therefore as inconveniently small as the absolute

unit of E.M.F., and a "kiloline," equivalent to lo^ C.G.S. lines, or a

" megaline " equivalent to lo^ C.G.S. lines, have been sometimes adopted

as the practical unit of flux, so that the fluxes and densities met with

in dynamo practice may be expressed by more manageable quantities.

The result of any such change is, of course, to alter the constant in the

fundamental equation. In the following pages, however, C.G.S. lines

will be adhered to, so that the constant remains io~^.

§ 4. The electromotive-force equation in its simplest form.

—The fundamental equation of the E.M.F. which has been given

above can also be expressed in a different form. Taking the elementary

case of a straight wire moved parallel to itself across the lines of a

uniform field, first let the plane containing the length of the wire and

the direction of the movement be normal to the direction of the field, and

let the direction of movement in that plane be at right angles to the length

of the wire. Such a case is that of Fig. 14, where the field has a vertical

direction, the element AD is horizontal, and is moved in the horizontal

plane in a direction at right angles to itself. If L is the active length of

the wire which is within the field and is traversing the lines, and V is its

velocity, the area swept through by the active element in unit time is

LV = AA'D'D. If B^. is the uniform density of the flux in the air-gap

between the pole-pieces, the number of lines cut in unit time is BJ.V.

Hence on the C.G.S. system the value of the E.M.F. induced between

the points AI) is

E = B^XVx 10-8 volts ... (3)

when L, V, and B^ are respectively in centimetres, centimetres per

second, and C.G.S. lines per square centimetre.

§ 5. The direction of the E.M.F.—The "sense" or direction

in which the E.M.F. acts along the length AD is in Fig. 12 from the

observer, so that the end A is at a higher potential than the end D ; and

if the two ends were joined by a conducting circuit, a current would flow

through the active wire in the direction shown by the arrow in the plan.

In this, the simplest case of electromagnetic induction, it will be

seen that the directions of the field, of the length of the active element,

and of the movement are all at right angles to each other, and form

co-ordinate axes, as indicated in perspective in Fig. 13 ; further, the

direction of the induced E.M.F is most easily remembered and

discovered by means of the following rule. Place the right hand

outstretched in the line of the active wire, so that the thumb points along
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the direction of the field, i.e. towards the S. pole, andfurther so that when

relative movement takes place the lines of induction pass across the hand

from the palm to the back ; then the i?iduced E.M F. is di?-ectedfrom the

wrist to the tips of the fingers (as shown in Fig. 1 3). It will be found

that, according to this rule, if it is the wire which is moved while the

field is stationary, the palm of the hand must face in the direction

towards which the movement is made, as in the case illustrated ; but

the direction of the E.M.F. would be exactly the same if the field were

moved across the wire in the opposite direction, the wire itself remain-

ing stationary, in which case it is the back of the hand which must

face in the direction of movement.

Or again, both field and wire may
be moved in opposite directions

;

but in all cases the lines of the flux

^v.

;iAA|AiAA|AA||AAiAAiAAAAUiAAAf

i^»^ff

.liiiA^
^

Fig. 13.

must by the movement traverse the right hand from the palm to the back,

if we wish to discover the direction of the E.M.F. by the above rule.

§ 6. The electromotive-force equation in its general form.

—Let us next suppose that the three directions of field, active wire, and

movement are not all inclined at right angles to each other. Let the

length of the active wire be inclined to the direction of the field at some

angle a (Fig. 14, I), then the projection of the length L on the plane

normal to the field is / = L sin a, and this value must be taken instead

of L as being the effective cutting length. Next let the direction of

motion be inclined to the direction of the field at some angle ^ (Fig. 14,

II), and let the velocity be resolved into two components V sin /? in

a plane normal to the field and V cos ^ in a plane parallel to the lines

of the field. In virtue of the latter component the wire only slides

along the lines, so that we are only concerned with the former com-

ponent or e/ = V sin /8, which is the projection of the actual velocity on

the normal plane, and this must be substituted for V as the effective

velocity. Let the projection of the direction of movement Oni on the

normal plane be Ow, and in this line let op = v. We have thus obtained

on the normal plane two projections, one the effective length I— ad,

and the other the effective velocity v = N sin fi
= dg (Fig. 14, III) ; the

complete parallelogram adge is then the projection on the normal

plane of the actual area swept through by the wire in unit time, or, as

it may be called, the virtual area traversed. If y be the angle at which
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/and V are inclined to ench other, this area = /z' sin y, and the number

of lines cut per second is the number contained therein, or '^Jv sin y.

In this expression we may either regard / sin y as a broadside projection

of / on a line at right angles to the direction of movement, as in Fig. 14,

III, where ad' is the projection of adow a line at right angles to Ow ; or

we may regard v sin y as the component of v at right angles to /, in

virtue of which it cuts the lines ; while in virtue of the other com-

ponent V cos y the wire simply moves endwise through the lines.

Hence the number of lines cut per second is equal to the virtual area
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dynamo. If the electric circuit be considered as a whole, the same law-

may also be expressed by saying that the induced E.M.F. is equal to

the time rate of change of the lines afflux linked with the circuit. If the

circuit be composed of more than one loop, some or all of the flux-

hnes may thread through several loops (compare Fig. 9 or Fig. 29)

;

under these circumstances in calculating the number of linkages of

the lines with the circuit, any line which passes through n turns, and so

is linked n times with the circuit, must be reckoned as giving Ji linkages.

If Nq be at any instant the number of linkages of flux-lines with the

circuit reckoned as explained above, and N^ be the altered number at

. N -N
the end of time /, the average time-rate of change is -^ -^, and this is

equal to the average E.M.F. induced in the circuit by this change ; or

if / be made small enough, the instantaneous E.M.F. is at any moment

E= - -— , the negative sign indicating that if the number of line-link-
at

ages is increasing, the E.M.F. is negative or in a counter-clockwise

direction round the circuit as viewed from the side which the lines

enter

—

i.e. when the observer is looking along the lines in their positive

direction. But it is evident that ^N is here exactly the same as the

number of lines cut by the circuit in the same small time dt, since if

the lines linked with the circuit are altered in number, some portion of

the circuit must have been cut by them as they passed into or out of

its embrace, and this portion is our active wire or system of active

wires. Thus -- is the same as the -r of our first equation when the
dt dt

total number of cutting wires is taken into account. It has been argued

that alteration of the number of lines linked with the circuit is still the

truer view of the cause of the induced E.M.F., since it does not appear

that the portion of the circuit which cuts across the magnetic flux is

more active than any other conducting part carrying the charging

current which is necessary to show the presence of an E.M.F.

even when an electrometer is used to indicate it. Yet the line-

cutting concept is the more fundamental, since it accounts for the

continuous E.M.F. of the so-called "unipolar" dynamo; the line-

enclosure theory entirely fails in such cases, where one part of the

conductive circuit slides over another part. The line-linkage and

line-cutting views are, however, in all other cases but two ways of

expressing the same phenomenon, and the one is as true as the other.

While the line-linkage view is best suited to the transformer * wherein

there is no relative movement of the iron and copper portions and the

* The action of the transformer also follows on the line-cutting theory, when it is

borne in mind that flux-circles or closed line-curves always expand from a point or

closed chain of infinitesimal length, and can never be broken or opened, but dis-

appear by collapsing similarly to a point.
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lines simply grow and decay, the line-cutting view is at once more

convenient and more lucid in the case of the dynamo. In the latter

there must be actual movement in space of either the magnet or the

wire or both, and this requirement sharply distinguishes^ it from the

transformer. Of the ultimate reason why an E.M.F. is induced by the

relative movement of electric conductor and magnetic field, neither

view gives any clue. The lines of the field were in the first instance

mapped out by this very fact of induction ; a current was induced in

the exploring coil when, as we now see, it cut or was cut by the flux,

and other coils will show the same phenomenon when similarly circum-

stanced. The engineer in his study of the dynamo must therefore rest

content with the simple fact that there is such an interaction of

electricity and magnetism, even if the physicist has been able to

penetrate further into the mystery of the mechanism involved.*

§ 8. General process for discovering whether an E.M.F. is

generated in any given case.—The question of whether any lines

of flux are or are not cut by a given length of conductive material may
not always be easy to determine at first sight, but the process of pro-

jection described above affords an infallible rule by which it can be

settled. Taking any two points A and D in a conductor, and joining

them by a line along which it is wished to discover whether there is

any E.M.F. induced, let this length, which may be called the line of

action, be projected on the plane normal to the direction of the fines

of the field. Whatever be the nature of the movement, let its direction

be also projected on the same plane. Then if these two projections

are inclined to each other so as to enclose any angle other than i8o°,

an E.M.F. will be induced along the line of action, for a certain number
of lines are cut by the given movement. If the two projections fall in

the same straight line, there may be E.M.F.'s induced along other lines

of action between other points, but at least there is none so far as the

given line is concerned, since no flux is cut.

§ 9. Condition for maximum E.M.F.—When the angles a, yS,

and y are all right angles the action is evidently most direct, and

reaches a maximum for given values of velocity, flux density, and length

of active wire \ hence the simple case in which the three directions

formed co-ordinate axes, with which we started, is also the case which

we should aim to reproduce in the dynamo wherein a voltagef has to be

set up. For example, in Fig. 14 the best direction of movement would

be along the line shown dotted at OM in a horizontal plane ; if so moved
the case becomes identical with that shown in Fig. 12. It might appear

that the cutting action would be greater if the direction of movement
were kept unchanged along the line 0;//, and the wire were rotated into

a position at right angles to Om. But any such supposed advantage

* See Prof. Fleming, The Alternate Current Transformer, vol. i. chap, v.; and

Prof. J. J. Thomson, Electricity and Matter.
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is purely imaginary, and suggested merely by the representation of the

lines as dots on the plan. It must be remembered that the field is in

reality structureless, as is shown by the fact that in the end elevation

from M the lines appear at equal distances just as in the side elevation

from Y, and so long as the direction of movement is at right angles to

the length of the wire, and both are in a plane normal to the direction

of the field, it is a matter of indifference what is the exact direction of

movement in that plane. Further, when this is the case it will be

found, not only that the E.M.F. is a maximum along the length of the

wire, but also that, whatever be its shape or size, there is no other line

of action along which an E.M.F. is induced, except the direction of its

length. It is sometimes said that the direction of the induced E.M.F.

is at right angles to the field and to the direction of movement ; but this

is only the particular case of the line of greatest action, and there may
be several directions in a wire

or bar in which E.M.F.'s are A

induced, and several different

values for these E.M.F.'s.

This is due to the fact that

a conductor in nature must

necessarily have a certain /^
width; the effect of this has '

' / ' ^d' v g

been so far left out of sight,

and only a line of action has

been considered as given

by the length of an ideal

active element having no Fig. 15.

width, to which a thin wire

approximates. The case of a thick wire or bar is, however, easily

treated by means of the fundamental statement of the law of electro-

magnetic induction.

§ 10. Effect of width of active element.—In Fig. 15 let AD be

a bar of width W, moved in a horizontal plane across a vertical field : in

order to find out what E.M.F., if any, is acting between, e.g., the points

ad, we have merely to take a thin lamina of its substance joining

those two points and treat it as an active element of infinitely small

width, just as the wire of previous diagrams was treated. Its length

is W, and it cuts the lines of the field along its length at a rate of

B^.VW sin y lines per second, for the area which such a thin lamina

traverses in unit time is adge = Y . a'd—Y\N sin 7. Hence in any

conductor having width whose direction of motion is not at right angles

to its length, there is an E.M.F. set up across it from side to side, so

that if the two points a and d were joined by a wire a current would

flow across it.

Again, when the active wire has width, as AD in Fig. 14, and it is
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required to find the E.M.F. acting between its two ends A and D, in

strictness it would be necessary to mentally divide it along its length

into a number of very thin laminae lying side by side ; the area traversed

by any of these would in any time be equal, since they move with equal

velocity in the same direction, and therefore with a field of uniform

density the E.M.F. induced along each would be equal, and they may
all be regarded as in parallel. But if the one

i6 !'•<?• .
* 0.^%^ of the whole bar were moving in a field

"j""""-.
• of different density, as in Fig. i6, where ab is

.t] 1? • moving in a stronger field than cd, then ab

will induce a greater E.M.F. than cd. Conse-

quently, unless the thin laminae are electrically

->* separated by some insulating material, a current

will flow round the bar as a whole in the

direction shown by arrows. The importance

of this in the manufacture of dynamos will

be seen subsequently.

§ II. Case of active element which is

not straight.—Up to this point the active

wire has been usually regarded as straight,

although this is not essential, and in fact it may have any shape ; for ex-

ample, suppose that it be bent up into a curve in a vertical plane, as in

Fig. 1 7, the field being vertical, then the projection of the actual length

on a horizontal plane will be a straight line. Whenever this is the case the

E.M.F. induced per unit length along its projection is equal throughout

all portions of that length, and thence by transference to the actual

\\^. "d

Fig. i6.

k k L L L

yf^

Fig. 17.

length of the bent wire we can discover the rate of production of E.M.F.

along its actual length. For instance, in Fig. 17 the E.M.F. induced

in each inch of the projected length ad is equal, but along the actual

length AD, an inch length is more active in the middle of it than at

either end.

§ 12. The first fundamental equation of the E.M.F. of the

dynamo.—The first fundamental equation of the dynamo which deals
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with its voltage, or in other words the electromotive-force equation, has

now been determined, and may be conveniently brought to mind by

the equation of the C.G.S. system, which gives the E.M.F. in volts, or

(I) E = -xio-8

with its special form

{\a) E-B^LVx 10-8 volts

By means of these equations, and the methods by which they are

reached, any case, however complicated, of E.M.F. set up in conductors

by movement in a magnetic field may be solved ; the active elements

may be crooked or straight, moving with variable or uniform velocity

in a field of uniform or variable strength ; they may, too, be portions or

not of a complete closed circuit, and conveying currents or not ; all that

is necessary is to resolve each case into its elements to which our

primary equations can be applied. For example, in the case of a com-

plicated closed circuit it must be mentally split up into small elemental

portions such as have been above considered, and then for every small

portion we have only to determine what is its rate of cutting across

lines; for this is at once the E.M.F. set up in that portion due to its

movement. The E.M.F. may be aiding a current or it may be opposing

it; still there is that E.M.F. generated in that element of the circuit

under consideration. Then by summing up all these E.M.F.'s through-

out the whole of the circuit we arrive at the resultant E.M.F. acting

throughout the entire circuit. In so doing, however, two rules must be

invariably followed : attention must be paid to the direction of these

E.M.F.'s along the length of the element, and if we fix upon a certain

direction round the circuit as positive, i.e. the direction in which the

current round it is flowing, then all E.M.F.'s in that direction must be

considered asH-or positive, and all in the opposite direction as — or

negative, and the E.M.F.'s must be added together algebraically, with

due regard to their signs ; secondly, we must consider whether any or

all of the elements into which we have divided the conducting circuit

are in parallel, since then the potential difference existing at the ends

of any one is also the potential difference between the ends of all alike

;

and although the internal E.M.F. in one or more may be higher than

that induced in the others, yet so far as the supply of current to the

rest of the circuit is concerned it is only the potential difference at the

ends which is effective.

§ 13. E.M.F. of a loop translated {a) in a uniform field,

and {h) in a varying field.—In order to illustrate the application

of the above laws, let the case be considered of a four-sided loop

moved horizontally in a direction at right angles to two of its opposite

sides, across a uniform magnetic field, the direction of which is vertical

(Fig. 18). The two sides ab, cd will act as active elements, while in
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the two ends be, ad, which are parallel to the direction of motion,

no E.M.F. is generated, since they do not cut any lines. In ab and

cd, the induced E.M.F.'s act in the same direction as viewed by an

observer at either end, and are of the same values, since the lines are

cut by each at the same rate. But

the two E.M.F.'s oppose each other

round the loop, and consequently if

the circuit be completed from a to

d they will exactly neutralise each

other, and no current will flow round

the loop.

But now let us move the same

loop in the same way in a field of

varying intensity (Fig. 19) ; then the

E.M.F. in ab or E will be greater

than that in cd or e, and therefore

the resultant E.M.F. acting round the

loop as a whole is E — ^, which

is proportional to the difference in

the number of lines cut in unit time by ab and cd, e being a back

E.M.F. opposing the direction of the current which would flow on

closing the side ad. If we make cd move in a field the direction of

which is the reverse of that through which ab is moved (as will be

the case if in Fig. 19- we move the loop onwards, so that the right-

FlG. 18.

hand side enters the opposite field, shown on the plan by crosses),

the two E.M.F.'s, though in opposite directions, as viewed by an

observer at either end, will assist each other round the loop ; in other

words, the two active sides are in series, and their total E.M.F. is the

sum of the two E.M.F.'s, or E + ^.

Next let us join a and d, and move the closed loop through the
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same field as in Fig. i8, while we apply an external circuit to the ends

be, ad (Fig. 20) : the two E.M.F.'s which before balanced each other

now unite to send a current through the external circuit, but being

in parallel, the total E.M.F. acting is that of either of them. The
arrangement, therefore, does not add to the voltage, but simply doubles

the amperes that can be carried without damage resulting to the wire

owing to the heat generated by the passage of the current.

§ 14. E.M.F. of a loop rotated in a uniform field.—Lastly,

let us rotate the loop about an axis passing horizontally through its

centre (Fig. 21). Now in this case the two sides, ab and cd, are

again active, while the ends are inactive ; since the two sides at any

moment are cutting the lines of the same field in opposite directions,

their E.M.F.'s assist each other round the loop, so that the total E.M.F.

is the sum of the two ; and if the loop is

closed either immediately or by the in-

terposition of an external circuit in ad a

current will flow due to this total E.M.F.
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then the curve ofE.M.F. due to motion from A to B will be represented

by a straight line, at some height above the horizontal axis, which is

fixed by the scale on which volts of E.M.F. are plotted. The rate of

cutting does not vary, and the E.M.F. is constant; while if at B the

motion is instantly reversed, and the wire travels back to A at the

same speed, a constant E.M.F. of equal value is obtained, but in the

opposite direction. We thus. arrive at the pair of rectangles shown

to the right of the figure. If, however, the wire is rotated with uniform

velocity in a circle about O, the rate of cutting will vary at every

instant ; as it describes the semicircle C E D, at the first instant it

slides along the lines, and the E.M.F. is zero; gradually the E.M.F.

B
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middle position at B, where it reaches a maximum, and thence with

falling velocity as it passes on from E to D. If the values of this

apparent velocity V sin ^ are plotted, a simple sine curve is obtained

whose maximum value is V. But the rate of cutting is directly

proportional to this varying velocity, and therefore the curve connecting

E.M.F. and time must itself be a simple sine curve like the curve

connecting time and projected velocity. The exact shape of the

curve is shown at the side of Fig. 22 ; the instantaneous E.M.F. is a

sine function of the angle through which the active wire has turned,

reckoned from its position in a plane normal to the field ; and its

value is BLV sin /3' x io~^ As the rotation is continuously maintained

with uniform velocity, the E.M.F. acts first in one direction, then in

the opposite direction, or is alternating. When /8' is 0°, 180°, or 360°,

its value is zero; when /3' is 90° or 270°, its value is a maximum, first

in a positive and then in a negative direction. If the time taken to

move from C to D be the same as that taken to move from A to B,

the average value of the E.M.F. due to the rotation or the average

height of the curve must be the same as the value due to the trans-

lational movement, or the height of the straight line above the

horizontal axis.

§ 15. Periodicity and phase of an alternating E.M.F.—
When a phenomenon which varies from instant to instant passes

through a cycle of changes, such that it returns to exactly the same

condition as existed at the commencement of the cycle, and then

proceeds to pass through other similar cycles, it is said to vary in a

periodic manner, and the time taken to pass through one complete

cycle of values is termed a period. Thus the E.M.F. of the rotating

wire in Fig. 22 is periodic, the time of one complete revolution being

the period and giving a complete wave of E.M.F.. The number of

complete periods per second is called the periodicity or frequency of

the alternating E.M.F., or of the active element which yields it. In

symbols, if T^ = the periodic time in seconds, /=,-. and in our present

case since T. = -, where n is the number of revolutions of the wire per
n

second, the frequency is equal to «, or to •—
-, if N be the number of

60

revolutions per minute. Any periodic motion or E.M.F. or current

which follows a sine law, as above described, is known as a simple

harmonic function, and may be conveniently represented by the pro-

jection on a vertical or horizontal axis of a radius revolving round a

centre once in each period at a uniform speed. Thus in Fig. 23 let

the radius OM represent to some scale the maximum value of the

function, and let it be regarded as making / revolutions per second

in a counter-clockwise direction, about the point O, so that its angular

VOL. I.—

4
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velocity is w = iirf radians per second. Then the projection of OM
on the vertical axis or Ow will at any moment represent to the same

scale the instantaneous value of the function ; when the projection of

the radius is above the horizontal axis, its value is to be regarded as

Y "V. positive, and when below, as negative. The
projected length thus passes through a com-

plete cycle of values once in each revolution,

corresponding to one complete period. Let

" time be reckoned from the instant when the

radius occupies its horizontal position on OX,
and its projection is therefore zero ; then at

-Ciock diagram. ^"Y moment t seconds from this starting-point

OM will have turned through the angle P = wt,

and its projection on the vertical will be Om = OM sin co/. Thus if

the radius OM represent the uniform velocity of movement of the

active wire of Fig. 22, its apparent velocity as viewed along the direction

of the lines of the field will be z/ = V sin w/, and to this its rate of

line-cutting is proportional ; or if the radius represents to some other

scale the maximum value B of the E.M.F., the instantaneous E.M.F.

will be
c — i5 sin w/ . (5)

The angular position of the revolving radius reckoned from its zero

position on the horizontal axis is the phase of the function at that

moment, and is expressed in radians or degrees, 27r or 360° corre-

sponding to one period. If two or more functions having the same

frequency are combined on the same diagram, the angle between

any pair of rotating radii reckoned in a counter clockwise direction

represents the phase difference of the corresponding functions. Such
*' clock diagrams," as they are called, are frequently used in connection

with alternating-current problems.



CHAPTER V

THE MAGNETIC PULL

§ I. The elementary dynamo.—The principle on which the primary

function of the dynamo depends has now been discussed, and the

fundamental equation for its electromotive force, or the first of the

two factors that go to make up its output, has been established. So

far the chief result contemplated in our diagrams of a simple active

wire has been the production of an electric pressure at its ends or

terminals; no current could flow along it so long as the ends were

shown open and the circuit was incomplete, and since no electrical

energy was developed, no mechanical energy was absorbed by the

movement. The arrangement of Fig. 12 was therefore only potentially

a dynamo. But now suppose that the wire which forms the active

element also forms part of a closed conducting circuit, the remainder

of which is external to the magnetic field, and is a simple electrical

resistance of R^ ohms, as shown in Fig. i ; then when the wire is drawn

across the field an E.M.F. is set up between its two ends A and D

;

and these being points in a closed electric circuit, which contains no
other source of E.M.F. besides the active wire, a current of electricity

will flow through the whole circuit. The value of the current in amperes

will be equal to the E.M.F. in volts divided by the resistance of the

entire circuit expressed in ohms ; or in symbols

E.

R« + R.

where E,, and R^ are respectively the E.M.F.'s indyced in the active wire

and its own resistance. In short, the wire cutting the magnetic field

has now become a dynamo.

But when a current is allowed to flow through the wire, a distinction

must be made between the internal E.M.F. developed in its length, or

the internal portion of the circuit, and the difference of potential which
exists at its terminals, A and D. The latter, which we will call E^, is the

terminal " voltage " of the simple dynamo, which, when multiplied by
the current passing through it gives the output ; it is less than the in-

ternal E.M.F. by the number of volts spent in the passage of the current

through the resistance of the moving wire which forms the dynamo.
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The analogy of the centrifugal pump will render this clear. We
have said that the whole of the power developed by it is not available

outside of it for raising water, and the reason is the same as in the case

of the dynamo. The flow of water is the same inside and outside the

pump, but some portion of the total pressure produced in the pump
is lost in overcoming the frictional resistance of its own ports and

channels to that flow, and from this loss of pressure it results that

the available power for lifting water is less than the total power of

the pump.

The terminal voltage of the simple dynamo is therefore

E, = E„-CR,

and from this it will be seen that on open circuit when no current flows

E^ = E^ ; but as the current is increased the difference between the two

continually increases. The volts represented by CR^ are not available

for use, being spent over the internal resistance ; when multiplied by

the current their product, or C^R« watts, is a certain rate of development

of electrical energy, but this energy simply appears as heat generated in

the dynamo which is not only useless but costly and inconvenient to

dissipate. The smaller R„ is, the less will be this loss, and the more

nearly E^ will approximate to E,,. For this reason the inductive portion

of the modern dynamo is almost invariably composed of copper ; since

with the exception of silver (which is too expensive), copper is of all

substances the best conductor of electricity, and therefore for a given

length and sectional area of conductor its resistance is less than that Of

other metals.

§ 2. Mechanical force required when current flows.—
Directly, however, that a current flows through our moving wire, an

entirely new phenomenon comes to light. It now for the first time

requires mechanical force to be applied in order to move it across the

field. Magnetic field and electric current have interacted, and there

is a definite resistance to the motion, which must be overcome by

mechanical energy supplied from without.

The study of this second phenomenon of electrodynamic action will

follow a course closely analogous in every particular to the previous

study of the principle of electromagnetic induction. Let us place in a

magnetic field a simple straight conductor AD (Fig. 24) conveying a

current whose direction of flow coincides with its length, and is from

from D to A ; the rest of the circuit which must necessarily exist we will

for the moment disregard. Let it occupy any position in the magnetic

field, and finally let us take any line of action which we please, along

which we wish to discover whether there is any mechanical force acting

on the conductor and tending to move it in that direction. As, in the

case of electromagnetic induction, the direction of the field and of

movement were given, and any line of action forming a length within
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the conductor was considered with reference to the existence of an

E.M.F. along it, so now with direction of field and of flow of current

given, any line of action is considered with reference to the question

whether any force does or does not act along that line.

§ 3. Direction and " sense " of the magnetic pull.—In the

first place, whatever the relative positions of the lines which represent

the directions of field and length of conductor, it is evident that they

fall under one or other of two heads : either the length of the conductor

is parallel to the direction of the field, or it is not. Now, in the first

case, the conductor conveying the current is entirely unacted on by any

' ^ f ^ 'f

'

A

t-'
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one force at right angles to its length and in a plane normal to the field,

as indicated by the line OM.
We have next to determine the " sense " of this magnetic force or

pull. In Fig. 24, if the direction of the lines of the field be vertically

upwards, and the current flows in the conductor from D to A, the

direction of the pull on the conductor will be from left to right towards

M, i.e. exactly opposite to the direction of movement which would

produce an E.M.F. directed from D to A. Hence if, instead of the

right hand, we now place the left hand outstretched along the length of

the conductor, so that the direction of current is from the wrist to the

finger-tips, while the thumb points down the direction of the lines of

the field, the direction of the mechanical pull on the conductor will be

across the hand from the back to the palm ; in other words, the palm

will face the direction towards which the conductor tends to move.

The force is a mutual action between the conductor and the field, so

that if the conductor is held fast, and the pole-pieces between which

the field exists are free to move, the direction in which they will move
is of course opposite, i.e. from the palm of the hand across to the back.

§ 4. The mechanical force equation.—Next, as regards the

magnitude of the force, if / be the length of the conductor AD as pro-

jected on to the plane normal to a field of uniform density, then the

force acting on AD at right angles to its length, and tending to move it

parallel to itself along OM, is proportional to the product of the density

of the flux, the projected length of the conductor, and the strength of

the current, or

F oc B^,/(r

But /=L sin a (Fig. 24, I)

.. F oc BjLf . sin a

from which it is again evident that the conductor is only acted on by

the magnetic pull when its length is inclined at some angle to the

direction of the field ; since if it is parallel to it, a = o, and F is zero.

The above forms the statement of the fact of electrodynamic

action parallel to our previous statem.ent respecting electromagnetic in-

duction. As, in the latter case, there were aspects other than that in

which it was presented, so also are there other ways of presenting the

second fundamental fact ; but again, none are so suitable in connection

with the theory of the dynamo. Both are laws, ultimate as regards the

subject in hand, and not only verifiable by direct experiment, but also

affording a sure groundwork on which to deal with any case that may
arise.

The closely analogous nature of the two laws is already apparent

;

if the projection of the conductor or element on the normal plane be

a point, it is entirely unacted on by any pull from the magnetic field

;

and further, no E.M.F. can be created in it by movement in any
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direction parallel to itself. When inclined to the direction of the field

the actual force acting on the conductor due to the magnetic pull a is

always F oc BX-^ . sin a along the line OM ; but the whole or part of

this may be balanced by other external forces, and we have undertaken

to discover the force acting on the conductor along any line of action

which w^e please to consider. This we are now in a position to do,

since all that is required is to resolve the force F along the given line

of action, in order to find the component acting along it, which may or

may not be unbalanced. In Fig. 24 (II) let O/// be the line of action

under consideration, its projection on the normal plane (Fig. 24, III)

being along Ow ; then the component of the force F acting along the

line Om is

/= F sin y

where y is as before the angle which the projection of the line of action

makes with the projected length of the conductor. Further, the com-

ponent of/ along the line Om is

where /? is the angle which the line of action makes with the direction

of the field (Fig. 24, II). Hence the force acting on the conductor

along the given line of action Om' is

/' oc B^.L^ . sin a sin /3 . sin y
or

f = kB^\^c . sin a . sin yS . sin y . . . . (6)

where k is some constant, depending on the system of units employed.

On the C.G.S. system, the force being measured in dynes, c in absolute

electromagnetic units and B^ in C.G.S. lines per square centimetre, k=\,
or if c be in amperes, k= io~^

The expression we have now obtained is exactly analogous in form

to the expression previously arrived at for the E.M.F. induced in a

rectilinear conductor when moved in any direction parallel to itself, and

it may be put into similar words. With any position of the conductor

relatively to the line of field and the line of action, either the projections

of the conductor's length and the line of action are in the same straight

line, or they are inclined to each other at some angle other than 180°

:

in the first case there is no magnetic force acting on the conductor and
tending to move it in the given line; in the second case there is a

certain magnetic force or component of a force acting along that line.

Whenever a conductor is subjected to a magnetic pull, the line of action

along which the force is a maximum is at right angles to the projected

length and in the normal plane, and hence, as we have said, it is in this

direction that the conductor, if free to move, will travel parallel to itself.

There is no tendency for it to rotate so as to alter the angle a. For a

given length of conductor, however, this force is a maximum when the
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conductor is ilself at right angles to the field or in the normal plane, as

shown in Fig. 25, and this maximum value of the force is

(H) F == B^Xf X I
o~^ dynes (7)

which forms the second fundamental equation of the dynamo. If F be

measured in lbs. and L in inches, while B^ and c are retained in C.G.S.

units and amperes respectively, the equation becomes

F=57xio ^ B.,L'V pounds (8)

Direction of Pull on Conductor

S »*

\\v^\\\\V\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\'

One feature still remains to be considered. When the conductor of

P'ig. 24 is unconstrained and moves parallel to itself in the direction of

the line OM, it passes broadside through the field, and for a given

distance moved through, the number of lines cut is a maximum.
Further, since the force F has no component in a vertical direction or

along the length of the conductor, it is

evident that there is no tendency for

the conductor to move up and down
the lines or end-on through them.

It is essential, therefore, for the exist-

ence of force along any line of action

that the conductor, by movement in

that direction, should cut lines of the

field along its length.

§ 5. Lenz's Law.—Now in the

simple but fundamental case of Fig. 25

two corollaries attract attention. By
comparing Fig. 25 with Fig. 12 it will be

seen that the direction of the magnetic

pull on the conductor, when a current

flows through it from D to A, is exactly

opposite to the direction of movement which would induce an E.M.F.

in it from D to A. The same is true in all other cases (compare Figs.

24 and 14), and is embodied in the rule that, in determining the direction

of an E.M.F. along a given line of action, the right hand is used, while

in determining the direction of magnetic pull on the conductor the left

hand is used. Suppose that the conductor of Fig. 25, conveying a

current from D to A, is free to move under the action of the magnetic

pull ; then at once it cuts the lines of the field, and the induced E.M.F.,

as shown by the application of the right hand, is from A to D ; it is

therefore a back E.M.F. opposing the flow of the current and reducing

its strength. Whenever a conductor is left free to move under the

magnetic pull on it, it always cuts lines along its length, and induces

an E.M.F. so directed as to oppose the flow of current to which the

movement is itself due. That it must so oppose the current is evident

if we consider what would be the consequences were it to assist the flow

Fig. 25.
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of current ; the strength of the latter would be increased, the pull would

proportionately increase, and the conductor would move with ever-

increasing velocity, which in turn would induce a continually increasing

E.M.F. in the same direction as the current; this process would then

go on for ever until both the E.M.F. and current were infinitely great.

An indefinite amount of electrical energy would thus be obtained without

the expenditure of any, as required by the law of the conservation of

energy.

Next, let the current in AD (see Fig. 25) be itself due to movement
of it through the magnetic field; that is, an E.M.F. is being generated

in it, acting from D to A. For this to be the case the direction of move-

ment must be towards the left. But the direction of the force acting

on it, due to its being a conductor carrying a current from D to A, is

towards the right, and so is directly opposed to the movement which

produces the E.M.F. Hence the movement of the conductor is resisted

by a mechanical force in the opposite direction, and this fact may
conversely be used to determine the direction of the E.M.F. along the

length of the active wire. For, suppose a current to flow under the

induced E.M.F,, the direction of the two being the same; then this

direction must be such that there shall be a force acting on the wire

opposing the movement which induces the E.M.F. In all cases, there-

fore, of electromagnetic induction the direction of the induced E.M.F.

must be such that a current flowing under it tends by its electrodynamic

action to stop the motion which produces the E.M.F. This general

statement was formulated by Lenz in 1834, and is known as Le?iz's

laiv.

§ 6. Conversion of mechanical into electrical energ^y.—The
reason why an expenditure of mechanical energy is required, if a current

is allowed to flow in the active wire of Fig. i, under the influence of the

E.M.F. induced in it, is now seen. By the principle of the conservation

of energy, no new form of energy can be made to appear, save by the

transformation of some other form. In the case of the electric motor

which is contained in the first of the above two corollaries, a current is

passed through a system of conductors placed in a magnetic field ; they

are thus subjected to a mechanical pull, which will cause movement,

and so give off work, electrical energy being transformed into mechanical,

and the conductors becoming also active, or the seat of an induced

back E.M.F. In the case of the dynamo which is embodied in the

second of the two corollaries, a current flows in the direction of the

induced E.M.F., so that the system of active wires becomes also con-

ductive; the movement which produces the E.M.F. is resisted by a

mechanical force, and mechanical energy is transformed into electrical

energy. The equality of the two is easily shown : e.g., in Fig. 25 let ^ be

the strength of current flowing through the wire under the E.M.F. pro-

duced by movement of it towards the left with uniform velocity V, all
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units being on the C.G.S. absolute system. The rate of development

of electrical energy throughout the circuit is equal to the product of the

E.M.F. and the current flowing round it, i.e. — Er. But E = B,XV ; there-

fore electrical energy is developed at the rate of 'Q^-Nc ergs per second.

Now with the current flowing in the direction shown in the wire, it is acted

on by a force at right angles to its length, and tending to draw it towards

the right. The magnitude of this force is F = B^,Lr. But this force is

overcome through a length V in unit time, so that mechanical energy

has to be expended at the rate of FV ergs per second. This is again

equal to B^XVc, and is therefore identical with the expression for the rate

of development of electrical energy.

Or again, take the case shown in Fig. 13, and compare it with Fig. 24 ;

the E.M.F. produced by movement of the wire in the direction Om' is

equal to B^LV . sin a . sin ^ . sin y in the direction from D to A. Let

this produce a current of strength c round the circuit when closed

;

then the wire is acted on by a magnetic pull, F = B^L«r sin a, in the

direction OM (Fig. 24). But the whole of this is not overcome by the

force which produces the movement ; it is only the component of F
along the line Om' which acts as a resistance to the movement, and

this is equal to the F sin ^ . sin y = B^L^ . sin a . sin ^ . sin y. The
product of the resistance overcome, and the velocity V, is therefore

again equal to the rate of development of electrical energy, or Er.

§ 7. The interaction of two magnetic fields.—But by what

mechanism, it is naturally asked, is this resistance to a movement
inducing an E.M.F., and which only arises when a current flows,

brought about ? It is by the interaction of the magnetic field due to

the current, with the inducing magnetic field. It has been shown that

a conductor conveying an electric current is itself the centre of a

magnetic field, and it is through its magnetic properties that the

current can react on the original field. This interaction can be treated

in several different ways : these consist in attributing either to the

magnetic lines themselves or to the closed conducting circuit certain

properties, by means of which all the phenomena attendant upon the

superposition of two or more magnetic fields can be correlated and

brought into harmony. Of such methods two principal ones may be

mentioned ; but it must be remembered that the ultimate nature of the

action is not more explained by them than by the primary law under

which the subject was first presented.

Take the case of a rectangular loop of wire round which a current

flows, and placed so that its plane is parallel to the direction of the

field between two external pole-pieces (Fig. 26). Then it follows from

the electrodynamic law that if the direction of the current round the

loop be as shown by the arrow, the side 1-2 will be subjected to a

force tending to move it towards the right, as seen from D, while the

side 3-4 will be subjected to an equal force tending to move it towards
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the left ; the ends 2-3 and 1-4 will while parallel to the field have no

force exerted on them, and when in a plane normal to the field, or in

any intermediate position, the force tending to move 2-3 in one

direction will be counterbalanced by the force tending to move 1-4 in

the opposite direction. The whole loop will therefore be acted upon

by a couple tending to rotate it in a clockwise direction, and the

position which it will take up if free to move is one in which its plane

is normal to the direction of the field, as shown by dotted lines.

When the loop is vertical and is subjected to a magnetic pull, the lines

that would be due to the current alone would pass through it from

right to left, as seen from D. Such a supposed field must, however, be

compounded with the original vertical field, and the result of this

composition is that the lines of the actual field in nature are twisted out

of their direct path,* When the loop has rotated into its position of

rest, the lines that would be due to the current alone coincide in

direction with the lines of the original field, i.e. pass vertically upwards

m
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Fig. 26.

through the loop. Hence, as the loop rotates, the lines of the resultant

field shorten their path, and further become a maximum. Thus not

only may the lines of a compound field be said to tend to shorten

themselves, but every closed circuit conveying a current tends to set

itself so that the lines embraced by it are a maximum.

Again, it has been shown (Chap. II. § 6) that a loop of wire con-

veying a current may be likened to a magnetic shell, the two faces of

which are respectively N. and S. Consequently, in Fig, 26 the loop

tends so to set itself that it presents its N. face to the S. pole of the

external magnet, and its S. face to the N. pole-piece, since unlike poles

attract, like poles repel. If the loop be forcibly rotated in an anti-

clockwise direction an E.M.F. will be set up which would be the

* The mere distortion of the flux round a current-carrying conductor immersed in

a magnetic field, although giving a useful picture as to the direction of the mechanical

thrust on it, does not, however, yield a fundamental explanation ; for this distortion

may be neutralised as by compensating field-winding on a dynamo without affecting

the magnetic drag. Cp. A. S. M'Allister, Elect. World, vol. li., pp. 767 and 860.
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cause of an alternating current ; but with such a direction of rotation

the N. face of the loop would be continually presented to the N. pole

of the magnet, and therefore there will be repulsion resisting the

motion.

§ 8. Magnetic pull on armature conductors.—Let us now
consider the case of an iron cylinder along the outside of which and

parallel to its length are arranged a number of conductors conveying

currents, the whole being placed in a magnetic field between two pole-

pieces (Fig. 27). The direction of the lines in the air-space between the

iron poles and the iron cylinder will be nearly radial, except for a small

fringe of lines near the interpolar gaps. Let the direction of the

currents in the one half of the conductors (marked wdth a dot) under

one pole-piece be towards an observer, looking at the cylinder from its

end, and in the other half (crossed) away from the observer. Such is

the case of the armature

of a 2-pole machine with

smooth core. By appli-

cation of the left hand it

will be found that each

conductor is subjected to

a pull exactly tangential

to a circle passing through

the centre of the con-

ductors, save in those

which are nearly or quite

vertical. The directions

of a few of these forces

are shown on the diagram.
Fig. 27.—Magnetic pull on the active wires of -^yg ^^ consider the

dynamo armature. ^

whole as a number of

loops all tending to set themselves vertical, so as to embrace all the lines

of the field, while the ends of the loops will exert neither an upward nor

a downward pull. The total result of the action will be that, unless

otherwise constrained, the whole system of conductors will rotate in a

clockwise direction. If the above represents an electric motor, the

conductors will so rotate, and therefore induce in themselves an E.M.F.

opposed to the flow of current.

But if the conductors are rotated in a counter clockwise direction

at a uniform speed, they will induce E.M.F.'s in the directions which

the currents are supposed to have, and the whole becomes a dynamo
;

hence the mechanical resistance to rotation which arises when a

continuous current flows under those E.M.F.'s, takes the form of a

tangential drai^, acting on each of the conductors round the circum-

ference ; and this must be overcome by the mechanical force applied

to the shaft of the armature. The tangential drag on each wire is
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removed and put on again twice in each revolution as it passes over

from under one pole to the other ; it is, however, always in the same
direction relatively to the rotation.

Assuming the flux-density B^, in the air-gaps to be practically

uniform under the pole-faces, if L — length in cm. of each conductor

within the influence of the field or the length of the iron cylinder, the

force on each conductor under a pole is B^LJ x lo"^ dynes, where J
= the

steady current in amperes carried by the conductor. If t = the total

number of conductors each carrying the same current J, and <^ = the

angular width of the polar field in radians, the number of conductors

within one polar field at any moment is t x -^; the combined tan-
27r

gential pull due to the conductors on the one-half of the armature under

one pole-face is thus

F = T-^ . B,XJ X io~i dynes . . . (9)
27r

and this acts at radius r in cm. drawn to the centre of the conductors.

The total torque from the two halves of the armature is therefore

T — T.— . B^LJrx io~i dyne-centimetres,

or more generally, for / pairs of poles

T=/ . T . - . B^^ . LJrx io~i dyne-centimetres.

Now the area of the field under one pole-face is 2nrh x ^ = rhcf),
27r

whence if Z^ = the total number of lines that pass into the armature

Z
from one pole or pass out of it into the other pole, B^ = -—^.

Substituting this value, the torque is

T=-' '•''' X io~i dyne-centimetres,

or

=^ •
'^- J • a pound-feet (10)

4"26 X 10^

Multiplying by w, the angular velocity in radians per sec. ^=_^l-j

we obtain the rate of absorption of mechanical energy in the machine

either in ergs per second in the first case, or in foot-pounds per second

in the second case.*

* The equation Bj^— " assumes that the lines are confined entirely within the

area of the pole-face, and is not therefore strictly true, since the fringe of flux

surrounding the pole-edges is neglected. The correction for this error slightly

decreases the value of B^r for a given value of Z^, but correspondingly increases the

number of wires which are subjected to the drag ; hence the above final equation
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In dynamos with smooth-core armature, such as that shown in

Fig. 27, the density of field in the air-space through which the conductors

are moved is usually at least 5500 C.G.S. lines per square centimetre.

The force acting on each conductor to resist its motion per foot of

active length is then 0-0376 lb. for every ampere of current flowing

through it, or nearly 3! lbs. for 100 amperes. The active wires must

therefore be securely fastened to the armature of the dynamo, and

prevented from slipping under the action of the magnetic drag. In

toothed armatures, as will be explained in Chapter XIII., the magnetic

drag is largely transferred from the wires to the iron supporting

cylinder, but remains the same in its total amount, so that whether

the dynamo have a smooth or toothed armature, in either case its

iron core, shaft, and framework must be given the necessary mechanical

strength to resist the torque. The second fundamental equation has

now, therefore, introduced the mechanical element which is required

in order to complete our first view of the dynamo as a machine, and

it can be readily seen why the knowledge both of the electrician and

of the mechanical engineer is required for the design of the dynamo
\

neither can be neglected, as indeed the very word " dynamo-electric

"

foreshadows.

§ 9. The limits of the output of a dynamo.—This leads us

to the next question, namely : What determines the amount of current

which may be taken out of any dynamo ? We have seen that when
once an electric pressure or electromotive force has been generated

by the simple dynamo (Fig. i) the current which will flow through it

is determined by the internal resistance of the dynamo itself (R^) and

that of the external circuit (R^), or

C = - ^^ -
Ra + Rf

and consequently for given values of E^ and R« it is a maximum when
the external resistance is negligibly small, as will be the case if the

terminals of the active wire are joined together by a short piece of

stout copper, or, as it is termed, if the dynamo be short-circuited.

for T is strictly true, as may be proved by equating the mechanical horsepower

that is absorbed to the rate of development of electrical energy. The latter is

EaCa watts ; Q,a= q], and Ea= - .'La'\, . r x 10-* volts (eq. 2i„) ; whence

E„ . a = 2Z« .^ . Jr X 10-8 watts.
60

Converted into horsepower, this is

2/N T . r . Z„'f -
.J

- "x 107"',
60 746

which is equal to the mechanical horsepower absorbed, or

p. } .T.Zg ^ 2w;N
^ £

4*26 X 10* 60 550
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But for every ampere of current flowing through the dynamo our

second equation shows that a definite force is brought into play which

resists the motion. Hence, theoretically, the maximum rate at which

electrical energy can be developed by a dynamo is limited by the

horsepower of the steam-engine, or other prime mover employed to

overcome the resistance to the motion, when taxed to its utmost.

But for practical purposes it is not simply a maximum rate of develop-

ment of electrical energy which is required, but a maximum rate of

development iti the external circuit, since here alone it is useful ; in

other words, it is the output or the product E,.Ce which has to be a

maximum. When the machine is short-circuited, although the rate

of internal development of energy may be a maximum, there is no

output, for the number of volts used in driving the current through

the internal resistance of the dynamo, or CRa, is equal to E„, its

internal E.M.F., and therefore E^ is zero. If the horsepower at our

disposal suffices to maintain the speed and E^ constant, then the

output is a maximum when the loss of volts over the internal resistance

is equal to the loss of volts over the external resistance, and E^ = ^E„.

This implies, however, a progressive lowering of the terminal voltage

as the current is increased, yet in practice it is necessary to maintain

at the terminals of the machine a certain voltage suited to the purpose

in view. If by increasing the field or the speed, E„ can be raised so

as to keep E,, constant at the required value, then with sufficient

mechanical power obtainable from the prime mover the output of

the dynamo may be indefinitely increased by lessening the external

resistance, and so increasing the current. In either case, however,

the output that can be obtained is determined by the amount of

current that may be permitted to pass through the machine, and this

is in practice limited by certain considerations, of which the most

important is the heating of the dynamo by the passage of the current.

Unless the heat which is continuously generated at the rate of C^R^

watts can be dissipated quickly enough, the temperature of the wire

will rise so high that we run the danger of fusing it, or at least of

burning its insulation. Given, therefore, sufficient horsepower applied

to a dynamo constructed to give a certain terminal voltage, the

greatest current which it will be able to cofitinuously maintain is in

general determined by the rate at which the heat produced in it can

be dissipated, and so indirecdy by the relation existing between the

electric resistance of its armature and the area and effectiveness of

the surface exposed to the cooling of the air.

The two equations of the dynamo have now been discussed, and

expressed symbolically, i.e. on the C.G.S. practical system

(I) . . . . E = B^LVxio-«
(II) .... F-B^Lfxio-i
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As the law of electromagnetic induction yields the first fundamental

equation of the electromotive force, so the law of electrodynamic action

yields the second fundamental equation of the mechafiical force. With

these may now be placed the third or viagnetomotive force equation in

its simplest form, as given in Chapter III. § 9, namely

—

(III) . . . . ^.Kl^Z.-
10 ^s



CHAPTER VI

SELF-INDUCTION AND ALTERNATING-CURRENT PHENOMENA

§ I. Second consequence of flow of current.—One of the

consequences which ensue when a current is permitted to flow through

our active wire, namely, the magnetic pull on it, has now been considered,

and it has been shown that it is connected with the interaction of the

magnetic field which surrounds the current- carrying wire with the

original inducing field. Another consequence of great importance still

remains to be traced. When the wire is carrying a current we have

spoken of its own magnetic field as being superposed upon that already

existing, so that we now have to ask, What is the effect of the co-

presence of these two fields as regards the E.M.F. induced in the wire?

In actual nature at any point in space there can never be more than

one magnetic field as mapped out by lines of induction ; but this

magnetic field may for purposes of investigation be regarded as the

resultant of two or more fields ; and hence it is legitimate to consider

these as acting separately on the dynamo, and so arrive at the resultant

E.M.F. set up in it. In the case here to be considered the actual field

in which the wire is immersed may be regarded as compounded of two

sets of lines—one due to an external magnetomotive force, and one due

to the current in the wire itself; each produces its own proper effect,

which can be considered apart from the effect of the other,

§ 2. The cutting of self-induced lines if current varies.

—

When the current flowing through a conductor is a steady current in

one direction and of constant value, the field due to it remains unvary-

ing in intensity and position relatively to the conductor. Hence, if it

be a steady current which we have supposed to be flowing in our

conductor, then, even though it be moved in space, it carries its own
field along with it, and therefore can never by its own movement cut

lis oivn lines. At any point lying in its path, and through which it either

will pass or has already passed, the number of lines transversal to its

length may be more than the number due to the external field within

any given area, but it cannot either cut or have cut this increased

number, since it carries along with it its own lines, which have so

increased the original field. But a further possibility still remains,

and this is that the lines due to the current may by their own move-
VOL. L—

5
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ment cut the conductor ; and this does, in fact, take place whenever the

current begins, or ends, or varies in strength. When a current starts

to flow in a conductor the magnetic field surrounding it has to be

called into existence ; and we may picture to ourselves this process by

means of the conception of the circular lines, shown in Fig. 5, being

thrown off from the central axis of the conductor and gradually expand-

ing outwards like the circular ripples caused by the dropping of a stone

into still water. As the ring-lines first formed expand outwards and

pass laterally across the substance of the conductor out into the medium
surrounding it, new ones are continually being formed at the centre,

themselves in turn to expand outwards. Whenever the current

increases in strength, more rings are thrown off from the centre of

the conductor, and the field external to it becomes more crowded

;

while if the current decreases in strength all the rings contract inwards,

and some pass into the conductor and disappear by absorption at the

centre. The magnetic circles behave like elastic rings stretched out-

wards by some internal pressure acting all round them.. Finally, when

the current ceases to flow, the rings, being in a state of strain, and now
being left unsupported, as it were, by the falling current, collapse

inwards, cut the conductor transversely and disappear entirely.* All

such changes are not instantaneous, but take a certain time-—short it

may be, but still a definite period of time.

§ 3. Law of self-induced E.M.F.—Here, then, we have a case

of relative motion of field and conductor by reason of which the lines

cut the conductor at a certain rate ; consequently the conductor con-

veying a current of varying strength also becomes inductive, and an

E.M.F. is set up in it proportional to the time-rate at which the lines,

expanding or contracting, cut the conductor. Such cutting is not due

to any movement of the conductor itself, but to the variation in the

strength of the current flowing in it, which causes its own magnetic

field to vary, and the E.M.F. so produced is called the E.M.F. of self-

induction, as being induced by the conductor upon itself. Since the

circular lines of force surrounding a solitary rectilinear conductor are

in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the flow of the current at

any point, the line of action of the E.M.F. which they produce must

necessarily be the axis of the flow of current in the conductor. Its

direction along this line of action has next to be considered. In Fig. 5

let the current passing downwards through the plane of the paper be

increasing in value, then circular lines having the direction shown are

expanding outwards. Now, if we place the outstretched right hand

along the conductor, so that the thumb points down the lines, and so

that their radial direction of expansion passes outwards across or through

* Cp. Elihu Thomson, "Magnetism in its Relation to Induced E.M.I"', and

Current," Proc. Anier. I.E.E., May 22, 18S9; reprinted in Electrical Eiii^iiieer,

vol. iii. p. 495.
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the hand from the pahii to the back, i.e. with the palm facing inwards

towards the centre, it will be found that the direction of the self-induced

E.M.F., being by the rule of § 5, Chapter IV., from the wrist to the

finger-tips, is opposed to the direction of the current, and resists the

increase of its strength. If, however, the strength of the current is

decreasing, and the circular lines are contracting inwards, the palm of

the hand must face outwards, and the self-induced E.M.F. being in the

direction of the current, tends to keep up its strength. Again, there-

fore, the self-induced E.M.F. resists the change in the current by which

it is itself produced, and this is in fact the universal law which governs

its nature.

Consider the case of a loop of wire (Fig. 28) which is rapidly pushed

up to the pole of a magnet from some position outside its field ; by the

cutting of the lines of the external field an E.M.F. is set up in the

direction of the arrow on the loop : this increases in strength, since

more and more lines are cut as it

moves through the denser field near

to the pole. Under the action of

the E.M.F. in the closed loop a

current begins to flow; but as soon

as this current begins, lines of flux

due to it spread outwards from the

conductor, and form loops linked

with the electrical circuit. A second

field is thus superposed on the

first, and the direction of the lines

of this second field as they pass

through the loop is exactly opposite

to that of the first : this is roughly indicated in the diagram by the

dotted lines lying counter to the full lines of the original field. It

follows that the rising current tends to crowd the loop full of lines

opposite in direction to those of the external field ; or, in other

words, it tends to reduce the resultant flux-density through the

loop, just at the time when it is being increased by the motion.

Consequently the rise of current in the loop is not so rapid as it

would be if the current had itself no magnetic effect, or we may say

that the current by reason of the magnetic qualities of its circuit reacts

on the original field. At any moment the resultant field in which the

loop is moving has a certain value and distribution, and the rate at

which the lines of this field are cutting the conductor loop gives the

E.M.F. to which the current strength at that moment is proportional;

but this actual field may also and more conveniendy be resolved into

two—the original field and the current's own field, the effect of the

two being considered separately. At any instant the lines induced by
the current on itself are increasing at a certain rate or being thrown off

Fig. 28.
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round the loop and cutting it, but the effect of this opposes the effect

due to the cutting of the external field. If we place the right hand

along the conductor on the inside of the loop, it is the direction of the

two sets of lines which is different ; if we place it on the outside, it is

the direction of movement of the lines which is different. Hence the

movement of the second field, due to the fact that the current is rising,

induces a counter or back E.M.F. opposed to the rising current, just

as was previously the case with the simple straight conductor; but

now further in this case, where the change in the current strength is

due to change in the E.M.F. induced by movement through the

external field, this latter E.M.F. as it rises in value is continually

opposed by a counter E.M.F. of its own creating, and the current

cannot rise in strength as rapidly as the E.M.F. imposed by the

external field rises.

If the movement of the loop is suddenly reversed, and it is made

to recede from the magnet, the direction of the E.M.F. will be reversed,

and so also eventually will the current. But not at once ; the lines of

its own field have to collapse upon the wire, to be succeeded by fresh

lines passing in the reverse direction through the loop. The collapse

of the former lines inwards and the expansion outwards of the new

lines both cause a self-induced E.M.F. in the same direction as that in

which the current was flowing ; this for a time tends to counterbalance

the new E.M.F. impressed on the loop by the external field, and hence

the current only gradually sinks to zero and finally becomes reversed

in direction.

§ 4. Analogy of self-induction and inertia.—From the uni-

versal law that the self-induced E.M.F. always opposes the change in

the current strength of which it is itself the effect, the real nature of

self-induction becomes more apparent. It is a certain property attach-

ing to a circuit or to a conductor regarded as forming a possible part

of a circuit in virtue of which no change in the current flowing through

it can be instantaneously produced. If a steady electromotive force of

E volts be applied to the ends of a conductor of resistance R, it takes

time for the current to rise to its full value, as given by Ohm's law, namely,

C = — . Even if the resistance R be negligibly small, a finite current
R

cannot be instantaneously produced, since at the very moment when

it starts to flow it calls into existence a back or opposing E.M.F. de-

pendent on its own rate of increase ; its rise from zero can therefore

only take place gradually, and before it reaches C it passes through all

intermediate values successively in point of time. Similarly, if the

E.M.F. be instantaneously removed, the current shrinks to zero,

not instantaneously, but by a gradual decrease of strength. The
reason is to be sought in the fact that the current is indissolubly

connected with the presence of a magnetic field due to it, and when
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the current is started, or stopped, or altered in value, this field has also

to be created, destroyed, or altered. The analogy of the electrical

property of "self-induction " to the mechanical property of " inertia " at

once suggests itself; in virtue of the inertia which attaches to any mass

of matter, a finite velocity cannot be given to it instantaneously, or

destroyed instantaneously, nor can it be instantaneously altered to

another value ; a fact which is most familiar to us in the case of the

starting from rest, or stopping, or altering the speed of, a heavy body

such as a flywheel, or again in the setting in motion or stoppage of a

column of water through a pipe. When, however, the term electro-

magnetic inertia is applied to the property of self-induction, it must be

clearly understood that the current itself has no quality analogous to

inertia ; it is only to the current as producing a magnetic field that the

property attaches. For with the same current flowing round a circuit,

the self-induction can be altered very greatly by any change which

affects the magnetic field surrounding the circuit ; and it is therefore a

truer view to regard every circuit, or portion of a circuit, as possessing

a definite property other than its electrical resistance, but which in

conjunction with its electrical resistance determines the strength of

current flowing through it at any instant under any E.M.F. ; and this

quality of the circuit is briefly called its inductance^ since upon it de-

pends the E.M.F. of self-induction. Obviously the inductance of a

circuit, or portion of a circuit, will be dependent on the magnetic

conditions which determine the number of lines connected with it,

when a given current is flowing, and hence is governed, not only by

the geometrical form or shape of the conducting path, but more

especially by the presence of iron within or near it.

§ 5. Inductance.—Two simple cases will, however, serve to

indicate the nature of the property known as "inductance," and for

this purpose let us first consider a single loop of wire surrounded by

air, such as Fig. 7, in which case the lines of induction due to a current

round it traverse a medium of constant permeability. They all pass

through the loop, and are linked with the electrical circuit once, so

that when the E.M.F. causing the current is removed from the loop,

and the current is diminished to zero, each line vanishes into the wire,

cutting it once ; and this process takes place with a certain time-rate

of disappearance, depending on the rapidity of the change in the

current. The inductance of such a loop is equal to the number of

linkages of lines with the wire when unit current is flowing round the

loop, so that if Z = the total flux through the loop when /=the strength

. • Z
of current m it, the "inductance" of the loop is L=

. ; and this

quantity is so related to any change of current strength that if the

latter be varied, and the rate of change be , the E.M.F. of self-
dt
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induction is t'_,= -L- , the negative sign signifying that with an in

at

creasing positive current the direction of the self-induced E.M.F. is

negative or opposed to its increase.

In the cas3 of a hehx or solenoid, such as Fig. 29, where most of

the lines are linked with or thread through a number of loops, each

line that passes through n loops must be

reckoned as giving n linkages (Chap. IV.

§ 7) ; so that the E.M.F. due to an alteration

in the current strength will depend on the

number of times that the lines are linked

with the circuit, and not merely upon the

total flux. Thus in the diagram, where

batches of lines are indicated by single

dotted curves, 100 lines are supposed to be

linked with all four loops, and 50 with two

loops ; if the current ceases to flow, each of

the hundred lines vanishing by contraction

cuts through the electrical circuit four times,

and each of the fifty lines cuts through two loops, so that the number of

linkages is (4 x 100) + (50 x 2) = 500. The general formula, therefore,

for the inductance of such a circuit is in absolute units L = ", where N^
t

is the total number of linkages and / is the current flowing in C.G.S.

electromagnetic units ; or it may be defined as the number of linkages

of self-induced lines with the circuit when unit current is flowing round

it. The self-induced E.M.F. ^, = - ^— ^, or if L be constant, = - L — is

dt dt

given in absolute units, when L is in COS. measure; but if L is in

practical units of inductance (to which the name henry has been as-

signed, in honour of the American scientist. Prof. Joseph Henry), e, is

given in volts when i is reckoned in amperes, the practical unit of the

henry being 10^ times the absolute unit. Thus a circuit has an in-

ductance of one henry if one ampere flowing round it gives rise to 10**

linkages of C.G.S. lines with the circuit ; or if Z lines are all linked

fL
with /"turns, carrying A amperes, L (henrys) = — x io~^.

A
If a coil be composed of a number of turns closely wound together,

so that by far the larger number of the lines pass through all the loops,

and it be immersed in air or other medium of constant permeability,

the inductance of the coil is approximately proportional to the square

of the number of turns, since for the same current both the lines and

the number of loops with which they are linked are proportional to the

number of turns.

Next, if we insert an iron core into the solenoid, or in any way
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modify the case by the presence of iron near the solenoid, the in-

ductance is no longer a constant quantity, but varies with the strength

of current under consideration, and the variations in its values can only

be adequately represented by some graphical method. More than this,

the term " inductance," when applied to circuits embracing iron or

other magnetic media, admits of more than one definition, and these

result in different values under the same circumstances. In dynamo-

electric machines iron is almost invariably present, and in consequence

the inductance of circuits forming part of them is often a subject of

no little intricacy. Yet even in such cases it usually sufifices to con-

sider L as the ratio between the E.M.F\ of self-induction and the time-

rate of change in the current strength which produces it, and further

as a first approximation to regard it as being a constant quantity.

The product L/ or N^ may be called the electromagnetic mojtientum

of the circuit, and the time-rate of change of this or L — is the electro-
dt

motive force of self-induction
; just as the time-rate of change of the

momentum of a body is the measure of the mechanical force acting on it.*

§ 6. Impressed, self-induced, and resultant E.M.F.'s
distinguished.—It is evident from a consideration of the case of an

increasing current which is directly opposed by the self-induced E.M.F.

that the latter cannot be the cause of the flow ; there must be another

E.M.F. in the same direction as the current, which is greater than the

back E.M.F. ; further, that the actual E.M.F. causing the flow of

current is the difference between the two. We must therefore, in cases

where the current is altering in value, distinguish between (i) the

impressed E.M.F.
; (2) the counter E.M.F. of self-inductioti ; and (3) the

resultant or active E.M.F. which immediately causes the flow of current,

and the value of which at any moment is equal to the algebraic sum of

the values of the other two. In any conductor forming part of a

closed circuit, and conveying a current, there must be a certain E.M.F.

"impressed" upon it, and to which the current through it is ultimately

due; this impressed E.M.F. may be a difference of potential applied to

it from without, or existing within its own limits, as in a battery; or

again, it may be an E.M.F. generated in it by movement relatively to a

magnetic field, as in the loop of Fig. 28, in discussing which we have

already distinguished between the E.M.F. impressed on it by its move-

ment through the external field and the E.M.F. of self-induction. The
general law by which the three E.M.F.'s are related is that if ^, = the

impressed E.M.F. at any moment, and ^^ = the self-induced E.M.F. at

the same moment, the resultant E.M.F. to which the current is then

proportional is

e^ = e^ \- e^

* For fuller treatment of the subject the reader may be referred to The Alternate

Current Transformer (Prof. J. A. Fleming), vol. i. chap. iii.
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the actual algebraic sign of e, depending on the question whether the

current is increasing or decreasing in strength. Or M e ^ is the E.M.F.

consumed by the self-induction, and so is the exact opposite of e^,

i.e. = - e^.,

e^ = Ci - e\ and f, — e^-V e\

At any instant, and under all circumstances, the current flowing in any

conductor va c = -^, as given by Ohm's law ;
* but it is only when the

current is constant in direction and value, and therefore e, = o, that

Cr — Ci, and therefore c= — .

R
§ 7. Storage of energy in the field.—Take the case of a steady

E.M.F., such as that of a battery, impressed on a simple electrical

circuit of resistance R which contains no other source of impressed

E.M.F. As soon as the circuit is made a current begins to grow,

evoking a back E.M.F. opposed to its growth ; hence e^ is negative, and

e^ is the sum of two positive quantities e,. and e ,.

Now to what does this division of the impressed E.M.F. into two

portions correspond ? The answer is, that two different kinds of work

are being done. In the case of a motor to the armature of which

electrical energy is being supplied at the rate of EC watts, the impressed

E.M.F. is divisible into two portions, the one equal to the E.M.F.

which is required to drive the current through the resistance R„, i.e.

equal to CR^, and the other equal and opposite to the back E.M.F.

developed by the motor, or E = CR,, + e.-^ : the work done is similarly

divisible into two portions, one corresponding to C^R„, which appears

as heat, and the other corresponding to ^.,C, which appears as mechanical

work done in turning the motor against the resistance of its load. In a

similar way, when an impressed E.M.F. causes a current to grow in a

circuit of simple ohmic resistance R, it may at any moment be regarded

as made up of two components, the one being the E.M.F. required to

drive the current through the ohmic resistance, and the other the

E.M.F. which is consumed in overcoming the back I'^.M.F. of self-

induction. The rate of expenditure of energy may then also be

divided into two portions ; the one corresponding to the rate at which

energy is being dissipated in the circuit in the form of heat, and the

other to the rate at which energy is being stored up in the magnetic

field. If f„ e^ and c be the values at any one and the same moment of

the impressed E.M.F., self-induced E.M.F., and the actual current then

* R being interpreted, as will be explained later, as an effective resistance which

takes into account any back E.M.F. by reason of which chemical or mechanical or

electrical work is usefully done in addition to the mere dissipation of heat over the

ohmic resistance of the circuit. Sec Stcinmelz, Alternating-Current F/ienoiiicna,

chaps i. and xiii. (4th edition).
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flowing, the one portion is equal to r-R, the other to - ce, = ce'„ but the

total rate of expenditure is ce^ ; consequently when the field is being

created

ce^ — c^'K-\- ce ^

or Ci = e^ + e\

The creation of a magnetic field, therefore, demands energy, and

the total amount absorbed in the process of bringing the current up

from zero to its steady value C can be shown to be |LC-. This amount

represents the electromagnetic energy of the field, corresponding to the

kinetic energy, or \mv^~ of a moving body ; it is measurable in ergs or

joules according as the absolute or practical system of C.G.S. units is

employed. But when once the field is established, i.e. when a steady

current is set up, no further expenditure of energy is required to main-

tain it. That a certain amount of energy is in reality absorbed in the

creation of the magnetic field round the conductor is evident from the

fact that, although so absorbed, it is not irrecoverable, but is as it were

stored up and can be liberated. For suppose Ci to be instantaneously

withdrawn ; then the self-induced E.M.F. tends to keep the current

flowing, and does actually do so, since the current only falls to zero

after a certain period of time. During this time w^ork is being done in

the circuit, the energy stored up in the magnetic field reappearing as

heat, e.g. in the spark which occurs when the circuit is opened. The

same is true if the impressed E.M.F. is gradually withdrawn, for the

current falls less rapidly than the impressed E.M.F.; and in general,

when the magnetic field is being destroyed, ei-e^-e, where e, is

positive. The analogy from a flywheel revolving between bearings, or

of water flowing through a pipe, is exact ; when being set in motion,

work has to be done upon it, which is greater than the work absorbed

by friction by the amount which is required to impart a certain velocity

to it. When once the full speed or velocity has been reached, and is

kept constant, all the work done is spent in overcoming the frictional

resistance of the bearings of the pipe. This resistance corresponds to

the electrical resistance of the circuit, the work done against either the

one or the other being dissipated as heat in an irrecoverable form.

But when the driving pressure is withdrawn the kinetic energy

possessed by the wheel or by the water keeps up the motion until it is

itself absorbed by the friction, and during this period work is done by

the wheel or by the water against the frictional resistance.

In the above case of a simple circuit to which an E.M.F. is applied

it is easy to see that energy is stored up when a magnetic field is

created, and, since the amount of the flux depends on the magnetic

qualities of the circuit, that the inductance is a property belonging to

the circuit or to the conductor to the ends of which a difference of

potential is applied. But in the case of a conductor in which an

E.M.F. is generated by movement through a magnetic field, such as
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the loop of Fig. 28, the magnetic effect of the current shows itself by

modifying or reacting on the external field, and such expressions as

the inductance of the loop and the energy stored up in its field are

only legitimate owing to a mental separation of the actually existing

field into two component parts. It is not that the loop first reacts on

the field, and then cuts the resultant field by its own movement ; the

resultant field moves relatively to the conductor, partly by reason of

the latter's own movement, and partly by reason of change in its own
current, which affects the strength and distribution of the actual field.

To this movement of the resultant field relatively to the conductor the

resultant E.M.F. is due; and if we were to consider this resultant

field, we must not also credit the loop with self-induction or inductance :

it must then be considered as a circuit possessing only resistance. It

is, however, simpler at the outset to treat the conductor as possessing

inductance, and so to deal with the external field unmodified by

reaction of the current on it.

§ 8. Self-induced E.M.F. as due to the variation in the

impressed E.M.F.—Two different causes have now been considered

either of which may produce a variation in the strength of the resultant

E.M.F. acting on a conductor; if e^ is steady and constant, the circuit

may be made, altered in resistance, or broken, i.e. the resistance of

the circuit may be varied within the limiting values R and 00 ; or

while R remains constant, Ci may itself be varied in direction or value,

or both. The first case deals with the growth and decline of

current in a circuit to which a steady E.M.F. is applied. The second

case is the one with which we are chiefly concerned in the

study of dynamos, for upon it depends the theory of alternators.

As before, e^ always opposes a rising current and assists a falling

current ; but now, as distinct from the former case, we have also to

consider its relation to the varying e^. Reverting to the rotating

wire of Fig. 22, it was shown that the impressed E.M.F. varied not only

in direction but also in value according to a certain function of the time,

and these variations were graphically represented by a single-valued

curve which during one complete period gradually rose from zero to a

positive maximum, then as gradually fell to zero, and lastly repeated

both rise and fall on the negative side of the zero line. Now if the

circuit of an alternator formed out of one or more such rotating wires

is closed, as in Fig. 55, and a current is allowed to flow, how will the

current vary in strength? If the circuit have no inductance, but is

composed entirely of a certain ohmic resistance, there will be no self-

induced E.M.F., and consequently the current will alternate not only

after the same law as the impressed E.M.F., but exactly simultaneously

with it. In other words, there will be no difference of phase between

the impressed E.M.F. and the current. The value of the latter at any

moment will then be given by dividing the impressed E.M.F. at that
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moment by the resistance of the circuit, so that the curve which

represents to one scale the varying impressed E.M.F. will also

represent to some scale the variations of the current. But such a

case of a circuit with no inductance is only possible theoretically;

physically it will always have some inductance, although it may be so

small as to be negligible. We have therefore to consider the effect of

self-induction on the current curve ; and since this latter will always be

identical in shape and law with the resultant E.M.F. curve, we require

to compare together the curves of impressed E.M.F. and of resultant

E.M.F., and until we have done so we cannot assume that they will be

identical ; they may not be coincident in phase, their maximum values

or heights may not be alike, or they may even be dissimilar in shape.

The necessity of this caution will be apparent from the following

considerations.
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fashion as the impressed E.M.F. curve. Let us suppose, therefore,

that in Fig. 3 1 the thick line is the curve representing graphically

the varying current of an alternator for a complete period, time being

represented by abscissae measured from the origin O on the left-hand

side of the diagram. This curve need not be symmetrical or expressible

by a simple mathematical function, the only assumption being that it

is single-valued and divisible into two half-periods, during which it is

in opposite directions ; and further, that the areas of the two half-

waves when plotted as in Fig. 3 1 are equal. From this curve can be

obtained a second derived curve (shown by a dotted line below), the

CURRENT IN AMPERES,
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30 the original curve is a sine curve, and therefore symmetrical, whereas

in Fig. 31 the two sides of each half-wave are not identical, the fall

being shown more gradual than the rise. Since the original curve of

Fig. 30 is a sine curve, it follows from its mathematical nature that its

derived curve is also a simple periodic curve exactly analogous to its

original ; and further, is a cosine curve or a sine curve preceding in

phase the original curve by 90°. As the point P in Fig. 30 is moved

away from the origin up the curve, the angle a gradually diminishes in

value ; at the top of the curve, a = o and tan a-=o\ therefore the

rate of change of the ordinate is zero ; but as the point P descends

to the zero line, tan a increases until the rate of change reaches a

maximum at O or M. The crests and hollows therefore of the

derived dotted curve do not occur at the same moment as those of

the original curve, since the higher the ordinate QP the less is its

rate of variation, but are shifted forwards (towards the left) by one

quarter of a complete period, or go°. The zero ordinate of one curve

corresponds to the maximum ordinate of the other, and vice versa.

Something of the same nature is seen in the derived curve of Fig. 31,

but a comparison of the two curves will show that the maximum
ordinate of the dotted or derived curve does not exactly correspond

in point of time to the zero of the original, and that there may be

several crests and hollows in the half period of the derived curve, even

though the original curve only shows one, since the rate of rise or

fall of the latter need not vary after any simple law.

Now the varying current produces a magnetic flux looped or inter-

linked with its conductors, and this flux or its number of linkages

also varies ; if the magnetic circuit remains unaltered during a period,

the number of self-induced lines depends upon the strength of the

current, and also the magnetic circuit presented to the loops of

current may itself be varying at any instant in length or nature.

Consequently, analogous to the two curves of current and rate of

change of current there must be two other curves : one representing

for a complete period the number of linkages due to the lines induced

by the current itself through the magnetic circuit, as it is at any instant

presented to the current loops; and the other representing the rate

of change of these self-induced linkages with respect to time, and

derived from the former. In Fig. 32 let the full line be the linkage

curve of the self-induced lines plotted on the same horizontal axis of

time as the current curve of Fig. 31 ; these two are not by any means

necessarily of the same shape, since the number of self-induced lines

may not vary directly as the current under all circumstances, nor need

the phase of the current curve and of the curve of self-induced flux

be the same ; there may be a lag of the flux value behind the magnetis-

ing current in respect of time, and, as will be shown hereafter, where

a portion or the whole of the magnetic circuit through which the
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self-induced lines pass is composed of iron, there will be such a lag,

although it may be very slight. Hence in Fig. 32 the full-line curve

is shown passing through zero at an instant slightly later than that at

which the current curve passes through zero in Fig. 31. From the curve

of self-induced linkages the second dotted curve of Fig. 32 is derived,

representing to some scale the time- rate of change in the number of

linkages, or -—^, where N^ is the total number of self-induced linkages
;

and this, as we know, may be unsymmetrical if the original curve is

unsymmetrical. But the E.M.F. of self-induction is proportional to

LINKAGES OF
SELF-INDUCED

LINES
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will be divisible into two portions, below and above the horizontal

axis.

If the magnetic circuit has a constant inductance L, the self-induced

E.M.F. can be derived immediately from the dotted curve of Fig. 31,

since e,= - L— ; but in the general case where the inductance may be
dt

rt'N,
variable, e^ must be taken as = - "^^^, and the intermediate curve of

dt

N^ is required.

In Fig. 33 let the dotted curve E^ be the dotted curve of Fig. 32

when inverted, being, therefore, to some scale the curve of the self-
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pressed E.M.F., which must have acted on the circuit in order that with

the assumed conditions the curve of resultant E.M.F. should have the

shape shown in the diagram. Since we have obtained curves which

determine for us the signs at any moment of e, and e,, the universal

equation of § 6, e^ — e,. - e^ shows us that we have only to subtract the

ordinates of the self-induced E.M.F. curve from the ordinates at the

same points of the resultant E.M.F. curve and plot their difference as

a third curve, due regard being paid to the algebraic signs of the

ordinates ; the third-line curve so obtained (E,) will be the required

curve of impressed E.M.F. in volts. Or we might have plotted the

</N . ....
curve of t'^= ', i.e. the dotted curve of Fig. 32 without inversion,

at

when we should have had to add the ordinates, since ej = e,. + e',, and

e'^ is one of the components of the impressed E.M.F. But in either

case if two out of the three curves are known, the third is also

determined.

§ 10. Lag of resultant behind impressed E.M.F.—Two
facts now come to light : the first is that the shape of the resultant

E.M.F. curve may differ very materially from that of the impressed

E.M.F. ; for example, the curve of impressed E.M.F. shown in Fig. 33,

and deduced logically from the previous curves, is strictly a sine curve,

yet the curve of resultant E.M.F. is not a sine curve, and is not even

symmetrical on its ascending and descending sides. Secondly, while

the self-induced E.M.F. always opposes a rising e,^ it does not always

assist a falling e^. From this, two important consequences follow: (i)

Since the self-induced E.M.F. does not always assist a falling c^, but

does always assist a falling current or falling resultant E.M.F., the curve

of resultant E.M.F. cannot coincide in phase with the impressed E.M.F.

curve, but, on the contrary, the current curve lags behind the curve of

impressed E.M.F. by a certain time depending on the inductance of

the circuit ; and further, this time is usually expressed as an angle or

fraction of 360°, being measured by reference to the bipolar case when

one period corresponds to i revolution, or 360°. (2) So long as the

self-induced lines continue to rise, and their number of linkages to

increase, however slowly, there is some self-induced E.M.F. opposing

the impressed E.M.F. ; but at the instant when they are at their

maximum, and the self-induced E.M.F. is zero, the curve of resultant

E.M.F. cuts the curve of impressed E.M.F. Where this point of inter-

section is, entirely depends upon the curve of self-induced linkages

;

and this depends, not only on the curve of rhagnetising current, but

also on the magnetic circuit through which at any instant it is inducing

lines. Hence, if the curve of self-induced linkages continues to rise

after the current curve has begun to fall, owing to a more than pro-

portionate decrease in the reluctance of the magnetic circuit, the curve

of resultant E.M.F. will cut the impressed E.M.1\ at a point after it
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has reached its own maximum, as in fact is shown in Fig. 33. If, how-

ever, the maximum number of self-induced Unes coincides in time with

the maximum strength of the current, the highest value of the resultant

E.M.F. will be its point of intersection with the curve of impressed

E.M.F. Further, a fixed magnetic circuit always permits of an increase

of the number of lines of flux through it, when the magnetising current

is increased. If, therefore, the impressed E.M.F. is never constant, but

ahvays altering in value, the curve of self-induced lines never becomes

a straight line (unless the magnetic circuit be altered so as to exactly

counterbalance the changing current—a rare possibility) ; hence there

is a definite self-induced E.M.F. at the moment when the impressed

E.M.P\ reaches its maximum, and the point of intersection must be

subsequent to the point of highest impressed E.M.F. ; in other words,

E can never attain as high a value as E,.

The whole may easily be illustrated by the case of a flywheel to

which is applied a turning force, which not only alternates in the

direction in which it tends to turn the wheel, but also varies in value

from zero to a maximum strength, and thence, passing through zero,

to a maximum in the opposite direction. Suppose that the wheel is

rotating in the positive direction, and the turning force changes to the

negative direction ; the wheel cannot instantly change its direction, and

it continues to rotate for some little time in its old direction ; conse^

quently its speed does not become zero until the turning force has

acted for a certain time in the negative direction, and so for each

change. The phase, therefore, of the wheel's velocity would lag behind

the phase of the turning force. Further, since the turning force is

never steady, but varies continuously, the flywheel would never reach

the maximum velocity corresponding to a steady turning force equal in

strength to the maximum value of the alternating force, since before

reaching such a velocity the value of the turning force has already begun

to decrease, and in just the same way the resultant E.M.F. lags behind

the impressed E.M.F., and its m.aximum value is less than the maximum
value of the impressed E.M.F.

Or again, we may consider a closed pipe circuit in which an incom-

pressible fluid having inertia is driven backwards and forwards by a

reciprocating piston to which a simple harmonic motion is imparted by

a crank and connecting rod (Fig. 34). Throughout the circuit the flow

will be uniform at any moment, and since it corresponds to the velocity

of the piston, will be zero at the end of each stroke, rising to a maximum
at mid-stroke ; thus the velocity of the moving fluid, alternating in

direction, represents the current. The cylinder being assumed to be
of large area as compared with the pipe, the difference in the level of

the mercury in a U-tube connected to each end of the cylinder will

measure the total pressure acting in the system. Of this pressure one

portion will be expended in accelerating the fluid at the beginning of

VOL. I.—
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each stroke ; but from mid-stroke, since the piston is slowing down
while the fluid from its inertia tends to press on, it will act negatively

upon the piston to drive it forward to the end of the stroke. The
value of this component will be greatest where the acceleration is

greatest, i.e. at the beginning and end of the stroke when the velocity

or current is least. Its phase therefore will be a quarter of a complete

cycle ahead of the current, and it will correspond to the E.M.F. con-

sumed by self-induction {e\ in Fig. 40). The second component of

the total pressure will be expended in overcoming the frictional resist-

ance of the pipe, and will be in phase with the current {e^ in Fig. 40).

The combination of the two component pressures must accordingly

give a total impressed pressure which is neither in phase with the

current nor so much ahead as a quarter of a period, but still preceding

the current by some intermediate amount. It cannot be too often

insisted upon that any such statement, whether about the electrical or

the hydraulic problem, must not be interpreted to mean that the effect

I'lG. 34.

of each particular value of the impressed pressure as causing a particular

value of the current only appears after a certain interval of time. The
current at any moment has its particular value determined by the con-

ditions of E.M.F. which then hold, and so too do the E.M.F.'s at any

moment exactly correspond to the instantaneous value of the current

at that moment. It is only a concise way of expressing the fact that

when a steady cyclic state is reached, the instantaneous values of the

E.M.F. and current plotted in relation to time give curves which do

not coincide in phase, but follow or precede one another after a definite

law.

§11. Power in an alternating circuit as determined
graphically.— It has been stated previously in general terms that the

rate of development of electrical energy throughout an entire circuit,

or in any portion of it, is equal to the product of the volts of E.M.F.

acting in it, and the amperes of current which flow through it under that

pressure. But since, in the case of an alternator or an alternating

current, the voltage and current are continuously varying after some

periodic law, it is obviously not the maximum values of E.M.F. and
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current that must be taken, for at some other moments of time each

will fall to zero : the instantaneous values of the two at each moment

must be multiplied together, and thence the mean of their products calcul-

ated, in order to arrive at the average power that is being developed.

In any portion of a circuit the rate of development of electrical energy

at any instant is equal to the product of the current which is then

flowing in that portion of the circuit and the E.M.F. which is im-

pressed upon it at that instant. Thus, in Fig. 35, if the thick line re-

presents the curve of current in amperes flowing through any portion of

a circuit, and the thin line represents the corresponding curve of E.M.F.

in volts which is impressed upon that portion, the rate of develop-

ment of energy in watts at any instant a is equal to the product of the

VOLTS AMPtncS

Fig. 35.

ordinates ab, ac, which represent the amperes flowing at that instant and

the impressed volts. By thus multiplying together a number of simul-

taneous values of the impressed E.M.F. and current, and plotting their

products along the same horizontal axis, a third curve (shown with a

shaded fringe in Fig. 35) is obtained, representing the instantaneous

rate of development of energy in watts throughout an entire period,

and the area which it encloses, being the product of power and time,

represents work done. In so doing we must pay attention to the

algebraic signs of the E.M.F. and current, all ordinates above the

horizontal line being reckoned as + and all below as - ; and further,

if their product be positive, it must be plotted above the horizontal line

as positive work; if negative, below it, as negative work. Since the

product of two quantities, one -f and the other — , is negative, the
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product of two ordinates is negative unless both are above or both are

below the horizontal line, i.e. positive work is done only when current

and impressed E.M.F. are in the same direction. Now, to what does

this distinction between positive and negative work correspond ? The
hydraulic analogy of Fig. 34 will render this clearer. So long as the

piston is accelerating the fluid, the column of mercury in the leg of

the U-tube ahead of the piston in the direction of its movement is

depressed
;
positive work is being done by the piston proportional to

the difference of level and to the volume of fluid moved, and of this

work part is expended in accelerating the fluid and part in overcoming

the frictional resistance of the pipe. After mid-stroke the mercury in

the two legs will gradually rise and fall to the same level, and towards

the end of the stroke the column behind the piston will become de-

pressed in its turn ; as soon as this happens, the kinetic energy which

has been previously acquired in virtue of its inertia is not only being

expended in overcoming the resistance of the pipe, but is also doing

negative work on the piston or driving it onwards. In the same way,

whenever the current is in the same direction as the impressed E.M.F.,

positive work is done by the alternator ; but whenever the current is

flowing against the impressed E.M.F., negative work is done, the

current being forced by the self-induced E.M.F. against the impressed

E.M.F. The positive work of an alternator is divisible into two

separate portions; one part is expended in heating resistances or in

forcing a current against a back E.M.F. due to causes external to itself,

as in transformers, both being useful work so far as the alternator is

concerned ; the other part is work done on the magnetic field of the

circuit. The ether surrounding the metallic conductor forming the

circuit is an elastic medium which is magnetically stressed through

the growth of a field round the conductor and then acts as a bent

spring which can again give back the energy expended in bending it.

Thus in each half-period, in virtue of the growth of the magnetic field,

energy first passes outwards from the circuit into the surrounding medium

where it is temporarily stored, and then at a later stage in the same

half-period this stored energy is returned by the surrounding medium

into the conductive circuit. The final result is that when a periodic

alternating current has been established, so far as the magnetic stress

upon the ether is concerned, the net energy which has passed in either

one of the two directions, i.e. either into the surrounding medium or

out of the medium into the circuit, is at the end of a half-period or

any whole number of half-periods zero. If the duration of a period

considerably exceeded the time of one revolution, say, of a steam-engine,

the latter would be called upon to develop first more and then less

than its average power ; but since in alternating circuits as commercially

used many complete periods occur in the time of one revolution, the

prime mover does not show on its indicator diagram any sign of differ-
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ence in its rate of doing work, so far as this is dependent upon the

reaction of the magnetic field. The rhythmical fluctuation of the

power, as energy is alternately stored in or released from the field of

the generator, is in practice obscured from our view by the mechanical

inertia of the fly-wheel and other moving parts, which suffices to absorb

or give out the necessary energy as required by its electrical analogue

of inductance. The division of the work above described corresponds

di
to the division of the impressed E.M.F. as the sum of Rz and L— or

—% but here, as hinted in note to § 6, R is to be interpreted not
dt

merely as the ohmic resistance of the circuit, but as the effective resist-

ance. In the case of the estabUshment of a continuous current, some

part of the energy may be expended in chemical or mechanical work,

and all such expenditure must be grouped with the energy dissipated

in heat, when the distinction is drawn between the two classes of work,

the one dissipated in heat or transmuted into a different form, and the

other stored in the magnetic field, and immediately recoverable therefrom.

So in an alternating circuit, some part of the energy may be expended

not directly as heat, but in external mechanical work, or in work

against the back E.M.F. due to the mutual inductance of transformers

;

all these may be expressed in terms of an effective resistance R, so that

at any instant i=^, where (?^ = the active or resultant E.M.F., as in
R

Ohm's law for an ohmic circuit. Thus R/ represents the energy com-

ponent of the E.M.F., and its product with the current corresponds to

the net expenditure of energy, while the product of e, with i corresponds

to the energy which surges to and fro between the conductive circuit

and the medium which surrounds it. Consequently the total useful

work done by the alternating current and E.M.F. in one complete

period, or the total energy transformed from electrical energy into heat

or other useful work, is measured by the net area enclosed by the

fringed curved in Fig. 35, when the two negative areas (shown black and

marked - ) are added together, and their sum subtracted from the two

positive areas. It will be seen that the wavy character of the power

curve is due to the fact that current and E.M.F. are continually varying,

but the appearance of the negative work (shown black) is solely due

to the "lag" of the current curve behind the impressed E.M.F, curve,

by reason of which the impressed E.M.F, and current can be in opposite

directions. The physical explanation of the negative work in the

alternator is thus that the direction of the armature current displaced in

phase becomes periodically so related to the field poles that it assists

in driving the machine as a motor. The greater the lag of the current

curve, the smaller the net amount of work done. If the lag were to

amount to as much as a quarter of a period, the entire current curve
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being retarded in phase by an angle of 90° as compared with the E.M.F.

curve, so that the current value is zero when the impressed E.M.F. is

a maximum, and vice versa, then in each half-{)eriod the negative area

is exactly balanced by an equal positive area, and the net work done

in a half or any number of half-periods would be nil, the explanation

being that the magnetic field gives back as much energy in one quarter

of a period as was previously stored in the preceding quarter by the

source of the impressed E.M.F. (Fig, 39). The analogy would then

be found if the pipe circuit of Fig. 34 presented no frictional resistance,

when for half of each stroke the piston would be accelerating the fluid,

and for the remaining half the fluid would drive the piston. The
pressure would then reach its maximum precisely at the end of each

stroke, and be zero at mid-stroke. On the other hand, if there is no

inductance and no lag, there is no negative work done, since the phases

of E.M.F. and current coincide. Both cases are ideal, but serve to

indicate the theoretical limits to which practical cases approximate, and

as a circuit realises one or other ideal more or less closely, it is classed

as either an inductive or a non-inductive circuit.

Given, therefore, the two curves of impressed E.M.F. and current,

a curve can be deduced whose area represents the work done, and

whose ordinates represent the power developed at any instant. The
mean power or mean rate of development of energy will be the mean

of all the values of the product of current and impressed E.M.F. taken

over a sufficiently long time ; since the positive and negative half-waves

of E.M.F. and current are in each case alike, it will actually suffice to

take the mean of all the values during one half-period. The mean

value of the power during one period will evidently be represented by

the mean ordinate to the curve of power, i.e. an ordinate Od (Fig. 35)

of such a height that when multiplied by the length 00' the area of

the rectangle so formed, OdeO', is equal to the net work done, or the

difference between the areas of positive and negative work.

The whole of the above is applicable not only to any portion of

a circuit, but also to the circuit as a whole ; in the case of an alternator

supplying energy to the external circuit, its output or rate of develop-

ment of energy in the external circuit is equal to the mean ordinate

of a curve formed by multiplying together simultaneous values of the

E.M.F. impressed on the external circuit from its terminals and of the

current flowing in the circuit. Thus in Fig. 35 the output of the alter-

nator, if the curves give simultaneous readings of the volts and amperes

in the external circuit, as shown by the mean ordinate to the power

curve, is 26 kilowatts.

!^ 12. Measurement of the power in an alternating circuit

by wattmeter.—The determination of either the output of an alter-

nating dynamo, or the power in an alternating circuit by the grai)hic

means described above, involves a knowledge of the exact curves of
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E.M.F. and current— neither of which are usually known—the multipli-

cation of their simultaneous values, and the discovery of the mean

ordinate to the curve so formed. The same process is, however,

automatically carried out for us in a wattmeter. This instrument \% a

" split " dynamometer, of which one coil, made of thick wire, is placed

in series with the main circuit wherein the power is expended, while

the other coil of fine wire is connected as a shunt across the ends of

the circuit between which the power is to be measured. The thin wire

coil is arranged to have a negligibly small inductance and a high resist-

ance in series w-ith it so that the instantaneous value of the current

which it carries is proportional to the instantaneous value e of the

E.M.F. impressed on the circuit. The thick-wire coil carries the full

current of the circuit, of which the instantaneous value is /. The force

acting between the two coils, of which the thick-wire one is stationary,

and the thin wire movable, is proportional to the product of the simul-

taneous values of e and / at any moment, and the movable coil is

brought back to its zero position by torsion applied to a spring.

During a complete period the movable coil is thus subjected to a

continually varying force, but if the period of vibration of the movable

coil is much in excess of the period of the alternating current, the force

will have a steady mean value proportional to the mean ordinate of the

power curve. The true power in watts which is given to the circuit or

developed by the alternator can thus be determined by comparison

with the watts in direct-current form which give the same reading ; in

the actual carrying out of such an experiment certain secondary effects

would have to be taken into account, which need not here be further

considered.*

§ 13. Measurement of the effective value of an alternating

E.M.F. or current.—It is still, however, desirable to separate the

two components of the power, namely, the volts and the amperes, and

the question therefore arises : How are we to measure any alternating

E.M.F. and current the values of which are continually varying?

Given a current fluctuating in value and flowing through a fixed resist-

ance of R ohms, the rate at which electrical energy is transformed into

heat over the resistance is at any instant equal to the product of the

ohmic resistance and the square of the current strength at that instant.

If, therefore, being given the curve (I) of an alternating current (Fig,

36) during one complete period, we square the ordinates and plot these

squares as a second curve on the same horizontal axis, the total area

enclosed by this second thick-line curve OI-O' is proportional to the

total heat developed in the resistance in one period. But there is some

one ordinate to this second curve whose height multiplied by the

horizontal line 00' gives a rectangle equal in area to the total area of

* P'or the theory of the wattmeter and the corrections necessary for its accurate

use, see Fleming, The Aiternaie- Current Transformer, vol. i. chap. iii. §§ 25-28.
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the curve OPO'. This mean ordinate or mean square is equal to the

square of a certain current which would produce the same heating effect

if it flowed for the same time through the resistance with unchanging

strength. Hence the square root of the mean square is the value in

amperes of that steady current whose rate of production of heat in a

given resistance is equal to the mean rate at which heat is actually

developed by the alternating current in passing through the same

resistance ; and this square root of the mean square is called the

effective or virtual current, since, as regards heating, the alternating

current is equal in effect to a steady current of that number of amperes.

In a hot-wire voltmeter the heating effect of a current passed through

it causes the needle to take up a definite position, which indirectly

measures the rate of development of heat in the instrument. When,

therefore, an alternating current is passed through the instrument, the

position taken up by the

needle measures the

square root of the mean

square of the current

strengths, or the effective

current. But if the wire

through which the cur-

rent flows has inductance

so small as to be neglig-

ible as compared with

its resistance—and this

is arranged to be the

case— the current
strength is at any instant

proportional to the
E.M.F. impressed on

the wire from the terminals of the instrument, so that the curve of

impressed E.M.F. is identical in its law and phase with the current

curve. Hence the position taken up by the needle of the volt-

meter not only determines the square root of the mean square of

the current, but also the square root of the mean square of the

E.M.F. impressed upon the instrument. The square root of the mean

square of the E.M.F. is called the effective or virtual E.M.F., since it is

that value of a steady, unidirected E.M.F. which would when applied

to a given resistance produce the same amount of heating as the

alternating E.M.F. produces.

The eff'ective E.M.F. can also be measured by an electrostatic

voltmeter, or by an electrodynamometer used as a voltmeter ; in each

case the deflection can be calibrated against that due to a continuous

steady E.M.F., and the reading of the instrument furnishes us directly

with the square root of the mean square of the alternating E.M.F.
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For the measurement of the effective amperes an electrodynamometer

can be employed in series with the circuit. Finally, for the measure-

ment of either the volts or the amperes an electromagnetic voltmeter

or ammeter can be used, provided the instrument is suitable to the

frequency of the alternating current.

§ 14. Determination of effective values from a curve by

means of a polar diagram.—If the curve of E.M.F. or current is

of irregular shape, the process of finding the effective value by squaring

the ordinates and integrating the area in order to find the mean square

is tedious, and a simpler method has been devised by Prof. Fleming.'"'

It consists first in plotting the instantaneous values as a polar diagram

instead of in wave-form by rectangular co-ordinates. In a clock

diagram, instead of rotating a radius of fixed length equal to the

maximum value of the function, let the length of the rotating radius

increase or diminish as the instantaneous value of the function. It

100° 90° 80'

180i

Fig. 37.

O 3 6 9 12 15 18 Amperes

-Polar diagram and equivalent semicircle of alternating function.

then becomes a radius vector, and the curve traced by the extremity

of the radius will be a polar diagram of the alternating function, one

revolution corresponding to one period, and half a revolution, or the

passage through 180°, corresponding to a half-wave when plotted by

rectangular co-ordinates. Thus from a centre O draw a number of

radii preferably spaced at equal distances apart, say, every 10°, and

upon these radii mark off lengths representing to some scale the in-

stantaneous value of the function taken at the same angular intervals of

10°, reckoning time as an angle in a counter-clockwise direction. The

half-wave is now represented by a closed curve, since at 0° and t8o° the

radii will coincide, and in Fig. 37 the polar curve has been drawn for

the half-wave of the current in Fig. 31. Let the area of this closed

curve be measured by a planimeter, and from a table of areas of circles

find the circle whose area is double that of the polar curve. Then to

the same scale as the radius vector measures the instantaneous value,

the radius of the equivalent circle measures the square root of the mean
* Fleming, Alternate-Current Transformer, vol. i. chap. iii. § 32.
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square of the periodic function. In Fig. 37 is shown the semicircle

enclosing with the base line an area equal to the area of the polar curve

of the instantaneous current. The radius of the semicircle is seen to

represent an effective current of i2'i amperes, and in a similar way the

effective volts of Figs. 33 or 35 are found to be 2255.

§ 15. The power factor of an alternating circuit.—We are

still, however, not in a position to determine the mean value of the

power. In the theoretical case of an alternating circuit having no

inductance or capacity, but simply ohmic resistance, the product of the

effective volts and amperes will measure directly the mean power

therein developed. But in the more general case of a circuit having

inductance and capacity, the phases of the impressed E.M.F. and the

current may be different. Hence, just as it is not admissible to multiply

together the maxima values of the E.M.F. and current to discover the

maximum power, since these may not coincide in point of time, so

also it is not admissible to multiply together the effective volts and

amperes to discover the mean power developed. The product of

the J mean square or R.M.S. values of the E.M.F. and current or EI
is known as the appare^itpower of the circuit, and will be greater than

the true power if there be any phase difference of the impressed E.M.F.

and current.* The ratio of the true power or watts to the apparent

power or watts is called the poiver factor of the circuit. In the case of

a circuit which is either entirely non-inductive or in which the E.M.F.

and the current are in phase by reason of the capacity effect exactly

balancing the inductance effect, the power factor is unity, but in all

other cases it is some fraction less than i. Its value may be obtained

from the ratio of the wattmeter reading described in § 12 to the product

of the ammeter and voltmeter readings for the same circuit. Thus the

apparent power of the alternator of Figs. 35 and 37 is 2255 volts x 12T

amperes = 27*3 kilovolt-amperes, while the true power is 26 kilowatts,

26
whence the power factor is = o'q=;. A readier" means for calcul-V 27-3 ^^

ating the power of an inductive circuit traversed by an alternating

current is still desirable, and for this purpose it is necessary to assume

some simple law to govern the periodic variations of the E.M.F. and

current.

§ 16. Simplification by assumption of a sine-law hypo-
thesis.—In the previous explanation of the behaviour of alternating

currents, the effect of self-induction has been expressed in more or less

general terms, independent of the exact type of the curves drawn and

assumed, but for the purpose of the simpler process now required the

curves are assumed to obey a sine law. It has been said that if the

full-line curve of Fig. 30 is sinusoidal, it follows, from the mathematical

* The mathematical conditions from which this results are gi%-en in Fleming,

77/1? Allernale-Ctirrent l^ausfornicr, vol. i. chap. iii. § 35.
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1

nature of a sine function, that the curve derived from it and expressing

its rate of change will also be a sine curve of the same periodic time,

but differing by 90° in its phase. If, therefore, the current curve in any

piece of alternating machinery follows a sine law, and if its inductance

be strictly constant throughout the whole periodic time, so that the flux-

lines due to the current are strictly proportional to the current, and

follow simultaneously upon its variations, the curve of self-induced

Volts
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Fig. 38.—Equivalent sinusoidal E. M,F. curves. Angle of lag of current, ^= - i8°.

linkages (Fig. 32) will be a sine curve; consequently the dotted curve

derived from it, which, when inverted, represents the self-induced

E.M.F., will also be a sine curve of the same periodic time, but

differing by 90° in its phase. Further, if two sine curves of the same

periodic time be compounded together, as was done in § 9, the third

curve so deduced is a sine curve again of the same periodic time, but

differing in phase from either of the two components, and therefore the

curve of impressed E.M.F. (in Fig. 33) will be such a curve. Fig. 38
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shows the combination of two sine curves to form a third, and it is

therefore the counterpart of Fig. 33 on the supposition that both current

and E.M.F. are sinusoidal. From a comparison of the two figures it

will be seen that the chief difference is that in Fig. 38 there is a definite

angle of lag (18° in the diagram) between the current and impressed

E.M.F. curves. Not only does the current pass through its zero at a

certain angle behind the zero of the impressed E.M.F., but it passes

through its maximum with the same angle of lag. Further, the

maximum ordinate of the resultant E.M.F. coincides with its point of

intersection with the impressed E.M.F., and lastly the maximum
value of the resultant E.M.F. is necessarily less than the maximum
ordinate of the impressed E.M.F. The effect, therefore, of constant

inductance in any portion of a circuit traversed by an alternating

current is to shift the entire current curve backwards by a constant

angle of lag, and to reduce the height of all the ordinates of the

resultant E.M.F. curve as compared with those of the impressed E.M.F.

curve. We thus obtain three sine curves, representing respectively

impressed E.M.F., self-induced E.M.F., and resultant E.M.F. or

current, mutually related to one another by simple mathematical laws,

so that from any two the third is easily derived, and from the mathe-

matical nature of sine curves we can go on to deduce other facts

respecting the three related factors. Now the assumption that in any

given alternator the three curves are sine curves is not by any means

necessarily true, but experience has shown that in modern machines no

great error arises in theory or practice from assuming that they are sine

curves—at least for a first approximation to enable practical problems

to be readily treated mathematically and graphically. The curves of

impressed E.M.F. of modern alternators do closely resemble sine curves

in their general nature, and so also but to a less degree do the curves of

current under normal conditions of working.

§ 17. Effective value of E.M.F. and current on sine-law

hypothesis.—If the first curve 010' of Fig. 36 be a sine curve, as in

fact is shown in the diagram, it can be proved mathematically that the

mean of the values of all its ordinates squared, i.e. the mean ordinate

to the second curve OPO' is half the square of the maximum ordinate

of the first curve. Hence if / be the maximum value of the current,

the mean square is —, and the square root of this mean square, which

has been before defined as the effective value, is 1= r. Similarly if

E
E be the maximum value of the E.M.F., the effective value is E= —r,

and in general for any function that obeys a sine law, the effective

stands to the maximum value as — , to i, or is 0707 of the maximum
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value. Thus in the case of the rotating wire of Fig. 22, which gave a

sine curve of impressed E.M.F., its instantaneous value is B^LV sin /8

X io~^ volts, of which the maximum value is B^LVio"^; but V = 2TTrn,

where r is the radius of rotation, and if Z be the number of lines cut

as the wire passes once from C to D, B^X2r = Z; hence the maximum

value of the E.M.F. is -kLh x io~^, and its effective E.M.F. is , x io~^
^2

The arithmetical mean value or the average of all the instantaneous

values of an alternating E.M.F. or current during one complete period

is, strictly speaking, zero, but the term is usually extended to mean the

average value of one half-wave only, or of all the values without regard

to their sign. The average value as thus defined possesses but little

interest in alternating problems, and may here be dismissed with the

incidental remark that for a sine function it stands to the maximum
2

value as , or as o'dxi to i.* Thus the wire of Fig. 22 in one revolu-

tion cuts 2Z lines, and the time taken to cut them is seconds, so that

2
its average E.M.F. is 2Z« x io~^ volts, or equal to - x maximum value.

§ 18. Power factor given by the cosine of angle of lag

on sine hypothesis.—Next, if we have two simple sine curves of

equal period, but of different amplitude and phase, and simultaneous

values of the ordinates of the two curves be multiplied together, it can

be shown mathematically t that the mean of all the products so obtained

is equal to half the product of the maximum values of the two sets of

ordinates multiplied by the cosine of the angle which expresses their

difference of phase. Hence if the two curves of E.M.F. and current

be sine curves as in Fig. 38, the mean ordinate to the power curve can

be thus directly obtained; if e^ and / be the impressed E.M.F. and

alternating current at any instant, and f, and / be their maximum
values, the mean value of e^i or the mean rate of expenditure of energy

on the circuit during a half- period or any whole number of half-

Bl
periods is ' cos <^, where <^ is the angle of lag or difference of phase

between the impressed E.M.F. and current. If E^ and I^ be the

effective values of the terminal E.M.F. and external current of the

alternator, their product is equal to half the product of the maximum
E.M.F. and current in the external circuit; for

vT V2 • E, . ^2 . I, £X
e c

2 2

Hence the output of the alternator is equal to the prodiict of the effective

* See Fleming, The Alternate- Ctirrent Transformer, vol. i. chap. iii. §§ 8 and 9.

t Ibid., § 22.
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E.M.F. and effective amperes multiplied by the cosine of the angle of lag ;

or EJ^ cos <^, and in this form it is usually expressed, cos ^ being the

power-factor or the ratio of the true to the apparent watts. It will be

seen later that the value of the power-factor varies with the nature of

the load, e.g. whether the alternator is lighting lamps directly or through

transformers, or is driving motors. So small an angle of lag as that

which has been illustrated above, or so high a power-factor as 0-95,

would in actual working correspond to the case of a machine lighting

lamps directly or connected to fully loaded transformers.

§ 19. Vector diagrams for inductive circuit.—Although the

methods of § ii or 18 have given the net rate at which irreversible

work is done, they have not definitely determined at each instant how

far the impressed E.M.F. is consumed in overcoming the effective

resistance of the circuit and how far it is consumed in work upon the

elastic medium surrounding the circuit. But when once the sine-law

hypothesis has been granted, the E.M.F.'s and the current, being

simple harmonic functions having the same periodic time, may be

graphically represented by rotating radii or vectors combined in a single

clock diagram as mentioned in Chapter IV. § 5. We are then enabled

to deduce immediately not only the net rate at which irreversible work

is developed over any considerable period of time, but also the rates at

which each of the different kinds of work is done at any particular

instant. The principle of vector representation as applied to alternat-

ing current problems is best followed by diagrams proceeding in stages

from the simplest to the more complex cases.

(i) Circuit containing inductance only, without resistance or hysteresis.

If a circuit of negligibly low resistance, but with constant inductance

L, has applied to it a sinusoidal alternating E.M.F., it is traversed by

an alternating current which, as soon as a steady state of cyclic change

is reached, is itself a simple harmonic function of the time. If the

circuit surrounds or is near to iron, L will not, strictly speaking, be

constant ; further, certain secondary effects from hysteresis which will

be described in Chapter XII. § 6 are introduced. But for the present

the simplest case with constant L, and without hysteresis, will be

assumed. Under these circumstances the magnetic flux due to the

current—following the current-changes instantly without any lag in

point of time, and also in strict proportion—will itself be represented

by a sine curve coinciding in phase with the current, and the instantan-

eous value of the counter E.M.F. of self-induction is (?,= -L. —
dt

Exactly equal and opposite thereto must be the E.M.F. consumed by

di
this E.M.F. of selt-induction, /.e. ^' = +L. -

, and this latter is also the
dt

impressed E.M.F., since in the absence of both resistance and

hysteresis the current calls for no other E.M.F. to support it. Thus
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algebraically e^ = /^ = L di

It

and the changing sign of
di

dt

determines at any instant the

actual sign of f„ or vice versa.

The meaning of the above

algebraic equation is rendered

much clearer when represented

graphically by means of a clock

or phase diagram. In the first

place, let time be reckoned

from the instant when the

radius of length representing

the maximum current / coin-

cides with the horizontal axis

OX (Fig. 39), then at time t

the instantaneous value of the

current will be /=/ sin a»/.

The rate of change of a sine

curve has been shown above

to be a cosine curve or

another sine curve preceding

the original in phase by

90", i.e.

d (sin w/) _
di

= (u sin (oj/ + )

The instantaneous value of

the self-induced PIM.F. is thus

J di T . d (sin wt)

dt dt

== — wL/ cos wt

The negative sign has the

effect of converting the cosine

curve into a sine curve lagging

90° behind the original, or

trigonometrically, since cos w/

W COS 0)/

sm

e, = wiV.l sin (w/- j

Thus the curve of self-induced E.M.F. passes through zero or
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maximum or any particular percentage of the maximum at an actual

time =— seconds after the current has passed through zero or its
2a>

maximum, or the same percentage value of its maximum ; i.e. relatively

to the current it lags behind by a quarter of a complete period, or 90°.

This relative phase difference is of chief interest, and is given by the

term - "^
.,
the negative sign showing that it is a case of " lag." The

2

self-induced E.M.F. is therefore a sine function of which the maximum
value is B^ = a)L/, and which is at its negative maximum when t = o.

Hence if another rotating radius be drawn of length OS = Es at an

angle of 90° behind /, or 90° - w/ behind the horizontal OX at the

instant /, the projection of this vector upon the vertical axis will at any

moment represent the instantaneous value of the self-induced E.M.F.

That this relative position for the vector representing the self-induced

E.M.F., namely, 90° behind O/, fulfils all the requirements is evident from

the consideration that when the radius 0/ is in the first quadrant,

i.e. so long as the current is increasing in a positive direction, the pro-

jection of OS is negative and decreasing, or the E.M.F. of self-induction

is opposing the increase of the current, but at a diminishing rate; but

when the current, although still positive, is decreasing, OS is itself in

the first quadrant, and its projection is positive, or in the same direction

as the current and rising in value.

The impressed E.M.F. being exactly opposed to e, is at any moment

Ci — coL/ sin ( (0/+ - ^

and will therefore in the present case be correctly represented by a

radius of length OS' equal to the maximum value of the E.M.F.

consumed by the counter E.M.F. of self-induction, z>. ='wL/ = £'j ex-

actly opposite in direction to B^- Thus it precedes the vector of the

current by a time =—, or relatively thereto leads by 90° or a quarter of

a period. The complete vector diagram is given to the left of Fig. 39,

and by its side are plotted in wave form the instantaneous values of

f, and /, so that the correspondence of the projections of the rotating

radii upon the vertical axes to the instantaneous values given by the

curves when plotted by the method of rectangular co-ordinates may be

seen. The position of the rotating radii relatively to the horizontal

axis which has been chosen for illustration is shown by the dotted

projections to correspond to 20° later than zero time. The maximum
value Ei is assumed to be 1000 volts, and of the current / to be o"5

of an ampere. To the right of the diagram is plotted the instantaneous

value of the rate at which energy is either being stored magnetically

in the medium surrounding the circuit or is being released therefrom

;
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this is given by the product of the simultaneous projections of the

maximum impressed E.M.F. and current vectors upon the vertical axis,

or by the product of simultaneous values of e^ and /.

In the above the current has been chosen for the zero vector
;
yet

it is often convenient to take the impressed E.M.F. as the zero vector,

time being reckoned from the instant when f, is zero. While the

results are of course the same, the changes in the mathematical

expressions consequent on the alteration in the starting-point are

instructive to follow, the + or -sign of the phase angle indicating the

lead or lag relatively to the new starting-point. The curve of watts

must start from the position which in Fig. 39 is given as 2 70°, the initial

moment being now so chosen that the first phenomenon is the return

of energy from the circuit prior to re-storage. The impressed E.M.F.

being now Ci = E sin w/, the current is

/=/ sin ( (o/— - j;

its value is zero and about to increase in a positive direction when

t=— , and in relative phase it lags 90° behind the impressed E.M.F.
2ci)

The E.M.F. of self-induction is

— L— = — wL/ cos { o)/ — ) = (dL/ sin {(at — tt),

dt \ 2' ^

so that it lags behind the impressed E.M.F. by 180° or is directly

opposed to it. Hence in tabular form

i =
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Hence the maximum value of the current is /=— , and correspond-

ingly since each maximum value = J 2 x the effective value,

the effective current = I =
wL

A vector diagram of maxima values is therefore always equally applicable

to the relative phases and magnitudes of the effective values to an

altered scale in which the length of each radius is made equal to the

effective value of the quantity. The quantity wL=27r/"L is known as

the magnetic reactance of the circuit, and is expressed in ohms, since its

dimensions in terms of length and time are those of a resistance, to

which, in fact, it is analogous since it here determines the value of the

JO
current for a given impressed E.M.F. Thus in Fig. 39, wL = —

1000 = 2000 ohms.
0-5

The current in such a case as the above may indifferently be called

either the exciting or the magnetising current of the circuit. It is also

a " wattless " current, so far as a half-period or any whole number of

half-periods is concerned
;

yet at any instant the instantaneous re-

active watts as plotted at the side of Fig. 39 are real as showing the

rate at which energy is passing from circuit to medium, or vice versa, so

that a less misleading term would be " reactive current.''

(ii) Circuit contaifiing resistaftce and inductance, but ivithout hysteresis.

—If in addition to the magnetic reactance wL the circuit also contains

an ohmic resistance R, an impressed sinusoidal E.M.F. will, as above,

give rise to an alternating current which after reaching the steady state

is a sine function of the time, but as compared with case (i) the

relative phases of the impressed E.M.F. and current will be altered.

The impressed E.M.F. must now at any instant supply not only (i)

a component to counterbalance the E.M.F. of self-induction {i.e. the

E.M.F. consumed by self-induction or L , which, as in the first case,
dt

is exactly opposed to the self-induced E.M.F.), but also (2) the loss

of volts due to the passage of the current through the resistance, i.e.

the active E.M.F. ^^=R/, which is strictly in phase with the current.

The algebraic equation for the impressed E.M.F. at any moment
is therefore

L$ + R/==.,
dt

the changing sign of / and of — as before determining the actual signs

of the two quantities, and whether they act together or in opposition

to one another. When translated into vectors, the maximum value
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of the second component, or the active E.M.F., is Er = ^I, of which

the vector coincides in phase with the current; the maximum value

of the self-induced E.M.F. is fi^^wL/ lagging 90° behind the current,

and the maximum value B's of the E.M.F. consumed by the self-

induction has the same value, but leads by a quarter of a period

before the current. The phase diagram is therefore given by Fig. 40
where OR = R/, and OS = wL/. Since OR is the resultant of OS and

the vector of the impressed E.M.F. OE, we have only to complete

the parallelogram, having for its side OS and for its diagonal OR, to

find the direction and length of OE = Ei, the maximum value of the

impressed E.M.F. Or we may produce OS to give the maximum
value OS' of the E.M.F. consumed by self-induction. In other words,

either we may regard the active E.M.F. as the resultant of the impressed

and self-induced E.M.F.'s, or we may resolve the impressed E.M.F.

into the two components (i) the E.M.F. consumed by self-induction,

and (2) the active E.M.F. which drives the current against the resistance

of the circuit. The vectors of these two components being at right

angles to and along the vector of the current, the phase difference

between the impressed E.M.F. and the current is some angle less

than 90° ; a certain amount of work is spent irrecoverably in the

circuit in each half-period, and appears as heat in our case of an

ohmic resistance or partly it may be as mechanical work, if R be the

effective resistance as defined in § 11. The instantaneous values of

the two components of the impressed E.M.F., namely, e^ and e'^, are

shown dotted in Fig. 40 as obtained by projection of their maximum
values on the vertical. When the projection upon the vertical of the

maximum a^r/zW component B^=R/ is multiplied by the projection of

the current / at the same instant, the product or R/2 is the rate in

watts at which energy is developed in the circuit in an irrecoverable

form. When the maximum reactive component wL,!, which is in

quadrature with the current, is projected upon the vertical axis and

multiplied by the simultaneous projection of the current, the product
"^ di
or /L - is the rate at which energy is being stored in or released from

at

the medium surrounding the circuit. While the latter has twice the

frequency of the alternating E.M.F., and in any half-period is first

positive and then negative, the former or the irreversible work is

always positive or above the horizontal line, and simply varies from

zero to a maximum and back again to zero in a half-period. Further,

it is seen from Fig. 40 that in a half-period the gross power of the

generator is at first spent partly in storing energy and partly irre-

coverably ; after a quarter of a period some of the irreversible work is

obtained from release of the stored energy, and finally this not only

supplies all the irreversible work but also drives the generator and

returns energy to it mechanically. In the next half-period the same
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given amount of useful work developed, and regulation for constant

volts is rendered more difficult.

The vectors OR and OS being at right angles, OE = VOR^ + OS^
or Bi= JbJ~+^E}\ hence, since E^=RI, and £^ = wL/= 27r/TL/

B, = /VR^ + 47ry2L2

The quantity ^^/r2 + oi'^L'^, being the square root of the sum of the

squares of the effective resistance and of the reactance, is known as

the impedance of the portion of the circuit under consideration, and

is measured in ohms. The relative position of OE is given either

by the relation tan <^ = —-, i.e. the tangent of the angle of lag of the
R

current behind the impressed E.M.F. is equal to the ratio of the
D

reactance to the resistance ; or by the relation cos <i = ._-_-^^^=-=^ i.e.

the power factor is equal to the

ratio of the resistance of the circuit

to its impedance. On the sine

curve hypothesis, therefore, with a

constant inductance and a constant

angle of lag, a right-angled triangle

(Fig. 41) with the impedance as

hypothenuse gives the necessary

relations between resistance and

reactance, or between the maxima
of the three E.M.F.'s. Since the

effective values are in each case

equal to the maxima values divided

by J2, the same relations also hold for the effective values,

or

E.= Ve7+E;2 = I v/R2 + 47ry2L2
p

Analogous, therefore, to Ohm's law for constant current, C = ^, is

R

2T7fL

E
and since thethe relation for alternating currents I = . ,

impedance
relative phases and magnitudes of the effective values are always the

same as for the maxima values, this is true for either the effective or

the maximum values. In Fig. 40 R is assumed to be 866 ohms, and
coL to be 1500 ohms; the impedance is therefore 1732 ohms, and

tan <^= -• =1-732, whence d) = 60°. The maximum current is thus
006

1732

volts.

0-577 ampere, while the maximum £^ = 866, and ^^=500
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The complete solution of the equation for the instantaneous value

of the current, /=—--— is usually given in a form which reckons
K.

time from the instant when the impressed E.M.F. is zero, so that

R/+L - =e, = E sin (ot

dt

When a steady periodic state has been reached, it is

. B sin (w/ - <^) , . ^ ^ , ^

so that the current is a sine function of the time with a phase differ-

ence of ^, or lagging behind the impressed E.M.F. by an actual time

= ?. The E.M.F. of self-induction is -L— = - wL/ cos (o)/-<i) =
0) dt

^ '

o)L/ sin (w/— ^ — - j; it is therefore another sine curve lagging behind

the current in point of time by an amount — , or behind the impressed
2Ci>

TT

E.M.F. by a time = . The effective value of the current

= ~f^tV^W\ = "'' ^^'^ diagram '^'p-^^o-^o^.
.

vR^-l-w^L'' 1732

Given any one of the three E.M.F.'s with a knowledge of the R
and L of the circuit, it is easy to determine the values of the other

two. E.g. if the effective value of the impressed E.M.F. E,- is given and

is represented by OE (Fig. 42), on OE describe the semicircle

OME on that side of OE which lies towards the direction of rota-

tion of OE. Take a point M on this semicircle, such that OM
bears to ME the same ratio as the reactance to the resistance, or

as 271/L : R. Through O draw OR parallel to ME and of the same

length. Produce MO and make OS equal to OM. Then on the

same scale as that to which OE represents the effective value of the

impressed E.M.F., the effective value of the active E.M.F., or the

E.M.F. consumed by the resistance,, will be represented by OR, the

effective E.M.F. consumed by the reactance by OM, and the effective

counter E.M.F. of self-inductance by OS, the two latter being

necessarily exactly opposed to each other, the one ahead of the

current by 90° and the other lagging behind it by the same angle.

The difference between the relative phase diagram of effective

values, and the complete clock diagram of rotating radii may here

again be emphasised. Although the one is based upon the other,

the relative phase diagram has in itself no reference to instantaneous
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temporal values, so that there is no need to add the vertical and

horizontal axes which are required in order that the clock diagram

may yield results from the point of view of actual time. The former

is, however, of chief importance as giving the average results of a half

or whole period. The projection of the efifective impressed E.M.F. on

to the current line when multiplied by the effective current, or the

product of the effective active E.M.F. E, cos ^ with the current I,

gives the average active watts or the value over a period of the

irrecoverable power, while the projection of the effective reactive

E.M.F, E, sin <j(> on to the current line is zero, and correspondingly

the reactive watts over a period are zero.

Just as the impressed E.M.F., whether effective or maximum, has

above been resolved into its two components, it is evident that in

any case when the impressed E.M.F. and current are inclined to one

another at some angle less than 90°,

it is also possible to mentally resolve

the current into two components along

and at right angles to the impressed

E.M.F., the former being a so-called

energy or working current and the

latter a wattless or reactive current.

Such a mental resolution of the current

vector when applied to its maximum
value has not, however, the same phys-

ical truth as the analogous resolution

of the maximum impressed E.M.F.,

since it does not lead to correct instant-

aneous values when the components are

projected on to the vertical and multi-

plied by the simultaneous projection of

the impressed E.M.F. This is evident from a comparison of Figs. 43 and
40 ; both start from the same moment of time, namely, when the current

is zero, and both have the same impressed E.M.F. and current with the

same angle of lag ^ or 90° - a, and consequently the same curve for

the power developed by the generator; they should therefore yield

the same instantaneous rates for the heating and magnetic work
respectively; yet it will be seen that the component curves deduced
from Fig. 43 occur in a different order from those of Fig. 40. The
resolution of the current is therefore fictitious as applied to the

instantaneous values or the diagram of maximum rotating radii, but
the method is perfectly valid when applied to the phase diagram of

effective values ; it then yields the same value for the average rate

at which irreversible work is done in the circuit, as the equivalent

resolution of the E.M.F. Thus the product of the effective working
current I cos ^ with the effective impressed E.M.F. gives the active

Fig. 42.
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The indefinite phase-relationship between the

definite, and the R.M.S. values, whether

watts over a

period, while the

projection of I sin

^ on to the im-

pressed E.M.F.

line is zero. For

most purposes the

effective values

suffice, the in-

stantaneous val-

ues of the several

components sel-

dom requiring to

be known.

In this lies the

justification for
the assumption of

the sine - wave
shape for the

curves of E.M.F.

and current. Pro-

vided that each

half-wave is iden-

tical with its suc-

cessor except in

sign, which is the

case in practice,

then for the actual

periodic curves
may be substituted

the equivalent sine

curves, which have

the same values

for the square
roots of their

mean squares as

the distorted or

unsymmetrical
curves, and which

also by their re-

lative phase give

the same expendi-

ture of power,
curves is then rendered

of E.M.F. or current.
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may be compounded as vectors. For all calculations of effective

power the conclusions which may be drawn from the equivalent sine-

curves are then correct,* although no conclusions can be drawn as

to the maximum or average values. In Fig. 38 the real curves of

Fig. 33 have been replaced by their equivalent sine curves, so that

E,= --^ =2255, Ig =i^ = i2T, as before, and the apparent power

is 27*3 kilovolt-amperes, the definite angle of lag of the current behind

26
the E.M.F. IS c/)=i8, and the power factor is cos <^ = = 0*95.

27'3

Thus although the quantities, reactance, and impedance imply a sine

wave in virtue of the way in which they have been derived, they may
legitimately be extended to cases where the E.M.F. and current do not

follow a sine law, so far as any calculations as to power are concerned.

A case in point is found when the effect of hysteresis has to be considered in an in-

ductive circuit containing iron, for which L is not a constant quantity. The curve of

self-induced E. M. F. thereby becomes distorted and is no longer of the same shape as the

current curve ; and neither are sine curves, even if the impressed E. M.F. is sinusoidal.

Yet if for the E. M.F.'s and current we assume sine curves which have the same

R.M.S. values as the actual E. M.F.'s and current, and give them the correct relative

phases, all questions of average power may be correctly answered, although the

diagrams may not truly represent the instantaneous values at any particular instant.

Thus returning once more to our first case of a circuit containing inductance only

without resistance, the effect of adding to it hysteresis may be taken into account as

follows.

(iii) Circuit containing inductance atul hysteresis without resistance. Strictly

speaking, the phase of the E.M.F. of self-induction is not at right angles to the current,

but to the magnetic flux, and since owing to hysteresis the flux lags behind the exciting

current, the self-induced E.M.F. must in consequence follow the current by some

angle greater than 90°. The equivalent effect is reproduced by assuming the

sinusoidal current to precede in phase the flux (also assumed to vary after a sine law)

by some angle a. The lead of the exciting current ahead of the flux is called by

Steinmetz the hysteretic angle of lead. The vector representing the counter E.M.F.

of self-induction is in quadrature with the flux, and the impressed E.M.F. is equal

and opposite to it just as in case (i). Hence the exciting current is no longer wattless

over a half-period, since its angle of lag relatively to the impressed E.M.F. is 90° -a
(Fig. 43). The vector representing the exciting current may now be mentally

resolved into a magnetising current in quadrature with the self-induced or the im-

pressed E. M. F., and a magnetic energy or hysteresis current in phase with the impressed

E.M.F. and in quadrature with the flux. The energy current still does not require

any watts to pass it over the circuit, since the ohmic resistance is negligible in our

supposed case, yet it consumes energy during the half-period. For the same exciting

current the impressed E.M.F. is less, since the apparent reactance is less than the

true ; or for the same impressed E.M.F., the exciting current is increased, since it is

the magnetising current which alone sets up the flux and self-induced E.M.F.

* See Rhodes, Alternating Currents, chap. ix. §§ 52-54; Steinmetz, Alternating

Current Phenomena, chap. x. § 77, and Theoretical Elements of Electrical

Engineering, part i. § i8. For the limitations of the use of equivalent sine waves,

see Steinmetz, Alternating Current Phenomena, chap. xxxi. (4th edit.).
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to which the impressed E.M.F. must be equal and opposite. Thus in Fig. 43
(if for the moment we assume that we may legitimately deal with maxima values) for

the same value of the maximum impressed E.M.F. as in Fig. 39, namely, lOOO volts,

and assuming the hysteretic angle of lead to be 30°, the maximum value of the current

is increased from o'5 to 0*577 ampere, or in the proportion of I"I55 to i as compared

with case (i) ; for to give the same flux and self-induced E.M.F., the magnetising

current is I cos 0=0*577 xo"866= o*5. By comparison with Fig. 40 it will be seen

that the result, so far as the average rate of doing work is concerned, is exactly the

same as if a resistance of 866 ohms and a reactance of 1500 ohms were present, the

angle of lag of the total current having been chosen the same as in Fig. 40. The
effective resistance from hysteresis is thus the same as the ohmic resistance of Fig. 40 ;

and further, the reactance has been apparently reduced from its true magnetic value of

2000 to 1500 ohms as in Fig. 40. The real instantaneous rates at which the mole-

cules of iron are heated by hysteresis, or at which energy is stored and released in the

magnetic field, cannot be determined, but as regards the average power over a half-

period or any number of half-periods, it is seen to be legitimate to express the effect

from hysteresis by an equivalent resistance. In practice this is all that is required,

Kilovolts or Amperes
Effective

-075t

Kilovolts or Amperes
Effective

-075

Figs. 44 and 45.—Circuit with effective resistance from hysteresis.

and justifies the ranking of the hysteretic loss as on a par with the ohmic loss, and as

due to an "effective resistance." The effective values and the relative phase diagram

should therefore, strictly speaking, have been used above, and these will be used in

the next case.

(iv) Circuit containing inductance and resistance with hysteresis. When the ohmic

resistance of the circuit of Fig. 43 is no longer negligible, the magnetic energy-current

and the magnetising current remain in phase and in quadrature respectively with

the E.M.F. consumed by the counter E.M.F. of self-induction, but no longer

hold the same relation to the impressed E.M.F. In consequence the magnetising

current is no longer entirely wattless, but has a certain component in phase with the

impressed E.M.F. which gives the corresponding portion of the watts expended over

the ohmic resistance of the circuit. If the latter resistance be assumed as ^=500
ohms, the total effective current is reduced to 0*348 ampere, of which the magnetising

component is 0*348 X cos a =0*302. The effective value of the true reactive E.M.F.

is therefore wL x 0*302 = 2000 x 0*302 = 604 volts, and the composition of the E.M.F.

consumed by this with the loss over the ohmic resistance, or 500x0*348=174 volts,

gives an impressed E.M.F. of 707 volts 47° 75' ahead of the current. The complete

diagram of Fig. 44 may therefore be replaced by the equivalent diagram of Fig. 45,
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which yields the same average powers. The effective resistance from hysteresis

being as before 866 ohms, the total effective resistance is R = 866 + 500= 1366,

and the apparent reactance is 1500 ohms. The current is then

707 707
L-i- -,= '—'- =0-348 ampere, and the angle of lag of the current behind
- + 1 i;oo- 2030 ^ r b t.\''

1
366- +1500- 2030

the impressed E.M.F. corresponds to tan <p
='^ = .i— = i-i nearly.
R 1366

§ 20. Vector diagrams for circuits containing capacity.—It

remains to extend the definition of " reactance " so as to embrace the

case of a circuit containing capacity. The work passing from the

conductive circuit into the medium surrounding it has so far been

assumed to be magnetically stored ; the ether can, however, be stressed

not only magnetically, but also electrically, as is the case with the

dielectric film dividing the plates of a condenser. Any circuit traversed

by an alternating current acts in some degree as a condenser, and

exhibits more or less marked capacity effects which may be repro-

duced by an imaginary condenser or condensers, either in series or in

parallel with the circuit (the latter being itself then supposed to have no

capacity). Before considering either the series or parallel arrangement,

we first take

(v) A circuit containing capacity only. When a condenser of capacity

K farads is connected to a source of E.M.F., its charge of q coulombs

at any instant will vary proportionately to the difference of potential

in volts at its terminals, ox q=K . e. The current which flows into or

out of the condenser, charging or discharging it, is at any moment

identical with the rate of change of q, or i=-j = K. , With an

alternating difference of potential at its terminals, when once a steady

periodic state has been established, the flow of current into the con-

denser is a maximum when the impressed E.M.F. is zero, and as the

E.M.F. rises, the rate of charging diminishes until, when the E.M.F. is

a maximum, the current is zero, and the condenser is fully charged

(Fig. 46). Since there is no ohmic resistance in our supposed case, and

no cause for any absorption of energy in an irrecoverable way, the

current does not call for any other E.M.F. in phase with itself to

support it, and e is simply the impressed E.M.F. Hence ^. = ^- At

any instant the charge upon the condenser will, if the impressed

E.M.F. be imagined to be instantaneously withdrawn, set up a current

round the circuit in the opposite direction to the impressed E.M.F.

at the moment of withdrawal; in relation to the rest of the circuit,

therefore, the condenser may be credited with an E.M.F. due to

capacity = - fy, which is exactly balanced by the impressed E.M.F., just
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as the self-induced E.M.F.

in case (i) was balanced

by the E.M.F. consumed

by self-induction.

An hydraulic analogy

is found if we imagine that

in a frictionless pipe circuit

such as that of Fig. 34 a

chamber is inserted which

is completely divided by

an elastic diaphragm ; and

further, that the fluid is

incompressible and with-

out inertia (Fig. 47). By
movement of the piston a

definite quantity of the

fluid is forced from one

half of the chamber to the

other, under a pressure

which will be exactly

balanced by the elastic

reaction of the diaphragm,

ox q= K . e. The capacity

of the chamber or of the

condenser will depend upon

the area of the dividing

diaphragm, its thinness,

and its elasticity or specific

inductive capacity ; and

the stress on the dielectric

of the condenser is imi-

tated by the mechanical

stress to which the rubber

diaphragm is subjected.

Under an alternating pres-

sure the current or the

rate at which the fluid is

transferred from one side

to the other will be highest

when the pressure is zero,

and will gradually fall off

as the diaphragm becomes

extended ; immediately the

applied pressure passes its maximum value the current will reverse and

be driven backwards by the contraction of the diaphragm, so that the

p83j8qOS]Q
U
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phase of the current precedes that of the pressure by a quarter of a

period.

When translated into vectors on the assumption that the aUernating

difference of potential follows a sine law, if time be reckoned from the

instant when the impressed E.M.F. is zero, e—B sin w/. The current

• • T' d^ T^ r^
at any mstant is z = K . -^. = KE

{d sin (at)

dt
= K£a) cos (Jit

= Ka)B sin ( a)/ + ~) = wQ sin («)/+ j = / sin (a)/+-) . . (13)

The capacity current flowing into or out of the condenser is there-

fore a sine function of the time, and may

be represented by a vector of maximum
length KwE preceding the vector of

E.M.F. Ei by 90°. Of course, this must

not be interpreted to mean that the

current actually precedes the E.M.F.

which causes it to flow, but merely

that their phases differ, and when

the steady periodic state has been

reached a + maximum of current

precedes a + maximum of E.M.F.

by a quarter of a complete period.

At any instant there is a charge upon

Fig. 47.

the condenser ^=Q sin wf, so that — -^= — ^ sin w/~ ^ sin (wZ + tt)
^_ Q ._.(?

K K K

= —p- sin (w/+ tt). The E.M.F. due to capacity is therefore represented

by a vector of length =~— preceding the impressed E.M.F. by 180°,

and the impressed E.M.F. is its exact counterpart in the opposite

direction. The case is therefore in every particular the exact reverse

•of case (i), when only inductance was present (compare Figs. 46
and 39).

While with inductance it was convenient to consider, first, its effect

from the starting-point of the current as zero vector, and subsequently

to become familiar with the same results from the starting-point of the

impressed E.M.F. as zero vector, the reverse is the more convenient

order of treatment in the case of capacity. If the current be taken as

zero vector, so that /=/ sin w/, the charge upon the condenser is

at any instant ^=Q sin (w/-^)=-- cos W. At zero time the

charge upon the condenser is at its negative maximum, after which it

decreases as the positive current flows until after a quarter of a period

it becomes zero, and thence rises in a positive sense. The E.M.F. due
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tat = —^ sin ( w/ + -
]
preceding the phaseto capacity is then — t^ = —j^cos

of the current by 90°. Hence in tabular form, to compare with the

table for case (i) of § 19,

/ =

g _
K
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to capacity, while the other is the active E.M.F. The instantaneous

E.M.F. due to capacity, as in the last case, precedes the current by 90°,

so that the component which balances this E.M.F., being exactly

opposed, lags 90° behind the current. The active E.M.F. is in phase

with the current, and is represented by a vector

of length R/ coinciding with the current vector

(Fig. 48). The impressed E.M.F., being the

resultant of the active E.M.F. in phase with the

current and a component which lags behind the

current by a quarter of a period, must itself lag behind

the current by some angle <^ less than -. Such a case

R iiK
(WW\A-jP|

Fig. 48.—Circuit

with capacity

and resistance.

is in reality that of the actual condenser which

presents a certain small amount of effective resistance

owing to its dielectric hysteresis, just as does an

inductance owing to its magnetic hysteresis. The
difference from case (v) is simply that the maximum
E.M.F. due to capacity never reaches the full

maximum value of the impressed E.M.F. ; before the

opposing counter E.M.F. of the condenser reaches this value, the

current passes through zero, and changes from charging to discharging.

The solution of the algebraic equation ^i-\-'^ = B sin w/, timeK
being reckoned from the moment when the impressed E.M.F. is zero,

is analogous to (12), and when a steady periodic state has been reached

_B sin (w/+ </))

V ^' + 0,4-2

(m)

where tan (^ =
)KR

Hence the current leads before the impressed

E.M.F. by a time = —, the relative phase difference being ^.

The maximum current is / =

and the effective current is I
E

i2K2

The exactly opposite nature of the effects from self-induction and
from capacity are evident from the foregoing. Whereas self-induction

causes the current to lag behind the impressed E.M.F., capacity causes

it to lead before the impressed E.M.F. Whereas the E.M.F. of self-

induction lags a quarter of a period behind the current, the E.M.F. due
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to capacity leads a quarter of a period before the current. If, then,

capacity and inductance are combined in the same circuit, the two

E.M.F.'s due to self-inductance and capacity respectively will oppose

one another, and this possibility leads us to the complete case

of a series circuit containing resistance and also capacity and

inductance. Such would again be represented by Fig. 47 if the

pipe presented frictional resistance, and the incompressible fluid

possessed inertia.

(vii) Circuit containitig resista?ice, inductance, atid capacity in series.—
A combination of cases (ii) and (vi) shows that the impressed E.M.F.

must at one and the same time supply the active E.M.F. which drives

the current against the effective resistance of the circuit R, and also

^^-^

a L b

(i)
Tnnn!TinnrYww\A{=v,

ri 1
r2 —

r

Fig. 49.—Circuit with resistance, capacity and inductance in series.

balance the E.M.F.'s due to self-induction and capacity, the two latter

acting against one another. Hence algebraically,

at K

The relative phase diagram of vectors will therefore be given by Fig.

49 (i), where RI = E^ represents the active E.M.F. in phase with the

current; OA = ojLI ahead of the current by 90° represents the E.M.F.

consumed by self-induction, and lagging behind the current by 90°

represents the E.M.F. required to balance the E.M.F, due to capacity.

The two components wLI and -—~ are directly opposed to each other

;

they may or may not be equal, and in our case give OB as their differ-

ence. The relative phases and values are thus again given by a right-
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angled triangle as in Fig. 41, which, e.g. in the case of the effective

values, will have sides RI, I ( wL - --- ), and E,.

The solution of the algebraic equation for the instantaneous value

of the current, time being reckoned from the instant when the impressed

E.M.F. is zero, namely, R/+ L + ^ = H sin w/ gives
at K
di

E sin (w/ -- 4>)

I

where tan qb = . The effective value of the current is

R

I
^

• (15)

When tan </> is positive, - 4> in the above expression is negative, i.e. if

coL> -, the current lags behind the impressed E.M.F. When tan
(f>

is negative, - <^ becomes positive, i.e. if wL< - , the current leads

before the impressed E.M.F. As the quantity wL - —— is made

larger in comparison with R, the phases of the E.M.F. and current

diverge, and according as it is the magnetic or the capacity reactance

which decisively predominates, so will the angle <^ in the above equation

approach its limiting values of + 90° or - 90".

Thus the quantity wL — —— is f/ie reactance of the circuit in the fullest

sense of the term (for which the symbol x is often used), and may be

either positive or negative according as the magnetic or the capacity

reactance is the larger. Further, w^henever magnetic and capacity

reactance are both present, the possibility at once arises that within

the outer terminals a, c, of the circuit under consideration there may
exist voltages much higher than the impressed E.M.F., i.e. such an

increased voltage may exist either between the terminals be of the

condenser, or between the terminals ab of the inductive resistance,

or within both of these portions. This possibility, which holds

equally for either effective or maxima values, may be followed from

Fig. 49 (ii). The vectors of the self-induced E.M.F. and of the

E.M.F. due to capacity being opposed to one another, either or both

may be much greater than E,-. The effective E.M.F. at the terminals

of the inductive coil, if it had no resistance, would be wLI, and at the

terminals of the condenser, on the assumption that this also has no

VOL. I.—

8
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effective resistance, would be -- , and both of these are determined by

the value of the current and not directly by the impressed E.M.F. Or
if the portions of the circuit respectively have resistances r^ and r^

(Fig. 49, ii), the difference of potential at the terminals of the inductive

resistance is the resultant of IwL combined with the loss of volts Ir^,

i.e. ey, while the difference of potential at the terminals of the condenser

I

)K

^2- It is evident that according to the relative values of L and K with

a given frequency and impressed E.M.F., either e-^ or e.^ or both may be

much higher than E,, and there is a danger of the insulation being

punctured. The same effect would be found in the analogous case of

Fig. 47 if the fluid possessed inertia. When the piston is slowing down
after passing the centre of its stroke, and the current begins to decrease,

its inertia will carry the fluid forward against the diaphragm, and this

continues to be stretched. Its elasticity will therefore oppose the

current which the inertia is trying to maintain, and the pressure at the

stretched side of the diaphragm will rise. At the end of the stroke the

diaphragm is farthest extended, and its contraction at the reversal of

the stroke will assist in starting up the column of fluid in the opposite

direction. The inertia and elasticity therefore* so interact as to tend

towards a balance, and the work which the piston is doing at any

moment is reduced, and approximates to that which is necessary simply

to overcome the frictional resistance of the pipe. In fact, if the inertia

and elastic effects were exactly balanced, this would strictly hold, and

the flow of current would exactly synchronise with the pressure registered

by the piston.*

The magnitude of the total reactance wL - ——, for given values of

L and K, evidently turns entirely upon the frequency. If L and K are

in any way comparable, for a very low frequency, the second term will

tend to predominate, and the difference of potential at the terminals of

the condenser will be the higher, while for a very high frequency the

first term will tend to predominate, and the difference at the ends of

the inductive portion will be the higher. But in either case the current

E
will be largely checked down from its maximum value of — as fixed by

the effective resistance alone.

But when the frequency and constants are of such an order that

wT. and— approach one another, the current very rapidly rises until

(oK

it reaches its maximum effective value 1^=^^ when wL= , or very

* Cp. Elecl. IVorhi and Engineer, vol. xliv. p. 248.
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rapidly falls off after this critical frequency is passed, and wL and - --

again begin to diverge. At the particular frequency when wL •=-—-, the

self-inductance and capacity effects exactly annul one another, and the

total reactance is zero. The angle ^ is then zero, or the current is in

phase with the impressed E.M.F., and the circuit acts as if it were a

simple ohmic resistance, R,—so far at least as the impressed E.M.F.

and value of the current is concerned. Complete electrical resona?ice is

thus present, at the critical frequency when wL= —— , or w = a/^f-^tj ^•^•

(oK V LK
since w = 27r/' when f_^/^ (rf.\

^"^VLK • ^ ^

The reciprocal of this frequency, or T = 27r ^yLK, is the natural

period of discharge of the circuit if it was first charged up as a con-

denser. Hence an electrical circuit is said to be resonant to an im-

pressed pressure when its natural period coincides with the period of the

impressed E.M.F. The physical explanation of the fact that when

the magnetic and capacity reactance exactly neutralise one another the

circuit acts to an alternating E.M.F. as a pure ohmic resistance, and

the effective current reaches its maximum value for given values of

E, R, L, and K, is simple ; in such a case the rate at which energy is

being stored or released at any instant in the magnetic field is precisely

the same as the rate at which it is being released or stored in the charge

of the condenser. Just as the ether is being released from the magnetic

stress, it becomes stressed electrically and at the same rate, so that

externally, as it were, the circuit appears to act as a simple resistance,

and the whole of the impressed E.M.F. is spent in overcoming the

effective resistance in the development of heat or useful work. The
energy which is being transferred backwards and forwards between

the inductive resistance and the condenser may be much greater than

the energy imparted to the circuit by the generator, and indeed bears

no relation thereto, but is correlative to the development of increased

voltages between the terminals of the two divisions of the circuit. The
frequency of complete resonance gives the maximum possible rise of

voltage within the circuit, but at any frequency approaching this critical

value surprisingly high voltages may arise even in a low voltage circuit.

As a general rule in alternating circuits the ohmic resistance is very low

as compared with the impressed E.M.F., and, in the absence of a high

useful back E.M.F., the current is kept within bounds by the induct-

ance
; yet if, as may very well happen, the capacity by itself checks

down the current to somewhat the same value as that to which the

inductance by itself reduces it, so that the critical state of resonance is

approached, a large current and very high differences of potential may
arise, with consequent danger of the insulation becoming pierced.
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In the extreme case when the resistance both of the mductive

portion of the circuit and also of the condenser is negligible, and when

resonance occurs, it can be seen from Fig. 49 that, so far as the rest of

the circuit from c \.o a through the generator is concerned, the combina-

tion of pure inductance and of the condenser acts as a perfect conductor

;

a current I = ^ flows through it where R is the resistance of the rest of

the circuit, but there is no P.D. between the terminals a, c. The
effective voltage between a, b h equal to that between b and c, and

each is equal to Ia/ „, giving the maximum rise possible with the

given R. The combination of equal magnetic and capacity reactances

would thus act as a short-circuit, were it not for the resistance of the

rest of the circuit, and if this were zero we should have an infinitely

large current I, and infinitely high potential, but no energy absorbed.

The case of a circuit which divides into two branches has next to

be considered. The current in one branch may then not only differ

in value from that in the other branch, but may also have a different

phase relatively to the E.M.F. impressed at the terminals from which

the two circuits divide. The total current in the main circuit is the

algebraic sum of the instantaneous values in the separate branches, or

in a phase diagram of maximum or effective values is the resultant of

the two currents when compounded vectorially. If each branch con-

sists of a pure resistance without any reactance, obviously the vectors of

the separate currents I^ and 1^ will coincide in direction with one

another, and also with the impressed E.M.F. ; the total current is then

simply the numerical sum of the two, or I = I^ 4- 12 in phase with the

E.M.F. But if in each branch there is reactance, and further the

ratios of the total reactance to the resistance in the two branches

coLj — —
j^

wLg — ^
or ~- ^ and —^ are different, the relative phase of the

Rj R2

currents will be different, and the phase of the total current will also

differ from either. There are then three leading cases, according as

the reactance is positive or negative in the two branches or is positive

in one and negative in the other.

(viii) Ttvo branches of different resistances and inductances in parallel

(mutual induction being supposed absent).

The currents in the two branches are by case (ii) inversely propor-

tional to their respective impedances, and each has its own phase

angle.
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The total current is the resultant of the two, and lags behind the

impressed E.M.F. by an angle ^ which falls between the two angles ^^
and </>o (Fig. 50).

A particular form of this case occurs when one branch is simply a

resistance without inductance and the other is an

inductive coil with negligible resistance, i.e. L;^ = o

and Ro = o. The effective current flowing through

the resistance I^ is — and is in phase with the im-
R

pressed E.M.F. The current \^ flowing through the

inductance is by case (i) at right angles to the im-

pressed E.M.F., or to the current through the
nj^y^nnnnnyMTl

resistance; it does not absorb any E.M.F. since

the ohmic resistance of its own branch is negligible.
Ri ^2

LF *Ji

and its efflective value is —-. The component I^ then , g

coincides with the impressed E.M.F., and the total Fig. 50.—Two in-

current is I = v^I 24.T 2 since their relation is given ductive resistances

1 . -^ '
. in parallel.

by a right-angled triangle. If either the reactance

or the resistance is very small, we gradually approximate to the simple

cases of a pure resistance or a pure reactance.

(ix) Circuit contai7iing a condefiser in parallel with a resistatice.—
The current flowing through the resistance is at any moment —, where

R
e is the instantaneous value of the potential difference at the terminals.

At the same time the current flowing into the condenser placed as a

shunt across the terminals is - - = K 4- The total current is therefore
dt dt

at any instant

de e

Reckoning time from the instant when the total current is zero, and on
the assumption that the impressed voltage follows a sine law, the total

current will also follow a sine law, or /•-=/. sin wA The solution of the

• -^^ de e
equation iv .-.-!-— = /. sm wt is of similar form to that of equation

(12), so that when a steady state is reached

/ . sin (w/- <f))

'=
/ , .... (.7)

where ^ is an angle such that tan ^ = ojKR. Thus by a phase diagram

(Fig. 51) the total current is found to be composed of two components
at right angles to one another, the current through the resistance being

in phase with the impressed E.M.F. E„ and the condenser current
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being at right !angles thereto and ahead of it. The total current is

I = \/l7+l7> and \ = ^, while I^ = EwK. The quantity k/\ + w^K^

being the reciprocal of the impedance is called the admittance of the

circuit, and is convenient for use when dealing with

parallel-connected circuits ; it implies the resolution

^I of the current into two components in phase and
quadrature with the E.M.F., i.e. an energy and a

^k/ wattless current. By a development of the above

E theorem the question of long transmission lines with

Fig. 51. — Resist- considerable distributed capacity may be treated,

hi'"paral[eL^^^'^''^ ^" equivalent condenser in parallel with a resistance

being substituted for the actual line,

(x) Afi inductive circuit in parallel with a capacity, each with resist-

ance.—The currents in the two branches are algebraically

B sin (o)/ - <^,) ,
wL.

/i

=

o2K2

or in effective value

E

: _ £sin(a)/+ <^2) u . ^ ^
2

/
— where tan d>o = t^ ti

L
E

'2

As the inductance or the positive reactance is increased relatively to

the resistance, the current I^ in the inductive branch lags more and

more behind the impressed E.M.F. ; as the capacity or negative react-

ance is increased relatively to the resistance, Ig in the condenser branch

leads more and more ahead of the E.M.F. The two currents thus

become more and more opposed to one another (Fig. 52), and each

may be very much greater than the resultant current I in the circuit as

a whole. The leads joining the inductance and condenser in parallel

might therefore become overheated, even though the resultant current

through the combination is but small.

The hydraulic analogy of Fig. 52 shows that at the end of its stroke,

when the piston reverses, a large local current may circulate within the

branched circuit, and that with proper balancing of the effects of inertia

by the elasticity of the diaphragm the cylinder pressure at the end of

the stroke may be reduced to zero and rise to a maximum at mid-stroke,

so that current and pressure would synchronise.
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In the electrical case, if a certain inductive resistance gives a lagging

current I^ and a condenser is placed in parallel with it, the new joint

current can be made smaller than I^, and at the same time be brought

more nearly into phase with the E.M.F. impressed at the terminals of

the combination. Such an arrangement, or a similar one in which an

-:yE,

Li Ri

Fig. 52.—Inductance and capacity, each with resistance, in parallel.

over-excited synchronous motor takes the place of the condenser, is occa-

sionally used in practice with induction motors of low power factor in

order to reduce the line current. The reactive component of the lagg-

ing current I^ being :j—

,

E
Rl2 + ^2L2

, and of the leading current I2 being

IVWWWH3-
r ^~

K
innremnmnnf^

Fig. 53.—Inductance and capacity, each with equal resistance, in parallel.

—
, it is only necessary to make these two equal to

bring the resultant line current into exact phase with the E.M.F. ; one

such case is when wL— tt , and Rj = R2 = ^ (Fig. 53), but since Rg

„ „ . I Ri^ + cu^L^ .„ .

is usually small, a negative reactance -^ =—*—y will give nearly

exact coincidence of phase when R^ is much greater than Rg. The
condenser then, as it were, supplies the wattless component which is

called for by the motor or system of motors.
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If the resistance in both branches is negligible, the two com-

ponent currents are strictly opposite to one another, and the resultant

current is their numerical difference, or I = Ij — Io= E( —j--(oKj.

I

When resonance also occurs and a)L=—r?-, Ii = l9 and the current

through the circuit as a whole is zero, the combination then acts as a

pure insulator with regard to the impressed E.M.F.
;
yet a large current

p
-T-,or EwK, is circulating round the inductance and condenser as closed
toL< °

upon themselves. The multiplication of the current when condenser

and inductance are in parallel is thus correlative to the multiplication of

E.M.F. when they are in series.*

* For a short account of pressure rises on high-tension transmission lines, which

illustrate the importance of the effects of inductance and capacity, see E. Hudson,

Electr. Eng., vol. xxxix. p, 406.



CHAPTER VII

CLASSIFICATION OF DYNAMOS

§ I. The two structural portions of the dynamo.— The
variety of different forms which the dynamo may take is well-nigh end-

less, yet in all there may be traced the two structural portions which

the dual nature of the machine requires. It will be advantageous here

to repeat and enlarge our first description of these two portions.

There is, first, the field-mag?iet, the function of which is simply

to serve as the path for the lines of flux constituting the field, and

which is therefore composed entirely of iron. It may usually be

divided into three parts, which can be distinguished in Fig. 2, namely,

(i) the magnet poles or cores (dd), on which the exciting coils {ee)

are wound or placed, and which lead the lines up to or away from

the pole-pieces; (2) the "yoke" {y), which joins together the poles of

the magnet ; and (3) the pole-pieces themselves (N, S). These latter,

by reason of their particular shape, cause the lines to issue forth into

and pass through the air-gap in such directions and with such density

as will best adapt them to be cut by the active wires.

Secondly, there is the armature (a), which consists of a number of

wires or bars, almost invariably of copper, which are systematically

arranged and connected together in a definite and particular order;

in the dynamo of Fig. 2 they form portions of a large number of loops

or turns of wire, each of which is entirely insulated from the structure

upon which they are wound, and also from every other turn, save

where the end of one loop is electrically joined to the beginning of

the next. In the active wires, by reason of their movement relatively

to the field, E.M.F.'s are generated, and by their grouping are added

together in series or placed in parallel, or in general brought into

practical use at certain definite points or "terminals" (AD) to which

the external circuit is applied. When we leave the sphere of theoretical

diagrams, such as those in Chapter IV., it is evident that the active

wires must be supported in some way, and in most cases they are in

practice arranged or wound upon a mass of iron, which itself forms

part of the magnetic circuit, and is traversed by the lines of flux ; it

is this structure of iron to which, in the first instance, was given the

name of the armature or " keeper " of the magnet or magnets employed
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to produce the field. Thus in the ordinary two-pole dynamo the

cylindrical armature of iron (Fig. 27) may be likened to the "keeper"

placed between the two poles of a simple horseshoe magnet ; but from

its intimate connection with the electrical conductors which it supports

the term has now been extended to cover the system of conductors,

the iron portion itself being called the " core " of the armature.

§ 2. Rotary motion of the active wires, and its two
kinds.—In the diagrams of Chapter IV. the principle of electro-

magnetic induction was mostly exhibited by means of a straight wire

drawn across a magnetic field in a straight line, as, e.g., in Fig. 12.

It is, however, evident that such a process, being simple rectilinear

motion in one and the same direction, cannot practically be maintained

for any length of time, for the simple reason that the pole-pieces would

have to be of great length in order to provide the indefinitely long

magnetic field. But our definition of the dynamo demands "con-

tinuous relative motion," and hence, when the wire has been moved
to one end of the magnetic field, we are under the necessity of reversing

its direction of movement. We thus pass to oscillatory or reciprocating

motion, first in one direction and then back again in the opposite

direction. Such a motion would be obtained by attaching the active

wire directly to the piston of a steam engine ; it would give an E.M.F.

alternating in direction, and if the field were of uniform density the

value of the E.M.F. would vary as the speed of movement, reaching

a maximum during the middle of the stroke, and reversing at either

end (compare AB, Fig. 22). But the arrangement is not convenient,*

since it is not easy to secure a speed high enough to give an appreci-

able number of volts with any practicable length of wire and density

of field in the air-gap. No such difficulty meets us when we have

recourse to the rotary motion of Fig. 22, and hence in all the practical

dynamos, without exception, it is by rotation that the "continuous

relative motion" of field and conductor is secured, and an E.M.F.

continuously generated. Reverting to the case of a straight wire

rotated in an air-gap formed in a single horseshoe magnetic circuit

by a pair of opposing pole-pieces, it will be seen from Fig. 54 that

there are two distinct ways in which the cutting process can be carried

out. In case A, as the wire shown in section at a is rotated round

the axis o to ci , it moves downwards across, or cuts, all the lines passing

from the N. to the S. pole, and by further rotation from a! to a it cuts

the same lines again, but in the opposite direction, i.e. upwards

;

consequently the E.M.F. induced in it is, during the first half of a

revolution, in one direction along its length (downwards into the plane

of the paper), and then during the second half in the opposite direction

along its length (upwards out of the plane of the paper); in other

* Its only sviccessful use has been in the "oscillator" devised by Tesla {Electr.

Eng., vol. xiii. p. 83) for the production of small currents at high frequencies.
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words, it is the seat of an alternating E.M.F. whose direction undergoes

reversal twice every revolution. But in the case B, if the conductor

is rigidly attached to the shaft oo\ and is thus continuously swung

round, when an E.M.F. is induced in it by its passage past the poles,

this E.M.F. is always in the same direction along its length (in the

diagram from « to ^ or radially outwards).

Another radical distinction between the two cases of Fig. 54 is

connected with the position of the length of the active wire relatively

to the axis round which it is rotated. In case A the length of the

active wire is parallel to the axis of rotation ; in case B it is at right

angles to the axis of rotation, and from this difference of position

great differences of structure arise.

Fig. 54.

§ 3. Bases for classification of dynamos.—In the classifica-

tion of dynamos several bases of division present themselves, each

of which has its advantages in throwing light upon the affinity of one

machine to another. It might be thought that the distinction between

dynamos yielding an E.M.F. and current always in the same direction

round the external circuit, and those yielding an alternating E.M.F.

and current in the external circuit, would be the most fundamental

;

yet it will be found that of two so-called " continuous-current " dynamos

giving a current unidirected in the external circuit, the one may be

entirely distinct from the other in its whole nature and structure. As

a matter of fact, dynamos which primarily and in themselves give a

current continuously in the same direction are few and comparatively

unimportant,^—at least up to the present time.

Two questions have, however, been suggested by Fig. 54 which
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must be asked and answered when considering any form of dynamo
machine ; they are as follows :

—

(i) Is the E.M.F. produced in each active wire as it rotates always

in the same direction along its length, or does it alternate by reason

of its cutting the same lines twice over in each revolution in alternate

directions ?

(2) Is the active length of the wires parallel or at right angles to

the axis of rotation ?

The criteria by which any dynamo can be placed in its proper

rank are therefore threefold. The first is the question whether each

active wire is the seat of an alternating E.M.F. or not ; the second

is the position of the length of the active wire, and the direction of

the field relatively to the axis of rotation (for by this we may to a

large extent determine other points, such as the form of field-magnet

required and the structure of the armature core), while third and last

is the question whether the external E.M.F. and current are alternating

or unidirected. In any dynamo either the field or the active wires

may be rotated, or both in opposite directions ; it is merely a matter

of convenience to be decided by the relative adaptability of field-

magnet or armature to withstand the centrifugal force and the various

strains due to rotation.

§ 4. Dynamos divided into (i) heteropdlar and (11) homo-
polar.—At the outset, therefore, dynamos may be divided into Class

I., those in which each active wire in each revolution cuts the same

lines twice over in opposite directions,—once as they issue from a N.

and once as they enter into a S. pole,—and by reason of its so cutting

the lines has an alternating E.M.F. induced in it, henceforth called

heteropolar dynamos; and Class II., those in which each active wire,

when cutting lines, is always cutting them in the same direction, and

therefore the E.M.F. induced in it is always in the same direction

along its length, or homopolar dynamos.

If the idea underlying the two names hetero- and homo-polar

be once clearly grasped, they will be found useful as distinguishing

two radically different kinds of dynamos. In Class I. the fields are

of different sign, as they correspond to N. and S. poles occurring in

alternate succession, and there must be at least two fields traversed by

the active wires. In Class II. there may be one or more fields, but

they are always of the same sign. The distinction is, in fact, the same

as that between "unipolar" and bipolar dynamos. In the ordinary

2-pole dynamo one and the same group of lines existing between

a pair of poles is cut twice by each active wire in each revolution, as

in Fig. 54, A. Similarly, in the multipolar dynamo, properly so called,

in which there are several magnetic circuits or groups of lines, the

same fact holds good with respect to any pair of poles, namely, that each

set of lines belonging to a distinct magnetic circuit is cut twice by each
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active wire in opposite directions in each revolution. In the so-called

"unipolar" dynamo there is a single field just as in the bipolar dynamo,

and it must from the nature of the flux in an imperfect magnetic circuit

exist between a pair of poles; but this single field is only cut once

in each revolution, and the cutting always takes place in the same

direction, so that there is no reversal of the direction of the E.M.F.

induced along the length of the wire ; thus the B arrangement of Fig.

54 would form a unipolar dynamo. In the unipolar machine, since

the lines are always cut in the same direction, it might be said that

they are cut as, e.g., they emerge from a N. pole, and thus the necessary

presence somewhere of the other pole might be left out of sight ; the

need of this second pole is not at once apparent, except in theory,

since it is not wanted to concentrate and collect the lines in order for

them to be cut a second time in the same revolution. Such a view,

however inaccurate, would be represented diagrammatically by Fig.

55 where N is the N. pole of a bar magnet, the other pole of which

is not in view (compare with Fig. 54, B) ; and from it arose the term

"unipolar." There is, however, nothing to pre-

vent the field of the unipolar dynamo from being

divided into a number of sharply separated

groups of lines each corresponding to a polar

projection of the same sign ; it may thus become

in a sense multipolar, but at the same time the •

active wires never cut the same lines twice,
: ,

and it therefore never loses its distinctive ' *

" homopolarity." ^'^- 55- -Conventional
^ ' unipolar dynamo.

§ 5. (i) Heteropolar dynamos (A) with

active wires parallel to axis of rotation.—Passing to an

examination of dynamos of Class I., let us take, in the first place

(A), those in which the length of the active wires is parallel to the

axis of rotation.

Through the middle of a rectangular gap formed in a simple horse-

shoe magnet by two pole-pieces having plane faces (Fig. 56), let a shaft

be placed which is capable of rotation, and at some distance radially

from it let there be a wire, ad, supported at either end in a position

parallel to the axis of rotation. Then, when the shaft is rotated, ad
will cut the lines of the field and generate an alternating E.M.F. If

the ends ad of the active wire are electrically connected with two

collecting rings fixed on the shaft and insulated from it, against which

springs, hb, are pressed so as to form a rubbing contact, we have an

alternator, yielding an alternating difference of potential at the two

stationary rubbers or brushes to which an external circuit, R^, can be

applied. Assuming for the present that the field swept through by the

wire is of uniform density, and that all the lines pass straight across

from one pole to the other, the curve of instantaneous induced E.M.F,,
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if plotted for one revolution forming a complete period, would be a sine

curve (cp. Figs. 22 and 54).

§ 6. Function of iron armature core,—But the air-gap in which

the magnetic field that is to be cut exists should be as short as possible

in the direction of the lines, in order that the ampere-turns of exciting

power required to produce the field may not be very large ; for economy
in the exciting power means economy either in the first cost of the

machine or in its cost of working, or both. The first step would

obviously be to shape the inner surface of the pole-pieces so that they

follow the curve traced out by the rotating wire,—that is, instead of

having pole-pieces with parallel faces, to bore out a cylindrical gap

within which the wire may rotate, allowing only such room or

" clearance " as is required for mechanical safety and durable working

(Fig. 57). But this will not entirely have the desired effect of

Fig. 56.- -Two-pole heteiopolar

alternator.

Fig. 57.

strengthening the field cut by the wire, inasmuch as it will still remain

weak except at the edges, ah, cd, and there the field will be most

dense outside the limits of the area swept through by the rotating wire

;

lines will, in fact, leap across in considerable numbers from edge to

edge where the distance is least, being lost as far as any useful purpose

is concerned, and therefore to be reckoned as mere " leakage." Further,

the relative direction of the movement and of the lines are not con-

tinuously at right angles, which is one of the conditions at which we

should aim in order to obtain the maximum E.M.F. A complete

remedy is found if, instead of removing the whole portion of the

magnetic circuit which is bored out, an iron cylinder is retained

on the surface of which the wire can be placed (Fig. 58). The
exciting power required to produce a given number of useful lines within

the sweep of the wire will be immensely reduced, since the path of the

lines is now more nearly a closed magnetic circuit of iron, like a
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horseshoe magnet, with its armature or "keeper" between its poles;

two short air-gaps are alone left, instead of one of great length, and the

density under the pole-pieces will far exceed that of any straying lines

between the pole-tips. Besides these two functions, namely, of reducing

the exciting ampere-turns to a minimum for a given number of lines by

shortening the length of the air-path, and of concentrating and guiding

the lines in the required direction, the cylinder will also serve as a

supporting structure on which the active wire or wires can be secured.

If the armature is the part that is to be rotated, then, when the iron

core is used as a support for the wires, it must itself be rotated with

them ; although on any other ground it is entirely unnecessary. The
problem of rotating the winding only round a stationary iron core has

possessed great attraction for inventors ; the difficulties inherent to it

have, however, proved too great,

and the mechanical simplicity

of rotating both core and wind-

ing has led to its universal

adoption. Apart from certain

secondary, and minor effects

which need not here be con-

sidered, the rotating of the iron

has no effect on the field of lines;

these latter remain stationary,

passing into and through the b
core just as if it were at rest. j

By the insertion of the iron ,:LA. *2.»:r:'.rr
core the distribution of the lines 1 l^ j of interpolar gap

in the field as cut by the wire '

,. „ ,, , ^, Curve of Field Density
IS essentially altered ; they now

-^^ ^^ q
enter the core much more radi-

pj^__ 58. -Distribution of field in air-gap.

ally, and are distributed over the

arc embraced by the pole-piece almost uniformly, the result being a

considerable modification in the shape of the curve of instantaneous

E.M.F. In order to determine this, the value of the field-density in

the air-gap or B^ for each point round the circumference of the

armature core must be known ; at the foot of Fig. 58 this is plotted

from a starting-point in the centre of an interpolar gap, and the same

curve to some other scale will also represent the curve of the instantan-

eous induced EM.F. for one revolution at a constant speed of rotation

(Fig. 59). If the density of the lines were strictly uniform over the

polar arc and confined thereto, their directions at all points being

exactly radial, the curves of flux-density and of E.M.F. would consist

of a series of detached rectangles ; but in reality the corners are

rounded off by the existence of a weak field or " fringe " of lines at each

pole-tip which is not truly radial, and the curve of induced E.M.F. for
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each half- period is flat-topped with sloping sides, or intermediate

between a sine curve and a rectangle (Fig. 59; contrast Fig. 22).

§ 7. The active element of dynamos of (A) type.—The
fundamental active element of the armature thus takes the form of a

straight wire mounted on an iron core with its length parallel to the

axis of rotation, and its relation to either a two-pole or multipolar field

is easily followed from Fig. 59. The only change introduced by the

multipolar field is that for a given speed of rotation the frequency is

increased in proportion to the number of pairs of poles. The term
" active wire " must be interpreted to cover any form of copper con-

ductor, whether round wire or solid bar or strip of rectangular section.

But the E.M.F. generated by one single wire of reasonable length

thus rotating in a field of high density, and at as high a speed as is

Volts

+i

Volts

\j \ Angle moved i/ \ j \ Angle

f- i^ -Asc through Of— -jfc——fer-i^--7Wthi
: \ / by Wire

\ ^\_/ ^_J by

Angle moved
through

Wire

Curves of instantaneous E.M.F. for one revolution at constant speed.

Fig. 59.—Simple active element of heteropolar dynamos of (A) type.

practicable, is very small, not amounting to more than a few volts at

the most ; hence in almost all commercial dynamos there are a number
of active wires out of which as component elements the armature wind-

ing is formed. These have to be rotated in an interferric space which

must be as small as is consistent with mechanical safety, the polar

surfaces themselves forming portions of an approximately cylindrical

structure, and in order to generate a considerable voltage the active

wires must be connected in series so as to add up their separate small

E.M.F. 's. If a number of active wires are arranged symmetrically

round the same armature core (Fig. 60) parallel to our original wire it

will be seen that, with either direction of rotation, at any moment each

of the wires moving under the N. pole has an E.M.F. induced along

its length, in the opposite direction (as viewed by an observer at either

end) from the E.M.F. induced in each of the wires moving under the
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S. pole ; e.g. with a counter-clockwise direction of rotation as shown,

the rule of the hand tells us that the E.M.F. will be directed away from

the observers in all the wires (crossed) under the pole-piece to the left

of the neutral diameter, and towards the observer in the wires (marked

with a dot) under the pole-piece to the right.* This fundamental fact

must be the guide to any method by which the wires can be connected

together electrically in a useful manner.

Two methods of adding together the inductive action of a pair or

more of elements at once present themselves ; by the first, wire i of

Fig. 60 is connected in series with another active wire 2, which is next

to it on the surface of the core or lies immediately above it, and under

the same pole-piece ; by the second it is connected with another wire,

such as 2', which is situated nearly diametrically opposite on the other

side of the core.

§ 8. (l) Ring winding.—The first or ring method was employed

by Pacinotti in i860, and described by him in 1865, but is also

frequently called by the name of the French electrician Gramme, who

reintroduced it in 1870. If the iron core,

which served to guide the lines through

the space between the pole-pieces, be

supported at some distance radially from

the shaft by means of an open hub or

spider of some non-magnetic metal, such

as gun-metal, a connecting piece of wire

can be brought through the inside space

between the core and the shaft, passing be- F'^- 60.—Active wires parallel

, f ..u 1 u u -i 4.U to ^x's of rotation,
tween the arms of the hub ; by it the near

end of wire i (Fig. 60) can be connected to the farther end of 2, the wire

next to it on the surface of the core, and the whole arrangement is shown

in the ring-wound armature of Fig. 61, I. Without the iron core the flux

would go straight across the gap from pole to pole ; the inner connector

would therefore be cutting lines as well as, and in the same direction

as the outer active wire, and an E.M.F. would be produced in each.

These two E.M.F. 's thus acting round the loop would oppose and tend

to neutralise each other, so that the net PI.M.F. would be merely the

difference between the two. But with the iron core interposed the

lines take a more or less curved path through the mass of the iron, as

shown by dotted lines in the end view of the ring armature ; and if

the core be supported by a non-magnetic hub very few lines will leak

across the internal centre space; consequently there is little or no
E.M.F. induced in the inner wire, which thus serves purely as a con-

* The marking of the direction of currents or E.M.F.'s by crosses and dots,

according as they are away from or towards one's point of view, is a useful con-

vention ; it is easy to recall if we consider the cross to represent an end view of the
feathers of a receding arrow, and the dot to represent its advancing point.

VOL. I.—

9
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ducting connector to sum up the E.M.F.'s produced in the two external

active wires, and does not itself cut the lines of the field. If any E.M.F,

is induced in the inner wire it is simply harmful, but with proper

methods of construction and right proportioning of the iron in the

armature core it becomes so very small that it may be neglected.

It will be seen that this r^ethod really amounts to threading the same

i. Ring

Fig, 61.—I. Ring-wound armature. II. Drum-wound armature.

Two active wires in series.

wire through the central hole, so as to form a " loop," and then winding

a second loop of the same wire continuous and side by side with the

first. A coil of two loops is thus formed, containing two active wires on

the outside of the core, whose E.M.F.'s are added together in series,

and the core becomes a " ring" over-wound with a coil, whence the

term " ring-winding " arises. Further, it is evident that the process of
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winding the wire round the core may be continued so as to form a coil

of three or any larger number of loops that may be desired.

§ 9. (2) Drum winding.—The second or drum method is

identified with the name of "Siemens." In its complete form it was

first introduced in 187 1 by Von Hefner Alteneck as a modification of

the original Siemens shuttle-wound armature. It is even simpler than

the first method, and consists in joining the farther end of one active

wire by a connecting piece of wire passing across the end of the core to

the farther end of another active wire situated nearly diametrically

opposite to the first wire and under the opposite pole-piece (Fig. 61,

II.). The E.M.F.'s induced in the two active wires will assist each

other round the loop thus formed, being in opposite directions along

their length as viewed from either end. The core now becomes, as it

were, a cylindrical " drum," which may be solid right down to the

shaft; as before, two active wires have been placed in series, and

precisely the same amount of the surface of the armature core has been

covered up and rendered useful ; and, therefore, one loop of the drum
winding is the exact equivalent of the two loops of the ring winding.

To both the ring and the drum the iron core is essential, since without

it almost all the lines would pass from the one pole to the adjacent

edge of the other without being cut by the armature conductors at all

;

but in the drum there are no internal conductors to be shielded from

any inductive action. All the winding is external. By bringing the

wire across the near end of the drum, i.e. by the addition of a second

connector, the loops may be multiplied, the end of one loop forming

the starting-point of the next.

§ 10. Simple alternator and unidirected-current arma-
tures.—If the curve of E.M.F. induced by either the ring or drum
arrangement of Fig. 61 be plotted, then with the same field and speed

of rotation the ordinates will have twice the height that they have in

Fig. 59 ; and if the free ends of the loops ab be taken along the shaft

and connected to two insulated collecting rings mounted thereon, we
have the simple bipolar " ring " and " drum " alternator armatures of

Fig. 62. This figure also shows the curve of E.M.F. acting during

one revolution at the brushes A and B, which lead to the external

circuit, the angle through which the loops have rotated being reckoned

as before from the time when they are situated midway between the

pole-pieces.

For a variety of purposes an alternating E.M.F, is inconvenient or

positively useless
;

yet, from the nature of the dynamos under Class I.,

the E.M.F. induced in each active wire is necessarily alternating, since

it is produced by first cutting lines in one direction and then in the

opposite, by continuous rotation, and therefore any current flowing

under that E.M.F. must necessarily be alternating in the armature

conductors themselves, whatever it may be in the external circuit. It
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Ring-Wound Armature.

Two Loops.

remains to be inquired how the alternating E.M.F. of the armature

loops can be "commuted" or changed to an E.M.F. always acting in

one direction in the external circuit. Let us consider the loop or loops

of Fig. 62 : when in the course of rotation they arrive at a central

position under the two pole-pieces the E.M.F. is a maximum, and

collecting ring a is, say, positive ; later, when the loops have turned

through 90°, or have reached a position in the gap between the poles,

no E.M.P'. is being generated, since no lines are being cut, and they

have reached the position of

reversal. Immediately after pas-

sing this point, ring a will be

negative, ring b positive. What
is required, therefore, in order

that the E.M.F. at the brushes

may act always in the same
direction round the external

circuit, is that the rings in con-

tact with the springs or brushes

should be automatically reversed

at the instant when the direction

of the- E.M.F. in the loop is

reversed, so that a should now
touch B, and b touch A. This

is easily effected by making a

and b each half of one and the

same split ring, the two halves

being separated from each other

by air or other insulating

material, and further, by so

setting the brushes that they

pass over respectively from a

to ^, and from b to a at the

instant of reversal (Fig. 63).

This device is the simplest form

of commutator^ by which each

brush always remains either

positive or negative, as the case may be, and therefore the current

flowing in the external circuit is Jinidirectcd, although in the loops of the

armature itself it is alternating in direction.

We have now obtained a ring and a drum unidirected-current

machine, and the curve of E.M.F. at the terminals or brushes will be

entirely above the horizontal line (Fig. 63). Given, therefore, two

open ends of a loop or loops a and b, the same armature yields either

an alternating or a unidirected current, according as they are attached

to a pair of collecting rings or to one .split-ring commutator.

Drum-Wound Armature.
One Loop.

Time in degrees

moved through

at constant speed

Curve of E.M.F.

Fig. 62.—Alternator armatures with

two active wires in series.
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§ II. (I.)— Heteropolar dynamos (B) with active wires at right angles to

axis of rotation.—Heteropolar cl)'namos of the second or (15) group of Class I., in

which the length of the active wires is at right angles to the axis of rotation, as i.n

rig. 54, B, are much less frequently used in practice, and therefore may be more

briefly dismissed, as of lesser importance. For a dynamo to belong to Class I, it is

necessary that the wires should cut the same lines twice in different directions, which

cannot be done so long as the arrangement is that of Fig. 54, B, and so long as

Kinffwound armature-

Side Viev

Dram vound arnuzlure.

EndAfiar.

Curve of E.M.F.

TIME iit dtgrtet

S6O' ofrfviftMUon,.

Fig. 63.—Bipolar dynamos with two active wires in series giving a

unidirected E.M.F.

\icw I'roni al'Irr rcinovalofA

.

Fig. 64.—Active wires at right angles to axis of rotation.

reciprocating or oscillatory motion is impossible. Nothing, however, prevents us

from breaking the magnetic circuit at another point, C (Fig. 54), and bringing this

second air-gap into the circular path of the active wire. In Fig. 64 let B be a

circular ring of iron with two pole-pieces, N. and S., projecting from one side of it ;

lines of flux entering at S will divide and pass round B in two groups by either branch

of the magnet (as shown by dotted lines) and reunite in the N. pole-piece, whence
they emerge into the air-gap. If a second iron ring, A, is arranged on the other
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side of the active wire, the lines will enter into it and pass in a similar manner round
the two halves of A, and reunite to emerge opposite to the S. pole-piece, thus com-
pleting their tour of the magnetic circuit. The active wire ab will now cut the same
lines twice in each revolution in different directions at a different portion of their

path, and the E.M.F. induced in it will be first radially outwards from the centre,

and then inwards towards the centre, according as it cuts the upper or the lower

group. With this arrangement it is easy to make the air-gap short by bringing the

two portions of the magnetic circuit close together, leaving only sufficient room for

the clear rotation of the wire. But the same necessity exists, as before, of connecting

two or more such active wires together in series in order to add up their E.M.F.'s.

Since the direction of the magnetic field in the air-gap is parallel to the axis of

rotation, the several wires must be arranged somewhat as the spokes of a wheel

radiating outwards from the centre, and the poles must be curved to a circular shape

in order to follow the path of a line passing through the centre of the length of the

active wires. In all the wires passing through one field the E.M.F. will be directed

radially outwards, in all those passing through the other field, radially inwards, and

this must be our guide in connecting them together. As in the case of Group A
of Class I., two methods present themselves which are exactly analogous to the ring

Fig. 65.—Discoidal ring armature with two active wires in series.

and drum windings, and form the third and fourth types of armatures : by the one,

wire I is joined in series with its next neighbour, 2 ; by the other, it is joined to the

wire 2', which is nearly opposite.

§ 12. (3) Discoidal or flat-ring winding.—By the flat- or discoidal-rhig mcihoii

a connecting piece of wire is passed round and through A, so as to join the outer end

of ab (Fig. 64) with the inner end of the wire by its side. The result is an arrange-

ment (Fig. 65) exactly analogous to the ring armature of Fig. 61, and the iron A,

which now becomes an armature core, and is rotated with the wires, serves exactly

the same purposes, namely, guidance of the lines in the required path and mechanical

support to the armature winding. The only change introduced has been the flatten-

ing out of the cylindrical ring core until its radial depth is greater than its length

parallel to the axis of rotation, and it assumes a discoidal form ; the polar surfaces

are then presented to the ends of the cylinder instead of to its periphery. But now
a second magnet, M (shown dotted. Fig. 65), can be presented to the other face of

the flat-ring core, the poles of this second magnet being exactly opposite to those of

the first and of the same sign. The lines will thus enter the core from both sides

alike, and will pass in opposite directions round the armature, to leave it where the

second set of poles is presented to its surface. By this means both sides of the

winding become active, and the inactive connectors are reduced to the short lengths
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of wire at the top and bottom of the core. The entire loop of the flat-ring machine,

although containing two inductive portions, should therefore be regarded as equivalent

to a single loop of the ring, the lines of one field being simply divided into two

portions, one on either side of the core.

By bringing the ends of the winding to a pair of collecting rings, similar to those of

Fig. 62, the machine becomes a discoidal-ring alternator.

§ 13. (4) Disc-winding.—The fourth or true disc method of connecting two

radial wires in series will be to join the outer end of one active wire by a connecting

piece passing round the periphery to the outer end of another active wire, situated

nearly diametrically opposite, under the second pair of poles (Fig. 66), the loop

being completed, if required, by a second connector, joining the inner ends of two

active wires, so as to render a series of continuous loops possible. The iron portion,

A, of Fig. 64, now forms no portion of the armature, and remains stationary ; it simply

serves to complete the magnetic circuit, which is cut at two points, and is exactly

analogous to B. Opposite poles are of opposite sign, and the lines pass straight

across each air-gap from one pole-piece to the other. In this, which may be called

View from afwrremoval
orA

Fig. 66.—Disc armature with two active wires in series.

the true disc machine, it will be seen that the radial wires are actually in the central

plane of rotation, whereas in the previous flat or discoidal-ring machine ihey are

arranged in a plane to the side of and parallel with the central plane of rotation. The
peculiarity of the true disc winding is that it is indifferent whether the loop be wound
on an iron core or not. A supporting core may be necessary, but it need not be of

iron so as to guide the lines in the right direction through the air-gap, since the two

opposite poles can be brought close together, only allowing sufficient room for the

coils to pass between ; and hence, if an iron core is present, it can only fulfil its first

function of reducing to a minimum the exciting power required to produce a certain

field.

§ 14- (II.)—Homopolar dynamos with one active element.—
We now pass to dynamos of Class II., or those in which each active

wire when cutting lines of flux is always, at any moment during the

revolution, cutting them in the same direction, and further never

cuts any line twice in one revolution ; hence the E.M.F. generated in

each active wire always has the same direction along its length, or is
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never reversed. As before, we may subdivide the class into the two

groups of—(A) those in which the lengths of active wire are parallel to

the axis of rotation ; and (B) those in which they are at right angles to

the axis of rotation.

Consider a single active wire rotated between two curved pole-pieces,

as in Fig. 67 ; the E.M.P\ generated in these two cases will be always

in the same direction along the wire's length, and it will last so long as

it is moving through the field. Now, if in both cases the pole-pieces are

made tubular, there will be no break in the E.M.F., which will be

niaintained continuously at a constant value (Fig. 67), and if the circuit

be completed by joining the ends of the active wire by rubbing contacts

to an external resistance, we have a homopolar dynamo giving a uni-

Fig. 67.—Homopolar continuous-current dynamos.

directed E.M.F. and current, both externally and within the armature

itself. In the second or B case, where the length of the active wire is

at right angles to the axis of rotation, it is simpler to mount the field

magnet on the shaft as shown, thus making it the rotating portion, and
allowing the armature to remain stationary.

Several such active wires can be arranged symmetrically round the

axis of rotation, as in Fig. 68, and these can be placed in parallel, so as to

carry a larger current, but without any increase of E.M.F., until finally,

when the whole available space is occupied, we arrive at a solid tube,

or a solid circular disc of metal as the active element. These may be

resolved mentally into a number of contiguous strips in parallel with

each other, but their E.M.F. is the same as if tiiere were only one

active wire.
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§ 15. (II.)—Homopolar dynamos (i) with drum armature
winding.—But, as stated before, the E.M.F. which can be thus pro-

duced is very small, and in order to increase this two or more active

wires must be connected in series. If we take the rotating armatures

of Fig. 68, with a number of insulated active wires arranged either in a

tube or in a disc, and join the end of one wire on to the opposite

end of another by means of a connecting wire fixed to the two active

wires and rotating with them, it will be found that these connecting

pieces, when so fixed, must necessarily themselves pass through the

air-gap again, and so must cut the lines of flux at exactly the same
rate as the active wires, and in the same direction ; they thus become
active themselves, producing an E.M.F. which is in the reverse direc-

tion to that given by the rest of the loop, and the total E.M.F. of

the combination is nil. Hence if the armature rotates as we have

supposed, the connecting pieces must be led through or round the

iron of the field-magnet, and

so must be stationary ; at

once some kind of rubbing

or sliding contact becomes

necessary in order that the

current may pass into and

out of them. If, on the

other hand, the armature is

stationary, the connecting

pieces must rotate with the

field-magnet, so that the

same necessity arises for

sliding contacts or slip-rings.

Yet without the use of slip-rings a loop can be formed and two

or more active wires can be connected in series, if the characteristic

feature of the homopolar dynamo is sacrificed, and it is made to give

an alternating E.M.F. round the loop; its armature can then be wound
in the proper sense of the term. The ring and discoidal-ring wind-

ings can be adapted to this class of machine, but are so seldom used

that only the drum and disc types need to be considered. In Fig. 69
is shown a drum-wound homopolar machine with a single magnetic

circuit. In this type the magnet is usually the revolving portion, and

in the simple form chosen for illustration there is what may be de-

scribed as a moving joint in the magnetic circuit at the S. pole. The
magnet is excited by the coil E, and at one side has a pole with a

semicircular face between which and the stationary armature core there

exists a magnetic field. The remaining half of the internal circle

of the armature core is not covered by a pole, and forms a neutral

space through which few or no lines pass. While the flux of the

rotating field is sweeping across one side of the loop at ab^ and gener-

FiG. 68.—Homopolar continuous-current

armatures.
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ates an E.M.F. in it, the other side cd is a simple connector by means
of which a second loop can be formed to add a second active wire by

the side of the first. But immediately afterwards the inactive connect-

ing piece will itself become active when in its turn it is cut by the

flux, while ab will cease to be active. As the field rotates, one side

of the loop is active for one-half of the revolution, and then during

the other half of the revolution becomes a simple connector, or

in general with a number of loops the same conductors serve either

purpose alternately. The lines of the flux are as it were taken out

of the end of the magnet, and so are not cut a second time by the

wires of the armature. Thus the E.M.F. generated in each conductor

will be always in the same direction along its length, but round any

complete loop will alternate, and a homopolar drum alternator is

obtained when the ends ad of the complete loop are brought to a pair

Fig. 69.—Homopolar drum alternator.

of terminals. The second break in the magnetic circuit at S. forms a

uniform field with as short a length of air-gap as can be conveniently

used in practice.

The loops must have a span at least equal to the angular width of

the pole; otherwise there would be no distinction always present

between the wires which are active for the time being, and those which

are mere connectors. If this distinction be not maintained, and both

sides of the loop are allowed to be cut by the flux simultaneously, the

E.M.F.'s generated in the two sides act in opposition to each other, or,

as it is termed, act "differentially," the net resultant E.M.F. being

simply the difference between the two. Any such differential action

is therefore detrimental to the proper working of the machine. For

the same reason it is not electrically permissible for the width of the

field, e.g. with a single polar projection, to extend over more than half

the circumference of the path traversed by it ; i.e. the neutral space

must be at least equal in width to the polar projection.

§ 16. (II.)—Homopolar dynamos (2) with disc armature winding.—Similarly

in Fig. 70, which represents a homopolar disc alternator with stationary armature,
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while the leading edge of the rotating field-magnet moves from i to 3, no lines traverse

cdy and therefore no E. M.F. is induced in it ; but when by further rotation the leading

edge moves from 3 to i, ab does not in turn cut any lines itself, and consequently

the E.M.F. is induced only in cd.

The distinctive feature of the drum and disc loops, when applied to homopolar

machines, is that they are a device for subsequently joining two active wires in series
;

a loop does not itself do so. In this they resemble the loop of the ring heteropolar

armature, but may be distinguished by the fact that in the latter the connecting

wires never become active. Thus in the homopolar armature there is never more
than one active wire at any one time in each loop.

By connecting a split-ring commutator to the ends of the loops the homopolar
machine can be reconverted into a dynamo giving a unidirected E.M.F. and current

in the external circuit.

Fig. 70.—Homopolar disc alternator.

§ 17- Superiority in practical importance of the drum
method of winding.—From the nature of the loops above described

it is evident that they can be multiplied by simply winding more of the

wire continuously on to the armature core after exactly the same fashion

as was employed in forming the original loop ; for the end of one loop

will serve as the starting-point for the next. Thus Fig. 7 1 shows a drum
bipolar armature with a coil of three turns, by which six active wires

are joined together in series with a consequent increase in the E.M.F.

As before, the two free ends of the coil may be taken either to a pair

of collecting rings to form an alternator (as in the diagram on the left

where one of the rings is shown of larger diameter in order to be

visible behind the other), or to a split-ring commutator (as in the right-

hand diagram) ; and by means of the brushes a current, alternating or

unidirected, in the two cases is led into the external circuit. The ring

and discoidal-ring windings can also be used without alteration in a

multipolar field, but in the multipolar drum or disc machines the

nature of the windings requires that the angular span of the loops,

which is approximately 180" or across the diameter in the two-pole
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machine, should be reduced to approximately 90° in the four-pole

(cp. Fig. 72) or 60° in the six-pole field, and so on. As the number of

poles is increased the chord becomes shorter, which has the practical

effect of reducing the curvature of the coil.

While the above brief description of the four methods of winding,

Fig. 71.—Drum armature with coil of three loops.

ring, drum, discoidal and disc, is necessary in order to elucidate their

characteristic differences, it remains to be added that except in special

cases the drum winding possesses such marked superiority that it is

almost universally used in preference to the three other methods.

Our attention will therefore be henceforth almost exclusively directed

I Smooth. n. Toothed.

Fig. 72.—Isolating ai matures with single drum coil.

to the drum loop and coil as the important constituent of the modern

dynamo. Thus Figs. 72 and 73 show the drum coil of many turns as

applied either on the outer surface of an armature revolving within

an external multipolar field, or to the inner surface of an external

stationary armature, so that the resemblance to a drum is to a great
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extent lost. In either case, again, the active surface of the armature
may be smooth as in Fig. 72 (i), with the wires fastened along the out-

side of the core, or it may be toothed with the winding embedded in

slots sunk radially into the periphery of the core as in Fig. 72 (ii) or

73, where the coils shown are adapted respectively for a direct-current

machine and for an alternator. From the fact that the slotted core

Developed Plan viewed from interior.

Fig. 73.—Stationary alternator armature with single drum coil.

allows of a shorter air-gap and better mechanical protection for the

winding, combined with certain practical advantages in manufacture,

the toothed or slotted armature is much the most usual construction

in both alternators and continuous-current dynamos.

From the format/on of the coil of many loops the next step will be

to consider the several modes by which they can be connected to-

gether in order to still further increase the total E.M.F. in different

types of machines, and first in alternators.



CHAPTER VIII

HETEROPOLAR ALTERNATORS

§ I. Concentrated, grouped, and uniformly distributed

windings.—With the formation of a coil of many loops the question

arises how far the increase in the E.M.F. will correspond to the

number of active wires which have been added and connected in series.

In the case of the smooth-surface armature, if the several loops of

the drum coil are wound on the top of one another, each will at

every instant produce exactly the same E.M.F. as the first original

loop, provided the density of the field be kept the same ; the winding

may then be called concentrated, as it will become piled up into two or

more layers of small width. But this must result in an increase of

the length of the air-gap, and therefore with a given exciting power the

density of the flux is greatly reduced. It thence becomes necessary to

wind the loops when they are numerous by the side of each other as

in Fig. 71, so as to permit of the retention of the same air-gap as for

a single loop. The winding thus becomes uniformly distributed over

some appreciable extent of the armature core, and as the coil-side

has a certain width, all the loops do not occupy identically the same

position relatively to the polar surfaces at any point of time. It

follows that the E.M.F.'s induced in the different loops need not at the

same moment be always alike either in direction or amount ; in other

words, they differ in phase. The effect of the coil is then to compound
together a large number of phases, each of which differs a little from

that of its neighbour as we pass from one side of the coil to the other.

Next, if the armature be slotted and the additional loops are wound

in the same slot as the original loop, the winding may again be called

concentrated, and each new loop will add the same E.M.F. as that

produced by the first loop. If, however, this statement is to hold true

in practice, the dimensions of the slot in order to receive the numerous

wires must not be increased above certain normal limits. Should the

slots become too deep or too wide, it will be necessary to divide the

wires between two or more slots placed at some distance apart, and in

this case the E.M.I\ produced by the wires in one slot will not be in

phase with that of the wires in the second or other slots. The slots

being spaced out cover, in fact, a certain proportion of the field, and a
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grouped distribution is obtained which falls midway between a con-

centrated winding and the uniform distribution of the smooth-surface

armature. In the grouped winding of the slotted armature, a small

number of sharply distinct phases are compounded, but as the slots

between which the side of a coil is divided are increased in number,

the distinction between the uniform and grouped distributions gradually

vanishes. In all cases the effect of adding in series two or more

E.M.F.'s differing in phase must be a reduction of the total as compared

with the product of the E.M.F. of one active wire multiplied by the

number in series, and it becomes necessary to consider the effect of

the width of a coil-side, whether on a smooth or toothed armature.

§ 2. The pitch-line.—The problem before us is therefore the best

proportioning of the widths of field and coil, so as to make the most

advantageous use of an armature of given dimensions running at a

given speed. In the investigation of this problem, the three widths of

the coil, pole, and gap between the poles must be measured along the

mean circular path traversed by the rotating coil or magnetic field, as

the case may be. Thus in the disc armature of Fig. 66 the actual

dimensions of the three will vary according as the circle along the

circumference of, which they are measured is taken at the outer or

inner edge of the armature core or at its centre. It is, however,

sufficient to consider the widths as measured on the circle passing

through the centre of the length of the active wires, and giving the

mean path along which the line-cutting takes place. Such a circle is

called the mean pitch-line, the pitch in the case of the heteropolar

alternators now to be discussed being the distance measured along

this line between the centres of a pair of neighbouring poles of opposite

sign, just as in a toothed wheel the pitch is the distance measured along

the pitch-line from the centre of one tooth to the centre of the next.

If the drum armature of

Fig. 71 be imagined to

be cut across along

the line marked X and

flattened out, as in Fig.

74, AA is the pitch-line

and ab the pitch. The

widths of each field of

magnetic lines, of the

interpolar gap between

two fields, and of the coil, are then all measured along the pitch-line,

and are expressed in terms of the pitch.

§ 3. The ratio of pole-width to pitch in heteropolar alter-

nator.—Since the N. and S. poles of the magnet system are in the

same line round the armature, it is evident that there would be

excessive leakage of the lines across from the edge of a pole into the

- - - Pitch- N

Fig. 74.—Development of armature showing

pitch-line of heteropolar alternator.
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adjoining edge of the next pole if the width of the pole-face were made
very nearly equal to the pitch. The efficiency of the magnet would be

thereby considerably reduced ; and further, as will be more evident

from Chapter XXIII., the inherent regulation of the machine would be

bad, or, in other words, the drop of volts on an inductive load would

be excessive. On the other hand, if the ratio of the pole-width to the

pitch be made small, the flux of each field will be small, and the

exciting coils on the poles will be comparatively uneconomical in

weight of wire or in exciting watts. Cccteris paribtts, the larger the

area of a magnet- core the more cheaply is the flux obtained, since, e.g.,

with a round core the area is proportional to the square of the diameter,

while the length of an exciting turn is only proportional to the diameter.

Evidently, then, in the heteropolar alternator it is not advisable for the

ratio of the pole-width to the pitch to approach either of its two

theoretical limits, namely, unity and zero.

§ 4. The ratio of coil-width to pitch in the drum alternator.

Differential action.—Turning to the ratio of

the coil-width to the pitch, let us first take a

core entirely over-wound with drum loops forming

one continuous coil, as in the bipolar diagram of

Fig. 75. If this be combined with the maximum
pole-width equal to the pitch, it will be seen that,

as soon as the coil is rotated away from the sym-

metrical position of maximum E.M.F. shown in Fig.

75, each side of the coil is moving at the same time

under two poles of opposite sign. The E.M.F.'s

generated m the active wires at the outer edges of

each coil-side will then tend to neutralise one another, and the net

E.M.F. from each coil-side will be only the difference between the sums

of the E.M.F.'s generated in the two portions which are respectively

under a N. and a S. pole. In this extreme case, when not only the

coil-side has its maximum width equal to the pitch, but also the pole-

width is a maximum, the differential action lasts throughout the whole

period. But the time during which such differential action lasts can be

reduced by decreasing either the width of the winding or the width of

the field or both. As explained in the preceding section, the pole-

width in the heteropolar alternator will never be given this maximum
value, but the diagram also serves to show that if the extreme coil-width

be retained, and differential action is to be entirely avoided, the width

of the field must be reduced to a mere line. On the other hand, the

extreme coil-width, although it gives the maximum number of active

wires that can be wound on the armature, is itself accompanied by the

disadvantages of the maximum amount of heating, and of maximum
inductance which will be shown later (in Chap. XXIII.) to have a

prejudicial effect upon the regulation of the machine.
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It is further seen that it is specially the loops at each edge of the

coil-side which are ineffective as compared with the central turns.

Starting from the position (Fig. 75) of maximum E.M.F. when the

axis of the coil is at right angles to the line joining the centres of the

two fields, an increasing number of wires begin to cut lines entering

into a S. pole at c (Fig. 76) ; a decreasing number of wires on the same

coil-side are cutting lines issuing from a N. pole at d, so that eventually

when the axis of the coil coincides with the general direction of the

field, their E.M.F.'s are balanced and the net E.M.F. of the coil as a

whole is zero (Fig. 77). Immediately afterwards the active effect of the

wires at c will more than counterbalance those at d, and the E.M.F.

will rise once again to a maximum in the opposite direction. But the

central turns at e are only subjected to differential action in a minor

degree when they are passing across the symmetrical line dividing the

interpolar gap. Hence it is chiefly when a coil-side is wider than

the interpolar gap that all the loops are not equally active; and

Figs. 76 and 77.

there will be comparatively little reduction in the net E.M.F. if some

of the outer loops at each edge of the coil are removed and the

width of coil-side reduced. Inspection of Fig. 78 shows that if direct

differential action is to be avoided, (i) the inner loop a of smallest

width must exceed the width of pole-face, so that its opposite sides

are never moving under the same pole; and further, (2) the outer

loop b must be of such width that when deducted from twice the

pole-pitch the difference is not less than the width of the pole-face.

The outer b loop will thus in a bipolar machine bear the same rela-

tion to one pole as the inner a loop does to the other pole. In other

words, the width of a coil-side must not exceed the width of the gap

between two poles, so that one coil-side may never be moving under

two poles of opposite sign. There will then only be left the small

amount of differential action due to the spreading outwards of the lines

from the edges of the poles; this effect can, strictly speaking, only

vanish when the coil is concentrated into a single line, but in any case

is practically unimportant by comparison with the direct differential

action when the E.M.F.'s of active wires immediately under a pole are

VOL. I.— 10
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in opposition. The narrow coil to which we are thus led if the pole-

width be great, must appreciably limit the number of active wires

;

and further, the greater portion of the available space round the

armature core on which loops could be wound will not be utilised. A
compromise must thus be struck between the widths of both pole and

coil, and just as it was not found advisable to employ too large a ratio

for the polar arc, so it is now found to be advisable to limit the

width of a coil-side to something less than equality with the pitch.

The same arguments are equally applicable to the case of grouped

distribution when more than one slot per pole is employed. Hence

in all modern alternators both poles and coils are confined within

certain proportions of the pitch, although it may be to different degrees.

In most single-phase machines with smooth-surface

drum or disc armatures the general rule may be

considered to be a width of coil-side equal to the

width of the pole, and each equal to half the pitch,

as shown in Fig. 78. One-half of the armature

core is thus covered with winding.

§ 5. Undivided and divided coils.—

So far we have had in view chiefly the bipolar

armature, and when it is wound with a single

coil, as shown in Fig. 78, the second of the

two conditions above laid down has deter-

mined the advantageous width of the outer

loop. When the inactive end-connectors are

arranged entirely on one side of the shaft,

then if the armature is cut across to the

centre along the line XO and developed

on the flat, the plan shows one single

undivided coil containing two groups of

active wires with E.M.F.'s in opposite

directions as viewed from either end (Fig. 78). But this single coil

may equally well be divided into two halves by taking one-half of the

end-connectors round on either side of the shaft, as in Fig. 79.

The same active groups are now divided between two separate coils in

which the current circulates in opposite directions at each moment with-

out in any way affecting the total E.M.F. if they are connected in series.

When so divided, the space taken up by the connecting ends of the

loops in an axial direction is halved, as is seen by comparing Figs. 78

and 79. This economy of space is specially advantageous in the case

of multipolar alternators, and the arrangement may therefore be

regarded as the more common. We thus arrive at two coils for a

bipolar, or as many coils as there are poles in the multipolar, drum
alternator of Class I. ; the outer loop of the divided coils has a width

equal to the pitch, and if the inner loop has a width equal to the polar

Fig. 78.—Bipolar alternator

armature with winding in

one coil.
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arc, the width of each coil-side is equal to half the gap between the

fields. The most advantageous proportions for the single-phase

alternator may therefore be expressed in a way more appropriate to

the divided coil by saying that the width of the sheaf of active wires

forming the adjacent sides of two coils is equal to half the pitch. It

must be borne in mind that the question of whether the coil is divided

or undivided * is quite distinct from the question whether the distribution

be concentrated, grouped, or uniform ; e.g. Fig. 8 1 shows an undivided

coil which is nevertheless spaced out between two slots, one-quarter of

the pitch apart.

§ 6. Multipolar alternators. Frequency.—In most commercial

alternators it is desired to produce a large number of alternations per

second, or a high "frequency" ranging from 25 to 120 complete

periods per second. The reversals of the

direction of the current are thus very rapid,

the flow in one direction only lasting a

small fraction of a second (from J^th to

^jyth). Since each complete period or

wave of the E.M.F., as shown in Fig. 86,

is produced by the passage of a coil

through two magnetic fields of opposite

sign, the frequency of the bipolar alternator

is equal to the number of revolutions per

second (Chap. IV. § 15), for the pair of

fields is traversed once in each revolution.

If, therefore, the speed at which an arma-

ture of sufficient size to give the required

output can be safely or conveniently driven

is not sufficiently high to give the desired

frequency, it is necessary, while retaining

the same width of winding on the

armature relatively to the width of pole, to make the coils pass

through more than one pair of fields in each revolution. In other

words, the alternator must be multipolar. If we suppose the bipolar

alternator of Fig. 78 to be cut through along the line OX, and then

to be opened out, as shown by full lines in the left half of Fig. 80,

it is evident that the pair of poles to the left can be repeated

indefinitely any number of times, if they are arranged symmetrically

round the enlarged armature core; the dotted portion to the right-

hand side of Fig. 80 shows a pair of poles thus repeated, and similar

N. and S. poles will succeed each other all round until they again

form a complete circle. By thus multiplying the numbers of pairs

* Windings with undivided coils are called by Dr. S. P. Thompson " heniitropic,"

and by Mr. H. M. Hobart "half-coiled," with the opposite term "whole-coiled" for

divided coils.

Fig. 79.—Drum bipolar arma-
ture with coil divided into

two halves.
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of fields through which the coils must pass in each revolution, the

number of complete waves of the E.M.F. of the coils shown in

full lines is increased correspondingly. If/ = the number of pairs of

poles,* each pair is passed once every revolution, so that the number
of periods in one revolution is /, and if N = the number of revolutions

per minute, the periodicity or frequency of the multipolar alternator

is /=^^:—

.

•^ 60

Hence, by increasing the number of pairs of poles the frequency

of the multipolar altertiator for a given number of revolutions per

minute can be raised to any required figure. A very usual frequency

is 50, or, as it is symbolically expressed, 50 -^^
: the larger the output

and size of the alternator, the slower the speed at which it is desirable

to drive it; consequently the number of poles required to give a

frequency of 50, will

S

r-TT'o

.~->-f-.-;'?
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parallels, according as we desire a high E.M.F. or a large current;

and the total E.M.F. of the machine at any moment is equal to the

E.M.F. induced by any one coil multiplied by the number of coils

that are in series. By increasing the number of coils that are in

series, the E.M.F. of the alternator is multiplied while the frequency

is multiplied by increasing the number of pairs of poles, but whether

the coils are in series or in two or more parallels, the machine remains

a single-phase alterfiator. The presence, therefore, of several pairs of

poles and coils introduces nothing new in the theory of the action,

and the multipolar alternator may be simply regarded as made up of

several bipolar alternators. Thus in single-phase alternators the active

wires are confined within a comparatively small number of sharply

I^N\^x\x^^^xs^^x^^^

Fig. 81.—Portion of toothed drum armature of multipolar single-phase

alternator with undivided coils.

defined coils, separated off from one another by intervening spaces

of core on which there is no winding. Although less marked in the

case of polyphase machines next to be described, this characteristic

is still present in all cases, and by it the alternator is to a great extent

distinguished not only in action but also in appearance from dynamos

which give a unidirected current.

§ 7. Polyphase alternators.—Since in the single-phase alternator

the winding, roughly speaking, only covers one-half of the armature

core, it is evident that an entirely distinct set of coils forming a second

armature circuit might be wound in the vacant spaces between the coils

of the first circuit. Thus in Fig. 81, in order that the reluctance of the

magnetic circuit may be kept approximately constant, a pair of empty

slots occur alternately with the full slots, and these could be filled by a
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second winding (Fig. 82). The second set of coils may be used to feed

an entirely separate external circuit, possibly at a different pressure ; or

if each winding is a duplicate of the other, as regards number and size

of the wires, they may be interconnected to form a quarter-phase

alternator. The geometrical degrees of displacement of the two wind-

ings will of course depend upon the number of poles, but since twice

Portion of quarter-phase alternator.

the pole-pitch corresponds to 360 electrical degrees, and the coils of the

A winding are displaced from the corresponding coils of the B winding

by half the pitch, the phase of the E.M.F.'s in tj:ie two circuits will differ

by a quarter of a period, or 90°, the one reaching its maximum when

the other is at zero. This process may be carried still further if the

width of winding in each coil be reduced to less than half the pitch
;

e.g. if the width of each side of the undivided coil be reduced to one-third,

Fig. 83.—Portion of 3-pha.se alternator.

or of the divided coil to one-sixth of the pitch, three distinct armature

circuits can be wound on the same core, giving curves of E.M.F. differ-

ing in phase by 120°, and a j-phase alternator is obtained (Fig. 83).

The process of subdivision may be carried still further if desired, but in

practice the largest number of phases which is in use is six. Since 1890

such alternators have come into prominence for driving alternating-

current induction motors with rotating magnetic fields, and have been

called in gQwexdiX polyphase machines. It will suffice here to call atten-
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tion to the possibility of winding alternator armatures with sets of coils

so spaced that the E.M.F. induced in each set differs in phase from

that induced in any other set by a certain definite fraction of a period

;

the subject will again be dealt with in Chapter XXII.

8 8. General description of single-phase drum or disc

heteropolar alternators.—The general nature of the essential parts

of the heteropolar alternator will now be clear. Whether the armature

or field magnet system rotates will be decided by practical considera-

tions of mechanical convenience, but in the former case the armature

is usually internal to the radial poles which are united on the outside

by a common circular yoke ring, while in the latter case the armature

is usually external and the poles are united by an internal ring so as to

form a kind of star. The combination of an external revolving magnet

system with a stationary internal armature is less frequently used.

If the armature rotates, the ends of its winding are brought to two

collecting rings which rotate with the shaft and upon which bear the

stationary brushes forming the terminals whence the current is taken

to the external circuit. If the magnet system rotates, collecting rings

are attached thereto and connected to the field winding ; the exciting

current is then led into and out of the field winding by means of

brushes or rubbing contacts, while the ends of the armature windings

are attached to stationary terminals. Fig. 84 shows diagrammatically a

single-phase drum-wound stationary armature, with twelve internal

poles, pointing radially outwards, and each wound with an exciting

coil ; one half of the machine is shown in section in the side view, and

one-quarter in the end view, the paths of the magnetic flux being there

marked by dotted lines. It will be seen that the total flux of lines

forming one field passes entire through each magnet core, and bifurcates

on reaching the armature core or the yoke-ring. In practice the

system of magnets would be supported from the bed-plate, which is

omitted in the diagram for the sake of clearness. The twelve armature

coils are connected to form a single series ; the active wires of each coil

are shown as disposed in one layer only of six turns, although in most

cases there would be a large number of turns, possibly in two or more

slots. Current is supplied to the exciting coils by the brushes bl) and

collecting rings, while the alternating E.M.F. and current is obtained

from the stationary terminals of the armature. At the right hand is

shown an internal view of one-half of the armature winding after removal

of the magnet-system.

In the disc alternator (Fig. 85) the winding is analogous to that of

the drum armature of Fig. 84, except that twelve active wires are shown
in each coil. The coils being arranged so as to form a complete

circular disc, their shape, as shown in Fig. 85, is more or less trape-

zoidal, being broadest on the external periphery of the armature and
gradually tapering inwards along their radial depth. The polar surfaces
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are shown of a shape corresponding to the inside loop of a coil ; as in

the other alternator diagrams, the width of pole is equal to the width of

winding when measured on the pitch-line, and both are equal to half

the pitch.

§ 9. Shape of the E.M.F. curve.—The exact shape of the

E.M.F. curve of an alternator admits of great variations with different

dispositions of iron and copper in field-magnet and armature (see
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Chap. XXII.), but the general principles bearing on the subject may be

shortly traced.

Owing to the gradual shading off of the flux at the edges of the

pole-pieces the rise and fall of the E.M.F. always follows a continuous

p

curve and can never show abrupt changes. A marked distinction,

however, exists between the smooth armature with its coils of uniform

distribution, and the toothed armature with grouped or concentrated
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winding. In the former, when a coil-side is entering or leaving a

magnetic field, the wires one by one come into or pass out of full

action ; the inductive effect of each wire as, e.g., it enters the field, is

added on to the E.M.F. produced in those wires which are already

moving under a pole. Owing to this fact, even when the E.M.F. of

each loop is quite flat-topped, the E.M.F. of the coil as a whole rises

gradually to a maximum when its sides are centrally situated under a

pole, and then gradually falls to zero, to rise again to a maximum in

the opposite direction. The curve of induced E.M.F, for a whole coil

during one complete period has therefore an undulatory shape very

similar to the sine curve of Fig. 22 ; in Fig. 86 each of the small curves

represents the E.M.F. induced in one turn of a 6-turn coil, and by

voiu the addition of these small

curves the main curve is ob-

tained which closely resembles

a sine curve, although its com-

ponent curves are much flatter

and show no marked peak.

In the toothed armature

with grouped winding the

same tendency is present, but

owing to the greater percentage

effect when a slot with its

group of wires is added to or

subtracted from those already

under a pole, the rise or fall of

the curve is not so smooth.

With a normal ratio of width of

pole-face to pole-pitch, if there

are only two slots per pole,

spaced one-half of the pitch

apart as, e.g., in a single-phase

alternator, the curve rises or falls progressively on either side, but in the

centre a more or less flat-topped portion occurs, which widens if the

slots are drawn together, but decreases with an increase in the number of

slots. So far as the mere question of grouped distribution of the coils

is concerned, Figs. 87 and 88 would represent the case of a 3 phase

alternator with two and with three slots per pole per phase ; the curves

are obtained on the assumption that the magnetic field is unaltered

by the presence of the slots, by compounding the effect of two groups

spaced one-sixth, and of three groui)s one-ninth of the pitch apart

respectively, a pole-width ratio of o"66 being assumed in each case.

There is, however, a further effect which must be taken into account

both with grouped and concentrated coils, namely, the pulsation of the

flux in magnitude or its oscillation to and fro if the slots affect the
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reluctance of the magnetic circuit, or alter the spacial distribution of

the lines.* When the slots are few in number and of large dimensions,

and especially if they ^„„„^

are open at the top,

the iron and air which

is presented at any

moment to the polar

face by the armature

core may vary appreci-

ably either in their

proportionate amounts

or in their position

relatively to the pole-

face, and in con-
sequence small ripples

are superimposed upon

the main wave of the

curve. The rise and

fall are then no longer

progressive, and also

the wave-shape alters

with the degree of ex-

citation which alters the

permeability of the iron

circuit. Fig. 89 t shows

two open-circuit E.M.F.

curves taken by the

oscillograph from the

same alternator, first

with a moderate ex-

citation and next under

powerful excitation. To
lessen such ripples by

keeping the air-gap re-

luctance as constant as

possible, it is usual to

dispose the slots quite

uniformly round the ar-

mature core as in Fig.

81 even in single-phase

alternators, although all the slots are not required to be filled with coils.

§ 10. Analysis of E.M.F. wave into its fundamental and

* Cp. Chap. XXII. § 9.

t Yxomjoitrn. I.E.E., vol. xxxiii. p. 3
Various Conditions of Load " (Atchison).

"



Moderate excitation Strong excitation

G. 89.—Open-circuit E.M.F. curves of alte

nator with moderate and strong excitation.
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harmonics,—By Fourier's theorem, as is well known, any periodic

function, however complex or distorted may be the form of its curve,

so long as it is single-

valued, may be represented

by the sum of a series

of sine curves of different

frequency, phase, and am-

plitude, the number of

such component curves
Fig. 89.—Open-circuit E.M.F. curves of alter- ; ^„„^:, „ vu tu

nator with moderate and stron<r ovdt.h-on.
increasing With the Com-
plexity of the function.*

Or expressed analytically, if y is any periodic function of frequency /
periods per second,

jt' = C + Ci sin (w^ + d^ -f C2 sin (2(0/ -f 0.^ + C3 sin (30)/ -f ^3) -t- etc.

where Cj, Cg, C3 etc. are the amplitudes of the different constituent

curves. The angular velocity w being a constant = 2iTf, lot is an angle

varying with the time, and 6^, 0^, 6^, etc. are the phases of the different

constituents. Or the same expression may also be written as

7 = C + Ci sin 2w/(/-f /j)4-C2 sin 47r/"(^-|-/2) + C3 sin 67r/"(/-f Aj) . . .

where /^, Ag) ^3 • • • ^.re the times when each component wave first

passes through zero. If the X axis along which time is measured divides

the curve of a single period into a positive and a negative half of equal

area, the constant C vanishes, and this is always the case with alternat-

ing E.M.F. 's or currents. Of the remaining terms the first containing

sin (a)/+^j) obviously passes through a cycle of values in the same time

as the complex periodic function, and so has the same frequency ; the

second containing sin (awZ-f^g) has double the frequency, and so on.

Hence the first is called the fundamenfa/, and the rest from the analogy

of "overtones" in acoustics are called the harmonics of the first term.

The second term of double frequency is strictly called the first harmonic,

the third term of triple freqtiency the second harmonic, and so on.

The first, third, etc. harmonics, the frequencies of which are even

ntultiples of that of the fundamental, are known as the even harmonics,

and similarly the second, fourth, etc. are known as the odd harmonics,

their frequencies being uneven multiples. By some writers the funda-

mental term is called the first harmonic, and the terms of double, triple,

etc. frequency are called the second, third, etc. harmonic, but with

either terminology the odd and even harmonics have reference to the

multiple which their frequency is of that of the fundamental.

If even harmonics are present, either the two half-waves of the

complex periodic function are entirely dissimilar, or, if they have the

* See Fleming, The Alternate-Current Transformer, vol. i. chap. iii. §§ 2-6, and

especially S. P. Thompson, Dyiin/iio-Elciir/r Machinery^ \u\. ii. chap. ii.
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same shape, they are passed through in opposite order in point of time,

the rise e.g. of the negative half-wave repeating the decHne of the positive

half-wave, and vice versa. Since in alternators successive poles are as

far as possible made of equal strength and of similar distribution of flux,

even harmonics very rarely occur and may be regarded as exceptional.

In the absence, then, of even harmonics the general expression for

alternating E.M.F.'s or currents becomes

_v = Ci sin (a)/-f^j)-l7C3 sin (3w/+ ^3)-|-C5 sin (5w/-l-^5)-f . . .etc.

If^= tan~i . , so that cos 0^ ,,„ ^„ and sin 0=
, .

„

--:.;,, it follows

by trigonometry that

VA2 + B2 sin (/?+ ^) = A sin ^ -I- B cos /8

Hence if for C^ above is substituted ^^Aj^+ B^^, where .
^ = tan ^j,

the first term may also be resolved into the sum of two terms,

Aj sin (o/ + B^ cos a>/; analogously, the second term becomes

A3 sin 3a)/-f-B3 cos 30)/, where —̂ — tan ^3, and similarly for all the
A3

j

other harmonics. This simply amounts to a statement of the fact that

if any radius vector as C^ is resolved into two components at right

angles to each other, and one of these components is so chosen that it

lags by the angle Q^ behind C^, the instantaneous value C^ sin (w/'-i-^j),

or the projection of C^ on the datum axis, is equal to the sum of the

instantaneous values Aj sin wZ-f-B^ cos w/ or their projections on the

same axis, and when plotted by rectangular co-ordinates the curve of C^

is at any moment equal to the algebraic sum of the ordinates of the

curves of A^ and B^ Thus each constituent sine curve of the complex

periodic function may itself be resolved into a pair of curves, a sine and

a cosine curve of the same frequency, and the general expression for the

alternating function becomes

jV = Aj sin W/-I-A3 sin 30)/ -fA^ sin 5w/-f- . . .

-hBj cos w/-hB3Cos 3w/-t-B5Cos 5a)/-f . . .

It will now be seen that all the sine components pass through zero, and

all the cosine curves reach their maximum at one and the same time,

and the reason for making this transformation is that in this form the

sine and cosine amplitudes A and B for any particular harmonic are

readily obtainable either by analytic or graphical methods. The
simplest and quickest method is that given by Dr. S. P. Thompson
{loc. cit., or Electrician, vol. Iv. p. 78), and a convenient set of tables on a

different method is also given in Electrical World and Engineer (vol. xliii.

p. 1024); after determining by either of these methods the values of

A and B for any harmonic, they are easily recombined, and the phase
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relation of lag or lead determined for the harmonic from the typical

w/ + tan-1 xO ^ ^1 ^"^ ('^^ + ^i)-

When an alternating E.M.F. (or current) with only odd harmonics

is resolved into a Fourier series, its effective or R.M.S. value is

v^KCi^ + C3N^C7+~7T^= ^/|(A7TB7+A7TB7FT~^l
i.e. the square root of half the sum of the squares of the amplitudes.

If ^ = Ci sin (w/+^i) + C3 sin (30)^+^3)+

and /=Dj sin {(at-\-<^-^ + 'D^ sin (3oj/+ ^3)+

the average power or mean product of simultaneous values of e and /

over a half-period is the algebraic sum of the powers of the fundamental

and harmonics, i.e. half the sum of the products of the amplitudes of

similar order with due regard to their relative phase-angles (^i-<^i),
etc. ; i.e. as in Chapter VI. § 18, the true watts are

^I^JcOs(^l-i.,)-t-^^COS(^3-</>3)-f . . .

When further resolved into sine and cosine terms, with the typical

relations jA-^^ + ^^^ = C-y,Kn(\ \I]{^ + }L-^ = T)^, ihasa several sine and

cosine curves are in phase, and the mean power is half the sum of the

products of the amplitudes of similar sine or cosine terms taken in

pairs from each expansion, i.e.

__ IJ 1
-I-

1 _i _|
3J 3

j^
3 3 _|_

_ _ ^ _ gtc.
2 2 2 2

In order to analyse with considerable accuracy the E.M.F. curves

of alternators, it is seldom necessary to determine more than the

fundamental and the harmonics of triple and quintuple frequency, those

of higher frequency forming but a small residuum. The interest of

such analysis lies in the fact that the determination of the frequency

of the principal components whose amplitudes bear an appreciable

percentage ratio to that of the fundamental throws light on the causes

to which the distortion of the wave-shape is due. Further, for exhaustive

study of the conditions in an alternating circuit it is necessary to con-

sider not merely the equivalent sine waves for E.M.F. and current,

but also the several effects and powers from the fundamentals and

harmonics,* especially if capacity is present and resonance may occur.

In the case of the open-circuit E.M.F, with which we are at present

concerned, and on the assumption of a uniform speed which is very

nearly attained in practice, the distribution of the flux over the pole-

pitch is seldom itself so uniformly graded as to give a sinusoidal curve

of E.M.F., so that harmonic terms are required in order to express the

actual curve ; thus a flat-topped curve requires a triple and quintuple

* Cp. SteinmetE, Alternating Current Phenomena, chaps, xxx. and xxxi. (4th edit.).
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harmonic in combination with the fundamental * in order to express it

even approximately. But apart from this, the prime cause of actual

ripples in the curve is pulsation of the flux due to the passage of slots

across the polar face.

§ II. The E.M.F. equation of the heteropolar alternator.

—

The fundamental equation of the E.M.F. induced in the armature of a

heteropolar alternator can now be given a more fully developed form.

Let Z„ = the total number of C.G.S. lines which issue from any one pole

and pass into the armature, or which emerge from the armature and

enter into a pole of opposite sign. In the ring, drum, and discoidal

multipolar armatures the lines forming a single field in the air-gap

bifurcate within the armature, half leaving by a neighbouring pole on

one side and half by a neighbouring pole on the other side, while in

the disc machine they pass straight through the armature without

division ; but in every case Z,, is the total flux corresponding to one

pole which passes into and through the armature. Since each active

wire cuts these lines first as they enter the armature core in one

direction, and then a second time as they make their exit, the total

number of lines cut in one revolution by any one active wire is 2Z^ . /,

where/ is the number of pairs of poles. f The time in seconds taken

to perform one complete revolution is — , where N is the number of

revolutions per minute. The average E.M.F. induced in each active

wire in one revolution, being proportional to the total number of lines

cut divided by this time, is therefore 2Z^.^^— . 10 ^ volts.
60

Considering the total number of active wires which form a circuit in

series and yield one combined phase of E.M.F., they may be divided

into a number of bands or sheafs, each one of which corresponds to one

pole. Let /be the number of active wires in one such sheaf; />. in

the drum coil if undivided, / is the number of wires in one coil-side or

the number of turns in the large coil, but if the coil is divided into two

halves, / is equal to twice the number of turns in the half-coil. Thus

in Fig. 78 or Fig. 79 the sheaf corresponding to one pole consists of

six active wires, and this is formed either by the single coil-side or by

the adjacent sides of two divided coils. In either case, if the / active

wires are so closely adjacent that any difference of phase between

them may be neglected, each will simultaneously generate an E.M.F. of

the same value and in the same direction round the series circuit, so

* At no-load, if the half-waves are symmetrical about their middle ordinates, all

harmonics must have a phase of o° or i8o° ; i.e. no cosine or B terms are present.

t As explained in the footnote to § 7 of this chapter, in the case of disc and discoidal

machines the pairs of poles must be reckoned only on one side of the armature

;

further, in the discoidal machine any pair of similar poles facing each other on

opposite sides of the armature is to be considered as forming one joint polar surface

from which 'La lines enter the armature core.
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that the average E.M.F.'s induced by the whole sheaf would, when

added together, be 2Z,, . -^-— . /xio ^ volts. Further, in the drum
60

or disc alternator which from their practical importance alone need be

considered, the active wires are joined up into loops, so that the

duplicate sheaf of active wires which are in series is best considered

at the same time. The average E.M.F. induced by the two sheafs of the

complete coil of t turns is therefore twice as much, or 4Z„ .-'
. / x 10 ^

60

The above average E.M.F. would be practically realised in a toothed

or tunnelled armature with concentrated winding, the wires of each

sheaf being then wound all in the same slot or hole. If, however, they

are distributed between two or more slots, or in the case of a smooth-

surface armature if the width of the sheaf measured on the pitch-line is

appreciable, there must be a certain amount of differential action as

the sheaf passes across the neutral line between two poles ; especially

will this be the case if the width of the sheaf exceeds the width of the

gap between two neighbouring poles of opposite sign. A distinction

therefore exists between the gross average E.M.F. of the sheaf of wires

on the supposition that there is no differential action at all between its

components, and the net average E.M.F. which is- the arithmetical mean

of all the instantaneous values of a half-wave of the actual E.M.F.

The gross average E.M.F. of the coil, on the supposition that each

active wire always assists every other, is therefore the quantity which

has been given above as 4Z„ .-?
. /x io~^, while the actual net average

60

is less in proportion to the amount by which the E.M.F. of some wires

is at times neutralised by that of others. The effect of differential

action on the average E.M.F. can therefore be discounted if the gross

value is multiplied by a certain ividth coefficient, k'. The net average

E.M.F. of the single undivided coil as a whole is then

4^' .2,a- ty. io~^ volts,
60

and the net average E.M.F. of the pair of divided coils which is the

exact equivalent of the single large coil is of course the same. The

value of k', or the ratio of the net average to the gross E.M.F., will

depend upon the ratio of the coil- and pole-widths to the pole-pitch,

and while it may approach to unity it must always be less if the coil-

side has any width.

The shape of the instantaneous E.M.F. curve of the coil still has to

be taken into account in order to find its effective E.M.F. as given by

the square root of the mean square ; for with the same average value

the E.M.F. curve may be given any form that we please by so shaping

the pole-pieces as to give the required variation in density of the lines
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in the air-gap where they are cut by the wires. Let ;^" = the ratio

which the square root of the mean square bears to the mean ordinate

of the E.M.F. curve, its value being also dependent upon the relative

widths of coil and pole ; then the effective E.M.F. of the single

individual coil or of the pair of divided coils is

<?„ = k' X the net average E.M.F.

= 4^' .k".Z^.^-~.tx io~8 volts,
DO

J ,„ effective E.M.F. . , ^u j- j- * • -,.

and k = IS known as the form factor, smce it varies
average E.M.F.

with the shape or form of the E.M.F. curve.

In any one phase there are / large undivided coils or p pairs of

divided coils, each containing t active wires, and these may be divided

into q parallels where q may be one or two or any whole number of

which/ is a multiple. Hence the effective E.M.F. of the one phase is

E« = =^ . (?„. Finally, if m be the number of separate phases into which

the armature winding is divided (§ 7), and t be the total number of

active wires counted all round the armature periphery, the number

of wires in one sheaf corresponding to a pole is /= —"^— : therefore the^ ^ ^ m.2p
effective E.M.F. induced in one phase of the armature is

E, = ^ .
/^'

. r . 4Z„ .
^^

. -— X 10-8 volts.

q 60 m . 2p

Uniting the two factors li and Iz into one joint coefficient K,* we have

Ea =— . 2Z,, . ^f—. TX io~8 volts .... (18)
niq 60 ^ ^

Here ^— is the frequency of the machine, and— is really the num-
60 mq

ber of wires in series in one phase. As a general rule, there is only

one circuit in each phase, and q=\. The numerical value of the

constant K will vary with the shape of the poles as affecting the

distribution of the lines and also with the type of machine, yet in the

main it depends upon the relative widths of the coils and fields as

compared with the pitch ; certain general cases may therefore be taken

which will serve as guides to practice, and in Chapter XXII. the values

for such cases will be tabulated. It need only here be remarked that

if the curve of E.M.F. be sinusoidal, as is often assumed for approxi-

mate treatment of alternating problems, the form factor being the

ratio of the effective to the net average value is k' = ^ = i "i i ; since,
2 f2

* In many books the numerical constant 2 is likewise thrown into the combined
coefficient, which then V)ecomes for a sine curve 2 '22.

VOL. I.— II
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as follows from Chapter VI. § 17, the square root of the mean square, or

the effective value, of the sine is , , while the average value of the sine

IS — . The more peaked the curve, the higher is the form-factor.

If the E.M.F. equation of the alternator in its fully developed form

be now compared with the fundamental equation (I), it will be seen

that each of the three variables still finds its appropriate equivalent

;

instead of the density B^, there now appears the total flux of one field

Za, for the simple length of the one active wire is substituted the total

number of wires r, and for the velocity of movement the number of

revolutions.

§ 12. The mechanical force in an alternator.— The
mechanical force equation of the alternator does not admit of any

simple expression. Since the magnetic pull on any active wire or group

involves the term B^ it is evident that its instantaneous amount
depends on the shape of the curve of B^„ But further, the current c

is always varying, so that the mechanical effect would require to be

derived by considering the product of the instantaneous value of the

current in all the wires and the density of field in which they are

situated. The curve obtained by plotting this product relatively to

time for a complete period would evidently be of an undulatory char-

acter, and the maximum drag in a single-phase alternator would be

greatly in excess of the average value. In consequence, the mechanical

strength of the alternator armature or the support of its windings must

be given ample margin of safety to withstand the maximum force to

which it is subjected. The necessity for ample strength is, however,

even greater than the above consideration would indicate. The effect

of armature reaction in the alternator has been treated in Chapter VI.

on the basis of two superposed fields, the one of which is the main

field due to the field excitation, while the other is self-induced by the

armature current. If now the external circuit had no inductance, and if

the two component fields of the alternator were strictly confined to one

and the same magnetic circuit or system of circuits, the resultant curve

of the field-density would correspond precisely in phase with the current

curve. Under these circumstances the direction of the tangential drag

on the armature would be always opposed to the direction of rotation,

and would merely fluctuate in amount during the period. But as a

matter of fact the magnetic circuit of the self-induced flux is not

entirely the same as that of the main flux. The case then becomes

analogous to Fig. 33, and the curve of flux-density in the main field

corresponds to the impressed curve of E.M.F. E, ; the product of the

instantaneous values of this with the current values for the same

instants when plotted will now give certain areas of negative work, as

in Fig. 35. The current in the armature wires lags behind the induced
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E.M.F. and behind the B,, curve ; the result is that the direction of the

pull on an active wire changes twice in each period, and for short

intervals the alternator is driven forwards as a motor, or gives out

mechanical energy instead of absorbing it. If the external circuit

itself has inductance, an entirely separate magnetic circuit (or circuits)

is evidently added, and there is still less correspondence between the

phase of the main field and that of the current. In other words, the

angle of lag is increased, and the forward impulses on the machine

become more powerful and last longer as compared with the backward

drags, although they must always be less in amount so long as the

machine continues to act as a generator. Thus the mechanical forces

on an alternator, owing to its own inductance or still more to any

inductance in its external circuit, are of a "racking" nature, which

subjects it to strains of greater severity than are found in the equivalent

continuous-current dynamo.*

* In the simple case of an alternator, whether single-phase or polyphase, with

r wires in concentrated coils, each carrying a sinusoidal current of effective value I,

which lags by an angle ^ behind the curve of an assumed sinusoidal resultant field,

the average torque is

z> Z I T
I'll .

-^——2_:—:— cos ^ X io~^ dyne-centimetres.
TV

This may be compared with eq. (lo), from which it differs by the presence of cos ^
7r

and of the form-factor , =i'ii. In more complicated cases the breadth factor
2^/2

also appears, so that the average torque is more readily obtained through the division

of the output by the speed, as in effect is done in Chap. XXV. § 5.
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HOMOPOLAR ALTERNATORS

§ I. Difficulties in homopolar continuous-current machine.
—While the bipolar dynamo may be said to be naturally an alternator,

and only indirectly and artificially a continuous-current machine, it may
with equal truth be said that the homopolar dynamo naturally gives

a unidirected E.M.F., and is artificially made to yield an alternating

E.M.F. At first sight it might be supposed that a continuous-current

machine which gives a perfectly constant and steady current without

any need for continual starting, stopping, and reversing of it in the

armature coils, and which therefore requires no commutator, with all

its attendant troubles of sparking at the bru'shes, must possess con-

siderable advantages over the bipolar continuous current machine ; it

was, too, the earliest form of dynamo and motor invented, since it

dates from the years 1823 and 1831, when a disc homopolar motor

and dynamo were respectively made by Barlow and Faraday. Yet

practical experience shows that heteropolar machines have been and

are in possession of the entire field of continuous-current work, and

that there are inherent difficulties in the homopolar dynamo which

have up to the present baffled all the ingenuity of inventors.

The chief of these is the small value of the E.M.F. which can be

procured from the machine in its simplest form, even with a very high

speed of rotation. It has, in fact, but one active wire, and therefore

yields at best only a very low voltage. The remedy would be to

connect several wires in series, so as to add up their E.M.F.
;
yet if

the reader refers back to Chapter VII. § 15, it will be seen that the

methods of winding wires in series as there described only result in

forming loops, round which the E.M.F. and current alternate, the

characteristic feature of the class being thereby entirely lost. There

is, in fact, no method of winding, properly so called, which is

applicable to the homopolar armature, so long as it has to give a

unidirectional E.M.F. All that can be done is to join one active

wire on to another through the agency of rubbing contacts, and

the multiplication of these at once introduces such difficulties as

to render the whole arrangement unworkable. In some cases two

distinct machines have been mounted on the same shaft and placed
164
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in series : yet even then the twofold collection of a very large current

by means of brushes presents great difificulties. The introduction of

steam turbines rotating at very high speeds has recently again directed

attention to the possibilities of the homopolar continuous - current

dynamo,* but so far without much practical result. Even with a

peripheral speed of 15,000 feet per minute (7620 cm. per second), and

an active length of 12 inches moving through a field of density

B^,= 18,000, the equation E = B^ x / x z' x 10'^ shows that three elements

must be connected in series in order to give 112 volts, and therefore

six slip -rings are required. If it is then desired to collect large

currents for which the machine is specially suited, the friction and

rapid wear of the numerous brushes at the high speed seriously limits

the advantages of the arrangement.

§ 2. Homopolar drum alternators.—It will suflfice, therefore,

to pass immediately to hoinopolar alternators, in which either the drum

or disc method of homopolar winding as described in Chapter VII.

§§ 15-16, has been adopted. As in the case of heteropolar armatures,

it will be necessary, when we deal with coils instead of simple loops,

to determine the best widths of winding and field, and the same

principles must be our guide.

In homopolar machines with one or more fields separated and

marked off by a neutral space or spaces through which very few lines

of flux pass, the general definition of the pitch requires to be varied

in order to meet all cases. It is now the distance measured along the

pitch-line between the centre of a field and the centre of the adjacent

interpolar gap. While in the heteropolar alternator it is impossible for

the width of pole to exceed the pitch, this is possible in the homopolar

type, yet is not permissible for electrical reasons. As shown in Chapter

VII. § 15, the maximum permissible width of field, even with only

one loop, is not more than the pitch, since otherwise differential action

reduces the time during which any resultant E.M.F. is produced.

The field can, however, be as wide as the pitch, since in any one circle

of polar projections all are of one sign, and no magnetic flux leaks

across from one into the other without entering the armature ; on this

. width of pole „ ,
.

account the ratio ^.--y-^— usually approaches unity more nearly

than in the corresponding heteropolar machines. When there are

* See especially Proc. Amer. hist. Electr. Eng., vol. xxiv. p. I :
" Acyclic (Homo-

polar) Dynamos " (J. E. Noeggerath), wherein is described a 300-kilowatt 550-volt

3000-RPM turbo - generator with dimensions approximately as above, but with

12 bars and 12 collector rings on either side of the armature ; and "Acyclic Gener-
ators," Elec. World, vol. Hi. p. 574, where Mr. J, E. Noeggerath gives further

particulars of the practical construction of General Electric Company's homopolar
dynamos. Dr. R. Pohl gives as a great objection to the homopolar dynamo that it

recjuires an excessive weight of steel {Journal I.E. E., vol. xl. p. 245, with discussion

thereon), but cp. O. Schulz, Elektrotech. tind Maschinenbait, July 19, 1908.
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several loops wound side by side, or several slots between which each
side of the coil is distributed so that it has appreciable width, there

will be differential action unless the width of the field be reduced to

equality with the inner loop and the width of the outer loop of the

undivided coil be not greater than the width of the gap. Various pro-

FiG. 90.—Pitch-line in homopolar allernator.

portions of coil and pole are therefore possible, and again their relative

advantages cannot be decided by any mathennatical law, but only as

a matter of practical compromise. Thus in the single-phase alternator

with undivided coils, as shown in Fig. 90, the width of the inner loop

might be equal to half the pitch, and the width of the outer loop equal

,''\

Fig. 91.—Drum inductor alternator with divided coils.

to one and a half times the pitch, so that half the armature is covered

with winding. But any such single coil may be more conveniently

divided into two, so that the end-connecting portions have less depth,

as in the heteropolar drum and disc alternator (Chap. VIII. § 5).

Divided coils are therefore illustrated in the simple drum alter-

nator of Fig. 91, which also shows by dotted lines how the whole may
be repeated with a second field. We thus arrive at twice as many
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coils as there are fields, the coils being virtually arranged in pairs, and

each pair corresponding to one field instead of two fields as in the

heteropolar machine. The width of the outer loop of each of the

two coils is now equal to the pitch, and the coil-ratio may be best

expressed as in the heteropolar case in terms of the width of the wind-

ing or the width of one sheaf of active wires forming the adjacent sides

of two coils ; the only difference from the heteropolar formula is then

in the definition of the pitch necessitated by the homopolar arrangement.

The several fields are produced by polar projections from one central

revolving iron mass. The exciting coil E is not rotated, but is supported

from the stationary armature ring, so that there is no revolving copper

and no need for any collecting rings either for armature or exciting

current. The rotating iron system may be likened to a number of

I

I I

I o I

I ^ I

I I

Portion of developed plan

Fig. 92.—Drum inductor alternator with double armature.

"keepers," and is sometimes known as the "inductor," whence the class

of homopolar drum alternators has received the name of '' inductor''''

generators.

From Fig. 91 is easily derived what is known as a "double-arma-

ture" inductor alternator. Instead of the simple continuous air-gap

shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 91, the second gap in the magnetic

circuit may be broken up into separate poles and utilised by a second

armature similar to the first (Fig. 92). If the poles on one side of the

machine are abreast of those on the other side, and the coils on the

two sides are staggered relatively to one another, the machine will give

two phases. Or the poles may be themselves staggered, when we may
again consider that there is only one pitch-line, a pole being in each

case opposite to a neutral interpolar gap ; and from this another arrange-

ment, shown in Fig. 93, may be obtained which is suitable for a single-

phase machine. The armature conductors are now taken straight

through both halves of the armature core in tunnels or slots, and each
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straight wire consists of an active portion and a connector end to end.

Finally, the two armatures may be arranged one inside and one outside

the circle of revolving " inductors " or

"keepers" (Fig. 94); these latter are bolted

to the side of the fly-wheel of the driving

engine. In all cases of double armatures

the windings are preferably connected in

series so as to avoid any liability to slight

differences in the curve of E.M.P'. or of

current on the two sides.

§ 3. Frequency of homopolar drum
alternator.—Since the passage of one field

past a coil gives one complete double wave

of E.M.F., the number of periods per

second, or the frequency of a homopolar

drum or disc alternator, is ^— , where p is

60

the number of fields or polar projections

on one side of the armature. Thus in the

drum or disc homopolar machine/ is not, as

before, the number of pairs of fields, and this

change in its definition is the counterpart of

the change in the definition of the pitch for the homopolar drum or disc

armature as given in § 2. Since / is also equal to the number of un-

divided coils on the armature or to the number of pairs of divided coils,

the frequency of the homopolar drum alternator is the same as that

Fig. 93.—Drum inductor

alternator with staggered

poles.

Fig. 94.—Drum inductor alternator with double armature.

of the heteropolar with an equal number of armature coils, although in

the latter there are twice as many fields as in the homopolar machine.

A characteristic feature of all homopolar alternators is that the poles

form branches of one and the same magnetic circuit, and therefore only

require one exciting coil wound on that portion of the circuit where

all the lines unite to flow in a common stream. l'>ach active wire thus
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cuts the lines from the numerous subdivisions of one common pole, as

the term " homopolar " emphasises when applied to an alternator with

many fields, and it is on this account that we have spoken of the fields

rather than of poles. Although not confined to homopolar alternators,

the single exciting coil is always employed in them.

§ 4. Useless lines entering the armature.—In all homopolar

alternators one point must be especially insisted on. If a line VL be

drawn symmetrically between two neighbouring poles of like sign, any

flux which enters or flows through the armature in the interpolar gap

up to the limit of half the pitch on either side of the symmetrical line,

i.e. between BD (Fig. 95), is not only useless but is positively detrimental,

since it causes a back E.M.F. by cutting the wires, which should act

purely as connectors. In the case of a heteropolar alternator there

can be no din'erential action so long as the coils are very narrow or are

wound each in a single slot ; but in the homopolar machine the differ-

ential action above described is present whatever the width of the

winding. The back lines are v

often called "leakage," but the \
;

p

name is not strictly appropriate,

since they do enter the armature,

although not in a useful manner.

Their number must therefore be

deducted from the useful lines

which enter immediately from

a pole-face. Thus in Fig. 95,

if 21a be the total number that

pass into the armature from the

N. pole within the limits of the pitch, i.e. between either EB or FD,

and Za. be the number of back lines between BD, the number which

must be reckoned as forming one field and corresponding to the Z„ of

the E.M.F. equation is Z,, = Z'a -z^ (cp. Fig. 90, at the foot of which is

given a curve indicating the flux distribution in the air-gap). After thus

discounting the effect of the direct differential action peculiar to the

homopolar alternator, we are left with the ordinary differential action

due to the coil having width ; this can again be taken into account by

a width coefficient /^', and the only difference between the homopolar

and heteropolar machines with similar coil- and pole-ratios will lie in

the slight difference of the densities of the fringes between the edges of

the poles and the lines AG, CH (Fig. 95), when the width of the pole

is not equal to the pitch. Thus with but little modification the values

of K for different ratios of pole- and coil-width in the heteropolar

alternator are equally applicable to the analogous homopolar machine.

§ 5. The E.M.F. equation of the homopolar drum
alternator.—In the drum homopolar machine with single armature,

/ has already been defined as the number of fields, or of polar pro-

FiG. 95. -Air-gap fluxes in inductor

alternator.
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jections. If, then, t be reckoned as the total number of wires which

at different times actively induce an E.M.F., and has therefore the same

meaning as in the corresponding heteropolar machines, each wire in

one revolution cuts/ (Z'„ -s„) lines. The average E.M.F. is therefore,

with the same pole-width and the same net flux in the air-gap, only

half that of the similarly wound heteropolar armature, and so also is the

effective E.M.F. The equation for the effective E.M.F. in one phase

of the drum or disc homopolar is then

E«= . (Z'^-s^) .^^ . TX io~8 volts . . . (19)
7tiq 60

and this may be regarded as the especial equation of the homopolar

alternator, since the ring forms are seldom used. But as already men-

tioned, the pole-face is usually of greater width as compared with the

pitch in the homopolar than in the heteropolar form, and also owing to

the field not being reversed in direction in the armature core a higher

flux-density is permissible ; hence Z'^ — z„ of the homopolar rriay not be

so very different from the 2Z,, of the heteropolar alternator with equal

numbers and dimensions of armature coils in both cases, i.e. the effective

E.M.F.'s are more nearly equal for the same values of/, t, and N. In

the case of the combined double armature of Fig. 93, if r be reckoned

as the number of straight wires or bars passing from end to end across

both armatures and Z'^ - z^ be reckoned on one side only, we return

to the equation

E^= "^
. 2(Z'^-0„)^ . T X io~^ volts . . . (20)

7nq 60

and the same holds for the two separate armatures of Figs. 92 and 94,

if these are in series and t be the number of active wires in one

armature.



CHAPTER X

OPEN-COIL ARMATURES

§ I. Open and closed coil armatures.—In the alternators dis-

cussed in the two preceding chapters, whether hetero- or homo-polar,

the current due to the induced E.M.F. is alternating in direction in

the external circuit, just as is the current in each armature loop and

in each armature coil formed of loops. Returning to our first class of

dynamos, namely, those which are heteropolar, we now enter upon a

consideration of the second division, consisting of those dynamos
which yield a unidirectional, or, as it is often called, a direct current

in the external circuit, and in which, therefore, since their terminal

E.M.F. must be unidirected, some form of commutator developed out

of the split-ring of Fig. 63 must be present. This second division is,

however, itself divisible into two sub-groups, namely, those with open-

coil armatures and those with closed-coil armatures ; in neither does the

E.M.F. at the terminals alternate, but in the former it still pulsates or

fluctuates in value during each revolution, while in the latter it has a

practically constant value. " Open-coil " armatures therefore occupy an

intermediate position between alternators and " closed-coil " machines.

Their use is almost entirely confined to arc lighting, for which they

have been found peculiarly suited ; the pulsations which still remain in

their E.M.F. curve, and which cause the current in the external circuit

to fluctuate, although to a still smaller extent, are not disadvantageous

to arc lamps, while their method of construction lends itself to the

generation of a high E.M.F. and constant current, as required by arc

lamps when run in series.

§ 2, Two coils at right angles to each other. Levelling of

the E.M.F. curve.—That the connection of several loops or coils

lying close side by side does not largely alter the character of the curve

of instantaneous E.M.F. (although it raises the height of its ordinates if

they are connected in series) is shown by the case of the single-phase

alternator in which such close-lying loops are legitimately connected

together owing to the coincidence in phase of their E.M.F.'s. On the

other hand, the polyphase alternator* depended for its action upon the

successive phases of E.M.F. obtained through the spacing apart of its

coils, one set generating its maximum E.M.F. when that of another set is
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passing through or approaching zero. If, therefore, it is required to

reduce the pulsation of the E.M.F. curve as given in Fig, 63 to an ap-

preciable extent, it is evident that some method must be tried analogous

to the polyphase principle, namely, the arrangement of coils on the

armature in such positions that they are not symmetrically situated at

any moment relatively to the poles.

Reverting to the simple coil and split-ring of Fig. d^y, let us arrange

a second coil on the armature at right angles to the first, and attach its

ends to a second split-ring, the angular position of which relatively to

the first differs by a corresponding interval of 90° (Fig. 96). The
armature shaft on which both split-rings would be mounted, and the

connecting wires which join the ends of the coils to the commutator

Drum

Volts.

Curves
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for coil B. It is evident, therefore, that if the crests of the second

wave were used to fill up the hollows of the first, the fluctuations of the

joint curve of E.M.F. would be very largely decreased. Further, if we

arrange three coils round the armature at angles of 120° from each

other (Fig. 98), we again see that if their curves were in some way

amalgamated, the pulsations might be still further decreased.

§ 3. The open-coil principle.—In the class of machine now

/35* laO' 3.2.S'

Curve of E-MJ'

Fig. 97.

ZJO' SIS'

before us, therefore, a comparatively small number of coils is used

so arranged relatively to one another that when one ceases to be active

another takes up the action, this change being continually and suc-

cessively repeated at the proper moments in each revolution. Further,

since in practice the edges of the pole-pieces are not brought into very

close proximity to each other on account of the excessive leakage of lines

which would ensue, the time during which in each half of a revolution

a narrow coil cuts few lines or none, and therefore yields little or no
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E.M.F., forms an appreciable part of the whole. Hence, whenever a

coil is inactive, it may be of advantage to cut it entirely out of circuit,

since if it formed part of the circuit a portion of the E.M.F. of the coil

in action would be spent in driving the current through its useless resist-

ance. Or, again, it may, while comparatively inactive, be thrown into

parallel with another coil, also comparatively inactive. An incidental

advantage so gained will be that the electrical resistance of the arma-

ture is during that time reduced, but the main object of such parallel

connection will be to prepare a coil for the rapid changes which it

undergoes from action to inaction, and vice versa.

Any armature in which a coil is either left open-ended, or has its

connections with the other coils rearranged during any portion of a

revolution, is an open-coil ar-

'\ -^ mature, the exact meaning of

which term will be more ap-

parent later, when it can be

contrasted with "closed-coil"

armatures.

§ 4. The Brush and Thomson-
Houston arc-lighting machines.—
Two machines, in which the open-

coil principle is embodied, were

formerly in extensive use for arc-

lighting ; they have, however, now
become practically superseded, so

that they may here be dismissed

with a brief description.

(i) In the first type, starting

with two coils wound on a bipolar

armature at right angles, as in Fig.

96, the sectors of the pair of split-

rings are made to overlap one another

by 45°, and in place of the two
pairs of brushes is substituted a single

pair ab, ab' , of greater width along the axis of rotation so that they press on both

rings alike (Fig. 97). Each of the coiled lines AA', BB' represents diagrammatically a

pair of discoidal ring coils at opposite ends of a diameter, and therefore symmetrically

situated in respect to the poles. The action is then that for an eighth of a revolution

the two coils AA' and BB' arc in parallel ; for the next eighth, the circuit of one

coil is opened, and the other, say AA', is alone carrying the current, during which

time its E.M.F. passes through its maximum ; for the third eighth the two coils are

again in parallel, after which for the next eighth the second coil BB' is alone

supplying E.M.F., the other being out of circuit, and the whole is repeated during

the second half of the revolution in the same order. Four times in each revolution

when the two coils are in parallel, the E.M.F. of one coil is increasing and that of

the other decreasing ; the excess of E.M.F. in the former rapidly reduces the current

in the leaving coil, and enables the circuit of the latter to be opened without such

violent sparking as would otherwise result.

The above is the principle upon which the Brush arc-lighter is based.

AAAAAA
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(2) In the Thomson-Houston arc-lighter, three coils, arranged with their axes 120"

apart, are employed ; one end of each coil is brought to a common junction, and the

remaining free ends are brought to three commutator sectors, each having an angular

width of rather less than 120°, and insulated from each other (Fig. 98). The arc of

contact of the brushes spans the insulating gaps, so that when this occurs two coils

are in parallel and in series with the third. Further, an arc of 60° is chosen as the

normal effective width of brush contact, and as a lower or higher E.M.F. is required,

this width is automatically increased or decreased. In the former case, the two

brushes can both touch the same sector at once, and the whole machine is for the

time being short-circuited on itself. *

* The fuller description of the Brush and Thomson-Houston machines given in

the third edition of the present book is now omitted, as of less practical importance

than formerly.
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CLOSED-COIL ARMATURES

§ I. Closed-coil continuous-current dynamos.—The third and
last group of heteropolar dynamos still remains for consideration.

Like the machines of the last chapter, they give a unidirectional

E.M.F., and therefore presuppose a commutator; but they differ in

that this E.M.F. is for a uniform speed of rotation practically constant

in value during the whole period of a revolution ; the current, therefore,

which such an E.M.F. causes to flow through a circuit of fixed

resistance is itself also constant and steady, without fluctuations or

pulsations. Hence dynamos of this type are also called continuous-

current machines, the E.M.F. and current which they yield being not

only continuous in direction, but constant also in value.

The purposes to which such machines can be applied are so

numerous and so important, that they are used more extensively

than any other class of dynamos ; whether it be for incandescent

lighting, charging accumulators, motor driving and transmission of

energy over moderate distances, or electro-deposition of metals, they

are equally suitable for all alike, while the voltages for which they

are made vary from 5 to 3000 volts. Although delivering a direct

current to the external circuit beyond the commutator, yet inside they

are essentially alternators. Their characteristic features will be found

to be intimately connected with the fact expressed by their other name
of closed-coil dynamos ; they are so called because the winding of their

armatures forms an endless coil closed upon itself, and, in contrast

to the previous sub-group, no portion of the armature-winding is ever

open-circuited, or has its connections with the rest rearranged.

§ 2. Necessity for short-circuiting a coil.—Since the E.M.F.

of machines belonging to the present group is to be steady and free

from fluctuations, it is reasonable to recur to and extend the method

which was found effective in the case of open-coil machines, namely,

that of placing two or more coils on the armature in positions which

are not symmetrical relatively to the poles. We have, therefore, first

to determine how the E.M.F.'s of such coils can be combined together,

their connection with the external circuit being still reversed at the

right moment when the direction of the E.M.F. induced in them

changes. Next, and most important, this must be done, not only
176
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without opening or breaking the entire circuit, but also without open-

ing or leaving open-ended any coil. An entirely new device must

now be adopted, by which, whenever a coil is in the position of

reversal of E.M.F. between two adjacent poles, \\.\% short-circuited on

itself. To effect this, it is only necessary to make each of the two

brushes of Fig. 63 touch both sectors of the split-ring simultaneously

at the moment of reversal ; the coil is then closed upon itself for a

short time through the interposition of the brushes, and this allows

the current previously flowing round the coil in the one direction to die

away, and a current in the reverse direction round it to be started

by the reversed E.M.F. as it approaches the other pole. The brushes

must be so set that the short-circuiting takes place approximately at
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Fig. 99.—Two coils 90° apart, connected in series.

the position of zero E.M.F., and the curve of E.M.F. of the loop, as

given in Fig. 63, is thus practically unaltered.

§ 3. Two coils at right angles.—Starting, then, with a pair

of coils at right angles to each other, and connected with a pair of

split- rings, as in Fig. 96, we must keep the gaps small, give the

brushes a sufficiently wide contact surface, and set them in such a

position and at such an angle to the split-rings that they bridge over

the insulating material between the sectors whenever a coil is in the

position of reversal. Having done this for both pairs of brushes, let

us connect one brush of one split-ring with the brush on the opposite

side of the other ring; thus Fig. 96 will take the form shown in Fig.

99, which represents a two-coil ring, and by its side the corresponding

drum-wound armature ; as before, for the sake of clearness, the actual

connections of the coils to the sectors are omitted, and merely

VOL. I.— 12
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indicated by corresponding numerals. Brush «' is joined to brush

b, and the remaining pair of brushes form the terminals to which

the external circuit is applied; as shown in the figure, coil B is in

the position of reversal, and, therefore, is short-circuited through its

brushes ; the current flows into a, through coil A, which is alone

supplying E.M.F., and out by a into b and b' . But a moment later,

when the armature has moved farther round, both coils will be in

action, and neither will be short-circuited by the brushes ; the current

due to the E.M.F. induced in both will now flow through coil A, and

thence through coil B, leaving the armature by brush b'. As the

armature continues to rotate, coil A will in turn be short-circuited by

its brushes when it reaches the second position of reversal, and coil

B will alone supply E.M.F. to the external circuit; finally, both coils

will come again into action, until B is again short-circuited at the end

of half a revolution.

The armature circuit is thus never broken, and no coil is ever

open-circuited; each gives a curve of E.M.F. as shown in Fig. 96,

but the important result has been obtained that the two coils are now
in series, and the curve of the total E.M.F. acting at the brushes

a and b' will be given by adding together • simultaneous ordinates

of the two separate curves and plotting their sums as a third curve.

This has been done in the lower part of Fig. 99, the curve C D
showing the effect of adding together in series the component (dotted-

line) E.M.F.'s generated at each instant in the two coils. The two

coils are now either in series or one of them is short-circuited on itself;

as the E.M.F. induced in one coil is diminishing in value, that of the

other coil is rising, so that at 45°, 135°, 225°, and 315° the two are

equal, and the total E.M.F. then reaches a maximum, while it never

falls below the value of the maximum E.M.F. given by one coil when

in the position of best action. At once it will be seen that the fluctua-

tions in the third full-line curve of joint E.M.F., though still marked,

are very much reduced in value from what they are when each coil acts

separately. Expressed as a percentage, the fluctuation, which is roughly

100 per cent, on either side of a mean value in the case of a single

coil, is reduced to about 30 per cent, in the case of two coils in series,

§ 4. Four coils 45" apart.—A further step towards greater con-

stancy of E.M.F. would be made by arranging still more coils at succes-

sive small angles in front of each other, so as to come into and out of

action successively, and Fig. 100 shows the effect of superadding the

E.M.F.'s of four coils arranged with angles of 45° between neighbouring

pairs, the eight undulations in a revolution being much smaller. The
fluctuation is now reduced to only 10 per cent, on either side of the

average value throughout a revolution.

If such third and fourth coils be added, their split-rings must be so

arranged that the angles between the positions of the diametric lines
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through the insulating gaps of each commutator correspond with the

relative angular position of the coils on the armature (Fig. 100); and,

as before, brushes on opposite sides of the commutators must be joined

together in order to sum up the E.M.F.'s of the coils. Evidently the

levelling process may be continued until the total E.M.F. is rendered

practically constant, provided that there be a sufficient number of

small separate coils regularly spaced round the armature. More coils

must therefore be wound on, and similarly joined together, until finally

there is a number of coils and split-rings, each arranged with a regular

angular advance on its neighbour until an angle of 180° has been passed

Drum.

Volts.

Curves

of

E.M.P.

wvwwv

\ \ <\ A '\ A A )

1' \' 1' ii ..' \' '.' 1,

\'..\'. .V.y..\[.Y.i.y..
,
TIME, m degrees moved

45° 90° 135° 180° 225° 270° 315° 360° through at constant speed.

Fig. ioo.—Four coils 45° apart, connected in series.

through. There will then always be a nearly constant number of

elements of winding actively cutting the lines of the field, and placed in

series so that the average E.M.F. due to them as a whole will be

constant. Not only does the continued sequence of one coil after

another level the curve, but from the fact that each coil now contains

few turns, and is one of a large number, the effect upon the whole, as

each is short-circuited, is enormously reduced. With such a set of

symmetrically arranged coils the whole of the armature surface can be

utilised for winding, and the fluctuations of the E.M.F. reduced to an

inconsiderable amount.

§ 5. Combination of split-rings to form one commutator.—
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But this would necessitate a correspondingly large number of split-rings

and brushes in a row, which would be at once cumbrous and expensive.

Hence a simple device is adopted, which results in the division of the

bipolar armature winding into two equal and similar halves in parallel.

In Fig. 99 the effect of joining brush a across to h is virtually to connect

one end of coil A with the beginning of the next coil, B. Similarly, in

Fig. ICO, the end of one coil is electrically connected to the beginning

of the next, as 2 to 3, 4 to 5, 6 to 7. If, therefore, the four split rings

of Fig. 100 be concentrated into four parts of a tube or cylinder, such

parts being shaped like portions of geometrical sectors (whence their

name) and insulated from each other, upon which one pair of brushes

rests, the effect at the moment chosen for illustration will be unaltered.

An end view of the new arrangement is shown by the full-line portion of

Fig. 10 1. Halves of split-rings in Fig. 100 are replaced by single sectors

as indicated by the numerals, and the loops are diagrammatically repre-

sented by coiled lines external to the commutator. But immediately

after the moment illustrated, as

the rotation is continued, brush b'

will leave the sectors, unless the

whole arrangement is repeated

with other coils so as to make
the joint commutator symmetrical,

as shown in dotted lines. If

this be done, the coils as they

pass from between the brushes

on the one side are continually

replaced by other coils from the

other side ; it will, however, be seen that the possibility of having a

second set of coils joined to the dotted sectors must now be considered.

§ 6. Division of the winding into two halves in parallel.

—

First let us repeat the arrangement of Fig. 99, so as to obtain four coils

symmetrically placed round the armature, and each with its ends

attached to its own split-ring commutator (Fig. 102); as before, the

commutators are shown in perspective, and the connections of the coils

are marked by the numerals i, 2, 3, etc. As in Fig 99, a current can

be collected from coils A and B by applying the external circuit to

brushes a and b ; similarly, a current can be collected from coils A' and

B' by applying the external circuit to a and i>'. If therefore we join

all the brushes consecutively on opposite sides of the commutators, and

finally join brush b' to brush a, both currents can be collected by apply-

ing the external circuit to brushes a and 1/ as before. We now have a

dynamo giving an E.M.F. curve identical with that of Fig. 99, but

carrying twice the current ; the two halves of the armature winding are

in parallel, and the current entering at a divides within the armature

into two equal portions, one flowing through coils A and B, and the

Fig. 101.
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other through B' and A', the two reuniting to leave at /'. If we now

replace the separate brushes and separate commutators by one cylindrical

structure divided into four sectors insulated from each other, and upon

which one pair of brushes rests, the effect is to convert the whole wind-

Drum.

Fig. I02.—Four coils 90° apart, connected in two parallels.

ing of the armature into a closed spirally wound coil, joined at intervals

to commutator sectors. The end of one coil is consecutively joined to

the beginning of the next, as the numerals show, until the end of the

last is joined to the beginning of the first. Fig. 103 shows the joint

Fig. 103.—Four-part commutator.

commutator in perspective, and below are shown the connections of the

coils ; at the right of the diagram the brushes are shown in the act of

short-circuiting coils A and A'. The whole is now symmetrical on both

sides of the brushes, and rotation can be indefinitely continued without,

at any time, breaking the circuit or leaving any coil open-circuited. As
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soon as any coil passes away from one pole-piece, it is short-circuited

under a brush, and passes over into the other half of the winding. The
complete closed-coil armature is now seen to justify its name, not only

because a coil is never opened, but also because it is itself a closed

helix, formed of a number of continuously wound loops ; starting from

any point, the winding can be traced right round the armature, without

any break, until the starting-point is again reached. The brushes must

be set at the opposite ends of a diameter corresponding to the neutral

line of zero field.

§ 7. Eight-coil bipolar armatures.—Having once arrived at an

armature winding divisible into two halves in parallel, it is easy to pass

from two coils in each half to three or four, or any larger number, in

each half; all that is necessary is to introduce more sectors into the

commutator, each forming a connection between the end of one coil

and the beginning of another.

Thus with eight coils we get the complete commutator of Fig. loi

with eight sectors. In Fig. 104 is shown a ring-wound armature with

an eight-part commutator, and also the analogous drum-wound armature,

each with the same number of active wires occupying the same amount

of available space on the core ; in the latter eaqh loop is indicated by

the same numerals, as i, i', the end connections at the farther end of

the drum being shown dotted. Both armatures are wound left-handedly

(the curved connections at the front of the drum being assumed to lie

behind the straight ones), and the current enters and leaves by corre-

sponding brushes ; further, the direction of the current along the length

of the active wires is shown by marking those in which it flows towards

an observer at one end with a dot, those in which it flows away being

crossed, while the short-circuited loops are left white. Such armatures

with eight coils wiU give a curve of E.M.F. similar to that given by the

four coils of Fig. 100, but will carry twice the current.

To still further decrease the fluctuations of the E.M.F., more coils or

"sections" can similarly be wound on to the armature, with a corres-

pondingly increased number of commutator sectors. The amount of

fluctuation with a given number of sectors depends upon the shape of

the curve of E.M.F. yielded by each section of the winding, and so upon

the ratio of the polar arc to the pitch. The greater this is the less

the fluctuation, and if the pole-width is about 075 of the pitch, as

in practice is usually the case, any number of sectors more than thirty

per pair of poles may be regarded as giving a sensibly constant E.M.F.

at the brushes. With a large number of commutator parts, the simple

tubing divided as shown in Fig. 103 has to be replaced by a built-up

structure, consisting of a number of wedge-shaped bars or sectors of

hard-drawn copper placed side by side, but completely insulated from

each other by intervening strips of mica, so as to form a smooth

cylinder upon which the brushes rest, the whole being insulated
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from the sleeve and collars by which the sectors are held tightly

together.

§ 8. The nature of the closed-coil armature.—The funda-

mental principle which formed the starting-point to a discussion of the

Ring

ii. Drum

Fig. 104.—Eight-coil bipolar armatures. (Left-handed.)

armature winding of bipolar dynamos was that in all the active wires

under, say, the N. pole, the E.M.F.'s induced along their lengths were

in the opposite direction to the E.M.F.'s in the active wires under the

S. pole; an inspection of Fig. 104 shows that, by both methods of
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winding, the small E.M.F.'s induced simultaneously in the several

elements are added together in each half of the winding, so that it is

their sum which causes the current to flow through the circuit, entering

and leaving at the brushes. Every bipolar closed-coil armature over-

wound with coils may be divided diametrically into two halves by a line

corresponding to the diameter of commutation^ or, in other words, by a

line at right angles to the general direction of the lines of flux as they

cross from the one pole-piece to the other ; along the outside of the

half which is on the one side of the dividing line, say under the N. pole,

there is a sheet of current flowing in all the wires in the one direction,

as viewed by an observer at either end ; while along the outside of the

other half, the sheet of current flows in the opposite direction. The

brushes remaming stationary on the revolving commutator form the

contacts, by which the current is collected from both halves of the

winding, and passed into or returned from the external circuit ; while

further, by short-circuiting the coils which are in the position of zero

E.M.F., they serve also to "commute" the current, or enable a coil to

pass from the one half of the armature over to the other, where the

current round it is in the reverse direction. The commutator sectors,

which are at any moment situated between the. brushes, serve merely

as junctions between the end of one loop or coil of many loops

and the beginning of the next, but their true function is called

out as rotation continues, and they pass successively under the

brushes.

§ 9. The E.M.F. equation of the continuous-current

dynamo.—As in Chapter VIII. § 11, in any armature, whether bi- or

multipolar, the number of lines cut in one revolution by each active

wire is zZ^./, and its average E.M.F. is iZ^.^^-x lo"^ volts.
60

But during the passage of a wire from one position of short-circuit,

when the sectors to which it is connected are under a brush, to another

position of short-circuit under the next brush, its E.M.F, is not

necessarily always in the same direction ; whether it is so will depend

upon whether at short-circuit the position of the wire is then exactly

coincident with the neutral line where the field changes direction.

During short-circuit under the brush, the current in the wire of a

closed-coil armature has its direction forcibly changed ; hence if the

moment of short-circuit does not coincide with passage across the

neutral line where the field changes direction, the E.M.F. of the wire

may conflict with the E.M.F. of another wire which completes its loop

or with that from the rest of the loops which are in series with it.

Differential action results either within the loop or between the loop

as a whole and the rest of the winding, so that it may even reduce

the total E.M.F. generated between the brushes of opposite sign.

The possibility of such differential action necessitates that the direction
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of the component E.M.F.'s should be taken into account, and a dis-

tinction must be made as in the alternator between the gross average

and the net average E.M.F. of the loop.

Taking a single loop in a ring armature, its net average E.M.F.

during passage from one brush to another will be 2k' . Z, . ^— x io~^,
60

where k' is a co-efficient depending upon the position of the line of

commutation (as fixed by the brushes) in relation to the field. If the

brushes are so set that reversal of the direction of the induced E.M.F.

coincides with the passage of the loop under the brushes, k' is unity

and the E.M.F. is a maximum, the gross and net average values coin-

ciding. But for any other position of the brushes, k' is less than unity

;

as the brushes are shifted away from the above position, even if the

total flux is maintained unaltered, k'Z^ declines, and so also the E.M.F.,

until when the position of the brushes is such that the short-circuited

loop divides the flux of a pole into two halves of equal amount, the

net E.M.F. is zero, i.e. when the short-circuited loops are near the

centre of the poles. If therefore a flux-distribution curve round the

armature, such as Fig. 58, is to hand, and the position of the loop in

relation to it at two successive epochs of short-circuit is known, its net

average E.M.F. is proportional to the area of the flux-curve within the

two limiting positions when summed up algebraically with due regard

to the signs or directions of the flux. This may also be expressed by

saying that /i'Z^ is in the ring armature equal to twice the flux embraced

by a loop in the position of short-circuit, for this is the net amount of

flux cut in passing from one brush position to the next in succession.

If, as before, t = the total number of active wires counted all round the

external surface of the armature, and ^ = the number of parallel circuits

or paths from brush to brush, the number of loops in series in one

circuit of the ring armature is -. Hence the average E.M.F. of the
> ?

armature is

E„ =^ . Z„ .-^— . T X I o~s volts.

^ 60

In the drum armature, which is of greater practical importance, two

active wires are necessarily found in series in each loop, and it is

possible for the E.M.F. induced in one side of the loop to conflict with

that from the other side. It is therefore for a double reason necessary

to distinguish between the gross average E.M.F. of the two sides,

assuming them both to act in harmony, and the net average E.M.F. of

the loop as a whole. Differential action is now dependent not solely

upon the position of the brushes, whereby the E.M.F. of a loop may
for part of a revolution oppose that from the rest of winding, but also

upon the span of the loop, whereby within itself the E.M.F.'s may
be opposed. The gross average E.M.F. of the drum loop, as in
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Chapter Vin.§ I r, is 4Z„.^ X io~^^ and its net average E.M.F. may
60

again be expressed as 4/^'.Z„.y x lo"^. Although the loop may
60

be short-circuited by the brushes and its current commuted when its

axis is exactly at right angles to the neutral line where the tield changes

direction, still there must be some reduction in its net E.M.F. unless

its span be equal to the pole-pitch. In other words-, even when the

brushes are in the position giving the maximum E.M.F., UZ,^ only

becomes equal to Zj when the span of the loop is precisely equal to

the pole-pitch and so embraces the whole of the flux of one field.

The co-efficient U must therefore in general take into account not

only the effect of the position of the brushes, but also that of the

span of the loop. In every case with a drum or disc winding, >^'Z„,

or the algebraic sum of the lines cut by an active wire as the loop of

which it forms one side passes from one brush to another, is equal to

the «^/ amount of flux which is included within the loop when situated

in the position of short-circuit under any brush. The number of loops

in series in one parallel path is '^
, so that the total induced E.M.F. of

the drum or disc armature is

E« = 4/^' . Z^ /-— X ^- X 10-8
00 2q

which reduces to the same expression as for the ring armature, namely,

Ea= -2 Z^.'? -. tx lo"'^ volts . . . (21)
q 60

In practice the sections of the armature winding are uniformly and

closely distributed at small distances apart all round the periphery;

further, their number is so large that the withdrawal or addition of one

section per circuit, as it enters or leaves the condition of short-circuit

under a brush, produces a negligibly small effect on the total E.M.F.

The net average E.M.F. between the brushes thus remains practically

constant, and the average E.M.F. is also the effective E.M.F. Eq. (21)

therefore gives the final expression for the internal E.M.F. of any con-

tinuous-current closed-coil armature, whether ring, drum, or disc. As

compared with the similar expression for the effective E.M.F. of the

heteropolar alternator (eq. 18), the form-factor K' disappears, or more

strictly is not expressed since it is unity. Owing to the identity of the

average and effective E.M.F.'s in the continuous-current dynamo, it

follows of necessity that the instantaneous E.M.F. of the armature is

constant and equal to the average. This simply means that with a

sufficient number of commutator sectors per pair of poles, and of active

wires uniformly distributed round the armature, the instantaneous

E.M.F. of a single section at each of the positions which it successively
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occupies is closely reproduced by the E.M.F. of a section occupying

the same position at any one moment. The sum total of the E.M.F. 's

due to the several sections in series then becomes equal to the net

average E.M.F. of one wire or loop multiplied by the number which

are in series. The same expression for the E.M.F. of a continuous-

current armature could therefore also be reached if the joint E.M.F. of

the several wires which are in series at any one moment were con-

sidered. Strictly speaking, the above identity of the average and
instantaneous E.M.F.'s can only be true if the number of sectors were

infinitely large, so that the moment chosen for consideration becomes

immaterial, but with the comparatively large numbers that occur in

practice, the pulsation of the E.M.F. and current when the speed of

rotation is constant is reduced to such a small amount that it is only

discernible by the oscillograph or telephone.

The term ^-—-, or the frequency of the current in the armature
60

wires before it is commuted, is of importance in the continuous-current

dynamo from its bearing on the loss by hysteresis in the core and by

eddy-currents in the armature as a whole.

In the continuous-current dynamo the position of the brushes

closely corresponds to short-circuit of the sections as they pass the

neutral line of the field; further, the span of the drum loop is in

practice made very closely equal to the pole-pitch, so that finally

li becomes very nearly equal to unity, and eq. (21) takes the simplified

form

E„ = -.Z„.^-.TX 10-8 volts . . . (21a)
q 60

which may usually be adopted with sufficient accuracy, although the

possibility of a reduction of Z^ to k Z^ must be borne in mind.

Thus not only the K but also the m of the alternating E.M.F.

equation disappears, since there is no division of the winding into

different phases.

The only remaining difference between the two equations lies in

the term q. While in the alternator there may be and usually is only

one circuit through the armature per phase, or ^= i, in the closed-coil

armature it has been shown that there can never be less than two

circuits ; further, if there are more than two, the number must be some

multiple of 2, so that an uneven number is impossible. In the simple

bipolar dynamo there are two parallel paths, and this is also the

number of poles, 2/, so that

E,, = Z, . T X \o~^ volts.
60

§ 10. Rise of potential in ring and drum armatures.—In

the ring armature if the potential of the loops encircling the core were
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taken at any moment, it would be found to rise gradually as we pass

along the winding from a negative to a positive brush, and to fall

when we pass onwards from a positive to a negative brush. In

Fig. 105 the ring of Fig. 104 is supposed to have been cut along its

length parallel to the axis at the point marked X, and to have been

opened out flat. Arrowheads on the lines representing the external

wires indicate the direction of the current or of the rise of potential

in each loop, each active wire is assumed to be giving two volts, and
those which are short-circuited by the brushes are marked by little

circles. Thus the rise and fall of potential occur progressively as we
pass round the ring-armature core. The same rise and fall is found

if we trace the winding of the drum armature from one brush to

another ; but owing to the interlacing of the drum loops, wires of

high and low potential overlap or are contiguous on the core. In the

ring armature, the difference of potential between adjacent wires is

Voltage 2

of wires

12' 10' 8'
<a

4' l'

Fig. 105.—Development of ring armature.

only that due to the added voltage of one loop if the winding be

in one layer, or to one section if there be several layers. If N2 =

the number of sections, and E^, is the voltage at the brushes, the

average difference of potential between two adjacent sections is
^' *,

^2
and since all the sections of winding do not yield quite the same

proportion of volts, the maximum being about i "5 times the average,

the difference of potential between adjacent wires will not greatly

exceed about 1*5 x -f-^—''-. As this quantity is but a few volts even in

high-tension machines giving as much as 3000 volts at their terminals,

the insulation of the wires from one another presents little difficulty in

the ring armature. Herein lies its distinguishing feature which separates

it from the drum. In the latter the difference of potential between

adjacent wires is least under the centre of each pole ; but from this

point rises and reaches a maximum between two pairs of adjacent
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wires which are situated on or near to the line of commutation. The
difference here amounts to as much as the full E.M.F. of the machine,

as is in fact shown by the drum of Fig. 104; for it is there seen that

the two short-circuited loops which are at opposite potentials, one

being under the positive and the other under the negative brush, are

contiguous to one another, i.e. loops i, i', and 5, 5'; and similarly,

between the short-circuited loops and the neighbouring loops on either

side the pressure of nearly the full voltage of the machine exists.

Thus the ring winding is on the whole easier to insulate and
somewhat simpler than drum winding; yet except for outputs of

small current at very high voltages, these advantages are more than

counterbalanced by other disadvantages, so that it is now seldom

employed (cp. Chap. XIII. § 22).

The rise or fall of the potential difference between adjacent com-
mutator sectors reproduces that of the active wires, but occurs by

successive and approximately equal steps, which correspond to the

voltages induced by successive coils. In the simple ring or drum
windings which have been so far considered, each sector has its

potential raised above that of the sector behind it by the voltage due

to the section of winding that lies between the two. As explained

above, the maximum difference of potential between adjacent sectors

' . 2/> E
will not exceed approximately \'^y.^~—'', where Ng is the number

of commutator sectors. In ordinary dynamos the average difference

may be taken as ranging from two to ten volts ; e.g. in a bipolar

dynamo giving too volts with a 50-part commutator, four volts are

generated per sector. It should be particularly observed that in the

ring there can be as many sectors as there are active wires or loops,

or maximum ^^ = t, but that in the drum-wound armature there can

never be less than two active wires or one loop in a section, the

number of loops being always half the number of active wires, so

that the maximum No = -.
2

§ II. The drum winding element.—In the ring armature the

finished winding may be regarded as made up of a certain number

Nj of "elements," which are spaced at definite distances apart and

are coupled together after a systematic method. Each such winding

element may be either a single loop, in which case N^^t, or a coil

of / turns, wound either side by side or on the top of one another, so

as to form a separate little group of wires, when Nj = -
; but in either

case the element is marked by the fact that at its beginning and at

its end it has direct connection to a commutator sector. To define

the order in which the elements must finally appear as connected

together, winding rules can then be given, expressed in terms of the
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Lap-wound loop. Wave-wound loop.

/\ /\

numbers marking the consecutive spaces into which the elements in

the finished armature fall.

In drum winding the characteristic feature is the formation of the

loop or of coils, each of which has two active inducing sides. Hence
the loop or coil is sometimes treated as the basis " winding element

"

of the drum. Yet by analogy from the ring it is for many reasons

preferable to treat each coil-side as one inducing "element," so that

the simple loop of one turn is to be regarded as composed of two

elements. And this use of the term is also the most convenient, since

many drum armatures are wound with stout bars of copper, each of

which is in effect a half-loop or one element ; the complete loop which

is finally the characteristic feature, is not in evidence at the outset

when the process of intercon-

necting the component parts is

begun, and it is just at the

commencement of this process

that the armature winder re-

quires proper rules for his

guidance. Adopting then this

terminology, an element of a

drum armature is either a single

bar, if there is to be one

single loop per commutator

sector, or the group of wires

forming one coil - side ; such

a group is treated as if it

were a single bar, which

amounts to replacing the coil

of many turns by the loop of

one turn. How many turns

there are in the coil or how
they are wound is at present a matter of indifference, as we are only

concerned with the orderly connection of their ends. With single

loops Ni = T, and with coils of / turns, N^ = , just as in the ring, the

only difference being that in the drum the number of commutator

N
sectors N2 = - \ since each element is only connected at one end to

the commutator, the other connection passing at the farther end

onwards to a second element. (Cp. Fig. io6, in which each wire or

group marked with a ring constitutes one element.)

§ 12. Drum armature winding and its two forms.—In order

to obtain a practicable winding for a continuous-current armature, the

chief condition is that if the winding is traced continuously onwards

from any starting-point, each element must be once passed through, and

TT
Lap-wound coil

of 3 turns.

Each separate element marked with a ring.

Fig. io6.—Drum winding elements.

Wave-wound coil

of 3 turns.
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not more than once, before the starting-point is again reached ; in other

words, the winding must be re-entrant after every element has been

traversed. It will also be seen from Fig. 104, that in order to avoid

direct differential action between the two sides of a loop or coil in a

drum armature, the span of the loop or coil must exceed the width of

the pole-face or polar arc ; so long, however, as this is exceeded, and the

loop has therefore but little E.M.F. induced in it when in the position

li) Left hand (ii) Right hand.

Lap Loops.

(iii) Left hand. (iv) Bight band.

Wave Loops.

Fig. 107.—Lap and wave loops.

of commutation, it is not necessary that the coil-span should be pre-

cisely equal to the pitch of the poles.

In the first place let a smooth-core two-pole armature be taken for

the sake of simplicity, and let N^ elements, each consisting possibly of

a number of wires but represented by a single wire or bar, be assumed

to be distributed at equal distances round the armature core in one

layer along its surface, as in Fig. 107. If now a loop be started from

any sector or element marked i, the second side of the loop must be

formed by an element of even number separated nearly by the distance
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of the pole-pitch, in our case i8o°, e.g. by a or c, and this second

element is reached by an end-connection at the back of the armature

from the far end of element i. Element b must not be taken, since

being an uneven number it will itself be subsequently wanted to form

the starting-point of a coil, and will not at the present stage yield a

symmetrical winding. When the first loop has been formed on one or

other side of the diametric line, let the elements be numbered consecut-

ively from No. i in the direction of the back connection at the end

farthest from the commutator j the pitch of the winding is then the

number of winding spaces which must be passed through in order to

find the element which is next in series with the element from which

the start was made. Thus in forming the back end of the first loop

from No. i element, as in Fig. 107 (i.) or (ii.), the pitch is 7, and element

8 gives the second side of the loop ; whether a or ^ be chosen will be

found to merely alter the hand of the winding, but in no other way

affects its characteristic features. Thence from the front end of 8 a

second end-connection leads on to a commutator sector, and so to the

beginning of the second loop. Since each of the N^ elements has a

front and a rear end, the pitch of the two end-connections must be

distinguished respectively as y^ and y-^. In orden that each element

may have been once traversed before the winding finally closes, each

of the pitches must be a whole uneven number. In our case with an

even number of commutator sectors and the winding disposed in one

layer, the pitch at the rear end of the armature should not exceed the

N
pole-pitch = —i when reckoned in elements, and the nearest smaller

2p

number —i = — 1 — i is therefore chosen, namely,— -1 = 7. Thus
2p 2 2

the loop spans a chord slightly less than the diameter, e.g. i — 8, or is

in effect wound on one side of the core. Two distinct methods now
present themselves, by which the loop may be completed and joined on

to the next loop.

§ 13. (I) Lap-winding.—By the first or lap-winding (Fig. 107,

i. and ii.) the end of loop i — 8 is formed by bringing the wire backwards

and joining it to a commutator sector, whence it starts off again to a

third element (No. 3) on the same half of the core as the first loop and

lying within its two sides, i.e. the new loop starts with the element next

out one to the first element. To whichever side of the diameter the

two elements of the first loop fall, it is evident that the rear end-

connector should pass round the shaft on the same side, since this gives

the least length of copper ; and the direction in which the back end of

the loop is formed gives the positive direction for numbering. For the

same reason of economy in copper and to avoid crossing, the front end-

connector which leads backwards to the second loop should also pass

round the shaft on the same side as the rear end-connector. Thus the
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two pitches for each coil, i'k and r,., have opposite signs, being in opposite

directions, and the front pitch is less than the rear pitch by two, as in

our case where ji'r=7, and y\-= -5. The resultufit pitch being the

algebraic sum of the two component pitches, /.t'. _v = Vk+J'k = 2, shows

that the second winding space (not reckoning the starting-point) is to

be occupied by the next coil-side, while the average fitch }'/.= -— i,
2

shows that an advance of one commutator sector is made as each coil

is formed (Fig. 108, i.). Thus the winding keeps on returning backwards

on itself to form each loop, yet as a whole works continuously forwards

round the armature, until it finally closes upon itself after all the

N
:...y»2

^"^/ X̂

\

nrFFTw^m
(ii) Wave.

Fig. 108.—Developments of lap and wave loops.

elements have been traversed. The completed winding table of Fig.

109 L which repeats exactly the same drum as that in Fig. 104, but

with the elements numbered in succession round the armature instead

of by loops, is thus

Rear end.

7 14 9 16 II

Front end.

13 15

The end-connections at the far end, instead of being shown passing

straight across from side to side, are now curved as in practice would
be the case. At the bottom is given the development of the winding,

when the armature is supposed to be cut at the point X and opened
VOL. I.— 13
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out after the same manner as the ring armature in Fig. 105 ; the letters

rt, b, c, etc., mark corresponding portions of the end-connectors, where
they would join if the armature were again bent up into a cylinder.

Voltage of

elements

No. of element

No. of sector.

Voltage of

commutator ^
sectors.

Fig. 109 L.—Lap-wound drum. (Left handed.)

The developed winding takes the form of a number of overlapping

loops (two of which are marked by heavy lines), whence its name of

"lap-winding" originates. The rise of volts round the two circuits

of the armature and also on the commutator sectors is marked on the
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supposition of two volts being generated per element; it should be con-

trasted with that of the ring armature in Fig. 105.

While Fig. 109 L shows a left-handed lap-winding, there is added in

Voltage of

elements. 1° J?

No. of element

f^

No. of sector

>k >k /k ,. >. ,w (I " " ^' " " " o

Voltage of
I

8 [ 4
I

commatator
sectors.

Fig. 109 R.—Lap-wound drum. (Right handed.

Fig. 109 R the corresponding right-handed form with the direction of

numbering the elements altered to suit the altered direction of the

rear pitch, in order to render clear the method of applying the above

rules.
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§ 14. Multipolar lap-winding.—From Fig. 109 is easily derived

the multipolar lap-wound drum. Thus the dotted lines of Fig. no
show the armature of Fig. log l repeated a second time after cutting

Fig. iio.—Multipolar lap-wound drum. (Left handed.)

at the point X and opening out, so that it becomes a four-pole machine.

The rear and front pitches have the same numerical expressions as

before, e.g. with an even number of sectors per pair of poles, they are
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N N
odd numbers preferably not exceeding —

^ - i and —l - 3 respectively.
2p 2p

But the practical difference from the bipolar winding is that in the

multipolar these pitches span a lesser proportion of the total circum-

N
ference of the armature, smce —^ corresponds to a smaller arc. Thus

in the 4-pole field the loops, instead of spanning approximately half

the circumference, will now span approximately a quarter, and in the

six-pole field approximately a sixth of the circumference.

In the simple lap-wound multipolar armature thus obtained there

are as many parallel paths for the current, and as many points at which

it must be collected, as there are poles. Since q — 2/, the expression

for the E.M.F. induced is exactly the same as for the bipolar machine,

namely

—

E„ = Z^ .-. TX io~^ volts (22)
60

It is, in fact, of the essence of lap-winding that it should under all

circumstances give the same number of parallel paths through the arma-

ture as there are poles,* and the 2-pole form with its 2-path winding

is only a particular case of this. Just as a bipolar machine is in reality

two dynamos in parallel, each giving the same E.M.F. but together

capable of carrying twice the current that either could carry by itself,

so the 4-pole lap-wound machine is in reality two bipolar machines

on a common core, together capable of carrying four times the current

that each quarter of the winding could carry separately. And as

in the 2-pole dynamo there are two neutral points where the coils

have their E.M.F. reversed, and two corresponding points on the

commutator where the current is collected, so for the lap -wound

armature in a 4-pole field there are four such points. To collect the

current the brushes of -f sign and the brushes of - sign are respectively

joined together to form a pair of terminals to which the external circuit

is applied; thus in the 4-pole machine of Fig. no, opposite brushes,

a and c, b and d^ are connected together. If the increased number of

points of collection is regarded as a disadvantage, they may again be

reduced to two if all commutator sectors which are situated -— apart

are joined by cross-connections. The sectors which are at any moment
at the same potential are thereby joined together, and two sets of

brushes are alone required. In a 4-pole machine each commu-
tator bar must be connected to that which is diametrically opposite,

and there is a choice between two positions for the brushes at right

angles to one another. In a 6-pole machine each cross-connection

must unite three sectors situated 120° apart, and there is a further

* Although as will be seen later, a special form of multiplex wave-winding may
also give the same result oi q=^ 2p.
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choice of the relative angular position for the brushes, since they may
be either 60° or 180° apart; in an 8-pole machine each cross-connec-

tion must join four sectors 90° apart, and the brushes may be either

45° or 135° apart. Thus in general the angle between the brushes may

be —— , or any uneven multiple of this angle. Fig. 1 1 1 illustrates the

1
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mutator sector, passing round on opposite sides of the shaft. When
cross-connected, the commutator must be / times longer than before,

in order to provide sufificient surface of contact to collect the current by

the two sets of brushes ; further, the number of commutator sectors Ng

must be divisible by/.

§ 15. (II,) Wave-winding.—By the second method, or wave-

winding oi the drum, the end of the first loop of Fig. 107 (iii.) or (iv.) is

taken to a commutator sector, and thence the second loop starts with

an element lying outside the first loop ; in the 2-pole case considered,

this latter element lies on the other side of the diametric line and next

but one to the original element which was our starting-point. Since

the rear and front end-connectors of any one loop pass round the shaft

on opposite sides, their direction is continuously forwards, so that y^
and Jh are always both positive. In our case y^ +J'f=J' = Ni — 2 = 14,

and this is divided equally between the two pitches, jv and jiv

being each =7, which is therefore the average pitch =j^. (Fig. 108).

Thus the rear end of element i (Fig. 112) is connected to the rear

end of element (i-f7) = 8, and the front end of element 8 to the

front end of element (8-f7)=i5. When the winding is followed

out in the developed plan (Fig. 112), it is seen to work con-

tinuously forwards round the armature in a zigzag " wave," whence

its name. It will be seen also from Fig. 112 that for the same

hand of the system the clockwise or counter-clockwise direction in

which we touch at the sectors in continuous sequence from our starting-

point is the same as in the lap-wound drum, although the rear ends of

the loops in corresponding lap and wave armatures are in our diagram

on opposite sides of the shaft. Either the rear or the front end of the

wave loop must be on the opposite side of the shaft to its position in

the lap loop for the same hand of the system, but this hand is in fact

determined by the order of progression round the commutator, as will

be explained more fully in § 17.

Wave-winding of the two-pole drum is in its result almost precisely

equivalent to lap-winding ; the equation for the two-pole form is identical,

namely, Ea = Za . .txio"^ volts, so that for the same field and
60

number of active wires, the same E.M.F. is induced whether the

armature be lap- or wave-wound. The length of copper in each front

end-connector of the wave-wound smooth drum is somewhat greater

than in the corresponding lap-winding, but the difference is slight if the

width of the bars is small.

But when the wave principle is applied to multipolar machines,

the result is entirely different. In the multipolar wave-wound drum,

elements situated under successive poles of alternate sign are consecut-

ively traversed, and it thus becomes possible to add together in series

the E.M.F.'s produced by half the total number of elements. The
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armature is then divided into two halves in parallel, whatever the

number of poles, or ^=2. With the lap-wound armature or the wave-

wound bipolar, N^ may be any multiple of 2, but now in the simple

Voltage of

elements.

No. of element.

No. of sector.

Voltage of

Fig. 112.—Bipolar wave-wound drum. (I^eft handed.)

wave -wound armature with four or more poles, N, must never be

divisible by the number of poles. There are therefore only certain

numbers of elements possible with each number of poles, and these

may be determined by taking in succession such whole numbers as
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are divisible by 2/ and adding or subtracting 2, i.e. Nj=(any whole
number x 2p) ± 2. Whatever the number of poles, the multipolar

wave-winding after having traversed 2/ elements and so made very

nearly one complete tour round the armature, always returns to the

Fig. 113.—Multipolar wave-wound drum with two sets of brushes.

second element in front of or behind the starting-point, just as was also

the case in the bipolar wave-wound form. Thus in Fig. 113, starting

from, say, element 5 under a N. pole, the back end-connection joins it

to an element 1 2 nearly but not quite 90° ahead and under a S. pole
;

thence the circuit passes in succession to a third and fourth element
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(19 and 26) nearly 180° and 270° ahead of the starting-point, and next

to a fifth element 3, which is the second behind the original starting-

point. Hence after traversing as many elements as there are poles, the

winding on reaching the next element has always lost or gained two

winding-spaces, and by so much the tour of the armature is either

incomplete or has been exceeded. Similar tours are made, until the

wmding finally closes on itself, and the number of such complete tours

is always equal to the average of the rear and front pitches. The total

pitch, being the sum of the two component pitches, or y -y^ + v,., is

approximately equal to double the pole-pitch, but the essential relation

is that the average pitch Vx-=-'' " must be= ^~
, or in Fig. 113

with four poles and a total number of 30 elements, v^ = -— = 7 ; the
4

rear and front pitches are both in our case made == 7, and the winding

table is as follows :

—

Rear
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there is a choice as to the angular distance at which they may be set as

fixed by the angles between any pair of poles of opposite sign. Thus

in the 6-pole machine they may be set at 60° or 180°, and in the 8-

pole machine at 45° or 135°. There may, however, be as many sets of

brushes as there are poles ; that this is permissible will be evident from

an examination of the distribution of potential round the commutator

of, e.g.. Fig. 113, which shows that there are two additional points of low

and high potential respectively where a - or a + brush could be applied

and connected to the existing brushes of the same sign (the divergence

of the potentials in the diagram is due to the assumption of a uniform

E.M.F. of two volts induced in every element without regard to its posi-

tion in the field, and partly also to the limited number of elements

shown). In large machines and wherever the diameter of the com-

mutator is sufficient to give room for several sets of brushes without

unduly crowding them or bringing the sets of opposite sign into too

close proximity, it is always preferable to employ as many sets of

brushes as there are poles (Fig. 114). The armature winding is not

thereby divided into more parallels, and the current in each conductor

still remains half the total armature current. The only change intro-

duced is that the coils are now short-circuited, not only at one set of

brushes, but also by the leads connecting brushes of like polarity. If

any set of brushes be specially inaccessible, it may be omitted,

and a total number of sets intermediate between 2 and 2/ be

employed.

The equation of the simple wave-wound armature is thus

E,=/ . Z„ . ^ . TX 10-8 volts (23)
60

since the inductive effect of the several pairs of poles upon each half

of the armature is added together, and this is its true form, the expres-

sion for the 2-pole case being merely a special case which coincides

with the lap-wound expression owing to p being =1. The average

voltage between adjacent commutator sectors remains the same, namely,

N2 '

Since with the same field, the necessary number of elements
p.

. I
required for a given voltage is in the wave -wound armature only -

P
of that in the lap-wound armature, the chief advantage of the former

lies in the lesser time taken to wind it and in the fact that the space lost

in insulation of the wires is only of that lost in the lap-wound drum.

On the other hand, owing to the smaller number of commutator parts

in the wave-wound armature, it may be difficult to keep the average

difference of potential between neighbouring sectors within reasonable
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limits, and on this account it is better suited to fairly low speeds and

small machines.

§ 1 6. Lap and wave-wound armatures contrasted in

appearance.—So far the diagrams of drum-windings have shown

-m^.

Fig. 114.—Multipolar wave-wound drum with as many sets of brushes as poles.

the elements disposed in a single layer, and they are therefore most

appropriate to the smooth-surface armature. Yet for many reasons

two or more layers may be required, as, e.g., in the smooth-surface

armature with a large number of bars if they become too thin when in

a single layer. In the toothed armature with bars and separate

involute end-connectors there may also be only a single layer of
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elements in the slots, but in by far the larger number of toothed

armatures even with bars the winding is of the barrel type with the

elements in two layers, and this division into two or more layers

becomes a necessity of the case when each complete loop or coil

is formed from one continuous length of wire or copper tape. To deal

with such cases it is only necessary to number the elements after a

definite rule, as in Figs. 115 and 116, which represent a lap- and wave-

wound toothed armature, and in which the lower elements are marked
with uneven and the upper elements with even numbers. The end-

connectors of such armatures with two layers of bars are V-shaped, and

themselves fall into two layers. The developed plans of Figs. 115 and

116 then show that in the lap-wound armature the slope of the upper

layer of end-connectors at each end of the armature is aslant to the

armature core in opposite directions, while in the wave-wound armature

their slope is parallel. From this external difference it is at once easy

to determine by inspection whether a toothed armature is lap- or wave-

wound (Fig. 1 1 7).

In the smooth-surface armature, as in Figs. 109 and 112, where the end-connections

are formed partly by projecting lengths of straight bar and partly by a lower layer of

sloping strips which pass underneath the straight prolongations, then, provided the

bars are alternately long and short, the same characteristic difference is found in the

slope of the separate involute end-connectors according as the armature is lap- or

wave-wound. But in such a smooth armature there is also the possibility that the

bars instead of being alternately long and short may be all of the same length and so

arranged that at each end of the completed armature alternate bars project, yet so

that the same bar does not project at both ends. Thus in Figs. 109 and 112 the

sloping connectors at the back end may be imagined to be inclined to the armature

core in the opposite direction, the lengths of the bars at the back end being corres-

pondingly changed. No change is thereby introduced in the effect of the winding,

but the process has the result of making the slope of the end-connectors towards

the core similarly directed in the lap-wound armature and oppositely directed in the

wave-wound armature. So rare, however, is this case that almost without exception

in the lap-wound armature the connectors at the two ends slope in opposite directions,

while in the wave armature their slope is parallel.

§ 17. The hand of the armature system.—In the self-exciting

dynamo the field-coils encircling the magnet poles are connected to the

two sets of brushes on the commutator ; the direction of rotation being

given, it is then essential that when a certain polarity is assumed for the

poles of the field-magnet, the brush-polarity which follows therefrom

should cause a current in such a direction round the field-coils as to

excite the polarity assumed for the magnet. Whether N. or S. polarity

is assigned to any given pole is immaterial so long as their signs

alternate, but with the given direction of rotation the hand of the

field-winding and the brush - polarity must agree, in order that the

machine may excite itself. If one of the three related conditions

is altered, one of the other two conditions must be correspondingly
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Fig, 115.—Laprwound toothed diuni,
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reversed to obtain self-excitation. In the case of different directions of

rotation, it is usual to arrange the connections to the field-coils to suit

the respective directions of rotation of each machine, so that the third

Fig. 116.—Wave-wound toothed drum.

factor, namely, the armatures, may remain interchangeable. Especially

when a spare armature is made for a machine or an old armature is

rewound, is it necessary that the same brush-polarity is produced

;
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otherwise the original connections between the brushes and the field-

coils will need to be reversed—a proceeding which is usually highly

inconvenient in practice.

Practically all modern continuous-current drums are characterised by
the symmetry of their winding in the sense that each coil is precisely

similar to every other, and, when in position, has its ends similarly situated

in relation to the iron core and to the commutator sectors. As will be
more fully described in Chapter XIII., the most usual type employed on
a toothed armature core is known as "barrel-winding," and consists of

lozenge-shaped coils as shown in Figs. io6, io8, 115, and 116. In this

case in the lap-wound armature we are practically limited by reason of

convenience and good manufacture to taking the connections out to

the commutator from the part of the front end-connector which is

nearest to the commutator, and this is the apex of the V-shaped

end-connections exactly midway between the two coil-sides (Fig. 115).

Lap. Wave

Fig. 117.—External appearance of lap- and wave-wound
toothed armatures contrasted.

It is then in no way necessary that the " hand " of the winding in two

armatures should be alike in order to ensure the same brush-polarity,

with any assumed polarity of the field-poles and given direction of

rotation.

In the wave-wound barrel armature we are in the same way

practically limited to making the commutator junction between the

end of one coil and the beginning of the next midway between the two

coils (Fig. 1 16), and the hand of coiling of the loops does not affect the

brush-polarity on the commutator. Since the brushes are so arranged

as to effect short-circuit of the coils when their sides are in the interpolar

gaps and the coils face the poles, the positions of the brushes in both

cases fall nearly opposite to the centre of the poles. It thence results

that in both cases, whether lap or wave, zvith a counter- clockwise

direction of rotation in a dynamo {when viewedfrom the commutator end)

a positive briish is opposite to a N. pole, and a negative brush is opposite

to a S. pole, and vice versa with a clockwise direction of rotation. In the
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small hand wound drum armature, the wires leading to the commutator

can similarly to the barrel armature always be easily brought to the

mid position, so that the hand of winding becomes immaterial.

But now if the commutator connections are moved either to one

side or the other along either arm of the V end-connector away from

the central position, it is evident that the position of, say, a + brush is

gradually shifted away, so that it is no longer opposite to the centre of a

pole. Further, if in one armature the commutator connection is moved

along, say, the upper arm of the V-shaped connection to the left, and a

second armature is made with precisely similar connections and coils,

but wound of the opposite hand, the commutator connection will be

moved along the upper arm but to the right; the corresponding

position of the brush on the second armature will therefore be

divergent from that on the first armature by twice the amount through

which the commutator tapping has been moved away from its central

position.

The extreme case is found when the commutator connection is

moved through half the pole-pitch and falls in line with one or other

straight side of the coil. Such is the case of the bar-wound drum

armature with separate involute end-connectors in which the sectors are

connected to the ends of the long bars which project farthest towards

the commutator, as has been shown in the several developments of

Figs. 109 L and R, 112, 113, and 114. If two such armatures are

made with opposite hand of winding, the brush positions will be the

same, but their polarity will be precisely reversed ; when placed in the

same machine, the one will excite itself and the other will not.

Hence, while for small movements of the commutator connections

away from the mid position, the effect of different hands of armature

winding could easily be overcome by slightly shifting the brush

positions, the practical case of the bar-wound drum with straight bars

and involute end-connectors in which the brush positions fall opposite

to the interpolar gaps, necessitates that the same hand of winding be

retained if a second armature is to excite itself without reversal of the

connections to the field-coils, or rotation of the whole brush gear

through the pole-pitch.

It is then important to have a clear understanding of the effect of the armature

winding, so that the required agreement between brush-polarity and field-coils may
be ensured without fail at the outset, according to definite rules.

In the spirally-wound ring armature the hand of the winding of any section or

coil wound regularly in a single layer is a definite physical fact which is easily deter-

mined by tracing the course of the wire and comparing it with the thread of a right-

or left-handed screw. If a screw be placed horizontally before us as in Fig. 6, and

its thread is traced along its under side away from our point of ^iew, it will be found

to lead onwards towards the right if it be right-handed, or towards the left if it be

left-handed. On the same principle it follows for any coil on the upper half of a

ring armature that if we take any wire leading immediately through the interior of

VOL. I.— 14
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the ring away from our point of view and trace its course, it will lead us on to another

wire or loop farther towards our right if the coil is right-handed, or farther towards

our left if it be left-handed (cp. the right- and left-handed coils respectively in Figs.

II and 104).

If we imagine the separate commutator of the ring armature to be discarded, and

the brushes to be directly applied to the exterior turns, as if to the sectors of a com-

mutator—an arrangement which is in fact practically possible—then if we consider the

portion of the ring in which the general direction of the lines of the field as they pass

from a N. to a S. pole agrees with the direction of rotation, and follow this path across

the interpolar gap, we pass through a negative brush if the winding of the ring-coils

be right-handed, or a positive brush if it be left-handed.

When the commutator is a separate structure such as has been described above in

§ 7, then if we stand at the commutator end of a simple ring such as in Fig. 104, and

trace the winding away from any sector through the interior of the ring, we pass round

the sectors in a clockwise direction if the winding be right-handed, or in a counter-

clockwise direction if it be left-handed. Now when the helix is split up into sections,

the wire leading from one end of a coil to a commutator sector could be made to cross

the connecting wire from the other end ; if we then traced the winding from a sector

through the interior of the ring, the order of progress round the sectois would be

opposite to the direction in which each coil is in itself traversed. Such an arrange-

ment, which is only possible owing to the division of the spiral into sections, is mani-

festly inadvisable and would not be adopted in practice, but it is introduced to make
clear that when we are tracing the winding through the interior of the ring from

sector to sector in a clockwise or counter-clockwise direction,,we are virtually describ-

ing upon the top of the actual coils, whatever their hand, another imaginary helix,

either right- or left-handed as the case may be. The term " hand" may therefore be

metaphorically extended to the system of interconnections between coils and sectors

which fixes the order of progression round the commutator, and the hand of the

armature system could conceivably be opposed to the physical hand of the actual

coils. A right-handed ring system is therefore one in which the winding when traced

through the interior of the ring away from a sector touches at the commutator sectors

in a clockwise direction, and in which when the commutator occupies what may be

called its natural position (Fig. 104) with the minimum length of connections between

winding and sectors a negative brush is opposite to the interpolar gap wherein the

directions of the field and of rotation coincide. The commutator may itself be twisted

round in order to bring the brushes into convenient positions, through some angle up

to a maximum corresponding to half the pole-pitch ; beyond this it would be better

to employ the opposite hand of system. Thus finally in the ring armature in practical

construction the hand of the system always corresponds to the hand of the coils, and

when the commutator is displaced the polarity of the brushes may be determined by

imagining it to be twisted back until it regains its natural position with shortened

connections.

With a symmetrically wound drum, if any one coil be taken and divided into two

halves along the axis of the armature, one half of it or a coil-side containing one

element and a half end-connector at each end, usually lies closer to the shaft and body

of the iron armature core either throughout its entire length or at its two ends than

the other half. Suppose such a winding to be cut longitudinally across, and the

whole mass of coils to be lifted oft' the armature and straightened out as in Figs. 109 L
and 109 R ; let the coil-halves which lie closer to the shaft and iron core be still

further depressed, and the coil-halves which are farther away from the core be

elevated. Then if a rod be imagined to be thrust between the upper and lower

layers into which the coil-sides now fall, the coils will be found to form a continuous

helix round the inserted rod as an axis, with a definite hand of winding exactly as in

the ring. Starting from any sector, if we follow the lower end-connector or the path
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which lies nearest to the iron core, and thence trace the winding onwards, we are led

through one coil-side round to another element and sector which lie farther to our

right or to our left according as the coil is right- or left-handed. In any diagrammatic

representation of a symmetrical drum, the hand of the coils cannot be determined

unless the diagram shows not only the connections of the coils, but also which half of

each coil lies nearest to the core ; thus in Fig. 107, the curved connector at the front

end is assumed to lie closer to the core than the straight one. In Figs. 109 L and R
if we assume all the elements to lie on the surface of a smooth armature and so to be

equidistant from the body of the core, the sloping end-connectors as they pass under

the straight prolongations of the bars are seen to draw gradually nearer to the core,

so that the half-loops corresponding to the elements of uneven number are really

nearer to the iron than the half-loops corresponding to the elements of even number
;

hence, by the above rule each loop must be traced away from the commutator down
an element of uneven number, and is then found in these particular diagrams to be

respectively left- or right-handed.

The hand of the drum-coil thus arises from the different levels as it were of the

two halves, in virtue of which a core could be inserted between them and they fall

into a spiral. The condition that in order to determine the hand we must trace that

side of the loop or coil which at the commutator end lies nearest to the iron core is

thus the exact counterpart of the condition that in the ring armature we must follow

the winding away from our point of view through the interior of the ring. In the

particular case described in § 16, where each half-loop at the one end lies near to

and at the other end far from the core, so that the relations at the one end are

reversed at the other, the loops have no physical hand. The electrical results are,

however, thereby unaffected, so that they still have by analogy from the ring a

virtual hand, which may always be derived simply from the relative positions of the

end-connectors at the commutator end only. If the winding is traced from one sector

down the arm of the loop which lies closer to the iron core at the commutator end

on to another sector, the rear ends may be ignored, and we are virtually describing

upon the top of the actual coils, even when these have in themselves no hand, a spiral.

If we then are led onwards to the right, the coil is virtually right-handed, or if to

the left, it is left-handed.

While the virtual hand of the drum-coils is determined as above, there still

remains the question of the "hand" of the armature system, which is the more
important. In the lap-wound drum, whatever the hand of the coils as above

defined, the hand of the system is always made the same just as in the ring, and the

sectors are touched at in a clockwise or counter-clockwise direction according as the

system is right- or left-handed. The order of progression round the successive

sectors at which the winding touches in the lap armature when we start from a

lower element at the commutator end can only be made opposite to the virtual

hand of the loops if the front pitch exceeds the rear pitch, an arrangement which

practically does not exist, since it involves a needless waste of copper.

But in the wave-wound drum the hand of the system is -determined not by the

order of progression round the commutator as a whole, but by the clockwise or

counter-clockwise order in which we pass through the sectors which are adjacent to

our starting-point. The average pitch is always the number of elements either

plus or minus two (as the case may be) divided by the number of poles ; if

N
yk <C.T~ (and with a choice of average pitch, this as being the shorter is prefer-

able), the hand of the system is exactly the opposite of that of the coils themselves.

Following the lower side of a coil, we are brought by long strides right round the

armature to a sector adjacent to but behind our starting - point ; the displace-

ment through the field in which the starting-point is situated, or the "creep,"
is therefore opposed to the principal motion, and the several elements may be
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replaced by a ring-coil having the same displacemenl on the opposite hand to that

of the wave-coils of the drum. But if jx- ]>—^, and the longer average pitch is chosen,

the hand of the system agrees with that of the winding.

Thus in every symmetrical drum without exception the rule for finding the hand
of the system may lie more simply expressed by saying that ike winding must he

traced from a sector dcnvji the path which at the commutator end lies nearest to the

armature core, \.e. from the commutator end down the lower arm of the barrel-wound

loop or down the end-connector leading to a short bar in the armature with involute

end-connectors. If we are then led to touch at the sectors adjacent to our starting-

point in a clockwise direction, the system is right-hattded, or if in a counter-clockwise

direction, it is left-handed.

The brush -polarities may now be determined by the same rules as in the ring.

In an interpolar gap where the general direction of the lines from a N. to a S.

pole follows the direction of rotation, a negative or a positive brush position is

passed, according as the system is right-handed or left-handed. Figs. 109 L and
112, which agree in polarity, may be contrasted with Fig. 109 R, where with the

same field-polarity and direction of rotation, the current now enters at the top and
leaves at the bottom brush. In order to derive the more usual case when the

commutator connections are taken from the centre of the end-connection between

two coils, it is only necessary to displace the brush position in imagination along the

upper arm of the loop until its meeting with the lower arm, and it is evident that

the same brush-polarity is reached at the same spot with either hand of winding.

§ 18. E.M.F.'s and resistance of parallel paths of armature
must be equal.—Owing to the fact that the paths within the armature

winding of any closed-coil continuous-current machine are in parallel,

they may be likened to similar batteries joined in parallel so as to supply

current in equal degree to one and the same external circuit (Fig. 118).

For this to be the case it is necessary that the E.M.F.'s and resistance

of the batteries should be alike, but it is even more important in the

case of the dynamo that the E.M.F.'s induced in each branch of the

winding and theif resistances should be exactly equal to each other.

For consider the consequences if in the one half of a bipolar armature

there is generated an E.M.F, greater by one per cent, than that which

is generated in the other half; e.g. in a machine for 100 volts, let the

E.M.F.'s of the two paths through the winding differ by i volt. First

suppose that the machine is running " on open circuit," or even, without

any brushes to collect the current; then since the winding, whether

ring or drum, forms an endless helix closed on itself, there would

virtually be a constant E.M.F. of one volt driving a useless current

round the armature through the resistance of the entire winding in

series. Such a local current must absorb a corresponding amount

of power, and this evil may assume coiisiderable proportions if we

remember that the resistance of all the armature coils in series may

not be more than the hundredth part of an ohm, in which case a

current of 100 amperes is produced, and power is wasted at the rate of

100 watts. Next let the brushes be "down" in contact with the

commutator, and suppose that current is being supplied to an external
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circuit (Fig, 118); then if the negative brush be regarded as at zero

potential, the potential of the commutator sectors upon which the

positive brush rests must be equal to the internal E.M.F. of that half

of the armature which has the highest E.M.F. minus the loss of volts

corresponding to the passage of the current through the resistance of

that half. E.g. let E^ be the internal E.M.F. induced in the one

half of the winding, and c^ be the current flowing through its resist-

ance r-^ ; then so long as E^ - c^r^ is greater than Eg, the second half

of the winding will not supply any current to the external circuit, and,

further, will have a wasted current driven in a reverse direction through

it; while the first half of the winding will carry both the useful and

the useless currents, these together making up Cy But if the resistance

of the external circuit be decreased, and so C„ the external current,

be increased, the loss of volts over r^ will be increased, until after a

certain point is reached E^ — ^^rj = E2; then c^^Q^-, the second half

Fig. 118.

of the winding being entirely useless. If the external useful current

be further increased, Ej - c^r^ will become less than E.,, and the useful

current will now divide through the two halves in such proportions,

that Ej - c^r.^ = E.2 - c^r.^^, either value being the potential of the com-

mutator sector Ej on which the positive brush rests. Hence, if r^ — r„,

c.-,=
E1-E2

in other words, the current divides in unequal proportions through

the two halves of the winding, the current through r^ being greater

than that through r^ by the fixed amount necessary to lower Ej to

a terminal voltage equal to E,. If the inequality of E.M.F. be great,

an excessive current will be continually flowing through one half of

the winding, while the other is carrying less than that which it is

designed to pass ; as the heating effect is proportional to the square of the

current in each path, an unequal division soon leads to a large total
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loss and serious overheating. In extreme cases one branch of the

armature winding may even be acting as a motor fed with current

from other branches as dynamos.

The above is the result of inequality in the E.M.F.'s induced in

two halves, which have the same resistance. Next let their internal

E.M.F.'s be equal, but not their resistances, r^ being greater than r^.

Then on open circuit there is no loss ; but when the external circuit

is closed, since the terminal voltage E^, of either half must be the same,

E^, = E - c^r^ = E - c.f.^

whence

^1 _ ^2

and therefore the current divides unequally in the inverse ratio of the

two resistances.

§ 19. Necessity for symmetry of each and every section of

the winding.—It is not therefore sufficient merely that the E.M.F.'s

of the parallel branches should be equal. Given fields of equal strength

and similar distribution on either side of the armature, it is evident

that, since it rotates, the actual coils which are in any one parallel

branch are at any moment continually and progressively changing. If

one or more coils are of different resistance from the rest, the division

of the current will adjust itself to the changing resistances of the parallel

paths, and will fluctuate. Hence in order to secure permanent equality

not only of the E.M.F. but also of the resistance in the parallel paths,

each section of the winding should be exactly similar to every other

section in all respects. They must therefore consist of the same

number of turns or loops, with the same resistance and wound similarly
;

they must all be symmetrical relatively to the axis radially and circum-

ferentially. If wound in more than one layer, the length of wire in

each coil must be the same in order that all the coils may have the

same resistance. In ring-wound armatures this is easily secured, since

each coil, whether in one or many layers, is wound exactly similarly to

every other ; but in drum-wound armatures, in which there are two or

more layers of winding, special precautions are in certain cases required

in order to ensure an equal length and resistance in each and every

coil. (Chap. XIII. § 23.)

There still remains another property besides their resistance in

which the separate sections should be precisely alike, and this is their

inductance. During the rapid change of the direction of the current

in the short-circuited coils, the inductance which has already been

described in connection with alternating currents also comes into play,

and, as will be explained in Chapter XVIIL, upon this depends to a

great extent the exact position at which the brushes should be set so

as to short-circuit the coils at the right moment. Since the brushes
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can only be adjusted to suit the average coil, it is very important that

the divergence of any section from the average in both resistance

and inductance should be as small as possible.

Next, in ring or drum the brushes must be carefully set at the proper

interval, so as to divide the commutator sectors, and therefore the

armature coils, into equal circuits in parallel.

To sum up,—the condition of a successful continuous-current arma-

ture with a commutator is perfect symmetry, so that the separate

sections are as nearly as possible similar in both resistance and
inductance.

§ 20. Equalising connections in lap-wound multipolars.

—

When we pass to multipolar dynamos, it is of equal importance that

the E.M.F.'s of the several parallel branches should be exactly equal

in order to avoid an unequal distribution of the current in them and

consequent loss of power. On this

score the wave-wound forms have

a great advantage which is not

shared by the simple spirally-wound

ring and the lap-wound drum. With

wave-winding the two circuits from

brush to brush consist of elements,

influenced by all the poles in the

drum and by all the poles of like

sign in the ring ; hence if for any

reason, such as eccentricity of the

armature in the bore, or unequal

permeance of the magnetic circuits,

the inductive action of one pole

is not equal to that of any other,

this will have no effect upon* the

equality of the volts produced by the two halves of the winding. In

the multipolar spirally-wound ring or lap-wound drum, on the other

hand, it is as a matter of fact extremely difficult to secure absolute

equality of the E.M.P.'s of the different branches. In order, then,

to equalise any difference of pressure that there may be before the

current reaches the brushes, a set of cross-connections, joining points

of equal potential, may be added. These may be connected to the

commutator sectors and arranged either inside or to the side of the

commutator; they are then similar to those shown in Fig. in, but

only a few points per pair of poles need be cross-connected, usually

some number from 6 to 10, by which N2 can be divided without remainder;

thus taking, say, six equidistant points in the distance corresponding to

a pair of poles, from each point all bars or sectors situated ^—- apart

are united together by stout copper strip ; or the connections may be

Fig. 119.—Equalising connections.
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tapped off from the winding proper at either end of the armature,

as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 119 and united successively to

equaUsing rings, of which four are shown (cp. Figs. 228 and 229).

Such equaUsing connections in no way prevent the evil, but they prevent

the excess current of any stronger branch from flowing through the

brushes, and so interfering with the commutation. This they do in

virtue of the fact that they practically short-circuit the alternative path

offered by the connecting lead between the brushes of the same sign,

and the difference of the currents is therefore shunted through the

auxiliary bye-pass without having to pass through the brushes.

In the equalising connections, from the difference of the armature

currents there results an alternating current, which implies a certain loss

of watts, so that the use of equalisers does not remove the necessity

for great care in the centring, and " electrical balancing " of the

armature in multipolar fields. (Chap. XIV. § 16.)*

§ 21. Selective Commutation in wave-wound armatures
with 2p sets of brushes.—The advantages which the wave-wound

armature possesses by reason of the equality of the KM.F.'s in its

parallel branches and from its smaller number of elements and sectors

are partly discounted, as soon as it is used .with as many sets of brushes

as there are poles, by a drawback which is peculiar to the winding. As

soon as the attempt is made to take full advantage of its possibilities by

applying 2/ sets of brushes with a corresponding reduction in the

length of the commutator, the difficulty arises that equal division

of the current between the sets of brushes which are of the same

sign is entirely dependent upon the contact-resistance of the sets

being precisely equal. In the lap-wound drum, as will be made
clearer in Chapter XVII., , the armature reaction sets an auto-

matic check upon any very unequal division of the current

between the various sets of brushes, but in the wave-wound

drum this check is absent. Slight differences in the contact-

resistances of the brushes must inevitably occur, and, further, are more

or less variable ; the division of the current will then be unequal and

will fluctuate, so that at one moment perhaps one set of brushes may be

carrying far the larger part of the current. This effect has been called

selective commutation, and in consequence there may result trouble from

sparking and from overheating of the brush tips. Hence in practice it

is not advisable to rely too implicitly upon the current being exactly

equally divided, and the commutator should be given fairly ample pro-

portions of length in order to meet such cases of selective commutation.

§ 22. Winding formulae of the drum armature.—The results

obtained above in §§ 13-15 may now be expressed in a more generalised

* For a fuller discussion of equalising connections, see Arnold, E.T.Z., March 13

and 20, 1902, ahslraclcd in Eleclr. Eng., June 13, 1902; and Die Glcichstroin-

viasihinc, vol. i. chap. x. 2nd edit.
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way,* and further expanded to include certain other cases. Throughout

let « = , or the number of pairs of parallel branches into which the
2

armature winding is divided. As already explained, N^ in the drum
armature is most conveniently taken as the number of inducing coil-sides,

or twice the number of separate coils, and as each of the N^ elements

has a rear and a front end, there are two component pitches Vr and Vj.-

to each coil. The direction of the rear pitch is to be taken as the

positive direction of numbering, and the algebraic sum of the two pitches,

i.e. the resultant or total pitch y^y^-Vy^ is the advance through the

magnetic field which is made as each coil is formed, measured in terms

of the winding-spaces occupied by the elements (Fig. 108) ; y must be

divisible by 2, since its half or Vx — - = "^— — must be a whole number.
2 2

The average pitch yi. is in fact the advance of each coil measured in

terms of the coils or of the commutator sectors which in number are

N
N.,= — . Not only must v^ and Vp be whole numbers, but in order that

2

every element may be once passed through, each must be a whole

uneven number. Further, the greatest common factor of v^. and No gives

the number of independent closed helices into which the winding is

divided. In the simple cases considered up to now, y/. and Ng had no

common factor (other than i), so that a single helix closed on itself was

obtained ; but although this is the most usual case, it is not necessary

that all the elements should be traversed before the winding which is

being traced re-enters on itself; as will be seen later, a second in-

dependent closed helix may also exist on the same armature, or even

two or more such independent helices, each closed on itself, and

it is to take into account such more complicated cases that the

simple formulae which have already been given require to be

modified.

(i) Lap-winding, in which a = nip, where m may be any whole number;

jV being forwards or positive, yp is backwards or negative. The general

formulae for the two component pitches are in this class

^•^ 2}r'-^^~ '^ 2p' 'p)

so that y^ is the longer of the two.

The resultant pitch in terms of the N^ elements or their winding-

spaces is positive, namely,

2a
y=y,,^yv= .

P

* Based on the exhaustive treatment of the subject by Prof. Arnold (in Part I. of

Die Ankei-wickhtngen und Ankerkonstrudionen and later in vol. i. of Die Gkichsti'om-

maschine), to whom all writers on armature windings must be indebted.
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and is therefore always a multiple of 2 ; and the pitch in terms of the

sectors or the advance by coils is

2 p

The elements being numbered up to N^ in the positive direction as

defined by the direction which Vr is to take, the far end of the (x)th

element is joined to the far end of the {x -\-y^'Ci\ element, and the front

end of the (.r + VR)th element is joined to the front end of the

{x -\-y^ +j>'F)th element.

According to the value of w, two main subdivisions are obtained.

(a). w= I, so that a=p.
The simple bi- or multi-polar lap-wound armature which thence results,

and which has been described in §§ 13, 14, always gives as many parallel

paths for the total armature current as there are poles, or ^ = 2/. The
resultant pitch, or the distance passed through in a magnetic field

when one element is joined to another situated in the same field, corres-

ponds to two winding-spaces, orji^=2; after the two sides of the first

loop are formed, its front end is joined to the element lying next but

one to the starting-point to form th6 beginning of the second loop

(Figs. 107, 108). Each commutator sector is passed through in suc-

cession in the positive direction, since _>'/,= i. Nj^ may be any even

number, with the provisos that if equalising connections are to be added
it must be divisible by 2/ without remainder, and that in slotted

armatures N^ must be a multiple of the number of slots.

The function of b in the expressions for y^ and y^ is in the first

place to make (N^+Z^) divisible by 2/, i.e. to round off -^ to a whole
2/

number, since each of the component pitches must themselves be a

whole number. In a 2-pole dynamo N^ is always divisible by 2/ or 2, so

that when the number of sectors N2= ^ is uneven, b can be zero.
2

The pitches can then be

jFr = } and _yp = -(-]- 2)
2p ^2p '

The latter expressions show that with an uneven number of sectors per

pair of poles the rear-end connector can be equal to the pole-pitch, or,

e.g. in a 2-pole dynamo, joins diametrically opposite elements. The
actual copper strip or wire must, however, pass round the shaft on one

side or the other, and for the drum to be lap-wound, whichever side the

rear-end connector takes, the front-end connector is also disposed on

the same side. In a 2-pole dynamo with an even number of sectors

b must not be less than 2. In a multipolar dynamo ' is not neces-
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sarily a whole number, and the special function of b is then called out.

Usually, however, the number of elements is immediately divisible by 2/

in order to render equalising connections possible, and b only then

N .

becomes necessary if ^ gives an even number. It is never advisable
2/

with a smooth-surface armature to use plus b as unnecessarily increasing

the length of copper in both end connectors. But if the multipolar

machine have a slotted armature, it may occasionally become necessary

to add a positive b^ as in Fig. 115, where y^ = -J- '* = 1 7, so that the rear

4
pitch in slots, ji'j,\ may be a whole number = 4; j>'r= 13, giving j,^^ = 3,

would bring the sides of a coil within the polar arc. Yet as this is not

so frequently met with, the plus sign is given in the formulae as the

second alternative.

The quantity b has, however, another function, since it enables us

at will to further shorten the pitches below the maxima values which

have been given above. It has been explained that the lap-wound loop

of the 2-pole dynamo is in effect chord-wound even when the pitches

are as long as is advisable. So long, however, as jt^ exceeds the polar

arc, it may be made shorter than the pole-pitch, so as to approximate

more nearly to the polar arc, especially if this latter be small and the

number of elements large. The front pitch can also be proportionately

reduced, so that both end connections are shortened and the winding

has less copper and less resistance. But the chief effect is that the

two coils which are simultaneously short-circuited at the two brushes

no longer lie side by side, but are separated by a small zone of elements

carrying the full current in opposite directions. In Fig. 120 with 24

elements the rear pitch is 7 and the front 5, and between a pair of

short-circuited elements there are 4 elements whose magnetic effect is

practically nil. It will subsequently be seen that what is called the de-

magnetising effect of the armature back ampere turns is thereby reduced,

although this advantage is obtained at the expense of the short-circuited

coils being rather far from the neutral line of symmetry between the

poles. Suffice it here to say that when by an increase of b the pitches

are shortened so as to produce this effect, the method is known as chord-

winding proper, and this term is extended to cover the analogous

arrangements in multipolar lap or wave-wound armatures. Since in

toothed armatures it is advisable to spread the bars which are simultane-

ously short-circuited over as many slots as possible, a moderate amount
of chord-winding has more in its favour than in the corresponding

smooth-surface armature.

(b). in= a whole number greater than i, so that a = 2p, 3/, etc.

If at a given speed an output of low voltage but of a large number of

amperes is to be obtained, the simple lap-wound drum may yield too

small a number of elements and sectors for satisfactory working. Such
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cases may be met by recourse to the multiplex lap-ivound drum, in

which a — mp, and /;/ is some whole number greater than i. The
parallel branches being now (]= 2mp, the number of armature elements

and sectors is m times greater, and the E.M.F. is only — th of what it

No. of element

No. of sector

Voltage of
I I

^
I

8
I

12
I

16
I

20
I

20^1 16"! 12"! 8^1 4"
|
0^

commutator ^ """' '—^
sectors

Fig. 120.—Chord-winding of lap-wound drum.

would be if the same number of active wires were connected up as a

simple lap-winding.

The multiplex-wound armature thus forms a new departure, and

presents certain special features as opposed to the simplex armature

which has alone been considered so far. In order to obtain this

winding, the number of elements must have certain values to give
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whole uneven numbers for the component pitches, which are

Ni+^
^F

'Ni+Zi

2/ " ^ 2/"

There is therefore a greater difference between the two pitches than in

the simplex lap-winding, and the resultant pitch, instead of correspond-

ing to two winding-spaces, is increased vi times, i.e. y =_>',, -f- v„ — 2vi.

Similarly, instead of the commutator sectors being traversed successively,

the winding if vi = 2 touches at every alternate sector as it is con-

tinuously traced forwards; or in general, j'^. = w. The back-pitch as

before should not much exceed the pole-pitch, but may if required be

made shorter by means of b in order to produce the chord-winding

effect, so long as it does not become shorter than the polar arc.

Two variations are now found to be possible, both of which

comply with the above requirements. If Vx;
=_->'K+jFand N.,= -^ have

Fig. 121.—Duplex lap-wound 4-pole drum with single helix.

no common factor, the winding forms one single closed coil, and when

it is traversed throughout it is found to make m passages round the

armature, and then to close on itself; yet when the 2p sets of brushes

are placed on the commutator, it is divided into 2mp parallel paths.

On the other hand, if the greatest common factor of j'^ and Ng is two or

more, there result two or more independent windings, each separately

re-entrant on itself. In Fig. 121 V/. = 2 and N..
38

2
so that the

winding is a single closed coil. In Fig. 122, v^.= 2, butNo= — = 18,

so that their greatest common factor is 2, and two entirely independent

windings are obtained. Both the above are instances of duplex wind-

ing, and in either case each set of brushes must have sufficient width

of contact to cover more than one commutator sector with its insulation

on either side, so that each coil may be successively short-circuited for

a sufficient length of time to enable the current in it to be commuted
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before it is thrown into connection with a new parallel path. With a

triplex winding the width of the brushes must exceed the width of two

commutator sectors, and so on, so that preferably the width of the

brushes is made equal to ;// sectors. As it becomes difficult to main-

tain perfect uniformity of contact of the brushes over a very wide arc of

contact, each set of brushes may in such cases be staggered in order to

obtain the nece;sary effective width. The sectors are interleaved just

as the coils are, but though in either case each coil is changed from

one parallel path to another every time that it passes a brush, the

peculiarity of the first form of multiplex winding is that, if any one coil

be traced during a revolution, it will be found to pass successively

through each one of the 2mp parallel paths,* and this in practice renders

it slightly preferable to independent windings. In the second form it is

apparent from Fig. 122 that the dotted winding is simply a second

winding added to the same armature core, and interpolated between

Fig. 122.—Duplex lap-wound 4-pole drum with two independent windings.
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forwards, the sign of both is positive, and the total pitch y =j>'f. + Vp is

indifferently either their algebraic or their arithmetical sum. The
general formula for the total pitch in elements is now

whence the average pitch or the pitch in commutator sectors (Fig. 108)

is

_ _>» _ Nj ± 2rt ^ N2 ± a

2 2p p

and this latter must be some whole number.

The division of the total pitch into its two components is not laid

down by the formula, and some choice is here permissible. They may

in many cases be equal, and each equal to the average pitch or _y^,

which makes the two sets of end-connectors similar and, when these are

separate, interchangeable. But when the desired number of elements

Nj is such that an equal division would lead to y^ and jiv being even

numbers and an impossible winding, Vr may be made slightly less or

N
greater (preferably the former) than the pole-pitch J, and y^ corres-

2p

pondingly greater or less, so as to secure the necessary average pitch.

Then, as before, the rear end of the {x)\kv element is joined to the

{x +ji'K)th element, and the front end of the latter to the front end of

the (jc +Jr + v,,-)th element, but as opposed to lap-winding, y^, is

positive.

According to the value of a two forms are obtained.

(a). a=\.
This gives the simplex bi- or multi-polar wave-wound drum, for

which

and
Ni±2 ,.

yj, = —L-—, or Ni = 2/ . v^± 2

2p

N
Since y^ and N2 = —'^ have no common factor, a smgle closed helix

2

always results. The possible number of elements goes up by steps of

four in a 4 or 8-pole machine, and by steps alternately of four and two

in a 6-pole machine, and of four and six in a lo-pole dynamo. Thus

the number of elements is rather limited, and even this limited number

is only obtained by using in some cases unequal pitches, Jr being made

no winding can in the strict sense of the term ever re-enter upon itself more than

once, and it is just in the case of independent windings that on any given armature

there may be more than one point of re-entrancy.
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slightly greater than the pole-pitch ; on this account the complete

formula with the alternative of plus or minus two is adopted.

The 2-pole wave-wound dynamo also comes under this head,

since in it a = i and v^ -l-j^,. = N^ - 2. With an even number of sectors

N
the two pitches can be equal to one another, each being —^^ - i. With

2

an uneven number of sectors, Vr = - - and I'l,- =—-^ — 2, or exactly the
2 2

same values as for the similar lap-wound drum, so that the two methods

coincide, save that now the front connector advances in the same

direction as the rear connector, and this difference at once comes out

when the armature is developed and multiplied to form a multipolar

machine. When the 2-pole wave-wound dynamo is opened out and

repeated, it never gives a simplex wave-winding but always a multiplex,

though wave-wound, multipolar which will be dealt with under the next

head. Or vice versa Ni = say 34, or 30 are possible in a 4-pole

simplex wave armature, but neither can be reduced down to the 2-pole

form which requires N^ = 1 6.

If J'r=^f> any two elements which are simultaneously undergoing

short-circuit in the same interpolar gap lie side by side ; this is also the

case if the component pitches only differ by two (as is possible if the

number of sectors is not divisible by the number of poles), and the rear

pitch is the longer when the shorter of the two possible average pitches

is taken or is the shorter with the larger of the two possible average

pitches. But the same effect of reducing the armature back ampere-

turns as is produced by chord-winding in the lap-wound drum can be

produced if the two pitches are made to differ by more than the above

amounts ; a pair of elements which are short-circuited in one inter-

polar gap are then separated by two or more elements carrying the full

current in opposite directions,* as is shown in two of the interpolar

gaps of Fig. 116.

(b)..a = any whole number greater than i.

* This effect begins if with a number of sectors not divisible by tlie number of

poles the difference of pitch is 2, the rear pitch being n>ade the shorter if the

average pitch has its lower value, or the longer if the average pitch has its greater

value. With a number of sectors divisible by the number of poles and the longer

average pitch, a difference of 4 will produce the same effect if Jr is the longer, as a

difference of 8 ifJr be the shorter ; and vice versa, with the shorter average pitch a

difference of 4 with/R shorter than^p will give the same effect as a difference of 8

with /r the longer of the two. It is not practically convenient for the two sets of

end-connections to differ in length more than is necessary ; hence if the shorter of

two possible average pitches is taken with a given number of elements, it is evidently

best to make Jk shorter thanj',.-, but if the longer pitch is used the greatest effect is

obtained by making ^'r the longer of the two. Thus in the bipolar armature wherein

the shorter average pitch should always be chosen, _)/r should be shorter thanji.- ; the

same also holds for the multipolar armature if the number of elements permits of the

shorter average pitch being taken, which is the preferable case.
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The number of pairs of parallel paths may in the wave-wound drum
be made equal to any whole number by suitably choosing the number

and pitches of the elements. When a>\, there results the tnultiplex

wave-wound drum (Arnold's " Reihenparallelwicklung "), which retains

many of the characteristics of the multiplex lap-winding in that it

increases the number of paths and sectors for a given voltage, and so

lends itself to large outputs at low voltages. But its distinguishing

feature is that the number of armature paths which it yields, although

a multiple of two, bears no relation to the number of pairs of poles.

Hence a may be either />, or =/. After one nearly complete tour

of the armature passing through 2/ elements, the winding now returns,

e.g. if rt = 2, to the fourth element or to the second sector behind or

ahead of the starting-point, instead of to the second element or the

adjacent sector behind or ahead of the starting-point, as in the simplex

wave-winding with a=\. Commencing from a sector on which

N
a -H brush rests, when we have passed through —l elements, we reach

2a

a - brush, and have passed in continuous sequence through the sectors

opposite or corresponding to one magnetic field ahead of or behind

our starting-point. The same characteristics, namely, that each circuit

from brush to brush is subjected to the inductive effect of every pole,

and therefore is practically independent of magnetic dissymmetry, and

that the use of as many sets of brushes as there are poles may be

accompanied by selective commutation, are still retained as in the

simplex form. If only two sets of brushes are employed, each set

must cover more than («-i) sectors, so that no circuit may be

broken, and preferably covers a or a -f- 1 sectors, but if a number of

sets are used, each can be of less width, the short-circuiting of the

coils being effected through the brushes and the leads connecting

those of the same sign. A reduction of the number of sets of brushes

below 2a, i.e. a positive and a negative, is not to be recommended, so

that, although when a = i two sets are quite admissible with any number
of poles, this is not the case when, e.g., P = 9 and ^ = 3. In such a

case, with all the brushes in use and with, e.g., all the positive brushes

numbered from i to 9, brushes i, 4, 7 would have the same potential,

2, 5, 8 would have the same potential, and so also 3, 6, 9. Between

I and 4 there may be omitted the brushes 2 and 3, and also between

4 and 7 may be omitted the brushes 5 and 6, and so on. If /,„ = the

number of brushes of the same sign which are omitted in continuous

sequence, which will be as a maximum 2 in the above example, then

during short-circuit there are (i +p,,) coils thrown into series at this

spot, and their voltage is (i +/,„) times the voltage of a single coil.

As in the analogous case of the multiplex lap-wound drum, two
variations are possible. If y^^ and Ng have no common factor, the

VOL. I.— 15
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winding forms a single closed helix ; thus in Fig. i 237^.= 7, and N.,= 23.

On the other hand, if the greatest common factor of y,. and N2 be two

or more, this gives us the number of totally independent windings.

Obviously, if a —p, the winding bears a close resemblance to a

multipolar lap-wound drum, and in this case it may be obtained

from the 2-pole wave wound drum by opening it out and repeating

it/ times, as in Fig. 124, which is the duplication of Fig. 112. But

the great advantage of the winding lies in the fact that it enables us

to make a^p, e.f;. with 6 poles there may be 4 parallel paths in

the armature as in Fig. 123, or with 8 poles we may have 6 parallel

paths, which may often enable a standard pattern of field-magnet to

be used for widely divergent voltages and outputs without alteration.

of sectors
y°^*'*S6
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[ 8 I
l ej 16 1 12

I
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Fig. 123.—Duplex wave-wound 6-pole drum with a<.p.
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The induced E.M.F.'s of the wave-wound drum are in case (a)

N
00

and in case (b)

_/ N
a 60

A summary of the foregoing results brings out clearly the inherent

differences of the two great divisions, lap and wave-winding of the

drum continuous-current armature; by the side of the E.M.F. equation

is added in each case the corresponding value of the current in any

one armature path, or J — —^.

Lap.

a = ;«/, where vi is any whole number.

( I ) If ;y/ = I, simplex lap

N
lLa = Za. : . tXIO-

60

{2) If w>i, multiplex hap

tX IO"
/// 60

r ^a

2^

. Ca

21lip
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Each of the two multiplex windings having two forms, according as

it consists of a single helix subdivided by the brushes {y/. and Ng

having no common factor) or of several independent helices, there

19 \*) ,'-""-'', XZJ 1*

i^ is' \-J '--•' 15 ^^^

6 10 12 10 6
-^ ^ ^ x»

c'l <'! r'l <^' f'\ <'\
-+-l--^-^-j-^-l-L-.-p j-f_i

No. of sector

Voltage of To
I

4
I

8
[
12

|
12

commutator'
sectors.

o I o 12 I 12
I 8 4 I o !

Ni = 32 p— 2 a-2 y^=y^~']=y^

Fig. 124.—Duplex wave-wound drum with a=p.

result six possible forms of winding, but only four equations of induced

E.M.F. Further, the great distinction between the lap and wave

forms is brought out clearly ; with lap-winding, while the possible
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number of pairs of parallel paths must be some multiple of the number

of pairs of poles, its E.M.F. equation does not contain the term p ; on

the other hand, with wave-winding the possible number of pairs of

armature paths is independent of the number of pairs of poles, but

its E.M.F. equation contains the term /.

§23. The choice of an armature winding.— The choice

between the various alternative methods of drum-winding turns chiefly

upon the value of the total current C«, since upon this depends the

question of the number of parallel paths q which it is advisable for

the armature to present for the passage of the current. In order to

limit the inductance which retards the commutation of the current in

each short-circuited coil as it passes under a brush, it is inadvisable

r
for the current in any one path, or J = —i?, to exceed 150-200 amperes.

With special commutating poles J may be raised to 350-400 amperes

per path, when occasion requires it and the long commutator thereby

involved cannot otherwise be avoided.

Whenever the total amperage does not exceed 300 it is evident that,

without any special artifices for assisting commutation, q may be 2. In

such cases with a simplex lap winding for which q = 2/, we are led to a

single pair of poles. Yet experience has shown that, except for very

small outputs at high speeds, a 4-pole machine is in general cheaper

to manufacture, since among other reasons the multipolar field renders

possible the use of former-wound coils which are in themselves cheaply

produced. Further, the yoke and magnetic circuit of the bipolar

machine is heavier, and even though its field copper may be less than

that of the 4-pole machine, the total cost of the magnet is usually

greater. A 4-pole field magnet is therefore more likely to exist as the

standard pattern to which the designer must conform. From the data

of the required output and speed the designer can estimate approxim-

ately what size of armature core is suitable, and which of the standards

at his disposal fulfils the requirements most nearly. As a 4-pole

machine may thus be assumed for manufacturing reasons, a simplex

wave-winding will be adopted for the present range of amperes. The

only limit to this is in the case of such high speeds and low voltages

that with simplex wave-winding the number of commutator sectors per

pair of poles falls below the minimum of 30, when a simplex lap-

winding will be adopted in preference.*

When the total amperes exceed 300, and a 4-pole field is still suit-

able, the transition is made to lap-winding, the dividing line being drawn

according to the circumstances of the particular case. In a 4-pole

field, lap-winding with two turns per section has the same number of

sectors as the single-turn wave, and the latter is to be preferred to the

* Occasionally a 3-lurn lap-winding may work in more conveniently than either a

single-turn or 2-turn wave between which it falls.
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former; but as with the current under consideration one turn per

section should not be exceeded, the comparison is only between the

single-turn wave and the single-turn lap, the latter having twice as many
commutator sectors. The use of the lap-v.'inding is therefore limited

by the commutator sectors becoming too thin and numerous for

economical manufacture, and the wave-winding is limited in the other

direction when the sectors become too few in number.

When Ca> 400 amperes, the number of armature paths need not

C • •

exceed q =—?-, and the next step is to try provisionally the number of
200

poles which this condition gives, namely, 2p = q and a simplex lap-

winding. This is then in all cases to be adopted except in certain

cases which have now shortly to be considered.

The size of machine necessarily increases with the output per rev.

per min., and it is not practically advisable to increase the length

beyond certain well-defined limits, so that it is the diameter rather than

the length of the armature core in which the increase is actually made
to meet increasing outputs. Next, for every diameter of core there is a

minimum number of poles below which it is not advisable to go, owing

to the great weight of iron in the yoke (cp. Chap. XIV. § 18). Thus

whenever an output of high voltage at a low speed demands a machine

of large diameter, but is combined with such a comparatively small

current that --""=2/ gives a number of poles below the minimum for
200

the diameter, a multiplex wave-winding will be adopted. Such a case is,

in fact, analogous to our first use of simplex wave-winding with four poles

in preference to a bipolar lap-wound machine. The same alternative of

multiplex wave-winding also enables the designer to meet the case when

a pattern already exists in which the number of poles is larger than the

current per path calls for, and the wires or bars and sectors of the lap-

winding become too numerous and small for cheap and easy production.

Thus a 6-path winding might be used in an 8-pole machine.

When it is found convenient for the number of parallel paths to be

equal to the number of poles, or a=p, and with the same number of

active wires the choice is open to the designer of either a lap-winding

or a multiplex wave-winding, e.g.^ duplex with 4 poles or triplex with

6 poles, the preference should rather be given to the lap-wound

armature.*

Next, if the armature current be large, and the number of poles

required by simple lap-winding is beyond that which the existing

pattern of field-magnet possesses or exceeds the limit usually called

for in commercial practice, two alternative courses are open to the

* The writer here ventures to differ from the opinion of Prof. Arnold, who
recommends the general use of the multiplex wave winding in preference to lap

windings {Die Gleichstroinmaschine, vol. ii. p. 214, 2nd edit.).
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designer. A compromise may, in the first place, be effected by

'adopting the smaller number of poles and a multiplex lap-winding

giving 2mp parallel paths. E.g.^ if the simple lap-winding leads to

eight poles, but four poles are otherwise more advantageous, an 8-path

winding with 7n = 2 will be preferable to a 4-path winding, since the

mutual inductance of the smaller subdivisions, even though they are

side by side, will be less than the self-inductance of the undivided

coil, and the commutation is thereby to a certain extent improved.

More especially is this course to be recommended when not only

are the amperes large, but also the voltage is low, and the speed

comparatively high. The maximum number of elements and sectors

which the simple lap-wound drum of the desired dimensions can yield

may then be too small for satisfactory working, but by the adoption

of the multiplex lap-winding the requirement that the number of

sectors per pair of poles must not fall below a certain minimum is

met, since their number becomes m times as great. There remains,

however, the reverse objection that with the given field even a duplex

lap-winding may and often does lead to too large a number of elements

and sectors. The second alternative can then be adopted, namely,

a multiplex wave-winding, since with this we are independent of

the number of poles, and, e.g., can use a 6-path armature with

four poles.

§ 24. Equalising connections for multiplex wave-winding.
—When the number of poles is large the lap-wound armature will

usually be fitted with equalising connections, but in doubtful cases,

when comparing the relative merits of lap and multiplex wave-winding,

it should be borne in mind that the latter, in spite of its comparative

freedom from the effects of unequal pole-strength, is preferably also fitted

with equalising connections. By their use the tendency towards selective

commutation is reduced when, as is almost invariably the case, as many

sets of brushes are to be used as there are poles. The commutator

need not then give any great margin in the contact area of each set of

brushes, so that they may better be able to deal with more than their

strict proportion of current.

The primary condition for symmetrical equalising connections is

N—^ = a whole number, and the same condition really also applies to the
a

brushes, since each set of the same polarity should be at a spot of

precisely equal potential. Thus in the multiplex wave-wound armature,

if i^ — a fraction, and —^ is not a whole number, the parallel branches
a a

do not contain the same number of wires and do not necessarily

generate exactly equal E.M.F.'s, so that they are subject to equalising

currents through the brushes. But in such a case for the same reason

true points of equal potential at the ends of the bars to which equalising
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connections can be applied are absent. Hence with -2 = a fraction, if ~2
a a

does not naturally work out to a whole number, it should be made so

by the device of adding 2a "dead" bars, and increasing the number of

N N 2a
slots from —-^ to -^-\ , where u,^ = the number of coil-sides per slot.

Equalising connections can then be added, and there only remains the

dissymmetry due to the bars which are interconnected not occupying

exactly similar positions within the slots.

Perfectly symmetrical points for connection by equalisers are

obtained (i) with ^ = a whole number when -- is also a whole number,
a a

or (2) with - =a whole number when — is a whole number. Here

n^ — the total number of slots, and such numbers should therefore be

chosen by preference. In case (i), if -^ is not naturally a whole
a

number, the dissymmetry is only that due to the positions of the bars

within the slots, and if the amount of this is objectionable it can be

entirely removed by the same device of adding 2a "dead" bars.*

(Cp. § 25.)

§ 25. Numbering of elements in toothed armatures.

—

When by such considerations the desired size of armature core and

the type of winding have been determined, a preliminary trial will

decide the approximate number of active wires t, and our knowledge of

the amperes to be carried by each will guide us as to the number of

turns permissible in a coil, whence - = Ni, which must be an even

number. Next, such numbers as do not admit of the required winding

must be rejected, and for this process it has to be borne in mind that

for the wave-wound armature the average pitch must be found prefer-

ably by deducting 2a from N^ (or less often by adding 2a to Nj) and

dividing by the number of poles, when the quotient must be some

whole number. Certain special conditions which apply in the case of

toothed armatures must next be taken into account.

In toothed armatures, since the number of elements in a slot must be

(except under particular circumstances to be mentioned below) an even

number, it has been stated that N^ must be a multiple of the number

of slots. With separate end-connectors, say of the involute type, there

may be only one layer of elements in the slots, but, as already explained

in § 16, in by far the larger number of cases, even with bars and barrel

* The application of equalising connections to wave-wound armatures is largely

due to Prof. Arnold, and is very fully discussed in Die Gleichslrommaschine, vol. i.

chap. X, (2nd. edit.) to which source acknowledgment of indebtedness for the above

is made,
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winding, and necessarily with coils wound from a continuous length of

wire, there are two layers of elements in the slotted armature. This

second condition still further limits the possible choice of N^ to some

multiple of twice the number of slots. Thus the number of com-

mutator sectors or Ng also becomes some multiple of the number of

slots. Even when there are more than two elements vertically one

above the other in each slot, yet for purposes of calculating the pitch

of the winding they are to be divided into two layers, and must be

numbered after a definite order in which they would occur if the

armature were made smooth and the coil-sides were spread out evenly

over the core. Thus Fig. 125 shows two possible arrangements in

which, if the coil-sides were uniformly spread out, the even numbers

would fall between the uneven numbers, and in each case the even

numbers and the uneven numbers respectively form one layer of

elements.

Next, the distinction must be carefully noted between the pitch in

1 3 5

Slot No. 1

31 33 35

6

12 3 4 5 6

Fig. 125.—Slot-pilch and element-pilch.

elements as previously described and the pitch in slots as in Fig. 125,

where the slot-pitch of the coil is in both cases 5, while the element-

pitch in the two cases is 31 and 21. When the winding table in

elements for any class of winding has been drawn up, the slots

numbered consecutively in the direction of the back pitch from

No. I which contains No. i element at one side, and the order of

num!)ering the elements in a slot settled, it is easy to pass from the

winding-table in elements to that in slots. Each element number in

the former table must be divided by the number of elements in a slot
\

if there is no remainder, the quotient gives the number of the slot, and

the element is the last one which completes the slot in question ; if

there is a remainder, the element falls into the next slot to the whole

number, and in the place indicated by this remainder.

With coil-winding in two layers, if we are to retain complete similarity

of all coils, it is a necessity of the case that the rear-pitch reckoned in

elements must be equal to (a whole number x number of coil-sides in

a slot) ////J one ;
/.(. r,. =yK?/;, + 1, where u,, is the number of coil-sides
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in a slot and^r is the rear pitch in slots, and this condition of similarity

of all coils so universally obtains that it may be regarded as the normal

case. The rear slot-pitch as so discovered, namely, v^r ='^^ , must

then be checked by comparison with the polar arc and the pole-pitch,

to see that it avoids differential action ; it must exceed the width of the

pole-face, and in fact should not approach it too closely, and on the other

hand it should not greatly exceed the pole-pitch = ', where «^ = the
2p

total number of slots. In the lap armature it is never advisable for the

rear-pitch to exceed the pole-pitch unless absolutely necessary, since

the length of copper is then increased, but in the wave armature this

may more freely be allowed when it is necessary to divide the pitches

unequally.

It remains to add a few further remarks which have reference solely

to the wave armature. When the rear-pitch has been fixed as described

above, the front pitch in elements = the average pitch in elements phis

the number by which the back-pitch in elements was less than the

average, or (less often) minus the number by which the rear-pitch

exceeded the average pitch. If all the slots in a toothed wave-wound

armature are to be fully filled, N^ must be a multiple of the number of

slots, i.e. N, =«„ X «^; y,,= ——^^=^, and this must be a whole number.
2p

It thence follows that, when as usual u„ is 2 or more, and the machine

is multipolar, ^^' cannot be a whole number, i.e. the number of slots in

/
the wave-wound drum must not be divisible by/. Next, we find that

with more than two coil-sides per slot there are in multipolar machines

only certain numbers of coil-sides per slot which will give a wave-winding

and at the same time fill all the slots.

The complete table of possible numbers of coil-sides per slot in

order to fill every slot is thus, e.g., for a= i, ie. simplex wave :

—

"io. of poles.
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THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF IRON

§ I. The conditions affecting the permeability of iron.

—

The magnetic properties of iron have ah-eady been alluded to in

Chapter III., but it is now necessary to consider the subject more fully,

and at the outset to recur to the experiment of wrapping a number of

insulated turns of copper wire uniformly round a ring (Fig. 9), and
passing a current through the wire. The number of lines that flow

through the interior of the magnetised helix is then measured by means
of an exploring or test coil, and the deflections which it produces in a

ballistic galvanometer.* Attention has already been called to the

primarily important fact that with a given magnetising current the

flux through the magnetised ring is very much greater if its coils

enclose an iron core than if they encircle merely air, wood, or

other non-magnetic material. But further, if we make the same

experiment upon two rings of iron of the same dimensions but of

different quality, e.g. one of soft annealed wrought iron and the other

of cast iron, it will be found that the same magnetising current will not

produce nearly so many lines in the cast iron as in the wrought iron,

from which it follows that the permeability of the latter is greatly

superior to that of cast iron. The physical and chemical qualities of

the substance do, in fact, exert a powerful effect upon its magnetic

properties, e.g. if steel be alloyed with 12 per cent, of manganese, it

becomes almost non-magnetic.

Next, if we take a ring of any magnetic material and vary its

magnetising current, the number of lines flowing through it will also

vary, but not by any means in proportion to the strength of the current

—a very striking fact which sharply divides off iron from air ; for the

number of lines through a ring of air is simply proportional to the

magnetising ampere-turns. Roughly speaking, the flux induced in iron

will for a small number of ampere-turns be almost proportional to vary-

* For a description oftlie exact method the reader is referred to Ewing's Magnetic

Inductioti in Iroti and other Metals, 3rd ed., chap, iii ; Vignoles, "Researches in

Electro-magnetic Induction " in the ^/tr/;vV/a«, May 15 and 22, 1891 ; Hopkinson,

"Magnetisation of Iron," Phil. Trans., 1885 ; and Du Bois, The Magnetic Circuit,

chaps. X. and xi.
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ing strengths of current, but after a certain flux density is reached each

successive increase in the strength of the magnetising current will pro-

duce less and less effect ; the permeability of the iron therefore falls

off, or, as it is generally termed, the iron becomes saturated, and
presents a greatly increased reluctance to further induction of lines.

Lastly, if we raise the magnetising current to a certain value, and

then gradually reduce it to zero, the lines produced in a ring of air

also vanish entirely ; if, however, there be an iron core to the ring there

are still some lines passing through it, even when the magnetising

current has been reduced to nothing ; in other words, the iron " retains
"

a certain amount of magnetism, so that zero magnetising current does

not necessarily imply zero flux, and we are confronted with the problem

of a flux of lines without any corresponding magneto-motive force.

In more general terms, if the current be raised to some high value,

and be then gradually reduced to a smaller value, the number of lines

flowing through the iron is not the same as when the current had the

same smaller value, but was being increased in strength ; it is, in fact,

greater when the current is being decreased than when it is being

increased, although the actual value of the current strength may be the

same. Again, we find that no such phenomenon takes place in the

case of air or other non-magnetic substance.

It is evident, therefore, that the permeability, /a, of any material

depends, not merely upon whether it is magnetic or non-magnetic, but,

if it be the former, upon three conditions. These may be summed up

as follows : (i) lis physical and chemical state, e.g. whether it be wrought

iron or cast iron, annealed or hardened ; or whether it be alloyed

with other substances, and what is the percentage in which these

are present. So far, the permeability is analogous to the electric

conductivity of metals which are similarly affected by their physical

state or by their purity. But the permeability even of a definite

chemical substance in a definite physical state is not a constant quality

;

it also depends on (2) the value of the induction. Regarded from this

point of view, the permeability is a function of B, the flux-density of

the lines per square centimetre or />t=/(B). Herein it differs decisively

from the analogous property of electrical conductivity, for in the case

of the electric circuit the resistivity of the material composing it is not

a function of the current, but is independent of the amount of current

flowing through it, save in so far as this indirectly affects the temper-

ature of the conductor. Although, therefore, the analogy between

magnetic permeability and electric conductivity is perfect in the case of

air and non-magnetic bodies, it is far from holding in the case of iron.

While the permeability of iron may be 2000, or even more, with an

induction 6 = 5000, yet when the flux-density has been raised by

special methods to the extremely high value of 45,350, the value of /x

is reduced to less than 2. From this it will be seen that although air.
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gun-metal, zinc, etc. may be regarded as magnetic insulators relatively

to iron when the latter is weakly magnetised, yet when the iron is

" saturated " the difference in their permeabilities becomes extremely

reduced ; for values of B in wrought and cast iron, such as are ordin-

arily reached in practice, their permeabilities may be said to stand to

that of air in the ratio of about 200 or 100 to i, but for higher values

it continually decreases, until for intense saturation they may be only

about double that of air. Next, the permeability depends upon (3)

the previous magnetic history of the metal, i.e. upon whether it has been

previously subjected to a larger or a smaller induction. The iron

is affected, as it were, by its history, so that the number of lines

passing through it differs in the two cases of an ascending or a descend-

ing induction. Lastly, the permeability of iron is affected by temper-

ature, but as this effect is hardly noticeable within the range of temper-

ature that is met with in the ordinary working of dynamos, it may for

our present purpose be dismissed as negligible. Such being the com-

plex nature of the permeability /a = — , it is necessary to examine care-
rl

fully the whole process of the magnetisation of iron, and represent it

graphically by curves of induction or flux-density, connecting together

corresponding values of B and H.

§ 2. Ascending and descending curves of induction.—From
the known number of turns T, and amperes A, flowing in a magnetising

helix, we can obtain H — --^'^- , i.e. the total magneto-motive force

acting round the ring of Fig. 1 1 divided by the length in centimetres

over which that force is distributed, or 1*257 times the ampere-turns

per centimetre length. It may here be recalled that this quantity H in

C.G.S. units—in other words, the magnetising intensity of the field in

which the iron is placed, or, as it is sometimes called in the present

connection the " magnetising force," to which the iron is subjected—is

also the fall of magnetic potential which takes place over a centimetre

length of the substance forming the core of the helix when B lines flow

through each square centimetre of its cross-section. By varying A and

measuring the corresponding Z == B^ (.y being the area of section of the

iron in square centimetres) a number of corresponding values of H and

B * are obtained, and these when plotted as abscissae and ordinates re-

spectively are joined to form a curve of flux density. Let us first take a

soft annealed wrought-iron ring ; let this be previously unmagnetised, and

therefore in an entirely neutral state, or else let it be carefully demag-

netised by means of a gradually decreasing alternate current passed

through the magnetising helix; let us then determine its ascending

curve, the current being increased in strength step by step, and the

flux-density being separately determined for each step. At the outset,

* For certain corrections in practice, see Niethammer, E. T.Z., 1898, p. 688.
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for very small magnetising intensities, the value of B rises at a certain

slow rate almost proportionately to the increase of the intensity ; when,
however, the intensity has reached a value of about i or 2 C.G.S. units,

the rate of rise of the induction changes very rapidly to a much in-

creased value ; at this new rate the induction again continues to rise

almost proportionately to the increase of the magnetising intensity.

P«!
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approximately into three different portions, marked a, h, ^ ; for a short

distance from the origin it is but sUghtly inclined to the horizontal

axis, along which the magnetising intensity is reckoned ; it then passes

by a rapid bend into a long part, b, of great steepness, and approxim-

ately straight; gradually, however, the curve bends over, forming a

rounded corner, or " knee," and finally continues to rise in a slightly

curved line, c, inclined at a small angle to the horizontal axis.

After having reached the point E on the ascending curve of flux-

density, let us gradually reduce the strength of the magnetising

current, and so of the magnetic intensity. Again measuring values

of the flux at different stages, we are thence enabled to trace

the curve of descenditig induction, and this, as has been already stated,

is by no means identical with the ascending curve. It is marked II.

with a downward arrow in Fig. 126, and is considerably higher than

the ascending curve, so that when the magnetising intensity is zero

it cuts the , vertical axis at some point R, considerably above the

horizontal axis. The height OR measures the number of lines still

passing per square centimetre of the iron when the magnetising

intensity has been gradually reduced to zero, or the residual ftiagnetic

induction of the iron ; its exact amount depends upon the value to

which the induction in the iron has been previously raised, and from

which, as a starting-point, the reduction began, while the proportion

which it bears to the maximum induction reached is an indication of

the retentiveness of the iron. After reaching point R on the downward

curve, a negative magnetic intensity is required, or, in other words,

the direction of the intensity H must be actually reversed by reversing

the magnetising current, in order to reduce B to zero. The amount

of this negative intensity, which has to be applied in order to reduce

B exactly to zero after it has been previously raised to a high value, is

called the coercive intensity of the iron ; it is measured by the length of

the line OC in Fig. 126.

§ 3. Saturation a relative term.—If, after reaching the point

E on the ascending curve, the magnetising intensity, instead of

being reduced, had been still further increased, the curve would

become flatter and flatter, but it never becomes truly horizontal

;

although the iron may now be said to be " saturated," the induction

B never ceases to increase when the magnetising intensity is in-

creased, so that there is no definite limiting value of B beyond which

it cannot be raised; the permeability ot the iron is enormously

reduced, but even when the peculiar action of the iron in increasing

the magnetic flux is almost imperceptible, more lines can always be

propelled through the helix, just as if it were a simple solenoid

enclosing merely air and without any core of iron. Saturation is, in

fact, so far as lines of induction are concerned, a relative term, with

no particular numerical significance. The iron is commonly said to
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be " saturated " when the curve of flux-density has begun to bend over

at the rounded knee between b and c, but the exact appearance of

the curve and position of the bend largely depend on the respective

scales to which B and H are plotted. Fig. 127 shows the curves of
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a convenient size of diagram, and it will be seen that now the bend
of the curve for annealed wrought iron appears to be at B= 14,000

instead of at B=-- 11,000, as in Fig. 126.

§ 4- Physical and chemical conditions as bearing on
magnetic properties of iron.—The permeability of iron is largely

affected by the presence of impurities, intermixed or in combination

with it, such as phosphorus, sulphur, tungsten, or manganese, and
also by the closely connected physical quaUty of " hardness." The
exact influence of any one ingredient it is most difficult to determine,

since its absence or presence may affect not only the chemical com-

position but also the melting-point, the processes by which the metal

must be treated during manufacture, and the interaction of the other

impurities. It may, however, be said that the most important in-

gredient on all these scores is carbon ; its presence in a combined state

being detrimental to the permeability.* Wrought iron, when rolled

into thin sheets or drawn into wires, may usually be relied upon as

being soft, owing to the processes of manufacture through which it

has to be carried, and, further, in this form it admits of a very thorough

annealing. When, however, such sheets are stamped or punched out

into the shapes suitable for dynamo purposes, it is usual to subject

the stampings to a further rean?iealing, since by the process of

stamping they become, to a certain extent, hardened. The annealing

process should be carried out in air-tight closed boxes or chambers,

since mere annealing in a fire open to the air reduces the permeability.

In cast iron the effects of impurities and of hardness are again very

marked. The iron used for castings should be specially soft and pure,

and all hardening or chilling of it after casting should be avoided.

The total amount of carbon present in a combined form or as

graphite may vary from 3 to 4^ per cent., but should be low in order

to reduce the percentage of combined carbon, if possible to less than

o"5 per cent. Approximately, it may be said that, for ordinary values

of H between 40 and 80, the permeability of cast iron is less than

half that of forged iron or cast steel ; but different samples of cast

iron show much more divergence among themselves in permeability

than would be found in as many samples of wrought iron. In steel

castings combined carbon is again objectionable, and should not be

present to a greater extent than 0*2 per cent., the temperature at which

it is cast being correspondingly high. An alloy of steel with 5 per cent,

of nickel has been used with success to combine a permeability as

high as that of good cast steel with great mechanical strength after

forging.!

* II. F. Parshall, "Magnetic Data of Iron and Steel," Proc. C. E., 1896, vol.

ctxvi.

t A " B-H " curve for a nickel-steel forging, containing 3*5 per cent, nickel,

with an elastic limit of 50,000 lb. per square inch, and an ultimate strength of 80,000
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The amount of " retentiveness " and of " coercive intensity " like-

wise varies greatly in different qualities of iron, and is affected by

their purity and hardness. It will be seen from Figs. 127 and 130

that when a high magnetising intensity is gradually reduced to zero,

the residual magnetic induction which persists in annealed wrought

iron is about 7000 or 8000, while for cast iron it is about 3000 to

4000. The retentiveness of soft annealed wrought iron is greater

than that of any other material, since as much as 80 or 90 per cent, of

the induction may be retained, but this amount is much reduced

if the iron circuit be incomplete. Its coercive intensity is, however,

very small, and the residual flux is quickly reduced by a feeble

demagnetising intensity, or by mechanical vibration, jarring or tapping.

Hard iron and steel, although retaining less magnetic induction than

soft iron, keep it much more strongly, and therefore permanent

magnets, which are required to maintain their magnetic properties

in spite of mechanical shocks or demagnetising influences, are made
of steel, the most suitable alloy being tungsten steel, of which the

coercive intensity is as much as 50 C.G.S. units. Were it not for the

fact that a high flux-density cannot be obtained with hard steel owing

to its low permeability, the field-magnets of dynamos would be made
of steel permanently magnetised, and requiring no exciting current.

In default of a material which is at once permeable and retentive,

and possessing considerable coercive intensity, we are compelled to

employ soft iron or mild steel magnets ; these are permeable, but

require the exciting current to be continuously maintained round them

in order that they may not lose their magnetism entirely under the

mechanical vibration to which the dynamo is subject when running, or

through demagnetisation by the current-turns of the armature.

§ 5. B-H curves of iron and steel.—While the curves of Fig.

127 serve for a general comparison of the permeabilities of various

materials, they need to be supplemented by further curves showing

more in detail the relative merits of such materials as are in everyday

use in the commercial manufacture of dynamos. These may be

divided into the four main groups of iron or steel forgings, steel cast-

ings, cast-iron, and sheet iron or steel stampings, the first three being

used in field magnets, and the last in armature cores.

For dynamo magnets, both wrought and forged-ingot iron, which

were for long the favourite materials, have been almost entirely super-

seded by steel or iron castings. The yoke-rings of modern multipolar

machines are better suited to castings, and cast steel for moderately

high inductions above B= 12,000, such as are in practice required,

is superior to even the best wrought iron, such as annealed Low-

moor or Swedish. The magnet-cores of poles, when circular in cross

lb. per square inch is given by Mr. B. A. Behrend in Proc. Ainer. I.E.E., July 1908,

vol. xxvii. ("A New Large Generator for Niagara Falls").

VOL. I.— 16
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section, are, however, conveniently made from rolled bars of ingot iron.

The three materials of Fig. 128 have this in common with wrought iron,

that they are all either forged under the hammer or press, or are rolled

into bars. But while wrought iron consists of puddled balls or scrap-

iron pieces welded together by hammering, its fibrous structure still

bearing witness to its method of manufacture, the forged ingot irons are

homogeneous in their nature, having been at the outset thoroughly

fused together in the furnace. While chemically they may be ranked
as mild steels with a small percentage of carbon, the term " ingot iron

"

and its more expressive German equivalent " flusseisen," indicate that

i^nduction, B.
20,000

8,000
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nearly as possible pure iron with only such admixture of carbon or

other substances (silicon, phosphorus, and manganese) as may enable

them to be conveniently worked during the process of manufacture.

An average analysis for magnetic cast steel would give, e.g., carbon o'o8

to o'i5 per cent, silicon 0*2 to 2 per cent., manganese a trace, and

phosphorus and sulphur as low as possible. In fact, the total impurities

present, including carbon, may not exceed o'3 per cent., the remaining

997 per cent, being pure iron. The material of curve i in Fig. 128

may be credited with the highest permeability over an extended range

;

at low inductions it is slightly superior to wrought iron, and it is only

Induction, B.

4,000

50 60 70 80

Ampere-Turns per centimetre length.

Fig. 129.—Flux-density curves for steel castings.

surpassed by an exceptionally good cast steel, when the induction is

pressed beyond B = 18,000. Its curve is nearly identical with that of

an almost perfectly pure specimen of iron prepared specially for

laboratory purposes.

The curve for a cast iron of specially good magnetic quality is given

in Fig. 130 ; its composition was approximately 70 per cent, of machinery

scrap and 30 per cent, of a soft hematite pig-iron.

For the core plates of armatures the material in general use is

still often erroneously called " charcoal-iron," but it is no longer now

manufactured with charcoal after the technical sense of the term ; it is

in reality mild steel of very nearly the same nature as that of the larger

masses of ingot iron or steel forgings. From the similarity of their
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chemical analysis armature stampings (Fig. 131) may be expected to

have a permeability similar to that of the same iron or steel when tested

in bulk, and such is in fact the case. The only difference is that owing

to its repeated mechanical treatment in the rolling-mill, and its subse-
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added. Lastly, in Fig. 133 is given a permeability curve which may be

taken as representative of good iron or steel, such as is commonly used

in dynamo work. It shows how marked is the alteration of \l for

different values of B, the maximum value 2450 being reached in this

particular case at B = 6000.*

It will now be fully evident that the relation between B and H, or

the permeability of a given sample of iron, even with a definite

magnetising intensity, cannot be absolutely specified, and may take any

one of a certain range of values according to the previous treatment to

which it has been subjected. Since, however, the effect of hysteresis is

30 40 50 60 70 80

Ampere-Turns per centimetre length.

Fig. 131.—Flux-density curves for stampings.

very slight when the iron is strongly magnetised or " saturated," and

since in dynamo field-magnets the iron is usually magnetised to a fairly

high induction of over 14,000 in wrought iron and steel or 6500 in cast

iron, the value of B for a given magnetising intensity will differ little,

however the latter has been arrived at,—that is, whether the magnetising

* For various methods of comparing or measuring permeabilities, some of them

suitable for practical use in the workshop, see Du Bois, The Magnetic Circuit, chap.

xi. ; Prof. Ewing, "The Magnetic Testing of Iron and Steel," Proc. C. E., May

1896, and Magnetic Induction in Iron and Other Metals, 3rd ed. chap. xii. ;
Lamb

and Walker, Journ. Inst. Electr. Eng. , vol. xxx. p. 930 ; Drysdale, Journ. Inst.

Electr. Etig., vol. xxxi. p. 283 ; and W. H. F. M.uxAoc\\, Journ. Inst. Electr. Eng.,

vol. xl. p, 137.
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intensity has been decreased down to or increased up to that value,

(see Chap. XV. § 3).

§ 6. Magnetic hysteresis.—Reverting to the downward curve of

Fig, 126, it is seen that the changes in the magnetic state of the iron

are not coincident with the changes in the strength of the magnetising

OQ

\
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shortly as the magtietic hysteresis* of the iron. In considering this

phenomenon it should be carefully noted that it is not a lagging behind

in point of titne, since the actual time taken for the changes in the

value of the magnetising intensity (provided they be not extremely

rapid) is immaterial. The magnetic hysteresis depends merely on the

order of succession of the different current strengths, and even long

intervals of waiting, during which the magnetising intensity is kept

constant, do not obliterate the distinction between ascending and

descending curves. What is really implied by the term " magnetic
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A com-

therefore

and the

II. and

Fig. 134.

Let us now continue the descenduig curve from the point C onwards

by increasing the negative magnetising intensity, and so reversing the

direction of the induction. After reaching some point E', let us gradu-

ally reduce the negative magnetising intensity, reverse it, and increase

its strength in the former positive direction. A new ascending curve

marked III. is thus traced, which again shows hysteresis ; it differs in

shape from the previous ascending curve, which started with the iron

in a neutral or " virgin " state, but is analogous to the descending curve

II. By carrying the new
ascending curve up far

enough it will eventually

cut curve II., say at E,

and we thus arrive at the

same point whence we

started to trace the de-

scending curve,

plete loop has

been described,

two curves Nos.

III. enclose a certain area

depending upon the extent

to which they diverge from

one another between the

points E and E'. The
magnetising intensity has

been taken through a cycle

of changes in direction and

value, eventually returning

to the same point as that

from which the cycle began,

and the iron has similarly

been taken from a positive

to a negative induction

and back again. It is not,

however, necessary that

the magnetising intensity should be actually reversed in order that the

curve of induction may describe a complete loop; it is sufficient to

partially withdraw the magnetising intensity and then reapply it. Thus,

at any point on the ascending curve the gradual increase of the

magnetising current might be suspended, and it might be first reduced

and then again increased ; a small loop would then be traced on the

induction curve inside the last one.*

§ 7. Dissipation of energy in heat by magnetic hysteresis.

• Vide Prof. Ewing, Magftetic Induction in Iron and other Aldals, 3rd ed., chap.

V. pp. 94-96.

Fig. 135.
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—Now it can be shown that the area of any complete loop formed by

taking iron through a complete cycle of magnetic induction represents a

certain amount of energy which must be spent per unit of volume in

performing this cycle; i.e. it represents on the C.G.S. system a definite

number of ergs of work done in taking each cubic centimetre of iron

through the cycle of induction traced by the loop.

The principle from which this follows may be established in the

following way. Taking the ascending B-H curve for a closed ring of

iron magnetised by an exciting coil of T turns carrying A amperes, let

the induction be raised from B^ to B2 (Fig. 134) in time t. All the

lines are linked with all the turns T, and the increase of the former

from B^^ to B^^ (where s is the cross-sectional area of the iron in square

centimetres) must have produced in the exciting coil a back E.M.F. of

B — B
average value s .

~——
^ . T. Or if the points p^ and p^ are taken so

close together that the infinitely small increase ^B in the infinitely

small time dt is considered, the time-rate of increase of the linkages of

^B . . d^
Imes is -37, and the back E.M.F. m the excitmg coil is —s.-^.T.

The source of the magnetising current must accordingly do work in

overcoming this back E.M.F. at a rate equal to the product of the

current and the back E.M.F., or y . -^t . T .
— ergs per second, where

— is the value of the magnetising current in C.G.S. units which may

be regarded as constant during the infinitely short time dt. Hence

the total work done during the time dt by the current in producing the

change of induction d^ \% s . -r: .^ .
—

. dt^ s .
—

. ^B ergs. But° dt 10 10 ^

AT H/— =— , so that the work done or energy expended on the magnetic

field is 5 . / .
-

. </B. Further, si is equal to the total volume of iron
47r

in cubic centimetres, and as each cubic centimetre may be considered

as having a proportionate amount of work done on it, the work

expended per cubic centimetre is — . H . ^, or — of the small area
47r ' 47r

/^B^Bg/-.,, if one unit of length along the horizontal represents one

C.G.S. unit of magnetic intensity, and along the vertical represents one

C.G.S. unit of induction. If we extend the same process and raise the

induction from any value B^ to any other value B^, the work expended

per cubic centimetre is equal to — / H . (^B ; thus, for example, if

4^'^Bi
in Fig. 135, which repeats a portion of Fig. 126, the induction is raised
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from zero up to E, a total amount of work is expended in each cubic

centmietre of - / H . ^B, which is equal to of the area OEMO.

The maintenance of the magnetic field at E or any other constant value

involves no expenditure of energy ; the passage of the exciting current

C in the magnet bobbins of resistance R does indeed involve a contin-

uous expenditure of energy at the rate of C^R watts, but as this is

dissipated entirely in heating the copper wires of the coils, it is not to

be debited directly to the magnetic field, and as we have said is only

necessary owing to the lack of retentiveness in soft iron or steel.

Next, let the magnetising current be lowered from the value

corresponding to E down to zero ; the decrease of the lines now
causes a forward E.M.F. assisting the current in the exciting coil, and

work is thereby done in virtue of the energy stored in the field. The

amount so recovered is, however, only equal to - - of the area EMR,

since the descending curve does not follow the same course as the

ascending curve ; hence it is less than the amount expended by - of

the shaded area ORE. It is not, however, proved how much is

irrecoverable until a complete cycle of induction has been traced, and

the iron has been brought back to the same state as at starting. Such

a complete cycle is given in Fig. 126, from which it is clear that the

total amount lost per cubic centimetre of iron is equal to of the

area of the closed loop terminated by the maxima values E and E' of

the induction. The energy that is irrecoverably lost in any cyclic

process is dissipated throughout the iron in heat. Thus the creation

of a magnetic field in iron as opposed to air is not a perfectly reversible

process, since some portion of the energy expended is not stored but

entirely lost in heating the iron. This loss is to be sharply distinguished

from the loss by eddy-currents which must to a small extent be present

even in finely laminated iron. In a given mass the latter loss is

proportional to the square of the frequency or number of cycles per

second, while the former is simply proportional thereto, i.e. the one

varies as the square of the speed, the other as the speed, and by this

difference the two losses may be separated out (Chap. XIX. § 13).

Eddy-currents may be practically eliminated by very carefully sub-

dividing the iron (Chap. XIII. § 1), or by causing the induction to

change very slowly. But no subdivision or lamination of the iron will

eliminate the loss by hysteresis ; nor is it reduced, however slowly the

cycle be performed, as is shown by the expression s . -— . T . - df,

from which d/ disappears. Further, the loss by hysteresis does not
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react magnetically upon the field, while eddy-currents, however minute,

screen the iron against induction, and by reason of their M.M.F. affect

the field-strength. Indeed the only deviation from the law, that the

hysteresis loss is proportional to the frequency or speed, is due to the

screening action of eddy-currents which may still be present if the

thickness of the iron laminations be appreciable.

§ 8. Hysteresis loss in alternating field.—The effect of

hysteresis is most marked on the second or steep part of the curve

(<^, Fig. 126), i.e. if the limits within which the magnetising intensity

is cyclically varied fall within or embrace that portion of the curve;

cyclic changes of a strong magnetising intensity taking place entirely on

the upper flat portion of the curves of Fig. 127, i.e. when the iron is

" saturated," show so little hysteresis that its effect is almost negligible,

and no difference is discernible in the ascending or descending curves

(pide Fig. 127). On the steep portion of the curve a cycle of changes

in the strength of the magnetising intensity once performed will cause

the induction curve to describe a loop, but the crossing of the descend-

ing and ascending curves may not coincide with the starting-point

whence the descent was begun ; hence a repetition of the same cycle of

changes will not cause the loop to be exactly retraced. If, however,

the magnetising intensity cycle be repeated a few times, the iron will

eventually reach such a state that the same loop will be continually

retraced, and the change of magnetic induction will itself become

strictly cyclic and coincident with the magnetising-intensity cycle. The

need for several repetitions of the magnetising cycle in order that the

same loop may be exactly retraced each time is much less marked when

the two limiting values of the loop are high up on the positive and

negative curves, and in the drawing of Fig. 126 it has been assumed

that the maximum negative induction at E' is equal to the positive

induction at E, and is reached for the same value of magnetising

intensity as corresponds with E on both the two ascending curves.

Thus, for simplicity's sake, only three curves are shown, and the cycle

of induction of curves II. and III. is assumed to have been reached at

once, and to be immediately capable of exact repetition. But even if

it cannot be so quickly established, yet when the magnetising intensity

is continuously varied between two fixed values in either direction, the

magnetic effect soon also becomes cyclic, and the induction likewise

varies between two values in each cycle. If, therefore, the loops

obtained when the iron is carried from a strong positive induction to

an equally strong negative induction, and back again to the original

starting-point, are determined for several different values of the maxi-

mum induction, it will be found that the area of the loops, and there-

fore the energy dissipated in heat in each complete cycle, depends upon

the nature of the material and also upon the maximum induction up to

which the iron is carried. The area of a loop being approximately
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equal to a rectangle having a base equal to twice the coercive intensity

and a height equal to twice the maximum induction, the amount of the

"loss by hysteresis" in ergs for any cycle, or - of this area, may

approximately* be said to be equal to

coercive intensity x maximum induction

thus in soft annealed iron it is very small, even for a cycle of high

induction, but in certain steels it becomes very considerable, amounting

£ 0-0015
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maximum induction of the cycle the hysteresis loss of a sample of soft

iron tested by Prof. F. G. Baily in an alternating field. Steinmetz has

shown that over a large range, say, from B = iooo to B = 14,000, the

loss from the alternating cycle is very closely proportional to the 1 •6th

power of the maximum induction. Hence the specific loss in ergs per

cubic centimetre of iron and per cycle may be expressed by the

empirical formula 17 . B^*'', where y] is the hysteretic consta?ii of the iron

in question. Since one erg= io~'^ joule, the specific loss in joules is

h = 'f] , B^-^io"''

The value of 7; varies with different kinds of iron and steel between

Joules per C cm
per cycle
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up to B= 15,000. Fig. 138 gives the curve of Fig. 137 as connected
with the weight of the metal in lbs. (i lb. = 58-5 cm.^ of iron, so that

I joule per lb. = -^ joules per c.cm.) If V^ = the volume of a given
58-5

_/Nmass of iron in cubic centimetres, and/=^ - is the number of complete
60

cycles per second, the total hysteresis loss per second, or the rate at

which heat is generated in the iron is

Yi^ = hfNc~'n^^'^ • io~"y- . V^ joules per second or watts. . . (26)

and the value of t]W--^\o~'^ or h may be read off the curve of Fig. 137.

The exponent of B is, however, not really constant over any long range,

and when the induction is raised to a very high value, the empirical

Joules per m.
per cycle
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the molecules of a magnetic body are already and always permanent

magnets endowed with polarity, and that the process of magnetisa-

tion consists in turning these small magnets so that the direction of

their magnetic axes coincides more or less with the direction of the

magnetising intensity due to some external cause. The actual distances

between the centres of the molecular magnets are supposed not to be

changed (save by the effects of mechanical stress or heating), so that

each magnet is only capable of rotation about its centre. Since, how-

ever (as the ascending curve of Fig. 126 shows), a strong magnetising

intensity is required to produce a high magnetic induction in iron, it is

evident that the molecules cannot be perfectly free to turn and set

themselves along the direction of the magnetising intensity ; for in that

case, even when a weak magnetising intensity was applied, they would

all swing round into line with its direction, and the iron would at once

become entirely "saturated." They must therefore experience some

restraint, and the exact nature of this restraint was for long a stumbling-

block. But in 1890 the experiments of Professor Ewing led him to

return to the simplest hypothesis, namely, that it is the mutual attraction

and repulsion of the molecular magnets which supplies the constraining

force, and hinders their immediate alignment into perfect parallelism

with the magnetising intensity. By means of a model visibly represent-

ing the supposed molecular structure of a magnetic body he was able

to imitate almost all of the phenomena of magnetism, and thence to

deduce the following theory.* The molecules of a piece of iron when
in a neutral state are assumed to be arranged in groups : these are not

necessarily identical in configuration, but each of them is stable, and

has no external magnetic effect, the attractions and repulsions of each

magnet being satisfied within its own group. For small displacements

of its members the whole group remains stable ; but if the members

are turned through a sufficiently great angle, and the group is distorted,

one or more members become unstable, and their equilibrium is liable

to be upset. The result is that for a slight increase of the displacement

the whole group becomes broken up, and has to be partially or wholly

rearranged and reconstructed after a new plan. From the internal

structure above described it follows that when a group is subjected to

a magnetising intensity which is gradually increased in strength from

zero, the first effect is to produce a stable deflection of all the com-

ponent members, except those which lie exactly along or opposite to

the direction of H, and the general lines of the group are still retained.

This corresponds with the initial stage of magnetisation (a, Fig. 126)

when the induction increases at a slight rate almost proportional to the

* "Contributions to the Molecular Theory of Induced Magnetism," by Professor

Ewing, reprinted in the Eleclridan, September 12 and 19, 1890, and now embodied

with additions in the same author's Magnetic Induction in Iron and other Metals,

chap. xi.
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increase of the magnetising intensity. But now let the value of H be

increased still further; the members of the group are still further

deflected, until at last one or more become unstable. The ties which

bound them are then ruptured, and by the intermolecular attractions

and repulsions they and their neighbours are constrained to entirely

change their grouping, and take up some new configuration, the main

lines of which agree more closely with the direction of H. In general,

with a considerable number of different groups, this stage of instability

will not be reached by them all simultaneously at one given value of

H, but group after group will gradually become unstable and break

up. This second stage, when the groups are one after another passing

through an unstable condition, corresponds to the steep part of the

ascending curve {b. Fig. 126) when the induction increases at a rapid

rate. If H be still further increased in strength, we have the third

stage (r, Fig. 126), in which the alignment of the molecules becomes

gradually more and more perfect ; as each molecule is pulled more and

more into line with H, the iron becomes more and more "saturated,"

and its permeability decreases. The deflections of the molecules in

their third stage are, however, again stable, as in the first stage.

But now, if after stage 2 the force H is gradually removed, the

majority of the groups, having swung over to a new stable condition,

retain their new configuration ; hence, if the force be reduced to zero,

there is still a considerable amount of residual magnetic induction, and

it will require the magnetising intensity to be actually reversed to pro-

duce a condition of instability in the new groupings, and so cause them

to be in their turn upset and replaced by fresh configurations. Thus

the gradual removal of the magnetising intensity does not lead to the

exact and complete repetition backwards of what happened when the

magnetisation was being increased ; in other words, the movements of

the molecules are not reversible without qualification. Given, however,

a sufficient number of groups composing the body, if the magnetising

intensity be removed and reapplied, then, unless it be very weak, there

are, in general, some groups which pass through a condition of instability.

Especially will this be the case if the piece of iron be not perfectly

homogeneous, and if, therefore, the lines of the different groups or

chains are differently inclined at different places. This exactly corre-

sponds with the observed facts, that hysteresis is always present in all

cyclic changes of H, but that its effect increases rapidly for changes

extending over the second stage of the curve of induction. The
approach to a steady value of the hysteresis loss in the third stage may
also be expected: thus in Fig. 126, if the iron were in the strict sense

of the term saturated at i)oint E, the area of the closed curve should

give the final maximum of the hysteresis, any increase of the induction

beyond E simply carrying the molecules with it in complete alignment

without the passage through fresh configurations.
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The phenomenon of hysteresis is thus amply accounted for. It

occurs whenever on the ascending curve a molecule is deflected from

one stable position to another through a position of instability ; since

then, on the descending curve, the new position will persist until the

change in the magnetising intensity becomes so marked as to cause it

to again pass through a position of instability. Further, whenever a

molecule passes through a position of instability, energy is dissipated

in the form of heat ; its equilibrium being upset, it acquires kinetic

energy in falling over towards a new position of equilibrium, about

which it then oscillates and causes its neighbours to oscillate. How
the oscillations are damped out and converted into heat is not yet

precisely known ; the damping cannot be due to mechanical friction,

and is more probably due to some form of molecular eddy currents.

That mechanical vibration should lessen the residual magnetic induc-

tion is easily explicable on the molecular hypothesis, since it will cause

changes in the distances between the molecular centres. During the

swinging thus set up, as the magnets recede from each other their

stability is reduced, so that they respond more easily to change of

magnetising intensity, and hysteresis is lessened.

§ 10. Hysteresis in dynamo armatures.—All that is required

in any material for dynamo magnets is high permeability under strong

magnetising intensities ; its hysteresis and loss of energy in consequence

thereof are of no interest to the designer. It is different when we
come to the materials for armature cores, where both high permeability

and low hysteresis are desirable. The question of the hysteresis in

armatures requires, therefore, some further consideration.

The results described in § 8 are obtained when iron is subjected

to a magnetising intensity, of which the direction is always along the

same line, although it alternates in " sense " from a + to a - maximum.
But such linear alternation of magnetisation, as it may be called, does

not strictly correspond to the case of the armature core of a dynamo.

Even in a heteropolar dynamo with a disc armature, such as Fig. 85,

if we suppose the coils of the armature to be wound on iron cores,

the direction of the flux at the fringes of the poles is not precisely

parallel to its direction under the poles ; in consequence, as each core

passes gradually from one field to another, there must be some little

adjustment of the spacial position of the molecules to the direction of

the field in the interpolar gaps; to effect this it may be assumed

that they swing to and fro through an arc of a circle, being guided

in direction throughout the process, although at the centre of the gap

there is a point of zero magnetising intensity, when the molecules are

for the moment free and pass through a position of instability.

In the heteropolar ring and drum armature, whether of an alter-

nator or continuous-current machine, the spacial adjustment of the

molecules to the varying direction of the magnetising intensity is even

VOL. I.— 17
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more evident and becomes the characteristic feature. The molecules

of iron as they are carried round with the armature would tend to

continuously adjust themselves to the changing direction of the flux

;

the maximum strength of field now occurs approximately midway

between the poles, and the minimum at the centre of a pole, where

the magnetising intensity only dies away to zero as we penetrate to the

inner layers of a core of considerable radial depth. Hence, as the

armature revolves, each molecule of iron in the body of the armature

core retaining its alignment with the direction of the field from pole

to pole, even while rotating, is in effect twisted through an entire circle

of 360° in each period corresponding to the passage past a pair of poles.

§ II. Hysteresis in a rotating field.—It is therefore clear

that the hysteresis loss as determined by simple variation of H through

a cycle of values alternating in sign from a + to a - maximum and

back again, but always in the same line of direction, is no longer

applicable, and that to imitate the case of a heteropolar ring or

drum armature a piece of divided iron must be rotated in a constant

magnetic field, or conversely a constant magnetic field must be rotated

about a stationary iron armature. The logical deduction from Professor

Ewing's theory as applied to such a case was first pointed out by

Mr. Swinburne. During the first or quasi-elastic stage corresponding

to a weak field, the hysteresis loss should increase but slowly ; during

the second stage, when the groups of little magnets are passing through

irregular combinations, the loss should increase rapidly and approxim-

ately in proportion to the induction, but finally as saturation is

approached the hysteresis curve should reach a maximum and then

not merely remain constant as in the case of an alternating field, but

bend over and fall rapidly towards zero. When the magnetising

intensity is never removed, and at each point in the path of the

molecules is of such strength as to keep them in perfect alignment,

even though rotated, there would be no opportunity for them to pass

through a position of instability and so to break up into new com-

binations. This view, which was first advanced as an objection to the

molecular theory, has since been amply verified by direct experiment,

and furnishes additional evidence of the correctness of the theory.

Indeed, by means of an ingenious model in which a number of little

magnets are rotated in a constant magnetic field we are enabled to

watch the actual progress of the phenomena ; the spasmodic breaking

up of the initial configurations under the strain of rotation in a field of

moderate strength is rendered visible, and we can trace the gradual

increase of alignment, until finally the field becomes of sufficient

strength to maintain the magnets pointing always in a definite direction,

however quickly the frame which carries them is spun round.* In the

* The first experimental verification of this fact was communicated to tlie British

Association by IVofessor F. G. Baily in 1894 (Electridan, vol. xxxiii. p. 516), and a
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early stages the hysteresis loss of iron in a rotating fields or df iron rotating

in a constant field, although of the same order as in an alternating field,

is somewhat greater.* This may be due to the more gradual change of

the rotating field, and also to the smaller choice in the direction of

movement of the molecules, so that some combinations offer more

resistance to dissociation, and on their rupture the oscillation is greater.

In Fig. 136 the second curve shows the results obtained by Professor

Baily for the hysteresis loss in a rotating field f for a small cylinder

made up of soft-iron discs cut from the same sheet as that for which the

first curve shows the loss in an alternating field ; the latter corresponds

to a hysteretic constant t] about o"oo3, the former to a value somewhat

greater than 0*004 so long as the curve is rising rapidly. Indeed, for

B = 8ooo or 10,000 the hysteresis loss in the rotating field is some

50 per cent, higher than in the alternating field. But when B, the

Joules per C. cm,
per cycle.

•0015
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the same figure is obtained from tests made by Professor Baily * on an

actual dynamo armature. Of two specimens tested by Mr. Holden f

up to B = 8000, one gave results agreeing fairly closely with the upper

and the other with the lower of the curves of Fig. 139, so that they

may be taken as representing average cases. The exponent was found

by Mr. Holden to vary in a number of samples from i'4 to 17, the

average being 1-5.

The flux in a cylindrical armature core follows such lines that the

total reluctance which their paths present is a minimum. Between

any two points symmetrically situated within a pair of neighbouring

poles the shortest path is the chord joining them together ; if this were

rigidly followed, it would cause such a concentration of the flux along

B.
20,000r

16,000

lOyOOO

6000
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Journal Inst. Electr. Eng. (vol. xxxvii. p. 125), on which the following

is based. It is there shown that the depth within the core at which

the maximum density is found is almost independent of the total flux

and of the air-gap length, but depends upon the pole-pitch. In a

smooth-core multipolar machine it occurs practically at the centre of

a chord joining the points at which the centre lines of the poles

intersect the periphery of the armature. Further, if the induction is

measured at different depths in a radial section of the core and with

such radial section occupying the different planes marked A, B, C, D,

curves similar to Fig. 140 are obtained in a smooth-core armature with

particular values of the air-gap length and density, ratio of polar arc

to pole-pitch, and shape of pole-tip ; with other values of these latter

quantities the curves are of different shape, but Fig. 140 may be

taken as a typical construction to show the approximate values of the

Ba
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10,000

5000

1 2 3 4 5cm.
Radial depth from bottom of slot

Fig. 142.—Inductions in mul-
tipolar toothed armature
core.
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armature would thus only be obtained if the core were divided into a

number of small coaxial cylinders, and the hysteresis loss of each

elementary cylinder passing through its particular cycle of magnetisa-

tion could be estimated, their separate losses being finally added

together. Such a process would be unnecessarily tedious in practice,

but the above analysis serves to show that in the experimentally

observed curve for a rotating field of, e.g. Fig. 136, for each value of

the total flux-density averaged over the cross section of the core

between the poles where it reaches its maximum value, the separate

losses in the indefinitely small cylinders are summed up for us in the

particular case of the armature which was actually under test. The
results are therefore to some extent dependent upon the length of air-

gap, ratio of the polar arc to the pole-pitch, and shape of pole-tip which

were actually employed. The air-gap in the case of Fig. 136 was

0*275 c"^-* ^"^d the ratio of the polar arc to the pole-pitch was o"666,

which may be regarded as fairly approximating to practical conditions

;

further, the results of Fig. 139 show no great divergence, so that the

rotating-field curves of either figure may be applied with some con-

fidence to practical cases, so far as the hysteresis loss in the body of an

iron armature core is concerned.

In the drum homopolar alternator of the so-called inductor type,

the molecules of the iron armature core are subjected only to partial

rotation; the induction will vary (cp. Figs. 90 and 95) from a maximum
B,„„^ to some smaller value B,„,„. due to the useless lines s„ which

enter the armature from the flanks of the poles between two neighbour-

ing pole-shoes, in which is also included any residual induction which

remains in the iron. Since the E.M.F. of the homopolar alternator is

itself dependent upon the difference in the values of B,„„^. and B„„„.,

and '^max. must be higher than in the heteropolar machine to give

the same E.M.F., the hysteresis loss in the homopolar, although still

remaining less than in the heteropolar, becomes appreciable and can by

no means be neglected.

§ 12. Influence of vibration and temperature on
hysteresis in dynamos.—The mechanical vibration * to which

an armature is subjected when running only, slightly reduces the loss

from hysteresis, but possibly the much more rapid vibration due to

the alternations of the current in an alternator armature, even when

stationary, may affect the amount of the loss. Experiment shows

that with increasing temperatures the hysteresis loss decreases by

about I per cent, for each 10° C, so that when a dynamo is at work and

armature and also near the inner face of the core, but arc not so strictly perpendicular

near the centre of the core where the lines pass through the coils in a more slanting

direction ; hence the central search coils give a U)wcr than the true value for the

induction at right angles to the flux.

* Phil. Ti-aits., loc. cit. supra.
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thoroughly heated there may be a reduction of some 4 per cent, from

the loss when cold. On the other hand, the body of evidence points

to the fact that after the iron has been subjected to continuous and

prolonged heating at a fairly high temperature, such as 65° C, there is

a permanent increase in the loss* ("ageing"). The effect of temper-

ature in the case of dynamos is, however, on the whole of small

moment.

§ 13. Comparison of different grades of armature stamp-
ings.—For the practical comparison in the workshop of the hysteresis

loss in different samples of sheet steel, the hysteresis tester of Professor

Ewing is the most convenient instrument. The specimen is rotated

between the poles of a magnet free to rotate about the same centre,

and the deflection of the latter is compared with that produced by

standards with a known hysteresis loss,t but although a rotary motion

is employed, the process of reversal resembles that of the alternating

rather than of the rotating field. A number of specimens should be

tested in order to obtain an average result, since even samples taken

from the same sheet show considerable variations among themselves.

But more usually the total loss from both hysteresis and eddy-

currents in an alternating field is measured by a watt-meter with

an alternating current,| and for this purpose a standard density of

B= 10,000 and a frequency of 50 is adopted. The results are there-

fore partly dependent upon the thickness of the stampings. With an

ordinary quality of good armature sheet the figures so obtained are

Thickness in inches. Total loss.

0*025 ^'^5 ^^'^tts per lb.

0*020 j*8
,,

Of recent years special steel alloys have been introduced in which

the electrical resistivity is greatly increased, so that the total loss is

much reduced and in many cases halved. The specific resistance of

the " Stalloy " brand of sheet steel, supplied by Messrs. J. Sankey &
Sons, is about 4*9 x 10"^^ ohms per cubic centimetre,§ or four times

that of ordinary stampings, and the total loss measured as above is

reduced to

o'o2 5" I watt per lb.

©•o2o" o"9 „

* Cp. Professor J. Epstein, ybwrwa/ //wA Electr. Ef7g., vol. xxxviii. p. 36.

^ Jonrn. Inst. Electr. Etig., vol. xxiv. p. 398, and Froc. C. E., vol. cxxvi., May
1896. Cp. Professor Fleming, Electrical Engineer, vol. xx. p. 366.

X See especially Professor J. Epstein, " The Testing of Electrical Machinery, and

of the Materials for its Construction," Journal Inst. Electr. Eng., vol. xxxviii.

P- 33 ff.

§ P. Wilson, V. H. Winson, and G. F. O'Dell, Electr., August 21, 1908 ; Electr.

Review, vol. Ix. p. 96, and E.T.Z., vol. xxvii. p. 901.
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Owing to the greater cost of such special alloys their use in dynamo
work at present comes into question only in the case of extra high-

speed turbo-generators and turbo-alternators, where the frequency is

high, and it is very necessary to limit to the utmost the heat generated

per unit volume of the armature.

§ 14- Practical calculation of hysteresis loss. — In all

calculations, therefore, as to the heating of armatures, or as to the

efficiency of dynamos, some allowance must be made for a loss of

energy by hysteresis, as estimated from the formula

H„, = /^ .
^^

. V, watts . . . (26rt)
60

The process of calculating H^^ is again referred to in Chapter XIX.

§18.

In the teeth of a slotted armature, Dr. W. M. Thornton has

shown by the analogy of stream-line photographs that the direction

of the flux through a tooth while remaining vertically down its length

under a pole gradually becomes oblique as the pole-tip is approached,

and finally becomes horizontal or directly across tooth and slot mid-

way between the poles, though never falling to zero. The magnetisa-

tion is therefore rotating, and at the same time fluctuates between such

limits as 20,000 and 5000 when the former limit is the maximum
flux-density. In default of complete knowledge of the laws governing

the hysteresis in such a case, it must suffice to fall back upon the

rotating-field curves of a solid core as summing up for us the average

efiect for a given maximum value of B. The hysteresis loss thereby

estimated for the iron teeth is probably rather over than under the

true value. Thus for both the body of the core and the teeth the

value of h is to be taken from the rotating-field curves of either Fig.

136 or 139, and on this assumption it follows that the distortion of

the field under load (as will be described in Chap. XVIL), although

probably increasing the loss, will not produce any great effect, since at

very high densities the hysteretic coefficient does not with a rotating-

field continue to rise. In order to be on the safe side, the density at

the top of the teeth may be taken as the value for B, since with a

rotating field in the teeth this will usually give the largest hysteresis

loss.

In the case of the homopolar alternator it is advisable to divide

the radial depth of the armature core below the teeth into four or five

sections, and to calculate the loss in each ring so obtained. For the

section lying immediately below the teeth, the induction may be

assumed to vary from ^,„ax. to B„„„ , and the value for // to be taken

from the rotating-field curve for the induction B = """• """
. In

each succeeding section, lying farther from the teeth, the variation of
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flux must be made to decrease until it vanishes at a depth about equal

to half the pole-pitch.*

In continuous-current machines the frequency ^ on an average
60

ranges from 10 to 40 for small outputs of a few kilowatts, and from 5 to

20 for large outputs up to 1000 kilowatts. In dynamos driven by steam

turbines the frequency even in large machines may be as much as

50, as e.g. would be given by 1500 revolutions per minute with a 4-pole

field.

It will be found that even in the case of alternators with a fre-

quency of 1 00 the total heat generated by hysteresis is but small, and

only becomes of consequence as increasing the heat due to other and

more serious losses. Hence the permeability of the armature stamp-

ings is of more importance than their hysteresis ; and since the one

bears no direct relation, as far as is known, to the other, it is to the

permeability that attention must be chiefly directed.

* See also Behn-Eschenberg, E. T.Z., 1897, January 14 ; Kapp, Dynamo Construc-

tion, p. 2; Dr. Niethammer, E.T.Z., 1898, p. 6S9 ; and Professor Arnold and

J. L. La Cour, Die Synchronen Wechsehtrominaschinen, p. 109.



CHAPTER XIII

CONTINUOUS-CURRENT ARMATURES

8 I. Lamination of armature core to avoid eddy-currents.^

The practical construction of armatures, and the methods by which

the cores are built up and wound, must next claim our attention. The
subject is too wide to be fully treated within our limits, but in the

present chapter certain general principles will be discussed which in

everyday practice govern the mechanical design of dynamos, and more

particularly the construction of continuous-current armatures with their

commutators.

Except in the case of certain disc machines, the armature winding

is invariably supported on metal cores, and these cores are of iron. As

mentioned in Chapter VII., the use of the metal supporting core either

necessitates its rotation together with the rotating wires, or, if the

armature is stationary and the field-magnet revolves, implies that its

surface is swept over by the moving field of lines. From this fact there

follows a most important consequence : whenever a metallic mass

actively cuts lines of flux it becomes the seat of induced E.M.F.'s,

which will, unless prevented, set up electric currents ; the direction of

these in that part of their path where the E.M.F. is generated will be

at right angles to the direction of the lines and to the direction of

movement. If, therefore, the core whereon the active wires are wound
be formed of a solid metal mass, the latter will itself act inductively,

and although the E.M.F.'s induced in it may be small, yet, owing to the

low resistance of the numerous metallic paths open to them, they will

cause enormous eddy-currents to circulate round the core ; the latter will

then become heated, and power will be wasted equal in amount to the

product of the E.M.F. and the strength of the eddy-current. In a solid

ring or drum armature the eddy-currents will flow in sheets along the

length of the iron core, in opposite directions under adjacent poles.

The current-density will be greatest near the surface, where the rate of

cutting lines and the induced E.M.F. is greatest; throughout the entire

length of the core, and especially at its ends, the current-sheet under

one pole will curve round on either side and again unite to complete

its circuit under poles of opposite sign. Analogously, in a solid

discoidal-ring armature the eddy-currents will circulate up one side of
266
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the flat ring, along, and down opposite another pole. In all cases

their direction on the surface of the core will be similar to that of

the useful currents in the active wires, since these latter are expressly

arranged to obtain the best inductive effect. So long as the metal

core rotates, or is swept by the lines, it remains impossible to prevent

the induction of E.M.F.'s in its surface, but it is possible to inter-

pose in the paths which the eddy-currents would follow such very

high resistances as to prevent their attaining any appreciable strength.

This is effected by dividing the core up into small portions, each of

which is more or less completely separated from its neighbours by

a thin layer or covering of some insulating material. The directions

in which the subdivision is carried out must be so chosen that the

insulation obstructs the chief paths of any induced currents. In the

iron - cored armatures now under consideration this can only be

effectually secured if the core be divided in planes parallel to the

direction of the lines and to the direction of motion ; the mass of metal

must be broken up at the actual seat of the E.M.F. and transversely to

its direction, and the subdivision should be especially perfect at the

periphery, where the E.M.F. is greatest. In short, the core must be

lapiinafed, the direction of lamination being suited to the type of

armature. In ring or drum armatures the planes of lamination should

be at right angles to the axis of rotation, or to the shaft as indicated in

the sections of Fig. 61, while in discoidal-ring armatures the divisions

should be approximately concentric with the axis of rotation (Fig. 65).

In both cases the lamination is at right angles to the active wires

themselves, and the edges of the divisions are presented to the lines of

the fields. Small E.M.F.'s will still be induced transversely across the

surface of each division, but they will be prevented from acting

summationally or in series by the intervening insulation ; the currents

that can be set up are thus reduced, and likewise the power that is

absorbed (cp. Chap. XIX. § 14). The thinner the divisions, the less

will be the amount of the eddies, but the greater the loss of space by

the insulation for a given over-all length of core, and the limit to the

advantage of further subdivision is reached when questions of the cost

of manufacture or of the loss of space outweigh a possible slight gain

in efficiency.

§ 2. Discs for ring and drum armatures.—The requirements

above laid down for ring and drum armatures are met by the use of

thin discs or washers, either threaded on to the arms of a central hub

or keyed directly to the shaft. Each core-disc is lightly insulated from

its neighbours on either side; hence they make little or no contact

with each other except through their connection with the shaft, and the

passage of eddy-currents along the surface or through the mass of the

core from one disc to another is prevented.

Of the three magnetic materials discussed in Chapter XII. it is at
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once evident that cast iron and cast steel are out of the question for

armatures, since they do not permit of the core being sufficiently

laminated. There remains soft annealed * wrought iron or mild steel,

and the use of thin discs stamped out of mild steel sheets is now
almost universal for ring and drum armatures. Their thickness does

not exceed o"025" or No. 24 (sheet-iron gauge), and in general ranges f

between o'c25" and o'02o", or, say, o'6 and 0*5 mm. ; below the latter

limit the reduction in the eddy-current loss within the core is so slight

that it does not compensate for the increased cost of the discs and the

greater labour in assembling them. Up to 4 feet in diameter, discs

may be procured as complete rings, each forming one stamping, but for

armatures above 40 inches in diameter segments are preferably

employed, as the larger discs buckle somewhat in the annealing process

and are unwieldy to handle. The waste, too, is less when the width of

the segments is chosen to fit the size of the sheets from which they are

to be stamped. In slotted armatures each segment should, if possible,

contain a whole number of teeth and slots. A small clearance of a few

mils is allowed in the width of a segment as compared with the

proportion of the circumference corresponding to the number of

segments. The segmental discs are then assembled together into a

ring with butt joints in any one layer, but so arranged that the joints of

neighbouring layers do not coincide in position (Figs. 152 and 155).

Each disc is either coated with insulating varnish or paint, or is

effectively separated from its neighbours by an interposed thin sheet of

paper cut out to the required shape ; or the oxide, which forms on the

discs after heating, and which is practically a non-conductor, is relied

on to insulate the discs. When varnish is employed the discs are

either painted by hand or are passed between rolls dipping into a bath

of the varnish ; if heated and put under pressure, they will then adhere

so tightly that the whole core is formed into a solid and compact mass.

After allowing for slight inequalities in the thickness of the discs, and

for the two coats of varnish, one on either side, and measuring in all

about o*ooo6", from 90 to 92 per cent, of the total cross-section of the

core may be counted on as available for the passage of the magnetic

flux. "Insulined" discs are largely supplied by Messrs. Joseph

Sankey & Sons, in which one side is covered with a thin layer of

an insulating paste. Paper, when handled as separate sheets to be

laid between the discs, cannot be conveniently thinner than one or two

mils, or 0*025 to 0*05 mm. ; the net volume of iron in the core then

amounts to 88 or 90 per cent, of the gross volume. In the case of

toothed armatures, an extra allowance of i or 2 per cent, must be

made for irregularities in the assembled discs, and a combination of the

* See Chapter XII. § 4.

+ The thicker dimension is widely adopted as a standard ; its weight per superficial

square foot is i lb.
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two methods is frequently employed ; a thinner paper, less than i mil

in thickness, is pasted by rolls on to the sheet iron with varnish and at

the same time dried, before the discs are punched in the stamping press.

The teeth then remain well insulated right up to their edges, and the

work of clearing the paper from the slots of the assembled core is

obviated.

Annealing reduces the loss by hysteresis, but it is not practically

worth while to re-anneal the discs after the teeth have been stamped

out round their periphery, if this process is carried out separately

after the inside hole is punched. Compound dies may also be

employed to stamp out the inside and the slots simultaneously, but

only if the number of stampings in view warrants the first cost of

the expensive die required. More usually the slots are punched out

separately in a disc-notching press.

§ 3. Construction of drum armature cores.—We now turn to

the consideration of rotating armatures, which to a large extent covers the

Fig. 144.—Small two-pole drum armature core.

same ground as continuous-current machines, since in this class, as

opposed to alternators, the armature is more often the rotating

portion.

In small 2-pole drum armatures the discs are usually threaded

directly on the shaft, and held in position by a driving feather running

along the length of the core. At the two ends of the core are cast-iron

end-flanges, between which the discs are tightly compressed; one of

these is first driven home against a collar on the shaft, the discs are

then assembled, and after compression by hydraulic or mechanical

means the second end-flange is slid on and secured in its place by a

tightening-nut screwing on to the shaft (Fig. 144). The end-flanges are

best keyed to the shaft to avoid all risk of their working loose. For a

given armature diameter the maximum radial depth of disc is thus

obtained, but in larger machines, especially if multipolar, sufficient

cross-section of iron is secured without using the full depth or difference

between the radius of the disc and the radius of the shaft. The discs

may then be pierced with holes towards their inner edge in order to
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lighten them and provide air canals (Figs. 145, 231, and 233), or they

may be cut away on the inside, four projecting lugs being left, which fit

exactly on to four flats milled along the length of the shaft (Figs. 146

and 235). For armatures above 22 inches in diameter it is cheaper to

employ discs of lesser depth supported on a cast-iron hub, which is itself

pressed hydraulically on to the shaft over a strong key, and the use of such

a hub is often extended to still smaller armatures. Keyways are stamped

on the inner periphery of the discs to fit four or more arms or ribs

which project radially from the central sleeve of the hub. The latter

abuts against a collar on the shaft, and has an end-flange either cast in

one with it or fastened to it. The tips of the radial arms are turned

in the lathe to the correct diameter to fit the inside of the keyways, and
the sides of the arms are milled to the correct width to fit the notches

;

the discs are then slid over the radial arms and compressed by the

second end-flange, which is screwed directly to the shaft, or, in larger

Fk;. 145.—Drum armature disc Fig. 146.—Drum armature disc

with air-spaces. with internal lugs.

machines, is fastened to the hub, making the core entirely self-contained.

Fig. 147 shows a large hub for a multipolar machine, with one end-

flange cast on, the second end-flange being shown at the side, and in

Fig. 148 is seen the same hub with the discs partly assembled thereon
;

Fig. 232 shows a hub also with one end-flange cast on it, but at the

opposite end to the coupling. In Fig. 149 both end-flanges are separate

from the hub, the actual combined hub and end-flanges being shown

in Fig. 150 without the core-discs. A third variation consists in making

the hub in two precisely similar halves, each with its arms alternately

long and short ; the discs are assembled on each half, and the two

halves are brought together on the shaft, so that a long arm in one half

is exactly opposite to a short arm of the other half Under pressure

the long arms of the one half are caused to enter the keyways in the

other half, until the two sets of arms project alternately past one

another, and all the discs are positively driven, those in the centre
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being held by at least one half of the arms. Long bolts run through

the arms and are cut off to the right length after the core has been

compressed to the required dimensions (Fig. 151). Only a single half

pattern is required by this arrangement, but more time and care is

required in the building up of the core, so that it is preferable to

Fig. 147.—Hub and end-flange 01 multipolar drum armature.

employ a hub with arms supporting the core from end to end. A fixed

end-flange has the disadvantage that it prevents the milling of the arms

to their correct width at the extreme end, so that finally a central hub

with two detached and similar end-flanges as in Figs. 149, 153, 154, and

234 is to be recommended. At either end the compressing flange may

be fixed to the hub by studs as in Fig. 149, or by bolts running from
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end to end of the core underneath the discs, as in Figs. 153 and 234.
Other methods of fastening them are the use of a spht ring of circular

or rectangular section which is sprung into a recess in the hub where
it is locked by the pressure of the discs, or a kind of bayonet joint,

the flange being turned round through an angle after it is slid on to the

hub ; in both these cases the discs are kept under compression during

the process of fixing the locking arrangement.

Fig. 148.—^Core-discs being assembled on hub.

In place of using the tips of the radial arms of the hub as drivers,

the discs may also be driven by round keys of steel, which are sunk

half into the arms and half into the discs, the latter being stamped with

semicircular notches on their inner periphery.

When the diameter of the armature is so large that the core must

be built up out of segments, these may be held by bolts passing through

holes (Fig. 152) near their inner edge, and clamping the segments to
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the end-flanges, or the discs may be keyed on wedge-shaped projections

from the hub, with the compressing bolts lying below the discs (Figs.

153 and 154). The end-flanges are conveniently made in several

pieces, each being secured against centrifugal force by screws through a

flange on the armature hub (Fig. 152), or by lugs engaging beneath a

turned ring on the hub (A, A, Fig. 153). Each segment must be held

by at least two bolts or keyways. Or conversely to Fig. 154, the

VOL. I.—18
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segments may be dovetailed to the arms of the hub by wedge-shaped

lugs, so as to protect the discs from radial movement (Fig. 155) under

the action of centrifugal force.

Large armature hubs usually have an extension at one end to carry

the commutator sleeve, as in Figs. 154, 219, and 232; or the com-

FiG. 1 50.—Hub^and^end-plates'of armature.

Fig. 151.— Section of multipolar drum armature core with two similar halves.

mutator is bolted up to the arms of the armature hub, as in Fig. 566.

Very large multipolar machines may have a double-armed hub, as in

Fig, 153, with the nave split to avoid contraction strains, or they may

be built up on the flywheel of the driving steam-engine.

In small machines, if a tightening-up nut is employed to hold the
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armature core in place, it is advisable to lock it by a set screw, the point

of which enters the shaft, since otherwise there is a possibility of the

nut and discs slacking back through mechanical vibration. The nuts

holding end-flanges in place may be fastened by split pins or by riveting

over the heads of the studs or bolts.

At either end of the armature, especially when toothed, there are

often placed one or more stout iron plates which serve to support the

Fig. 152.—Segmental core-discs fastened by bolts to flanges.

thinner discs where they are driven up against the end-flanges or end-

arms of the hub.

In toothed cores, if the teeth are long and narrow, it becomes

advisable to back them up at the ends of the core with prong supports

of brass or malleable cast iron (Figs. 154 and 156), so that not only the

body of the core but also the teeth may be firmly compressed. Other-

FlG. 153.—Segmental core-discs keyed on hub and compressed by bolts.

wise the distance-pieces forming the ventilating openings which are

next to be described are not tightly held between the teeth, and if of

iron they may under strong excitation vibrate slightly as they enter or

leave a magnetic field.

At intervals of some 3 to 5 inches along the length of toothed cores

(unless of small size), air-ducts or ventilating passages are formed by
distance-pieces between neighbouring discs. Such distance-pieces may
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be of thin iron or brass of channel or L section riveted to a core-plate

to form an air-disc as in Fig. 157 ; or a number may be cast together

in brass to form a segmental pronged strip, with wider lugs on its lower

edge by which it is merely hooked under the core-plates as the armature
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is being built up (Fig. 158). Or again, they may be formed by stamping

on the surface of certain discs a number of projecting bosses, or still

better by turning outwards from the body of the plate small pieces

which are thus made to stand at right angles to the surface, and

similarly twisting round the metal which is usually punched out to form

Fig. 155.—Segmental discs dovetailed to hub.

the slot (Fig. 159). Twisting the upper part of the teeth themselves

through 90° is not so satisfactory. By any of the above methods free

passages from |" to Y wide are obtained from the inner air-chamber

within the core to the outside, so that the air is drawn by centrifugal

^^H'll^j'

Fig. 156.—Pronged tooth-support.

force through openings on the surface between the groups of wires in

the slots, the numerous blades in the air-ducts forming a very effective

fan. The air must have an unimpeded entrance into the centre of the

core, in smaller machines through special holes in the end-flanges. It

is especially important to keep the air-way through the narrow roots of
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the teeth as free as possible, so that the distance-pieces should there be

thin ; since without such precautions the usefulness of the ventilating

discs is almost nullified.

Fig. 160 shows a completed core with three air-ducts, and similar

air-ducts are also seen in Figs. 148 and 233. Ventilating passages at

Fig. 157.—Ventilating disc for drum armature

each end of the core between the end-flanges and discs (as in Figs. 1 5 3

and 234) have considerable value, and do not take up any part of the

valuable core-length under the pole-face. Most of the cores illustrated

above have outer rings cast on the end-flanges to carry the end-

connectors of barrel winding, and the ribs which support these rings

dJ

Fig. 158.—Ventilating distance-piece.

]

]'"i(;. 159.—Distance air-disc.

serve as the blades of a fan, or carry wings (Fig. 234) to dissipate the

heat from the winding.

.i^ 4. Avoidance of eddy-currents.— All bolts used to hold the

core in position and passing through the mass of the discs must either

be so placed as to be cut by as few lines as possible (J.e. near to the

inner circumference of the discs, well out of the path of the magnetic
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flux, as in Figs. 152 and 153), or must be insulated from the core

and end-plates by fibre tubes and fibre or mica washers (Fig. 161)

in order to obstruct the paths that eddy-currents generated in them

would follow (^ide Chap. XIX. § 15).

In all cases care must be taken that the end-plates, end-flanges,
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and would therefore be cut by the arms and sleeve of the central

hub with consequent eddy-currents. The loss occasioned thereby

would usually be small, but is one among other reasons which limit

the permissible flux-density in the core. On general grounds, as well

as to minimise any such loss, it is important to lighten the hub as

much as possible, while still maintaining sufficient mechanical strength.

§ 5. Mechanical strength of armature cores.—The centrifugal force of a

particle of mass ni at distance r from an axis about which it is rotated with an

angular velocity of w radians per second being ;//wV, the general expression for

the single resultant centrifugal force acting on a body of mass M =— in a direction

S
radial from the axis and passmg through its centre of gravity is

Since ur—v, we also have

F=^wVp . . .
-

. . . . (27)

. . . 2irN
Agam, smce w= ,

F = ^.!i'' (28)

W
F -0-0109 -N- . f-j; (29)

Here r^ is the distance from the axis of the centre of gravity of the body con-

sidered, and Vg is the velocity per second corresponding thereto. By these formulse

the centrifugal force from a separate mass, as e.g. a single pole on a rotating field-

magnet, is found. Whichever form is used, r^ must be known either by approximate

calculation or from the dimensions in the case of homogeneous bodies of regular

shape, and g, the acceleration per second from gravity, must be expressed in a

similar unit, e.g. in feet or inches ; F is then found in the unit chosen for the

weight W.
If the core-discs of an armature are complete annular rings, they form a homo-

geneous cylinder, thick or thin as the case may be, subjected to a radial force of

uniform intensity over the whole cylindrical area of each concentric layer ; the radial

centrifugal force is similar for each elementary sector of the cylinder, and acting

uniformly round the cylinder is exactly analogous to a fluid pressure within its

interior, so that it causes a resultant bursting tension across any radial section of

the cylinder. The radial force of each small wedge-shaped element is balanced

by the resultant of the circumferential or hoop tensions exerted by the neighbouring

elements on each of its two radial side-surfaces, together with the difference of radial

stress on the outer and inner faces of the element when the force is transmitted from

layer to layer through a thick cylinder. In all such cases of a uniform radial force,

whether external or internal, if/c be its value per unit angle in circular measure,

and if any diametral plane AD through the cylinder be taken (Fig. 162), the resultant

force acting across the double section AB, CD is the sum of all the normal

components fc sin a when the individwal forces of all the similar sectors of unit

angular width are resolved at right angles to the plane in question. The resultant

bursting force acting on the double cross-section is therefore fc . / '' sin a . da. = 2fr,

or on the single section AB on the one side is half this value, =/<•. The total

centrifugal force summed up all round the periphery as acting independently in a

radial direction on each small elementary sector being symbolised by Ff, the force

F
per unit angle in circular measure is /c=— . If a be the radial depth of the

2jr
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cylinder and b its breadth in an axial direction, the single cross-section is ab.

i over th

_ F,

Hence the stress on the material averaged over the section is ^,
ab

average s^-
2ab

Or, if it be preferred to consider the intensity of the pressure per unit length of

arc at any radius r, and per unit breadth in the axial direction, as is more usual in

F • • •

the case of a boiler shell, i.e. p=——, it is evident that the resultant tension on
2-K7'b

unit breadth of the double cross-section is equal to the intensity of pressure /
multiplied by the projection of the semicircle of radius r on the plane in question,

i.e. by D = 2r; whence the resultant tension is pr per unit breadth along the

cylinder, and the stress on the material is Sc=~~ ~—
r . 2ab

The total centrifugal force Fc as above defined will be given by the same ex-

pression as originally used, namely, — . urr^ = F^, where, however, it must be borne

in mind that, although W is the weight of the whole cylinder, rg is in contrast to

Fig. 162.

the previous case not the radius to the centre of gravity of the cylinder as a whole

(since this is zero), but is the radius to the centre of gravity of a wedge-shaped

sector of indefinitely small width ; the centre of gravity of the cylinder as a whole

being at its centre, the centrifugal force acting on it as a whole is zero, yet the

expression for the total sum of the elemental centrifugal forces acting independently

and its symbol F^ are required in order to discover the intensity of the force acting

F
per unit angle, or/c=— . The average stress on the material of the cylinder due

27r

to the centrifugal force is therefore

F. W w2 ,
„

2ir . ab g 2ir . ab

where ab is the single section across the narrowest part of the core.

Since the centre of gravity of a wedge-shaped sector of angular width 20 is

•. . J ^ o / R„^ - R;*\ sin ^ ^ , J sin ^ , ^
situated at a distance § ( =--^5

—

=t-t, I —jr— from the centre, and —^ = i when o is

very small, the radius to the centre of gravity of a small wedge-shaped sector of

. /R ^— R-*\
indefinitely small width is r^^g I -^ 1

J.
We then have

Fc =W „ ., /R„=*-R,n

"•Hr?^^)
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Uw-\hQ weight of unit volume, the weight W of the whole ring is -uXir (Ro+R,)
Xab, thence

F.= -
. TTW^ . |(R„2+ R_, . R^ + R;2) X ah

The average stress on the material = — '^ --, or finally

average Jc=- • w-
. i(R„2 + R„ . Ri -I- Ri^) .... (30)

S

The same result is reached if we consider the resultant centrifugal effect acting as

a single force on the half of the ring, and tending to split it across any diameter. The
centre of gravity of the semicircular annulus being situated at a distance from its

axis, ru= . - ( —^^-^-^V and its weight being w . wi— —~\xab, the resultant

centrifugal force acting on it as a whole in a radial direction through its centre of

gravity is, by formula (27), ^ . ui"- . abxt (Ro^+Ro . R, + Rj2). The average stress

on the material of the ring, if it be complete, is equal to this resultant centrifugal

force divided by the double section 2ab ; or

average j-c=^ . w^ . ^(Ro^ + Ro . Rrl-Ri^) . . {30)

If Ro, Rj- are expressed in feet, and g in feet per second= 32 '2, with wrought iron

or mild steel of specific gravity 7-8, w, the weight of a cubic foot = 486 lbs., and

average sc= 0-105 x w^ x i(Ro^ + Ro . Rj f Rr) lbs. per square inch

= 0-00115 N'^- i(RoHRo . Ri + Rj-) lbs. per square inch . . (31)

where N is the number of revolutions per minute. Or for cast iron of specific gravity

7*2, as in the end-flanges, zc;= 448, and

average j'= o-ooio6 N- . ^(Ro^ + Ro . R,+ Rj2)

If the core be smooth, with the winding held in place by binding wires, the above
case of a homogeneous cylinder acted upon only by its own centrifugal force is repro-

duced. But while in the foregoing the average circumferential or hoop stress has

alone been determined, in reality when the ring has appreciable thickness in com-
parison with its diameter the actual stress is not uniform over the whole radial depth.

The radial force as we pass from the outside surface is transmitted from layer to layer

to the interior with increasing intensity, if the cylinder is solid, but again decreases

towards the inside circumference if the cylinder is perforated with a hole. In conse-

quence, as mentioned at the outset, in the general case of a thick cylinder there is

a difference of radial stress on the outer and inner faces of a small element forming

part of any one component layer. Thus in a hollow thick cylinder the radial stress

tending to divide one layer from another, and acting at right angles to the circum-

ferential stress, is zero at the outer and inner circumferences, and reaches a maximum
at some depth within the rim. But even though the maximum radial stress tending

to divide two layers may not be considerable, the important result follows that the

hoop stress is no longer uniform but varies at different depths, and is a maximum at

the inside edge. By reason of the minute expansion of the cylinder under the action

of the centrifugal force a true expression for the local stress must contain Poisson's

ratio
, which for metals may be taken as lying between ^, and ^, In order to render

the problem capable of solution, in the case of a solid homogeneous cylinder, the

effect of its length must be ignored ; the results are therefore only strictly true for a

very thin flat disc, but this corresponds to the case of an armature core-disc, and for
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such a disc with a hole at its centre it is found that the greatest value of the hoop

stress, which occurs at the inner circumference, is given by the expression *

Sc ,na.=j .

4 {(3
+ ^)lV-h(l - '^) Rr}

or, assuming -=
:i
and with the radii expressed in feet, for wrought iron or mild

steel,

^c ,nax.=o'ooo2g N^ (3-25 Ro'^ + 075 Rj^) Ibs. per square inch . . (32)

Hence if the central hole be very small, the maximum stress is

Scmax. =0-00094 N2 . R^^

while on the same assumption of a very small hole the average stress would only be

Sc average= '000383 N^ . Ro"

It will be seen that the maximum stress would be nearly 2j times the average in such

an extreme case, and remains as much as 25 per cent, greater even when R,= J . Ro-

For solid cylinders of considerable axial length, even the above more accurate

formulae can only be regarded as approximately true.

Thus it is only when the thickness of the ring is quite small as compared with its

diameter that the radial stress which is zero at the outer and inner circumferences

reaches so small a value within the thickness that it may be neglected ; no difference

between the radial stresses on the outer and inner faces of an elementary layer then

arises, and the centrifugal force of each element is strictly balanced by the resultant

of the hoop tensions on its two sides. The stress in a thin rim thus becomes sensibly

uniform over the whole cross-section, or the average and maximum values coincide.

Since in such a case Ro and Rj are each nearly equal to the mean radius

Rm=—^^ ', the expression (R„^-t-Ro . Rj + Rr) in formula (30) and (31) reduces to

3 R„i-, and we have

where Vm is the mean velocity corresponding to R,„.

Hence in the special case of a rim of small radial depth as compared with its

diameter for wrought iron or mild steel, if R„i and »,„ are expressed in feet and feet

per second,

j-f = o'ooii5 N'-. R„j^ or 0-105 ^™' lt)s. per square inch . . (33)

or for cast iron

Jc= o-ooio6 N-. R„r, or 0-097 Vm" lbs. per square inch . . (34)

The stress is then, as is well known, dependent only upon the square of the mean

velocity, and in lbs. per square inch is nearly yV^h of the square of the mean

velocity in feet per second. Obviously since in the above expression the inner radius

is ex hypothesi to differ but little from the outer radius, the outer radius or the

peripheral velocity may also be used but with slightly less accuracy.

We have, however, in most cases to deal with rings of appreciable depth, and are

therefore more interested in the maximum stress which holds in such cases, and upon

which the bursting would in reality depend. From eq. (32) it will be seen that in

the two extreme cases of a very thin ring and of a nearly solid ring, the maximum
stress only varies in the proportion of 4 to 3-25 ; or with wrought iron as the material,

* Ewing, Strength of Materials (2nd edit,), p. 218. Cp. A. Jude, The Theory

of the Steam lurbine, chap. xiii. See also B. A. Behrend, " A New Large

Generator for Niagara Falls," Trans. Ainer. I.E.E., July igoS.
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from 0-00115 N^Ro^ to 0*00094 N^R^s. There is therefore but little error in all

practical cases in assuming the maximum stress as o'ooi N-Ro*, or if we wish to be on
the safe side in taking the maximum figure, 0*00115 N^Rq^.

To this in the case of the toothed armature core must be added the stress from

the centrifugal force of the iron teeth, and also from the copper winding, within the

slots when these are closed or locked by wooden wedges. Having calculated the

total radial centrifugal force Fc^ from the teeth and copper winding so far as the latter

falls on the core-discs, .this may be regarded as distributed uniformly over the whole

cylinder below the bottom of the slots, so that if we retain R„ to signify the radius to

F ^

the bottom of the slots, the radial tension on the outer surface is —=t^^—-,. The hoop
27rRo . b ^

stress due thereto increases towards the inner surface, and there has the value

Fc^ 2R '^ F ' 2R^ " ~ "^ X ^—Til • The maximum stress at the inner surface is
2tR<, , b Ro2 - R^a 2-wab

'^ R„ + R/
therefore

^—
=°"°°^^'^»'-"^i^R?fe. • • • • (35)

where Ro is the radius to the bottom of the slots, a is the radial depth below the

slots, and b is the net length of the iron core with allowance for insulation between

the discs and for air-ducts.

There are, however, but few parts of an armature which are only subjected to the

direct stress from centrifugal force. Thus when the core is built up out of segments

fastened by bolts through the end-flanges on the hub, these latter must take some

portion of the centrifugal force of the discs in different degrees according to the

method of construction. Again, the core-discs when internal to the field-magnet are

subjected not only to centrifugal force, but also to a nearly uniform external pull

in a radial direction from the magnetic field. If the total value of this pull summed
up all round the armature circumference, as will be further explained in Chapter XIV.

§ II, be r,„, the resultant tension as acting on a single cross-section of a core

P
composed of circular discs will be, just as in the case of the centrifugal force,

—

~.

Across a horizontal diameter there is a further additional stress due to the weight

of the core itself; if as the worst condition the weight of the lower half is assumed to

be entirely unsupported by the arms of the hub, the tension on the double cross-

W
section due to the weight would be — . These forces reinforce the simple bursting

stress from centrifugal force, but the effect of the weight is usually negligible, so that

the resultant maximum stress upon the material becomes approximately

_ r„. . ,.

^a—fcma:r. +
--a'^ (30)

Pin
If the armature is eccentric in the bore, for —^ in the above must be substituted

TT

the total resultant pull P,„' acting on a half of the ring in the direction of its

eccentricity. If therefore the eccentricity is in the downward vertical direction, and

it is supposed that the armature has simply sunk downwards while the magnet yoke-

ring retains its true circular shape without deformation, the resultant pull P„/ may be

approximately estimated on the lines given in Chapter XIV. § i6.

Next, if it be supposed that the armature rim is rigidly anchored at each junction

with an arm, there has further to be considered the bending moment acting on the

core between each pair of arms, and reaching its maximum at the points of junction.

F +P +W
The total force between a pair of arms is — where «a is the number of

spokes or arms of the hub, and this force is uniformly distributed along a length
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-, so that the stress at the junction with an arm is

- ='-^!^'^^"^4 «37)

on the analogy of a beam fixed at both ends and loaded uniformly, Z being the

modulus of the section, which by the usual formula for a rectangle is —^. The

core would thus become bowed outwards between each pair of arms, and the

stresses in the core would be increased as compared with the case when the core

suffers no deformation. Even the above estimate of the bending moment would be

increased if there is any unequal magnetic pull, as will be described in Chapter XIV.

§ 16. If the width of a pole-face exceeds the distance between two arms, and the

maximum induction in the air-gap is regarded as holding over the whole of the

distance between two arms, the total pull which could occur between two arms would

be " "^^- • "•_ or since this is a maximum estimate, for the area of the
1735X10S/,,

periphery might be substituted the smaller area of the 2/ pole-faces, i.e.

—g "^^- •
'~J^-

. lbs., where A is the area of one pole-face in square inches. Hence
1 735 X lo* X «„

'

in the above expression for i"„', instead of P„i would be substituted the imaginary

value obtained on the assumption that the pull was uniform round the armature at its

real maximum value, namely, ?„/'= P,n( =

—

'— r . The stress due to the bending
\)ig average/

moment is additive to 5„, but, as thus calculated, it is not strictly correct and is

somewhat over-estimated ; a more detailed analysis would have to take into account

the stretching of the arms, which, although considered above as inextensible, would

in reality lengthen slightly.*

But if, as an approximation, the combined stress is taken as the sum of j,, and j-„',

we must then have i'o + ^a' =ft, where /« is the safe permissible limit of tensile

stress with the particular material employed. Such a maximum value, Sa + sd,

probably errs on the high side, so that a high permissible tensile stress may be taken,

and for wrought-iron or mild-steel sheets ft may be reckoned as 14,000 lbs. per

square inch.

Owing to the abundant strength of the sheet steel used in armature cores, any

such calculation is as a rule superfluous (even when allowance is made for any

accidental excess of speed which might occur), except in the case of very high

peripheral speeds such as with armatures driven by steam turbines, or of very large

size ; the above remarks are therefore only introduced in view of the increasing use

of turbo-generators, to indicate the nature of the stresses to which the armature core

is subjected, and also on account of the general applicability of the methods and

formulae obtained to many similar problems which occur in the calculation of the

mechanical strength of various parts of the dynamo, t

§ 6. Mechanical strength of armature hubs.—If the armature

makes N revs, per minute, and transmits HP horses' power, the torque

, .,. , .
, i.

• T^ HP X 3^,000x12
or twisting moment actmg on the armature is !,„ = ^^^^^° 27rN

* Cp. Unwin, Elements of Machme Design, part ii. p. 296 (edit. 1902).

t See Niethammer, Berechnting und Konstrtiktion der Gleichstrommaschinen und
Gleichstfommotoreti, part ii. p. 369 ff., from which the treatment in the latter part of

the present section is derived in part, and to which the reader is referred for a fuller

discussion of the whole subject.
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= 63,000 inch-pounds. For dynamo work this may be translated

into a more convenient form. If the output of a dynamo be kzv

kilowatts, the actual power which passes into the shaft either through

the pulley of a belt-driven machine or through the coupling connecting

it directly to the crank-shaft of an engine, is KW =— , where t] is

the efificiency, or the ratio between the useful power given out at

the terminals and the total power absorbed in obtaining it* By

substitution of the quantity KW, reduced to horsepower in the

above equation, we obtain as the normal torque

T,„ = 85,000 -'^ inch-pounds .... (38)

The commercial efficiency of dynamos varies considerably with

their type and size, but in the greater number of cases it ranges

from 70 in small to 90 per cent, or more in large machines ; an

average value for -q is therefore about o'85. Thus the coefficient

for the conversion of the horse-power input into kilowatts of output

may be taken on the average as = -Ii— x 0*85 = o'63, and any equation
1000

expressed in terms of horse-power must be divided by this coefficient

to express it in terms of kilowatts, or T,„= 100,000 -- inch-pounds.

\{w = the output in watts,

T„, = 1 00- inch-pounds,

where ^ = the watts per rev. per minute—a quantity the importance of

which in dynamo designing will appear subsequently.

If then r^ be the radius of the arm in inches (Fig. 163), or the

distance from the centre of the shaft to the tip of the arm, where the

resistance to the motion is applied, and n„ is the number of arms or

spokes, the force acting at the tip and tending to bend the spoke is

T
P^ = ^- pounds. If any point be taken along the arm, distant /

inches from its tip, the leverage is /, and the bending moment at

T
that point under normal full load is B,„ = '^^ x /. The bending

moment divided by the modulus of the section Z gives the

* In the case of a separately excited machine, the exciter of which is not driven

from the main dynamo shaft, the power absorbed in the field should strictly be

taken into account in calculating the commercial efficiency, although in our present

connection such loss in the field stands outside the calculations of the strength

of shaft.
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stress on the material at the point in question, i.e. St,
— -^ = ~\%

the stress due to the transmitted torque across a transverse section

taken at any point / inches from the tip of the arm. This reaches its

maximum at the junction of the arm with the nave, so that if r„ be the

radius to the nave, also in inches,

Sb- :
M^_^) = JL?^ (—7^') ^bs. per square inch . . (39)

Or if the arm be of rectangular cross-section, of thickness h^ inches,

and of breadth b^ inches parallel to the length of the shaft, so that its

section modulus is ~——2.

T,„ r. - r,, 6

n„ r„ o„ X h.

- lbs. per square inch . (40)

Fig. 163.

But while the above gives the normal bending stress on the arms,

this may be very much increased by sudden retardation of the whole

moving mass, as by a short-circuit occurring with a compound-wound

dynamo. The inertia of a heavy fly-wheel, as in a machine directly

coupled to a steam-engine, would then cause a greatly increased force

to be transmitted through the arms of the hub. The design of an

armature hub must then follow the lines of a large wheel or pulley, and

the energy that may be delivered to the armature core from the actual

fly-wheel of the steam-engine, as due to the greatest retardation that is

likely to occur, say complete stoppage in three to five seconds, must

be calculated ; the torque that is at the same time being given by the

steam pressure acting on the pistons would also have to be taken

into account. Further, it has been above assumed that each arm takes
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its strict share of the total driving force, and so is equally effective.

On all these grounds it is advisable to take from 4 to 5 times the

normal value of P^ or T,„ in the calculation of the bending stress.*

The stress must then be < ft, the safe permissible tensile stress.

Since s^, is to be reckoned on a liberal basis, as at least four tia.es that

corresponding to normal full load, the permissible tensile stress in cast

iron may be taken as high as 4000 lbs. per square inch. The arms of the

hub must also be strong enough to withstand the shearing action ; this

is uniform throughout the length of the arm and is equal to the drag

T
or force acting at the tip of each arm, i.e. to P^= '— transferred

;-„ X n^

without change to any transverse section of the arm.f Then

I^<f

where/., or the safe working stress under shearing, may be given half

the value of/, or 2000 lbs. per square inch.

It will be found that there is usually no difficulty in obtaining

ample strength in the hub against either bending or shearing.

When the hub is pressed on to the shaft by screws or hydraulically,

an excess allowance rising from 2 to 4 mils is made in the diameter of

* In addition to the bending stress at any section of the arm there is also the

tension from its own centrifugal force, although this is of but slight importance in

ordinary cases. If the cross-section of the arm be uniform throughout, its weight

is wX(r„-;-„)X section, and the radius to its centre of gravity is " - "• Its

centrifugal force is therefore J . — . w^ (r,i^ - r„^) X section , and the stress due

thereto with cast iron as the material is from § 5,

Ax N^ (fc?-fi?) lbs. per square inch,
144

the two radii being now measured in inches, i.e.

j^= 3'68 N\r,i" - Tj?) X 10^" lbs. per square inch.

Further, if the core is in segments dovetailed to the hub, there has to be added the

tension due to magnetic pull ; the total maximum pull that can act on one arm is, as

in § 5i approximately -^^-Hs-f-—*" ^Vr^^- If W he the weight of the armature

W
core, the proportionate share of its weight on one arm will be , and in each of

these two latter cases the stress is equal to the force divided by the .section. The
total combined stress at the root of the arm would therefore be

^ ^ IV +w
tta X section of arm

If, as an extreme supposition, it be assumed that the arms of the hub will also be

called upon to withstand the centrifugal force of the armature core, the second term

must again be increased. Cp. Unwin, Elements of Machine Design (edit. 1902),

part ii. p. 296.

t See Unwin, Elements of Machine Design (edit. 1902), part i. p. 58.
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a shaft of 6 to 10 inches, in order to secure a sufficiently good driving

fit. In large machines the nave of the hub is split in order to avoid

strains from contraction during cooling, and is subsequently drawn

together by wrought-iron rings shrunk on or by bolts.*

In all cases care must be taken that sufficient surface is given to

the tips and driving edges of the arms, and that the discs are accurately

fitted or keyed to them. If this precaution be neglected, the driving

stress will after several years of use end by causing the edges of the

discs to cut into the arms, with the result that as soon as the least

relative movement takes place, wear of the arms begins, and rapidly

increases, until the core either in one solid mass or in certain sections

becomes loose on the shaft.

§ 7. Mechanical strength of armature shafts.—Armature

shafts are usually of mild steel, produced by the Bessemer or Siemens-

Martin process. The determination of the diameter required at

different parts of their length is largely a matter of experience, but

nevertheless in the main it requires to be based on the theoretical

rules appropriate to shafts which are subjected to the combined

stresses of torsion and bending. The calculation of the torsional

stress due to the continuous and steady transmission of horsepower

through a rotating shaft is an easy matter, since, as in the preceding

paragraph, the twisting moment about the axis of the shaft or

T,„= 100,000-— inch-pounds.

But torsion is by no means the only stress to which the armature

shaft is subjected ; even more important is the bending stress, due to

several causes, chief among which is the weight of the armature itself.

In ring or drum armatures the weight is more or less uniformly dis-

tributed over the length of the shaft between the bearings ; in discoidal

and disc armatures the weight is more nearly concentrated at the centre,

although even then the axial length of the supporting hub is usually

a considerable number of inches. If W be the weight of the complete

armature in pounds, and / be the span in inches between the bearings

on either side of the armature, then if we assume the whole of the

weight to be concentrated at one point (Fig. 164), the reactions at the

centres of the bearings Q, R are ?£/, =W—^— andzf/, =W —J— . The
A + 4 ^1 + 4

bending moment diagram is drawn as follows ; upon the direction of

R produced, mark off a length ab representing to some convenient

scale the moment of w-^ about R, a negative or clockwise moment
being measured downwards and a positive or counter-clockwise moment
upwards. Join dc, intersecting the direction of W at d, and lastly join

* See Unwin, Elements of Machine Design, part ii. pp. 287-297, and Niet-

hammer, Berechnwig und Konstruktion der Gkichstrommaschinen und Gleichstrom-

motorett, pp. 378-383.

VOL. I. 19
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da. Then ahc is the moment area of w^, and abd is the moment
area of W ; W /o being positive, its area above the horizontal Hne ac is

equally well given by the area of the triangle, adh lying between the

same parallels, when the base ba is measured upwards. Thus the

positive moment area abd balances a portion of the negative moment
area, and the remaining shaded triangle adc is the bending moment
diagram, its vertical ordinates being proportional to the bending

moment at corresponding points of the shaft. The greatest bending

moment is W ^ -
, and in the case of Fig. 164, if we take J= '*, it is

/i + /^ /g 0-6

but little different from that due to a load concentrated at the

centre which gives the dotted equilateral triangle of Fig. 165 and

W/
B,„ =— . If, however, the weight

Q R 4
li---li--^ Ij >i is assumed to be uniformly dis-

tributed along the entire length

between the bearings, the bending

moment diagram is given by the

dotted parabola with vertex at the

wr T Tw

Fig. 164.—Bending moment diagram
due to weight of armature if con-
centrated.

Fig. 165.—Comparison of bending
moment diagrams due to weight,

concentrated and distributed.

centre (Fig. 165), the greatest bending moment being reduced to

wi
B„, = -—

. Neither supposition is strictly true, and in default of an
o

accurate setting-out of the bending moments a fair approximation is

obtained if the intermediate full line of Fig. 165 with B„
W/.

is adopted.

Comparison of a large number of dynamos of different sizes and

types shows that the weight of the armature is largely independent of

the type of field, and may be expressed to a fair degree of accuracy as

proportional to the frds power of the kilowatts per rev. per minute, or

-^ j lbs. The value of the constant c ranges from 6000 in

small to 10,000 in large machines, but more often approximates to the

lower limit, so that its average value may be put at 7200,* i.e.

W„ = 72co(-|^y lbs.,or72(^^-) lbs

* In alternators in which the revolving portion is very usually the eld-magnet,

and this is combined with, or itself forms, the fly-wheel of the driving engine, the
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The length of the span between the bearings in average cases

(kiv \^
-— j inches. The

bending moment due simply to the weight of the armature as given

by the above formula will then be

7200 (-^) X96(-)

kiv HP . , ,

115,000 — , or 72,500 -^— mch-pounds (41)

K U »ic

W, X T

In engine-driven dynamos, where the heavy mass of the fly-wheel

is supported between the inner

bearing of the engine and the }-

outer or commutator bearing of ^ !

the dynamo, it will be necessary wj I

to take this further weight into

account as concentrated at a

certain distance from the centre

of the armature. The bending

moment diagram may then be

obtained by adding the ordinates

of the diagram due to each

separate weight, or we may set

off the moment of w^ about R,

i.e. ac= W/g 4- W-^/^ downwards,

and join ce (Fig. 1 66) intersecting

the direction of the fly-wheel

weight Wj produced at d; measure

cb = ^-J,^ upwards from r, and join

db and fa ; then afde is the com-

bined bending moment diagram.

The fly-wheel being supposed to

be three times as heavy as the

armature, and at the same dis-

tance from the commutator end that the pulley bearing formerly was,

it will be seen that the bending moment is increased 1 1 times.

§ 8. Causes increasing the bending moment on shafts.

—There are still, however, a number of causes increasing the bending

moment which in the above equations are entirely unrecognised.

First amongst these may be mentioned the lateral pull caused from

weight will be considerably higher than in a continuous-current dynamo with

revolving armature ; owing to the great variations of the conditions, c may then

reach values between 10,000 and 20,000, and can hardly be said to be a constant,

even in alternators of the same type.

Fig. 166.—Bending moment diagram due
to weight of armature and of fly-wheel.
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the pulley end by the tension of the driving belt or ropes. The pulley

in belt-driven machines is usually placed outside of, yet as close as

possible to, one of the two bearings (cp. Fig. 2) ; and a certain amount

of bending stress must be allowed for within the span of the shaft from

the one bearing to the other, over and above that due to the weight

of the armature. If T = T^ - 1\ is the driving force at the periphery

of the pulley in lbs., or the difference in the tensions of the two sides

of the belt, the total pull on the shaft at the centre of the pulley is

Tg + Tj. The arc embraced by the belt on the smaller driven pulley

being taken as about 0*4 of its circumference, and the coefficient of

friction between the belt and the pulley as 0*3 (these assumptions

Fig. 167.—Forces acting on belt-driven dynamo.

being such as usually hold in practice*), Ta + T^ may be reckoned as

= 3T. This pull causes reactions in the two bearings (Fig. 167) of

values

Their directions in the plane of the pull are as shown in Fig. 168,

whence the bending moment diagram due to the overhung pulley is

easily drawn by setting off al> = 3T (/g + /J on the direction of t.^ pro-

duced and joining be. If the driving force and the weight were acting

in the same plane, the two shaded areas acd of Figs. 168 and 164

could be combined by adding together their corresponding ordinates

* See Unwin, Elements of Machine Design, (1902 edit.) part i. pp. 459-465.
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"I

!-*— I,
T

algebraically ; but in general the pull of the belt acts horizontally or at

right angles to the weight. In order to find the maximum bending

moment the diagrams must then be combined by taking the square root

of the sum of the squares of the ordinates at corresponding points.

This has been done in Fig. 169, and from it the increase and altered

position of the maximum
bending moment within the ^T

bearings due to the belt is

clear. To this has next to

be added the possibility that

there is a considerable un-

balanced or one-sided mag-

netic pull, the nature of which

will be described in Chapter

XIV. § 16 ; any such pull will

tend to deflect the shaft, and

will often coincide nearly in

direction with the weight of

the armature and increase the

downward pressure by at least

one-third. Further, its effect

is cumulative, the pull in-

creasing the eccentricity of the

armature within the bore of

the poles and exaggerating

the initial effect.

Straining actions are also set up when the masses of the armature

and fly-wheel are rapidly accelerated or retarded by reason of sudden

changes in the armature load

such as occur, e.g., in a

generator supplying current to

tramcar motors.

When the maximum bend-

ing moment has been deter-

mined it must be combined

with the twisting moment by the well-known rule through which the

equivalent betiding moment is obtained,* namely.

The moment of resistance of a circular section to bending is — ft d^ =
32

o'ogSfd^, and equating this to the equivalent bending moment we
obtain

Fig. 168.—Bending moment diagram due
to belt pull.

Fig. 169—Combined bending moment diagram
due to weight of armature and belt pull.

Vo-
B,

098/
(42)

Unwin, Elenients of Machine Design (edit. 1902), part i. p. no.
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where d is the minimum diameter of a soUd circular shaft for a given

value oifn and ft is the safe working stress of the material of the shaft.

The value ofy^ which is found by experience to give practical results

for the case of a dynamo shaft ranges from 4500 to 7500 lbs. per square

inch, and B^ being reckoned in inch-lbs., the diameter is thence found

in inches.

§ 9. Deflection of shafts.—There still remains a second point of

view from which the diameter of the shaft as deduced from the com-

bined twisting and bending moment must again be checked, namely, the

deflection of the shaft regarded as a beam supported at either end by

a bearing and carrying a more or less concentrated load. The amount

of this deflection, although determined by the bending stresses, yet

forms an independent consideration of great importance, especially in

the case of shafts with a long span between the bearings. The shaft

may then have sufficient strength to transmit the requisite horsepower

torsionally and to resist the greatest bending moment, but still

may be too weak from the deflection point of view, since any initial

deflection itself increases the one-sided magnetic pull by decreasing the

air-gap in one or other direction.

If a weight W be concentrated at a spot distant l^ and /g units of

length from the two bearings, the total length of span being 1=1^ + L,

and if the shaft be throughout of uniform diameter d, the greatest

deflection of such a beam under its concentrated load will be *

3/. EI

where I is the moment of inertia of the section which for a circle

7rd^
is ^— , and E is the modulus of elasticity. For steel E may be taken

as 30,000,000 lbs. per square inch, so that when W is reckoned in lbs.,

and with the lengths and diameter reckoned in inches

S==o-227—L_i_^.^ X ID"*' inches .... (43)
/ . fl*

If
/i
= /.2, 0= ~'-Yi ^^d in the same units as above

40 El
W P _, .

= o"oi4i
—

.— X 10 '^ mches.

Strictly speaking, the calculation would require to be carried through

for the deflection at each point due to each of the weights corresponding

to the armature and commutator,to the fly-wheel,and to the unsymmetrical

magnetic pull. The resultant deflection would then be given by the

geometrical sum of the component deflections at any point. It will,

however, suffice to substitute for W the single weight W^ which, so far

* Unwin, Elements of Machine Design, part i. p. 63.
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as the resultant bending moment is concerned, most nearly represents

the combined effects of the various weights, W^ being located at the

spot where the bending moment has been found to be greatest (as at

d in Fig. 169); the assumption that each weight is concentrated will

have led to an error on the safe side in the estimate of W^.

The resultant deflection 8 as deduced from W^ must then be limited

to an amount not exceeding 10 per cent, of the normal air-gap as a

maximum, no allowance being made for any additional stiffness added

to the shaft by the close-fitting sleeve of the hub.

If all the weight were distributed perfectly uniformly along the

shaft, there would be a great reduction in the deflection, the equation

becoming

^""
76^ EI

^Q'QQ^^—^-xio"*^ inches . . . (43a)

i.e. only |ths of the deflection for the same weight concentrated at the

centre of the span.

In practice the weights are to some extent distributed along the

shaft, although not uniformly so; on the other hand, the above expressions

are only true for a shaft of uniform diameter. If an axial section

of the shaft approximates to a cubic parabola {i.e. if r=^ Ja . x, where

r is the radius of the shaft at a distance x from the centre of the nearer

bearing, and a is a constant, a condition which would give uniform

strength under a load concentrated at the centre of the span), or to a

truncated cone tapering from maximum d to '^d at the entrance to a

bearing, the deflection would be increased as much as if times as

compared with a shaft of uniform diameter. Either of the above cases

more nearly resembles an actual shaft which is tapered towards the

bearings, but in practice there should be sufficient strength to render it

unnecessary to calculate the influence of the varying section of the

shaft more exactly.*

§ 10. Stiffness of shaft to resist centrifugal whirling.— Great

stiffness in the shaft is equally necessary for another reason.

If a shaft supported between two bearings and at rest is imagined

to be plucked to one side and released, it will vibrate with a certain

frequency depending on its dimensions and elasticity. When rapidly

rotating a similar vibration may also be imparted to it through any

cause which leads to a displacement of its mass centre from the straight

axis of rotation, but in this case as the speed of rotation increases the

* In shafts proportioned to give a uniform stress throughout, Mr. R. Livingstone,

{Electrician, vol. Ivii. p. 570) gives, as the average of a number of cases,

5 = o-oii8 '-,— X lo"^ inches

where the weights of engine fly-wheel, armature and commutator, and the unbalanced

magnetic pull are all simply added together to give W.
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frequency of vibration gradually diminishes. This is due to the action

of the unbalanced centrifugal force, which is opposed to the resistance

to deflection due to the elastic stress in the material of the shaft ; the

centrifugal force thence retards the vibration so that the shaft takes

longer to pass from its position of maximum displacement inwards to

the centre and thence outwards again. The initial cause of the displace-

ment may be that the shaft is either bent or deflected by the weight

of the rotor, or that in the first instance it is not perfectly balanced. As
the speed of rotation is increased, and the frequency of vibration

diminishes, there comes a critical point at which the lateral vibration

vanishes, and the shaft " whirls," just as a skipping-rope held at its two

extremities and swung round.*

If a uniform shaft, supported at its ends (but not fixed) by two

bearings, carries a concentrated mass M^ with moment of inertia l„

the critical angular velocity in radians per second at which whirling

occurs is given by the equation

MJ.K)'+ {3 EIM,(1 +^L)-3 Ell,(± + ±)j.„,^

^m!i±0^ .... (44)
1 ' 2

where I is the moment of inertia of the shaft itself, and /^ and 4 are the

distances of the concentrated mass from the bearings, w^. can thence

be obtained by inserting the numerical values, and the critical number

of revs, per minute is N^ =— . (iik = 9'SS^i-

An approximation from the above expression is obtained when the

position of the concentrated mass is not far from the centre, or when

If is neglected, by which

^k' I 3^EI ^ ^

where W^ is the weight of the concentrated mass M,..

This is equivalent to the statement that the critical speed occurs

when the unbalanced centrifugal force is exactly equal to W^. For

W
the unbalanced centrifugal force is —-- w- . 8, and the deflection 6,

g

is by § 9 = ^" • ^JJ^; when—^ . w^S is equated to W„ we thus

have oj2, = 'f=3 x-^-. The critical number of revs, per minute

i^^^^"
N..= 16-5^/11117^^" .... (44«)V /j2. // W,

* Dr. Chree, P^-oc. Physical Soc, vol. xix. For a fuller resume of the subject

see A. Jude, The Theory of the Steam Turbine, chap, xvi., from which much of the

present section is derived.
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Or if the lengths, etc. are in inches, g must also be in inch-measure =
386*4, and

/EI I

with the value = 1300 /„ x — in the particular case when the weight

is concentrated at the centre. But such expressions can only be

regarded as rough approximations.

If the weight is uniformly distributed along the span between the

bearings, and the deflection is simply due to this distributed weight

W^, including that of the shaft, the maximum deflection 8 at the centre

W l'^

is by § 9, o Vt - ^'^^ '^^ ^^^^ unbalanced centrifugal force is not
760 ii/i

VV
correctly given by —^ . w^^ . 8,„„^., since its value per unit length of

S
shaft varies all along its length as 8 varies. The law by which the 8

at each point is related to the maximum 8 must therefore be determined,

and it is then found * that

and

-'V^x^fr^-^^y^x^

N^ =94y^x|.. (44^)

Or if the lengths, etc. are in inch-measure, ^^=386-4 and

The practical case of the turbo-dynamo falls between the two con-

ditions of a concentrated and distributed load. Professor Dunkerley has

shown that the critical velocity of a composite system can be obtained

approximately from the relation

ui/^'- m^ w.^ ta^-

where w^ is the critical velocity of the shaft alone, and w.,, Wg, etc. are

the critical velocities due to the different weights with which the shaft

is loaded and concentrated at different spots. The critical velocity is

therefore best determined by the application of formula (44) to the

diff'erent weights, w/ being thus the reciprocal of the sum of the

reciprocals of in^, w^, etc. The first term for the shaft alone usually

has but small importance.

Critical speeds of higher order also occur, but seldom need con-

sideration in practice.

The calculation of N^. in the practical case of a dynamo armature is

* Ewing, Strength of Materials, § 138, p. 204.
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complicated by the difficulty of estimating the moments of inertia of

the component parts such as the armature hub, so that the critical

speed can at best only be approximately calculated.

At the critical speed when the shaft reaches the "whirling" con-

dition the deflection is indefinite, the unbalanced centrifugal force and

the additional deflection increasing pari passu,—in other words, the

bending may increase to a serious extent. But this is only the case if

the speed is maintained at the critical value for any length of time, if

the critical speed is quickly passed through, the whirling dies away

without reaching any great magnitude, so that a machine can be safely

worked normally well above the critical speed. It is then advan-

tageous for the shaft to be flexible, but in the more usual case of

the normal speed falling below the critical speed it is evident that the

shaft should be of large diameter and stiff, so that the normal and

critical speeds may be kept as far apart as possible. The whole pro-

blem becomes of great importance in dynamos driven by steam-turbines,

which by reason of their high speed call for the most perfect balancing

;

the intricacy of the subject, however, forbids a fuller treatment within

our present limits.

§ II. Diameter of armature shaft.—It is manifest that the

influence of all the causes which tend to stress the shaft is to a large

extent indeterminate, and we must therefore in the absence of complete

data fall back upon approximations which in practice have been found

to give sufficient strength to withstand the working shocks and stresses

and sufficient stiffness against vibration.

Experience shows that in most cases satisfactory working can only

be eff'ectually ensured by taking the maximum bending moment as

about three times that which would be due to the simple weight of the

armature—or in other words, on the approximate assumptions of § 7.

B« = 345>ooo -^ >
or 345

j;^
inch-pounds

= 2
1 7,000 -—

- inch-pounds.

The twisting moment being

I„, = 100,000—-, or 100 ^^N N
HP= 03,000 ^-

the equivalent bending moment is

B.= JB„,-fW(B.2 + T„,2)

= 352.500 'j^^ or 352 ~ inch-pounds .... (45)

HP . , ,= 222,000 mch-pounds.
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It is evident that the bending action is of far greater importance

than the simple torsion, and in consequence it is in the estimate of the

bending moment that the apparently large factor of safety of 3 must be

introduced. The absence of the belt pull in engine-driven dynamos is

roughly counterbalanced by the greater span and the share which the

dynamo shaft takes in carrying the weight of the fly-wheel.

Inserting the intermediate value of 6000 lbs. per square inch iox ft in

equation (42), we have for the diameter of the shaft

''"V^^-f = 8-5^1 oro-85.^| . . , (46)

By such equations the minimum diameter of the shaft at the centre of

the armature or at any part beneath armature or commutator -may

practically be determined. Both the hub of the armature and the

sleeve of the commutator add to the rigidity of the shaft, and if, as is

often the case, there is a gap between these two, the bending is largely

concentrated thereat, so that it is of chief importance to maintain the

diameter to its full value at this spot. For very small armatures the

shaft as given by the above general equations may not be sufficiently

stiff, so that f to I inch must be added to the diameter. In every case

any special circumstances of the design must be considered ; thus in

dynamos with a very small air-gap or of large diameter with a com-

paratively small clearance, the magnetic pull due to inequalities in the

strength of the several fields and any tendency to vibration must be

specially guarded against by employing an exceptionally stiff shaft.

If a key-way is to be cut in the shaft for keying on the discs or their

supporting hub, further allowance must be made ; and in general to

give stiffness at the centre, the shaft is usually there swelled out to a

larger diameter than it has within the bearings. Any such alteration in

the size of shaft requires, of course, to be effected with a fairly large

radius in order to avoid opening of the fibres of the steel at the corner

where the change of diameter is made.

Directly driven dynamos are bolted to the driving engine either by

a solid half-coupling forged on the shaft or by a loose half-coupling of

cast-iron keyed to the shaft. Sufficient space must be allowed on one

or other side for the withdrawal of the coupling bolts.

In the case of traction generators which are subjected to great and

sudden changes of load causing large and rapid interchanges of energy

between fly-wheel and armature, the actual dynamo shaft may be re-

lieved of a large portion of the stress by prolonging the armature cast-

iron hub to form a coupling by which it may be immediately bolted to

the fly-wheel (Figs. 148 and 396). The shaft has then merely to take

the bending moment due to the weight of the armature at the outer
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bearing, and the stress of driving is transmitted directly from the fly-

wheel into the hub and its core-discs without passing through the key

or keys by which the hub is fixed to the shaft.

Within the bearing nearest to the driving-point the bending

moment is less than at the centre of the armature, and the diameter

of shaft may be correspondingly reduced. The possible reduction is,

however, much greater in small than in large machines, since in the

former the diameter at the centre is proportionately larger in order to

give sufficient stiffness to the shaft. Thus in machines giving less than

lo watts per rev. per minute the diameter within the bearing may be only

75 per cent, of the smallest diameter within the armature, and this pro-

portion will rise to, say, 90 per cent, in machines giving over 100 watts

per rev. per minute. The diameter of the shaft within the outer or com-

mutator bearing may be still further reduced, since the horsepower is

absorbed within the armature and the twisting moment becomes

negligible ; in many cases, however, for convenience of manufacture,

the same diameter of journal is retained throughout, even though within

the one bearing there is a surplus of strength, and in all cases a small

number of different diameters along the shaft conduces to economy in

its manufacture.

The above approximate figures require in every case to be checked

by consideration of the strength of the journal. Thus in the case of

the belt-driven dynamo of Fig. 167 the journal next to the pulley is

subjected to a combination of a bending moment 3T. l^ and a twisting

moment T^.

The equivalent bending moment f is then

B. = i(3T . 4) + i n/(3T./3)2-I-(T„,)2

Equating B^ to the moment of resistance of the circular shaft to

bending, the minimum diameter of the shaft within the pulley bearing

is given by the relation

B,<o-o98/X/)3

where /^ as before may be taken as 6000 lbs. per square inch.

* The weight of the pulley itself is not here taken into account,

t More accurately, if /' is the length of the journal, and if /i
= the reaction of the

bearing against the tension of the belt as before, the bending moment due to this

reaction if distributed uniformly over the whole length of the journal = /, . ^, and this

amount must be deducted from the bending moment due to the belt pull. The true

bending moment at the centre of the journal neglecting the weight of the armature

which may or may not act in the same plane is thus

=3T{'.-r^')}
which must be substituted for 3T./j in the equation for the equivalent bending

moment. Unwin, Elements of Machine Design (edit. 1902), part I. § 125.
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In the outer bearing farthest from the pulley there is no twisting

moment, but the bending moment is the combined result of the weight

of the armature and the pull of the belt. The load on the bearing is

P2 = sjtv.? + 1.?, and the bending moment * of this at the inside end of the

shaft nearest to the armature is ^j^'. The diameter is then deduced from

iP/<o-o98/(^')3 (47)

Since / is at present undetermined, the above relation can provision-

P9
ally be solved by substituting -—.> for /', where / is the intensity of the

pressure on the area d't of the bearing projected on to the diametral

plane, and must be given a normal value such as is found in practice

(see § 13). Thence

"'^"B. • .•
(*«>

§ 12. Friction of bearings and their dimensions.—With a

copious supply of oil well introduced between the journal and bearing

surface, and provided that the intensity of the pressure per square inch

is not so great as to be on the point of squeezing out the lubricant, the

coefficient of friction /a, so far from being a constant as in the case of

solids, has been found to vary nearly inversely as the intensity of the

pressure and inversely as the temperature within the usual range of these

quantities. The relation of /a to the velocity is of a more complex

character ; up to 470 feet per minute for a given pressure and temperature

it is nearly proportional to the square root of the velocity, between 470
and 790 feet per minute it is more nearly proportional to \Jv, while for

speeds above 2000 feet per minute it is practically independent oiv. For

the lower speeds from 300 to 600 feet per minute, which are usually met
with in dynamo practice (apart from turbo-generators), the square root

proportionality may be assumed, and we then have /a = c
^

, where c

P • T
ranges from i'32 to i"6 when / is expressed in lbs. per square inch of

projected bearing surface, v in feet per minute, and the temperature of

the bearing bush is reckoned in degrees Centigrade. The influence of

different kinds of oil and of different combinations of metals in the journal

and bearing bush respectively is but small, so that finally it may be said f

* Unwin, Elements of Machine Design (edit. 1902), part I. § 117.

t See especially the results of the exhaustive experiments given by Lasche, "On
Bearings for High Speeds," Traction and Transmission, vol. vi. p. 33 ff., and the

earlier experiments of G. Dettmar, "On Friction Losses in Dynamos," E.T.Z.,

vol. XX. pp. 380 and 397. The latter gives a much higher value for c, namely, 2 '69, i.e.

/*= 2-69 ^!—1, whence it results that for a temperature of 37 '5° C. in the bearing bush

the loss by friction is at the rate of 2"i6 x io~^ ctt [d'^f-^ watts instead of the value

which is given above. But this appears to give higher losses than are obtained in

practice with good lubrication.
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that for a steel shaft running on a gun-metal or white-metal

surface /*= i'49 ^„ approximately.

Unless the bearing is artificially cooled, a high velocity is

accompanied by a high temperature, and vice versa, so that, as will be

seen from Fig. 170, if an initial temperature of 20° C. be assumed for

the air, -- has almost a constant value under given conditions of

natural cooling, and for bearings of similar type whatever the speed. It

averages about 0*4, so that ^x. is then simply inversely proportional to

the specific pressure, and =-^^. Inserting the specific pressures of
P

170 and 65 lbs. per square inch of projected bearing surface as the

upper and lower limits which are likely to occur in practice, /x is found

to vary between 0*0035 to 0*009, the higher value corresponding to the

lower specific pressure. It must again be emphasised that the above

practical values for /a only hold good if the natural relation between the

velocity and the temperature of the bearing is not largely modified as

would be the case if the running of the journal was entirely dependent

upon artificial cooling.

Since the total load on the bearing Y—pd'l' lbs. where d! and /'

are in inches, the frictional resistance R = ;u,P=^ 1*49 —-

—

-,pdl=

I "49 rpo • d'l' lbs. is seen to be completely independent of the load for

a given diameter and length ; the work done and the heating which

thence results are due to the shearing of the viscous liquid in its given

state of temperature, and though the application of the load may alter

the distribution of the pressure round the circumference of the journal

within the bearing, the mean thickness of the lubricating film remains

practically constant, and so also the work done in shearing it. The

power lost in the bearing is then Rt; = —^ 1—^^
33,000 T

= 45*1 X 10 ^ —^ . dl horsepower

^1.5

= 337 X 10 ^ ^ •
^''^ watts .... (49)

It is therefore proportional to the bearing surface and to the i*5th

power of the

'friction loss is

power of the velocity. Or again, since v—'~ feet per minute, the

6*o2 X 10 '^ —
,

' dl horsepower

= 4*5 X 10 ^ ^ /— .^/' watts .... (49«)
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Assuming the temperature of the bearing bush to be 37''-5 C. (100° F.),

an average figure for the friction loss in a bearing would be

I "61 X io~" (/N)^-=^ d'l' horsepower

= 1-2 X iQ-^ (/Ny-5 //'watts .... (49(5)

As mentioned above, a reduction of the diameter, provided that the

bearing is not artificially cooled but is dependent upon its own specific

rate of radiation, reduces its rise of temperature. From the formula for

the friction loss it is seen that the reduction of the rise of temperature

has in itself the effect of increasing the friction loss
; yet since the

friction loss is proportional to ^2.5^ while the rise of temperature is less

than proportional to d, and even then has to be added to a fixed initial

temperature of the air, it is evident that a reduction in the diameter of

the journal to the minimum required by considerations of strength is in

every case to be recommended on the double score of increasing the

efficiency of working and of reducing the temperature of the bearing

which makes its running more reliable.

pThe diameter being thus fixed as low as is safe, t =—„ and / is to
pd

be taken as high as is found practicable, since the efficiency is increased

by reducing the length as much as possible. Especially is this the case

with the outer bearing farthest from the driving engine, since from §11
the necessary diameter for this is itself partly dependent upon the

reciprocal of the intensity p; in consequence the higher the specific

pressure, the less the diameter and the less the rise of temperature,

which again assists by reason of the viscosity of the lubricant being

better maintained in a state to withstand the tendency for it to be

squeezed out. It is, however, evident that in any case, even if the

bearing is artificially cooled, the intensity of the pressure must never

approach the limit when the oil is liable to be squeezed out. The
higher the temperature, the less the viscosity of the oil, the film which

separates the two surfaces becomes thinner, and as soon as it is ruptured

the journal seizes ; the intensity of the pressure when the lubricant is

squeezed out is thus partly dependent upon the temperature, but under

ordinary conditions when the oil is not forced through the bearing

under pressure it ranges from 400 to 500 lbs. per square inch of

projected bearing surface.

In the case of dynamo bearings in which the load is continuous and

always in the same direction, as e.g. on the lower bush when the effect

of any eccentricity of the armature within the bore is added to that of

the weight, the permissible specific pressure must be very much reduced

below the above value, especially when due regard is had to the

very important question of the amount of wear of the bearings in

prolonged work.

In order to ensure durability and reliability in working it is necessary
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in all high-speed machinery to make the journals of considerable length

as compared with their diameter, and in belt-driven armatures of small

size running at 1 000-1200 revolutions per minute, the ratio most

frequently observed is j, = 4, where d' is the diameter of the journal.

In engine-driven armatures and in large machines generally, running at

about 300 revolutions per minute or less, the proportionate length may

be reduced, say, to 2 J diameters ; or in general — = | ^/n to \ J^.

The increase of the ratio of length to diameter with higher speeds,

such as is shown in the following table,

N Revs.

per Min.
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pulley bearing of Fig. 167 is Pi = V?e^7T^, or if 7 = 5'
^^ ^^^

assumed before, and
f = \ Pi = ./(W x 0-6)2 + (3T x 1-25)2; that on

the other bearing is P2= v/zf^22~^^'2= ^^\V x 0-4)2 + (3T x 0-25)2,

and the intensity of pressure in pounds per square inch of

P . . . .
H. P

projected area is / = -jy. Since the driving tension T = 126,000 txt-

pounds = 200,000 -jTt pounds where d is the diameter of the pulley in

inches or if V is the velocity of the belt in feet per minute since

expressed as follows

^_33>°° — ^ > — pounds, the above equations may also be

It will be found that Pj = 4T is a convenient approximation which holds

very closely in all ordinary cases, the effect of the weight acting at right

angles to T raising the total load from 3'75T to 4T.

In ring or drum machines the armature core centres itself longi-

tudinally within- the pole pieces by reason of the magnetic pull to which

it is subjected when displaced axially. A slight amount of end-play is

not disadvantageous, since it secures a more uniform wear of the com-

mutator surface, but it is seldom allowed to exceed jV^ of an inch to

|th in large machines, and it must be hmited by raised shoulders on the

shaft. The centre of the armature core must be in line with the centre

of the pole-faces, so that there may be no magnetic pressure against

the collar causing it to heat up. In discoidal and disc armatures, end-

play must be definitely avoided by the use, at both ends, of a thrust or

collar bearing, since otherwise there is danger of the armature striking

the poles at the sides.

§ 13. Temperature of bearings.—A second and independent

question is the temperature which the bearing will attain in working, i.e.

whether with a given diameter as fixed by considerations of strength and
with a given number of revs, per minute it can be counted upon to be

self-cooling. The rate at which heat is generated in the work of over-

coming the frictional resistance of the bearing must not be greater than

the rate at which it can be dissipated conveniently without any undue
increase of its temperature. Two cases then have to be distinguished

according as the bearing is dependent only upon its own radiation of

VOL. I.—20
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heat from its outside surface assisted by any convection currents due

to rotating masses in close proximity, or is artificially cooled by oil or

water being circulated through it.

The rate at which heat can be dissipated from a bearing without

artificial cooling depends upon a number of complex conditions, chief

among which are the difference of temperature between the bearing

bush and the surrounding air, and the area of the radiating surface of

the metal plummer-block. To these must be added the effect of the

artificial ventilation which, especially in dynamos, may arise from the

proximity of the rotating commutator or armature winding. But for a

given rise of temperature of the bearing bush which causes the heat to

be conducted to the outside of the plummer-block the rate of dissipa-

tion may be taken.as proportional to the surface of the journal or to its

projected area //, so that for each value of the rise of temperature

there corresponds a certain specific radiation of horsepower per square

inch of projected bearing surface which is similar in bearings of similar

type. According to the experiments above-cited of Herr O. Lasche, the

specific radiation from the outside of the plummer-block (the oil re-

maining unchanged as in ring lubrication) increases faster than the

difference between the temperature of the bearing bush and that of the

surrounding air, and, assuming an initial air temperature of 20° C, is

approximately proportional to the i"5th power of the rise of tempera-

ture of the bearing bush, ox h = k {£\ty^. In still air, with h reckoned

in horsepower per square inch of projected bearing surface, k was

found by experiment to be about 22*5 x lo"*' in the case of ordinary

bearings, and 42 x lo"" in the case of specially massive bearings, when

t is in degrees Centigrade. In dynamos, partly perhaps by reason of

the ventilation, which is always more or less present from the com-

mutator or armature winding, these values appear to be exceeded in

practice. The specific rate of radiation in horsepower per square inch

probably ranges from ©•oo8 to o'oi6, and assuming that in these two

limiting cases the bearing temperatures are 46°'2 C. and 6i°"5 C, or

the rises of temperature 26°-2 C. and 4i°-5 C, k then becomes as

much as 60 x io~^.

To the quantity hd'l" must be added, in the case of artificially

cooled bearings, the heat that is abstracted per minute by water

circulated round the bearing or by the oil which is passed through the

bearing and withdrawn as it becomes heated. Thus in the latter case

it is found that the oil leaves the bearing at a temperature about 15° C.

below that of the bush, or if the latter is to be maintained at say 75° C.

the oil leaves at 60° C. If it is then cooled down to 45° C. and supplied

anew to the bearing, Q litres being passed through the bearing per

minute, the rate at which heat has been withdrawn is proportional to

(6o''-45°) X specific heat x Q. When expressed in horsepower this

quantity is to be added to the rate of radiation hd'l', and their sum must
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then be equal to the rate at which heat is generated, namely, ^ ^
12 X 33,000

= ^ horsepower.
126,000

In the more ordinary case of a bearing without artificial cooling it

is only the specific rate of radiation which must be equated to the rate

at which heat is generated, both being expressed, e.g., in horsepower per

square inch of projected bearing surface. Assuming, then, the above

expressions for h and /x (eq. 49) fairly to represent the facts under

ordinary conditions of medium speeds, pressure, and temperature, the

two rates of generation and radiation of heat in horsepower per square

inch of projected bearing surface when equated give

45-1 X 10-6 ^i-.^^^^^^p

From this the important result follows that with bearings of similar type

naturally cooled, to every linear speed of journal there corresponds a

particular temperature rise independently of its length and pressure.

An initial air temperature of 20° C. may in all cases be assumed, so that

A/^-^(A/+2o°)=
45-1 XI 0-6

^,,.5 _
^ ^ ^ ^^^^

or with ,^= 60 X lo""*^

= 075 v^'^

Fig. 170 shows three curves obtained from (51) with values of

^ = 37 X io~^, or 60 X io~^, or 90 x io~^, the first being the highest for

the case of no auxiliary ventilation, and the intermediate corresponding

to the more usual case of dynamo bearings with some natural windage.

The general shape of the curves is closely borne out by experiment,

although the value of the constant varies considerably ; it is practically

independent of the pressure, and so of the length of the bearing, although

there is a tendency for the rise to be slightly greater with higher pressure.

From such a curve as that of Fig. 1 70 it can at once be determined

whether it will be necessary to resort to artificial cooling in any given

case, a maximum temperature which should not be exceeded in the

bush being fixed at 70° C, and the highest curve being taken in order

to be on the safe side.

It is thus evident that h is only of importance as determining the

question whether a bearing of given diameter and at a fixed speed

can be self-cooling, and its exact value in ordinary cases is of no
great interest, since there is usually a good margin in reserve. The
necessary length of the bearing can be made to appear dependent

upon //, by the equality ^^ = hi'I, whence / ^—^— . But
126,000 126,000 h

such dependence is more apparent than real, since /a is itself increased

by an increase in /z, and it will be found that by substitution of the full
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expression for fx and of h in terms of the temperature and velocity

P '

we simply return to our original equation / = -- ,.

While in the above a medium speed of journal surface has been

contemplated, the different law which holds for very high peripheral

speeds must be taken into account in the case of turbo-dynamos. When
the peripheral speed of the journal exceeds 900 feet per minute, up to

say 4000 feet per minute, the friction is practically independent of the

velocity, and between such limits as from 20 to 200 lbs. pressure per

70
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or if the initial temperature is 20° C

k

U"35 ^'

/ A M K / A , OV 862 X 10 ^
(5i«)

and if >^ = 6o X 10 ^

Scale of Inches.

12 3 4

Above 125° C. (257° F.) Lasche found that the lubricating proper-

ties of oil rapidly fell off.

§ 14. Pedestals and plummer-
blocks. — The journals are sup-

ported either by 2, 3, or 4 arms

from the end-shield castings of small

multipolar machines (Fig. 171), or

by pedestals which either form part

of the base-plate casting or are

separate plummer-blocks (Figs. 172

and 173). They are fitted with

a gun -metal or phosphor-bronze

"brass," or with a cast-iron shell

or bush lined with white -metal.

The white-metal is locked in the

shell by being run into recesses or

grooves in it which have a dove-

tailed section or overhanging edges.

In all except small machines the

white-metal bearing is to be pre-

ferred, since if the bearing becomes

overheated the white-metal melts

and runs out ; indication is thus

given of the overheating without

so much injury to the running

surface of the journal as always

results from the "seizing" of a

solid gun-metal bush. The brass or

liner is prevented from turning either

by snugs which engage in corre-

sponding recesses in the pedestal

or by a screw in the upper part of the pedestal. The bush may be

solid when it can be slipped over the end of the shaft, and then has

shoulder at one end to prevent axial movement in one direction.

But preferably it is split, and can then have a shoulder at either

end (Figs. 171 and 172); the pedestal is provided with a separate

cap fastened by two or four screws, and the arrangement has the ad-

vantage that the two halves can be closed together to take up wear,

while the solid bush when appreciably worn requires to be entirely re-

FiG. 171.—Bearing in end-shield

casting of small machine.
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lined with white-metal. The division of the cap from the pedestal

should be approximately at right angles to the line of maximum
resultant pressure upon the bearing ; the joint should therefore, in large

dynamos driven by horizontal belting or by a horizontal steam-engine,

be inclined at about 45° to the vertical.

In order to facilitate the self-alignment of the bearing on the shaft,
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the sleeve or bush in the commutator bearing of the directly driven

dynamo is frequently so made as to allow of a certain amount of

swivelling movement. The outside of the bush at the middle of its

length forms part of a sphere, and is given a correspondingly spherical

seating (Fig. 173), or if the pressure be small the seating may be

cylindrical when the bush may be slipped in from the end within a

solid pedestal.

At each end of the bearing are hooded chambers in which the oil

which exudes from the ends of the journal is caught and returned by

grooves cut at the bottom of the bearing into a reservoir. These

Scale of Inches.

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
I I I I f I

Fig. 173.—Self-aligning spherical bearing.

grooves should be of ample section and with sufficient fall to return the

oil quickly to the reservoir. At the end nearest to the armature the

shaft must be provided with an oil-throiver to prevent the oil from

creeping along the shaft on to the armature or commutator or brush-

carrier and there destroying the insulation. Either an upstanding

annular ridge is formed on the shaft when it is turned, or a collar with

a thin pointed edge of larger diameter is shrunk on to the shaft (Figs. 233,

235, and 218); in either case the oil is drawn to the outer edge of

the ring and thence is flung off by centrifugal force and caught in the

hollowed chamber within the bearing. The curvature of the hood must

be such as to cause the oil to be returned on the bearing side rather

than on the armature side, whence it may drip on to the shaft past the
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oil-thrower. At the outer or commutator end a plate over the opening

of the bearing is of convenience to prevent the entrance of dust, and in

other cases, if the rotating armature winding, or the proximity of a fan

causes a draught of air along the bearing, a brass ring in halves should

be fatted so as closely to embrace the shaft at the end of the bearing, in

order to prevent the oil being drawn along the shaft.

In small machines the white metal is sometimes run directly into

the cast-iron pedestal, an oiled mandril or the armature shaft itself being

previously inserted and held centrally in place so that the metal may
run round it. The whole is heated up, and passages are left to allow

the heated air to be expelled. As the

metal cools the mandril is turned round

in guides by hand, and a hard smooth

surface is obtained which does not re-

quire to be subsequently machined.

>^ 15. Lubrication of bearings.
—Lubrication is usually effected in

dynamo bearings by means of brass

or cast white-metal or aluminium rings

(Figs. 172 and 173) which rest on the

journal and dip into an oil reservoir,

formed in the hollow pedestal and of

sufificient size to allow any sediment in

the oil to settle. The section of the

^
rings is slightly tapered, being broader

^
—

I

I ^J—n at the base ; when the shaft rotates they

are carried slowly round by the friction

of their contact with it, so that the

journal becomes self- lubricating as

soon as the armature rotates. In the

upper half of the bush or liner are as

many gaps as there are rings, while

the bottom half remains whole ; or the

gaps in the upper half may be joined

by bridge pieces at the sides so as not to interfere with inspection of the

working of the rings through openings at the top (Fig. 171). The oil is

drawn up by the motion of the ring and at the top of the journal enters

a recess cut longitudinally along the brass, whence it is distributed by

grooves cut spirally along the inner surface. All such grooves and
recesses must be sealed at their farther ends so as to confine the oil,

and it is important that the oil should be introduced at the point of

least pressure so that it may be swept forwards by the rotating shaft

;

hence the grooves should follow the direction of rotation, and if the

pressure between journal and bearing should prevent the entry of the

oil on this side, the grooves must be made to feed a second recess at

Brass cut through from top and opened out

Fig. 174.—Plan of oil grooves in

bearing brass.
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some point where the pressure is relieved. Fig. 1 74 shows a bearing

opened at the top and unrolled ; with the given direction of rotation the

oil is fed into the right-hand longitudinal recess, and thence distributed

by the grooves. The edges of the grooves must not be sharp, but must

be slightly rounded off so as to allow the oil to be drawn over the shaft

by its rotation. Care must be taken that the actual bearing surface is

not too much reduced by the grooves. At each end of the bush are

circumferential grooves to collect the oil and return it to the reservoir

through the vertical holes in the grooves before it spreads outwards

along the shaft. Clearance * between the journal and bush reduces the

friction, but has to be kept small to avoid vibration, especially at the

commutator end ; the diameter of the bearing exceeds the diameter of

the shaft by 2 to 4 mils, according to the size of shaft. The rings and

the surface at the sides against which they may touch must be quite

smooth. Where it is inconvenient or „ . „.
Spring Clip

impossible to thread them over the shaft

they must be in two halves, hinged

together, and fastened at the opposite

side by a screw or spring clip as in Fig.

175, which shows a design employed by

the Thames Electrical Engineering Com-
pany. The diameter of the rings should

be about one and a half times that of the

journal, and large enough to pass over the

ends of the brass. On bearings exceeding

8 inches in length two or more rings

may be employed. Chains are also some- spring cup

times employed in place of rings, but (]4____@)
|

although they lift more oil they are not
^^^ 175.-Hinged oil-ring,

so suitable, since they necessitate more

of the brass being cut away, and at high speeds cause frothing of the

oil owing to the admixture of air. The oil should not stand so high

in the reservoir as to clog the free movement of the rings, or to rise into

the groove at the bottom of the bush, and its height is usually indicated

by an oil gauge with which may be combined a draining tap for use

when at intervals the oil has to be changed (Fig. 171 or Fig. 172). The
covers of the inspection openings, if circular plugs, should be fastened

to the bearings by a small chain to prevent their being lost, but prefer-

ably are either sliding or hinged with a spring to keep them closed.

There must be good clearance between the ring in its working position

and the surrounding walls so as to lessen the amount of oil thrown on

* See Lasche, " Bearings for High Speeds," Traction and Transmission, vol. vi.

pp. 44-49, where experiments are also given as to the amount of oil delivered by ring

lubrication, and "Steam Turbines and Turbo-Generators" (W. J. A. London),

Joiirn. Inst. Electr. Eng,, vol. xxxv. pp. 188-190.
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to the joint whence it will creep to the outside ; a stepped or registered

joint is for the same reason of assistance, and should be employed

in large bearings. In any case the joint of the split bearing should

be carefully surfaced so as to prevent the oil working its way through

it. In large machines the bearings are sometimes arranged with a water

jacket through which a stream of water can be passed in the emergency

of a hot bearing.

§ 1 6. Insulating materials.—No one substance combines all

the various qualities that go to make up the ideal insulating material,

and among a number of materials a judicious selection has to be made,

to obtain that which is best suited to the exact end in view. For insulat-

ing purposes in dynamo work a high specific resistance, as expressed

by megohms per centimetre cube of the material, is by no means so

important as a high " disruptive " or dielectric strength to resist breaking-

down under the stress of a high voltage. The one property is not

necessarily accompanied by the other, and in fact no very direct rela-

tion between the two can be traced. Comparison of the value of

different materials must therefore primarily be based upon the voltage

(continuous or maximum alternating volts) which on an average they

can be relied upon to withstand per mil of thickness without being

pierced. For the same maximum volts the alternating current is the

more likely to cause puncture, probably chiefly owing to the heating of

the dielectric which results from the alternating electrostatic stress.

The energy loss in a dielectric under such stress is for the same

temperature proportional to the square of the voltage, and also increases

with the frequency. A high frequency is therefore more trying, since

under many circumstances the heat cannot be dissipated as quickly as

it is generated ; the temperature then rises, perhaps only locally, but

this again increases the heating, and so on cumulatively until break-

down occurs, especially if the initial temperature is high. Fibrous

materials usually break down from burning rather than from dielectric

rupture, unless the applied voltage is much above the material's disrup-

tive strength, when the rupture is instantaneous. For the same reason

the severity of the test increases with the length of time for which the

pressure is applied, although not very markedly, as much depends upon

the circumstances. A duration of i to 5 minutes is sufficiently long to

give reliable results; between i and 10 minutes there is usually a

reduction of some 15 per cent, in the disruptive strength.*

The electrolytic action which might be feared with continuous

current is rendered innocuous in practice owing to the fact that the

heating of the dynamo when at work drives off the moisture without

* See Turner and Hobart, 7'he hisulation of Electric Machines ; Rayner,

" Report on Temperature Experiments carried out at the National Physical Labor-

atory," yi7«r«. Inst. Electr. Eng., vol. xxxiv. p. 613; and A. S. Langsdorf, "The
Fatigue of Insulation," Electr. World, vol. lii. p. 942.
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which electrolysis cannot be set up ; it is only of importance in the

case of newly wound coils or dynamos that have been standing for

some time in a damp place.

At the head of the list of insulating materials, as combining many of

the most valuable qualities, stands ?ntca. Besides being incombustible,

it is non-hygroscopic (so that it does not absorb moisture if the dynamo
is exposed to damp, and does not in consequence deteriorate), and

mechanically strong to withstand great pressure. Its specific disruptive

strength varies considerably in different qualities, that of pure white

mica being very high. But although it must be free from iron oxide in

patches of any thickness, the mica for commercial work need not be

entirely transparent ; streaked or green spotted mica may be counted on

to withstand a pressure of 1000 maximum volts for every thousandth of

an inch in thickness. Mica in its natural state cannot, however, be

obtained in large sheets ; and further, it is extremely inflexible when an

appreciable thickness has to be bent to a curved surface of small radius.

On the score of price and of the need for insulating curved or broken

surfaces, it therefore becomes necessary to employ the artificial forms of

mica known as micanite and megomit.

These artificial forms are made of small and thin laminae of mica

re-assembled into a sheet and cemented together with an insulating

gum under great pressure and high temperature. Owing to their greater

homogeneity their disruptive strength is if anything more uniform than

that of pure mica, and may also be taken as 1000 maximum volts per

mil of thickness at ordinary temperatures. The specific strength of

composite mica products is but little affected by rise of temperature,

and their heating under a rapidly alternating potential is but small. In

order to apply the micanite to the ajmature core it is heated to about
200° F., the kind employed being such that it then becomes soft and
pliable, and can be easily moulded on to curved surfaces. Flexible

micanite is also made which has a slightly lower disruptive strength,

750 maximum volts per mil when cold, and lastly micafiite cloth, which

has a backing of fine muslin or linen, or micanite paper in which the

backing is of paper on one or both sides. The layers of mica rise from

2 to 3 as the thickness increases from o'ooS" to 0*014" in the case of

cloth, or from 0*005" to o'oi i" in the case of paper. The piercing voltage

of the two latter is less than in the case of the sheet ; it averages from

450 to 850 maximum volts per mil for paper, and from 430 to 700 for

linen, but depends to some extent on the method and carefulness of the

manufacture.

In general the curves for disruptive strength in relation to thickness

gradually bend over, showing that the strength per mil in thin sheets

is not maintained with greater thickness. With mica products this is

not very marked, and when present it is probably due to want of

complete homogeneity, as, e.g., through the inclusion of a minute air
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bubble in natural mica, or of varying amounts of cement in the artificial

forms, either of which causes may alter the gradient of the potential fall

through the material.

In the case of organic fibrous materials in sheets, whether untreated

or impregnated with insulating varnishes, the decreasing strength per

layer is quite marked, so that it has been said that the disruptive

strength is proportional to the §rds power of the thickness. But the

reason is not clear, and it is probably to be ascribed either to films of

air between the layers unless these are very tightly compressed, or to

irregularity of impregnation by the oil or varnish, or to the presence of

moisture still remaining in the inner layers.

The specific insulation resistance of organic materials, such as paper,

linen, cotton, or vulcanised fibre, is much improved by such moderate

heating as will expel all moisture, and so also is their disruptive strength.

But as the temperature is increased above 80° C. there sets in a real

deterioration due to partial disintegration of the material, if the heating

is maintained for long periods, as is the case with dynamos after many
years of work. The effect of temperature, and also the allied question

of brittleness after frequent heating thus become all important when we
pass from the inorganic mica series.

Ebonite and vulcanite are unsuitable for coil or core insulation from

their brittleness when cold, and from the fact that they soften at a

temperature of 65° C, which is within the working range of the

dynamo, while rubber products are inadmissible from their deterioration

under the action of light and air.

Red or grey vulcanised fibre in thin sheets up to o'oSo" has a

disruptive strength of 400-200 maximum volts per mil of thickness ; it

is mechanically strong, tough, and^durable, but it is very hygroscopic,

when dry quickly absorbing moisture and swelling, and shrinking again

when heated ; further, it becomes brittle when continually heated, so that

it has practically been superseded as a material for insulating dynamo
coils or cores.

Passing these by, therefore, we come to press-spahn, which in thin

sheets is largely used for low voltages, and possesses many recommen-

dations. It is flexible, homogeneous, and uniform in thickness, with

a smooth glossy surface; it is, however, somewhat hygroscopic,

especially if creased, which destroys its glazed surface, and must

always be carefully dried before use. It varies greatly in quality, but

on an average when thoroughly dried it has in sheets o'oio" thick, a

disruptive strength of 400 maximum volts per mil of thickness,

decreasing in sheets of 0*040" thickness to 300 volts per mil. Much
the same reduction is found when several thin sheets are used to give

the same total thickness, and in either case if creased it cannot be

relied upon to withstand more than 250 maximum volts per mil. If

dried, soaked in hot linseed oil for several hours, and then again
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thoroughly dried, a thin sheet of o'oio" which will have increased in

thickness to o'oi6" has its disruptive strength increased to 520

maximum volts per mil of its increased thickness, but this improvement

as compared with untreated press-spahn is not maintained when

several sheets are superposed on one another. Plain varnishing of the

surface with a good insulating coating is equally effective, and can

raise the disruptive strength to 600 volts or even more, although,

strictly speaking, the effect can hardly be stated as dependent on the

mils of total thickness.

Linens, cambric, muslin, and other stuffs impregnated with twice-

boiled linseed oil or other varnishes, i.e. " oiled linen," etc., which are

sold under various trade names, are from their flexibility especially

useful for the insulation of the groups of wires in former-wound coils.

In general for a thickness of o'oo6" they may be relied upon to have

a disruptive strength of 1000-500 volts per mil of thickness at ordinary

temperatures of the atmosphere, decreasing to 500-300 volts per mil in

greater thicknesses up to o"o4o", or in superposed layers. In many
cases the effect of temperature upon such fabrics is marked, the

disruptive strength being reduced at 60° C. to 350 maximum volts per

mil for the thinner, and to 270 volts for the thicker sheets, while at

higher temperatures the reduction may be still greater, the figures

approaching to 300 and 200 maximum volts per mil respectively for the

thin and thick limits given above. Canvas varnished is not sufficiently

good to rely upon as armature insulation.

Thin cotton tape o"oo6" thick has a disruptive strength of about

150 — 100 maximum volts per mil, and is not greatly improved by

varnishing, although this precaution is very necessary in order to check

its absorption of moisture.

Lastly, we come to papers of various kinds, which must always be

coated with insulating varnish on account of their hygroscopic nature,

and which are in fact chiefly to be regarded as carriers of the varnish,

so that they should possess mechanical strength. On these grounds

Manilla, Willesden, and bond papers are valuable, since, besides being

mechanically strong, they show a fairly uniform disruptive strength

under different conditions of thickness, temperature, and duration of

test. When untreated they break down with a thickness of o'oo6"

approximately between 350 — 250 maximum volts per mil, and when
built up to 0*040" between 235—150 volts per mil, but with a good
varnish or impregnated with hot linseed oil for some time (for which

their fibrous nature renders them well suited) and thoroughly dried,

these figures are raised to amounts varying from r 000 — 600 in thin

sheets, and from 600-390 volts in thicker sheets respectively

per mil of the thickness after treatment. Very carefully prepared

papers reach a strength of even 1250 to 1500 maximum volts per

mil. On the whole the papers are better electrically than the
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linens and impregnated fabrics, but are mechanically not so

strong.

Asbestos paper is to a considerable extent incombustible, yet is of

but little use owing to its being strongly hygroscopic; its disruptive

strength is only about loo maximum volts per mil, but can be

increased by soaking in insulating oil or paraffin wax.

All papers and linens should be carefully examined for pinholes or

metal particles adhering to their surface.

The function of insulating varnishes is, in the first place, to reinforce

the disruptive strength of fibrous materials by filling up their interstices

and covering their surface with a layer of highly insulating material ; in

the second place, to prevent the re-entrance of moisture into their pores

after they have once been well dried ; and finally, on exterior surfaces to

give and maintain a smooth hard finish. The varnish should be quick

drying, without requiring the use of a large amount of an expensive and

highly inflammable solvent to thin it and to prevent it from drying up

in the dipping bath. It should be chemically stable, and should not

contain free resinous acids which attack copper and produce green

salts of very low resistance ; it should not soften under heat, and

should be waterproof and unaffected by lubricating oil. Especially is

it desirable that varnishes should not become brittle, crack, or peel off,

but remain tough, flexible, and elastic after prolonged heating ; under

the combined effects of heat and long-continued vibration they must

show no tendency to disintegrate into powder.

Shellac dissolved in methylated spirits dries quickly and sticks well,

but becomes brittle from age and vibration ; it is therefore unsuitable

for general use, and a similar liability to powdering forbids the use of

copal and asphaltum varnishes.

The action of lubricating oil on varnishes is that it unites with

part only of the constituents of the varnish, and thence liberates free

acids which attack copper, as evidenced by green discolorations, and

finally reduce the resistance so much that break-down follows. The

paraffin non-acid varnishes are free from the liability to chemical

resolution, since they unite wholly with the oil without losing their

insulating properties ; they are, however, difficult to dry and to handle,

do not give a smooth hard surface, and from the very fact that they

remain plastic after prolonged heating are liable to be thrown out by

the action of centrifugal force in the case of quick-rotating coils.

There remains linseed oil with or without admixtures of vegetable

resins and gums. Linseed oil requires to be oxidised in order to dry

it, so that the advantage of the vacuum chamber in drying without the

application of great heat is largely nullified, since air has to be admitted

at intervals and stoving is as effective and more rapid ; further, the

oxidation process continued by the rapid rotation of well-ventilated

armatures in time renders the surface brittle. Lastly, there is some
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risk of oil combining with linseed-oil varnishes under the action of

gentle heat. Yet on the whole for impregnating purposes the balance

of advantage may perhaps be said to rest with linseed-oil compounds,

since they can be given various degrees of quickness in drying, of

toughness and of smoothness of surface, according to the purpose which

they are to serve, and it is better in practice to prevent lubricating

oil from reaching the varnished surface. Cotton-covered coils should

be dried before the varnish is applied, since acid moisture in the covering

may with the linseed oil produce deterioration. Linseed oil expands

in drying, which is of advantage in closely filling all pores.

To withstand the acid fumes in the proximity of accumulators,

special exterior enamels are required.

§ 17. The insulation of armature wires.—The armature con-

ductors are either round wires (in special cases made up into stranded

cables, as described in § 20) or solid bars of rectangular (or less usually

of square) cross-section with slightly rounded corners. In all cases

soft copper is employed as the material both for the active conductors

and also for their connectors, and such copper is now commercially

obtained with a conductivity equal to 100 per cent, in terms of

Matthiessen's standard. So long as the current to be carried by each

active conductor does not exceed about 50 amperes, solid wires of

circular section can be used; their diameter will not exceed 0*15 o",

and they can be readily bent or shaped. Single-cotton covering does

not give sufficiently good insulation for armature wires, and double-cotton

covering by itself is only suitable for armatures of low voltage and on

small wires, since it is apt to open out when the wire is bent. Double-

cotton covering adds 10 mils to the diameter of a wire measuring 0-050"

or less, 12 mils to the diameter of a wire measuring from 0*055" to

0*075", ^'^^ ^4 ™i^s to the diameter of wires above that size, the thick-

ness of the cotton thread employed being increased on the larger wires.

A finer thread may also be obtained at slightly increased cost by the

use of which the increase of diameter is reduced to 6 mils for wires

from 0*028" to 0*036" diameter, or 8 mils from 0*040" to 0*050" dia-

meter, and above to 10 mils. Triple-cotton covering is too thick and

wastes space, so that the most usual insulation is a braided cotton cover-

ing. With fine cotton this may be taken as adding 13 mils on a

diameter of 0*060" or less, 15 mils on to 0*100" diameter, and 17 mil?

if the bare diameter be 0*160".

The percentage of the total slot area which is filled with copper in

a toothed armature turns upon two entirely independent questions.

The first, which is for the present postponed, is the relation between

the thickness of the insulating lining of the slot or envelope of a com-
posite coil to the width and depth of the slot, which will depend solely

upon the voltage which the insulation has to stand. The second
question, with which alone we are here immediately concerned, is the
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ratio of the copper area to the area of the space which the insulated
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which the thickness of its insulation takes up in proportion to its area,

so that small outputs, high voltages, and low speeds all combine to

demand more room for insulation than their opposites ; further, small

round wires utilise the space much less efficiently than conductors of

the same area with square or rectangular cross-section. The ratio of

copper to space occupied for small and large conductors respectively,

or their "space-factor," is plotted in Figs. 176, 177 in relation to their

copper area ; from these figures a number of conclusions are rendered

evident to the eye, and it is at once seen how far it is possible to go in

making use of the available space to be occupied by the conductors.

Double-silk covering lightly varnished only adds from 3 to 5 mils

to the diameter, and since very small round wires below o'o4o" diameter,

Ratio of copper to space occupied
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Fig. 177.—Space-factor of rectangular insulated bars.
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as used in small motors, are, when silk-covered, less than twice as ex-

pensive as cotton-braided wires, the saving in the space which they take

up as shown in Fig. 176 (on the supposition that there is no bedding of

the round wires) may more than compensate for their increased cost,

while for still smaller wires the use of silk becomes a necessity. Wires
less than 0*040" in diameter, however, hardly enter into ordinary dynamo
practice, and above this size silk covering is prohibited by the fact that

it more than doubles the cost of the insulated wire. A fine cotton

braiding will add 14 to 15 mils to each dimension of a small rect-

angular conductor, say o'loo" x 0-050" bare, and such conductors, even
though of small area, soon show nearly as good a result as silk-covered

round wires. Square conductors which would utilise the space best are
in practice to be avoided, as their tendency to turn on edge renders them
very difficult to wind and to bend without danger of their cutting into

VOL. I.— 21
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the insulation of neighbouring wires in the same coil. There is, how-

ever, no very great loss of space with rectangular braided wires with

4 : I ratio of depth to width, and still less with 2 : 1 ratio, so that for

any area above, say, o'ii"xo'o55" a rectangular strip is to be

recommended.

We thus pass gradually to "bar-winding," the dimensions of large

rectangular bars being increased by o"o2o" with double-cotton covering

and by o'025" with braiding, which is preferable. The curves for the

extreme cases of a square section and a rectangular section with a ratio

10 : I for the dimensions of its sides, and both with 25 mils of insula-

tion on their thickness, are given in Fig. 177. Where the conductor

is thin and deep, so that braiding would not lie closely against its deep

side, and further, when there is only one turn per section, the copper

strip will first be bent to its required shape and will then be wrapped

round with a half-lapped covering of thin cotton tape (-g" or |" wide x

o"oo6" thick) in a taping machine.* The four thicknesses of tape are

then equivalent to the braiding, and add 25 mils to the dimensions.

The same also applies to large bars, each of which forms one half of a

loop, the two halves being subsequently united by a soldered joint in

the process of winding the armature.

The corners of all conductors of rectangular section are slightly

rounded off in the manufacture. In all cases the insulated bars or

coils forming a composite group corresponding to a slot are dipped in

an insulating varnish, so as to become thoroughly impregnated, and

afterwards dried in a vacuum chamber f or stove. In Fig. 177 an

allowance of 5 mils on the dimensions has been made for the varnish

which thus soaks into the braiding or taping.

While the above is more especially appropriate to slotted armatures,

in the case of smooth-surface cores, since the full difference of potential

exists between neighbouring conductors when these are arranged in one

layer, a thicker insulation becomes necessary. For voltages above 200

a combination of single or double cotton covering with an external fine

braiding may be employed, the whole measuring o"025" on the diameter

of a round wire or 0*032" on the dimensions of a rectangular bar.

For 500 volts a combination of braiding with an internal spiral of

thin paper or micanite paper next to the copper is suitable, and

measures o'o35" on the thickness of the bar, or o'045" after

shellacing.

Under prolonged heating, even if the temperature does not much

exceed 100° C, the cotton covering of wires and bars begins in course of

time to deteriorate; it turns brown and becomes carbonised, so that,

although its insulation resistance may still remain very high, it is

friable and mechanically weak, and from this fact an important liniita-

* See Turner and Hobart, The Insulation of Electric Machines, chap. xix.

t Ibid,, chap. xx.
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tion is set to the temperature which the dynamo should in ordinary

working reach.

§ 18. Insulation of armature core.—Returning to the process

of constructing an ordinary drum armature, after the toothed discs have

been built up into a cylindrical core, the next step will be to smooth

off all sharp edges against which any portion of the winding is liable

to be pressed, especially at the ends of the slots whence the winding

will project. Any roughness along the sides of the slots will be

removed by filing, and this operation must be cleanly and sharply done

so as to minimise any chance of burring over the edges of the discs

;

in fact, the file must be used as sparingly as possible, so as not to

bring the discs into contact on their surface, whereby the advantage of

the lamination would be largely nullified, and paths for eddy-currents

would be formed.

At the ends of the core the rings forming the seatings for the end-

connectors of the coils will be insulated with layers of paper, press-

spahn, or in high-tension machines of micanite, projecting well over

any metallic surface in close proximity to the coils. The insulation

can here be made thicker than on the active surfaces of the core, since

space is not so valuable. All joints or seams in the insulating covering

require particular attention, so that there may be no likelihood of the

winding making contact with the core. The whole is then finally

varnished and dried in order to rid it of all moisture preparatory to

winding.

The cylindrical surface of the smooth-core armature is lightly turned in the lathe

with a sharp and fine-nosed tool, but only so much as to obtain a sensibly smooth
surface, any parts which are not touched by the tool serving to break up the paths

of the eddy-currents. It is then varnished and carefully insulated all over with

alternate layers of stout paper and tape or calico varnished and ironed on to the

core. Thus for pressures up to 200 volts the surface of the core may be insulated

as follows

—

One layer of 2-ply insulating paper (such as rope or bond paper

treated with linseed oil, or that known as " P. and B ") . = o"Oio"

One layer of overlapping tape or calico or oiled linen . . = o"02o"

Second layer of paper . . . . . . = o'Oio"

Radial depth . . = o'04o"

For 500 volts, micanite sheeting should be employed
;

e.g..

One layer of micanite sheet jV thick . . .
'

, = o*oi6"

Two layers of 2-ply Willesden paper . . . 0020X 2= 0'04o"

Radial depth . . = o'o56"

The insulation thus rises in thickness up to o"o8" or o"i" for 2000 volts, with

several layers of alternate micanite and paper.

The shape of the slots in the toothed core permits of many varia-

tions, but if it is open at the top the width of opening usually does not
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exceed twice the length of the single air-gap.* Otherwise the unequ;i

distribution of the flux caused by the alternating slots and teeth be- •

comes extended in a marked degree to the bored face of the pole-piece

(cp. Fig. 183); the passage of the lines as they sweep over the pole-

faces will then set up eddy-currents in the solid mass of the pole,

and the loss of energy and heating due thereto may be so great as to

necessitate the lamination of the pole-shoes.

The liability to eddy-currents in solid poles is largely reduced by

employing half-closed slots (Fig. 178), and is entirely obviated by

ttitmel armatures, in which a number of holes are stamped in the discs

close to the periphery, and the wires are threaded through these holes

after they have been lined with tubes of micanite.

Moulded tubes or troughs of micanite or megohmit can be procured

in every variety of shape, and can be slid into tunnels or half-closed

020' Micanite

•010"Pres8-Spahn

Fig. 178.—Half-closed slot insulated for 500 volts.

slots; their disruptive strength will reach 750 maximum volts per mil

of thickness of the wall. Such half-closed slots or tunnels are, however,

attended with the disadvantage that the inductance of the active

conductors is much increased, and the difficulty of commutation and

of sparkless collection of the current is correspondingly greater ; hence

in practice their possible use is largely limited. Further, the insertion

of the wires or bars is more troublesome than with open slots, which

are therefore mostly used.

For a test pressure of 2000 R.M.S. volts for one minute at 20° C,
or ordinary atmospheric temperatures, a thickness of insulation of

0*035" from copper to iron would give a factor of safety of at least

3 with the usual materials employed, and for a working pressure of

500 volts this thickness would be ample.f With 250 volts working

* See Chapter XIX. § 23.

t For tests of dielectric strength under conditions analogous to those (^curring
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pressure or less, mechanical considerations demand much the same

thickness of insulation, although the material may be of less electrical

strength. The percentage of the total slot area which is taken up by

the lining and insulation between the two layers of coils will obviously

vary greatly with the dimensions of the slots, and the difference or the

portion of the slot area which is available for the winding will range

from 55 per cent, with a slot f" x \' to 83-5 per cent, with a slot

2;}" X f ", while for very high voltages the percentage may fall much

lower. It is not therefore advisable to employ a great number of very

small slots, owing to the waste of space in their insulation, and two or

more sections of the armature winding are usually grouped in one

slot. The product of the above available percentages with the

percentage deduced from Figs. 176 and 177 will give the ratio which

the copper area bears to the total slot area, and evidently this may vary

very greatly, a high voltage not only demanding a thick wall lining,

but also being usually accompanied with a small sectional area of wire,

especially if the output be small and the speed low.

With open slots either the slots may be lined for the reception of

the conductors, or the conductors may themselves be encased with the

wrapping which is to insulate them from the iron core, the latter being

the preferable plan. In either case the wrapping or slot lining will

be built up of practically the same materials and in the same way.

Two or more thin layers are better than a single thick one, as giving

greater flexibility, and one at least of the layers must possess sufficient

mechanical strength and hardness to prevent any danger of its being

cut when pressed into its place within the slot. Thus for 500 volts

the insulation of Fig. 1 78 may be used with a half-closed slot. With

an open slot, micanite or megohm it plate is readily moulded in place,

a strip of the required dimensions being heated on a plate by a gas

jet, laid in a slot, and pressed down tightly into its corners by a wood
or iron bar having the exact internal shape of the slot when insulated.

It is, however, even better to insulate the composite coils first and

afterwards to press them into the slots; a wrapping of oiled linen,

0-0125" thick and overlapping at the top, is placed next to the wires,

and over this a nearly closed but not overlapping channel of micanite

o"oio" thick, the whole being then bound round with a half-lapped

spiral of tape o*oo6" thick and \' wide. The tape is not reckoned to

add much to the insulation, but is chiefly to retain fast the composite

group during the processes of dipping them into varnish and forcing

them into place, as in Fig. 179, which shows the coils afterwards

locked with a wooden key. The thickness of a single side is thus

o*oi2 5"-f o-oio"4-o"oi2", or say o'035", and of the double insulation

at the top and bottom of an element is 0*037" + 0-020" 4- o"024", °^

in armature slots, cp. S. M. Hills and T. Gorman, Electr. Engineering, 1907,
November 28.
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say o'oSo". For 250 volts the same will again hold good, save that

for the micanite will be substituted a channel of press-spahn, also

Fig. 179.—Insulation of coil in slot with wooden wedge.

o'oio" thick, to protect the oiled linen, or the insulation may be as in

Fig. 180, which shows the bars coming close up to the top of the slot

Cotton Braiding

/•016'''each side

I

•020"Press-Spahn

•010'''Pres8-Spahn

Fig. 180.— Insulated slot of toothed armature for 250 volts.

for retention by binding wire. In all cases the slot insulation must

project J" beyond the actual length of the core at either end, and
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when the coils are not wrapped round as a whole with the main

insulation a strip of micanite or press-spahn will be inserted to separate

the two layers of conductors between which the full difference of

potential of the machine exists, and in some cases a corresponding

strip at the top of the slot.

Thus in designing, if 30 mils are allowed for the double thickness

of the cotton braiding or taping on each wire or bar after the whole

coil has been varnished, and a small play of 5 mils be added to each

bar to allow for slight irregularities ; further, if coy 5" be allowed for the

double thickness of the wall lining or coil wrapping, a total deduction

of o'o75" + (o'o35" X number of conductors abreast) has to be made

from the width of the slot, and the remainder divided by the number

of conductors abreast gives the permissible thickness of the bar or

diameter of wire. If the bars are heavy and stiff, say larger than

o'\ X o'o6", an extra allowance of some 5 to 6 mils per bar should

be made in the width of the slot. From the depth of the slot there

must be deducted o-i6o" + (0-030" x number of layers), the wires being

tightly held down, and the remainder divided by the number of layers

will give the permissible depth of conductor, while as above if the bars

are deeper than |", an additional allowance of a few mils will be

required. If a specially fine braiding is employed the bar allowance

may be reduced to o"o25" and o'o2o" in the width and depth

respectively.

§ 19. Driving of the armature wires in smooth-core machines.—Of the total

power absorbed by a dynamo wlien in full work, in the smooth-core machine, fully

nine-tenths are expended in overcoming the drag which the armature wires experience

as they move through the magnetic field. Since it is in the active conductors that the

actual conversion of the mechanical energy delivered to the shaft into electrical energy

(whether useful or not) takes place, it is evidently of the utmost importance that they

should be so firmly supported on the armature that they are positively and effectively

driven through the magnetic field, without any possibility of their slipping round the

surface of the core.

The driving-power is in the first instance transmitted from the shaft to the hub

and discs of which the armature is composed, and it is therefore evident that the

armature core must be securely keyed to the shaft. The transmission of the power to

the active wires from the core when the surface of the latter is smooth is, however,

a more difficult matter. To a very large extent this is effected by simple friction ; by

means of the binding-wires the wires are pressed down so tightly on to the surface of

the armature that any slip of them relatively to the core would be opposed by a very

large amount of friction. Again, in small armatures wound tightly with wire the

grip of the wires themselves materially assists in withstanding the pull on them,

especially if they are ring-wound, since then the turns, threaded through the interior

of the ring, are held in place by the arms of the hub.

But with larger drum-wound armatures it becomes necessary to reinforce the

influence of friction by some more positive means of driving, and various ways
have been devised for effecting this. In many cases comparatively thick discs

(say I" thick) are inserted at intervals among the thinner discs of the core, and on the

periphery of these are driving teeth which project up through the winding : several of

these teeth are arranged in parallel line with insulation on either side of the row, or
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if they are few and dispersed over the surface of the core they are insulated separately

with vulcanised fibre ; in either case the conductors bed against them, and are thus

positively driven through the field. In other cases small drivers of delta metal or

other metal of high electrical resistance are let into the surface of the core ; or shallow

grooves are milled longitudinally along the core, and into these are driven hard-wood
strips (Fig. i8i) which stand up level with the armature conductors and serve as

drivers. Hornbeam cut across the grain and driven

into the grooves with its grain radial to the core is

especially suitable for this purpose owing to its great

strength ; it is also more durable than fibre. The
width of the drivers must be small, so as not to in-

terfere with the symmetry or the spacing of the coils

more than is necessary ; otherwise they may cause

Fig. i8i. Hardwood driv- sparking at the commutator, owing to the displace-

ing-strip. ment of the coils relatively to the commutator

sectors.

The magnetic pull to which each armature conductor is subjected is evidently

from eq. (8) dependent on the shape of the curve of B^;. As will be shown in

Chapter XVII., the distribution of the flux in the continuous current dynamo when at

work is not uniform even under the pole-face, and the instantaneous pull on any

wire may at full load be as much as 20 per cent, greater than the average value.

The average B^ is, however, in practice a sufiicient guide as to the pull on a group

of conductors and as to the number of drivers which will be required. If there are

n drivers equally spaced round the core, the average pull per inch length on each one

will be proportional to -^ ' ^
'^, and this latter quantity must not exceed a certain

value which is approximately 7x10*' for hornbeam strips \' thick, and 10x10'

if Vij" thick. The product of the total number of active conductors t into the current

J carried by each one is conveniently expressed as the "ampere wires" K^ of the

.armature. Flence the required number n is
—'^—| or

r , according to the^
7 X 10" 10 X 10* ''

thickness of the strips which are assumed to extend along the entire length of

the core.

In high-tension machines the insulation must be arranged in troughs between the

driving-strips to prevent any possibility of the potential causing a short-circuit between

the wires and the core at the edges of the slots into which the driving-strips are sunk,

§ 20. Lamination of active conductors on smooth-surface armatures.—Owing
to the fact that any conductor must necessarily possess a certain width in the direction

of rotation, its leading edge enters or leaves the field at the polar tips sooner than its

rear edge, and in general, when moving through a field of varying density, one edge

is cutting more lines of flux than the other. In consequence, when a conductor on

a smooth-surface armature is either approaching or receding from the approximately

uniform field under the centre of a pole-piece, a greater E.M.F. is set up along one

edge than along the other, and if the conductor be solid the unbalanced difference

of these E.M.F.'s will cause a local eddy-current to pass up and down along the

two edges and round at the ends, as shown in Fig. 16. This production of eddy-

currents is naturally not very marked in the case of round wires, but if the active

conductors of any smooth-surface armature, whether ring or drum, are solid and of

rectangular section, and have considerable width, the difference in the E.M.F.'s of

the two edges of a bar will be appreciable and may lead to disastrous heating. Thus

in a bipolar machine on open external circuit, but with excited field, twice in each

revolution, an eddy-current will circulate round each bar as it passes through the

fringe of lines within an interpolar gap where the density varies considerably. Although

the eddy-current E.M.I'', may be comparatively small, yet since it is acting round
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a circuit of very low resistance a large current may for a short time be generated ; not

only is mechanical energy thereby absorbed, but the temperature to which the bar is

raised may become so high as to damage the soldered joints at its ends. If consider-

able current be taken out of the armature, no actual eddy-current will be produced,

but the distribution of the current over the sectional area of the copper is no longer

uniform ; the proportion of the current carried by each of the thin laminit of which

the bar may be regarded as composed will be such that the terminal voltage of all is

the same. The same distribution of the current may equally well be derived by

supposing a local eddy-current to be superposed on the useful armature current, this

latter being itself regarded as uniformly distributed. The additional expenditure of

watts over the resistance of the bar which must result from any divergence from a

uniform current-density is therefore called the eddy-ain-ent loss. The value of the

eddy-current E. M.F, for a given width of bar will vary directly with the peripheral

speed and with the rate at which the density of field changes in the neighbourhood of

Side, view

PLcut

Fig. 182.—Laminated bar twisted at its centre to eliminate eddy-currents.

the polar tips, while the strength of the eddy-current will itself vary directly as the

E.M.F. Hence the eddy-current loss will be proportional to the square of the speed.

With high speeds and strong fields abruptly entered it will readily be understood that

the eddy-currents generated in wide bars may seriously impair the efficiency of the

machine, even if the whole armature-winding does not become overheated. Some-

thing may be done to neutralise this source of loss by so shaping the pole-pieces that

the edge of the field is not parallel to the length of the active conductor, but is inclined

to it ; the whole of the leading edge of the bar does not then become immersed in

the field before the rear edge. Or the entry into and departure from the field may be

rendered more gradual if the bore of the pole-pieces be slightly elliptical, so that the

length of air-gap is increased slightly at the pole-tips and the field is gradually shaded

off. In spite of such devices with an average peripheral speed of no more than

1500 feet per minute, and a fairly strong field, solid copper bars become inadmissible

on a smooth armature, core if their width much exceeds 0'i5o". A satisfactory

solution of the problem is, however, obtained if each bar be divided into a number
of thin laminations, lightly insulated from each other, and be then twisted at its
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centre through an angle of i8o° (Fig. 182) ; although the laminations are at either end
joined together, their position relatively to the direction of rotation is thus transposed,

the lamination which forms the leading edge along one half of the bar's length

becoming the trailing edge along the other half of its length. The E.M.F. that is

set up along the entire length of one lamination is then equal to that of any other,

since if one half of it is moving through a denser field the other half is moving through

a weaker field.*

In order to carry out this equalisation of the E M.F. still more thoroughly it is

customary on smooth-surface armatures to use bars of slraiided-copper wire ; the

separate strands of about 0'036" diameter are varnished or oxidised, or otherwise lightly

insulated from each other, so that little or no contact is made along their length, and
the cable is then moderately compressed into a bar of rectangular or trapezoidal

section. By reason of the stranding, each separate wire passes from the one edge to

the other, at least once midway along the length of the bar ; the E.M.F. of the two
sides is averaged, and the formation of eddy-currents is largely prevented.

The area of copper in the stranded bar is about 85 per cent, of the gross cross-

section ; further, owing to the lay of the strands, their length is slightly increased as

compared with llie length of the bar, so that in calculating the resistance of the bar

its equivalent area may be taken at 84 per cent, of the area of a solid bar of the same
over-all length.

>^ 2 1. Advantagesoftoothed armature cores.—A perfect system

of driving is obtained by the use of toothed arfiiatufcs, somewhat similar

to the form originally used by Pacinotti. Not only are the wires well

protected within the slots and securely driven, but further the force

to which they are subjected is very largely reduced. The flux of the

field after passing through the air-gap proper divides between the alter-

native paths offered by the teeth and the slots in proportion to their

permeances since the two paths are in parallel ; the relative densities
p

within tooth and slot are therefore --' - ya, where /x is the permeability

of the iron teeth for the induction B^ within them. Since the perme-

ability of good iron stampings even at as high a flux-density as 20,000

lines per square centimetre is to that of air as 66 : i, it is evident that

if the width of the teeth is comparable with that of the slots almost all

the lines will follow the iron path. The active conductors in the slots

are therefore situated at any moment in a very weak field, and the force

acting upon them for a given armature current is only proportional to

this weak field. Yet the total drag on the armature as a whole remains

the same as if the conductors were wound on a smooth core, the

magnetic pull being in fact transferred to the iron of the armature teeth.

The explanation of this is to be found in the distribution of the lines

over the surface of the armature core when current flows through the

conductors. Instead of being uniformly distributed over the face of

each tooth, they become denser on the trailing side than on the leading

side (Fig. 183; by the "leading side" is indicated that side which

during rotation first enters or leaves the gap between two poles, the

* Several methods of carrying out this principle arc illustrated in tlie original

patent of Crompton (1886), No. 12,880.
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" trailing " side being that which is the last to enter or leave the inter-

polar gap), and the difference between the densities of the two edges

increases as the current is increased. The lines tend to shorten and

straighten themselves, so that the result of the unsymmetrical distribu-

tion is to produce on the armature core a magnetic drag dependent upon

the amount of current that is flowing in the wires- Thus the wires

themselves are relieved of the driving stress to an extent dependent

upon the degree to which the teeth are unsaturated. The exact relation

which the reduced stress on the wires bears to that which they would

experience on a smooth core with the same total flux depends on the

average density in the air-gap and the relative proportions of the widths

of tooth and slot. If B^,= 69oo, and the width of the slot is about

twice that of the tooth, the above-mentioned relative densities would

B^ _ 20,000
be obtained, namely.

B. 300
^66; the stress on the active con-

FlG. 183.—Distribution of flux in toothed armature carrying current.

ductors is then -~ = ^— = o\rd of that to which they would be sub-
B,. 6900 -* ^

jected on a smooth core with an equal average density, and fHrds

of the total drag is transferred to the iron. Partly on this account the

toothed armature core is now almost universally employed, especially

in cases where the driving stresses are large and rapidly varying as in

dynamos for traction or motor work.

A chief advantage of the slotted armature is now found to lie in the

fact that it allows of the use of solid bars of much greater width than

are permissible on the smooth-surface core. Since by far the greater

proportion of the flux passes through the teeth, the density of the lines

within the slots is but a small fraction of the average density in the air-

gap of a similar armature with smooth surface ; the possible range of

density within any one slot is therefore very greatly reduced. Closely

connected is the converse fact that the lines snap across the bars in

the slots with a velocity far exceeding that of the rotating armature. If

B,, = the average flux-density in the air-gap, and B^ = the density within

the slots, the product of the lesser density in the slots and the increased

velocity of the relative movement V,. must be equal to the product of
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B,, and the speed of the armature V, in order that the E.M.F. may be

the same as in the equivalent smooth-core armature ; or B^ . V,. =

B„ . V and V, = :,/ . V. Thus in the case before taken '= ^ , and
B^ Bj 300

the relative velocity of cutting is about twenty-three times the speed of

the armature, corresponding with the fact that the force on the bars is

only J^ of that which would exist if with the same flux the surface were

smooth. The lines therefore move across the slot with great rapidity

and cut the whole section of the bar nearly instantaneously. Thus as

the wires approach the neutral line between the poles the field in

which they move, instead of diminishing from B^, to zero as in the

smooth armature, only varies from B^ to zero, and vice versa as they

approach a pole (cp. Chap. XIX.).

Lastly, the slotted armature is well fitted with its projecting iron

teeth for the rapid dissipation by radiation of the heat generated within

it, and can be much better ventilated by air canals than is possible in

the smooth-surface core which is entirely covered with a heat-retaining

layer of insulation.

§ 22. Ring armature winding.—In former days bipolar rings

were commonly made for all outputs at moderate pressures ; at the

present time, however, ring armatures are seldom employed except for

high pressures of 1000 volts or more. In such cases the absence of any

high difference of potential between adjacent coils rendering them easy

of insulation may outweigh other disadvantages. Chief among these

are the greater inductance of the ring loop as contrasted with the

drum loop, and the presence of the gun-metal arms of the hub in close

proximity to certain of the coils which interferes with perfect symmetry

and affects their inductance. For both reasons the ring machine is

more liable to sparking at the commutator ; not only is the ring coil in

itself more difificult to commute, but there is necessarily more dissym-

metry between the several coils than in the equivalent drum, so that

the latter has practically displaced the ring.

§ 23. Drum armature winding. I. a. Hand-wound coils.

—Although the various kinds of drum winding pass by natural transi-

tions from one into another without sharp distinctions, they may broadly

speaking be grouped into two classes, according as the armature is

(I) coil-wound, i.e. wound with round wire or strips of comparatively

small rectangular section, in coils usually of two or more complete

turns, the wire being wound or shaped in its insulated state, or (II.)

bar-wound with conductors of massive rectangular section, insulated

after shaping.

In group I., which coincides practically with machines ot small or

medium size and output, the coils may be either (a) wound by hand

directly on to the armature core, or
(J))

shaped on formers prior to

assemblage on the core.
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In small 2-pole machines the drum may be hand-wound in sections of, say,

three or four complete loops, each section being an unbroken length of round wire

wound along the surface and over the ends of the core without any joint. Where the

turns cross one another at the ends they require to be neatly and systematically

disposed, so as to form a compact "head" round the shaft, and in order to prevent

any slipping they should be interlaced with tape. If the armature core be smooth

and the winding is to be disposed in one layer only, intervening spaces must be left

between each successive coil of the first half of the winding, so that the remaining

coils forming the second half of the winding may be wound into the spaces so left

vacant. P'urther, in order that there may be no position in which one circuit through

the armature contains coils whose end-connections lie closer to the core than those

of the coils forming the other circuit—in other words, in order to equalise the length

and resistance of the two circuits which are in parallel as much as possible,—the core

of, e.^., a bipolar machine should be turned through an angle of i8o° after the first

coil has been wound, and the coil belonging to a diametrically opposite commutator

sector should be wound side by side with the first coil, but with its end-connectipns

passing round the shaft on the opposite side. The core is then again turned round

and another coil wound, the beginning of which should be afterwards joined to the

same commutator sector as the end of the first. Thus in Fig. 104 coils I, i' and 5,

5' would be wound first, and then coil 2, 2', and so on until the whole armature

surface is covered with one uniform layer of winding. Or after winding coils i, i'

and 5, 5', instead of winding 2, 2% a pair of coils approximately at right angles may be

wound, namely ,3, 3' and 7, 7'. Thus the equality of the two circuits at any moment
is even better obtained, but the crossings of coils at different potentials is somewhat

increased. The total number of loops to be wound may, however, be so large that

with wire of a suitable diameter they will require to be disposed in two or more

layers. When this is the case the simplest plan would be to entirely cover the

surface of the core with half of the total number of coils, and then to wind the second

half in a second layer on the top of the first. This method is, however, open to the

great objections that the coils of the second half are longer and have more resistance

than those of the first half, and further, that in one position one circuit through the

armature consists of all the coils of the upper layer and the other of all the coils of

the lower layer. If half the number of coils is an uneven number and in relation to

the order in which they will afterwards be connected to the commutator every

alternate coil is wound in the lower layer, and the intermediate ones wound in the

upper layerf the two armature circuits will always have the same length and resist-

ance, but the coils will themselves still be of unequal length. Two courses are open

by which this evil may be minimised or obviated ; either each coil must be built up
in two or more layers, so as to exactly reproduce the arrangement above described

for a single layer ; or each complete coil must be split into two equal portions, and
the second half wound on the top of the first half of the diametrically opposite coil,

the two halves of one coil being taken round the shaft on opposite sides. In such

a j/ZzV-twY armature, one half of each coil is wound first, and the second half com-
pleted when the first half of the neighbouring coil has been wound.

While the above methods are equally suitable to slotted armatures, and are of

easier application owing to the wires being confined in their proper places betwen the

teeth, the slotted armature permits of still another kind of hand-winding which gives

great regularity and equality between the coils. The wires are laid in the slots and
thence brought down to a wooden ring on the shaft, being at the same time twisted

through one-half of the pitch ; they are there tied down by a string band. If the

number of wires in the bottom layer is too great for space to be found for them
towards the centre, a certain number of equally spaced wires are first treated, and
are then covered with a circular ring of insulating paper or press-spahn ; a second
batch is next taken, and so on until all the lower wires have been taken through
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half the pitch and lie extended along the shaft. An insulating ring of paper is again

passed over them and the last layer of wires is brought back again to the armature

circumference, at the same time being twisted through the remaining half of their

pitch. The other layers of wires are similarly treated in reverse order, a layer of

insulation being inserted between every batch. The end-connections at either end

of the core are thus formed, and the several coils are now practically of equal length

and no great difference of potential will occur between any neighbouring end-

connectors in one layer, so that the likelihood of a breakdown in the insulation is

much reduced.

§ 24. Drum armature winding. I. {l>) Former-wound coils.

—In the first described, hand-wound armatures where the loops over-

lap each other as they pass round the shaft at either end, the difference

of potential at the crossing-points, since it amounts to the full E.M.F.

of the machine, is apt to destroy the intervening insulation and lead to

short circuits ; further, the repair of any one loop almost invariably

necessitates the complete unwinding and rewinding of the armature.

Owing to these objections hand-winding has largely been replaced by

former-zvound coils. These are shaped on " formers " prior to being

assembled on the armature core ; they are therefore perfectly sym-

metrical and interchangeable, and have the further advantages that they

can be well insulated by wrappings of linen, micanite, paper or tape,

can be tested before they are placed in position on the core, and are

themselves inexpensive to wind in the first instance. The guiding

principles on which the formed coils are shaped are as follows : either

the coil is lozenge-shaped with its centre wider than the two parallel and
' straight inducing sides, or the two halves of a complete coil are of

different width ; in either case one side of a coil being of smaller width

can be passed through the wider sides or centres of other coils. If N., be

N
the total number of coils, the first — '^ coils are placed in succession on

the core, one side of each being in its final position and the t)ther side

being temporarily and loosely held in place. The winding now proceeds,

both sides of each coil being fixed in their final position, until there only

N.
remain ^ ^oils to be wound. The narrow side of these has to be

2/

passed through the sides of the first —- coils, so that these latter are
2/

now lifted up a little to allow of the introduction of the remaining coils,

and as each of these is placed in position the first ^ coils can be
2/

successively closed down until the whole armature is finished. It may
here at the outset be mentioned that a trapezoidal loop or coil

such as that of Fig. 184, in which every end-connection passes across

the pitch in one straight line, is seldom or never used in practice ; as a

coil on a former-wound armature, its side of less width could be passed

through the greater sides of other coils, but whether on a former-wound
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or on a bar-wound armature, the use of one long and one short straight

conductor joined by slanting end-connectors is vetoed by the fact that

the axial length required for the whole mass of end-connectors is nearly

twice as great as that required when the end-connectors, changing their

direction of slant at the centre, first recede from and then draw inwards

towards the core. It is therefore invariably the case in all except

hand-wound drums that the end-connectors at their centre are given a

twist, or are so formed by bending that they are as it were enabled to

pass by one another in regular succession ; they then fall either into

two layers coaxial with the shaft {Inirrel ivindiug), or into two whorls in

planes at right angles to the shaft {butterfly or involute end-connectors,

which are very frequently but less accurately called " evolute "). How
this is effected in the latter case can best be followed from Fig. 1 1 1, which

shows involute connectors applied to cross-connection of a commutator

Thus the distinction between barrel-winding and winding with

involute end-connectors is that in the former the end-connectors lie on

the circumference of a

cylinder practically of

equal diameter with the

core, while in the latter

the end-connectors are

bent down into planes at

right angles to the shaft.

This distinction occurs

both with "former-

wound" armatures and

with the "bar-wound"

armatures to be described later, and applies to both cases equally. In

barrel-winding, either every alternate element must be cranked down at

each end so as to bring its end-connections into a layer below those of

the other elements, or the elements must themselves be in two layers,

and between the elements of any one layer there must be intermediate

gaps not filled with conductors. The latter condition is at once given

by the slotted armature, since in it one inducing side of each coil falls

into the upper layer and the other side into the lower layer, while the

intervening iron teeth' supply the necessary spaces between the elements

of each layer. Barrel winding is therefore by far the most widely used

method for multipolar machines with slotted armatures ; further,

although former-wound coils may be used on both smooth and slotted

armatures, they are specially suited to the latter when barrel-wound

and for four or more poles, and it is chiefly on this account that the

multipolar machine now finds favour even for comparatively small

outputs.

The shapers employed for forming the coils, whether for barrel or

involute winding, are very various, and a coil may be barrel-wound at
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one end and be of the involute type in order to economise space at the

other end.

Two different methods of manufacture may, however, be clearly

distinguished ; either the wires are wound in the first instance into a

simple coil which is afterwards shaped by hand or machine into the

exact form in which they are applied to the armature, or the coil is

Fig. 185.—Composite coil, three sections abreast.

immediately wound to the required shape in a grooved wooden or cast-

iron mould, the wires being held in clips as the coil is formed.

In the first case a generally adopted procedure for barrel tvinding

may be described as follows. According as there are to be two, three,

or four commutator sectors per slot, two, three, or four conductors are

wound abreast in a lathe from as many drums of wire arranged in

1 i!.. ii)U. -Shaping tool for drum coiis.

tandem on to a wooden channelled frame, so as to form a composite

lozenge-shaped coil, as in Fig. 185. The nose of the coil is then fixed

in a vice, and the two sides of the V are pushed apart from one

another ; the same process is repeated at the second nose, and by this

means the twist is given at each end of the coil which causes it to fall

into an upper and a lower portion, corresponding to the two layers of

the finished armature. After being roughly shaped by hand the

coil is then hooked over the shaper of Fig. 186, and by turning the
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handle its two portions are made to recede from one another, so

that the coil is forcibly drawn out into its finished shape. The same

result may also be obtained by transferring the coil of Fig. 185 to a

machine having two halves hinged together, of radius equal to the

radius of the armature, and each half holding firmly in a slot one side

View of bend
when tilted

Fig. 187.

of the coil ; the two halves are then rotated apart about the hinged

joint, and the coil is opened out through an arc corresponding to the

winding pitch (cp. Brit. Pat. 7373, 1900, Langdon-Davies and Soames).

Or the former on which the coil is wound may itself be in halves

attached to a machine, by which the one half is pushed apart from the

—Composite coil, three sections deep.

Other (cp. also Street Railivay Journal, vol. xviii. pp. 2 and 3), the

necessary curvature of the ends being imparted afterwards.

From Fig. 187, which shows a single separate section when formed,

it will be seen that a wire which is at the top of the upper layer and
forms the beginning of a section leads on to a wire which is at the

bottom of the lower layer, so that finally the free ends of a section

come out respectively at the tops of the upper and lower layers. If

VOL. I.—22
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the required number of sections per slot is such that a normal width of

slot leads to an inefificient section of conductor, the sections must be

Fig. 189.—Finished coil, three sections abreast, for lap-wound armature.

wound on the top of one another, as in Fig. 188, which shows a com-

posite coil of three sections wound on the top of one another, the

width of the coil being only that of two conductors ; but this method

Fig. 190.—Finished coil, three sections deep, for lap-wound armature.

is only possible with lap-wound armatures. Other methods of winding

a composite coil which is to consist of several sections per slot are

given by Rothert, Electrical Engineer, vol. xxviii. p. 266. If the
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armature is lap-wound, the free ends of the section are brought along

the ends of the coil to the centre (Fig. 189 corresponding to Fig. 185

and Fig. 190 to Fig. 188), ready to be afterwards united at the com-

mutator lugs in their proper sequence after they have been placed on

the armature.

If the armature is wave-wound, the ends of the sections are led

away in opposite directions, since they are to be soldered to commutator

sectors which are at some distance apart from each other. (Cp. Figs.

106 and 209, the

latter illustrating the

connections for a

single wave - wound

section, consisting of

two turns or loops.)

It is evident from

this latter figure that

the layers of com-

mutator connections

proceed in the oppo-

site direction to the

end of the coil from

which they spring,

and that therefore

those free ends which

would naturally fall at

the top of the bottom

layer must at some part of

their course be bent down so

as to clear the bottom half

of the coil and come out at

the extreme bottom below any

other part of the coil. The
passage of the free ends from

the top of the lower layer to

the bottom may be effected

at the commutator end close
Fig. 191. Finished coil for wave-wound

armature.

to the armature core between

the slots; but if the width of the teeth at their root does not give

sufficient room between the slots it becomes preferable to so wind the

coil that the passage is made at the farther end between the noses of

the coils. How the winding must be arranged in order to effect this is

seen from the two views of a wave-wound composite coil in Fig. 191,

where the lower layer of the upper half is caused to pass to the lower

layer of the lower half at the end farther from the commutator.

After forming the coils, lap or wave-wound as the case may be, their
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slanting ends are taped, and the straight active portions are wrapped

round with the insulation as described in § i8. The composite coil is

then varnished or impregnated after drying to expel all moisture under

a vacuum in a small chamber communicating with a bath of the

insulating medium employed. It is next finally dried in a stove or

drying chamber, and then forms a compact and easily handled element,

the sides of which exactly fit within the slots. Or the coil may be

soaked in varnish and pressed into accurate shape in a steam-heated

mould. Prior to assemblage, each coil can be tested for short-circuits

between its several turns by a small transformer over the central core

of which the coil is slipped so as to act as a secondary, an alternat-

ing current being passed through the primary ; when a short-circuit

exists, the ammeter shows a greatly increased secondary current,* and

the coil becomes heated.

The winding of a coil immediately to the required shape is hardly

Fig. 192.

feasible with rectangular wire of considerable depth, but is common
with round wire. The shaper is then in two halves fastened together

by a central bolt, and is so formed as to leave a deep groove between

its two halves ; it is mounted either vertically in a lathe or horizontally,

and is turned round in quarter steps when released by a foot-lever, so as

to allow the winder time to arrange the wire in its place between each

quarter revolution. Fig. 192 shows one such coil for a barrel-wound

armature, and a number may be arranged side by side and bound

together to form a composite coil. In order to bring the free ends into

the top and bottom layers respectively in the case of wave-wound

armatures, the coil may be begun at its centre, one half of the wire

being loosely coiled up at the side during the winding of the first half,

and the coil being finished by winding the second half in the opposite

direction. Or two separate halves may be wound, and afterwards

* See Turner and Hobart, The Insulation of Electric Machines, pp. 255 ff., for

illustrations of such testing transformers.
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united by a thin sleeve of copper soldered to a pair of free ends on the

side farther from the commutator.

The assembling of the composite coils on the barrel-wound armature

Fig. 193.—Winding of barrel armature.

Fig. 194 —Insertion of last coils of barrel armature

is shown in Fig. 193. One side of each coil is pressed down into its

place at the bottom of a slot ; the upper side of the first —^ coils are at
2p
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first only loosely arranged, but after these are assembled both sides of

each coil are pressed down, the one into the bottom layer and the other

into the top layer. As the winding approaches completion the upper

Fig. 195.—Connecting np to commutator.

Fio, 196.—Complitoil la]i-\vonnrl barrel nrmnlnre.

sides of the first coils are lifted up, to allow of the insertion of the last

? coils, as seen in Fig. 194, where a coil is shown in the process of
2p
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being threaded under the first
—

"^ coils. The commutator is next placed

on the shaft, and each of the free ends of the coils is inserted into its

appropriate commutator lug, the lower layer being treated first, and

afterwards the upper layer (Fig. 195). After soldering the pair of

connections forming the beginning and end of two neighbouring coils

into each lug, the armature winding is finished (Fig. 196).

The total axial length I, by which the coils oi a barrel armature

project from the core at either end is calculated as follows. The angle

Fig. 197.—Axial projection of end-winding in barrel armature.

a, which the sloping portion of the coil-side makes with the edge of the

armature core (Fig. 197), depends essentially upon the ratio which the

width of a composite coil bears to the gap between itself and its next

neighbour where they are straight ; the former width may be identified

with the width of a slot w,, and the latter with the width of the tooth

tVf Let </=the clearance between neighbouring composite coils, at

right angles to their direction of slant ; for purposes of ventilation this

will usually be made on the under-surface about -,V' to |". The
hypotenuse AC of the right-angled triangle ABC on the development

of Fig. 197, since it corresponds to one composite coil-side and its

clearance, must evidently be equal to the slot-pitch ^ w^ + ;e;^^ measured
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at the root of the tooth where the coils lie nearest to one another and

are most crowded, while BC = w^ + </. Thus sin a =— , and since

2Vs and Wi.2 in similar designs retain much the same ratio, a varies but

little, and in the development on the flat averages from 30" to 40°.

Let ;« = the distance measured on the circumference at the underside of

the lowest layer of the coil, or PQ, through which a coil-side is bent, i.e.

in the usual arrangement half the winding pitch in inches; then the

axial length / of the sloping portion of the coils will be QR = /// tan a =
;// {w^ + d)

Since m=-^ (w^ + Wfo), where -^ is the half-pitch in slots, this
2 .2

may also be put in the form

Thus the number of connectors cut through along a longitudinal section

at one end as at RQ is <-^ ; their joint thickness at right angles to the
2

slant is-^ {w, + d), and this thickness must be increased in the ratio of

w^ + Wt,2.

=, in order to find the axial width.
cos a ^(zf;^ + e£;^^)2 _ (j£^^ + ifyi

Let a" = the length of the straight projection from the slot before the

slant commences, say ^" ; thence an easy bend is given at a radius of

f Ws on the inside, and similarly at the outer or far end. The axial

length of the bend or of the soldered joint by which the lower layer

passes round into the upper layer is approximately equal to half the

total depth h., of the slot. Thus by Fig. 197 the total axial length at

either end is

4 = /+«" + 1-25 tv,^^^
2

The length of the copper path along the entire end-connector is

required in order to calculate the electrical resistance of the armature

mean circumference at the centre of the slot, = -- (70, + 70,) where 70^ is

2

winding. If Wj be the distance of the half-pitch measured on the

mean width of tooth, the curved length of the sloping portion of a

half loop will be the hypotenuse of the right-angled triangle having for

its two sides the circumferential distance w/j and the axial length /, or

Jm^^ + IK The total length from slot to slot, neglecting the slightly
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shorter pitch at the commutator end, is therefore

/' = 2
I

^,n^^ + /2 + «" + 1 . 2 5 zt\ + ^^^ \ .

If the ends of the coils pass from slot to slot across a chord instead

(53)

Fig. 19S

of lying on the circumference, the winding at the ends of the armature

tapers inwards towards the shaft, and a form is obtained intermediate

between the barrel and involute types (Fig. 198).

T
CT

^
^

<:^

W

Fig. 199.

Passing to coils with involute end-connectors, there are again the

two methods according to which the coil is either first wound and then

shaped, or is wound directly to the required shape. For the first method
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^^^
?

the coil may be first wound round pegs on a flat base (as in Fig. 199),

the pegs being gradually shifted as the turns are wound in succession,

or it is wound on a stepped shaper ; the coil is next forcibly opened out

approximately into a rectangle of which the sides are of different width,

and the ends are finally bent by a press in two halves to the required

curvature, so that the coils fit into one another. The shapers for

winding such coils immedi-

ately to the required shape

have been worked out in

'i detail by Eickemeyer,* and

\ adapted to a variety of cases
;

P with a number of wires per

3 coil-side, these may be ar-

\ ranged one above the other

I along the straight inducing

\ sides of the coil, and side

\ by side at the ends so as

f to obtain enough room

\ towards the shaft, or any

X re-arrangement of the com-

l ponent wires may be used

\
giving a cross-section to the

\ ends different from that on

3 the surface of the core. The
' nature of the involute wind-

= ing is seen in Fig. 200, which

= shows a 4 -pole armature

1 with several coils in place,

X and with a number having

= their wider sides lifted up to

r allow of the introduction be-

5 neath and through them of

"] the narrower sides of the last

- coils as indicated by a single

coil at the top of the diagram.

When finished the involute

end-connectors lie flat against

the insulated ends of the core with a gap of from ^' to f" between the

adjacent sides of the two whorls at each end. The axial projection from

the core is now a minimum, and is equal at each end to twice the width g
of the connector plus the gap between the whorls and the thickness of

the end-plate with its insulating cheek. The problem of the shortest

path across the pitch for the two whorls whose planes are at right angles to

the shaft is, mutatis mutandis, very similar to the same question in the

' Brit. I'atcnt 1888, 2246.
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barrel-wound armature. If the angle of the butterfly be chosen too

acute, the length of the copper is unnecessarily increased, and the

depth may approach the shaft too closely to allow of room for the

central portions ; if chosen too obtuse, the connectors cannot be forced

into the room assigned for them. In order that they may lie evenly

upon one another, and also take the shortest path, their curves must

be portions of an involute of a circle, whose radius R* is = — where
27r

«j is the total number of slots, and zv is the insulated thickness of one

composite end-connector corresponding to a slot measured normally to

its length. The dimension zv may often be identified with the width

of a slot, but is not necessarily so, if the cross-section of the coil is

altered when it emerges from the slot, and in any case a small margin

must be allowed on the insulated copper for clearance when the thick

r--»«r,
^i-,•^^

"'hj.

A.Bi

^^^ '
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to the centre lines of the slots; from each point draw the tangents i,

2, 3, ... to the base circle, and upon these tangents which cut all the

connectors normally mark off a number of widths each equal to iv,

beginning from the outer circumference as at A. The same process is

repeated on both sides of the base circle, until by joining a succession

of points A, M, N, etc., in the two directions of curvature, the two

involute curves join as at C. To this depth must then be added an

amount CF equal to the width of the connector parallel to the shaft

( —g which will in many cases be equal to — j in order to allow for the

central portion of the end-connector curving round from one plane of

whorls to the other. The radius to this inner edge F must evidently

456 r__7 654; ;

7,--'' '~-~.7 3 \ :

gj ~"'~--V-'';\ ''-''''I'-''' ^13

iV'" >A

Fig. 202.—Setting out of involute end-winding.

still fall outside or on the circumference of the base circle ; otherwise

connectors of the given thickness and spanning the required winding

pitch cannot fall into the available room—a point which must be

carefully verified. The necessary radial depth may also be calculated

mathematically as follows. If a = the angle subtended by an involute

curve ACD, and 0= the angle subtended by the arc BD which is the

evolute of the involute (Fig. 201), both being expressed in circular

measure, AB which is equal to the arc BD is equal to R^, . 6, and

tan {e - a) = AB ^ R, . ^

OB r;
6, whence a = ^ - tan ^ 0,

and by giving various values to 6, a curve connecting a and can be

plotted applicable to all cases. Further, from the right-angled triangle

AOB, AB = v/AO- - ( )B^ - v'R^^n^ = R* • ^,
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/J? 2 _ R 2

SO that universally Q= -— „—— • The outer radius R to the circle

APQ of Fig. 202, and also the radius R^ being known, B^ of the

/R 2_^ p 2

complete involute — '^—^-^

—

—'' and the corrresponding value of a^

follows from the relation given above. The angle e corresponding to

half the winding pitch being also known, a new value a2 = aj — 6 is found

corresponding to the portion CD of the involute which is not used,

and thence ^2 froii^ ^l^c general curve connecting a and Q. The value

/R 2 _ R 2

R., is then obtained from $.-, =——^-—

—

—, and the radial depth of the
R/.

portion AC is the difference R^ - R.,. To this must be added the

constant \\ w reckoned from the bottom of the slots plus the

central portion g.

The length of the involute ACD is ^ R^. 6- ; hence the length of

the copper path in the curved portion of the end-connector between

R - - R 2

Rj and R., = i R^ {6^-6.?) =—^—5~" > ^"d taking into account the
2 Rj

various bends as the connector changes its plane, if a" = i\\e length of

projection outwards from the slot before it bends downwards into the

inner whorl nearest to the core, the total length of path in the end-

connector from slot to slot is

^'"'
{ ^'I R^''

^''"'^^
'^^

'^
"^ t + ^'^4

§ 25. II. Bar-wound drum armatures.—From the former-

wound barrel armature it is easy to pass to the bar-wound barrel

armature, the transitional stage being a single

complete loop consisting of two active con- -^^3^

ductors and a pair of end-connectors, the

whole made of copper strip of rectangular

section. The required length of copper is -)

cut off and bent round at its centre, so that y\g 201
it falls into two levels with a little space

between them (Fig. 203) ; the bending tool is shown in Fig. 204,

with a copper strip in process of being bent round on itself. Or, if

the copper strip is thin and deep, it may be folded over on itself so

as to form the junction of the upper and lower layers (Fig. 203). Each

end is then bent through the correct pitch, and by means of a shaper is

given the proper curvature so that it may lie on a cylindrical surface

in two levels. Fig. 205 illustrates a lap-wound loop, and Fig. 206 the

shaper on which it is formed. The loops after being taped are placed

in succession on the armature, the lower half being pressed down into

the bottom of the slot and insulation being inserted along the slot

between the two layers where they are in close contiguity. The
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sloping gap between the two layers beyond the core is advantageous

as assisting the ventilation. Finally, the upper halves of the first-

wound loops are lifted up to allow of the lower sides of the last loops

being introduced beneath them. Fig. 207 shows a finished lap-wound

Fig. 204.—Tool for forming loop in copper strip.

armature with coils thus made. The connections between the loops

are made at their junctions in the forks of the commutator connectors.

Fig. 208 gives the shaper required for a wave-wound armature in which

there are two loops per section divided between different slots, the

Fic. 205.—Lap-wound loop of copper strip.

method of connection with every other loop reversed being indicated

in Fig. 209.

The last form of the barrel armature is at once the simplest and

commonest for all machines having conductors of large cross-section
;

by it each loop is composed of two separate bars which are first placed
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1

in position and subsequently soldered together in their due sequence

when both layers have been arranged in the slots. Each end of the

Fig. 206.—Shaper for lap-wound loop of copper strip.

Fig. 207.—Barrel-winding of armature with formed coils of copper strip.

bar is bent through half the pitch, and is then curved to suit the

armature circumference; Fig. 210 shows the shaper used for this second
operation, together with two bars in place for shaping. A group of two.
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three, or four bars corresponding to one slot and taped together are

usually bent as a whole. The shaped bars of the lower layer are then

laid in position, one or more at the bottom of each slot, with their ends

projecting so as to form a complete cylinder. Fig. 2 1 1 shows the com-

FiG.'2o8.—Shaper for wave-wound

loop with two loops per section.

Fig. 209.—Connection of wave-

wound loops, two per section.

mencement of the winding of the armature of Fig. 148. After the inser-

tion of insulation above the lower layer the remaining bars are placed

at the tops of the slots, their ends having previously been similarly bent

so as to pass through the remaining half of the pitch, and forming a

Fig. 210.—Shaper for half-loops of lap-wound bar armature.

complete cylindrical envelope on the outside of the armature (Fig. 212).

At the ends the two layers are soldered together, small copper clips

being passed over the bare ends of a pair of bars, one in the upper layer

and the other in the bottom layer. Or at the commutator end the two

layers of bars may be united by soldering within the lug which leads to
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the commutator sector. Fig. 213 shows the finished armature of Figs.

211 and 212 for an 8-pole 375-kilowatt machine; as the slope of the

Fig. 211.—Lap-winding of bar armature with half-loops ; lower layer.

end-connections at either end is in opposite directions relatively to the

armature core, it is lap-wound. The lower layer of end-connectors is

Fig. 212.—Lap-winding of bar armature with half-loops ; upper layer.

frequently cranked down so as to allow of free circulation of air between
the two layers, as shown in Fig. 233. With stout bars there is at the

VOL. I.—23
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commutator end no necessity to support them on a special ring, the

numerous commutator lugs helping to retain them in cylindrical shape

unless the speed is very high.

The simple bars above described involve a greater number of
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necessary to unsolder and take off a comparatively few number of bars

in order to withdraw it. The sole disadvantage of the barrel-wound

armature is, in fact, the axial length taken up by the end-connections,

more especially when the number of poles is few. This axial length

is for bars calculated on the same principles as in § 24 for coils.

In order to economise room in the axial length the involute type of

end-connector is occasionally employed with bar armatures at the end

farther from the commutator. The bare copper strip is first'bent com-

pletely round on itself, leaving only a gap corresponding to the width

between the two whorls of the end-connectors ; if of massive section,

this operation must be done when it is heated. It is then forced apart

and hammered on a cast-iron shaper (Fig. 214) into a butterfly shape.

Each end is then bent round through a right angle to form the straight

inducing sides, and the whole is lapped over with insulating tape (Fig.

234). We thus approximate to the last division of drum armatures in

which the axial length is a minimum owing to the employment of

separate involute end-connectors at both ends of the armature.

§ 26. Bar-wound drum armatures with separate end-

connectors.—While the term "armature-winding," however appro-

priate to small ring and drum armatures wound by hand with round

wire, is somewhat of a misnomer as applied to barrel armatures with

former-shaped coils or with bars, it becomes still more so in bar

armatures in which the end-connectors are entirely distinct from the

active conductors and are thin but wide strips of copper, built up

separately and apart from the rest of the winding.

The development of the armatures of Figs. 115 and ii6 will serve

to illustrate the general principle of all such end-connections for drums.

When the connectors for either end of the armature are arranged in

place, the lugs at their ends stand out in two circular rows, the one

near to the armature core and the other farther away, each connector

being so twisted or so formed that at its centre it passes across from

the one row to the other. At each end of the armature the ends of the

straight active conductors are alternately long and short, and, by means

of the spirally bent connector, the long end of one active conductor is

connected to the short end of another, situated at the proper distance

apart round the circumference of the core. The method is practically

confined to smooth surface armatures.

The best known type of such separate end-connectors consists of

thin strips of copper about 2^" to 4I" wide ; these have a slot punched
down their centre, partially dividing them into two widths of about

i" to 2", and are then shaped so as to form a double involute curve

similar to the cross-connectors of Fig. iii. When assembled, the gap

in the centre between the outer and inner whorl has a width of about \'

in low-potential machines to f" for potentials up to 500 volts. The
insulation between adjacent connectors is formed by strips of calico
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pasted on with shellac and wrapped over at the centre. A careful

estimate must be made of the space which they will occupy in relation

to the periphery of the innermost circle down to which they are to be

drawn on the same principles as in Figs. 201 and 202, and a margin

must be allowed for slight differences in the thickness of the insulation.

When assembled the connectors for each end form a compact and

symmetrical mass, which is subsequently passed over the shaft into its

place and seated on an insulated ring projecting from the end-plate.

All the short bars are first soldered to the inner whorl of connectors at

each end, wooden dummy strips being alternately inserted to represent

the long bars. A strip is then removed and the first long bar inserted

on the surface of the core, and its connections marked so as to start

the winding by forming one complete loop ; its ends are soldered to

the lugs of the appropriate pair of connectors, and thence bar after bar

1
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manufacture. In high-voltage machines with a large number of bars

the latter may require to be disposed in two layers with two sets of

connectors at each end ; a sheet of micanite should then be interposed

between the layers, so as to secure thorough insulation between the

bars which are at widely different potentials.

/n/ § ^7- Commutators.—In the construction of the commutator

various modifications are possible, but, broadly speaking, two types

may be distinguished. In the first (Fig. 216), which is suitable for

small machines, the wedge-shaped strips of copper and the intervening

plates of mica are held in place by a sleeve or bush with a coned

mushroom-shaped head and a coned collar (c) forced tightly up against

the sectors by a nut {^11) screwing on to the bush. The latter may be

of gun-metal or cast iron, the collar and nut being of wrought iron or
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but for loo volts and upwards it becomes necessary to cover the entire

sleeve with a moulding of micanite or paper to prevent sparking from

copper to iron (Fig. 217). Care must

I
in all such cases be exercised that the

sectors do not bed down on to the

sleeve before they are thoroughly

tightly held sideways. In order to

prevent the collar from twisting the

sectors round, a screw or pin in the

collar is in some cases made to en-

gage in a slot in the sleeve. Finally,

to prevent the nut («) from slacking

back, one or two set screws (/) are

put radially through the nut so that •

their points bite into the sleeve. In

^ place of the nut and collar a coned

I ring divided into four or more seg-

^ ments and screwed down to the

s sleeve, or bolted through it, may also

§ be employed (Fig. 217).

^ In the second type (Fig. 218),

which is more usual in larger

g machines, especially with carbon

1 brushes, the coned ends of both

6 sleeve and loose ring are let into

I recesses in the sectors, and for
t^ ... .

M greater rigidity the sleeve is usually

c of cast iron with collar of cast iron

'^ or cast steel. The sectors and in-

sulating strips of mica are built up

into a circle and tightly held together

by a circular chuck or clamp having

numerous radial screws compressing

internal segmental pieces against the

copper. At each end of the com-

mutator a V-shaped groove is turned,

into which a taper ring of built-up

mica or micanite is fitted. The whole

is passed over the sleeve until it en-

gages witli the coned fixed ring, the

I loose coned ring is put in place, and

by hydraulic pressure the two rings are

driven home and fixed by the screws after which the external chuck

can be removed. For greater strength in the present type the pressure

is maintained by several set screws (Fig. 218), or in still larger machines
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by bolts, as in Fig. 219, and both coned rings may then be loose.

Fig. 220 shows a component cast-iron sleeve and single loose cone, with

one of the tapered micanite rings, while Figs. 221 and 222 show a

small and a large finished commutator, the latter corresponding to the

armature of Figs. 21 1-2 13. The bolts should be arranged as close as

possible to the under side of the copper, and may for part of their length

be let into pockets on the surface of the cast-iron body (Fig. 224) ; their

material should have great tensile strength and a high elastic limit

(nickel steel with an elastic limit of 65,000 lbs. per square inch will be
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employed in special cases), and their length should be great, as giving

more, elasticity to take up the effect of heating and cooling.

. When the dynamo is at work the temperature of the commutator is

raised by the passage of the current over the contact-resistance of the

u

brushes (especially if of carbon) and by their friction with its surface;

the difference in the expansion of the copper and the cast-iron shell or

sleeve then sets up very considerable stresses in the structure. It is

consequently difficult to devise any mechanical construction that shall
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never fail to keep the surface perfectly cylindrical after repeated heating

and cooling, since between metal and metal must intervene the layer of

insulation, and upon this comparatively compressible medium falls all

the strain. Any relative movement of neighbouring sectors by which

Fic. 220.—Component parts of commutator.

one is raised above or lowered below the other even to a minute degree

suffices with carbon brushes to cause them to jump as they pass over

the displaced sector owing to the carbon having no elasticity such as

is given by copper gauze brushes. Sparking is thereby set up, and the

surface of the sector which is at fault is rapidly eaten away until finally

the commutator is rendered unworkable. Smoothness of surface is in

Fig. 22T.—Finished commutator.

fact more essential than perfect concentricity with the axis of the shaft

:

the brushes have time to follow any eccentricity of the commutator as

a whole, but owing to the inertia of the brushes and brush-boxes their

tension-springs cannot take into account with sufficient rapidity any
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unevenness in adjacent sectors ; the brush-box or brush is alternately

jerked off and drawn on again to the surface—an operation accompanied

by a chattering noise and excessive sparking. In order to prevent any

shifting of the sectors relatively to one another, various constructions

and various angles of taper have been tried, and experience seems to

show that a double taper such as is shown in Figs. 218 and 219 is

better than a single taper and a flat band. The two angles are, how-

ever, usually unequal, a general proportion being a total angle of 38°

Fig. 222.—Finished commutator.

divided into 30° below the horizontal and 8° above. By means of the

double taper the sectors are held endways and centred round a circle

corresponding to the diameter of the apex of the cone, and as the

retaining rings expand and contract during heating and cooling all the

sectors are maintained concentrically on this circle. Owing, however,

to the greater angle below the horizontal, more force is exerted inwards

than outwards as the metal cones are driven home in the initial process

of construction, so that the sectors are at that time not only pinched

together axially but jammed tight against each other sideways. The
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apex of the cones is rounded off so as not to press on the internal angle

of the insulation. If the sectors are supported entirely by the V-rings

with an internal air-space, the commutator is "arch-bound," while if the

sectors are also compressed on to an insulated cylindrical seating, they

may be styled "bed-bound." As to the relative advantages of the two

methods of construction, it is not easy to decide. The longer seating

on the sleeve when the sectors are bedded thereon as compared with

that on the upper cone perhaps affords greater security in the case of

sectors having a very small taper ; on the other hand, there is greater

manufacturing difficulty in ensuring that the sectors do not lose some

of their pressure sideways in virtue of their bedding on the sleeve

before the arch is tightly closed, although with care this objection may
to some extent be removed by inclining the sectors very slightly to a

radial line by some angle not exceeding 5°, so that when further com-

pressed inwards they tend to become more truly radial.

It will be seen that for a given length of brush working surface

commutators of the first type are slightly longer than those of the second

type ; on the other hand, the latter cannot be worn down below the

level of the end rings, and therefore for a given diameter their radial

depth of wear is less than in the first type. The usual radial depth for

turning down rises from \" in small to 1" or i^" in large machines.

They present, however, a greater cooling surface, and if of considerable

diameter air ways can be arranged so as to allow air to circulate through

the inside of the central hub.

No openings to the inner surface of the copper are permissible, for

fear of dust or moisture finding an entrance and causing a breakdown
of the insulation. In both types of commutator, in order to prevent the

sleeve twisting round out of its proper position, it is secured either by a

small sunk key under its head, as in Fig. 218, or by the fastening studs

of Fig. 219. The small screw in Fig. 219 serves as a register when
the commutator is being fitted in place.

The connections from the individual sectors to the sections of the

armature winding are most commonly made by thin strips of copper.

A saw-cut is made in each sector, as shown at m (Fig. 218), and into

this one end of the strip (from |" to i|" wide according to the current)

is soldered ; the other end is carried up to the level of the ends of the

sections and there embraces and is soldered to the armature wire. The
strips must be bent over the tops of the armature bars, and may each
be composed of a pair of thinner strips in parallel, as in Fig. 219.

Since the current only flows through the commutator lugs for very short

intervals of time, the current-density within them may be high, but

should not exceed 5000 amperes per square inch of section. In some
cases cast sectors of phosphor bronze alloyed with copper or gun-metal
are used, and a projecting lug is directly cast on each sector, as in Figs.

216 and 217 ; the wires are then soldered into a groove at the top of
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each lug. The same construction may be employed with hard-drawn

copper sectors in small machines, the wires being led down to up-

standing lugs turned out of the solid copper. In such cases the mica

is extended up to the t'ull height of the lug, and an additional advantage

claimed for the construction is that copper dust worn off the com-

mutator by the brushes cannot be blown through the solid wall formed

by the close-fitting lugs. On the other hand, a considerable amount of

ventilating effect is lost, which on the first method is secured by the

moving blades of copper. In some Continental machines round wires

are used to unite the armature winding with the sectors, and are

fastened into holes in the latter by two or more grub screws. In

America, drop-forged sectors have been largely employed, and in these

the lug can be forged in the mould in one piece with the sector.

Nothing, however, is so suitable for commutators as bars of hard-drawn

copper sawn up to the required lengths ; homogeneity and perfect

uniformity of the sectors in hardness is essential to good working, and

in these qualities hard-drawn copper notably surpasses either drop-

forgings or castings.

When mounted immediately upon the shaft, if there be any flexure

of the shaft between the armature hub and the commutator sleeve, the

connecting lugs are alternately extended and compressed every revolu-

tion. This stress in time hardens the copper, and causes it to break

either at the junction with the armature bar or at the root where it

enters the commutator. This evil may be avoided by the employment

of flexible stranded ribbon or cable for the connections. It is, however,

in every way better in large machines subjected to heavy strains to

fasten the commutator directly to the armature cast iron hub either on

a projecting sleeve (Figs. 219 and 396) or by bolting it up to its end,

so that it is entirely free from the shaft. No relative displacement of

the armature and commutator can then take place even if the shaft

does bend in a minute degree.

§ 28. Mechanical design of V-type commutators.—With

large commutators running at high peripheral speeds, great care must

be exercised in the design to ensure amply sufficient mechanical

strength in the rings, bolts or screws, and in the copper sectors, so that

there may be no fear of the commutator bursting under the stress of

centrifugal force. If /j and /^ = the thickness of a copper sector at

the top and bottom respectively, and h - its depth, its mass-centre falls

on the line bisecting its thickness at a distance .v= (if- . } - f\

from the bottom. The radius to its centre of gravity is therefore

^',. + ''',
,

',. - ^, A - ^9

2 6 f^+f.,

and from the dimensions which the copper bars assume in practice
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this may in all except very small commutators be simply identified with

the mean radms -° '.

2

If /=the mean thickness, and identifying h with r^ — r^, as has been

assumed above, the weight for a length of / inches is 0-3 2 2 l{r„ - r,)t lbs.

The centrifugal force per sector of the given length, all dimensions

being in inches, at N revs, per min., is therefore

= 4S-SKro^-r,^)tWxio--\hs. . . . (54)

or per cubic inch = 45'5(^« + r,)N2 x lo"".

K-
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P -

^ {x — c), where x is the distance of the mass-centre for the cross-

section from the base of the copper, and c is the distance of the Hne

/j from the base (Fig, 225). Above the neutral Hne, i.e. above the

height .V, the stress changes to tension, which reaches its maximum

value at the outer edge, namely, -—- {x -c)\ -^— ), where \, is the

moment of inertia of the tapering section about the neutral axis, and

is= y\^—— 1 ' - ). The above-described stress from the axial
36 V

/i -h /,,
f

pressure P is then additional to the tensile stress s^ from centrifugal

force.

The total tensile stress should not exceed 7000 to 8000 lbs. per

square inch for hard-drawn copper.

Scale of One Foot.

Fig. 224.—Construction for very long commutator.

, where E^ is the modulus of elasticity for copper =

In very long commutators the deflection of the bar between the

end-clamps may be appreciable and require calculation. Part of this

deflection is due to the centrifugal force, and may be calculated as

in § 9 for a beam of length /^ under a distributed load, namely,

76-8 . E,i;

16,000,000 lbs. per square inch. But there is also a part due to the

bending moment from the axial component of R above considered,

which has a uniform value all along the line between the supports ; the

additional deflection due thereto is

i .
A_! X ^4- X R . sin

BE, Noxl, ^

The above calculations must be worked out for the dimensions

which the bar will assume when worn and turned down to the lowest

permissible depth, since it is then that the stress reaches its maximum
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value. If the deflection exceeds a few mils, as may happen with

commutators for large currents at low voltages and high speeds, some

central support becomes necessary, and this may be obtained either as

in Fig. 224 or by a sleeve having a fixed cone near the centre and two

loose cones, one at each end, drawn together by tension bolts.

In a similar manner to the above may be calculated the bending

stress upon the overhanging portion of the copper bar which projects

beyond the nose of the V, the length l.^ (Fig. 223) being taken as a

beam fixed at one end only. If the decrease of the centrifugal force

due to the wearing down of the copper be neglected, i.e. assuming

the centrifugal force per cubic inch of copper to remain constant, the

Fig. 225.

following approximations are obtained for the stress and deflection of

a plain overhanging portion* of depth x (Fig. 223), namely,

, = 45 -5 {r, + r,)N2 X q (3^ +i2jjan^)
- ' (;c + 4 . tan ey

X 10 7 lbs. per square inch,

and
8 = let

2E,(a- + 4 tan &)

These values, again, are usually a maximum when the commutator is

worn down and x has its minimum working value. It is, in fact

important, especially with high speeds, that the amount by which the

commutator may safely be turned down should be clearly marked upon
its end-face.

* R. Livingstone, The Alechanical Design and ConsU-nctionof Conwiutators,^. 8,

where much practical and theoretical information on the subject is to be found.
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In the process of manufacture, while the whole commutator is

heated up to a high temperature, the V-rings are squeezed tightly home
by means of hydraulic power or external screws which enable a much
higher pressure to be brought to bear than could be safely applied

through the commutator retaining bolts only. Let the total axial

pressure which is applied in this stage, and which is chiefly due to

external means, reinforced it may be by some pressure from the

retaining bolts, be ?,, + ?/,= !*„; this pressure calls forth a reaction

R„ directed outwards and at right angles to the inclined surface of the

copper sectors (Fig. 225). Taking the axis of the shaft as horizontal,

then as the end-rings are forced up the inclined surfaces the horizontal

components of R^ and of the frictional resistance /xR„ by the principles

of the inclined plane together balance P„, i.e. P„ = R„ . sin 4> -\- ixR„ . cos ^.

The vertical component of R„ is balanced by the combined effect of

the vertical component of /aR^ and the vertical pressure Q„ exerted

inwards by the end-ring, i.e. R„ cos ^ = Q^-|-/xR„ sin </>. When
expressed in terms of P^,

O — P ^^^ 4*~ H- • sin <^ _ p
sm

(f) + fi . cos (ji tan </>-!-/*

p
and Ro= " The value of Qp at this stage represents

s'm
(f) + fi . cos 4>

the total amount of the inward radial force acting uniformly all round

the periphery of the ring of copper at each end. The case is

analogous to that of § 5 for centrifugal force acting on a ring, but

instead of a uniformly distributed outward radial pull we have a uniform

inward radial push, and instead of a hoop tension we have a compres-

sive stress produced on the flat sides of the copper and mica strips

;

the intensity of this compressive stress s, is therefore given by the same

expression as in § 5, namely, as equal to the total radial force divided

by 27r . ah where ah is the area on which it acts. Assuming the outer

surface of the V to be nearly horizontal, so that there is little or no

expanding action due to it on the overhanging wedges of copper, the

radial force at each end may be considered as producing a pressure

distributed uniformly over the entire area of one half side of a copper

, bar or mica strip ; i.e. the area ah now in question is half the entire

surface A of one side of a sector or mica strip. The intensity of the

peripheral stress between opposite faces of a longitudinal section

through the commutator parallel to a mica strip is therefore, up to

the present, when the commutator is at rest, ^<, = Q„ . —

.

During the stage of construction, Q„=P^ (
^ '' \ and /x has

^ tan <p -f /A
'

1 ii . Pp(i— /*>«^^ tan c<)) T

its maximum positive value, so that s,= -"^^ 7 ^ •

tan <p + fJi„,ax. ttA
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If the same initial value is given to the intensity of this compression

on the mica of different machines, it results that the axial pressure

P„ that must be applied in building up becomes simply proportional

to the area of a bar for a given angle of inclination and value of /x, ; i.e.

P =^, . ttA
tan (<^ + /^) ^j^g coefficient of friction /a has great im-
I - /x tan </>

portance and can reach a high value, say, 0*4, whence with ^ = 30%

V, = \s,.h.

Identifying P„ with the pressure P,, produced by external means

only, since the nuts of the retaining bolts should not in the present

stage be tightly screwed up so as to add any great amount to the

total, a useful practical rule gives P,, as 4800 A lbs., so that s^ is

virtually 1200 lbs. per square inch of the mica surface,* and this should

be maintained until the commutator is cool. The nuts of the

retaining bolts are now tightened up, and the pressure P, removed,

leaving only the pressure P^ from the bolts. In determining the new

state which results from this removal of the external pressure, the

guiding prmciple must be the consideration that should the copper

expand or the end-rings contract even in the slightest degree, sliding

takes place between the mica end-rings and the inclined metal surfaces,

and this implies not only that the frictional resistance has changed its

direction or sign, but also that ^ has again reached its maximum
value in the opposite or negative direction. The radial pressure on

the end-rings therefore, as soon as relative movement takes place, is

Q = P . ^ ij and the axial pressure on the end-rings tending
tan «/) - /A

to force them apart becomes P = R . sin ^ - /u,R . cos <^, or R =
p

. For the same value of Q or R a value of P much
sm

<f>
-

fx, . cos </>

smaller than P„ evidently suffices to retain the same total strain on
copper and end-rings-

In order, then, to determine what happens when the external

pressure is removed, the amount by which the copper has been
contracted and the end-rings expanded under the pressure P„ must in

the first place be calculated so as to judge whether it will alter, and
this can be done as follows.

The strain of any component part of the structure is equal to its

length multiplied by the ratio of its stress per unit area to its modulus
of elasticity. The peripheral compression of the copper and mica is

of chief importance, and the amount of the contraction of the circle

through the middle of the sectors due to the peripheral compressive

* If it be argued that the intensity of the pressure on the mica should increase

as the number of sectors is increased, and their taper decreased, such an assumption
would lead to Sc being made roughly proportional to the diameter of the
commutator.

VOL. 1.^24
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^N s t)i^ s
stress j^ IS

—

^—^•\- ^' \ where E^ is the modulus of elasticity of

copper = i6 x lo^ lbs. per square inch as before, and E„, is the modulus

of elasticity of the mica. The latter for built-up strips is very variable,

and increases with increasing pressures ; it can hardly, therefore, be

regarded as constant, but from actual experiments analogous to the

case of a commutator it may be taken as 0*5 x 10^ to 075 x lo*' lbs.

per square inch.* But this peripheral contraction virtually amounts

to a shortening of the axial length along the line /^ and it may also

be expressed in terms of its axial equivalent by the following con-

siderations. A radial contraction inwards of the inclined surface of

the copper by an amount .v has exactly the same effect as if the length

of the copper was shortened by the amount —- . The radial con-
^
^ ^

tan ^
traction of both ends amounts, therefore, virtually to a contraction of

the length by or since 2 tt.t would be the contraction of the
^ ^ tan</>'

periphery the virtual axial shortening f from both ends is equal to

peripheral contraction at either end

TV tan ^
_ I ^^W ^

.
"^ \ ^ (j + /^ • tan 4>^

TT tan ^ " irA ^E,. E,,/ " tan ^±/x.

The copper is also directly compressed axially, but for any value of

P, the total axial compressive stress s^ is not simply equal to P divided

by the area of the copper annulus ; this direct stress is augmented by

the fact that P does not act through the mass centre of the section,

which gives the additional stress P (x-c) \-——-), and further by the
^I,, X No

fact that the compression is applied only at the supports while the

radial resisting forces are distributed evenly between the supports.

The average bending moment due to this latter fact is
\^
R cos <^ . /j,

yielding an additional compressive stress \ R cos^./j x '
. The

1^- X JNj

total axial compressive stress is therefore

, =.P / L +fi-:i)% _ A(^-^) ]
\area ot copper annulus Ng x I, 3(No x I,) (tan ^ ± /i,)i

s
and the compression = l^ . "

Ef

* The latter figure being that adopted by Mr. Livingstone, IVte Mechanical

Design and Construction of Commutators, where the theory of commutator con-

struction has been treated at length, but in the case of the V-ring type without

allowance for the effect of the friction.

t Livingstone, loc. cit. p. 17 ft".
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1

The two additional terms within the bracket in general far outweigh

the first, so that the axial compression of the copper is much more

than might at first be expected. In order to shorten calculation as

much as possible by expressing each quantity in the form in which it

is finally required, and in terms of the data of construction, let

i
. / ^

, (p^^fX = c
E, \area of copper annulus No x \J

3E/k,xI,
I No / ^' m

TTtan^ ttA ^E,. E

The total compression of the copper and mica, when reduced to the

common basis of axial length, is thus in the construction stage when yu,

has its maximum positive value

,^ _p^ r^, D + H (i -/.„..... -tan <^) i
" \ tan<^ + /*,„^. j

Analogously to the case of the direct axial compressive stress on

the copper, the peripheral or hoop tensile stress on the steel or iron

end-ring is not simply equal to the radial pressure Q divided by

27r . ab, where ab is the area of the section of the end-ring. This is

augmented by the displacement of the line of action of Q from the

neutral axis, by the direct action of the axial pressure P, and also by

the centrifugal force of the end-ring itself. The last-mentioned force

may be neglected, and calculation from a specimen end-ring as typical

of .the class then shows that in relation to both Q and P the equivalent

section A,, is about one-quarter of the total section, so that for A^ should

be taken -|th of the area shown shaded in Fig. 225 without deduction

for the bolt holes. The tensile stress tending to expand the end-ring

peripherally is thus

27r A^

But Q = P . U±^^^^. therefore ., = P
(i+/^tan <^^,\_^_

tan <^ ± /x ^ tan. </> ± /u.
' z-k K^

and if Dj^ is the mean diameter of the end-ring at the assumed line

of contact between copper and ring, the peripheral elongation is

s
ttDj . ', where E,. is its modulus of elasticity = 30 x 10'', if of steel or

wrought iron. A radial expansion outwards of the inclined surface of

an end-ring by an amount x has exactly the same effect as if it were slid

back along the bolts through a distance . The virtual increase in^
tan ^
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the axial length due to the peripheral expansion at both ends is there-

c 1 ^ peripheral expansion of one end y ,

fore equal to ^-—^ ^^ Let
TT tan <^

TT tan ^ 2A^E^

Then if P is given its value P^, and /a has its maximum positive value, the

equivalent increase in the axial length from the elongation of the end-

rings is

^^^^p /E + E_(i_-^^wian^|
I tan <^ + /*,„„,. )

The sum of the contraction of the copper, axially and peripherally, and

of the peripheral expansion of the end-rings, all reduced to their axial

equivalents, is therefore

,, = ,„ + ,„-?. {CH-E + D + (E + H)(. -;..,„. .an
^)|

I tan <p + iJi-„,ax. J

Given this preliminary value for the compression of the copper and

expansion of the end-rings, the question of what happens when the

external pressure is removed entirely turns upon the minimum axial

pressure P^ that will suffice to retain the same value rj^. When the

copper is on the point of expanding and the end-ring is on the point of

contracting, fx has changed its sign and reached its maximum negative

value, so that the required condition is

,. = P.. |c + E-t-P + (^+Mll+^-t^"'^)|
l tan ^ - /A„,„, J

or the minimum retaining pressure is

^^^^ D-f(E-t-H)(i-;^tan«^
)

p ^p tan
<t> + fx.

" "'
c -I- E -f-

J^ + (E + H)(i-F/^tan <^
)

tan (f>- fj.

It is evident that unless ix,,,^^^ is negligibly small, P^ may be much less

than P,„ and if )u,„,„^. = 0*4, P^, usually works out only about |th of P„, or

say, 960 A lbs. In the supposed extreme case of /a„,^v. == tan
(fy,

the

commutator would be self-holding without any tension at all on the

retaining bolts.

The effect of removing the external pressure can now be determined.

If P* exceeds P,^ although ex hypothesi less than P„, no alteration of the

length of the copper ensues. There is no further stretching of the bolts,

p
and they remain subjected to a stress = ^ where n is their number

n
4

and d is their diameter at the bottom of the thread. The value of

/u, simply adjusts itself to take up the difference between P^, and P,, and
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to the extent of this difference there is already a margin to meet the

effect of heating or of centrifugal force or of both combined before any

further stress will fall upon the bolts. If P^, should happen to be exactly

equal to P^, any further stress from heating or centrifugal force will

allow the copper to expand and slide on the V-rings, pushing them apart,

and the bolts will be farther stretched. If P* were less than P^ the

initial compression of the copper and elongation of the end-rings will

not be maintained on the removal of P„ and a smaller contraction of

the copper and expansion of the end-rings must be taken with a

corresponding greater extension of the bolts, until the two values of P
so obtained are one and the same, and the farther extension of the bolts

is equal to the expansion of the copper and contraction of the end-rings

when both are referred to the same dividing line. The pressure from the

bolts has then failed to maintain the full value of the initial squeezing.

It is obvious that it is useless to give such a high value to P^ that

the stress on the bolts from P^ approaches their elastic limit. But with

good design there is no danger of this, and the stress from P*, although

exceeding P^ always falls well below the elastic limit of the material of

the bolts. The nuts can then at this stage be tightened up until the

tensile stress on the bolts at the bottom of the thread has such a safe

value as, say, 10,000 lbs. per square inch, and from this may be reckoned

the initial axial pressure P,= 10,000 x—^ which the finished com-
4

mutator has when at rest. If the preliminary P^ was less than P„ the

only effect of this will have been to again raise /a to a lesser negative or

a positive value without unduly stressing the bolts. The added effects

of heating and centrifugal force may now be considered.

After prolonged running at full load, since the steel bolts and

the copper reach different temperatures, and have different co-

efificients of expansion, there would arise, if both were free to expand

naturally, a certain difference of their lengths due to heating. There is,

however, actually no resulting difference of length on the boundary
surface between the copper and the iron, i.e. at the bearing lines along

the inclined surfaces of the V-rings, the explanation being that the

difference that would naturally arise is taken up by compression of

the copper and mica and expansion of the end-rings, or by elongation

of the bolts, or partly by one and partly by the other. The linear

co-efficient of expansion of copper being 0-0000173 per degree Cent.,

and of iron o"ooooi2, the natural expansion under heat of the

copper with peripheral expansion reduced to its axial equivalent is

0-0000173 X T°(/i -H 2 \ and of the bolts and V-rings (assumed to
V TTtan ^/ ° ^

have the same temperature) is 0-000012 fih -f
^ Q where T° and

V^ TTtan <^^

f are the respective rises of temperature of copper and iron. Although
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the bolts are of length 4 greater than /^, yet the end-rings of iron

expanding axially in the contrary direction counterbalance part of the

length of the bolts, so that in each case the effective axial difference

arises on the length /j. If a rise of 34° "5 C. is assumed for the copper,

and of 1
4°

"5 C. for the iron retaining structure, the increases of length

are respectively o'ooo6(/, + §— ) and o'oooiikkL-V——L).^ ' V ^ 7rtan(/)/ '^ V 1 ,rtan<^/

The natural difference of length would therefore under the action of

heat be

, ,
o '0006 /No - 0*000171; ttD,

7//, = 0*00042 S A + ~ —
TT tan ^

The whole of this could be taken up by compressing the copper and
mica and expanding the end-rings. The axial force Y,^ required to do
this when the copper is just about to expand, and [x. has its maximum
negative value, would, analogously to the case of P,., be

P.:= .— ^
C + E + ^"''^^"^^^ (r+/^>««:,.tan <^)

tan (^ - /x„,^,-.

or

Lastly, the effect from the centrifugal force of the various parts when
the machine is running at its full speed must be taken into account.

Identifying the total radial centrifugal force of copper and mica with

that of the copper sectors, this force* F^^ = N2./^ acting radially against

the inclined surfaces of the end-rings may be regarded as equally

divided between the two ends, so that at each end there results an

outward radial pressure q = |F„. The additional tensile stress thereby

thrown upon the end-rings owing to the centrifugal force of the sectors

tends to elongate them, but if they expand with increasing speed

the peripheral compression on the copper and mica is automatically

removed in a corresponding proportion. The actual proportions of

the two changes will depend upon all the conditions as to the relative

strengths of the copper and iron and the other forces present, but

it will suffice here to observe that the total contraction of copper

and elongation of rings for a given speed may or may not remain the

same as when at rest. The hoop tension due to the centrifugal force

from the end-rings themselves has the same effect, but may by com-
parison be neglected in the V-ring type of commutator.

As soon, therefore, as the commutator is rotated, from Q, the

radial pressure of the retaining end-rings, there must be deducted - "", in
2

* If as an approximation the whole of the comnnilalor with its mica strips he

reckoned as solid copper, lv= 190 / N- (;•„' - r?) x lo"'' Ihs.
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order to find the resultant radial pressure which is really effective in

compressing the copper and mica peripherally. Hence s^ in its

complete form is — ( —^^

' ——-'

), and in the vvorkins state^
TTA V tan <^ ± /A 2 '

^

of the commutator, when it is heated and also rotating at full speed,

the minimum axial pressure P/ that will retain the original relative

lengths of commutator and end-rings will be given by the equation

^. + >7. = P;(C + E+ D-+E (!+;._. t^n<^)Xj^/P^ _F,A
V tan<^-/x„„r. / Man «/.-/*,„«,, 2 /

whence

^'' ^
C + E + ^+^^+^) ^^ +^"-- ^-^" '^^

' *

' ^^^^

tan (j> - fi-,„„_^.

It is evident that P,.' is greater than P,,, not only owing to the action of

heat but also owing to the action of centrifugal force which weakens the

peripheral compression on the mica and copper.

If, then, P,- exceeds P/, the copper and end-rings together still

remain of the same length relatively to the bolts, although both have

increased by the amount of expansion of the length of the bolts, and no

further stress has been thrown upon the bolts, wherein at the threads

P
we still have s^= '-—. Such must be the aim of the designer, and

n
4

it will be seen that
fj.

then acts as it were automatically to take up the

additional stresses that would otherwise result to the bolts from

heating and centrifugal force. The coefficient of friction assumes such

a value |J.-^, intermediate between its positive and negative maxima, that

r}„ + 7;;, + H .
—

= P.-

C + E + U + (^ + H) (i+/^itan«^)

tan 4> - fj^i

In making the calculations to determine what margin is actually assured

in P,-, it is advisable to err on the safe side by taking fi at a fairly low
value of, say, 0*3.

Although P/ should not exceed P„ it is of interest to determine
what additional stress is thrown on the bolts when this occurs. Assum-
ing that P; is at least > P,. + P;„ let

Vo + Vu + ^.^.y
P,

C + E + ^ + (E + H ) (
I +/.,„.,. tan .^)

tan cb - IX,,,,,..

. F,, . . .

'

I.e. .J' IS a certam proportion of the centrifugal force, or the
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centrifugal force for some speed lower than the full speed, for which
with the heat effect the minimum retaining pressure is exactly P,. As
soon as the speed is increased above this value the bolts are more
stressed, and the end-rings are expanded ; the cop[)er is more com-
pressed axially, but on the other hand is less compressed peripher-

ally. If B = ^ „ where E^ is the modulus of elasticity of the

n L
. E^

4
steel bolts = 30 x 10" lbs. per square inch, the additional elongation of

the bolts is (P - P,.)B, and this together with the increased elongation

of the end-rings and increased contraction of the copper end-wise must
be equal to the amount by which the peripheral compression of the

copper has been decreased. The latter at the commencement of the

process was H (
P.- (i +/^»>^v. tan </>) _F;,

_
\ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^

V tan <6 — u 2 /max.

^/P {i-Vii,„„,, tan (^) _ Iv\
V tan </> - [l-max. 2 /

Therefore

(P-P,)(B-fC + E + ^ + ^^^+^— •^^"'^h
^ tan ^ - /A ,„„,,,

/

^ /p . _ p) .

H (i-f/x,„^ ,.
tan <^) ^ jj .

-^^ (i - v)
tan (^ - /A„,„,, . 2

,

and finally,

H.^'^(i-J')

tan ^ — \X.,na.x:

where P is the final axial load resulting from all causes.

In order to calculate the tensile stress across the base of the copper

V, if the total reaction R be considered which acts normally to the

inclined surface, the section across which the stress reaches its maximum
value may approximately be taken as coinciding with the line AB
drawn at right angles to the inclined surface (Fig. 225). The bending

•D / Br* \
moment on each sector is then --(y+-— -tan ^), and R =

N,V 2 /

p
-.—

;

. When the appropriate values are given to A and 4 i^^

sm ^-/x. cos ^
the modulus Z of the tapering section, the quotient of the bending

moment divided by the modulus gives the stress across AB. Although

comparative values for different commutators may thus be obtained,

the question is in reality complicated by the degree to which the

peripheral compressive stress upon the copper lends support by its

sideways pressure to the nose of the V.

§ 29. Mechanical design of commutators with shrink-

rings.—In the case of high-speed dynamos driven by steam-turbines,
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where the peripheral velocity of the commutator may be as high as 7000

to 8000 feet per minute, it becomes necessary to employ nickel-steel

rings shrunk on to the commutator at both ends or at intervals along its

length, a thin insulating band of mica being inserted between the steel

and the copper;* or clamping rings of high tensile steel are drawn

up against sloping faces turned on the copper or on a separate thin

steel ring which is insulated from the copper and at one point is split,

as in Fig. 226.! Three per cent, nickel steel has

a breaking strength of 40 to 45 tons per square inch,

and an elastic limit of about 25 tons per square

inch, with an elongation of 20/25 P^"" cent, in a

length of 2 inches. With high speeds above 3000

feet per minute a perfect balance is essential, and

the commutator is in some cases "seasoned" by

running it at a temperature of 100° C. and at

20 per cent, excess speed to give it a permanent

set.

The theory of the shrink-ring commutator is

simpler than that of the V-ring type, since the

peripheral stresses and strains which alone come
into question do not require to be brought to Fig. 226.—Commu-

a common footing with any axial stresses and
}JJ°^; h''°"eed"^^^°"

strains, and friction does not enter into the

problem. Under the initial tension with which the rings are shrunk

on, when the rings are cold and the commutator is at rest, since the

respective circumferential lengths must be equal on any given boundary

surface

(Natural length + forcible elongation) of the steel

= (natural length - compression) of the copper and mica.

Or if X and Y are the natural lengths of the copper and rings

respectively, the sum of elongation of rings + compression of copper

and mica = X - Y = 7/,.

Since for the present purpose it is only the difference which is

required, it is immaterial that X and Y should really be corrected to

some actual dividing surface so long as the same respective diameters

are retained for the copper and the steel throughout the following

calculations.

If R„ and R, are the outer and inner radii of the steel rings, r^ and

ri those of the commutator, let P^ and /; be the intensity of the radial

force per square inch of surface, producing tension on the inside of the

steel ring and compression on the outside of the commutator, in both

* Cp. "Steam Turbines and Turbo-Generators" (W. J. A. London), Journal
I.E.E.,\o\. XXXV. p. 184, and " Turbo-commutators" (Roberts) Electr. vol. Ixiii. p. 121.

t Cp. A. G. Ellis, " Steam Turbine Dynamos," Journal Inst. Electr. Eng., vol.

xxxvii. pp. 322-24, where other constructions are also illustrated.
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cases as due to the initial conditions after shrinking on. Then the

peripheral tensile stress on the inside of the ring is i',., = P,. ".,
'

and if " = Poissoii's ratio = 0-25, the elongation of the inside of the
cr

. 27rR,./ , I o\ 27rR, / , I R,2-R.2^
nngis

^^ U + --P')--Er-H'''c;-R.2 + R/>

The peripheral compressive stress on the outside of the commutator
^. 2 1 ^ 2

in this initial stage is s,i==p,-. "^ '~, and the compression of the

copper and mica is

I e; ^ %;) V "
^ • ^'J - V e; +x, '^'^^F^ ^^

If /=the joint axial length of the rings, L = the length of commutator,

and ;«' = the thickness of the insulating mica (assumed to be incom-

pressible) between the inside of the steel ring and the outside of the

copper, so that r„ + ;/z' = R,-, then if we can make the approximate

assumption that the more or less concentrated pressure of the rings is

balanced by an outward push distributed evenly over the entire outer

cylindrical surface of the copper sectors, the bars not being deformed

R /
but maintaining their straightness between the rings, /, = P,- .

---
.

^

^s,i 'X—.-. The sum of the elongation of the rings and
'R^ + R,;''^ ;;, L s b

compression of the commutator expressed in terms of s,i is then

r27rR,/ , I R,2-R.2n.

V e/ E„f / /-/ L R„2 + RT^V r} - r? a) J

= X-Y: -ni

The elongation and compression, although reckoned on different

diameters, suffice to give the difference which we at present require.

An estimate of the amount by which the ring when cold before shrink-

ing on must be smaller than the mica backing upon which it is shrunk

when the commutator is not truly compressed can, however, be obtained

from the relation

Ji__2 2 ^. 2m - D; = —
TT TT

or the difference of the two diameters. Preferably, in order to pass the

rings easily over it, the commutator is compressed to the full extent

required ; the difference of the diameters must then be reduced to the

amount corresponding to the elongation of the steel ring only, and
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before the ring is cold the commutator should be released from the

external pressure in order not to throw an undue stress upon the rings

and cause an initial elongation above that which calculation shows to

be safe. To avoid overheating of the rings they should not be raised

above, say, 320° C.

By giving any required value to s,i, say, 12,000 lbs. per square inch,

t]i is found, and assuming the same rises of temperature in the copper

and steel as before,

7;/, = o'ooo6/'^No - o"oooi757rD,-

whence

If F^^ = the total radial force from the commutator sectors, the

intensity of the pressure due thereto against the inner diameter of the

F
rmgs IS P„ =—^ . and the tensile stress on the inner layer is

27rR,/

27rR/ R,2_R,2

The stress on the inner layer due to the centrifugal force of the

rings themselves is as in ^ 5, ^„-—̂ *!^ i (3 + .^"j R^ + Zj _. M rA
^^4l^ cr' \ (T^ J

The total tensile stress due to centrifugal force regarded as acting

independently would therefore be

F,, R,2 + R.2,

27rR,/ r;--r;-^
-

But this can be combined with the stresses from initial tension and
heating by simple addition only so far as they are simultaneously

present. Let the speed be supposed to be raised until the additiofial

elongation of the rings from centrifugal force is equal not only to

the initial compressions of the copper and mica, but also to the

amount by which they were compressed by the heating; the copper
and mica can then, in the first place, resume their normal dimensions,

and in the second place the copper becomes free to expand by the

natural amount corresponding to its temperature. The compression of

the copper and mica has thus at this particular speed entirely vanished.

At the commencement of the supposed process of gradually increasing

the speed when the commutator was at its full-load temperature, the

rings were already elongated to the extent called for by the initial

tension and heating ; to this has now been added an amount equal to

the compressions of the copper and mica, so that original elongation of

rings from initial tension and heating + added elongation from centri-

fugal force = original elongation of rings + original compressions of

copper and mica, or the final elongation of the rings is n,/=y}i + r}H as
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above calculated. The elongation of the rings from centrifugal force

alone is -^,— (•*,v+ • P<r) = '7,<- Hence, as i/,, rises from zero to 77,^

with increasing speed, it is evident that s.^-Vs^,, is progressively decreased

by the fraction ^, or the actual proportion of the initial s,i + s,,, which

is simultaneously present with s,, is equal to (i - ^" \ When the
^

Vi+ V/t

commutator is at rest, s„ + s,u is present to its full extent, and when the

speed is so high that rj,^ = 17, + rj,, it has vanished, and only s,, remains.

The resultant stress at any speed is therefore

(^ei + S,„) (] ! + ?.,

Vi + Vh'

This may also be written in the form

^e — ^ei ' ^eh + ^ec •

V
and this must fall below the elastic limit of the material, with allowance

for a working factor of safety, or say below 18,000 lbs. per square inch

for nickel steel. Or inversely, from the above equation if 18,000 be

inserted for s,, the initial tension s,i which the ring should have when it

is shrunk on and is cold can be determined.

In order to give an equal stress in each of the rings and to keep the

face of the commutator parallel to the axis of the shaft under every

condition, the rings must be given different sections according to their

number and situation. Uniformly distributed forces from the copper

have to be balanced by forces concentrated at certain points, and in

order to do this, if there are three rings, one at the centre and one at

either end, the former must have assigned to it |ths of the total area,

and each of the latter -^^ths of the total area. If there are four rings,

one at either end and two at equal distances apart, the latter must each

have 7^-^ths, and the end rings each 7/0ths of the total area.*

The same value for the resultant tensile stress s^ on the inner

diameter of the ring can also be immediately reached by considering

the actual resultant intensities of radial pressure, P^ and/^, on the inside

of the steel rings and outside of the commutator respectively. The
R 2 + R .2

resultant stress is j', = P,, . =r^—~ + Sy, and the resultant elongation of
Rfl — R/

the steel is

27rR,/ ,1 p\_.2xR./ ,£ R.^-R,2 _I R,2^R,2\

-^y^^a ') E/V'^^cr 'R,2+R,2 cr^'V + R//

(/ N wN \ /^2j.7-2 j\
^^-2 + -p— )A ( S—h ~')

* R. Livingstone, The Mechanical Design and Coustruction of Coiniimlators, p. 36.
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and A-=(Pf-

—

^ )) ~Y>
^''^' ^" ^^ which corresponds the resultant

compressive stress upon the copper, is equal to P^ less the outward

radial pressure from the centrifugal force of the sectors, both reduced

in proportion to the different areas upon which they act. Hence the

resultant compression on the copper and mica by substitution becomes

In terms of the original data, calculation is economised by writing

E, R.- + R/ ^
V E, E,„/ r, . LVr;^-r,'-^ J

The sum of the above resultant elongation and compression must be

equal to rj^-rrj;,.

Therefore s, (g + GJ . ^) -^^ GJ . ^ + s, . JH -^,, . JH^^. + t?,

S, (G + GJ.- + JH)=7;, + >y, + ^,,. JH+5-,,. GJ.-

s. = S,i +
G + GJ.- + JH

The last term in the numerator is practically negligible, and

whence
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inch, small particles of copper may occasionally bridge across adjoining

sectors. In machines giving over 1000 volts the thickness may be

increased to ^^^th of an inch (o*o5o"). Air insulation is impracticable

unless the dividing spaces be large, as in the open-coil machines of

Chapter X., since otherwise they quickly become choked with copper

dust. Mica can be easily split into fiat plates of very uniform thickness,

and in commutators green or black-spotted mica is largely employed.

It is extremely important, especially with carbon brushes, that the rate of

wear of the mica should be the same as that of the copper sectors ; it

must not therefore be too hard, and the best degree of hardness is

obtained with Indian mica. Plates more than 8 to 10 inches long

occur in nature with such comparative rarity that their price is pro-

hibitive, and it becomes an economical necessity to employ either built-

up plates or the artificial forms, micanite and megomit. When the

latter are used for commutators, the component mica must be specially

chosen so as to have an equal rate of wear with the copper sectors,

and there must be no tendency for the cement to ooze out when the

material becomes heated ; hence powerful pressure is employed in

order to remove all excess of cement during the process of manufacture.

The latter condition applies with equal force to end-rings and sleeves

made of micanite or megomit, and when they are used it is advisable,

after the commutator has been assembled, to heat it to a temperature of

about 150° to 200° C. in a stove or by means of gas jets, and when at

this high temperature to compress the whole structure by tightening

up the fastening screws or bolts, at the same time carefully hammering

the sectors so as to bed them well into the micanite until a compact

and solid mass results. The taper end-rings are preferably not formed

of two cones or of a coned ring and fiat band cemented together, but

are made in one piece by bending small strips of mica round at a sharp

angle or by squeezing a sheet when hot in a mould. Thorough union

between the insulating end-rings and the cylindrical sleeve must be

ensured by allowing the latter to project slightly so that the one edge

is crushed into the other. In machines for 250 volts and upwards the

end-rings should project outwards beyond the edges of the sectors to

prevent sparking to the metal case, and on the ledge of some 2" to f

"

width may be wound a layer of string to prevent flaking away of the

mica (Figs. 218 and 219). The thickness of the insulation of the end-

rings and on the body of the sleeve should rise from o"o6" for 100 volts

and o"i" for 250 volts up to o'i25" for 500 and cis" for 1000 volts.

In closed-coil machines the sectors should be as numerous as possible

within reasonable limits, and, roughly speaking, the volts per com-

mutator sector, or ^ '
'', should not exceed 20 to 25 ; otherwise an arc

may be established between two adjacent sectors and short-circuit the

winding between them. Except, however, in high-tension or high-
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speed machines (Chap. XX. g 9), the maximum named above is seldom

reached, since for other reasons it is necessary to Hmit the number of

turns per sector. A large number of sectors implies a large diameter

of commutator unless their width be very small, and mechanical

considerations require that their width should not be less than -jV' ^.t

the top, tapering downwards say to }^' at the bottom. Even then the

top of the sector cannot be sawn to receive the lug, so that the latter

must be riveted on to a flat recess milled against the side of each

sector, or it becomes necessary to increase the depth of the sector

until it measures 0M90" at the top, and perhaps to turn it down along

the brush working surface. In any case the top of the commutator

lugs should fall slightly below the level of the armature surface.

After it has been built up the insulation of the commutator is

tested with a high alternating difference of potential, all the sectors

being temporarily thrown into contact by binding a wire round their

exterior. It is then pressed on to its seating on the shaft either before

the armature bars are inserted mto the slots in a bar-wound armature

or after the coils are in place, and in order to complete the armature

winding it only remains to connect up each of the sectors by soldering

to the loops or coils, junction being made between the end of one

section and the beginning of the next in succession. If the armature

wires are brought down immediately into the commutator sectors, the

soldering may be effected in one process by dipping the armature

vertically into an annular vessel containing solder, and allowing the

solder, melted by a gas jet, to soak into the junctions ; but such a

process is only possible with small armatures, and detracts from the neat

appearance of the wires near to the commutator unless these are

subsequently bound over with a string or other band.

The surface of the commutator is turned true after it is in place on

the armature shaft. With carbon brushes, in order to secure the

perfect smoothness so essential to their successful use, the commutator

should be ground while slowly revolving by a small rapidly driven

emery wheel.

It is evident that the commutator, speaking generally, introduces

many difficulties, mechanical and electrical, and on this account it

becomes practically impossible to build closed-coil machines to give

more than 3000 or at the outside 4000 volts. A limitation is thereby

set to their employment for the transmission of energy over very great

distances (unless a number are placed in series. Chap. XXI. § 2), and
for this purpose especially the continuous-current dynamo must yield

place to the alternator.

i^ 31. Binding wire and binding keys.—When the winding of

the armature is completed the next step is to secure the active con-

ductors and their end-connectors in place ; in order to counteract the

tendency for the active wires to be thrown outwards from the core by
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Crape -008" (miob -018"

centrifugal force, they are firmly held either by zvoodc/i keys (beechwood

or hornbeam or maple, boiled in paraffin wax or linseed oil) driven

into sloping grooves at the tops of the slots (Figs. 178 and 179)

or by bands of bmding zvire wound circumferentially round the

armature.

The diameter of the wire used for this purpose varies from 0-020"

(No. 25 S.W.G.) for small armatures, to 0-056" (No. 17 S.W.G.) in large

armatures. A band of thin tape covered with strips of thin mica

slightly wider than the wires is fastened round the armature, and on

this the wire is wound under considerable tension to form a belt about

I" to i^" wide. If wider, eddy-currents are liable to cause heating of

the bands. At intervals of about 8 to 10 inches along the circumferential

length of the band are placed small strips of sheet copper about f" wide

;

after the band has been wound on over these, the ends of the strips are

turned over to form clips round the

^laiiaiajWg^SK- °
l^l" wire, and the whole is soldered together

(Fig. 227). Such bands are placed at

intervals of about 3" along the entire

length of the armature (Figs. 215 and

231)-

If we take No. 19 S.W.G. (=0-042")

and allow 0-026" for the mica on its

tape backing, and 2 x o'oo6" = o'oi2" for

the folded copper strip, a total addition

of o-o8" is made to the radius of the

armature by the binding wire, and the

mechanical clearance must be reckoned

from this over-all radius. In some cases,

when the core of a toothed armature is

being built up, batches of discs of

slightly smaller diameter are interposed

at intervals along the length ; by this means shallow grooves are formed

round the periphery just deep enough to receive the binding wire, so

that the finished surface becomes practically flush.

Considering, first, the centrifugal force within the limits of the

armature core, let s — the cross-section of an active conductor at right

angles to its length in square inches ; the total area of copper in the

conductors, if the armature is cut through in a plane perpendicular to

the axis of rotation is thus ts, and taking any distance / inches along

the armature core, the cubic inches of copper per slot in the considered

length is
^'^. I where n, is the total number of slots. The correspond-

ing weight in lbs., allowing a little for the weight of the insulation

surrounding the net cross-section of copper, is 0-33 '— . /, and by

Fig, 227.—Clip for binding-

wire band.
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W
§ 5 the centrifugal force per slot along the length /is — . w^R,,,

^ o-33T. -y . / /27rN\^p,^
jj^g^ \s\^Qx& R„ is the mean radius to the

32*2 X //, ^ 60 /

centre of the slot in feet; or if ^=^the corresponding diameter in

inches = 2 R„, x 1 2, it is

= 15 IiIjJl. T^dW X 10-' lbs. per slot . . • (57)

The total centrifugal force summed up all round the core for the ;/,. slots

is therefore

F,= i5T.:f./WN2x lo-Mbs.

and per unit angle in circular measure is

/, = Ii = 7-5T.5./.^.N2xio-Mbs (58)
27r

which is by § 5 equal to the tension acting across the single section of

the binding wires in the length /. The same formula is also true for

the smooth-surface armature, when the mean diameter of the bars is

inserted.

If the cross-section of the bmding-wires m the length Ihe ab= ^- . x,

4

where x is the number of wires each of diameter S, the stress on the

u
material is — , and this must be< / where / is the safe permissible

ab —
limit of tensile stress with the particular material employed. Thence

X can be determined, and the requisite wires must be distributed

among a suitable number of bands approximately equally spaced.

The materials used for binding wire are phosphor bronze or silicium

bronze, hard brass. Eureka wire, and steel, the requirements being great

tensile strength with but little expansion under the heat of the soldering

iron. On the armature core the wire should be non-magnetic; and

lastly, in the case of toothed armatures it is of great importance in order

to avoid eddy-currents due to the variation of the flux-density opposite

to teeth and slots respectively that it should possess high electrical

resistivity. The ultimate breaking strengths of brass and phosphor

bronze wires are about 70,000 and 90,000 lbs. per square inch

respectively, but they are good conductors, and are therefore not so

suitable for toothed armatures as Eureka and steel wires. The breaking

strength of Eureka wire is about 75,000 lbs. per square inch, and its

resistance per 1000 feet and per square inch of area is 0*237 ohm,
or 29 times that of copper. It is therefore suitable for small machines,

but for larger armatures and in all cases of high stress preference must

be given to steel, of which the ultimate breaking strength is 200,000,

and may even reach to 300,000 lbs. per square inch. On the core,

VOL. I.—25
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instead of ordinary pianoforte wire must be substituted special non-

magnetic steel alloys, which can be obtained with a breaking strength

of 200,000 lbs. per square inch, and with a high resistance of o'386

ohm per 1000 feet and per square inch of area, or 40 times that of copper.

In order to render it easy to solder and to prevent rusting, the steel

wire should be nickel-plated. In all cases the stretching must be in-

appreciable if the wires are not to work loose, so that a large factor of

safety of at least 8 is necessary in calculating the permissible tensile

stress, especially seeing that the initial tension under which the wire is

put on adds an indeterminate amount to the stress.

At the ends of the barrel-wound armature the slanting direction of

the end-connectors implies that the mass of copper ]ier unit of axial

length is greater than along the core ; a transverse section across the

end-connectors in a plane at right angles to the axis cuts through

JPI 2 4- /^
r .s ,

i^ square inches of copper, where m^ = the half-pitch at the

mean circumference in the centre of a slot, and /is the axial length of the

sloping portion of the end-connections, as in § 24. It is therefore only

necessary in the above equation for the centrifugal force to substitute

Jm 2
-I- /2 . .

s . -^—L for s. More particularly in drum armatures with involute

end-connectors, unless these are specially held down must the additional

mass concentrated at the ends be considered in relation to the strength

of the bands towards the ends of the armature. In general, so far as

safety permits, the bands should be wound outside the limits of the pole-

pieces, so as to reduce the eddy-currents in them ; especially in toothed

armatures, for here the bars are tightly wedged in the slots and so are

partly held by friction, while at the ends of barrel armatures iron

supporting rings can be cast on the hub upon which the end bands

may firmly compress the bars (cp. Figs. 150 and 233).

In toothed armatures of low peripheral speed, bands and keys on

the core may often be omitted, only the end-connectors requiring to be

held by bands. Outside the pole-faces thin bands of solid steel about

ij inches wide may be employed; these are fastened by a junction

drawn together by a right- and left-handed screw (Fig. 213), or by a

cotter, so that they can be easily removed and replaced in the case of

repairs being necessary to the winding. The junction pieces must be

arranged so as to balance one another on the armature. Or wire bands

made up in segments fastened together by coned pins may be used,

which can be taken off and replaced when occasion requires.

On large armatures at high speeds the calculation of the binding

wires becomes of great importance, and when of 4 feet or more in

diameter even with steel wire it becomes difficult to secure sufficient

strength and also grip upon the armature. The bars must then be held

in place by half-closing the slots or more commonly by keys. These
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have the disadvantage of increasing the inductance of the armature

coils and of partially obstructing the radiation of heat from the con-

ductors ; but on the other hand, their use lessens the eddy-currents in

solid massive bars, since the latter are buried deeper within the slots

where there is less variation of the flux-density. A hornbeam wedge

\' thick with sides making an angle of 70° with its base and 0*470" wide

at the top has a breaking strength of about 550 lbs. per inch of length

;

above this the edges are split off, and the remainder forced out. But

if the grain runs transversely across the slot, its limiting strength is

raised to 1200 lbs. per inch length, above which it yields by bending

of the fibres into curved bows across the slot. If jV thick with slot

0*460 wide, and an angle of 60°, the figures become 500 and 1000

respectively. A hard black fibre wedge of the same size has its edges

sheared off at 3600 lbs. per inch length, and is therefore considerably

stronger, The air-duct spaces should not be closed by the keys more

than is necessary.

With very high peripheral speeds, as in machines driven by steam-

turbines, metal keys are also used of bronze or aluminium, in order to

obtain the necessary strength, and the end-windings must be firmly

clamped in place without possibility of shifting by means of end bells

of rolled phosphor bronze, manganese bronze, or nickel steel.* The
mechanical safety of the end cylinders then fixes the maximum per-

missible speed of continuous-current dynamos, f If F^ and Y.^ are

the total centrifugal forces of the retaining cylinder and of the copper

. F -f-F
end-winding, the stress m the cyhnder is -^ =, where ab is the cross-

TT X 2ab

section of one side. Taking 23,000 lbs. per square inch as the ultimate

tensile strength of good gun-metal or bronze, and 3850 lbs. as the

safe working stress, the cylinder of gun-metal cannot itself be safely

run at a higher peripheral speed than about 10,850 feet per minute,

and when the additional load of the end-connections is also thrown

on this must be largely reduced to 7000 or 8000 feet per minute,

according to the depth of copper. With phosphor and manganese
bronze of ultimate strength of 50,000 to 60,000 lbs. per square inch, and
elastic limit 30,000 lbs., if 9000 lbs. per square inch be allowed as the

safe working stress, the maximum safe speed of the cylinder alone is

not more than about 16,500 feet per minute, and for higher speeds, nickel

steel of 50,000 lbs. per square inch elastic limit must be employed.

The maximum peripheral speed of the continuous-current turbo-dynamo,

with its projecting end-windings, cannot therefore be set much higher

than about 14,750 feet per minute as given by, e.g.^ an armature of
12" diameter revolving at 4700 revs, per minute.

* A. G. Ellis, " Steam Turbine Dynamos," /oz/rMa/ Inst. Electr. Eng., vol. xxxvii.

p. 321 ; and W. J. A. 'London, Jour7ial Inst. Electr. Eng., vol. xxxv. pp. 182 and 183.

t Dr. R. Vo\i\, Journal Inst. Electr. Eng., vol. xl. p. 240.
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§ 32, Insulation resistance of armature.—After the coils have

been pressed into their final positions, but before they are soldered

to the commutator, their insulation to "earth," /.^'. to the iron core,

is tested with a high pressure, and again after the completion and
drying of the winding, the finished armature is subjected to a final

test for tjisulation resistance between the winding and commutator as

a whole and the iron core. Properly speaking, it is not so much a

high insulation resistance of many megohms that is required, but a

capability to withstand a high voltage without the insulation being

punctured. In all cases when any fibrous material is employed in

the insulation of part of the electrical circuit of a dynamo, absorbed

moisture will lower its insulation resistance, which may then be much
improved by baking in a drying stove ; the resistance will, however,

once again fall when the dynamo is exposed to a damp atmosphere.

The surface leakage is in especial entirely dependent upon the state

of the armature, brush gear, and of the exposed ends of the com-

mutator. A very high resistance produced by heating may be easily

broken down by a high voltage, while a comparatively low resistance

may be perfectly sound to resist puncture. Surface moisture deposited

by condensation from the air, as at night when the machinery is

standing and a rapid fall of temperature occurs, is usually quite harm-

less, although when new machinery is started up for the first time

after erection it may require a moderate amount of drying out if the

voltage is high. It is evident, then, that a high-voltage puncturing test

is far more valuable than any measurement of the actual insulation

resistance. Under a difference of potential proportioned to its working

pressure the insulation must not give way, even when warm. Thus
if the armature is to give 100 volts on lighting circuits, it should

be tested when warm with 500 to 1000 volts between winding and

shaft ; or if its working pressure is 500 volts, by the application of an

alternating difference of potential of 2000 R.M.S. volts for some little

time, say, not less than five and not exceeding ten minutes. It must

be borne in mind that not only does the alternating difference of

potential heat the dielectric more than an equivalent continuous

potential, but from the shape of the alternating E.M.F. curve its

maximum is about \\ times its effective value ; hence such a test must

not be pushed to such an extreme as to permanently weaken the insula-

tion at some internal spot. With very high and rapidly alternating

test pressures the time of application must be reduced, say, to one

minute, to avoid local heating of the dielectric and breakdown at the

overheated spot. In all cases the pressure must be gradually raised

to the required value to avoid abrupt discharge between contiguous

parts of the electric circuit.* The factor of safety as compared with

* See especially Turner and Ilobart, The Insulation of Electric Machines,

pp. 57-68.
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the test pressure and as compared with the working pressure should

be particularly distinguished. Thus while a machine for 500 volts

would be tested with 2000 R.M.S. volts, a machine for very high

voltages is seldom tested to more than twice its working voltage, and

the resultant factor of safety is therefore much less.

When a machine is first run and heated up, its insulation resistance

falls much below its value when cold, and this phenomenon is no

doubt due to the initial action of the heat generated in all the interior

parts of the winding, by which the moisture present in the cotton

covering is driven out of the fine capillaries to form conducting

passages for a leakage current. After a few runs the resistance

Fig. 228.—Equalising connections at end of drum armature.

Steadily improves, and in a dynamo in regular work reaches a very

high final value.

Even in large dynamos and when new, the insulation resistance of

the entire machine should never be less than one megohm.

§ 33. General.—Equalising connections in multipolar machines

are conveniently attached at the back end of the armature where they

are easily accessible, as in Figs. 228 and 229. Thin strips of copper

are soldered to the ends of the bars and to one of a number of

insulated rings held in clamps of wood or ebonite. The section of

each equalising connection should be such that its resistance is less

than the contact resistance of two sets of brushes, so that it may
effectually abstract any equalising current from the path through the
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brushes. Equalising connections are also often arranged at the front

end of the armature, being attached either to the bars close to the

commutator or to the commutator sectors themselves, in which case

Fig. 229.—Rear view of armature, showing equaliser rings (General Electric

Company, U.S.A.).

they can be carried on an extension from the commutator at the back,

and are built up thereon so as to be removable with the commutator.

In conclusion, there is added in Fig. 230 a view of an armature

winding shop with its winding stands carrying a number of toothed

armatures in various stages of construction, and finally in Figs. 231-235
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are given sectional drawings illustrating different kinds of armatures.

The first of these is a coil-wound armature with core 18" diameter x

9" long for a 4-pole field, and the second a barrel-wound bar armature
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2 \" diameter x 1 1" long, 4 layers per slot with commutator in place ; the

latter has a cast-iron hub, while in Fig. 233, which shows a complete

o
o

O

o
XJl

4-pole machine in section, the discs are again keyed directly to the

shaft. Fig. 234 shows a toothed armature 25J" diameter x 10" core-length

for a 6-pole field with involute end-connectors formed of bent copper
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strip, and with wooden fixing wedges. Lastly, in Fig. 235 is shown a

2-pole smooth-surface armature with separate involute end-connectors

at each end.

§ 34. Magnetic humming of toothed armature. — If the

width of opening of the slots of a toothed armature is great as

compared with the length of air-gap and the air-gap density is strong,

the sudden springing back of the lines from the trailing edge of one
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tooth to the leading edge

of the next as each slot

emerges from under the

pole face causes a rhyth-

mic fluctuation in the

powerful mechanical
stress which draws to-

gether the tooth and the

pole-edge. This sets up

an alternate drawing

together and springing

apart of the tooth and

pole-edge, which in turn

imparts mechanical vi-

bration to the air,

whence a musical hum-
ming noise results of

frequency proportional to

the number of slots

and the revolutions per

minute. That the sound

is to be attributed equally

to the vibration of the

teeth and to the vibra-

tion of the pole-edge is

probable from the ob-

served fact that it is

more prominent when

the teeth are narrow

at the root and com-

paratively weak, and also

more marked with lami-

nated than with solid

pole-shoes ; but in either

case it is due to "flux-

swing" rather than to

"flux-pulsation" through-

out the entire magnetic

circuit (cp. Chap. XIX.

§ 24).

In order to obtain the

most economical design

of machine it is desirable

to employ as strong a

field as possible, so that
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in cases where the musical hum of the toothed machine may be ob-

jectionable special care must be taken in its design to prevent or reduce

it by eliminating the causes to which it is due. Particular relations of

the polar arc to the tooth pitch have been suggested for this purpose,*

but have not in the experience of the writer proved their usefulness.

If the ratio of the slot opening to the air-gap is large, i.e. if the air-

gap is very small, the flux swing is a minimum when the polar arc

is an exact multiple of the tooth pitch, and is a maximum when it

equals (some multiple -f |-). In the latter case there is always either a

slot under the trailing tip and a tooth under the leading tip, or vice

versa, so that the virtual area of the air-gap remains constant but

shifts its position relatively to the pole. But the difficulty is that

there is in reality no definite boundary or line of demarcation of the

field, so that in practice no hard-and-fast relation of polar arc to tooth-

pitch secures the desired end of noiselessness even when the pole-tips

have rounded corners. All that can be done is to secure that there

is no abrupt change of the conditions as the teeth leave the pole-edge

by shading off the field to zero in as nearly a continuous manner as

possible. The bore of the pole-faces should therefore be chamfered

off until the air-gap is very small at the centre and gradually opens

out to the edges, so that the fringe of lines diminishes as nearly as

may be at a uniform rate. The best result is obtained by boring the

poles to a larger radius and afterwards bringing them inwards, but a

practical compromise is given by a careful shaping of the edges in

the milling machine, so that the curved surface passes gently into a

straight line, and the requisite clearance is obtained at the tips.

The width of the slot also plays an important part, so that in

general it may be said that the width of the opening should not

exceed |". When it is necessary to eliminate entirely this objection-

able feature of the toothed machine it is best to employ half-closed

slots, although care must be taken that the inductance of the short-

circuited coils is not thereby increased too much. Another method
of treating the same difficulty consists in making the pole-edges slant

across the armature core, so that they are no longer parallel to the

axis of the slots ; but, in the case of laminated pole-shoes, this necessi-

tates the building up of the laminations in small packets about an
inch thick which are gradually stepped in relation to one another, and
this again leaves the tips somewhat weakly supported, since the rivets

cannot pass through the whole shoe near to the edges. R. Goldschmidt
has obtained satisfactory results by laying a thin strip of sheet-iron

0-5 to I mm. thick, with a thin sheet of paper under it and bent over
its sides, along the mouth of the slot.f

* As by Fischer-Hinnen ; see G. W. Worrall, "Magnetic Oscillations in Alter-

nators," yij^/rw. Inst. Electr. Eng., vol. xl. p. 414.

t E.T.Z., vol. xxviii. p. 1166. Electrician, vol. Ix. p. 634.
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§ 35- Electrical resistance of armature.—The calculation of

the electrical resistance of an armature from brush to brush is made as

follows. From the dimensions of the core, the length of one active

conductor and of one connector by which it is joined to the next

conductor in series can be estimated (see g 24). Let / be this length in

some unit, and let w = the resistance of unit length of copper wire of

the given sectional area; then the entire length of conductor with

which the armature is wound is t x /, where t is the total number of

active conductors, and its resistance if extended out in series is

T X / X w. Since the armature is divided into q parallel circuits,

the resistance of each circuit is ^-^^

—

'-^, and the resistance of q

such circuits in parallel is

X /x

iS

^«="-^2— (59)

Thus in the simple bipolar machme the resistance of the armature is

one-fourth of the resistance of the total length of wire if in series;

and, in the multipolar lap-armature, unless multiplex wound, <?' = P,

the number of poles, and R„ = ^^^^^—^.

If the sectional area of active conductor and of end-connector be different, as is

often the case in drums with separate end-connectors, it is simplest in calculating / to

substitute for the actual length of the connector the equivalent length which would

give its actual resistance supposing it to have the same area as the active conductor

itself; thus if the ratio
,=

=1*25, and /t and /' be the actual lengths
area 01 conductor

of the active conductor and connector respectively, their combined resistance is

I /t X -^— I X w, where w is the resistance per unit length of the active conductor.

§ 36. Peripheral speed of armature.—A high peripheral speed

is to some extent desirable, as reducing the size and weight of a

machine for a given output ; but it must be limited by considerations

of mechanical strength and durability, and therefore its permissible

value depends largely on the method on which the armature is built

up. But apart from the question of the mechanical strength of the

rotating portion, its perfect balancing is of almost equal importance

;

with high speeds, even a comparatively light armature, unless accurately

balanced, will set up such excessive vibration throughout the whole

machine as will in the end considerably shorten its life. High-speed

armatures are usually balanced on knife edges before leaving the

workshop, and a little material is added as by solder or by a lead plug

to whichever side is lighter. But unless the addition is made in the

correct plane at right angles to the axis of rotation exactly opposite to

the point of excess weight, even this only secures a statical balance

when at rest, and does not necessarily imply balance under rotation.
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To attain a running balance, each component of a high-speed machine,

i.e. hub^ discs, core with and without coils, commutator, should be

balanced separately, and finally the complete rotor should be spun

either vertically or horizontally in suspended bearings free to move
laterally.*

With the ordinary ring or drum armature driven by belt a peripheral

speed of about 2500 feet per minute is commonly found, and a well-

constructed armature of this type should mechanically allow of a speed

of at least 3000 feet. With slotted armatures in which binding wires

can be replaced by wood keys, the peripheral speed in large machines

reaches 5250 feet per minute, and in machines coupled directly to

steam-turbines even 10,000 feet per minute, but only when the best

materials and most careful construction are employed. A limit is,

however, set to the advantage of high speeds by the great increase in

the eddy-current loss which is thereby produced, by the difficulty of

securing sparkless commutation, and by the increased cost to manu-

facture (Chap. XX. § 9).

§ 37. Ratio of length and diameter of armature.—The
relative proportion of the length L to the diameter D of armature

cores depends on the type of magnet and on the number of poles, and

in each type considerable variations are permissible without transgressing

the limits fixed by mechanical or economical considerations.

In bipolar drums the length is usually considerably more than the

diameter, and the ratio - rises to 175, or even higher. This, however,

in armatures of large diameter, leads to an inconveniently long span of

shaft between the bearings, and therefore L is reduced to i'25 or 1*5 D.

The radial depth of core is limited only by the diameter of the shaft,

unless internal spaces be desired for purposes of ventilation.

In multipolar machines the economical ratio of polar arc to length

of core remains nearly a constant, with values from i to 1*4, so that the

ratio of length to diameter rapidly decreases as the number of poles is

increased. See Chapter XIV. § 18.

§ 38. Radial depth of armature core.—Since the total flux

which enters the armature from any one pole, or Z„, divides within the

core, half of the lines passing in either direction onwards to an adjacent

pole of opposite sign, the area of the iron through which the Z„ lines

flow is twice the cross-sectional area at any one part of the core if it

be cut through from the outside to the shaft. Hence, in a ring or drum,

* See Electrical Engineer, vol. xxxviii. pp. 866 A and 899 A, and also W. Hoult,
"Direct-Current Turbo-Generators," y<??<r«a/ /mj^. Electr. Eng., vol. xl. p. 635'
"Steam Turbines and Turbo-Generators" (W. J. A. 'London), Journal Inst. Electr.

Eng., vol. XXXV. p. 193; H. Holzvvarth, Power, vol. xxviii. p. 219; and especially

Appendix I. to " Parallel Operation of Alternators," by Dr. E. Rosenberg, Journ^
Inst. Electr. Eng., vol. sUi. Dec. 1908.
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if a = the radial depth in centimetres of the discs of which the armature

is built up, and b = the net length in centimetres of iron parallel to the

shaft (after allowance has been made for the insulating varnish or paper

between the discs and for any ventilating air-spaces that there may be

Z
in the core), the maximum flux-density in the core is B,, = ~^. It will

2ab

be understood that this is the maximum value which the induction

reaches when averaged over a cross-section through the core in an

interpolar gap ; as Figs. 140 and 142 show, in this cross-section the induc-

tion is not actually uniform. With allowance for air-ducts, b varies

from 075 to 0*85 of the gross length of the core L. In toothed

armatures the value of a must be reckoned from the bottom of the

slots only; in other words, as equal to the difference between the

radius to the bottom of the teeth or slots and the internal radius.

The iron of which armature cores are composed being soft and per-

meable, a fairly high induction is permissible in the armature without

impairing the efficiency or economy of excitation. In drum armatures

the induction B« may be taken as high as 16,000 to 17,000, but is

usually made to decrease somewhat as the frequency is increased, since

this latter is partly dependent on the number of poles ; average values of

B« are therefore 17,000 in 2-pole, 16,000 to 15,000 in 4-pole, and 15,000

to 14,000 in 6-pole machines. So far as the hysteresis loss alone is

concerned, if with a rotating field an increased average density leads to

a reduced loss per cycle, the higher frequencies might be counter-

balanced by increased inductions above 17,000; but it must be remem-

bered that there remains the loss by eddy-currents in the discs which

is proportional to the square of the frequency and of the induction

(Chapter XIX. § 14); and further, the necessary excitation would be

increased. Since B,j= —"-, and V^ the volume of iron in the armature
2ao

= ab . 2Tzr, where r is the mean radius of the core, then on the assumption

that the hysteresis loss is proportional to B,,^*', it follows from eq.

- "
) X V^ oc ——

.

Taking the external diameter and length as fixed by other considera-

tions, it results that an increase in the radial depth reduces the hysteresis

loss more than in proportion to the increased volume and cost of the

iron. On this score it might be thought that a low average induction

would be advisable
;
yet any such conclusion, if pressed too far, would

in practice be erroneous for several reasons. In the first place, if the

induction is confined within the upper limits named above and is made
to decrease slightly with an increase in the frequency, the absolute value

of the hysteresis loss is so small that the slight gain in efficiency with a

much lower induction does not warrant the increased cost of the iron.

In the second place, as shown in Chapter XII. § 11, with a rotating field
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the loss does not with high densities increase in proportion to the

i'6th power of the induction, and even shows a decrease with values

above 16,000. But more important than all, the actual induction

over any cross-section of the core is not uniform, and if the curves of

Figs. 140 and 142 are imagined to be prolonged it will be seen that

the inner layers of iron carry less and less of their due proportion of

lines ; the maximum induction in the outer layers is not, therefore,

much reduced even if the radial depth is considerably increased, while

the added inner layers of iron are not only inefficient from a magnetic

point of view, but also are objectionable as shielding the layers which

are most heated by hysteresis from the cooling effect of air-circulation

through the core.* It is not therefore economical to reduce the

induction below 16,000 for frequencies from 5 to 15, below 14,000

for frequencies from 15 to 20, or below 12,000 for frequencies from

20 to 30.

If the ratio of the polar arc to the pole-pitch be /? = o75, the total

flux per pole (the fringe round its edges being set against any differ-

ence in the axial lengths of pole-face and core) is Z,^=^o"j^ pole-

pitch X L X B^; the net cross-section of the core, after making allowance

for the insulation between the discs, is approximately 2a x L x o*8.

Hence the average induction over a section of the core midway
between a pair of poles is

x> _ o'47 pole-pitch x B^,

a

rt = o*47 x pole-pitch x —^
B,j.

Taking a normal value for B,, as 7500, and fixing the maximum limit of

B„ as 16,800, this reduces approximately to a = 0-21 x pole-pitch. The
value of 21 per cent, of the pole-pitch may be taken as an average

value in practice, whence a = 0-21 . -^, or the ratio of radial depth to
2/

radius - = i"33 -^ number of poles. If the frequency be high and the

maximum B,, be in consequence kept down to 14,000, while at the

same time the density in the air-gap be high, the value of a will rise to

27 per cent. ; while, on the other hand, if the frequency be low and a
maximum B^= 17,800 may be permitted, and at the same time the air-

gap density is only 6000, a may sink to 16 per cent, of the pole-pitch.

Thus the radial depth of core is to be regarded as related rather to the

pole-pitch, and bears a ratio to the diameter which is entirely dependent
upon 2/. The larger the number of poles, the shallower become the
discs.

* Dr. VV. M. Thornton, "The Distribulion of Magnetic Induction in MuUipolar
Armatures," Electrician, 26th August 1904.

VOL. I.— 26



CHAPTER XIV

FIELD-MAGNETS

§ I. Economical limits to induction in magnets.—That the

number of ampere-turns required per unit length of iron, in order to

produce a certain flux-density therein, increases very rapidly as the

density is itself increased, is sufficiently shown by the B-H curves of

Fig. 127. Thus in the case of iron forgings or steel castings, while

a density B= 16,000 may be obtained with 20 to 30 ampere-turns for

each centimetre length of the circuit in the iron, it requires nearly

treble that number of ampere-turns per centimetre length to obtain the

increased density of 18,000. The iron magnet of a dynamo necessarily

has some length, and the number of ampere-turns required to propel the

flux through that length forms a considerable item in the total number
required for the whole magnetic circuit. But the excitation of the field

by magnetising coils implies, not only a certain first cost for the copper

wire used therein, but also a continuous outlay during the working of

the machine ; for electrical energy is absorbed by the passage of the

amperes through the turns, so long as the machine is at work.

Evidently, therefore, there must be some approximate limits within

which it is economical to keep the value of the flux-density in the

field magnet. If the density falls below a certain minimum limiting

value, the iron magnet becomes too heavy and expensive ; in a self-

exciting dynamo there is the further disadvantage that the magnetism

may be unstable (as will be more particularly described in Chapter XVI.

§ 10), and the machine may become difficult to excite at all. On the

other hand, if the density in the magnet be pushed up to a very high

figure the aftipere-turns required thereby will bear an excessive pro-

portion to the whole number, and will involve too large an expenditure

either in the first cost of the copper or in watt-hours during the working

of the machine ; the result is that for the same total number of lines to

be carried it would be more economical to increase the area of the iron

so as to lessen the flux-density, and consequently the ampere-turns

required to produce it. Since, when designing a dynamo, the number

of lines Z„„ to be carried by the iron of the magnet, is approximately

known, we are enabled from the above considerations to determine

approximately the area which the field-magnet must present for the flow
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of lines. For magnets of forged ingot iron or cast steel the limits within

which it is advisable to keep the density may be set at B,„= 15,500,

and B,„ = 1 7,900, a good intermediate value being B„, = 1 7,000 ; while for

cast iron the limits are 5500 and 9000, a usual figure being B„= 7500.

If pressed beyond these values the horizontal divergence of the curves,

even with materials of the same class, becomes so marked that any

slight inferiority of the metal may lead to difficulties owing to the

impossibility of increasing the ampere-turns sufficiently to obtain the

desired voltage and speed. A small error in the estimate of the

densities will, in fact, produce a disproportionately great error in the

result.

§ 2. Comparison of cast iron with wrought iron and cast

steel.—From the above average values for the density it follows that

it is found advisable to magnetise cast iron less than half as strongly as

forged iron or steel castings ; and consequently the weight of a cast-

iron magnet as compared with that of a forged-iron or cast-steel magnet

to carry the same number of lines must be roughly as 2-J to i. Where

considerations of weight and bulk are paramount, it is therefore

essential to build up the magnet out of ingot-iron forgings or rolled

bars or to cast it in steel. The forgings in their rough state as they

come from the steam-hammer may be cheaper than castings of good

soft iron, but when machined to the required dimensions their cost is

so far increased that they become more expensive per hundredweight

than cast iron
;
yet this increased price is more than counterbalanced

by the lesser total weight that is required. In the same way, steel

castings are considerably more expensive than iron, but not more than

twice as costly, so that for the same magnetic work, when their lesser

weight in handling, lesser freight, etc. are taken into account, the

balance of advantage is again in favour of their use rather than of cast

iron.

A cast-iron magnet, then, may be simpler, but it must necessarily

be heavier and bulkier than one of cast steel or forged iron, and its

final cost is usually greater; furthermore, if the poles are likewise of

cast iron it is more expensive in copper, or exciting energy, or both. It

will be seen from Fig. 127 that densities of 17,000 and 7500 in cast

steel and cast iron respectively are produced by nearly the same number
of ampere-turns per unit length ; hence, if the exciting bobbins on two
equivalent round magnet-cores have the same length, and are wound
with the same number of turns of the same wire, the length of each

turn encircling the cast-iron magnet, as compared with that encircling

the cast-steel magnet, is as ^2-25 to i, that is, as 1-5 to i ; the weight

of copper used will therefore be 50 per cent, more on the cast iron than
on the cast-steel magnet, and also, the energy absorbed in the ex-

citation will be correspondingly increased. If the latter is to be kept

the same in the two cases, a further increase of the copper wire on the
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cast-iron magnet is necessary ; while if the weight of copper is to

remain the same as on the cast-steel magnet, the rate of loss of energy

in the coils must be increased, and to meet this, as will be seen later,

the axial length of the bobbins, and consequently the length of the cast-

iron magnet circuit, must be increased. When cast iron is compared

against ingot iron the same holds good, since in permeability there is

but little difference between ingot-iron forgings and steel castings.

On the other hand, castings of complex shape can be produced easily

and cheaply in iron, and of such accuracy of dimension that they

require but little further machining. In large machines an additional

set-off which to a great extent counterbalances the higher cost of cast

iron is found in the shape of its flux-density curve as compared with

that of forged iron or cast steel. A reference to Fig. 127 shows that

the curve for cast iron over the working range rises in a gentle sweep,

while that for forgings or cast steel has a marked point of flexure and

then rises very slowly. Hence in the case of a dynamo which has to work

over a very long range of voltage, if forged iron or steel are employed

for the material of the field-magnet, and these are worked on the steep

part of the curve for the lower limit of voltage, the machine may prove

magnetically unstable (Chapter XVI. § 10) ; or if the working point be

carried further up, an undue and unexpected increase in the exciting

turns may be required to give the higher voltage, should the material

prove slightly inferior to the curve. But with cast-iron both the lower

and upper limits of voltage can be reached with more certainty, and

the designer is less at the mercy of the quality of the material. Again,

if the dynamo is to be compound-wound, as will be explained in

Chapter XVI. § 19, the compounding may be made more accurate if

the magnet be wholly or chiefly of cast-iron owing to a similar reason

connected with the shape of its B-H curve ; this latter consideration,

however, only has practical force when the compounding has to raise

the voltage at full load very considerably above the no-load voltage.

As between ingot iron and cast steel, the relative advantage of

the one or the other resolves itself chiefly into the question of shape.

While the former is very suitable for simple forms which can be easily

machined out of plain slabs, the latter lends itself to designs of more

complex shape with curved surfaces, and thus combines many of the

advantages of both forged and cast iron. Hence while ingot-iron

forgings are better adapted to the simpler bipolar forms, steel is

commonly employed for large multipolar dynamos ; by casting the

magnetic system in two or more large pieces, the necessity of joining

together a number of forgings is avoided. If an exceptionally high

induction, such ns 15„, = 18,000, should be rerjuired in any special case,

it is perhaps more likely to be obtained economically in a steel casting

than in an ingot-iron forging.

§ 3. Composite magnets.—While in the above section com-
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parison has been made between magnets composed entirely of one

or other material, it is evident that a composite magnet may

be made up out of two or more materials, by which their several

advantages may be more or less completely combined, and such

is, in fact, most usually the case. From § 2 it follows that only

in exceptional cases of specially long range of voltage should cast

iron be employed in any part of the magnetic circuit on which

exciting coils are to be wound. The poles or magnet-cores carrying

the exciting coils are therefore always either made from rolled bars

of ingot iron or castings of steel, or built up of thin laminated

sheet-steel stampings. The yoke-ring of the ordinary multipolar type

of Fig. 2 is then either of cast steel or cast iron. In the latter case

the reason for the employment of cast iron is to be sought either in

the necessity for partially combining the advantages of stability of the

voltage over a long range and accurate compounding (as above men-

tioned) with economy of excitation by means of the joint use of two

materials, or in the fact that it is desired to cast the supporting frame-

work or bedplate of the dynamo in one with the magnetic circuit. In

small belt-driven dynamos (up to an output of about 5 kilowatts),

in which the cost of machining bears the largest ratio to the total cost

of manufacture, it may frequently be advantageous for the bedplate and

plummer-block pedestals, which form a large item in the total cost, to

be a single casting integral with the lower half of the yoke-ring ; as

so much of the casting is not required to be magnetic, cast iron then

becomes the most suitable material.

Since the permeability of any casting is much reduced if it be hard,

it is important, in designing the shape of a casting that will form part

of the magnetic circuit, to avoid any thin flange or narrow, outstanding

edge ; such a piece of small area is likely to be chilled during casting,

and so to become hard and magnetically inferior. For both mech-

anical and magnetic reasons, all corners and projections should be well

rounded or, if need be, cast massive, and subsequently machined to

the required dimensions.

The design, in short, should be such that there is no disproportionate

difference in area between different portions of the same casting,

whether of iron or steel ; otherwise as it cools unequal contraction takes

place, and hollow cavities or sponginess in the casting is difficult to

avoid. For this reason, in large multipolar machines, even if entirely

of cast steel, it is on the whole better for the massive poles to be cast

separately from the yoke-ring.

§ 4- Comparison of sectional shapes for magnet cores.

—

The same economical considerations which determine approximately

the sectional area of iron required to carry a given flux, namely, the

first cost of the copper coils and the allowable expenditure of energy

in magnetising them, will also bear upon the geometrical shape or
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figure by which the required area is obtained,—only, however, in that

portion of the magnetic circuit whereon the magnetising coils are

actually wound. Beyond the limits of the coils it is immaterial what

shape the section of the iron takes.

Since for a given area the circle has the least periphery, the

theoretically best section which can be given to the magnet cores

whereon the field-winding is placed is the circle ; the length and resist-

ance of the wire for a given number of turns embracing a given

sectional area have then their minima values. For this reason, in the

multipolar continuous-current dynamo as Fig. 2, or in multipolar alter-

nators similar to Figs. 84, 85, the magnet cores, m, m are commonly
of circular section. Such a circular core will require to have a rect-

angular pole-shoe at the one end in order to present a proper area of

polar surface where the lines pass through the air-gap, and so to minimise

the reluctance of the interferric space between the iron of the pole and

the armature core. Instead, therefore, of a circular section an oval or

trapezoidal section of magnet core may be arranged so as to approxi-

mate to the required polar area at the air-gap, as in the alternator of

Fig. 85, or again it may be more economical to give the magnet cores

a rectangular shape, which may be continued up to the armature, and

so admit of being bored out to embrace the core, as in the case of the

single horseshoe magnet of Fig. 238.

Next to the circle, the oval composed of a square and two semi-

circular ends and the square must be ranked as the most economical

sections, their perimeters being respectively i"o8 and i"i3 times that of

the circle containing the same area. Finally, the larger the ratio

between the length and breadth of any rectangular figure, the more

uneconomical becomes the shape as regards length of wire in each turn

encircling it. If the two sides of the rectangular be as 2 to i, the

periphery becomes 1*2 times that of the equivalent circle, while for a

ratio of 3 to I it increases to i "3. When wound, therefore, with the

same number of turns and the same size of wire, the weight of copper

employed will be increased respectively 20 and 30 per cent, above that

of the circular magnet, and the resistance being similarly increased the

rate of expenditure of electrical energy to produce the same excitation

will likewise be increased by 20 and 30 per cent. If the same efficiency

is to be retained in all cases, the area of the increased length of copper

wire must also be increased, making in all, for a ratio of 3 to i, an

increase in the amount of copper of nearly 70 per cent. A larger ratio,

therefore, is very uneconomical, and is seldom required in ordinary

designs. Rectangular magnet-cores with sharp edges present more

leakage paths than equivalent round or oval poles.

§ 5. Length of the magnet-core.—The sectional area and

shape of the magnet-cores having now been considered, the question

of the length of the magnet remains to be dealt with. Since the field-
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magnets of commercial dynamos are invariably electro-magnets, this

length must necessarily be such as to admit of the requisite magnetising

coils. The maintenance of the excited field during the working of the

dynamo has been shown to require the continuous expenditure of

energy at a certain rate in watts^ such expenditure being simply that

due to the passage of the magnetising current through the electrical

resistance of the wire, and appearing as heat in the coils. This heat

must be carried off by radiation, convection, and conduction in order

to avoid such a rise of temperature in the coils as will endanger the

insulation of the field-winding; and this is secured by so disposing

the coils that they present a considerable cooling surface to the air.

As soon as the dynamo is set to work the temperature of the coils

begins to rise above that of the surrounding air; this gradual rise

continues until, finally, the rate at which the heat is generated in the

coils is balanced by the rate at which it is dissipated under the combined

action of radiation, convection, and conduction. After reaching this

limit the temperature of the coils remains stationary so long as the

conditions are unchanged. The effect of radiation, etc., being de-

pendent on the entire cooling surface of the coils, it is evident that the

rise of the temperature of the coils above that of the surrounding air

may be kept within any required limit by allowing a due proportion of

cooling surface for each watt expended in the coils. The effective

cooling surface of a given coil wound round an iron magnet will depend

on a large number of conditions, difficult to calculate, since the mass

of iron itself to some extent helps to dissipate the heat by conduction,

and draughts of air set up by the revolving armature may increase the

convection more in one machine than in another. Again, the depth

of a winding of many layers will largely affect the temperature of the

turns forming the middle layers. Roughly speaking, however, in

machines of similar type the comparative cooling power of a coil may
be taken as proportional to its external surface, reckoned as the pro-

duct of its external perimeter, multiplied by its axial length, plus the

area of the end-surfaces at the top and bottom of the coil, the cooling

influence of the iron inside the coil being regarded as bearing a fixed

ratio to that of the exposed wire surface in normal cases. Thus if the

over-all dimensions of one circular coil, as shown in Fig. 2, are a dia-

meter of 15", and an axial length of 6i" with 2
1" depth of winding,

the external surface, namely,

15 X 7r X 6*5 = 306

2 X -(15^- 10^)= 196
"^

502 sq. inches

will be a measure of its cooling power, and is to be reckoned in our

present connection as its cooling surface. The basis for the estimation

of the cooling surface having been thus decided, experience will guide
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us to a certain ratio which the cooHng surface in analogous cases must
bear to the watts in order that the rise of temperature of the coil may
not exceed a certain assigned limit. Of the values for this ratio more
will be said in Chapter XIX. If the rate in watts at which energy may
be lost in the field winding is approximately determined by the

Fig. 236.—Types of field-magnets (cast in steel by Otto Gruson & Co., of

Magdeburg-Buckau).

efficiency required in the machine, the length ot the magnet coils

must be such as to provide a suitable amount of cooling surface per

watt dissipated in them. More generally, however, the settlement of

the number of watts which may be regarded as an allowable rate

of dissipation in the field coils will be a matter of compromise between
the efficiency of the machine and the first cost of the copi^er wire;
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since the smaller the number of watts expended in the field-coils,

the greater the weight of copper wire required. Further, the total

number of ampere-turns required for the field excitation is not exactly

known until the length of the magnetic circuit has been determined
\

experience, therefore, alone can furnish guidance for a first approxima-

tion to the required length of coil, and a method of trial and error must

be resorted to in order to exactly determine the ampere-turns on the

field, the loss of energy in magnetising the field, the dimensions of

the coils, and their weight of copper. When, however, the designer

has assigned an adequate length to those portions of the magnetic

circuit whereon the coils are to be placed, he will complete the

magnetic circuit in as direct a line as possible ; since any length beyond

the minimum thus required unnecessarily adds to the reluctance, and is

therefore uneconomical in both iron and copper.

§ 6. Types of field-magnets. A. (i) Bipolar single horse-

shoe.—Out of the great variety of forms which have been tried for

the field-magnet system of dynamos, practically only three have

survived, namely, the simple U-shaped horseshoe for bipolar machines,

the iron-clad bipolar type and the multipolar form derived from it with

external yoke-ring and internal radial poles ; and lastly, for alternators the

reverse of the last-mentioned, with radial poles projecting from an

internal yoke-ring. Yet in order the better to understand the subject,

some mention requires to be made of other forms which have found

favour in the historical development of the dynamo. The most com-

pact form which the single horseshoe-magnet can have is that in which

it is bent round into a more or less circular shape, as in Fig. 54, the

magnet-coil being wound uniformly all over its curved length. The
length of the magnetic circuit in the iron is then a minimum, and the form

is both economical in iron and light in'weight. It is, however, expensive

to wind, and it is therefore customary to concentrate the winding into

one or more straight coils ; these may be wound directly on to the iron

magnet-cores, the wire being of course entirely insulated from the iron,

but more often, for convenience of manufacture and to facilitate their

removal, they are wound separately and are subsequently slipped on

over the magnet. We thus arrive at the simple C-shaped mag?iei of Fig.

237, formed of two curved castings screwed together at one faced joint

under the single coil. The same form may also be used with a forged-

iron core let into two curved cast-iron pole-pieces, with a consequent

saving in weight of both iron and copper ; or it may be arranged with

the coil vertically above the armature. For bipolar machines, however,

the single horseshoe with straight limbs, lengthened so as to take two

magnet-bobbins one on each limb, has been the most widely adopted

form. Thus while Fig. 236 (1) could have a single coil wound directly

on to the yoke, it could also have two detachable coils slipped over the

limbs, and when these are lengthened we reach the forms 2, 3, and 4 of
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Fig. 237.—C-shaped single

horseshoe.

Fig. 236, which have been largely used for small belt-driven bipolar

dynamos ; instead of a single casting, a composite magnet with forged-

iron or steel limbs and a cast-iron yoke forming part of the bedplate is

also common. Since in this form the

armature and pole-pieces are above

the yoke, it may be called the " over-

type" single horseshoe, in distinction

to the " undertype " magnets of Figs.

238 and 239. The advantage in these

latter of placing the armature under

the yoke is that the axis of rotation

is kept low, and the necessity of high

pedestals or standards to carry the

two bearings is obviated; hence this

form lent itself admirably to direct

coupling to the crank-shaft of a vertical

engine. Since the whole machine

is usually supported on a cast-iron

bedplate, the magnet -poles must be carried on feet or brackets of

non-magnetic material, such as gun-metal or zinc (« ti) ; otherwise the

magnetic circuit would be directly closed by the iron bedplate, and

many of the lines of flux would

be shunted across from pole to

pole through the bedplate, in-

stead of passing through the

armature as required. In Fig.

238 the whole of the magnet

is formed of forged iron or

steel slabs of rectangular cross-

section bolted together at the

top. The vertical depth of the

non-magnetic base must be

such as to avoid excessive

leakage of the lines into the

bedplate, and should therefore

be roughly proportional to the

length of the interferric air-gap.

A common proportion is for

the depth of the base to be

about eight times the length

of the single air-gap of a

smooth - surface drum, which

with an armature of 12" diameter leads to a depth of from 4" to 5".

In Fig. 239 the upper part of the magnet is a single casting of steel

which can be lifted vertically away from two lower cast-iron pole-pieces,

Fig. 238.—Undertype single horseshoe

with rectangular magnet-cores.
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these being attached by side-brackets of gun-metal to the extended base-

plate of the steam-engine.* The length of each of the two coils on the

single horseshoe magnets above described varies usually from i to 1*5

times the diameter of the armature.

§ 7. Types of field-magnets. A. (2) Bipolar double horse-
shoe.—A further modification consists in dividing the single magnet
into two portions, so arranged that their like poles abut on each other,

* Parker, Brit. Patent (1894), 21,821.
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im

and have a common polar face (Figs. 240 and 241). Each half of the

double magnet carries half the total number of lines that pass through

the armature, the right-hand magnet carrying the lines that pass through

the right-hand half of the armature core, and the left-hand magnet those

that pass through the left-hand half. Both halves of the field require,

therefore, to be exactly similarly magnetised. The ^^ Manchester^^ field

of Fig. 240 is in reality a pair of C-shaped magnets (like that of Fig.

237) placed together, each magnetic circuit requiring its own magnetising

coil, which is placed on the yoke, and these coils being wound so as to

produce " consequent " poles at N and S. In the same way, the double

horseshoe magnet of F'ig. 241 consists of two magnets, each similar to that

of Fig. 238, with two magnetising coils on its limbs, but carrying half the

total number of lines which pass through the armature.

The advantages gained by such 2-pole double-magnets are complete

symmetry of the field, and in certain cases avoidance of the necessity

for massive and heavy pole-

JJ—11—. pieces ; the leakage of lines by

paths other than that through

the armature is, however, con-

siderably greater than in the

single magnet, so that for the

same size of armature and the

same total flow of lines through

it, the cross-sectional area of

each double-magnet limb must

be more than half that of the

single magnet. On calculating

the respective weights of iron

in two equivalent fields, it will

be found that the single magnet is about i'3 times heavier than the

double magnet, chiefly owing to the thin section which is allowable in

the poles of the latter on the line ab. Against this advantage, however,

must be set the fact that the ampere-turns on each of the two circuits

of the divided magnet must be the same as that on the single magnet,

and that therefore the double magnet is expensive in copper. If the

magnet-cores of the two dynamos to be compared are both circular (as

in Figs. 240 and 237), and if taking into account the increased number
of leakage lines the area of each core in the double magnet is 0*55 of

that of the single magnet, the increase in the length of wire required by

the double magnet over that of the single magnet will depend upon the

ratio of the depth of the winding to the diameter of the magnet-core,

but under the most favourable condition of a very thin coil it cannot be

less than 46 per cent., and the weight of copper is also increased in the

same proportion. The rate in watts at which energy is dissipated in

the coils of the double magnet will also be correspondingly increased

Fig, 240.—Double horseshoe 2-pole

field, "Manchester" type.
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by the same amount as the weight of wire, e.g., by 45 to 60 per cent,

in the case of circular cores ; the square inches of cooling surface of

the bobbins are, however, increased in a slightly higher degree, so that

there will be no detrimental effect so far as their heating is concerned.

^ 6^^

Fig. 241.—Double horseshoe 2-pole field.

But if the same efficiency is to be attained in the two machines the

weight of wire must be increased still further.

The net result is that the double magnet may be light in weight,

but is inefficient and very expensive in copper ; it must therefore rely

for its advantage chiefly on its

complete symmetry of field

distribution, the importance of

which will be again alluded to

in§ 15.

§ 8. Types of field-

magnets. A. (3) Bipolar

ironclad.—In Fig. 242 we

revert to a single - magnet

dynamo. In this type the

yoke is divided, and passes on

either side of the armature if

the poles are vertical, or above

and below the armature if the

machine is turned so that the

poles are in the horizontal

plane. It has been called an

Fig. 242.—Two-pole "ironclad" magnet
with single exciting coil.

ironclad dynamo, since the field-magnet encloses the magnetising coil.

With a single exciting coil, as in Fig. 242, the leakage across the air from

the polar edges and out of the armature flanks becomes excessive unless

the yoke be kept well away ; except, therefore, in very small machines

it is better to divide the excitation between two coils, as in Fig. 243
(cp. Fig. 236 (5), (6), and (7) ). The distribution of the field then becomes
symmetrical, and the magnetomotive force acting across the air-path
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Fig. 243.—Two-pole "ironclad" dynamo.

between the pole edge and yoke is halved
;
precisely on a line midway

between the poles there is no leakage between armature and yoke, since

both are there at the same magnetic potential.

§ 9. Types of field-magnets. (B) Multipolar.—From Fig.

243 or Fig. 236 (7) is easily de-

rived the 4-pole magnet of Fig.

244 or Fig. 236 (8) and (9), and

this type is by far the most com-

mon for any number of poles

from four upwards (cp. Fig. 236

(10), (ri), and (12))- The yoke-

ring is usually divided on the

horizontal diameter to enable

the upper half to be removed

vertically for examination or

removal of the armature. The
lugs by which the two halves

are bolted together may either

be on the outer periphery of the yoke-ring or, if the increased width

be an objection, may be arranged on the side flanks of the ring,

as in Fig. 244. On either side of the lower half are usually cast pro-

jecting brackets or feet

of sufficient width to give

stability to the machine

(Fig. 233 or 236 (12)).

They are planed on the

under side, and by them

the machine is bolted

to the base-plate ; a

steady pin on either side

registers the exact posi-

tion, and thin distance-

pieces of sheet metal may
be inserted underneath

by means of which the

height of the magnet

may be adjusted in re-

lation to the armature.

Very large machines may
be divided into four

quarters, and occasionally, when the machine stands between the

cranks of a steam-engine, the yoke-ring is divided on a vertical dia-

meter, so that the two halves may be drawn apart horizontally.

For small machines the yoke may be of cast iron, since the section

of metal required in cast steel makes the depth of the ring some-

FlG. 244.—Four-pole dynamo.
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what thin in appearance, even if it be strong enough mechanically.

Or if steel is preferred, the yoke may be given a channel or T-section,

as in Figs. 245 and 246, in order to obtain sufficient strength against

bending, although in general a slightly rounded section, as in Fig. 397,

gives the most pleasing external appearance. The separate magnet

cores, usually solid of cast steel or cut off from rolled bars of ingot iron,

but occasionally laminated, are either fastened to the ring by screws or

less often are cast into the yoke. The facings on which the poles are

seated in the first case are usually for cheapness of manufacture bored

out, the pole tops being themselves rounded to an equal radius (cp.

Fig. 233), but may also be planed flat. The proportion of leakage in

f\

e

u) liJi

r^u
Fig. 245.—Multipolar magnet frame.

this type is but small, and it is economical in both iron and copper,

especially if the section of the poles on which the bobbins are placed is

circular. The shape of the yoke-ring may be a

polygon with a number of sides depending on the

number of poles (Fig. 236 (9) and (n)), or it

may be made circular even with four poles (cp.

Fig. 236 (8), (10), (12)). From Fig. 244 it is

but a step to the converse case, in which the

yoke is internal and the magnet cores project

radially outwards (Fig. 84).

Another form of 4-pole field may also be derived

from Fig. 243 if the sides are brought in so as to give two more polar

areas, and the direction of the winding of one coil is altered so as

246.—Section
of yoke.
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to produce two consequent poles on the vertical diameter (Fig. 247).

The type is, however, not advantageous for continuous-current dynamos,

since the leakage is considerable.

The divided magnetic circuit is occasionally introduced in multipolar

Fig. 247.—Four-pole ironclad magnet, with consequent and salient poles.

fields. Thus from Fig. 192 may be evolved the 6-pole form of Fig. 248.

The latter type was formerly identified with the name of Thury, and
is composed of wrought-iron slabs bolted to wrought-iron pole-pieces,

and is therefore light in weight but expensive to manufacture. In all

Fic. 248.—Thury 6-pole dynamo.

such cases of divided magnetic circuits, where the flux of each pole-face

is divided before passing through the magnetising coils, the weight of

copper on the field must neceijsarily be considerably more than in

machines where the coils are wound on the poles themselves.
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Lastly, from Fig. 237 may be derived a multipolar form in which

there is only one magnetising coil although there are several fields.

Such a type may be combined with a multipolar continuous-current

winding if the overarching claws be made to interlace (Fig. 249), but

its use is confined to very small machines. The single exciting coil

is, in fact, best adapted to homopolar or inductor alternators, as shown

in Figs. 92 to 94, where a number of separate pole-pieces are fastened

to a common central core, all the N poles being on one side, and all

the S poles on the other side.

§ 10, The design of field-magnets.—That the field-magnet

and armature core of any dynamo should form approximately a closed

magnetic circuit, only broken by the two interferric air-gaps, has already

N

N

Portion of magnet
developed.

Fig. 249.—Multipolar field with single exciting coil.

been stated at the end of Chapter III., and only needs to be again

enforced in our present context. The aim of the dynamo-designer

being to produce a good magnetic circuit, economical in its manufacture

and in its working, the requirements which he has to consider may be

summed up under the heads of compactness and mechanical strength,

suitable proportion of the areas of cross-section at different parts of

the circuit, small proportion of the leakage relatively to the useful lines,

and lastly symmetrical distribution of the field ; while, in certain special

cases, lightness of weight may become of first importance.

How far the requirement of compactness is met in the usual designs

of field-magnets will be evident from the preceding figures ; in older

designs, originated when the principles of the magnetic circuit were
not so fully understood as now, long columnar magnets were frequently

VOL. I.—27
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adopted, and great use was made of divided magnetic circuits with

consequent poles. Experience, however, has shown that the simple

U-shaped magnet with comparatively short limbs of massive size for

bipolar machines, and the form of Fig. 244 for multipolars, stand

pre-eminent in point of simplicity, economy, and compactness, while

the double-magnet fields of Figs. 240 and 241 have been superseded

owing to their occupying more room, and requiring more winding and

more copper. The ironclad bipolar type of Fig. 236 (5) and (6) has

less external magnetic field, and is more symmetrical than the overtype

bipolar; but, on the other hand, it has more internal magnetic leakage,

so that it is not quite so economical in field-copper, and is heavier.

§ IT. Mechanical strength of field-magnet frames.—As

regards mechanical strength, it must be remembered that between the

armature core and the polar surfaces of the magnet a very considerable

attractive force acts ; thus apart from the torque exerted on the stationary

part of the dynamo by the rotating part when current flows through

the armature, the magnet requires to be rigidly and firmly supported,

so as to preserve the requisite clearance and avoid any liabihty of the

poles to collapse upon the armature. The attractive force acting

between opposite square centimetres of a pair of divided surfaces is pro-

poriional to the square of the number of lines that pass through from

one sq. cm. to the other, i.e. to the square of the density in the gap B^.

;

and for a field of lines uniformly distributed over an area of A square

centimetres the total pull * in pounds between the two surfaces is

^ B/A B 2A ,, ,f .

P = ^- = ^ lbs. . . . (60)
Stt X 981 X 453*6 11,183,000

acting along the direction of the lines, and tending to shorten their

length. If A be in square inches, B,, being retained in lines per sq. cm.

1-735 X 10''

or in general, if A°" = the area of one pole face in square inches, the

total radial pull round the whole circumference is

P„^ = P. 2^ :^ V^°"^/^ lbs (60a)
1735X10"'

A pull of this nature exists, for example, between each quarter of the

armature and the opposite pole-face in the dynamo of Fig. 2, and has

to be withstood by the mechanical rigidity of the magnet as a whole.

* This equation is strictly applicable only when the gap is at right angles to the

direction of the lines of flux, and when the opposing surfaces are large as compared

with the distance between them, so that the induction in the gap is appreciably

uniform and there is no side leakage (cp. Du Bois, The Magnetic Ctrcuit, chap. vi. §

102)
;'

it is, however, sufficiently accurate for the ordinary purposes of dynamo

calculations.
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A similar pull must, in fact, exist in every case between the armature,

whatever may be its type, and the several poles which surround it.

A distinction is, however, to be drawn between such types of field-

magnets as have a geometrical shape which is symmetrical about the

armature, e.g. Figs. 240, 243, and 244, and those which are not

geometrically symmetrical, such as Fig. 237 or 238. In the former

the effects of the several poles still remain, and must be withstood alike

by armature core and magnet, but their combination when the armature

is exactly central within the bore leaves no unbalanced pull in any one

direction. Such a condition is to be regarded as the normal state,

but in many cases it is not easily secured ; the consequences of de-

parture from it will be further considered in §§15 and 16 under the

head of a closely connected subject, namely, the symmetrical distribu-

tion of the field, but the mechanical effects that may be present even

with a symmetrical type of magnet need here to be further detailed. So

long as the armature is central, and the flow of lines on the one side of

the core is similar to the flow on the opposite side, the pulls will be in

exact balance, and there will be no tendency for the magnet frame to

move as a whole. But should it shift owing to mechanical vibration

while the machine is running, the air-gap or gaps will be increased on

the one side and decreased on the other side ; the fields will be corre-

spondingly reduced and increased, and the result is that for a very

small displacement an unbalanced pull of considerate magnitude is set

up tending still further to displace the magnet system. The latter must

therefore be so bolted down as to retain the due clearance on either side

of the armature, and any difference in the strengths of the fields must be

avoided, since, even if the magnet be constrained from moving, the

unbalanced pull acting on the armature may easily reach such an
amount as to bend its shaft. Especially is this likely to be the case in

a short-air-space dynamo, wherein any displacement will bear a large

proportion to the total air-gap. In a bipolar field, displacement of the

armature a^ong the centre line or axis of the poles will produce but

little effect, as compared with displacement along the neutral line

dividing the interpolar gap between the two poles. But in a multipolar

field, although displacement along the neutral line has the greatest

effect, yet any displacement along the centre line of a pole will produce

considerable resultant force, the two effects becoming more nearly

equal the greater the number of poles. In any case, as the bearings of

the armature shaft of such a machine as Fig. 244 wear and allow the

core to sink slightly, the air-gaps at the lower poles will be shortened,

and those at the upper poles lengthened, thus producing on the whole
stronger fields in the lower half than in the upper half. The
mechanical result will be an increase in the bending moment on the

shaft, and in the pressure on the bearings, even if the magnet itself be
sufficiently strong to be practically unaffected.
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Apart, however, from any magnetic reasons, since the field-magnets

often form part of the supporting framework, the whole structure must

be sufficiently rigid to withstand any mechanical stresses or vibration

due to the working of the machine, and all jointed surfaces must be

securely bolted or screwed together. Absence or fewness of joints

in the magnetic circuit has also been frequently regarded as desirable

from magnetic reasons, and it is therefore necessary to consider shortly

what is the exact effect of a joint on the magnetic reluctance of an

entire circuit.

§ 12. Influence of joints in the magnetic circuit.—If a bar

of iron be divided transversely in two, and the two pieces be then

placed in contact and magnetised, it is found that the total reluctance

of the iron is slightly increased owing to the influence of the joint,

and this increase in the reluctance may be expressed as that of an

air-gap equal in area to the cross-section of the iron, and having a

certain width depending on the exact conditions of the experiment.

If the two surfaces of contact are such as are produced by ordinary

planing or other machine-tools, and the joint may be regarded therefore

as, comparatively speaking, rough, the width of the equivalent air-gap

is equal to about 0*005 ^'^•> which is only reduced to 0*004 cm. when

the two pieces are squeezed together under a very considerable pressure.

If, however, the two surfaces are carefully scraped up, so that they

are true planes, the equivalent width may be taken as 0*0035 cm.

when the joint is not compressed, although under the influence of

considerable compression the effect of the joint may be made almost

entirely to disappear. It would seem that the increased reluctance

due to a joint is in either case due partly to the interposition of a

thin film of air between the surfaces, and partly to an alteration in

the molecular structure of the iron at the joint, which decreases its

permeability.* It will be seen, however, that the effect even of a

comparatively rough joint, although appreciable, is not of great magni-

tude, and is especially unimportant in the case of the magnetic circuits

of dynamos, which necessarily have air-gaps beside which the equivalent

air-gaps of joints may be regarded as negligible. The conclusion to

be drawn is that it is not worth while to use forgings of complicated

shape, and therefore expensive to manufacture, in order to avoid joints

in forged- iron magnets, nor is it worth while to spend time and labour

in carefully facing or scraping up any joints which it is decided to

introduce into the design of a field-magnet. Absence or fewness of

Joifits in a magnetic circuit must therefore be regarded as a minor con-

sideration from an electrical point of view, and is only of importance

as bearing on the mechanical strength of the design, and as lessening

the first cost of the machine to the manufacturer.

* Vide Magnetic /itduction in Iron and other Metals (Ewing), § 165 ; and Du
Bois, The Magnetic Circuit, chap. ix. §§ 151-152.
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§ 13. Proportioning of areas at different parts of magnetic

circuit, and in different materials.—The question of joints where

different portions of a magnet, possibly one of steel and the other of

cast iron, are united, leads us naturally to the third question—of the

suitable proportioning of the sectional areas at different parts of the

magnetic circuit. It is highly important that the lines of flux should

never be "throttled," as it is termed, by having to traverse in the

course of their path a portion which is of insufficient area ; any such

"throttling" implies a high density, and therefore a large number of

ampere-turns for each inch in length of the contracted portion. If

the disproportion between the areas at different parts of the magnetic

path be carried to excess, the ampere-turns required to pass the lines

through the area of the narrowest part may form so large a proportion

of the whole number as almost to nullify the advantage of the larger

section at other parts. In magnets composed throughout of iron of

the same quality the area of section should be approximately identical

at all parts of the circuit which carry nearly the same total number

of lines; and, generally, in any portion of a circuit of the same

magnetic quality the minimum number of ampere-turns is obtained

if it be worked at a uniform density. Hence in designing, the dis-

tribution of the lines must be carefully studied. Thus, for example,

in the forged-iron magnet of Fig. 238, a reduction of section is only

allowable at the pole-pieces after a certain proportion of the lines

have already passed into the armature; even then the sectional area

of the pole-piece at c must be quite ample enough to carry half the

total number of lines, since otherwise their path to the lower half of

the armature would be throttled. When, however, we compare the

single magnet with the double magnets of Figs. 240 and 241, it will

be seen that the area of the pole-pieces at c may be very much thinned

down; in fact, if consistent with mechanical strength, the two horse-

shoes may even be separated along the line ab, and made to merely

abut on each other over an area of very small depth ; no flux need

pass through the joint, since each magnet will separately feed its own
half of the armature with lines.

Next, when the lines pass from one material into another, as from

forged iron or steel into cast iron, or vice versa, as may be the case

in Figs. 2, 244, the areas of the two parts should be so proportioned

that both are worked at a suitable density ; hence it follows from § i

that the area of the cast iron should be more than double that of

the forged iron or steel portion. Further, the nature of the joint should

be such as to give ample area of contact, and afford an easy passage

from the one metal into the other ; e.g., in the dynamo of Fig. 245 the

cast-steel cores may be drawn tightly up against machined facings on

the yoke by means of screws, or, if the cores are of thin sheet-steel

laminations, they may have a cast-iron yoke cast round them, suitable
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precautions being taken that the cast metal is not chilled as it flows

round the cores, and that intimate adhesion of the two is secured.

In applying the above rules it must be borne in mind that

"throttling" is a relative term, and under certain circumstances a

high density and somewhat contracted area of certain parts may be

legitimate ; especially is this the case with those portions of the

magnetic circuit which are actually encircled by the magnetising coils.

The density in an armature of the ring type may be given a high

value, since by so doing the length of each turn of the copper wire,

and consequently its resistance and weight, are lessened, and precisely

the same consideration applies to the magnet- cores on which the field

ampere-turns are wound. On the other hand, portions of the magnetic

circuit which are not overwound with copper, especially if of cast iron,

which is comparatively inexpensive, may often be advantageously given

somewhat lavish proportions and worked with a low density. Thus, in

the dynamo of Fig. 240, while the heavy cast-iron pole-pieces are worked

at a low density, it is economical to keep the density in the magnet-

cores at a fairly high figure; or in Fig. 244, since the lines divide

after passing through each core, half only passing in either direction

through the yoke round to the next pole, the single cross-section

of a cast-steel yoke may be more than equal to half the area of the

steel magnet-core, so that the flux-density in the yoke is reduced to

B^= 14,000. When the material of the yoke is cast iron, and in this

part gives strength and solidity to the whole structure, it may be

economical to even enlarge its area to considerably more than equality

with the area of the steel pole, so as to further lessen the density and

with it the ampere-turns on the field. In many other cases the yokes

and pole-pieces, not being surrounded by wire, may advantageously

be of comparatively large area.

§ 14. Magnetic leakage.—In all calculations for the purpose of

determining the proper area for any portion of the magnet, the question

of leakage lines must not be left out of sight when estimating the

density. As was pointed out in Chapter III. § 14, lines of flux will pass

between any two points or surfaces between which there exists a

difference of magnetic potential, and consequently in all dynamos

there is a considerable number of lines that leak across from one pole

to another without passing through the armature core, where alone

their presence would be of use. Thus, in the 2-pole dynamos of Figs.

250 and 238, lines will leak across from one pole-piece to the other,

from one magnet limb to the other, and even from one part to another

part of the same limb; a few of these paths are traced out in Figs. 250

and 251. The presence of such leakage lines in the air is shown in a

disagreeable manner by the magnetic effects which they produce in

watches, electro-magnetic measuring instruments, or any piece of iron

held in the vicinity of an excited dynamo.

4-
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If the magnet is to be worked with uniform density throughout its

length its area of cross-section should, strictly speaking, be continually

Fig. 250.—Magnetic leakage in overtype bipolar dynamo.

varied as lines leak into or out of it. Since, however, the chief fall of

magnetic potential occurs over the two air-gaps and the armature

between them, it will be approximately sufficient

(cp. Chap. in. § 14 and Chap. XV. § 8) to

regard all the leakage lines, ^, as flowing

between the one pole-piece and the other, and

then to add them to the lines through the

armature in order to estimate the total

number of lines which pass through the magnet.

The density, therefore, in the magnet will be

reckoned as equal to the sum of t, and Z,^

divided by the area of the magnet ; and, apart

from any difference in the permeability of the

iron of the magnet and that of the armature

core, the area of the former should be larger

than that of the armature.

Since it is the aim of the designer to re-

duce 4 to a small proportion of the total

number of lines Z„, passing through the

magnet, he will avoid bringing any large mass

of iron into close proximity to the pole-

pieces. In especial the magnetic leakage will be largely affected by the

nearness or otherwise of the bed-plate, bearings, or the fly-wheel of the

machine, since these by their comparatively high permeability lessen

the total reluctance presented by any leakage path. The effect of the

Fig. 251.—-Magnetic leak-

age in undertype bipolar

dynamo.
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bed-plate has been already pointed out, in the case of the undertype

single horseshoe, as rendering its leakage greater than in the corres-

ponding overtype machine. Even in the overtype single horseshoe,

where the bearings are supported from the yoke of the magnet, lines

leak from the sides of the pole-pieces into the pedestals and bearings

on either side of the armature. For the same reason, in the single

magnet of Fig. 243, the over-arching halves of the yoke must be kept at

some distance away from the armature and poles in order to avoid

considerable leakage. When this type is adopted for multipolar

machines, as in Fig. 244, the leakage from the armature into the yoke

becomes less important, but the close neighbourhood of the poles and

yoke leads to considerable leakage across the air from one to the other

(Fig. 252); and this is almost inevitable in any case where there are

numerous poles of alternate sign presented to the armature. All sharp

Fig. 252.—Leakage of multipolar magnet.

edges conduce to magnetic leakage, especially from the poles, and are

best avoided where practicable.

^ 15. Symmetrical distribution of field in air-gaps of

bipolar machines.—Lastly, we come to the symmetrical distribution

of the field ; by this requirement we are to understand that if a line be

drawn through the centres of a pair of fields existing between the

armature and two separate polar surfaces, and each of the fields be

thus divided into two halves, the distribution of the lines in the two

halves on the one side of the dividing line should be as nearly as

possible similar to their distribution in the two halves on the opposite

side. Thus in Fig. 58 it is recjuisite that the two halves, a and r, of the

fields above the line NS should be symmetrical with the two halves,

b, d, below that line as regards their distribution of flux. It is not

implied that the two halves, «, l>, of one and the same field must be

identical; and, in fact, in the working of the dynamo (as will be
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explained in Chap. XVII.) this cannot be secured, for at the corner of

b the lines will be more densely crowded together, and the field will

be stronger than at a. But granting this to be so, what is implied is

that the field at the corner c should be stronger than at the corner d^

to the same extent and in the same way as b is stronger than a, so that

the distributions above and below the dividing line are symmetrical.

The importance of this is due to two reasons, one mechanical and the

other electrical. Taking first the case of the overtype single-magnet

dynamo (Fig. 253), it is evident that there is a tendency for the lines

to crowd into the lower half of the armature, since the path which they

then follow is shorter and of less reluctance than that of the lines which

pass on into the upper half of the armature. Especially will this be

the case under two conditions : first, if the sectional area of the pole-

piece across the neck at S or N be too small, and the passage of the

lines to and from the upper half of the armature be thereby throttled
;

or, secondly, if the armature be of large diameter, and the length of

iron traversed by the lines flowing

to and from the upper half of the

armature be therefore consider-

ably greater than that traversed

by the lines of the lower half.

The general direction of the

lines through the air-gap being

more or less radial {vide Fig.

58), the attractive force of each

half-field upon a quarter of the

armature may be regarded as

concentrated along a line inclined at an angle of about 30° to the line

NS ; it has therefore a vertical component in an upward direction in

the case of the two upper quarters of the armature, and downwards in

the case of the two lower quarters. Now, owing to the density of the

field at b being greater than at a^ as described above, the downward

component of the pull, due to the field at b, may be greater than the

upward component of the pull due to a
;
yet if the distribution of the

field is symmetrical on either side of the line NS, according to our

previous definition, this difference will be balanced by the greater

upward pull of the field at c as compared with the downward pull of

d. The result is that the armature as a whole experiences no unbalanced

pull, either upwards or downwards. But if the field be unsymmetrical,

and the quarters b, d are more crowded with lines than a and r, the

downward pull of b, d will more than counterbalance the upward pull

of a and r, and there will thus be an unbalanced pull downwards.

Thus even when placed symmetrically within the bore, the armature of

Fig. 250 when the field is excited exerts a pressure on its bearings

greater than that due to its mere weight ; and if the want of symmetry
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of the upper and lower halves of the fields be considerable, the down-

ward pressure may reach such a value as to bend the shaft and perhaps

cause serious heating of the journals. If, for example, we assume a

uniform density in the upper halves of the air-gaps (B'^,) 5 per cent, less

than the average B^,, and a uniform density in the lower halves (B"^,)

5 per cent, more than the average, and further assume the pull on each

quarter of the armature to result from the tension of these uniform

densities acting along lines 30° above and below the horizontal (Fig. 253),

A
then if — be the area of half a pole-face in sq. cm. the upward pull due

(B' Y A
to one upper quadrant is —\-^— x — . sin 30°, and the downward

11,183,000 2

IXl" \2 A
pull on one quarter is —^ „

*• x — . sin 30°. The difference between
11,183,000 2

the total downward and upward pulls from both halves is therefore

(ro5Bj2-(o-g5B,.)2 A ^ o- 1 B/ . A
11,183,000 *

2 11,183,000

or 10 per cent, of the normal pull when the field is symmetrical. The
weight of the armature slightly bending the shaft downwards and any

wear in the brasses of the bearings intensify this effect, since they

combine to shorten the length of the air-gaps in the lower quarters and

to increase that of the upper quarters.

Mutatis mutandis, the whole of the above applies equally well to the

undertype single horseshoe, or again to the ironclad field of Fig. 242

with a single coil above the armature, in which, owing to lateral leakage,

the density of the upper field is greater than that of the lower. But in

these cases the unbalanced pull will be upwards, and will tend to lift

the armature, so taking its weight off the bearings ; in fact, in some

cases of large drum armatures placed underneath a single 2-pole magnet

the distribution of the fields has been so arranged that the upward pull

almost balances the weight of the armature.

Generally speaking, however, it is desirable that the fields should be

symmetrically distributed, and especially is this the case with ring-wound

armatures. Now, the chief merit of the double-magnet type of 2-pole

dynamo is that complete symmetry of field distribution is much more

easily attained; from an inspection of Figs- 240 and 241 it is evident

that, provided the armature be placed concentrically within the bore of

the pole-pieces, there will be a complete similarity between the two

halves of the fields on the right of the dividing line, a, l>, and the two

halves on the left of that line ; the double-magnet field is therefore

specially suited to ring armatures of large diameter.

Strictly speaking, in estimating the magnetic pull in the 2-pole

magnets above considered, the mean square of all the values of the flux-

density under the pole-face, and also their position on the pole-face as
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related to the vertical axis, should be taken into account. But the

effect of any want of symmetry is here so closely bound up with the

degree of saturation of the iron magnet that the problem becomes too

complicated to be expressed even approximately by any simple formula.*

When we pass to multipolar machines, the problem of an armature

eccentric within the bore is rather simpler, and the more so the greater

the number of poles.

§ 16. Symmetrical distribution of field in multipolar
machines.—If S be the displacement of the armature from a central

position in a vertical direction due to wear of the bearings or to in-

correct mounting, and a be the angle which any radius line makes with

the vertical, then if the magnet yoke-ring retains its true circular shape

and suffers no deformation, the addition to or subtraction from the

length of the air-gap at

the extremity of this

radius is practically

= 8 . cos a. Taking

various values of

/,,±8 . cos a, two or

three curves of the use-

ful flux at no-load for

varying excitations can

be worked out, ranging

either side of the curve

for the normal l^, up

to the maximum and

minimum limits that

may be anticipated as

likely to arise from

displacement, and thence, when transformed into curves connecting

Z
^g = ~. with the excitation, as in Fig. 254, an approximate

area ot air-gap

curve for the flux-density B^ along the faces of the several poles may be

plotted (Fig. 255) in relation to angles measured from the vertical, the

value of the excitations on the magnetic circuits being equal and known.
The B^. curve (N,S, N,S, in Fig. 255 for a 4-pole machine) is a broken
one, with as many portions as there are poles, the fringe of lines at the

pole-edges being neglected, since the formula for the magnetic pull pre-

supposes that the flux is radially directed and confined between the

area of the pole-face and the corresponding area of the armature sur-

face. The total vertical pull due to any one pole is proportional to

* Distortion of the polar field by armature reaction under load in a magnet which
is geometrically symmetrical, and with an armature centrally situated, will have no
further effect ; but if the magnet is unsymmetrical to start with, so that one pole-face

is affected differently from another, the result may again be entirely altered.

4000 6000

Fig. 254.

10,000 A.T.
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J B^^ b . cos a . r^ . da, where a.^ and aj^ are the angles which radii

to the upper and lower pole-edges make with the vertical, r^ = the

radius to the pole-face, b — its breadth along the axis of the armature,

and angles are reckoned in circular measure. A second broken curve

must therefore be plotted graphically, which gives BJ cos a in relation

to a. Integrating the areas of this curve for all the poles in the lower

half, multiplying by r^.l>, and dividing by 11,183,000, we obtain the

value of P„/, the total resultant vertical pull on the lower half of

the yoke-ring or lower half of the armature. Or if the expression

B_^- cos a . da be integrated all round the armature, i.e. if all the/
B^ cos OL D^

60 X 10* 8000

45

30

IS

15

30

6000

4000

Fig. 255.

areas are added together with due consideration of their algebraic sign,

the total unbalanced vertical pull downwards upon the armature, 1',,, is

proportional \.o Vp . b (areas i -f 2 -1- 3 -f . . .). Since r^ . (^ . <^ = A, the

area of a pole-face, we thus have

p, := ___A /areas 1 + 2 + 3+ • • A i^g.

11,183,000 V <^ /

where A is the area in square centimetres of one pole-face, <^ is in

circular measure, and the expression in the bracket is virtually a mean

square induction which if acting directly on one pole-face would give

the same pull. It is this value which requires to be taken into account

in calculating the deflection of the armature shaft, as in Chapter

XIII. § 9.
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Convenient formulae giving practically the same results may be

obtained by dividing each pole into two halves and assuming the same

density to hold over the neighbouring halves of neighbouring poles, the

density in the two halves of any one pole being different (Fig. 256).

The total reluctance of one of the 2/ magnetic circuits may be expressed

2/
as a multiple of that of the double normal air-gap, or as c—-, where

A/2

— = the half area of an air-gap or pole-face which may for the present
2

X
purpose be identified, and c=^, or the ratio of the total ampere-

turns of the circuit to those expended over the air-gaps. Taking, then,

one magnetic circuit half of which

passes through a pole with a central

line making an angle a^, and the

other half through a pole with a

central line making an angle a.^

with the vertical, and these poles

being in the lower half so that

their air-gaps are shortened, the

new flux after displacement is

i'257X

/ 2/,, _ 8 cos a^ _ 8 cos a.A

Ha72""a7T " Avrv

where c^ represents the new ratio

after displacement as dependent
Fig. 256.

upon their state of saturation, which can be estimated from the curves

of Fig. 254. The flux before displacement was —^~ , and the air-gap

c • —f-
A/2

densities are in proportion to the flux, so that if B., = the normal density

before displacement, and B^ = the new density in the one half of the

pole-face

^ '"

C^. (2^,-8 cos ttj - S cos tto)

Taking the next magnetic circuit, the density in the other half of the

c . 24
and so on. Ifsame pole face is B., -= B„ . — —

^^ =^ ^,
C.2 (24 - cos a^ — COS ttg)

we now balance the attraction from B^ in one half-pole against that of

Bj^ in the half-pole which is situated diametrically opposite but in the

upper half, their difference, multiplied by cos a^, gives the vertical down-
ward pull due to the two halves acting one against the other, and this

again multiplied by two gives the vertical downward component due to

two pairs of halves symmetrically situated about a vertical diameter, or
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the unbalanced pull is oc ( B^^ . _ - B
j
j^ , \ cos a^ x 2,

A.B,.2 . .._r r I -)

or—- ^ ic. 2/„)2| I j-

1 1,183,000 ^ L I r, {21^ - 8 cos a^ - S cos a^) /

I 'y
l<rjj(24 + 8 cos a^ + S cos ag) j

By thus treating the whole of the armature, the total unbalanced pull

is obtained, expressed in terms of the normal pull on one pole- face, of

A square centimetres area, or

P„ =--4^-xC .... (61)
11,183,000 ^ ^

When the yoke-ring is divided on the horizontal diameter, the two

magnetic circuits bisected by the horizontal diameter may be neglected,

as the air-gap is practically as much lengthened in one half as it is

shortened in the other, and no downw^ard pull thence arises. Thus in

the 4-pole machine there are only two magnetic circuits to be con-

sidered, and the angles to the centres of the half poles are 28°'5 if the

ratio of polar arc to pole-pitch is as usual /3= about 0735.
The fraction C which the total unbalanced pull is of the normal

pull on one pole-face is thus for 4 poles,

C = (^.2/,.)2r [-^^—^1 '-
\ --^^'- -^-„A '1 xo-88 . . . (6ifl)

^ ^^ L 1^^(24-1-768)] (^3(24-1- 1-768)] J ^ '

The change in the reluctance of the iron magnet, as indicated by

c^ and ^3, the one being higher and the other less than r, is of decisive

importance, and can only be neglected if the displacement is very

small as compared with l^ ; if the reluctance can then be assumed to

2/
remain constant at its normal value (c - i). /' , the formula becomes

A/2

C = (r. 2/.,)2r I
-i -\ '-

I / ^J 'lxo-88
^ -'^ L Ic 24.- 1-768] L' . 2/, + I

- 768 j J

which reduces approximately to

r-3 1^

In the 6-pole machine

which, if constant iron reluctance can be assumed, becomes

In the 8-pole machine
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which under the assumption of constant iron reluctance reduces to

while under the same assumption

les C =

11-78

for 10 poles C = ^ -~

„ 12 „ C =
C./,

16 0="!^

so that for t 2 poles or over it may be said that

(61^)

The electrical effect of any displacement of the armature, as

described in Chapter XI. §§ 20, 21, may again shortly be summarised.

In the case of all lap-wound armatures, if, e.g., the armature sinks in

the bearings out of the centre, the active wires which at any time form

the lower parallels of the winding will always produce a slightly higher

E.M.F. than those which form the upper parallels; on open circuit

the unbalanced E.M.F. will produce large local currents and consequent

waste of energy, while on closed circuit the current is unequally

distributed among the different parallels, and the efficiency of the

machine is again impaired even if sparking at the brushes be not

produced. Any considerable wear of the bearings must therefore be

corrected by either raising the armature or lowering the field-magnet.

For this purpose in large multipolar machines centring screws are often

provided, by means of which the magnet frame may be adjusted

horizontally and sideways. These may be used at the outset to erect

the magnet so that its parallel circuits give very approximately equal

voltages on open circuit as checked by a volt-meter applied to the several

pairs of brushes ; if the iron paths vary slightly in permeance, it may even

be found advisable to set the magnet so that it is not quite concentric

with the armature, yet so that the magnetic pulls of the poles and the

electrical E.M.F.'s are closely balanced. At any later time the screws

may again be called into use to follow up the effect of wear of the

brasses. The electrical objection from want of symmetry in large

multipolar fields is removed if the armature be wave-wound with only

two sets of brushes, since then the zigzag winding passes continuously
round in series from the weaker to the stronger poles. If, however,
more than two sets of brushes are employed, other difficulties due to

selective commutation may arise (Chap. XI. § 21), and with multiplex
wave-windings equalising connections are recommended by Professor
Arnold. When equalising connections are fitted to the multipolar lap-
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wound armature the initial evil is not thereby prevented, but its injurious

effect on the commutation is minimised.

§ 17. Deflection and strength of external yoke-ring.— The

formulae of the above section have been based upon the supposition

that the yoke-ring has retained its true circular shape, while the armature

is displaced eccentrically from its true position by the amount 8. So

long as this is assumed to be the case, the normal magnetic pull P„,

from a uniform flux-density can be shown to have no effect upon the

ring, and there is only left the total resultant unhalaitced ^xiSS. P„ assumed

to act vertically. But the vertical components of the unbalanced pulls on

the several poles, of which P„ is the sum, are, when considered in relation

to the yoke-ring, not concentrated on the vertical axis, but are more
or less distributed round the semicircle. The external ring would

therefore be differently conditioned from the shaft, upon which the

total unbalanced pull is really concentrated on the vertical diameter.

The effect upon the ring might, however, still be expressed in terms

of P„. Thus if the semicircle be replaced by a straight beam freely

supported at each end, and of length 1=2?; graphic construction of the

bending-moment diagram for various numbers of poles would show
that the same bending would in the 4-pole machine be given by a

concentrated central weight equivalent approximately to o*66 V„

;

and in a 6-pole machine, where one pole is situated immediately on

the vertical axis, by an equivalent concentrated weight = 074 P„, while

above this number of poles it becomes = 072 P„. To this would then

have to be added the effect of the uniformly distributed weight of the

ring itself as acting over its upper semicircular half, and also the effect

of the weight of half the poles, which is not far from uniformly distributed

round the semicircle.

The necessary section which must for mechanical reasons be given

to the multipolar yoke-ring is, however, a question not of the stress to

which the material is subjected, but of the stiffness of the arch to resist

deflection at the crown ; the maximum deflection at the crown must, in

fact, be limited to a small percentage of the normal air-gap, say, to

0-05 /^,, But more than this, the deflection at the crown is accompanied

by spreading outwards at the sides. Thus from the necessary fact of

deflection the yoke-ring will no longer be circular, but will become

more or less elliptical, and calculations based upon the above method

with employment of P„ would be entirely fallacious. Hence for the

above supposition of a circular yoke-ring and displaced armature must

be substituted the assumption of a rigid armature shaft and a deformed

external ring. The exact determination of either the maximum
deflection or of the lateral spread by calculation is hardly possible

owing to the intricacy of the various factors ; if entirely prevented from

expanding side-ways, the deflection would be less than half of that due

to the same concentrated load when the ends are quite free to spread
;
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and in practice the partial constraint when the yoke is in one circular

piece, or its two halves are strongly bolted together, introduces consider-

able indefiniteness into the problem. A comparative estimate can,

however, be made which will err on the side of safety, if the semicircle

be taken as free at its ends. The lateral extension of each end is then

about I '5 times the vertical deflection, but as an approximation it may

be assumed that the two are equal. The air-gap at any angle a from

the vertical, instead of being ^ - S . cos a as in § 1 6, is then // = 4 ~ ^

cos 2a; or if the maximum inward deflection 8 at the crown be reckoned

as negative, and a be reckoned from the horizontal, which is here more

convenient, it remains 4- 8 . cos 2a.

Taking one or two values for 4', the resulting B^. is calculated, and

thence can be found the corresponding pull per unit area of pole-face

as proportional to B^^, 'W\q, excess or deficiency of the latter as compared

with the normal pull for the average air-gap 4, and normal density B^^ can

be approximated as proportional to X, the decrease or increase of the air*

B 2_ j3 2

gap, i.e. the excess pull in lbs. per square mch — ^ = —k.\^^ 1735x10^
where A = // ~ ^0 ^"^^ is negative when the air-gap is reduced.

Hence if b be the breadth of the pole-face, the pull per unit length

round the bore is - /^A . b. Owing to the broken surface presented by

the poles with their intervening gaps, they may be replaced by a

continuous surface in which the pull is, say, fths of its actual value at

any spot. If in an alternator with rotating magnet the field varied as

a sine curve, the pull at any spot would vary as (B„„,,, sin 2Trf . ff, and

when integrated over a period and averaged it would be oc ^ . 'Q,„ax^, so

that the above assumption is safe, for usual ratios of polar arc to pole-

pitch. The abnormal pull per unit angle or radian may thus be taken

as-|/^A. r^ — \kZ cos 2a lbs. where r^, the radius to the pole-face,

and b the breadth of the pole-face, are both in inches, when, as above,

k\ is reckoned in lbs. per square inch. The maximum value which

the pull per radian assumes when A = 8 may be symbolised as

p,:--\klr,.b

When the bending effect of both the normal and abnormal pulls is

integrated, then, assuming the pole-faces to be replaced by an unbroken
surface with the above proportion of the actual pulls, it can be shown *

that the resultant bending moment at any point distant from the

horizontal axis by the angle a is M^ = | r . /„/' sin- a, where r must now
be made the radius to the neutral axis of the section of the ring. It is

therefore independent of the average pull, and varies only with 8 sin^ a

for a given machine. The vertical deflection at the same point is

/\y=- /'"/-^ (i - cos a)M^ . da
Jo ^EI

* As in Arnold, Die Wechselstromtechnik, vol. iv. p. 258.

VOL. I.—28
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and on the vertical axis this becomes

8= -0-I9 .^^ ./,/

where E is the modulus of elasticity of the material and I is the

moment of inertia of the section of the ring. I and r must be in the

same units in which 8 is to be found, as also the unit area implied in

E, while the stress E on this unit area must be in lbs. if P,„" is in lbs.

To this must be added the deflection due to the weight of the half

ring and also to the weight of half the poles with their bobbins. The
deflection of a semicircular beam of uniform cross-section due to its

own weight W, when its ends are free, is at the centre * - 0*0835 • ^
where r is the mean radius of the ring.

In a 4-pole machine, with the magnet-poles inclined at 45° to the

horizontal, the additional weights are rather more, and in the 6-pole

machine with one pole vertical, rather less favourably placed than

under the condition of uniform distribution, and the coefficients become

0*0795 ^"d o'o856. The 8-pole and lo-pole machines approach

more closely, with coefficients 0*083 ^"d 0*0845. There is therefore

in any case but little difference from the case of uniform distribution

;

and if W^ be the weight of the complete yoke-ring and W^ that of all the

poles with their coils, the vertical deflection from the weight of ring and

poles is closely

o-n8-,r ^ W^4-W^
-00835 .77- -^—~

The total deflection from the weight and from the magnetic pull is

therefore

8= -~r^ ( o W,+W
^(o-oSss^'^l-^-f-o-iQ.A;') .... (62)

Since /„/' is oc /;8, and is therefore itself dependent upon 8, it is

evident that some limiting value of 8 must be assumed, such as 0-05/,,, and

the moment of inertia be given the required value, so that this limit is

not exceeded. The above estimate, being based on the most unfavour-

able conditions, is little likely to be reached in practice.

The modulus of elasticity E is for cast steel 30,000,000 lbs.

per square inch and for cast iron 14,000,000. The moment of

inertia is for a rectangular section, or say - - for a slightly rounded
12 15

section of maximum depth h, but in such cases requires to be calculated

with accuracy.

* This may be compared with the similar formula for a straight beam of length

pi ^
l^2r, namely, 5= j'g . ^— . |W=:0"l04p| . W, and, as might be expected, the deflec-

tion of the arched beam is the smaller.
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In the lower half of the yoke-ring the effect from the unbalanced

magnetic pull, if this is vertically upwards due to the armature having

sunk, opposes that from the weight ; and further, from the nature of its

support on two projecting feet at the sides, the lower half possesses

greater stiffness; it is only, therefore, in very large machines that a

central support at the bottom may become advisable.

§ 1 8. Proportioning of multipolar machines. — A 2-pole

dynamo of large output must have an armature core of considerable

length as compared with its diameter, but such proportions give a

section to the magnet limb which is inefficient in exciting copper.

On the other hand, in the multipolar field the diameter can be larger,

Fig. 257.

and its proportion to the length can be so chosen that the section of
the magnet-core approximates to a square or to a circle, and is therefore
economical in exciting wire. Thus, although the subdivision of the
total flux between several magnetic circuits is in itself expensive in wire
and exciting energy, the proportions of the magnet-cores in the
multipolar case can be made so economical that it may actually take
less weight of exciting wire than the 2-pole massive horseshoe; it

then has the advantage not only in weight of iron in the magnet, but
also in weight of copper. In order to obtain such advantageous
proportions, the two dimensions MO and OP (Fig. 257) must not

be far different from each other. Since sin ^ = M^, MO = 2 R sin ^ =
2 R '

2
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(D + 2Q sin ?, where D is the diameter of the armature core, and

(D + 2/,,) may be taken as approximately = i -04 D. If a be the amount
by which the length of the armature core exceeds the length of the

pole-face at each end, OP = L - 2a. and this may be taken as equal

to o'93 L. If then MO is to be equal to OP, fo4 D sin - = o"93 L.
2

The polar angle bears an approximately constant proportion to the

•350' X Q
pitch of the poles, or ^ = ^ c:, where ^ is usually about 0735.

2p

The favourable ratio of length to diameter of core for different numbers

of poles on these assumptions would be

L . <i . l-?2°-= i'i2 sm ~= IT2 sm -^—
D 2 2/

A closer analysis may be made by taking into account the necessary

reduction which there must be in the area AB carrying useful lines at

a density of 16,000 per square centimetre, as compared with the area

of the bored pole-face carrying Hnes at a density of, say, B^,= 7ooo.

Expressing the latter in terms of the chord MNO, we have

AB = MNOxOPx—^^x^x-7^^
. \X2 2p 16,000sm -^— ^ '

2p

or AB = MNO x OP x 0^7

and a little calculation shows that the product xy decreases from 0*55

for two poles to 0*462 for four, 0*449 fo^ six, and then becomes nearly

constant for eight or more poles at 0*44. This product has now to be

divided into the two factors x and jv, being respectively the ratio of

A to the chord ( = i'o4 D sin -j, and of B to the length OP

( = o*93 L). Equating A and B, we thus obtain =- . i*i2 . sin ?*.

There must be no undue thinning out of the lines towards any edge of

the pole-face, so that, roughly speaking, AB must stand in the middle

of MO, OP, with the same amount of overhang all round, but there is

no necessity for the amount by which the width A is less than the

chord to be precisely the same as the amount by which B is less than

the pole-length. It is, in fact, better to make x somewhat less than y,

the two values ranging from 07 and 0785 in the 2-pole down to

o"628 and 07 in the lo-pole machine. The ratio - is then a constant
y

=
, and we finally obtain

112
L . •

132°— = sm — = sm -^^—'

D 2 2/
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whence

No. of
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As explained in Chapter XI. i:^ 23, with increasing sizes of machines

the diameter must be increased, and for each diameter there is a

minimum number of poles, below which the corresponding weight of

r-lo---<;->-i-o-—f>H

Fic;. 258.—Complete laminated pole. Fig. 259.—Magnet -core and laminated

pole-shoe for small machine.
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yoke and other considerations render it uneconomical to go. Such

minimum numbers will be roughly as follows :

—

Armature Diameter. Number of Poles.

Up to 25" Not less than 4
Above 25" ..... ,, 6

„ 36" „ 8

„ 45' ..... „ 10, and so on.

KrA-

.,.-—42°'—..

Fig. 260.—Magnet-core and laminated pole-shoe for large machine.

§ 19. Laminated pole-pieces.—The necessity for the employ-
ment of latninated pole-shoes in order to minimise eddy currents due to
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the varying distribution of the flux as wide open slots sweep past the

pole-face has already been mentioned in Chapter XIII. § i8. In small

machines the whole pole is sometimes made up of sheet-steel stampings

(o"o2 5" thick) riveted together, as in Fig. 258 ; the cross-section of the

pole must then be square or rectangular. For attachment to the yoke-

ring it is quite safe to drill and tap the laminated pole for screws, if the

laminations are tightly squeezed together and well riveted between

stout side cheeks. Or a bolt may be used to draw the pole up against

Fig. 261.—Laminated pole-shoe.

its seating within the yoke-ring. In larger machines it is more usual to

make up separate pole-shoes of sheet-steel stampings, and to fasten

them to the solid pole-core by means of four screws. Flanges project-

ing at right angles to the side-cheeks serve as supports for the magnet

bobbins. Since the magnet pull on the pole-shoe is very considerable,

especially at the tips, the side cheeks must be stiff, the rivets strong,

and the screws fastening the whole to the pole-core well distributed

over the face (Figs. 259 and 260). Fig. 261 shows a complete pole-

shoe, and below it one of the component laminations.
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THE AMPERE-TURNS OF THE FIELD

§ I. The three divisions of the magnetic circuit.—In the

previous equations for the internal E.M.F. induced in an armature, one

of the three determining factors has been Z,„ or the number of hnes of

flux which enter into the armature-core from one pole or leave the core

to pass into another pole. We have now to determine the ampere-turns

of the excitation which must be placed on the magnet in order to

produce Z,, lines in that part of the magnetic circuit where they are

required, namely, in the armature, so that they may be cut by the active

wires. The process of calculation has been already illustrated in

Chapter III. ^14, and consists in the subdivision of the entire magnetic

circuit into such lengths as may be considered to be of the same

sectional area and permeability, and to carry the same number of lines,

the calculation of the magnetic differences of potential required to drive

the lines through each of these lengths, and their subsequent summation
as one magnetomotive force. In nearly all cases any magnetic circuit

in a dynamo may be divided into the three principal parts : (i) the air-

gaps, (2) the iron of the armature^ subdivided into (a) the armature core

proper, and {b) the teeth in the case of a slotted armature, (3) the inm
of the field-magnet ; the latter may further require to be subdivided into

two parts, namely, {a) the magnet-cores or lijnbs, and {Ji) the yoke, and in

some cases, where the pole-pieces differ much in area and quality from

the rest of the magnet, a third subdivision becomes necessary, namely,

if) ^Q pole-pieces. The subscript letters g, a, t, m, y, and p may be
used to denote these several parts. Owing to leakage the total flux will

vary in different parts of the circuit, but, as explained in Chapter III., on
the supposition of the leakage paths being all in parallel with the armature
and air-gaps, it will suffice to consider Z^ lines as flowing through the

armature, and a larger number, Z„„ as flowing through the magnet.

§ 2. The equation of the magnetic circuit.—If Z lines flow

through a portion of a magnet circuit, having a total area of cross-

section of s square centimetres normal to their path, the value

which H must have is solely determined by the density per square

centimetre, i.e. by the induction B = ~ ; in other words, whatever be the
s

441
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total area normal to the flow, if a difference of magnetic potential, H,

be maintained between two surfaces one centimetre apart, B lines will

flow through each square centimetre of the cross-section. Each centi-

metre length of the substance therefore requires a specific difference

of magnetic potential, H (dependent on B), to be maintained between

its ends ; and if the same induction, B, be continued over a portion

whose length is / centimetres, the total fall of magnetic potential

between opposite faces of the portion will be H x /, and that difference

of potential maintained between its ends will cause a total flow of Z == B^

lines through it. Reckoning, therefore, the lengths of the five chief

portions of the magnetic circuit in centimetres, /^. being the length of

a single air-gap, and It that of a tooth, we may express the funda-

mental equation for a complete magnetic circuit with its two air-gaps,

one on either side of the iron armature, in the following form :

—

Total M.M.F. = H„4 -f- H,2/, + H,.2/, + H,„4 + H^ . /,

where H„, H^ H^, H,„, and H^, are the magnetising intensities required

to produce B^, B„ B^., B„„ and Bj, in the armature core and teeth, air gaps,

pole-core and yoke respectively. Now, H has been shown to be a

function of the induction, so that the equation may equally well be

written

—

Total M.M.F. =/(B„) . 4+/(B,)2/,+/(B,) . 24+/(B„,) . 4+/(B^) . l^

Z
And finally, since B = -

,

s

M.M.F. ^/(|) . /,.v(f
) . 3/,+/(|) . .4+/(^;;;;) . /.„+/(|) • i.

In curves of flux-density, such as Figs. 1 27-1 31, are connected

together corresponding values of B and H for various substances.

Having calculated, therefore, the different values of B„, B^, B^,, B„„ Bj,

for a given value of Z,„ all that is necessary is to look out in the flux-

density-curve of the substance in question the particular value which B
now has in it, and then to read off on the scale of abscissae the corres-

ponding particular value which H must have for that induction ; this

value can then be substituted for the specific H in the above equation.

So far we have dealt with C.G.S. units of magnetomotive force, their

number being equal to 1*257 times the ampere-turns; but for our

immediate purpose we require an equation expressed directly in ampere-

turns of excitation (X), or

X = X„-hX, + X,-hX„,-^X^

where, as before, the five right-hand terms are the ampere-turns

required respectively by the armature core, teeth, air-gaps, and field-

magnet. The magnetomotive force ecjuation will require to be divided

throughout by 1*257 in order to express it in ampere-turns; but since

the values of H in the curves of induction were originally derived from
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a measured number of ampere-turns per centimetre length, it is still

simpler to show on the horizontal axis of abscissae a scale of ampere-

turns per cm. length (as well as a scale of H in C.G.S. units), and

thence read off the specific excitation required per centimetre length to

produce a flow of B lines per square centimetre. This has been done

in the lower of the two horizontal scales of Figs. 127-131, whence,

therefore, we can read off the new value which the function of the

induction takes when expressed in ampere-turns, or

/'(B) =^ = o-8/(B)

We thus obtain for one magnetic circuit

Total ampere-turns = X =/'(B„) . 4 +/'(B.) • 2/, +/'(B.) . 24
-f/'(Bj./„,-f/'(B,)./,,

It may here be objected that no curve of induction appropriate to

the air-gaps of the dynamo has been given, and that therefore /'(B^,)

cannot be at present determined. When, however, it is remembered

that the permeability of air is strictly constant, or, in other words, that

the magnetising intensity required per centimetre length of path in the air

is directly proportional to the induction, it is evident that the curve for

air would be simply a straight line inclined at a certain angle to the

axes, and that it is therefore unnecessary to plot it. As stated in

Chapter III., the permeability of air on the C.G.S. system =--t, so that

to produce an induction of one line per square centimetre in air requires

—?_ = o"8 of an ampere-turn, and to produce any other induction B^
i"257

requires o-8 x B,, ampere-turns per centimetre length. The air-gap of a

dynamo is made up partly of air and partly of cotton-covered copper

wire, but since the permeability of the latter two materials is sensibly

the same as that of air, the whole interferric space between the iron of

pole-piece and iron of armature core, even though there may be copper

within it, may be treated as a gap of air alone. Hence for/'(B„) in

the above equation we may at once substitute the value of o'SB^, and

X„ = o-8B.,. 2/„oro-8A. 24

As foreshadowed in Chapter III. § 15, in calculating s^ a certain

additional area must be reckoned over and above the actual area of the

polar face in order to allow for the spreading out of the lines in a fringe,

which increases the effective cross-section of the air-gap. The quantita-

tive value for this increase will be discussed later.

The expression now obtained for the total ampere-turns of excitation

for one complete magnetic circuit is therefore

X =/(B.) . 4 ^-/'(B/) • 2/. + 0-8B,. . 2/,. -f/(B,„)/,„ +/(B^) . ly
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The actual process in designing will be to determine the inductions,

B„, B^, B„„ and B^, and then to read off from a flux-density curve the

corresponding number of ampere-turns required per centimetre length

;

while even in the case of the air-gap it is useful to calculate B,, as a

guide in comparing different machines.

§ 3. Use of flux-density, or B-H curves.—The flux-density

curves from which the values of the specific ampere-turns are read

must be suited to the exact nature of the materials of which the

dynamo's magnetic circuit is composed. On referring to Fig. 127

it will be seen that if the magnet be worked with a low induction, say,

e.g., 10,000 in wrought iron or 6000 in cast iron, the value of H for a

given induction is indeterminate, and may have any value lying between

the ascending and descending curves ; in the cases supposed the limits

will be I '5 or 4 ampere-turns per centimetre length for wrought iron, and

1 6 or 25 for cast iron. Vice versa, with a given H, the induction may vary

between certain limits according as it has been reached from a higher

or lower value. Hence a certain number of ampere-turns on the field

may induce a slightly larger number of lines at one time than at

another if the excitation be raised to a higher value and then decreased
;

and the student may therefore feel a doubt as to what value of exciting

power he is to select. In practice, however, any such effect of

hysteresis resulting in a variation of the voltage given by a dynamo

when running at a certain speed is hardly perceptible ; not only is a

dynamo seldom worked with a very low induction in the iron of the

field-magnets (and with higher values for the induction the vertical differ-

ence between the ascending and descending curves becomes negligible),

but also the exciting power expended over the reluctance of the field-

magnet, or X,„ -I- X^,, forms only a certain proportion, usually less than

half, of the total number of ampere-turns, X = X„ + X^ + X^, -f X„, + X^,,

and therefore an increased number of ampere-turns is required for the

armature and air-gaps, if an increased number of lines pass through the

armature. Further, in actual working the excitation would never be

varied through so wide a range as in Fig. 127; in this latter the

magnetising intensity per centimetre length of iron has been carried up

to a high figure, and then gradually reduced, so producing the greatest

possible difference between the ascending and descending curves.

Such a condition would seldom occur, except in the conduct of work-

shop or laboratory experiments on dynamos ; in the ordinary course,

the field-magnets become gradually excited as the machine is set to

work, and then the excitation is maintained at a more or less constant

amount until, on the stoppage of the machine, the magnetism dies away.

Hence in the design of dynamos it is sufficient to invariably use the

ascending curve of induction ; any difference, due to the excitation

having been differently reached, may be neglected, since its only effect

will be to slightly reduce the speed required to generate a given voltage.
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§ 4. The back ampere-turns of armature.—There still re-

mains one point on which our previous equation requires to be supple-

mented. When a current is passing through the armature of any

machine its ampere-turns give rise to a magnetomotive force, and the

armature reacts on the field, as will be explained in greater detail in

Chapter XVII. Further, in a continuous-current dynamo it often becomes

necessary to move the brushes forward through a small angle in the

direction of rotation in order to prevent sparking at the commutator

;

the reason for this shifting of the brushes will also be more fully ex-

plained in Chapter XVIIL Suffice it here to say that when the brushes

are given the requisite forward lead in order to obviate sparking, the

ampere-turns due to the current flowing in the belt of armature wires

enclosed within twice the angle of lead are directly opposed to the

ampere-turns of the field. In Fig. 321 those wires in which the current,

whether of the field or of the armature, is directed towards the observer

are marked with a dot, and those in which the current is away from the

observer are shown crossed ; and from this figure it will be apparent by

application of the rule of the hand that the current-turns between the

vertical lines kl, mu, i.e. within the angle 2A, are opposed to the current-

turns of the field, and tend to magnetise the circuit in exactly the

reverse direction ; they are, in fact, back ampere-turns^ and the result is

that a certain number of extra ampere-turns have to be added to the

field ampere-turns in order to neutralise the demagnetising effect of

the armature current. Let this additional number =X^; then the

complete equation for the ampere-turns required from the field coils

must contain this additional term, and thus becomes

X-X,-fX,-FX,.-t-X,-hX,,,-fX^ {(>i)

When the armature current is very small, X^ may be regarded as

negligible, but for any except very small loads the appropriate number

of compensating ampere-turns must be added, their number increasing

as the armature current and its demagnetising effect are increased.

§ 5. The magnetic leakage due to the difference of

potential between the poles.—The reason for the insertion of X^

in the fourth place needs further explanation. It has been said that

the flow of leakage lines takes place in the main under the magnetic

difference of potential existing between the poles of the dynamo, and

even if this be not true of all the leakage, allowance can be made for

the inaccuracy involved in the assumption. Before Z„j or B,„ can be

determined, the amount of leakage t, requires to be estimated. In

order to do this, the joint permeance of the leakage paths is calculated

;

it is then only necessary to multiply the magnetic difference of potential

at the poles by this joint permeance to determine ^. The magnetic

difference of potential between the poles is equal to i"257 times the

ampere-turns required to produce the flow of lines between the poles

;
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let these be expressed as Xj. ; then ^=i"2 57 X,, x S*^, where c?^ is the

joint permeance of the leakage paths. Thence Z„, = Z^, + 'Q from which

the magnet induction B„; and the ampere-turns required to produce it,

X„„ can be determined.*

Now X/„ or the ampere-turns required to counterbalance the back

ampere-turns of the armature current, take effect between the poles, and

consequently must be included when estimating the difference of

magnetic potential between the poles ; thus

Xp = X, + X,-fX,.-fX,

and

C= 1-257 (X, + X,-fX,,-}-X,)x^^, . . . (64)

Our final and complete equation for the atnpere-turns or excitation

of a magnetic circuit will thus take the form

X=/'{B„) . 4-t-/'(B.) . 2/,-l-o-8B^ . 2/,.

-t-X,+/(B..).4+/'(B.)./. . . (65)

Simple though this equation is in its form, its application presents

certain difficulties which preclude us from calculating the ampere-turns

required with absolute and complete accuracy. Apart from the some-

what indefinite nature of the leakage paths, the lengths of the paths in

the iron portions of the magnetic circuit can only be calculated approx-

imately, a mean having to be struck between the longest and the

shortest; or again, the area of cross-section normal to the lines of

induction may be continuously varying (as, for example, in the pole-

piece). A mean value must then in practice be taken, and in the

estimation of this considerable judgment may be required. A second

source of error is that our calculations are based on certain flux-density

curves, yet the particular class of iron used may not be exactly similar

to that for which a curve has been obtained ; cast iron in particular

varies considerably in its magnetic properties. Still, when tested

experimentally, a dynamo should not require to be run at a speed

differing by more than 5 per cent, from the designed speed in order to

give the designed voltage.

§ 6. Calculation of air-gap permeance of smooth-core

armature.—In the determination of the field ampere-turns two

portions of the magnetic circuit require a few more words by way of

explanation beyond the mere statement that the area and consequent

induction must be calculated or measured. These are the air-gap of

the armature whether smooth or slotted, and the teeth of the slotted

armature.

In the calculation of the air-gap permeance or flux-density therein,

it must be borne in mind that, owing to the spreading of the lines as

they issue out of the polar face and pass into the armature core, the

area of the air-gap is greater than the area of the bored face of the pole-

* Cp. Chapter III. § 14.
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piece. Not only do lines pass in a sloping direction into the core from

the sloping or radial edges of the pole-tips, but some also enter into

the armature from the outer flanks of the pole-pieces at the edge of

the bore, and this is especially the case when, as usual, the length of

the armature core is slightly greater than the width of the poles parallel

to it (Fig. 262).

An exact mathematical solution of the problem of the fringe from

a pole-flank presenting a surface at right angles to a flat armature core

has been given by Mr. F. W. Carter.* The normal value which the

induction has under the greater portion of the pole-face is not main-

tained right up to the edges, the point where decrease begins being in

the smooth-surface armature at a distance from the pole-edge practically

equal to the air-gap, L; at the extreme edge the value is 0*84 of the

normal, and thence it rapidly falls, as shown by the upper curve of

Fig. 264. The additional number of useful lines entering the armature

core as a. fringe along any edge may be taken into account by assuming

the normal induction B^, to hold over the entire pole-face, and by then

adding along the edge in question the

permeance of an additional strip of air.

This strip must be of such width that

with a length of path through it equal

to the normal /^,, and with the normal

induction B^. assumed to be caused in

X
it by ~^, the required addition to the

2

flux is obtained. The width of the

equivalent strip of air along the flanks

of the pole will in general be different

from its width along the edge parallel

to the axis of rotation. Thus if a be the amount by which at each

end the armature length exceeds that of the pole-piece (Fig. 262),

the effective width of the strip producing the equivalent of the end-

fringe will depend upon the ratio ^ . On the other hand, if c be the

distance measured on the surface of the armature core between a radius

drawn to the pole-tip and the interpolar line of symmetry, the width of

the strip producing the equivalent of the interpolar fringe will depend

upon the ratio -. In both cases the width of the strip may be expressed

as a certain multiple of 4. In Fig. 263 are given the values of the

co-efficient K^ by which in a smooth-core armature /^,. must be multiplied

to obtain the joint effective width of the ^wo strips, one on each side-

flank of the pole-piece, for various values of - . For small values of

* "Note on Air-Gap Induclion," yotirn, Inst. Eledr. Eng., vol. xxix. p. 929.

Fig. 262.—Fringe from

pole -flank.
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this ratio below i the figures for K^ are rather small, since in such

cases, when the pole-piece is nearly as long as the armature core, some

lines do not enter on the circumference of the core, but curve round

into the ends, yet for

these lines it is hardly

necessary to make any

allowance.

In the case of the in-

terpolar fringe the effect

of the adjacent pole of

opposite sign is to cause

the flux entering or leav-

ing the armature core to

become zero on the sym-

metrical line between the

two poles, and in the

above - mentioned paper

Mr. Carter has given the

'' solution for the distribution

of the flux from which

are derived the curves

y when the pole-edges make a

right angle with a flat armature surface. A further correction must,

however, be made when as usual the pole-edges are inclined at some

K,
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other angle to the armature.* For the case of a right angle as in

Fig. 262, apart from the presence of a second pole, the distribution of

the flux between the limits of x-=2l^. and x= 13^ is closely approxim-

ated to if it is assumed that the length of path of the lines entering the

armature at any point distant .v centimetres (measured on the armature

core) from the pole-tip is made up of a straight portion Î plus a curved

portion ix, where ^=o-()-k^ ; i.e. the induction at any point x is

1-257 —"H-/, +|a'. The curves of Fig. 264 may therefore with a close
2

degree of accuracy be extended to other cases when the pole-edges are
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266, the density of the flux diminishes towards the centre of each duct,

so that if it be assumed that the normal induction holds throughout

the entire area, a certain proportion of the width of each duct w^ must

be subtracted. This proportion, as dependent upon the ratio ^^'', has

been given by Mr. Carter, from whose paper in Electrical World and

Fig. 266.— Field within air-duct.

Engineer of New York, vol. xxxviii. p. 884, is derived the curve of

Fig. 267. From the value of Ly-the axial length of the pole-face must

therefore be deducted an amount equal to K3 . w,i multiplied by the

number n of similar ducts which are present.

If D be the diameter of the armature core, and /^. the length of one

Fig. 267.

air-gap, the length of arc subtending the polar angle at the mean radius

of the air-gap is A' = 7r(D + /,) P°^L^l"i!^.
360°

In order to take into account the fringe at each of the four corners

of the pole-piece, the strip along each flank may approximately be

extended past the edge for a distance of —?—-^ in either direction ; the
2
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total permeance is thus the sum of the three portions in parallel, or if

Ly= the actual width of the pole-face along the axis of the armature,

h^ h h ^

_ (L^- K3 2v^ . ;^ + K^ . /,) (A' + Ko . l^

W.i n)

Hence the virtual area of the air-gap of the smooth-core armature is

^,.= (L^-t- Ki . /, -Y^^.w,. n) (A' + K, . Q (66)

and from this is calculated the normal air-gap induction B^= -^

whence X,, = o"8B,, . 2/^,

§ 7. Calculation of air-gap permeance of toothed armature.

—Owing to the presence of

open slots in a toothed arma-

ture the direction of the lines

in the interferric gap is no

longer strictly radial from pole

to armature core, nor is their

density within the bore of the

pole-piece uniform. Along the

edges of the slots the lines

curve round and enter the iron

through the sides or flanks of

the teeth, and as their path

is then longer than that of

the lines which enter directly

through the face of the teeth

their density is less. Fig.

266 will, in fact, equally well

represent the field about a

slot of which the width w^

is three times that of the gap.

Thus the total flux is divided

into bands of dense and weak

induction corresponding to the teeth and slots, as may be made
visible by iron filings introduced into the gap after the method described

by Dettmar {E.T.Z., vol. xxi. p. 944). The flux in the air-gap and
the actual curved paths of the fringe at the slot-edges may be shown
by the beautiful figures obtained from photographs of the stream-lines

in a viscous liquid forced between two sheets of glass. This method of

investigation can be made to imitate with exactitude the analogous

passage of lines through media of different permeability, and from the

original paper on " Lines of Induction in a Magnetic Field " * by
* /"////. Trans. , series A, vol. cxcv. pp. 303-327.

P'iG. 268.—Lines of flux in air-gap of toothed
armature. Permeability of teeth=ioo.
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Professor Hele-Shaw and Alfred Hay, who first employed the method,

we are enabled, by the kind permission of the authors and of the

Royal Society, to reproduce Figs. 268 and 269. More recently Professor

Hele-Shaw, Dr. Hay, and Mr.

Powell have published * a number

of such stream-line photographs

expressly designed to illustrate the

phenomena occurring in a toothed

armature, and to the accompanying

papers the student is especially

referred. They clearly show the

refraction of the lines as they

pass from the air, a medium of

low permeability, into the iron, a

medium of high permeability, and

also that owing to the low value

of the ratio , even when the

lines within the iron are approach-

ing the bounding surface with a

very small inclination thereto,

their exit into the air is made

practically at right angles to the

bounding surface. The gradual

broadening of each stream-line

passing into the slot indicates

the weakening of the density, or

conversely the density is pro-

portional to the number of stream-

lines cut per unit area in a plane

normal to their direction.

The permeance of the air-gap

of the smooth armature (apart

from the fringes) being equal to

the area under the pole - face

divided by the normal length of

the air-gap, the permeance in the

case of toothed armature is

evidently less by some amount

depending mainly upon the relative

proportion of the width of tooth

to the opening of the slot and of

the width of the slot to the air-gap. The cjuestion is, however, still

more complicated, since with any given values for the ratios of the

* Jouni. Inst. Electr. Eng., vol. xxxiv. p. 21, and vol. xl. p. 228.

Fig. 269.—Fringe of field at pole-edge

with toothed armature.
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width of the tooth at its top to the width of the slot opening and of the

latter to the air-gap, i.e. with fixed values of —^ and ~ (Fig. 270) the
w, L

ratio of the permeance of the slotted armature to that of the smooth

armature of the same dimensions may not always be the same if other

conditions are much varied.

In the smooth-surface armature the bored face of the pole-piece

and the portion of the armature cylinder corresponding thereto at

once give two equipotential surfaces between which there is a certain

uniform loss of magnetic potential corresponding to the air-gap excita-

tion. But in the case of the toothed armature the air-gap and teeth

are, as it were, interlaced, so that the mapping out of the boundaries

that are to be assigned to the air-gap and teeth excitation respectively

is not so easy a matter. In Fig. 266 there have been drawn a number
of equipotential surfaces cutting the flux at right angles, and from this

figure it will be seen that if an equipotential surface be taken which

coincides with the iron surface along the tops of the teeth it will

be crenellated round ,.,,,y,,MMyyyM/MMy.y,

the periphery of the ,^^^^^^ ^
^^^^^^^^

toothed iron core, since vk^.^
'H^^- '1 \ ir~~~J,

^^**^

it dips downwards into K \ ;\ \--\ ...]''--
'[ /•. !\

7"^

the slots between the \ \ \ f \—\ P— -f /> 7-7
teeth. Under all cir- \ V "M \ [-- -J"

'
t'----

] '' [^' 7. /
cumstances, if we take ....^^ ^
B,. max or the value ^

of the flux-density Fig. 270. -Equipotential magnetic surfaces
' of toothed armature,

in the middle of the

air-gap, and exactly opposite to the centre of the crown of a

tooth,* 0-8 B^ ,nax.'>^lg=^ certain difference of magnetic potential

X= 1*257^ since we are going to use the equipotential surface at the
2

tips of the teeth as one of the two surfaces between which the

ampere-turns of the air-gap excitation are consumed, the other surface

being the pole-face. But ex hypothesis —^—-^ = o"8 B^, „„^„ x ;///^,,

2

where ml^ is the virtual length of the air-path if the core had been

smooth and B,, had uniformly its mean value under the pole (the

fringes being for the present neglected). Thus w= -" """'-
, and

* The point of maximum induction on the iron surface of a tooth occurs along the

corner at its extreme edge ; this local effect does not spread to any great distance

through the air-gap from the iron edge towards the pole-face, but it makes it

necessary to define B^ max. as the mean between the density at the centre of a

tooth and the maximum on the pole-surface which occurs opposite to it. The
increased densities at the edges of the teeth are well shown in Mr. T. F. Wall's

experiments {Journal Inst. Elcctr. Eng., vol. xl. p. 550).
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therefrom we obtain a definition of the air-gap of the toothed armature

of which the permeance is to be found. The difficulty still remains

that m is not strictly a constant even with the same values of —^ and

77
; it is also, although to a less degree, dependent upon the depth of

Fig. 271.—Shallow slot.

the slot, upon the taper of the teeth, and upon their permeability,

since upon these latter factors depends the exact curvature of the

Hnes within the slot, and therefore the depth of the crenellations of

the equipotential surface. Why this should be so is rendered more

evident if we consider the extreme cases of a very shallow slot, and

secondly of a highly tapered

tooth.

In the actual armature

there is always present a

tendency for some flux to

pass straight down the

centre line of a slot into its

bottom surface with a den-

sity inversely proportional

to the direct distance from

the pole-face to the bottom.

Such a tendency is not very

evident in Figs. 268 and

269, since here the sides of

the teeth are parallel, and

their permeability is con-

stant and high, so that little

potential is absorbed over

their length, even though

the depth of the slot

is considerable. Such a tendency is, however, well shown in other

stream-line diagrams given in the above quoted paper of Professor

Hele-Shaw, Dr. Hay, and Mr. Powell, and it would be strengthened

if the reluctance of the teeth were increased, e.g. if they were of cast

iron instead of mild steel ; the large number of ampere-turns expended

over the teeth would then be available for assisting onwards such a

field, the lines within the slot would be slightly straightened, and the

equipotential surface defining the air-gap would fall at a higher level

within the slot. Still more would this be the case when the slots

are very shallow, as in Fig. 271, when the lines would be further

straightened, and the proportion of the flux entering the faces of the

teeth would be higher than in an armature with the same values of

Z£/,i, w,, and /^,, but with deep slots.

Again, if the taper of the tooth is considerable (Fig. 272), the same

Fig. 272.—Effect of tooth with consider-

able taper.
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straightening effect is produced ; the density at the root would rise to

such a high value that lines begin again in appreciable numbers to

issue forth into the slot as there shown. The taper of the tooth is

itself related to the ratio of the area at the root to the area at the

top, which will be further discussed in the next section.

But enough has been said to show that m is not simply determined

from the comparative values of air-gap and widths of slot and teeth,

but is also dependent upon the magnetic condition of the teeth and

the depth of the slot.

In order, therefore, to simplify the problem, some of the less

important factors which enter into it must be discarded, and only

such variables be retained as suffice to determine with reasonable

accuracy the cases which occur in ordinary practice. The assumptions

may at once be made that the iron teeth are very permeable as

compared with the air, that the sides of each tooth are sensibly

parallel, so far at least as the entrances of the slot are concerned ; and
further, that the depth of the slot is by comparison so great that no
lines penetrate to the bottom of it With these simplifications the

mathematical solution of Mr. Carter, on which is based Fig. 267, is

also applicable to the determination of the virtual length of the air-

gap, and has been so applied by him in the above quoted paper.*

The validity of these assumptions, and the accuracy of the mathe-

matical results when applied to the practical cases of slotted armatures,

are amply borne out by the stream-line figures obtained by Professor

Hele-Shaw, Dr. Hay, and Mr. Powell, and by the experiments of Mr.
T. F. Wall {Jour?ial Inst. Eledr. Eng., vol. xl. p. 550). While the

case of an air-duct is most conveniently treated as reducing the virtual

area of the air-gap, the case of teeth and slots spread over the whole
area is best treated as increasing the virtual length of the gap. Instead,

therefore, of taking the maximum B^, as holding over an area reduced

in the proportion ^i'ii±^il::i 3)^ it ig simpler to take the mean

induction as holding over the entire area, and to regard the length of

the gap as increased in the ratio ~f
""^- = ^^'i "t.^^-^ . _ = w. In

B^ mean W,^ \-lV,{\- Kg)
this way, therefore, is constructed the set of curves given in Fig. 273
for the coefficient in by which the direct distance from the tips of the

teeth to the pole-face must be multiplied in order to obtain the

equivalent length of air-gap, or the X^, as calculated for a smooth
core must be multiplied to obtain the real X^ of the toothed armature.

For the case of half-closed slots the same curves may again be
used, but with the values of ;;/ increased by 2 or 3 per cent., the actual
slot opening being used for w,. Comparison of Mr. Powell's figures f

* "Air-Gap Induction," Elect. World and Engineer^ November 30, 1901.
\ Journal Inst, Eledr. Eng., vol. xl. p. 230.
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with Mr. Carter's results shows that the widening of the slot below

the mouth increases ;;/, as might be expected, but in practical cases

only by a small percentage, unless either the overhang be very great

or the lip be very thin, in which cases the increase in the value of ;;/

may rise to 8 or 9 per cent.

In conclusion, it may be added that both the useful fringe extending

«'/!l

"
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-^—^-^— ^

—

-^ and —-—^^-^-^—,-^ ' ; or which amounts
mlg ni/^r

to the same, to take the same widths of fringes and regard them as

p
filled at a density of B„ ,„^.^„ = '•'

'""''
. The total air-gap reluctance

in

corresponding to one field or pole and one air-gap is then

The mean density over the whole of the virtual area of the gap is

as before

B ^ T^
' (V + Ki4, - K3 . w, . n) (A' -}- K, . g

and in the toothed core

X^. = o'8B^. . 2w/_ . . . . . . (67)

§ 8. Calculation of reluctance of teeth in toothed armature.
—There remains the further question of the determination of the

ampere-turns necessary to carry the lines through the teeth and slots

from the equipotential surface AB to the unbroken circle of the core

at the bottom of the teeth (Fig. 270). In order to prevent the re-

action of the armature reaching an undue amount it is advisable to

work the teeth at a high density, so that it becomes necessary to

calculate closely the ampere-turns required over the teeth, especially

when they are deep and much reduced in area at the bottom owing

to their tapering shape.

With slots having parallel sides the fraction of the width of the

tooth at the top which is lost at the bottom owing to the tapering

inwards of the sides is very closely ^tV where R is the radius of
R

the armature and /^ is the depth of the slot. The fraction which the

area at the root is of the area of the tooth at the top is

therefore i —^ , and it is evident that for any constant values
R

of —^ and of /^ the effect of the taper becomes more marked the

smaller the diameter of the armature. But the depth of slot which is

employed in small armatures itself decreases, which makes the variation

of the ratio of the two areas less as between large and small armatures.

Assuming the depth of the slot to have such normal values as o"6" in

an armature of 5" diameter, gradually increasing as shown in Fig. 274
to 1-3" with 15" diameter, 1-5" with 22" diameter, and so on to 2" with
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an armature of 50" diameter, Fig. 274 shows the fraction —^ for

limiting; ratios —^ = o'5 and i, and of these the former ratio is the more

usual case to which modern practice employing strong fields leans.

Since it is advantageous, from the point of view of sparkless commuta-

tion, to strongly saturate the teeth up to about B,o= 20,000 at the

root, the greater strength of field in large armatures agrees with the

lesser variation of tooth-area which is found in them as contrasted with

small armatures.

The commonly accepted method * of calculating the ampere-turns

Ratio^
0-9

0-8

0-7

0-6

0-6
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being in most cases parallel, the proportion of the total flux which is

carried by the iron progressively decreases as the root of the tooth is

approached ; the density in the tooth progressively rises and may reach

a very high figure, yet from this very fact the reluctance of the iron

increases, and lines are, as it were, squeezed out into the slot. Although

the method in question is far from correctly representing the actual facts

in the region near the crown of the teeth, it becomes increasingly true

as the root of the tooth is approached, and on this account, as will be

seen later, it yields practical results of value. The method, strictly

speaking, assumes that the equipotential surfaces divide tooth and

slot into a number of concentric layers; in reality they consist of a

number of ridges and depressions, somewhat as shown in Fig. 270, and

these gradually become more and more square-cornered and of less

depth as we approach the bottom of the slots, until they finally become

nearly concentric circles. The experiments of Professor Hele-Shaw,

Dr. Hay, and Mr. Powell show, as might be expected, that the flux in

each tooth situated well under a pole, so far from diminishing progress-

ively as we move from tip to root, increases at first for at least half the

length of the tooth, but shows a reduction again towards the root.

This, however, only occurs when the flux-density, approximately speaking,

begins to rise above B^= 20,000, and it is then that the method finds

its application in practice. If the percentage which the flux carried

by a tooth bears to the total flux corresponding to the tooth-pitch is

plotted in relation to distance along the teeth from tip to root, such

typical curves as those in the upper part of Fig. 275 are obtained,

which show that for moderate densities in the air-gap and teeth nearly

all the flux finds its way into the teeth, and the percentage may rise to

close upon too per cent, even at the root. But as the flux-densities in

the air-gap are increased the curves gradually bend over ; the maximum
occurs nearer to the tip, and further, this maximum itself usually bears

progressively lower and lower ratios to the total flux.

If all the flux passed through the iron tooth from tip to root, the

curve of flux-density plotted in relation to distance from the tip

towards the root, being proportional to the reciprocal of the width,

would be concave, while, if lines passed out of the tooth owing to its

increasing reluctance into the slot, the curves would be straightened and

finally become convex. When the experimentally obtained densities

are plotted the curves are found always to be convex to the axis

of distance along the tooth, and towards the crown of the tooth fall

below the curves which result from supposing the flux to be divided

between iron and air strips in proportion to their relative permeances.

Thus the tooth gains a considerable number of lines at first, and

the increase is rapid ; as the reluctance rises, the increase falls off", yet

on the whole there are always more lines in the tooth at its root

than at its tip. Thus corresponding to the upper curves of Fig. 275
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are the curves of the lower part, and it is from such curves as these

that the ampere-turns of excitation over the teeth must be estimated.

Owing to the bunching of the lines at the corners of the teeth the

density is there somewhat in excess of the density at the centre of the

crown of the tooth,—an effect which may be seen in the stream-line

figures illustrating the paper of Professor Hele-Shaw and Dr. Hay.

The ratio -^ chosen for illustration being about o*8, and the flux

rcrcentage cf total

fInx in teeth

Tip Centre

36 teeth

long air gap
w,—- = 0-67

(II

Root Tip Centre

36 teeth

medium air-gap

^ = 0-68
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distance along the tooth for each of the curves of Fig. 275, we obtain

the three sets of curves of Fig. 276, corresponding respectively to the

tip densities of 10,000, 12,000, and 14,000. An examination of these

suffices to emphasise the great divergencies produced by even com-

paratively small differences in the amount of reduction of area at the

root as compared with the area at the lip of the tooth ; and also how
complex is the effect of differences of air-gap and depth of slot in

causing entirely different shapes of the curve. The mean number

of ampere-turns per centimetre has been added to each curve, and it

will be seen that on the whole the most decisive factor is the degree of

I. 36 teeth long air-gap

II. 36 teeth medium air-gap

III. 48 teeth medium air gap

Ampere
per cm.

turns

ength
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in proportion to their relative permeances. If L be the gross length

of the core, let rjL be the net length of iron, t) being the ratio which
the added thicknesses of the iron laminations bear to the gross length.

The cross-section of iron is thus WtX..-!], of air in a slot w, .L, of

the non-magnetic insulation between the discs and of the air corre-

sponding to the width of a tooth iv^.l^ (!-•»/); the latter includes

fig"gig

\\
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on the assumption that all the z lines pass solely through the iron is

B =
, and the divergence of this value from the real induction

7] . Wt

becomes greater and greater as the tooth becomes more saturated.

The apparent induction at any point of which the width of the tooth

is 7i>t would then be

p' ^ B ^ HJTt^ + O-^^TW
1} .Wt

38xjei

(68)

250 500 750 1000 3500 4000 4600 4750

3000 3400 . 3800

Ampere-Turns per Centimetre Length

Fig. 278.—Curve connecting ampere-turns with apparent induction in teeth.

For any given values of -q and of the ratio of width of tooth and slot

a curve can be drawn connecting the true iron induction with the
apparent induction, and in Fig. 277 this has been done for several

values of the ratio — . Or the curves of Fig. 277 may be immediately

converted into the corresponding curves of Fig. 278, with ampere-turns
per centimetre length as abscissae.*

* For a more refined method of calculation, cp. F. Blanc, Electr., vol. Ixiii. p. 65.
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We are thus led finally to a division of the tooth into three sections,

and an approximate calculation of the induction in the first two sections

corresponding to the tip and centre, the former based on 80 to 85 per

cent, of the total flux, and the latter on 95 to 100 per cent, as

indicated by the curves of Fig. 275 ; while for the third section the

real densities are to be deduced from the apparent on the assumptions

of Fig. 278. Since the curve of the specific ampere turns required per

unit length for different points along the tooth is approximately a

parabola, the mean value is given with close accuracy * by the formula

where AT„„„. and AT„,„^. are the minimum and maximum values per

centimetre length corresponding to the tip and root, and the greatest

weight is assigned to the value at the centre. This mean value

multiplied by the length of a tooth I, in centimetres is the number of

ampere-turns required over the tooth. In the case of highly saturated

teeth it is advisable to plot the curve of ampere-turns as in Fig. 276,

and to integrate the area in order to find accurately the mean ordinate.

If the density does not exceed 18,000 lines per square centimetre of

iron, the difference between the apparent and real inductions becomes

almost negligible ; and further, in such cases the mean value approaches

the arithmetical average of the maximum and minimum.

§ 9. Calculation of ampere-turns for a multipolar field-

magnet.—In order to render the above methods of calculation clearer

by an actual example, they will now be applied to the design of an

80-kilowatt 4-pole dynamo with slotted drum armature, giving an

output of 350 amperes at a pressure of 230 volts at the dynamo

terminals when running at 500 revolutions per minute. The chief

dimensions of the iron carcase which forms the magnetic circuit are

given in Fig. 279, from which it will be seen that it has an external

circular yoke-ring of cast steel with circular poles of rolled ingot iron

bolted to the inside of the ring. The armature core is 21" in

diameter x 1
1" long, and a preliminary estimate will lead us to allow

an internal loss of volts of about 6 volts over the resistance of the

armature winding, to which must be added a loss of 2 volts over the

two sets of carbon brushes and of i volt over the series winding of

the field, assuming it to be a compound-wound. The total E.M.F.

which it must generate is therefore 239 volts, and it is to have 450
active wires arranged as a simple lap winding in 75 slots each con-

taining 6 wires, in two layers of three abreast. Thence by

equation (22)

E^ = 2 ^9 volts = Z„ X 450 X ^^ - X io~^

and 'L„ = 6"38 x 10*' C.G.S. lines per pole.

* Arnold, Die Gleichstrommaschine, vcl. i. p. 281 (2ncl edit.).
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Taking the separate elements of the magnetic circuit in the order

of equation (63), we have

CSI-n
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below the slots is i8*2", and the internal diameter of the discs where

they begin to be cut away by ventilating apertures is 1075". The
radial depth of iron between these two limits is therefore on either

side a = 3725". Along the length of the core there are three air-

ducts each i" wide; after deducting their total width from the gross

length of the core, and also after allowing 10 per cent, for the space

occupied by the insulation between the discs, the net length of iron

is /^ = 9'S" X o'9 = 8'55". The net area of iron in the two cross-sections

between which the flux issuing from a pole is divided is therefore

2a^= 2 X 3725 X 8"55 square inches = 4i2 square centimetres. The
maximum induction over a cross-section between the poles is thus

p, 6,-;8o,ooo
B„--^-^^ = 15,500

412

The mean length of path through the armature is shown in Fig. 279 by

the dotted line marked /„.

By reference to the curves of Fig. 131 for stamped armature discs,

it will be seen that to produce an induction of 15,500 lines per

square centimetre requires an excitation of about 25 ampere-turns per

centimetre length of path. It is, however, only between the pole-tips

that the maximum induction obtains ; across a section under the centre

of a pole B^ is zero, and midway between these extremes the necessary

excitation is only about 5 ampere-turns per centimetre length of

path. On the other hand, it must be remembered that, as pointed out

in Chapter XII. § 11 and Chapter XIII. § 38, the above calculated

maximum B^ is averaged over the whole ofan interpolar cross-section, and

that, as shown in Fig. 142, the local density may be higher over a short

length of path. A fair value will therefore be obtained for the ampere-

turns over the core if we assume the above maximum B„ to hold over a

length of path shorter than that shown in Fig. 279, but longer than the

interpolar space and ecjual approximately to 0*4 of the pole-pitch, say

6-6"= 1675 centimetres. Hence

Xa=/'(B„) . 4=25 X 1675 = 420 ampere-turns.

Even if such an estimate is not quite correct, an error here will produce

but little effect on the total result.

(2) The armature teeth, requiring X^ ampere-turns. The number of

teeth corresponding to the polar arc of 63° is 75 x -^ -„ = i3"i, and, to

allow for a slight fringing outwards of the lines along the pole-edges, we

may assume the flux Z^ to pass through the section of 14 teeth.

Their net length is as before 8"55", and their width at the crown, across

their centre, and at the root respectively is 0*48", o'42", and 0*36".

The area of iron presented by the teeth is therefore at the crown

J4 X o"48" X 8-55" square inches = 370 square centimetres, and corres-
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pondingly at the centre and root is 324 and 278 square centimetres.

With the given relative widths of tooth, slot, and air-gap it may

approximately be assumed that 84 per cent, of the total flux passes

through the section close up to the crown, and 95*5 per cent, through

the centre, so that

-r,, 6,^80,000 X 0'84 J. , r \r^^
B], — ^^—

^

-= 14,500, correspondmg to 16 A 1 per cm.
370

and

^tceutre=
'^ °'°°° X o 955 _ j8,8oo, corrcsponding to 130 AT per cm.

;

324

the latter corresponding to an apparent induction of 19,700 if all the

flux passed through the iron. From this point saturation begins to take

effect, the apparent induction at the root rising to - -'^

—

\— = 23,000
278

nearly. The ratio —^ being —^ = 0*9, the real mduction B^o deduced
Ws 0-4

from Fig. 277 will be approximately 21,770, or from Fig. 278 the

specific ampere-turns per centimetre length are 700. Taking the

minimum and maximum values and four times the centre value, and

dividing by 6, the mean number of ampere-turns per centimetre length

of tooth are found by equation (69) to be 206. The length of a

tooth is 4= i'4" = 3'56 centimetres, whence

X^—/'(B^) . 2/^= 2c6 X 2 X 3'56= 1470 ampere-turns.

(3) The air-gaps, requiring X^ ampere-turns. The single air-gap is

0*3125" = 0794 centimetre, and the length of the armature core exceeds

that of the pole-face by Y on each side. The ratio ^ being 5- = o*8,
I, 0-3125

the value of K^ from Fig. 263 is i, and K^. /^ = 0*3 125". The ratio

of the width of an air-duct to the air-gap being -/= °^
=i-6,

4 o"3i25

K3 from Fig. 267 is 0*24, so that the amount to be deducted is

Kg. zy.,. ;? = o'24 X o"5 X 3 = o'36". The virtual width of the air-gap

across the core is therefore

Ly-l-Kj.^.-Kg.zf'^. n= 10-5 -f 0-3125 -0-36= 10-4525" = 26-6 cm.

The width of the polar arc of d^ at the mean diameter of 21-3125"

is A' = 1 1 -7", and the half interpolar gap measured on the circumference

of the armature (r = 7r x 21" x -^ ^= 2-47, whence — = 7-9. From the
360 L„

lowest curve of Fig. 265, K2=2-27, so that the virtual breadth of the

air-gap is A' -f- Kg. /,.= 11-7 -f 0-71 = 12-41" = 31-5 centimetres.

The virtual area of the air-gap is therefore, as in equation (66),
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26'6 X 31*5 = 838 square centimetres, and the mean induction over it is

6^80^0^
838

'

For the ratios —'= '^ =1*28, and ^-^ = -^=i"2, the value of ;;/

/^ 0-3125 7V, 0-4

from Fig. 273 is i'oq. Thence by equation (67)

X^, = o*8B^. m . 2l^r — o'8 x 7610 x 1*09 x i"59= 10,550

The extreme edges of the pole-tips are slightly opened out, but the

percentage effect will be so small that it may be neglected, or, say,

Xjr= 10,600.

(4) The back ampere-turns, X^.

The method by which these are calculated will be given in

Chapter XVII. For the machine now under consideration they may
be reckoned at full load as= mo.

The result so far is X« = 420

X,= 1,470

X^= 10,600

X^= 1 ,110

Sum= 13,600 = Xp

or the excitation acting at the poles of the machine. The pre-

ponderating amount of the item due to the double air-gap is evident at

a glance.

The next step necessitates a knowledge of S";, the leakage permeance

corresponding to a magnetic circuit of the machine in question. For

the present this may be taken as = 60, the method by which this

numerical value is obtained being reserved for explanation in the

ensuing sections. Thence the leakage flux is by equation (64)

^= i'257Xp. c?'= 1*257 X 13,600 x 60 = 1,025,000

and Z„, = Z^ + ^= 7,405,000

the increase of the flux being 16 per cent.

(5) The magnet-cores and pole-pieces, requiring X,„ ampere-turns.

The area of the rolled ingot-iron cores forming the poles 9}" in

diameter is 67 square inches = 432 square centimetres, and the average

induction in them is

B^ = 5^' = M^5,5^= 17,150
s,. 432

In order to secure a thoroughly stable machine and even compound-

ing, as will be more fully described in the next chapter, a high density

has been chosen for the pole-core, and a reliable material is employed

such as may be counted on to give uniform results in practice. Since

at high degrees of saturation the specific ampere-turns increase very
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rapidly, it will be advisable, in order to be on the safe side, to take an

intermediate value between curves 2 and 3 of Fig. 128, which has

reference to ingot-iron forgings, and to assume not less than 70 ampere-

turns per centimetre length, so that any slight inferiority of the material

may be guarded against. The length of path in each magnet-core

under the exciting coil and through the pole-shoe is |/,„ = 9J", whence

/,„ = 48*3 centimetres. Within the pole-shoe the induction decreases,

but against this may be set the fact that it is laminated, which to some

extent checks the spreading outwards of the lines to the extreme flanks

and corners. We thus have

Xi; = /'(B„,) . 4 = 70 X 48-3 = 3380

(6) The yoke, requiring X^, ampere-turns.

The section of the yoke is 36 square inches, but as the flux is

divided between two such sections their joint area is double or 464

sq. cm. The density is

D 7,401;,000 ,
Bj, = ''^ -" = 1 6,000

464

The mean lengthof path is
/_^
= 32|" = 8i*5 centimetres, and by reference

to Fig. 129 for steel castings it is found that the ampere-turns will be

approximately 31 per centimetre. Thence

X^=/'(B^) . /^ = 31 X 81 -5 = 2525

The total excitation required is therefore

X= 13,600-1-3380 + 2525 = 19,505 ampere-turns per pair of poles.

§ 10. Formulae of the leakage permeances.—We have now

to return to the question of the magnetic leakage {, and in the first

place to the calculation of the leakage permeance, c?;, of any dynamo.

Since we have to do with a large number of paths, which are assumed

to be all in parallel with one another, it is simplest to deal with their

permeances, for these can be immediately added together to discover

the joint permeance of the leakage paths. The lines are assumed to

follow certain directions in the air according to the situations and

distances of the two surfaces between which they flow, and to meet these

different cases three general propositions are, as a rule, sufficient.

(i) In the case of two parallel surfaces facing each other, the areas

of which are approximately equal, the lines of flux may all be assumed

to pass straight across from the one surface to the other. The per-

meance of the air-gap between the two surfaces is then, on the C.G.S.

system, equal to the mean of their areas divided by their perpendicular

distance apart (Fig. 280); or

c?_ KAi + A2) .... (70)
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(ii) In the case of two equal rectangular surfaces situated near each

^
other in the same plane, with

their neighbouring edges parallel,

the lines of flow may be assumed

to be semicircles described about

a central line c c drawn between

the two surfaces (Fig. 281); the

permeance of the air-path from

X A^

Fig. 280.

one to the other is then, on the C.G.S. system-

^--lOge (71)

where r^ and r^ are respectively the distances from the central line to

the nearest and farthest edges of either rectangle, and a is the depth of

each rectangle at right angles to r, i,e. along the parallel edge.

"^\A

' ' / / c^y \ \ \

Fig. 281.

(ill) In the case of two equal rectangular surfaces situated similarly

in one plane, but at some distance apart, the lines of flow may be

assumed to be quadrants connected by straight lines, the quadrants

being described from the neighbouring edges of the rectangles as lines

of centres ; the permeance of the air between the two surfaces is then,

on the C.G.S. system

—

c^ = - loge (72)

where a is again the depth of each rectangle, w its width, and b is their

distance apart (Fig. 282). If the two surfaces are rotated about the

centre line c,c, so that they do not lie in the same plane but are

inclined to one another at some angle other than tt, then the value of

this angle in circular measure is to be inserted in place of tt in equations

(71) and (72).

To these may be added other extensions of the same principles, but

in general the three main propositions above considered will meet the
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most common cases, or in default of any other guidance it must suffice

to map out a probable course for the leakage on the above lines, and

thence by scaling the mean areas of the two surfaces and the mean

length of path between them to deduce the permeance = , -.^ ^ ^
length

It must be remembered that in all the foregoing equations the

dimensions are in centimetres and the logarithms are to the Napierian

base e ; hence, for English dynamo designers, it may be useful to give

the equivalent equations when the dimensions are in inches, and the

areas in square inches ; they are

—

(i)^=2-54.i^+^=^^;^^±^') . . ... (7o«)

(11) ^=iii£ log ^'i.x 2
-3 =1-86 x«"xlogio^ . . . (71a)

(ill) ^= I -86 X a" X logiQ
""'""^

^'"

(72^)

§ II. Calculation of the leakage permeance.—By the aid of

the foregoing equations we are enabled to make an approximate calculation

of the leakage permeance of a dynamo, presuming that we have before

us a drawing showing the main outlines of its magnetic field system.

In the case of a multipolar field-magnet such as Fig. 279 the com-

ponent leakage paths fall naturally into four groups, namely, (i) between

the tips of the pole-shoes across the interpolar gap, (2) between the

flanks of the pole-shoes, (3) from the sides of the pole-cores partly

{a) across the interpolar gap, and partly {I)) into the under-surface of the

yoke, and (4) from the flanks of the pole-cores, partly {a) across to the

neighbouring poles and partly {h) into the yoke-ring. Taking the per-

meance of these several paths in succession, and assuming them to be

approximately as shown in Fig. 283, we proceed as follows, the machine

in question having the dimensions there given.

(i) Between the edges of the pole-shoes in the interpolar gap. By
scaling off from the drawing the mean width iv-^ and length /i of the air-

path, and bearing in mind that there are two such interpolar gaps

corresponding to each pole

^"1 = 2-54-^-—1x2--^^*— 5 X 2 = 8-5

A 6*25

(2) Between the flanks of the pole-shoes.

Each half of a pole-shoe may be regarded as a rectangle of mean
width tv.-,-6" and of i" depth, from which lines curve round into the

corresponding half pole-shoe of a neighbouring pole, as indicated by

the line Z,. The direct distance separating the edges of the two pole-

shoes is again practically equal to /i. Thence by proposition (in).
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taking the paths as partly quadrants and partly straight lines, and with

four such paths, two at the front and two at the back

cV, = I '86 X I X log 5 X 2 X 2 = 4 48
6-25

(3) From the pole-cores.

(a) Across the interpolar gap into the opposite side of a neighbour-

ing pole. The distance along the pole-core (reckoning inwards from

the yoke), at which the leakage passes across into the adjacent pole
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Next, the leakage out of the pole-cores takes place under varying

differences of magnetic potential, as we pass from the yoke to the pole-

shoes. The yoke-ring midway between the poles is at zero potential,

and the magnetomotive forces of the ampere-turns are uniformly dis-

tributed along the length of the two bobbins, the potential reaching a

positive and negative maximum respectively at their inner ends. The
difference of magnetic potential between the pole-sides is thus the

gradually increasing sum of the magnetomotive forces, less the fall of

potential over the iron, and rapidly rises in value as we proceed from

the zero potential of the yoke towards a pole-shoe. The loss of

potential over the iron may be approximately assumed to be confined

to the limits of the bobbins and to be uniform in value over each inch

of their length \ the difference of potential between the pole-sides is

then at any pomt= i'257 Xp . -, where x is the distance of the point in

question from the root of the pole at the yoke, and / is the bobbin

length.

The permeance of the two areas, one on each side of the pole, is thus

2'54 ^ ^ X 2, where L^ is the transverse length of the rectangular pole,

and this is acted upon by a difference of potential of i"257 Xp .

the mean distance of the surface in question from the root of the pole

being estimated to be 6". The total leakage flux resulting therefrom is

^3= 2-54 X-^-- -^X2 xi-257 XpX --

k 7 "25

In order, then, to rank the permeance of (3a) with those of (1) and

(2), it must be reduced in the proportion of before it can be re-
7'25

garded as in parallel with the preceding permeances, and the leakage

lines be deduced on the assumption that they are all due to the full

difference of potential Xp at the poles. For our purpose, therefore, it

will be necessary to take the value

g'3^2-54x^^'^^^3^2x-J-=^'54^^'"X3-8x2x6^
k 7-25 1375 X 7-25

^
{U) Into the under side of the yoke. The permeance may here be

estimated by an approximate division of the space in question into, say,

three tubes, and adding together the results deduced from the mean
cross-section and length of each of the three tubes, such as the one

marked w^, l^ (Fig- 283). Again, allowance must be made for the

varying difference of potential, but as opposed to the preceding

case the difference of potential under which this leakage flows is
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Since there is the same distribution of flux on each side of the pole,

the permeance of a pair of similar tubes, one on each side, is in relation

toX,., 2*54 ^-^
' ^ X '

,
this (quantity when multiplied by i'257 Xj. giving

the required number of leakage lines through the pole-core. The
permeance of the three pairs of tubes into which the s[)ace has been

divided is thus

—

8-2 X v^ XK
7-9 7 '35

8'2 X 2 2
2'54 X X = 2 "5 5

8'2 X IT o"7t;
2*154 X X ——= i"o'5

2-25 7-25

&; =8-05

The true permeance of each tube is practically constant, since as the

area is increased so also is the length of path, but the equivalent

permeance for our purpose decreases owing to the diminishing number
of ampere-turns which act as the root of the pole is approached.

(4) From the flanks of the pole-cores.

The leakage into a neighbouring pole-flank and into the yoke re-

spectively may again be divided along a line similar to that which

separated the corresponding fluxes from the pole-side, i.e. at a distance

of 4" from the top of the bobbin out of the total length of 7^'.

{a) Across into the flank of a neighbouring pole on either side.

W "

Treating each half-flank as a rectangle —^ in width, the two adjacent
2

halves being separated by a direct distance equal to /g, the equivalent

permeance of the four paths such as 4 which are concerned is by

proposition (III).

.or o 1 TT X W#/2 + /„ 6
I 86 X 38 X log f ? X 2 X 2 X

4 7 "25

= I -86 X 3-8 X log!LMlL+Jj:i5 X 4 X -^ -

^ ^ 1375 7-25

^5 = 6-7

(V) Into the yoke-ring. The area of the pole-flank may here be

regarded as repeated in the edge of the yoke, since, although this

is usually of less radial depth, it is of greater width and spreads out on

either side of the pole. Further, owing to the edge of the yoke over-

hanging the pole-core, the angle a may be approximately reckoned

from the relation (Fig. 284)

—

sin ( 1 80° - a) =—r^=J,^:^^ = sin a

in our case =—,—V-——.==o"8 16, whence a= i2i5°"'?. Expressinga in

v/2-42 + 3-4- ^ 6 \ h
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circular measure, the permeance of a small strip of air of width dx, and

dx X AV
stretching across the pole flank, is ^, and this is acted upon by

X . a

1.257—' . — . The flux on either side is therefore I'sc? '*.

—

- / dx,
2 / 2 /.ay

and since /d^.r = 4", the equivalent permeance on both sides is

a W^ 4 8'2 4
§^. = 2-54 -^x-^- = 2-54 X—1_ = 5-25
" ^^a 7-25 ^^2-19 7-25 ^ ^

All the permeances have now been reduced to values which may
be regarded as in parallel with the armature and air-gaps, and which

may be immediately added together. The leakage from items (3) and

(4), strictly speaking, does not all pass through the entire length of

K- -b, -^
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high, since, as already mentioned, all the lines that may be found at

the particular section of maximum flux, e.g. at the root of the pole, do

not flow through its entire length ; the total flux is in fact varying all

along the length of magnet and yoke, as lines leak into or out of

them.

Yet in spite of this, such calculations as the above usually err in

being too low, and their approximate character must be fully recognised.

Since maxima values are required for the purposes of designing, rather

than minima, in order that the error if any may be on the safe side, it

is very necessary to allow an ample margin by increasing the calculated

permeance by some 30 to 50 per cent. The comparative figures

obtained by calculation when so increased are justified by the experi-

mental results of practice, and by their use a very close approximation

may be made to the ampere-turns actually found to be required when
the machine is tested.

Thus in the case considered above, the leakage permeance will for

the purposes of design be taken as c?;= 60 instead of 42*5 as calculated.

The machine sketched in Fig, 283 has a rectangular section of pole and

yoke. If the section of the pole is circular, a sufficiently close approxi-

mation is obtained by substituting for it a square pole of equivalent area.

d ,-
Each side of the square is then - V7r = o"885^, and it is for this reason

that in Fig. 283 a pole 8"2" square has been chosen as being the

equivalent of the pole of Fig. 279 of diameter 9^", and similarly an

equivalent for the rounded section of the yoke, namely, 2'4"x 15" has

been taken, so that the assumed permeance of 60 has been used in § 9

in the determination of the ampere-turns of the magnetic circuit of Fig.

279.

A certain amount of judgment is required in the first instance in

selecting the direction of the several paths, none of which intersect

;

but to guide us in this, actual experiment may be called to our aid,

if a machine with the required type of field-magnet is at hand. If a

needle be fastened to a thread passing up the centre of a hollow tube

of wood or cardboard, and the end of the thread be held so as to

prevent the needle from being drawn to a pole, it can be used as an

exploring magnet, and on plotting the directions in which it sets itself

a good idea can be obtained of the distribution of the leakage flux.

The effect of a false estimate of c?^ will mainly depend upon the

degree of saturation of the field-magnet, since the higher the induction

the greater is the difference between the ampere-turns required to pass

the supposed and the actual number of lines Z„, through the magnet.

But a considerable percentage error in its determination does not,

under ordinary conditions, give rise to nearly so large an error in the

total number of ampere-turns required to produce the useful field

through the armature ; it only affects the ampere-turns required for the
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magnet and yoke, and the final error thus introduced will depend on

the relative amount of X,„ + Xj, as compared with the total X.

§ 12. Empirical formulae for leakage permeances.—If the

value of c?^ for a particular machine of a given type has once been

determined by calculation and checked by experiment, certain further

conclusions may be drawn applicable to other machines of the same

type, but differing in their dimensions. If the linear dimensions of one

machine were simply magnified n times in the design of another, the

new value for ^i would be n times its former value ; the lengths of the

leakage paths would be increased n times, but their cross-sections would

be increased n^ times. More often, however, the ratio of the two

chief dimensions of the dynamo, namely, the diameter and length of

the armature core, is altered, and this calls for a more detailed

consideration of the way in which the leakage permeances are

affected by any change in these dimensions.

Taking the four items of the leakage permeance seriatim, the first

or that between the pole-tips varies directly as the length of armature

core, and inversely as the pole-pitch. The radial depth of the pole-shoe

does not vary greatly in machines of the same construction but of

different size, so that the sectional area of the path varies only with

the length of core, while the interpolar gap which fixes the length of

ttD
path bears almost a constant relation to the pole-pitch = . Hence

2p

this permeance is proportional to =-y— , or with the same number of
D/2j>

poles is determined by the ratio of the length to the diameter of the

armature core.

The leakage (2) between the flanks of the pole-shoes is independent

of the length, and is also practically independent of the diameter. The
radial depth of the pole-shoes being assumed constant, the half width

of the pole-shoe flank increases with the pole-pitch or with the diameter

for a given number of poles, but so also does the length of the path

between the neighbouring surfaces. The permeance is therefore

practically a constant quantity, independent of the dimensions and of

the number of poles.

The leakage (3a) across the interpolar gap between the sides of the

pole-cores varies directly as the length of the pole-core parallel to the

axis of the armature, and this length itself bears a ratio to the length of

the armature core which varies but little even with different numbers
of poles if the machines are of similar type. The proportion of the

radial length of the exciting coil over which this leakage extends

remains approximately the same for a given number of poles, so that

the absolute radial depth of the area across which the lines in question

flow varies with the absolute length of the exciting bobbin. The length

of this latter depends chiefly upon the air-gap and flux-density therein,
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yet, roughly speaking, for the same number of poles it increases pro-

portionately to an increased diameter of armature. But so too does

the length of path across the interpolar gaps, since the ratio of the

polar arc to the pole-pitch is unaltered. The length of path and

radial depth of area thus neutralise one another, so that for the

same number of poles the permeance in question is dependent

only upon the length of armature core. With an increase in the

number of poles the proportion of the radial depth of bobbin from

which the lines pass immediately across to a neighbouring pole is

increased, and for the same diameter the distance to be traversed is

v f\

\

G

Fig, 285.—Leakage between pole-cores.

reduced ; but on the other hand the greater number of poles has the effect

of reducing the length of bobbin, so that the latter with large machines,

which usually have many poles, becomes more nearly constant. The

leakage (3a) thus increases but slowly with an increase in the number

of poles. The leakage (3(^) into the yoke on its under side is indepen-

dent of the diameter, and conversely to (3a) decreases with an increase

in the number of poles, since the proportion of the radial depth over

which it extends is reduced. When, therefore, the two are grouped

together, they become almost solely dependent upon the length of the

armature core. This may be investigated on the lines of Fig. 285, by
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means of which the dimensions become expressible in terms of — on
^

2/

the assumption that the bobbin-length ranges from 1*5 - to 2 —

.

2p 2p

When the relative division of the fluxes, the lower part crossing the

interpolar gap, and the upper part returning immediately into the under

side of the yoke, is thus examined, their sum is found to be remark-

ably independent of both diameter and number of poles, the first item

increasing and the latter decreasing as the number of poles is increased.

The permeances (4^) and {4b) from the flanks of the pole-cores are

again dependent upon the length of bobbin as fixing the radial depths

of the areas in question, and so are related, though less directly, to

the diameter and number of poles, but they are entirely independent

of the length. For a given number of poles an increased diameter

lengthens the direct distance between the surfaces, but also increases

both dimensions of the cross-section from which the lines spring, so

that the permeance then varies approximately with the diameter. With

a given diameter, if the number of poles is increased, the reduction

in the length of the curved paths of (4a) across into the neighbouring

poles is balanced by a proportionate reduction in the width of pole

;

but there remains the reduction in the length of pole which usually

accompanies their larger number, although the proportion of this length

which is in question rises. The leakage (4^) from the flanks of the

pole-cores into the sides of the yoke is for the same diameter reduced

by an increase in the number of poles, not only owing to the lesser

width of the pole, but also so far as the leakage is diverted to the

neighbouring pole-flanks. When the two are taken together, therefore,

they become for the same diameter nearly inversely proportional to

2/, although rising somewhat with a larger number of poles. Hence
an approximate formula for the total leakage permeance would take

some such form as

where k-^, kc,, ko^, and k^ are suitable constants for the particular type of

machine. By this differentiation of the various items it is possible to

judge of the relative effect of any alteration in the diameter and length

of armature, and by the substitution of the new values of L and D to

estimate the leakage permeance of a new size of dynamo.
The numerical values for the constants in such an empirical formula

even for a given type of multipolar machine with external circular yoke-

ring and with from four to twelve poles can only be approximately

estimated owing to the diversity of their shapes and construction
;
yet

even a rough calculation is of service as indicating the effect of passing

to a greater number of poles, and will prevent the designer from being

misled when any radical alteration of dimensions is contemplated.
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L . 2/From Chap. XIV. § i8 it will be found that —'-^ remains

practically constant in any given line of dynamos, its value ranging

from 2*2 to 3*3. The first item of equation (73) is therefore a constant

like the second, and the equation reduces approximately to

S"/ = a constant + k., . L" + ^, . —
2/7

where the constant ranges from 30 to 40 and all dimensions are in

inches. From this it is evident how little dependent upon the number
of poles is the leakage permeance of the multipolar machine. If we

substitute — or — for —, the second term may be compared with the
2-2 3-3 2/

last, which is the diameter term, and it is found that with normal

proportions of armature core the length outweighs the influence of the

diameter.

But apart from any such generalised expression, approximate values

for k^, k^, k^, and k^ enable a good estimate to be made of the leakage

permeance of a multipolar dynamo during the process of its design

when the two leading dimensions of the armature core are alone known.

Such values are given below.

The constant k^ varies from 12 '4 with laminated pole-shoes 2" deep
in large machines, to 6'2 in small machines with laminated pole-shoes

i" deep, with intermediate values in proportion to their depth, or in

large machines with more than twelve poles when the pole-face is only

slightly curved and the shoe can be very shallow, it may fall as low

as 4"2. Under the same conditions as above-mentioned, according to

the depth of the laminated pole-shoe, ^o will range from 12 "8 to 6*4,

or with solid shallow pole-shoes may fall as low as 2 '8.

If the air-gap is short, and in consequence the magnet bobbin is

short, its length being of the order /=—— , k^ = 2*25 ; while if the air-

gap is long, and the bobbin length is of the order /=^, k.j_ = 2-^. In

large machines with more than twelve poles, k.^ may rise as a maximum
to 2-8.

Under the same limiting conditions of bobbin-lengths, k^\2p ranges

with 4 poles from 077 to 0*87

„ 6 „ 0-52 „ 0-6

» 8 „ 0-4 „ 0-45

„ ro » o"32 ,, 0-355

„ more „ 3"35/2/ ,, 3*85/2/

In the abpve no difference has been drawn between poles of rect-

angular or oval and of circular section, but with the proportions that
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are customary in multipolar machines the variations in the leakage per-

meance due to the two shapes largely balance one another.

The leakage permeance of the bipolar machine is somewhat easier

to determine, and the calculated values tally closely with those obtained

experimentally. If overtype with drum armature, as Fig. 250, the em-

pirical formula for the leakage permeance will take some such form as

^.= 7^' + 3-5L"+2-5D",

and the constant term disappears. The leakage of undertype bipolar

drum dynamos is so largely dependent on the exact method by which

they are supported on the bedplate, and the shortest distance between

the iron of the bedplate and the iron of the magnet, that the constants

are more variable. Roughly speaking, the permeance may be taken

as varying between S*^ = 8 ^-^-F4L"-f-2'5D" and c?^ = 8 ~-f-5L"-f 3D".

In both cases the direct distance between the bedplate and magnet

has been taken as about 8 to 9 times the single air-gap, but in the

former expression it is assumed that no sheet of metal runs under the

pole-pieces ; in fact, there should be, if possible, under the poles a

central air-gap, so as to force the lines to pass round through a

considerable length of cast iron.

§ 13. The leakage coefficient, v, and its values.—Since the

leakage permeance of any given dynamo is due to the air-spaces between

certain surfaces, its value is practically a constant quantity for that

dynamo, and independent of the actual amount of leakage. But the

difference of magnetic potential between the poles of the dynamo
increases as the number of useful lines through its armature is increased,

so that the leakage ^ will also continuously increase as Z„ is increased.

Further, it will increase faster than Z^ ; for as the armature core becomes

more and more highly saturated, an increase in the ampere -turns

expended over the armature will produce less and less increase in the

lines through it, while the leakage still continues to increase almost

directly as the difference of magnetic potential between the poles."^"'

* Although generally correct in practice, the above statement is not universally

true. Indeed, both experiment and theory have shown that in certain special cases

the leakage may actually decrease as the magnetising intensity is increased, this

somewhat surprising result being due to the tangent law of refraction of the

lines of induction as they leave the bounding surface of the iron (Du Bois, The
Magnetic Circuit, §§ 88 and 123). The true law depends upon the distribution

of the magnetising coils with reference to the geometrical form of the iron magnet,

and the case of a decreasing leakage with increasing magnetomotive force is one in

which the analogy of the magnetic and electric circuits entirely breaks down. For

the same reason it is impossible to apply the methods of Kirchhofif's laws to branch

magnetic circuits with any real scientific accuracy. This objection does not, how-

ever, prevent the analogy from being of great service to the dynamo designer, since

the conflicting cases seldom occur in practice.

VOL. I.— ^I
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Hence the proportion which the leakage lines bear either to the

useful or to the total number of lines through the magnet will continu-

ously increase, and for each degree of magnetisation of the dynamo
Z, + C _ Z,„ .,

,—y— — 7^ Will have a different value. In the case of the drum

multipolar dynamo above considered, Z„, = i"i6Z„ when it is magnetised

as it would be under ordinary working conditions, so as to obtain an

induction of about 7610 in the air-gap; in other words, the leakage is

about 16 per cent, of the useful lines, or i3"85 per cent, of the total

flux. Strictly speaking, the factor by which the useful lines through

the armature must be multiplied in order to obtain the greater number
of lines flowing through any other part of the circuit will vary at

different parts of the magnet, as lines leak into or out of it. With

sufficient accuracy, however, the flux may be assumed to be constant

over each of our main subdivisions of the magnetic circuit, so that

Z« = i',„Z„, Zy = VyZ^, Zf — Vp7^^; the diff'erent parts of the magnet being

denoted by the subscript letters as before, each part will have its

appropriate factor, v, greater than unity. Such was the basis of the

original form of the equation for the ampere-turns of a magnetic circuit

as first published by Drs. J. and E. Hopkinson in their classical paper on

Dynamo-ElectricMachinery. Having established the theoretical equation,

they further measured experimentally the number of stray lines that

leaked through different portions of the air-space about the field-magnets

of two dynamos of different types, each of which was excited with its

normal magnetising current. Thence they were enabled to deduce the

values which the factors v„„ Vy, etc. have for the given dynamos when

magnetised to their working degree of saturation.

In most cases we may without much error assume the different

factors for the different parts of the magnet to be identical, and reckon

the number of lines through any part of it to be the same, namely,

Z„, = vZa where v may be called the leakage coefficient of the dynamo.

The greatest number of lines flows through a section either at the centre

or near to the root of each magnet-core, the value gradually decreasing

from this point up to its end. But, as already stated, in designing the

field-magnet what is required is rather the mean number of lines Z„,

flowing through the entire magnet, from which we can approximate

closely the total ampere-turns required to overcome the reluctance of

the magnet.

The actual value of the flux passing any section of the magnetic

circuit can be determined by surrounding it with a coil of several turns

and measuring the throw upon a ballistic galvanometer when the flux is

reversed.* By comparison with the flux passing through the armature

core the leakage coefficient is determined. But as the ballistic

* For certain points relating to leakage testing with a ballistic galvanometer, see

(Giles) Electi\ Eng., vol. viii. p. 343.
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galvanometer requires skilful manipulation and care to obtain correct

results, the leakage coefficient may be directly measured by a differ-

ential method devised by R. Goldschmidt ;
* two search coils are

wound on the magnet core and armature respectively, and are con-

nected in series through a millivoltmeter, so as to oppose one another

;

their respective number of turns is then adjusted until no deflection is

observed upon the voltmeter when the field excitation is suddenly

varied. A convenient extension of this method has been given by

Dr. R. Pohl,t in which exact balancing even when the two coils each

contain one or the same number of turns is secured by means of the

adjustable resistances of a Wheatstone bridge of Post-Office pattern.

The values of v and the percentage distribution of the leakage for

different types of dynamos have been experimentally determined and

recorded by various observers % \ but, unfortunately, in many cases

litth or no information has at the same time been given of the degree

of saturation of the armature and magnet, beyond the fact that they

were magnetised to their normal working extent.

Such recorded values of v may be used for the purpose of

approximately calculating the area and ampere-turns required by the

field-magnet. Thus the usually adopted value of v for the 2-pole over-

type dynamo of Fig. 250, with cast-iron pedestals on either side of the

magnet, is about i'25; and for the similar undertype of Fig. 238, v =
from I "3 to i"35. For the Manchester field of Fig. 240, with the

armature supported on cast-iron extensions from the lower pole-piece, v

was found in a particular machine tested by Drs. J. and E. Hopkinson
to be I '49. If the air-gap is long, even this is too low, and v approaches

the value of 2. In multipolar dynamos of the type of Fig. 244 with

external poles, v ranges from i*i at no load to i "25 at full load. In

the case of an alternator of the type shown in Fig. 85, without iron in its

armature, v has been found to be as high as 2 ; in other words, only

half the total flux passed through the armature, the remaining half leak-

ing directly across from one pole to the neighbouring pole on either

side without being cut by the active wires. Implicit reliance cannot,

however, be placed on any such values of v. As already mentioned,
it varies decisively if the degree of saturation of the armature core

be much altered; hence it varies with different values of the "back
ampere-turns," i.e. with different values of the armature current, even
though the total number of ampere -turns on the fieW remains

unchanged ; or again, if the transition is made from a smooth-surface

* E.T.Z., vol. xxiii., 1902, p. 314. f Electrician, vol. lix. p. 215.

X Vide Esson, "Some Points in Dynamo and Motor Tifix^w" Journal Inst.

Electr. Eng., vol. xix. part 85 ;
" Magnetic Leakage in Dynamos and Motors " (Ives),

Electr. Review, January 22 and 29, 1892; "Magnetic Data of Sprague Motor"
(Parshall), Electr. Eng., June 13, 1890; (Pufler) Eleclr. Review, April 15, 1892;
and especially (Thornton) Electr., Eng., vol. xxix. p. 523 ff.
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armature with long air-gap to one with a short air-gap and toothed core.

On this account the somewhat laborious task of calculating c?; and ^,

even if at best they are only approximations, is decidedly to be recom-

mended (especially when a new type of field-magnet is to be adopted),

in preference to the use of a factor v. Unless this has been experi-

mentally determined, we are more liable to be misled by taking a false

value of V than by errors in determining c?;.

Finally, it may be remarked that in all heteropolar machines, and

to a much less degree in all homopolar machines, a certain amount of

leakage is an inevitable necessity, and, so long as it be kept within due

limits, is but a small evil. If the energy required to magnetise a

dynamo is from 3 to 5 per cent, of its output, as it is in most modern

dynamos, magnetic leakage cannot very greatly affect the efificiency and

cost of working, for a supposed complete absence of leakage would but

slightly decrease this percentage. Given a good type of field-magnet

to start with, the endeavour to reduce still further the leakage may
lead to a considerably increased first cost in other directions.

§ 14. Flux-curves of dynamo.—It has been shown in § 9 that

the number of ampere-turns required to give 6,380,000 lines through

the armature of a particular dynamo is 19,505 when the armature

current has its full value {i.e. the sum of 350 amperes in the external

circuit and about 6 amperes in the shunt circuit of its field-magnet, or

356 amperes in all). If a number of different values be assigned to Z^,

and the ampere-turns required in each case be determined (always on

the assumption that the armature current has its full value), a curve

may be plotted, connecting together the corresponding values of Z„ and

X, and this curve may be called thQ Jlux-curve of the particular dynamo
for its full current, or more strictly for the full value of its armature

ampere-turns. Curve 3 in Fig. 286 shows such a full-current curve of

flux for our 2i"x 11" dynamo, C„ being maintained throughout at its

full value of 356 amperes. The corresponding values of Z^ and X may
conveniently be worked out in a tabulated scheme after the pattern of

the accompanying table, w^iich shows the steps of the calculation in a

slightly abbreviated form. Or, if the machine be already built, they may

be determined experimentally, as will be shown in Chapter XVI. In

either case the brushes are throughout assumed to be adjusted to the

point of minimum sparking under normal conditions with the current in

question, amd the abrupt termination of the curve marks the point

below which it is impossible to reduce the magnetisation without

causing excessive sparking at the brushes. If we again carry out the

same process for a different and smaller value of C„, say half its maximum
value, or 178 amperes, a second curve of flux will be obtained for half-

current ; this will fall higher than curve 3, inasmuch as the back

ampere-turns are less, and therefore fewer ampere-turns are required on

the field to produce a given number of lines through the armature.
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Finally, if C^ be taken as = o, there is no reaction of the armature-

current on the field, the back ampere-turns, X/„ are zero, and the

highest or "no-current" curve of flux (i, in Fig. 286) is obtained.

j
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The use and importance of these curves will be more apparent in

the next chapter. In Fig. 287 is repeated the no-current curve with its

various component items shown separately by the dotted curves ; such a
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any value of the flux, and it is of service to determine this experimentally

in order to check the calculated values, especially in toothed armatures.

It should be observed that the horizontal distance between the curves

for no-current and full-current for any particular value of Z„ is more than

the direct value of the back ampere-turns, namely, iiio, inasmuch

as these latter increase the leakage, and therefore the ampere-turns

required over the iron of the magnet. The horizontal divergence of the

curves becomes, in fact, increasingly marked as the magnet approaches

saturation.

§ 15. Magnetic equation for various types of field-

magnets.—For the purpose of comparing different types of machines,

or of recording the magnetic data of a dynamo in the form of a flux-

curve, the ampere-turns corresponding to one complete magnetic circuit,

or, in other words, X, should be plotted in relation to one field of

flux Z„. When, however, the field-winding is being determined in the

first instance during the process of design, and there are several magnet

coils on the complete machine, it is simpler to calculate the ampere-

turns which must be given by one coil, or AT^ (where T,- is the number

of turns per coil), and then to multiply by N,. the number of coils, in

order to obtain the total number of ampere-turns which must be pro-

vided on the whole machine, or AT = AT^ x N,.. An inspection of the

type of machine quickly decides for what proportion of one magnetic

circuit each coil must be answerable. Thus, in the simple overtype or

undertype horseshoe with two coils, if a vertical line be drawn sym-

metrically through the centre so as to divide both armature and yoke,

AT- = ^ =/(B„) . ^ -f/'(B.) . /, + 0-8 B,. . ml -1-
^'

+/'(B,„)^+/'(B,)| . . (74)

and the same also applies to a multipolar machine such as Fig. 279, if

a pair of radial lines are drawn symmetrically on either side of a pole

at an angular distance equal to the pole-pitch, since, with the same

symbols as before, the lengths of the paths in the half-circuit are

-", /„ /:„
^^' and ^22 2

In other words, it is only necessary to estimate from the drawing the

lengths on one side of a dividing line, the other half being precisely

similar, and finally AT = AT, xP. Wherever the flux bifurcates, as in

the yoke of Fig. 279, we arrive at the same induction whether we

consider the half as passing through a single section or the total flux

as passing through the double section. In the case of the divided

magnetic circuits of double horseshoe fields, such as Figs. 240 and 248,

Z„ being as before the number of lines that leave or enter one polar
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surface, each magnetising coil must furnish sufficient exciting power to

cause half that number to pass into and out of one side of the armature

through two air-gaps, each of which has an area half that of the entire

air-gap. Let ^=the number of leakage lines for each magnet-core, and

s,n = its area, then

AT, = X =/' (BJ 4 +/' (B,) . 2 /,+ 0-8 B^ . 2 ml^ -f X, -f/'l 2 ^\.l,

•fc')
^ry Vy .... (75)

where /,„ is the length of path in the magnet-core and ly is the remain-

ing length through the pair of pole-pieces, each of section Sy. The

total number of ampere-turns on the whole machine is again AT = AT,

X P, but each coil corresponds to X instead of— . In the case of the
2

fieid of Fig. 241, the right-hand side of equation (75) is divided by 2, so

X
that we again return to AT^ = — , but AT = AT, x 2P.

§ 16. Determination of size of field-wire.—The method by

which the field-magnets of dynamos are excited admits of several

variations, according to the sources whence the magnetising current

is derived; and these will be explained in the following chapter.

Apart, however, from such differences of source, it remains to de-

termine the necessary gauge and weight of copper wire required for

the winding of magnetising coils which are to give a certain number

of ampere-turns, AT ; these may form either the whole or a part of

the total excitation required by the machine, the following being a

general solution of the problem applicable to all cases. The data

that form the starting-points may vary, but usually they are a know-

ledge, direct or indirect, of (i) the voltage that will be applied to

the ends of the wire, and (2) the mean length of a turn. Given the

thickness and width of a rectangular magnet limb, or the diameter of

a round magnet-core, it is easy to estimate fairly closely the mean
length of one turn of a coil encircling either the one or the other ; a

certain allowance must be made for the depth of the winding, by

reason of which the mean length of a turn in the central of several

layers of winding will be greater than the actual perimeter of the

magnet itself; and the correctness of this allowance must be subse-

quently checked when the winding has been determined on. Experi-

ence, however, forms a ready guide on this point, and it may therefore

be assumed that the mean length of one exciting turn is known when

the dimensions of the iron encircled by the coils are known. Let

this mean length = 4, and let E^ = the voltage which will be applied

to the ends of the exciting coils. Let w — the resistance in ohms of
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unit length of the required wire at a certain standard temperature, say

60° F. ; and let A and T^ be the two factors, the magnetising current

in amperes, and the number of turns per magnet coil, so that if N,. be

the number of coils, T,-N^ = T, the total number of turns on all the

bobbins of the machine, and AT = the required multiple of X or of

AT^ according to the number of magnetic circuits into which the field-

system is divisible. The resistance of the magnetising turns (assumed

to be all in series) at the standard temperature is = T x 4 x ^ 5 but

when a current passes through them, then, as explained in Chapter

XIV. § 5, their temperature will gradually rise, and, in consequence,

the resistance of the magnetising coils after a run of some hours will

be higher than at starting. It will thus be necessary to multiply their

resistance at 60° F. by some coefficient, k, dependent upon their rise

of temperature in working, and on the temperature of the surrounding

air from which that rise is reckoned; or R^= T x 4x w x /('. The
final temperature of the coils will be attained when the rate at which

the heat is carried away by radiation, convection, and conduction is

equal to the rate at which it is generated. The maximum rise of the

temperature of the outside of the coils above that of the surrounding

air will depend upon the ratio which their cooling surface bears to the

rate of generation of heat in them, provided that the coils which are

compared are under similar conditions in regard to their effective

ventilation. Hence from a knowledge of this ratio, and also of the

temperature of the surrounding air, the maximum temperature which

will be attained by the outside of the coils in continuous work can be

predicted ; or, in the case of a finished machine, it can be measured

by a thermometer. But with a large number of layers wound closely

over one another, as in a field-magnet coil, an appreciable difference

of temperature is required to produce the flow of heat from the central

layers to the outer surfaces, by conduction partly through the length of

the wire itself, and partly from layer to layer across the intervening

cotton covering, this latter being a bad thermal conductor. The

temperature of the central layers of the winding is, therefore, con-

siderably higher than that of the outer layer as measured by a

thermometer applied to the external surface. The value of k is fixed

by the mean temperature of the whole mass of the coil, and is thus

dependent not only on the maximum temperature of the external

surface, but also upon the depth of the winding. For field-magnet

coils when divided into sections and well ventilated, the ratio of the

mean rise of temperature to the surface rise as measured by a

thermometer varies from about i"25 for a depth of winding of ^ inch

to about 1*6 for a depth of 2\ inches, or 1*75 for 3 inches. If not

divided into sections the ratio will be even higher, and may be 2 or

over. For each degree Fahrenheit that the temperature of a piece of

copper rises between the limits of 60° and 150° F., its electrical
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resistance rises about 0*225 per cent, of its resistance at 60° F.

Hence, to give an idea of the practical value of k, if the field-coils

are 2\ inches deep, and the maximum temperature attained by their

outside be 45° F. above that of the surrounding air, the mean rise of

the temperature of the whole mass will be, say, i"6x45°=72° F.

;

the value of k, or the ratio of the resistance at the new temperature to

the resistance at 60° F. will then be i +(72 x 0*00225)= 1*162, when

the temperature of the surrounding air is assumed to be 60° F., or

I +(82 X 0*00225) = 1*184 for the same rise of temperature reckoned

from 70° F. as the initial temperature of the engine-room.

Now, A =^ ; therefore AT = |^xT- ^"'^^

whence

R,

'

R;^ T X 4 X CD X /S

AT y.Ly.k

or if 4 be reckoned in yards, and w' be the resistance of 100 yards of

the required wire,

, E_x 100

AT X 4 X /5

Er X 100

(76)

(AT, X N,) X 4 x /^

The area and diameter of the required wire having a resistance of w'

ohms per 100 yards is easily obtained by reference to any table of the

resistance of copper wire,* or by direct calculation. The resistance t

at 60° F. of 100 yards of annealed wire of 100 per cent, conductivity

in ohms is 0*0024044 H- area in square inches. Hence the area of the

required wire = ^ square inch ; or, combining this with the above
CO

equation,

. r 0*0024 X AT X 4x '^ • t, /»»\Area of wire = -^ square mches . . (77)
E , X 1 00

If the wire is to be of rectangular section, the two dimensions

which go to make up this area may be chosen to suit our own con-

* Such as maybe found, e.g., in Whittaker's Electrical Engineer's Pocket-Book, p.

74 (2nd edit. ), or Munro & Jamieson's Focket-Book of Electrical Rules and Tables,

p. 296 (i8th edit.). If such a table is not at hand a convenient memoria tecknica

is aflbrded by the fact that at 60° F. the resistance of looo feet of wire, of 100 per

cent, conductivity, and having an area of 0*09 square inch, is very nearly 0*09 ohm ;

or the resistance of a wire 0*049 square inch is 0*049 ohm per 100 yards.

t The specific resistance and weight of high-conductivity commercial copper,

annealed and hard-drawn, have been defined by the Report of the British Repre-

sentative Committee on Copper Conductors (1899), abstracted in Whittaker's

Electrical Engineer's Pocket-Book, p. 80 (2nd edit.), and in Munro & Jamieson's

Pocket-Book, p. 266 ff. (i8th edit.).
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venience in winding ; but if it be round, the necessary diameter in

inches is

l\ X area _ / ^ ^
(^

^^ )

V TT -V -—
whence d=~jdM: . . . (78)

From the above formulas it is evident that if E,. and 4 be fixed

there is but one area or diameter of wire which will satisfy the equation

and give the required number of ampere-turns ; and further, that this

area or diameter is entirely independent of the actual number of turns

in the coils, since neither T nor A appears separately in the final

equations. This result may at first sight seem surprising, but is

easily followed when it is remembered that if the number of turns be,

for instance, doubled, the resistance of the coils is also doubled, which,

with a given E^, halves the current through them, and therefore leaves

the total number of ampere-turns unaltered. If the number of turns

be doubled by winding twice as many layers on the same length of

bobbin, it is true that 4 is increased, since the depth of the winding

is doubled ; but the effect of this upon the necessary diameter of wire

is partially counterbalanced by the reduction which must be made in

the value of k. When the number of turns is doubled, the current

and the rate at which it generates heat are halved ; the cooling surface

is also itself increased, owing to the perimeter of the coil being greater

;

and therefore, for both reasons, the mean temperature attained by the

coils will be less than before. The lesser value of k thus partly com-

pensates for the increased value of /,.

§ 17. Determination of weight of field-wire and dimensions
of bobbin.—In order, therefore, to determine the actual number of

turns which must be used, or the weight of wire, the necessary area

or diameter of which has been determined, it is essential that some

other factor of the problem be known to us. This may be either the

number of watts, W, to be lost in the field-winding under consideration,

or the current A ; the latter case is, in reality, identical with the former,

W
smce A = — , and m many cases W and A form two of the data given

W
at the outset, whence Ey=—- is at once derived. From our knowledge

ofW or of A, the total number of turns is at once fixed as

^ ^ AT ^ AT x^^
A W

and the total length of wire required is T x 4 yards. The weight ot

one yard of annealed high-conductivity commercial copper is 1 1-5625 x
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area in square inches = 11 '5625 x 7 — —,'- lbs., therefore the

weight of wire is
g

(0

whence by simple substitution from equation (76)

weight in lbs. = T x 4 x 0*0278 x -= "^—
E^xioo

AT ,
'3 ATx4x/^

X 4x 0*0278 X
A E^x 100

_ (AT)2x/^.,x^x2*78

W X 10,000
(79)

While the above gives the net weight of copper, a small addition

must be made for the weight of the cotton covering in order to obtain

the gross weight of the insulated wire. Such addition ranges from

7 per cent, with a wire 0*040" diameter to 15 per cent, for ^" diameter,

its importance becoming less and less as the size is increased.

It should be observed that if our object is simply to form an

estimate of the weight of wire required from the above data it is

unnecessary to first determine w, or the actual numbers of turns and

layers of the wire. The final settlement of the winding will, however,

require the latter to be determined, and when the number of layers

has been decided it will be well to check the correctness of the

assumed depth of winding underlying the first estimate of 4> or the

mean length of a turn. It may be worth while to mention that if a

continuous length of round wire is wound on to a bobbin in several

layers, the layers are of alternate hand, and at one point each turn

of an upper layer has to cross over the turn of the layer below it;

hence, if ^^ = ^+8 be the diameter of the wire with its insulating

covering, and n be the number of layers, the depth of winding at

this point is ndy Except, however, at the crossing point, the turns

of the upper layers bed into the hollows between the turns of the

layers underneath. The depth of winding is then

d^-\-{n - i)di sin 60° — d^ {i +(« - i) 0*866}

^^,
=^1 («x 0*866 + 0*134)

While allowance must be made in the space allotted for the bobbins

for the larger value, the mean depth of winding from which 4 is to be

calculated may be taken as lying between the two values, or

^^ t^o-()7id^ (80)

Round wire single or double cotton-covered, rectangular wire double-

cotton covered, and also wide copper strip, insulated with intervening

layers of paper or calico, are used for the winding of field-magnet

bobbins according to the circumstances of the case. If y=:the section
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of the copper wire or strip, and s^ = the space that must be allotted to

each insulated wire with due allowance for interstices between adjacent

turns in the case of round wires, o- = — is the ratio of the net volume

of copper to the gross volume occupied by the insulated wire. The

effect of bedding which increases a- from 0-7854 -—
- to approximately

— ' ^7 =o'875 -, -, improves the efficiency with which the space is
o'9 a^'^ a^-

utilised considerably. The total thickness of double cotton-covering

in the case of round wire is usually from 12 to 15 mils, and in the case

of rectangular wire 20 mils. Owing to the bedding, the curve of o- for

a field-magnet coil with small round wires double-cotton covered falls

in between curves a and d of Fig. 176, but rises more steeply, and for

wires above 0*050" diameter more nearly coincides with curve d of

Fig. 176. The ratio thus in practice ranges from 0*4 to 0*65, and the

greater volume of coils in which a high voltage demands a great number
of turns of very small wire as compared with low voltage coils with

the same number of ampere-turns is worthy of special note. On
this account for shunt coils it often becomes advisable to adopt

single-cotton-covered wires, in which the total thickness of insulation

averages about 8 mils ; the pressure between adjacent turns of a field

winding is not large even in 500-volt machines, and the thinner insula-

tion suffices to withstand this pressure, while o- becomes as high as

curve a of Fig. 176. Recently small round wire specially insulated

with a thin layer of a tough, elastic, and heat-resisting enamel has been

tried for field coils with some success, but is not yet in ordinary

commercial use.* On larger machines, and wherever the area of wire

which is to be wound is considerable, the use of a rectangular section

is advantageous, even though the thickness of insulation has then to

be increased to 20 mils. Indeed, a thin wide strip of which the one

dimension is many times the other becomes quite permissible, and

from its convenience in winding has much to recommend it.

In special cases, where the dynamo is subjected to very high

temperatures, the field wires may be insulated with an asbestos

covering ; or if a wide flat section of copper can be employed the

turns may be insulated from one another by a thin strip of asbestos

paper of a few mils in thickness.

Since the cross-sectional area through one side of a coil must be

equal to the number of turns in the coil multiplied by the area s^

taken up by one wire, an important relation exists between the

dimensions of a coil and the ampere-turns which it can furnish with

due regard to its heating. The necessary dimensions of any coil can, in

* Bare aluminium wire on which an insulating coating of oxide is formed has

also been proposed, Elektr, Kraftbelriebe u. Bahnen (Hopfelt), vol. iv. p. 401.
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fact, be determined from equations (76) or (79) by consideration of the

resistance or volume of copper as related to its external surface. Thus

the resistance of the coil is T,. x—^ x w' x/^ = T,. . /,. . y^ . -,
100 s

where s = the net copper section of the wire or strip in square inches.

The watts of the coil are thence W- A^
. T, . /, . ^ .

°-l°°°°^. If,
s

as is usually the case, the dimensions of the coil are fixed by the

necessity of obtaining sufficient cooling surface to dissipate the heat

loss without exceeding a certain fixed rise of the surface temperature,

W
let i — be the permissible rate of loss in watts per

36(L.4+2/.4) ^ ^
square inch of external cooling surface, /„ being the external perimeter

of the coil expressed in yards (so as to correspond with the perimeter

of the central layer 4 which is in yards), L its axial length in inches,

and / the thickness in inches of the winding in a radial direction.

We then have

36 ^(L. /,+ 2/.4) = A2.T, . l.k

or

0*000024

, 4
, , A2 . T. . /['. 0-666x10-

4 ^.s

Since s^ — the space in square inches taken up by each insulated wire,

including allowance for any waste by interstices, s — tr. s^, and — = T,.

Multiplying both sides of the above equation by L/, the necessary

relation between the dimensions of the coil and its ampere-turns is

obtained, namely,

L2 . / . ^ + 2L .
/-^ = (AT,)2 . ^ .

^ X o'666 x iq-o
. . . (81)

. /l2 . / . ^«+ 2L .
^^- AT, . J

I

.
---'-.. X 10-3

V 4 V ^ 1-225 Vo-

K\:,=^Jut . -^" + 2U2x V|x ^crx 1-225 XIO^

The value of ^^(^vith round wires = 0-935 j) "ses from 0-75

for wire of 0-050" diameter insulated with 12 mils of cotton covering

or 0*81 with wire o'loo" diameter and 15 mils of insulation to as high

as 0-95 with copper strip, and is approximately known from the nature

of the winding and the exciting voltage. Further, k and ^ are mutually

dependent upon one another, the desired temperature rise fixing the

ratio of watts to cooling surface. The ratio " is in the case of circular

1 , , • , , diam. of inside turn + 2/ j • ^u cbobbms equal to -,—^, , and m the case of a rect-
diam. of inside turn -f t

or
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angular bobbin of which the two inside dimensions are A and B

= /A , ii>| V If ^^ desired depth of winding is known, the

necessary length L can be definitely determined. The influence

of -^ is small, since it only varies from 1-33 in small to \'\ in large

machines, so that an approximate estimate of the necessary cross-

section of coil can be made with close accuracy not only without

calculating out the exact size of wire and number of turns, but also

without calculating the exact depth of winding. Such values can

thus be beforehand assigned to L and / as will enable the required

number of ampere-turns to be obtained without overheating.

If the cooling influence of the end-flanges could be neglected, the

ampere-turns of a coil as fixed by its heating would then be simply

proportional to its length and to the square root of the depth of its

winding, but even if this simple approximation is not adopted it is

evident that, when a given number of ampere-turns is to be obtained

with a fixed rise of temperature, an increase in the length is of consider-

ably greater value than an increase in the depth.

The volume of copper in the coil is L/'o- x 364 cubic inches, and

since the weight of a cubic inch of copper is 0*32 lb., its weight is

Uo- .4x11-5 lbs. Since by (81) L^'cr- -A^^ZL x - x o-666 x iq-^

we have

TAT "l^ k
Weight of coil in lbs. = -^-'^- . /;.. ^ . 7-66 x iq-^

and the total weight of copper on the machine is this quantity x N,..

From this it follows that, for a given rise of temperature and given

dimensions of pole, the requisite weight of copper is very much reduced

by increasing the length of the coil. A limit is, however, set to the

possible decrease in the weight of copper used by two considerations.

As the length of the coil is increased, although the same temperature

rise is attained, the loss in watts is continually increasing, and cannot

be allowed to reach such a value as to seriously impair the efficiency.

Further, the length of pole increases with the increase of the bobbin

length ; the magnetic circuit is in consequence longer, the necessary

ampere-turns more, and finally the size, weight, and cost of the iron

magnet are greater. The best length of coil must therefore be de-

termined by a compromise between a number of conflicting considera-

tions, the advantage of a reduction in the weight of wire being finally

balanced by the increased cost of the longer iron or steel poles and

yoke-ring, and by the lower efficiency of the machine as a whole.
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§ 1 8. Winding of field magnet-bobbins.—The field coils of

small machines are usually wound in a lathe or small wmding machine

on a wooden former between temporary cheeks ; the numerous layers

of wire are built up during the process of winding with interlaced strips

of tape, so that the wooden cheeks and finally the former itself may be

Fig. 288.—Kound shunt magnet-coils.

withdrawn without the coil, losing its shape. The coil is thus left

self-supporting, and no spool is required. The ends and the whole of

the inside are then covered with paper, press-spahn, or micanite of

different degrees of thickness, according to the voltage which the coil

has to withstand, especial care being taken to secure a thoroughly

Fig. 289.—Rectangular magnet-coils. (Thos. Parker Ltd.)

sound covering on the inside edges where it will be in contact with

the iron of the pole-core. Finally, the whole coil is wrapped round
with an overlapping layer of strong tape to retain the true insulating

covering in place, and is varnished inside and out. Such coils, both round

and rectangular, are shown, in Figs. 288 and 289. They are threaded

VOL. I.—32
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Pressspahn 0020" thick. Press-spahn 0020"thick.

Tape Tape

ifm
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over the poles, and are fixed in place so as not to become chafed by

vibration, preferably by being secured between two iron or brass retain-

ing plates, the one resting against the projecting pole-shoe and the other

fastened by pins driven into the iron pole. The thickness to be allowed

for the insulation on the inside, after the scheme shown in diagrammatic

section in Fig. 290, rises from o'o45" for 100 volts to o'oyo" for 250,

and o"i 10" for 500 volts. In machines subjected to especially trying

conditions of dampness the wound coil is wrapped with a double layer

of webbing, and is then soaked in bitumen or other insulating varnish

Fig. 292.— Eight-pole magnet-frame with coils in place.

and thoroughly dried, until, to use an Americanism, it is " mummified."

For larger machines spools are in many cases employed. These may
be either of insulating material, such as vulcanasbest (Fig. 291), isolit

or adit, specially moulded to fit over the poles, with grooves formed

in their flanges to receive the wire leading to the bottom layer ; such

spools are convenient for winding, and provide a very high insulation

from the iron, but they have the disadvantage of being heat-retaining.

Or the spools may be of metal, usually with a sheet-iron cylindrical

body riveted to malleable iron or brass end-flanges ; the latter being

pierced with holes or star-shaped to give as much ventilation as possible

without impairing the mechanical support of the winding. Such spools
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conduct the heat better to the iron of the pole, but their winding surface

must be insulated with several layers of varnished paper or micanite

cloth. In order to obviate the danger of a break of the leading-in wire

rendering the lower layer inaccessible, a thin insulating partition may
be placed against the end-flange, and within this, as each layer is

wound, a turn of the leading-in wire is taken in the reverse direction,

Section of Teak
Vertical Strip Horizontal Distance

''Piece of Black Fibre.

Fig. 293.— Magnet-coil in separate sections.

until it is finally brought up to the top, flush with the bulk of the

winding, and in a readily accessible position. Or a thin strip of copper

is soldered to the first turn of the lowest layer, and is brought out

under the winding and completely insulated therefrom by intervening

mica. Fig. 292 shows the field-coils of an 8-pole machine in place

on the magnet-cores, the coils being wound between metal flanges and

connected in series round the circle of poles.

For the better ventilation of large coils it is very common to find

them divided into two or three separate sections with air-ducts between
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them. Such air-ducts may be either radial and communicating with a

central air-space between the inside of the coil and the pole-core, or

they may run longitudinally through the coil, the separate sections

being kept apart by strips of wood or fibre which are interposed at

intervals so as to form a circular air-gap. The end-flanges in either

case are pierced or cut away to form corresponding openings through

which the air may circulate. Figs. 293 and 294 illustrate the first

method, with which, owing to the smaller size of the sections, we again

return to separate coils wound so as to be self-supporting and afterwards

Fig. 294.—Magnet-coil in separate sections

slipped over the pole without any internal spool ; wood strips boiled in

paraffin-wax are disposed round the pole and wedge the coil in place,

so that no further internal insulation is required, and small black fibre

distance-pieces dovetailed to the wood strips serve to keep the sections

apart. The inner ends of the windings are then conveniently brought

out through the radial openings between the sections.

Series coils are advantageously made by winding flat copper tape on

edge with insulation laid in between the turns ; the heat is conducted

directly to the outside edges of the copper, and the utilisation of space

is good.
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SERIES, SHUNT, AND COMPOUND WINDING

§ I. Methods of excitation of the field-magnet. Separate
excitation.—By the principles stated in the previous chapter the

designer is enabled to calculate the number of ampere-turns required

to excite the magnetic system of a dynamo. There are, however,

Fig. 295.—Separately excited dynamo.

several different methods of supplying the exciting current, and since

these have different effects on the working of the machine the four

principal modes require to be considered in detail. The excitation of

the electro-magnet of a dynamo is, in general, effected either (i) by

coils forming a shunt to the external circuit, the dynamo being then

known as a "shunt" machine; or (2) by coils in series with the

external circuit, when the dynamo is called a " series " machine ; or

(3) by both shunt and series coils in combination, a method known as

"compound winding"; or lastly, (4) by coils connected to a separate

source of current, the machine being then said to be "separately

excited."

The excitation of a machine from a separate and entirely external

source of electrical energy is the most obvious method, and was the

i
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one first adopted in practice, a small dynamo with permanent magnets

of steel being used to furnish current for exciting the field-magnet of

a larger dynamo. Fig. 295 shows a separately excited machine, the

electric circuit of the magnetising coils being entirely distinct from the

circuit of the main dynamo ; in the diagram the main external circuit,

R„ is indicated by incandescent lamps strung in parallel across from the

positive to the negative lead. The source of the magnetising current

is represented by a battery of cells, but may, of course, equally well be

a separate continuous-current dynamo.

§ 2. Shunt excitation.—The second step in the order of develop-

ment was made when it was suggested that a part of the electrical

energy generated in the main dynamo might be used to maintain or

increase the magnetism of its own field-magnet. This was, however,

only possible if the machine were furnished with a commutator by

Fig. 296.—Shunt-wound dynamo.

which the current was commuted into a steady flow in one direction,

and was thus rendered suitable for magnetising purposes. Two distinct

methods were then invented, by which this suggestion was realised.

By the first, magnetising coils were arranged as a shunt to the

external circuit proper ; thus, in Fig. 296, from the brushes of the

dynamo two paths, R^ and R,, are presented, and the armature current

divides into two portions, the relative magnitudes of which will vary

inversely as the resistances of R^ and R, ; while the one portion of the

total armature current flows through the external circuit R^., wherein

the useful electrical energy is manifested, the other is shunted through

the magnetising coils, and both reunite to flow through the armature.

The voltage on the shunt is, of course, the same as that on the external

circuit, since the same terminals, A and D, serve for both. If the
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resistance of the shunt, R^, be relatively high as compared with R„ only

a small proportion of the total energy developed will be absorbed in

exciting the field-magnet ; hence the shunt coils are usually composed
of a large number of turns of small wire, and are represented by fine

lines in contrast to the thicker lines, which indicate the lower resistance

of the external circuit.

§ 3. Series excitation. — By the second distinct method,

magnetising coils are arranged in series with the external circuit, and
the whole of the armature current passes alike through the turns of

the field-magnet coils, R„„ and the external circuit, R, (Fig. 297). A
portion of the total pressure developed at the brushes is expended in

the magnetising coils, and the remainder is available for useful work
at the terminals. A, D, to which the external circuit is applied. If the

resistance of the series coils, R„„ be low as compared with the resistance

Rtixi

Fig. 297.—Series-wound dynamo.

of the external circuit, the percentage of energy absorbed in the field

will be small as compared with the useful output ; on this account the

series coils are usually a few turns of thick wire, and are so represented

in our diagram. The number of ampere-turns on the magnet of the

dynamo may be the same whether it be shunt- or series-wound, since

in the one case a small current flows through a large number of turns,

and in the other case a large current flows through a few turns ; and in

both cases the amount of energy absorbed in securing any given number
of ampere-turns is simply a question of the amount of copper in the

field-coils.

% 4. Self-excitation.—-A further and most imi)ortant step was

now found to be practicable, namely, the self-excitation of the machine,

whether shunt- or series-wound. The field-magnet of a dynamo is

slightly magnetised, even when the machine has ceased running ; it
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may then appear to be perfectly demagnetised by its failing to attract,

say, a bunch of keys held near the poles, but a more delicate test will

show that both forged and cast iron or steel retain a certain amount of

flux (Chap. XII. § 4), and if the field magnet be approached with a

small compass needle, one pole of the machine will attract and the

other will repel the N, pole of the delicately poised needle. Now the

presence of this feeble residual flux is sufficient to start the process of

self-excitation, since it implies that a few lines of induction are passing

round the magnetic circuit of the dynamo through the armature, even

when at rest. Hence, when the armature of either Fig. 296 or Fig. 297

is rotated, the active wires cut the residual lines, and a small E.M.F.

is thereby set up within the winding of the armature. If the brushes

are " down " on the commutator, and a closed circuit is thereby made,

this small E.M.F. sends a feeble current through the magnetising coils

;

the ampere-turns of the latter, although as yet they may be small, still

serve to increase the number of lines passing through the armature,

and these, as they are cut by the wires, produce an increased E.M.F.

;

the exciting current is thereby in turn increased, and its increase is

again followed by a further increase in the flux and E.M.F. Thus the

magnetism gradually grows, the increments becoming less and less as

the iron of the field-magnet becomes more and more saturated. The
time taken by the " building up " process will vary from a few seconds

in a small machine to a minute or more in a large magnet, but after a

short time a small increase in the exciting current produces very little

increase in the flux ; finally, for a given speed of rotation the voltage

and exciting current reach a settled state, and the machine will run

for any length of time, maintaining its own constant flux. Thus the

presence of residual flux renders it unnecessary to impart to the field

magnet any initial excitation, and the continuous-current machine

becomes self-exciting by the mere rotation of the armature. One
difference, however, between the shunt- and the series-machine will be

apparent from their respective diagrams. In the latter case the

external circuit must be closed before the process of excitation will

begin, since the circuit of the field-coils is only completed through the

external circuit. In the former case, if an external circuit of very

low resistance be closed on the brushes, so small a portion of the feeble

initial current will be shunted through the magnet-coils that the machine

may fail to excite. Hence, in the shunt machine, the excitation is most

quickly and surely obtained if the external circuit be left open until the

magnet is thoroughly excited.

It only remains to remark that even when a machine has just come

from the workshops, and is run for the first time, there is usually

suflicient residual flux in the magnet, due to the effect of the earth's

magnetic field or of other magnetic bodies upon it during the process

of its manufacture, to enable it to excite itself. The first excitation
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may, however, require a higher speed than will be subsequently

necessary, and in cases of large shunt machines, running at slow speeds,

separate excitation may have to be resorted to in the first instance.

§ 5. Energy stored in the excited field.—When once the

machine is normally excited, and is running under settled conditions,

the energy spent in the magnetising coils is entirely converted into

heat ; but during the process of creating the magnetic field a certain

amount of energy is absorbed which is given back as the field

demagnetises. If the circuit of a series-wound dynamo be opened

while it is running the stored-up energy reappears in the form of

a spark at the switch ; the rapid collapse of the lines of flux which

circle through the turns of the field-coils generates a high E.M.F.,

which tends to keep up the strength of the current ; and if the field

be powerful and the turns encircling it be numerous, the intensity

of the spark becomes very considerable. In the case of a shunt-wound

dynamo the opening of the external circuit does not interrupt the

flow of the shunt current round the coils ; the stored energy

discharged at the switch is then chiefly that of the external circuit.

Owing, however, to the large number of turns in the shunt, the

effect of suddenly breaking the magnetising circuit is even more

marked than in a series machine. Thus, if a person accidentally

lifts the brushes of a large shunt machine running on open circuit,

the self-induced E.M.F. may rise to thousands of volts, may damage

the insulation of the machine, and, further, may give perhaps a

fatal shock. If the machine be running on a closed circuit, say,

of incandescent lamps, the person would be less liable to receive

such a severe shock, since the so-called " extra-current " is discharged

through the external circuit, and causes the lamps to momentarily

flash up. In order, therefore, to open the shunt circuit of a machine

when running, a shunt-breaking switch is necessary, in which at

the moment of opening a non-inductive resistance is closed upon the

terminals of the shunt.

§ 6. Determination of shunt-winding.—The application

of the formulae of Chapter XV. to the design of the field-winding

of the shunt machine is easy. Let E,, be the terminal or external

voltage which the machine is required to give when supplying its

full external current; then the difference of potential on the ends

of the shunt is likewise E,,, and it is only necessary to substitute its

value for E^ in the equations 76-78 in order to determine the

necessary area or diameter of wire. In order to further determine

the number of turns and weight of wire, it is necessary to know, at

least approximately, the rate in watts at which energy is to be expended

in the field-coils.

While, however, the necessary size of wire is rigidly determined,

there is, in fact, no hard-and-fast rule for deciding the weight that
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is to be used, and this must be left to the designer's judgment.

If a large quantity be used, the weight and cost of the machine

are increased (double-cotton-covered round wire costs approximately

from ;^4, I OS. to ;£6 per cwt.), while if a smaller quantity be used

the heating of the field-coils is greater, and the efficiency of the

machine is decreased. A further disadvantage which arises when the

weight of copper is reduced is, that there is a greater difference

between the resistances of the shunt when cold and when hot, owing

to its rise of temperature being greater ; this difference causes a

difference in the shunt current, and therefore in the exciting power

and total flux produced, so that when the dynamo runs at a constant

speed the E.M.F. induced is greater at starting than it is after it has

run for several hours continuously, and has attained its final temper-

ature. If the dynamo be supplying incandescent lamps direct, and

this difference be great, it will necessitate an alteration in the speed

of rotation in order to maintain the correct voltage on the lamps,

or it must be corrected by means of a variable rheostat in series with

the shunt. Difference of temperature is minimised by the winding of

the shunt coils in separate sections with intervening air-ducts through

which the air is brought into contact with the more heated central

parts, as in Figs. 293, 294; but, on the other hand, it has to be borne

in mind that, as compared with a single coil filling the whole of the

bobbin-length, the lesser number of turns and weight of wire are always

obtained at the expense of a slightly lower efficiency. The settlement

of the rate in watts at which energy may be expended in the shunt

coils depends, therefore, upon their allowable heating, and upon the

efficiency which the dynamo is to have; from both considerations

combined, experience enables us to fix upon a preliminary estimate

from which the completed design need differ but little. In practice,

the loss of energy in the field of a shunt machine varies from about

1*5 per cent, of the output in a loo-kilowatt machine to 7 or 8 per

cent, in a 4-kilowatt machine. The heating question will be more

fully discussed in Chapter XIX. If it be settled that W watts may be

lost in the field-winding, then W = E^ x Q watts, and C, = ~, whence

the resistance of the shunt and its composition can be at once

determined. The preliminary result thus arrived at should only

require such slight revision as will lead to the winding forming a

complete number of layers.

§ 7- Example of shunt-winding calculation.—To illustrate

the above, the winding for the 21" x 1
1" dynamo of Chapter XV. § 9 as a

shunt machine will now be worked out in detail. A shunt-wound

dynamo is almost invariably furnished with a rheostat or resistance

in series with the magnet winding, for the purpose of regulating its

voltage ; the coils of such a rheostat can be successively thrown into
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or out of the shunt circuit, and since for a given voltage at the brushes

the exciting current can be thereby reduced or increased, the voltage

of the machine can be lowered or raised by successive small steps. It

will be assumed in the present case that a shunt rheostat is to be used,

so that the electrical connections of the machine will be as diagram-
p

matically shown in Fig. 298, and the current in the shunt is Cj = :g

—

''^—^

where R^ is the resistance corresponding to the particular contact on

which the arm of the rheostat rests. Under these circumstances at full

load, and when the machine is heated after a prolonged run, it will be

advisable to retain a small margin of resistance in the rheostat ; in other

words, the full voltage at the brushes will not be used to excite the

field-magnet. It will be remembered from Chapter XV. § 16 that, when

once the gauge of shunt wire has been selected and the coils wound,

the ampere-turns are not increased but rather reduced by winding on

more turns, while a limit to the removal of turns is quickly reached

through the overheating
~^

I I I I of the coil which results.

But if one or two steps

Eb V Q 4^ 'f of resistance in a rheostat

have been held in re-

serve, should it become

necessary to make up

any small deficiency in

the calculated ampere -

turns or to cover any

variation from strictly

normal conditions, the

last steps can be cut out and the voltage thereby raised slightly.

But on the other hand, the difference between the terminal voltage

at the brushes E^, and that applied to the terminals of the field-

coils, E^ i.e. the loss of volts over the rheostat at full load, or E^ - E^^

must be kept small, so as not to appreciably impair the efficiency of the

machine. In the present case, therefore, E,. will be taken as about 2\

per cent, less than E,,, or, say, 225 out of the 230 volts at the brushes

or terminals of the external circuit.

With the same loss of volts over the armature resistance and

brushes as in Chapter XV. § 9, the induced E.M.1'\ must now be 238

volts, or slightly less than before, since no part of the field-winding is

in series with the armature ; the necessary flux is therefore Z„ =

-^—^ =6*35 X 10", and the total ampere-turns on the four
450 X 500

poles to give this flux is from Fig. 286, AT= 2X = 2 x 19,000.

The diameter of the pole being 9^", the inside diameter of the

bobbin over the wood strips running axially down the magnet-core,

Adjustable rheostat in shunt circuit.
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after the fashion of Fig. 293, will be 9I". A depth of winding of 2^"

may be assumed, so that the mean diameter of a central turn will be

i2|", and its length 4 = 7rx 12*375 inches = i"o8 yard.

With the assumed thickness of winding, ^= —^ =i'2, and
^ 4 9-875 + 2-5

- d .

^o- = 0-935^ will be about o'8. As will be explained m Chapter XIX.,

if the coil were closely wound without any ventilating channels, a ratio of

about o"5 watt per square inch would give a surface rise of temperature

of about 45° F., and the ratio of the mean rise to the surface rise would

be, say, 172, so that from Chapter XV. § 16, assuming the tempera-

ture of the engine-room to be 70° F, while the standard temperature

of the wire table is 60° F., /^= i -fo'oo225 x 87'6= i*i97, and /^

y/ 0-5

equation (81)

Since each coil has to give 9500 ampere-turns, by

^l'2Ut+2U'^:
9'5

1*225 X o*J
xi*55=i5

and with 2|" depth of winding L = 6-82".

The above gives a first idea of the necessary length of coil, and

will hold good equally in the present case when the coils are to be

divided up into sections with air-canals

between them. The effect of this con-

struction will be to reduce the value of k

and at the same time to increase the

watts per square inch that may be allowed

for the same surface rise; thus, as in

Chapter XV. % 16, k may be taken as

1*184, ^^'^ °'64 watt per square inch

may be allowed, the gross length of coil

being reckoned in the cooling surface.

It results that, even when two air-canals

each f" wide are added to divide the coil

into three sections (Fig. 299), its gross

length may remain 6*8". It will be assumed,

therefore, that the above calculations or the ^lo. 299.

known design of the magnetic circuit, as in

Fig. 279, have led to an axial length of pole of 7*3", a surplus of ^"

being allowed at each end of the coil.

The several shunt coils, one on each pole, are almost invariably

connected in series, so that by equation (76)

225 X 100

38,000 X I '08 X 1*184
: 0*462 ohm per 100 yards,
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and the necessary diameter of the shunt wire is by equation (78)

a — —i=^=^y= =0 00 IK
\/0*4D2

Any such shunt wire can be specially drawn, but for manufacturing

reasons it is advisable to adhere to certain standard sizes of wire which

can be held in stock. It will therefore be assumed that we are limited

to No. 14 S.W.G. = o'o8o" diameter, and a size intermediate between

Nos. 14 and 13, say o*o85" diameter. Out of these, after a preliminary

trial to determine the relative proportions in which the two sizes must

be used, a composite shunt winding can be obtained which fulfils the

required conditions.

The net winding length is 7'3 - i*25 = 6'o5", and each of the

three sections will be, say, 2 "02" long. In order to illustrate the pro-

cedure that would be followed in working out the details of the coils,

our preliminary winding with the single size of wire would be completed

as follows. The number of turns in a layer of one section will be

= 20'9. Strictly speaking, one turn must be deducted from this
0-0965

quotient, which gives 19 "9, or 597 per layer of the three sections. With

a depth of about 2 "5" there will be 28 layers, since with allowance for •

bedding we have by equation (80)

o*9 X 28 X o'0965" = 2 •43"

The total number of turns on a complete bobbin will be, therefore,

28 X 59'7 - 11670, or 6680 in all on the four bobbins. The mean length

of a turn being 4 = (9 '8 7 5 + 2*5)77 inches = i'o8 yard, the total length of

wire is 7215 yards, and its resistance at 60° F. = 72'i5 x 0*462 = 33*35

ohms, or when heated 33*35 ohms x 1*184 = 39*45 ohms. In order

to give a total of 38,000 ampere-turns the current must be 5*7

amperes, corresponding to the assumed E,.= 225 volts, and to a loss of

energy in the shunt winding at the rate of 5*7 x 225 = 1280 watts. The
perimeter of the outer layer will be (9*875-^5)77 = 46*6", and the over-

all length of the coil being 6*81", the total cooling surface of the four

coils (measured as in Chapter XIV. § 5) will be

46*6x6*81=318

^(14*8752-9*875^)= 194

512x4 = say, 2000 sq. inches.

As will be explained in Chapter XIX., the ratio =0*64 watt per
2000

square inch will, m the present type of construction with well ventilated

coils, give a surface rise of temperature of about 48° F., or sufficiently near

to our assumed amount. The design may therefore be proceeded with,

since the assumed depth of winding tallies with the requirements in
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regard to heating, and after a preliminary trial the final winding is

obtained with the two sizes of wire as follows.

The diameter of the double-cotton-covered wire with 1 5 mils insula-

tion will be in the two cases 0*095" ^^^ o'loo", so that in each section

there will be respectively =21*2 and =20*2 turns per layer,
0*095 o*ioo

or more accurately with one turn deducted, 20*2 and 19*2 turns. In

order to bring the ends of the sections together for soldering and the

ends of the bobbin as a whole away from the end flanges, it is with

three sections advantageous to have an even number of layers in the

upper and lower sections and an uneven number of layers in the

central section. Further, in order to avoid changing the wire during

the winding of a section, it may be found feasible to wind one section

only of each bobbin with the larger wire of which the lesser amount is

wanted. The final winding will therefore be arranged with the two

end sections each of 28 layers of o*o8o", and a depth in each of 2*4".

The central section will be given 27 layers of 0*085", ^'i*^h a depth of

2*43". The mean length of a turn will be slightly less than in the

preliminary calculation, or, say, 4=1*072 yard. In tabular form we

thus have

—
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The total resistance of the four bobbins when hot will therefore be

3276 X i'i83 = 38"8 ohms, and the required ampere-turns will be

obtained with an exciting current of 575 amperes. The exciting

voltage will then be 223*1, which falls within our assumed limit, and

the loss of energy in the shunt coils at the rate of 1286 watts or i"6

per cent, of the output, with a total loss in the shunt and rheostat

combined at the rate of 1320 watts, or i'65 per cent, of the output of

80 kilowatts. The weight of wire will be 283 lbs. of o'o8o" and 145 lbs.

of o"o85", or 428 lbs. on the whole machine.

In the case of a bobbin wound on a former which closely embraces

a pole of rectangular section, if the length of a turn in the bottom

layer is /, = 2{(A+ |") + (B + f")} allowance for the insulated spool

being made by adding f" to each of the component dimensions, the

length of a turn in any other layer is made up of this length plus a

quadrant of a circle at each corner, the radius of this circle being equal

to the depth of the winding at the layer in question. The mean length

of a turn in the central layer is thus /,• + tt/, where / is the total depth of

the winding.

§ 8. External characteristic curve of shunt machine.—If

a dynamo be run at a constant speed, and the resistance of its external

circuit be varied so as to alter the value of the external current, the

curve connecting simultaneous values of the terminal E.M,F., E^, and

the external current, C,,, for a given speed of rotation is known as the

external characteristic of the machine for that speed ; since from it the

behaviour of the machine under varying conditions of load can be

graphically studied. If a rheostat is employed in conjunction with the

field circuit its resistance is assumed to be maintained constant, as

well as the speed. The amperes of such a curve are usually plotted

horizontally as abscissae with the corresponding volts as vertical

ordinates. The two may either be obtained by direct measurement,

voltmeter and ammeter being read off simultaneously, or the curve may

be derived from the flux curves of the machine. In the case of a shunt-

wound machine the curve of external E.M.F. and current will be found

to take the characteristic form shown in Fig. 300, OLKD. The manner

in which it may be derived from the flux-curves has now to be explained,

and first it will be necessary to consider the process by which the three

curves of Fig. 286 may be determined by direct experiment on a shunt-

wound dynamo.

From equations 22-25 it follows that E,, for a constant speed is

always proportional to Z„, the numerical relation between the two de-

pending upon the nature of the winding and number of active wires.

In a shunt dynamo C« =Q -t- C, ; and E^ = E^, -f C« (R^ -h R/,)j where

R/, is the resistance of the brushes ; whence Z„ oc E^, -f C«(Ra -t- R*). If,

therefore, E^ be observed for different excitations, the flux Z„ can be

thence deduced. The ampere-turns on the field-magnet are X^ =^ C^ x T^.
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E.
^^_ may be obtained by measuring the E.M.F. at the brushes

Rf + R^

and dividing it by the resistance of the shunt and rheostat ; but for

greater accuracy it is preferable to measure it directly by an ammeter,

since the resistance of the shunt is continually altering if the machine

is in process of warming up during the tests.

When the external circuit is open the only current flowing is that

through the shunt. As a rule, this is so small that C^R^ becomes

negligible, and E^, and E^ are almost identical. If, therefore, the

armature be run at different speeds, and a series of simultaneous

readings of the speed, the E.M.F. at the brushes, and the shunt

Volts,

Ee
300

250
D

200

150

100

50
S
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same readings must be taken as for the " no-current " curve ; but

between the readings at each different speed the resistance of the

external circuit must be altered, so that when the measurements are

made for either curve, the current through the armature (C^ =Q + Q)
has the constant value required. The loss of volts over the resistance

of the armature and brushes must now be added to the terminal E.M.F.

to obtain E„.

E.M.F. at
constant speed

260

240

220

200

180

160

100

80

60

40

20
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circuit), when some fixed speed is assumed. The full-line curves of

Fig. 301 show the curves of Fig. 286, thus converted on the assump-

tion that in our dynamo the number of armature wires is 450, the

number of shunt-turns 1650 per bobbin, and the total resistance of the

4 bobbins 38'8 ohms, and that the constant speed of rotation is to be

500 revs, per minute. From the design of § 7, the rheostat must be

given a resistance of i"2 ohm at full load, so that the combined
resistance of shunt and rheostat is 40 ohms, at which value it is

to be maintained throughout. The armature E.M.F. is thus

E„ = Z,, . 450 . %^ X io-^ = Z,j X 37'5 X lo**', and when the exciting
60

voltage on the terminals of the shunt alone is E_^ the corresponding

R 4- R
voltage on the terminals of the shunt and rheostat is E^ x —^ ——

^

= E,- .
—— . The loss of volts over the armature when warm at half-
38-8

load is 3, and at full load 6 volts ; and to each of these has to be

added the loss over the brushes which with hard carbon as their

material may be taken as a constant amount = 2 volts. Curve i

connects E^ or E^,, which has nearly the same value, with E^ . —^——

^

R^
R 4- R

when Ca = o. Curve 2 connects E„ and E^ . ^^ *" when C« has the value

R 4- R
Aj (=181 amperes), and curve 4 connects E„ and E^ . —^—^ when

C„ = Ao ( = 356 amperes). From curve 2 is obtained the dotted curve

R -t- R
3, connecting E^ and E^. . -A^—'', when C„ = A^ amperes, by deducting

from the ordinates of curve 2 the loss of volts over the brushes and
armature resistance ; the vertical distance between curves 2 and 3 is

thus throughout equal to A^(R^ -f R^) = 5 volts. Similarly, from curve

R 4- R
4 is derived the chain-dotted curve 5, connecting E^ and E^.—— ""

when Ca = Ag, the vertical distance between the two curves being now
8 volts.

R 4- R
Now, since in a shunt-wound machme Ea is the same as E^.—"

^.

R.
those points on curve 5 (such as L or K) for which the ordinate E^ =

R -t- R
the abscissa E,..—i-—^ are the only values of voltage which the

machine would give when run at the fixed speed with Ag amperes

flowing through the armature ; and in general those points on any
R 4- R

curve connecting E^, and E^. . —^—^, for which ordinate and abscissa

are equal, give the only possible values of the terminal E.M.F. for the
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particular armature current. Deducting the shunt current from

the total armature current, we obtain the external current; thus at

• . 7- /--. 2^0 volts /-I J .,pomt k, C-, = -—

—

,
=5"75> C„ = nearly 35575 amperes, and there-

40 ohms

fore Cs = 35o and £^=230 are simultaneous values of external current

and terminal voltage. All such points are necessarily passed through

by the straight line OH, which is drawn at an angle of 45° from the

axis of abscissse, as, e.g., K and L, N and M, D and O ; and after

deduction for the shunt current these may be plotted as part of the

external characteristic, 'as shown by the corresponding letters in the

full-line curve of Fig. 300. As the current is increased, the two points

at which the E^ curve intersects the diagonal draw together, and the

maximum current is that given by the E,, curve, which is just touched

by line OH as a tangent.

Given the no-current curve connecting E,^ with the ampere- turns of

excitation on open external circuit, i.e. such a curve as the upper one

of Fig. 301, it is evident that the corresponding curve of terminal E.M.F.

for any particular value of the current may be deduced as follows. The

ampere-turns required to balance the armature reaction may be

expressed as a certain proportion of the armature ampere-turns, or

as = /^ . AT^, where k increases as saturation approaches. It should be

noted that this number of turns must take into account all the effects

of the armature reaction in increasing the required excitation, including

the increase in the magnet-turns necessitated by the increased leakage

;

it is not therefore identical with X^,. The no-current curve must then

be shifted horizontally along to the right by the amount corresponding

to the value k . AT^, and from the curve so shifted must be deducted

the constant loss of volts over the brush and armature resistance for the

particular current in question.

§ 9. Deductions from characteristic of shunt dynamo.—It

will be seen from Fig. 300 that for the shunt-wound machine running at

any one fixed speed there is a maximum value for the external current

beyond which it is impossible to go. Owing to the heat which would

be generated in the armature winding by a long-continued passage of

this maximum current it may be, and usually is, impossible to work

the machine at the point of maximum current ; the maximum current,

in fact, is usually more than double the working current. Apart,

however, from the question of the heat damaging the winding, it is for

another reason inadvisable to work close to this point. After rounding

the point of maximum current the characteristic curve descends very

rapidly, and almost in a straight line to the origin. Thus in the

diagram (Fig. 300) the part OQ is practically a straight line, and

this implies that for an external resistance = ^^ the terminal^ OR amperes

E.M.F. may have any value between nought and OS volts, the external
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current correspondingly varying between nought and OR amperes

;

apparently therefore the machine might give widely different voltages

although running at exactly the same speed on the same external

resistance. But in reality the flux of the field is then unstable owing

to the voltage on the shunt not being sufficient to duly magnetise the

iron ; hence if, when working near the point of maximum current,

the resistance of the external current becomes lowered to a value

below that which corresponds to the maximum current, the machine

loses its magnetism altogether, and the voltage runs down to zero.

The practical importance of this is that if a shunt-wound machine be

accidentally short-circuited when at work, or, in other words, if R^ is

reduced almost to = o, the armature winding is not burnt up by the

continued passage of an abnormally large current ; the machine, on the

other hand, becomes demagnetised and gives no current, although

the driving engine may be running at a speed higher than the normal.*

Neither will a shunt-wound machine excite if an external circuit of

abnormally low resistance be closed on it, so that it is unharmed if an

accidental misconnection of the leads has resulted in its terminals being

short-circuited. For every value of the external current except the

maximum there are two values of the external E.M.F., and which of

the two E.M.F.'s is obtained depends entirely upon the resistance of

F
the external circuit ; this latter is equal to ^, or the slope of the line

to any point, P, on the curve, i.e. to the tangent of the angle made by

OP with the horizontal axis multiplied by the ratio of the scales to

which volts and amperes are plotted, or simply to tan a when E^ and

Ce are plotted to the same scale. The slope of the full-line curve

between L and O marks the critical resistance of the external circuit for

a speed of 500 revolutions per minute ; at this value the magnetism is

unstable, and at any lower value the machine will fail to excite or main-

tain its excitation.

For each constant speed the same shunt-wound dynamo gives a

different external characteristic. Thus in Fig. 300 the dotted curve

shows the external characteristic of the same dynamo at a constant

speed of 555 revolutions per minute instead of 500, and it will be seen

that at the new speed the maximum current is increased. The higher

the speed the less is the slope of the descending branch of the

curve; or, in other words, the smaller is the critical resistance

which the external circuit may have, without the dynamo losing its

magnetism.

§ 10. Instability of magnetism.—Instability of the magnetism

requires to be carefully guarded against in the design of self-exciting

* Occasionally a complete short-circuit of a shunt dynamo will, through certain

secondary reactions, end in magnetising its field slightly in the reverse direction, so

that, when again self-excited, its polarity is reversed.
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Za inC.G.S.linesxlO

7

dynamos. Figs. 300 and 301 show that the unstable portion of the

curve between L and O occurs when the flux falls on the initial straight

portions of the curves in Fig. 286, where the ampere-turns over the

air-gaps form almost the whole of the excitation ; analogously

it follows that if the machine is designed so that the working num-

ber of lines falls on the lower part of the flux curve where it

descends rapidly towards the origin, the magnetism of the machine as

a self-exciting dynamo will be utistable. Even if the field hold its

magnetism, a very slight variation of the speed will cause a large variation

in the E.M.F.—a result which is always undesirable, and especially so if

the machine be feeding lamps directly. Thus in the case of a shunt-

wound machine, suppose that its speed is raised slightly, the increased

E.M.F. causes an increase in the current through the shunt, which will

again increase the flux and the E.M.F., and the lower down the curve

of magnetisation that the

machine is worked, the greater

is the effect of any variation

in the shunt current upon the

E.M.F., owing to the magnet

being less saturated.

A measure of the per-

centage variation in the

voltage which follows from a

certain percentage variation

in the speed may be obtained

by a construction due to

Messrs. Poynder and Wim-
peris.* Let OZ (Fig. 302)

be a portion of the flux

curve containing the working

point corresponding to Z
lines at which it is desired to investigate the effect of change of

speed. The same curve with a different scale of ordinates will also

represent the voltage, or E = /;NZ, where /^ is a constant of the

required value to convert Hnes of flux into volts at the speed of

N revs, per minute. At the point Z draw a tangent to the curve ; let it

cut the vertical axis at z^, making an angle a with the horizontal. The
equation to the tangent line is Z = s;^-f-X tan a; and in the shunt

machine the excitation is practically proportional to the armature

voltage, or X = ^E, where c is some constant depending upon the field

winding. For a very small alteration of the voltage the working point

may be taken as moving up or down the tangent, and for a very

small alteration of the speed k may be assumed constant. Hence
E = -^NZ = ,^'N (^j-F^E tan a). Differentiating with respect to the

* Engineerings May 3, 190 1.
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speed, the rate of change of the voltage when the speed begins to

alter is

whence
;/isj

( '^
~ ^^'^^ ^^^ a\=k{z^-\- ^E tan a

j
= kZ

Since Z = Zj + kc^T tan a, we have Z(i - kc^ tan a) = z^

or (i -/^<rN tan a) = ^

therefore — =k —
N

5 both sides by -~, and sub<
E

hand side,

N
Multiplying both sides by -~, and substituting /^NZ for E on the right-

E

d^ N^i Z2

^N ^ E 'Z' z.

dE
E fractional change of voltage Z zo \or — = e 2_=_ .... (82)
;^N fractional change of speed z^

w
The percentage change of the voltage corresponding to a given per-

centage change of the speed is thus directly given by the ratio -, and

this must not be allowed to exceed a certain limiting value if instability

of the voltage is to be avoided. It can only be unity if the machine is

separately excited. Fig. 302 illustrates the case of the 2i"xii"

dynamo which has been above considered when giving 220 volts on

open circuit at a no-load speed of 515 revolutions per minute ; the flux

required is then Z^= =57 x 10'' C.G.S. Imes, and it has
450x515

been designed to work on a fairly stable part of the curve so as to be

satisfactory under these conditions which would have to be met in

Z • •

practice. The ratio — — 2 "04, and a i per cent, variation of the speed
^1

implies a 2*04 per cent, variation of the voltage. As the working point

Z . ...
approaches the origin, the ratio - rises, and in practice, in order to avoid

^1

instability, should not exceed 3, so that the change of the voltage

becomes 3 per cent, for a i per cent, variation of speed.* As will be

explained later, it is especially in over-compounded dynamos that the

safe limit is likely to be approached in regard to the open-circuit voltage

Cp. Boucherot {Trans. Intern. Elect. Congress, St. Louis 1904, vol, i. p. 669),

calls the ratio -^j /^rr 'N / N
value should be limited to 2.

who calls the ratio -:j^ /"Ivj' ^^^ kinetic variation of voltage, and recommends that its
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given by the shunt winding. As a matter of fact, the change of voltage

for any change of speed is to a certain extent held in check by the

hysteresis, which assists in maintaining the stability of the magnetism

;

but the determination of the ratio ^- affords a very useful warning to the

designer when in doubt as to the lowest point on the flux-curve at which

it is safe to work.

A further disastrous consequence of designing a shunt-wound

machine to work on the initial straight portion of the flux-curves is that,
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responding to Za = 6'54 x lo'', so that, as shown in Fig. 305,

—5= •5'^ = o'54. In other words, the critical speed No = Ni. - is

Ni 12-1 Z2

approximately 500 x 0*54 = 270 revolutions per minute.

The critical speed is, in fact, immediately derivable from the construc-

tional data of the machine as follows. On open external circuit at the

normal speed the armature induced E.M.F. is E« = C,.(Ra + Ry + Rr)j

and if, e.g., the machine has a simple lap-wound armature is also

Z, X r X
N

, ,o-», whence Z.N, = C.(R. + R,+ R,) x 60 x ,o«
^^^

60 T

M.M.F. required over the double air-gap of one magnetic circuit is

equal to the product of flux x air-gap reluctance, the latter being ~-- 'T,

so that the ampere-turns of air-gap excitation are equal to the flux

X -g-. Hence for the particular flux ^3 they are 0-8^24 • -, and this

is also equal to C^T„ where T, is the number of shunt-turns in a pair of

bobbins corresponding to a magnetic circuit. The critical speed for a

simple lap-wound machine is thus

^ _ o-Zni . 24(R„ -1- R^ + R,-) X 60 X 108
JNo . . (83)

In our case R„ -F R^ -}- R^ = 0*02 -f 38'8 -H i -2 = 40*02 ohms, and T^. = 3300;

as in Chapter XV. § 9, the constant by which the flux must be multiplied

in order to give the ampere-turns of air-gap excitation is
° '*hl^

^o-8 XI-09X 1-59^^.^^,66 ^„d
838

•KT 166,000 X 40*02 X 60 ^ , .. . ^
No = ^ = 270 revolutions per minute.

450 X 3300

It is evident from Fig. 303 that the critical speed is that for which the

curve of E^ in relation to E^ ' (assuming that there is no residual
Rj

magnetism and that the no-current flux curve descended strictly to the

origin) would be a tangent to the diagonal at the origin. For self-

excitation to commence there must be some residual magnetism, but in

order to reach the true self-excitation that is required the condition

Ni>No must hold. Failure to excite in this sense is seldom to be

feared in practice with any but very small machines, except in the case

of electroplating and similar dynamos of very low voltage. Yet even if

self-excitation takes place it is always important, as has been already

emphasised, to avoid instability of the magnetism and to design the

machine so that it attains a definite and high degree of magnetism when

self-exciting on the shunt winding. It must therefore be worked fairly

high up on the curves of flux, and in Fig. 286 the best portions whereon
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to work fall within the horizontal lines marking 5J and 6^ million lines

respectively. These portions may be said to lie on the bend or knee of

the curve, but it must be remembered that the apparent position of this

bend depends largely on the relative scale to which lines and ampere-

turns are plotted. Another advantage of working high up the curve is

that the difference of the ampere-turns of the shunt when hot and when
cold then produces but small effect upon the flux and E.M.F. of the

machine, since the magnet is well saturated. Also, the vertical distance

between the no-current and full-current curves decreases as the total

flux is increased, so that the variation in E.M.F. of the machine

between full-load and no-load is small when the magnet is strongly

excited. If, however, the working flux-density be taken too high, a

large amount of copper will be required on the field, and if for any reason

the actual curve comes below the predetermined curve, it may be

practically impossible to rewind the magnet so as to obtain a greater

flux, so that care must also be exercised not to exceed the due limit in

this direction.

§ II. Fall of volts in shunt-wound dynamo, and its

regulation.—It will already be apparent that much information can

be obtained from the shape of the characteristic curve of the dynamo

;

in the case of a shunt-wound dynamo run at a constant speed, we see

that its E.M.F. is highest when the external circuit is open, and the only

current flowing is that through the shunt. When the external circuit

is closed, and the armature current is swelled by the addition of an

external current, not only does the loss of volts over the resistance of

the armature progressively increase as the armature current increases,

but the demagnetising effect of any back armature ampere-turns in-

creases. Hence not only does the exciting voltage at the brushes of

the dynamo fall, but the flux due to a given number of shunt ampere-

turns is decreased. Owing, therefore, to the combined effect of the two

causes, namely, the increase of the back ampere-turns, X^, and the loss

of volts over R„, the characteristic gradually falls throughout the entire

working range of the dynamo. If, however, the armature be of low

resistance, the drop in volts for any current within the working range

will be but small, and consequently the shunt-wound dynamo may in

such cases be practically regarded as giving a nearly constant voltage

when run at a constant speed.

The shunt-wound dynamo of Fig. 300 has been above designed to

work high up on the flux-curve of a well saturated field-magnet, so that

it affords a good example of the regulation which may be obtained under

favourable conditions with simple shunt winding. By " regulation " in

the present connection is understood the degree in which under different

loads the machine approximates to a constant voltage at the terminals

when run at its normal speed and without alteration of the rheostat

inserted in the shunt circuit; i.e. the rise of volts when the full-load is
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switched off expressed as a percentage of the full-load volts or less

usually the fall of volts when the full-load is switched on, expressed as

a percentage of the volts at no-load. From Fig. 300 it is seen that if

the rheostat resistance is adjusted to give 230 terminal volts at full-load

and at the normal speed of 500 revolutions per minute, the switching off

of the full-load with the speed maintained constant will cause the volts

to rise to 245—an increase of 6| per cent. In practice this rise of volts

is magnified by the difference between the no-load and full-load speeds

as fixed by the governor of the prime mover. When a dynamo is

driven by an engine and forms the whole or a considerable portion of

the load on the engine, the greater the output the slower will be the

speed of the engine, even though it is governed for an approximately

constant speed. This difference of speed between full and no-load on

an electric-light engine varies, but usually ranges with a good governor

from 3 to 4 per cent, of the no-load speed. Its effect is cumul-

ative, since not only does removal of the full-load cause the E.M.F. to

rise for the same flux, but the excitation is thereby increased, which

again causes a further rise of volts. Since any such rise of volts is

detrimental to the good working of a central station or other installation

of motors and lamps, the shunt machine is almost invariably supplied

with a rheostat of sufficient range to enable the terminal volts not

only to be kept constant but even to be reduced at light loads. The
least favourable conditions requiring the highest resistance in the

rheostat will occur when the machine is working at no-load and before

it has become in any way heated by prolonged running. Thus in the

case of the 21" x 11" dynamo above considered the necessary resistance

which the rheostat must provide is to be calculated as follows. On the

assumption that it is to give the reduced voltage of 220 at no load, at a

speed of 515 revolutions per minute, or 3 per cent, above the full-load

speed to allow for the governor range, a flux of 57 x 10'' lines will suffice,

and from Fig. 286 this is obtained with 11,600 ampere-turns per pair of

poles, or with a shunt current of 3*42 amperes. The resistance of the

shunt when cold being 3276 ohms, C/R^-f R,.) = 3*42 (3276 + R,.) —

220, whence R^=3i74, say 32 ohms, which will be divided up between

a number of intermediate steps proportionate to the degree of fineness

which is required in the regulation, and with a current-carrying capacity

tapering approximately from 6 to 3*4 amperes.

While the rise of volts on switching the full-load off varies in a

shunt-wound machine from 7 to 20 per cent., it is evident that the fall

of volts on switching the full-load on is with the same initial volts in

the two cases considerably greater. Indeed, it may result in the machine

becoming almost demagnetised, owing to the resistance of the shunt

circuit with its rheostat fully inserted bearing a high ratio to the resist-

ance of the external circuit, and to the loss of volts over the armature

resistance.
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§ 12. Uses of shunt-wound dynamos.—Large continuous-

current dynamos for central-station work, which supply current at 220

or 550 volts to a network of mains, or at higher pressures to continuous-

current transformers, are often shunt-wound. The voltage at the station

end of the feeders to the network is in such cases conveniently regulated

by means of rheostats. For the direct lighting of incandescent lamps in

smaller installations, shunt-wound dynamos are not so suitable, owing

to the necessity for constant attendance in order to regulate their

E.M.F. according to the load, if a constant voltage is to be maintained

on the lamps. They are, however, frequently used in conjunction with

accumulators, and in such cases, by means of a supplementary resistance

in the shunt, they are arranged to charge accumulators during the day

up to about 130 volts, and at night to work in parallel with the battery,

lighting incandescent lamps at 100 volts, the speed under the two

conditions being maintained at nearly the same value.

On the other hand, for the electro-deposition of metals, shunt-

wound dynamos giving only some four or five volts are employed, this

being the voltage required by each electrolytic bath with its leads. For

charging accumulators, and for electrolytic or electrometallurgical work,

shunt-winding is alone suitable ; if the E.M.F. of the dynamos becomes
less than the E.M.F. of the cells, or the current through the electrolytic

baths becomes reversed through polarisation at their electrodes, the

direction of the current round the shunt remains unchanged, although

the current through the armature will be reversed. The result is that

the machine runs as a motor in the same direction as it did when acting

as a generator, and therefore opposes a back E.M.F. to the discharge

from the cells; this back E.M.F. prevents the flow of a large current

which might burn up the armature and also injure the cells.

At high voltages the necessary diameter of wire for a shunt-winding

on a small machine becomes very small, and fine wire is not only

expensive in itself, but the time and trouble of winding the great length

of it which is required become very considerable. Hence the maximum
E.M.F. for a small machine which has all or most of its excitation pro-

vided by a shunt-circuit may be set at about 500 volts, but in large

generators of say 400 kilowatts output this may be raised to 2250

volts.

Arc lamps are in many cases run in parallel from shunt machines,

but in each parallel a steadying resistance is usually required. It is

therefore advantageous to make each parallel circuit consist of several

arc lamps in series. This method may be extended until finally all the

arc lamps are connected in series ; it then becomes necessary to employ

a series-wound dynamo, which will next be considered.

§ 13. Determination of series winding.—^The series-wound

dynamo is but seldom met with in practice, yet for the sake of

completeness and for purposes of comparison with shunt-winding it
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will be instructive to work out the details of a series winding, its

necessary size of wire and its disposition, especially as many of the

practical considerations which are thereby brought to light will be found

equally applicable to the cOmpound-wound dynamo that has later to

be discussed.

Assuming, then, that it is desired to convert our 21" x 11" dynamo

into a series-wound machine without alteration of the armature, and

that the terminal voltage is still to remain 230 at full-load, an addition

must be made to the armature induced E.M.F. in order to cover the

loss of volts over the series winding. With the same dimensions of

pole as in § 7, we know that a suitable depth of coil and satisfactory

heating conditions will be attained if we allow a loss of about 1280

watts over the field-winding. The full armature current now becomes

available externally, but as this differs so slightly from 350 amperes the

latter figure will be again taken, so that the external volts and amperes

forming the output will remain unaltered. The voltage expended over

the series-winding must therefore not exceed =3"6s volts,
350 amperes

or I "6 per cent, of the terminal volts. When this is added to the loss

of 5 '9 volts over the armature resistance and the constant loss of about

2 volts over the brushes, E^ must now be 241 "55, and at the same

full-load speed of 500 revolutions per minute the required flux will

be Z^ = ——^ =6'43xio'', which will from Fig. 286
450x500

necessitate 20,400 ampere-turns per pair of poles.

Assuming all the 4 bobbins to be connected in series, and the same

surface rise of temperature, the required area of wire is therefore by

equation (77)

0*0024 X 20400 X 2 X i'o8 X i"i84
.

. ,

z z.^ z = o*344 square inch,
3*65 X 100 I

and the number of turns per pair of poles is T,„ = - "' = -°'^°° = 58-5,U 350

or 29^ per pole. A single round wire of the necessary diameter to

give this section is out of the question owing to the difificulty of

winding it. A number of possibilities, however, remain which will be

considered in detail. In a 4-pole machine 2 of the 4 bobbins

may be placed in parallel and the pair in series with the remaining

pair : the current in any turn will then be half of the total, i.e. -— = 175
2

amperes ; the number of turns must be doubled, but the section of each

wire need be only half as large. Since this is still too large to wind

as a round wire, the same process of subdividing the current and

proportionately increasing the number of turns may be carried a step

further by placing all the bobbins in parallel, when the current in each,
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being again halved, becomes ^^ = 87*5 amperes ; the number of turns
4

will then be four times as many as when the bobbins are in series, and

the necessary section is only one quarter of its original value. There

are, however, two objections to any parallel connection of the bobbins,

and these become of increasing importance as the number of parallel

paths is increased. In the first place, as the size of each wire is reduced

the ratio of the copper area to the space occupied or the value of a
diminishes, so that it may finally become impossible to find room for

the necessary volume of copper. In the second place, owing to the

different location of the several bobbins on the machine they may be

differently affected as regards their cooling surface when as usual they

are stationary and the armature rotates, so that even if their resistances

are exactly equal when cold, they differ when hot ; the total current

then becomes unequally divided between them, and one or more

magnetic circuits may have a greater number of ampere-turns than the

remainder,—a result which is especially disadvantageous with lap-wound

armatures. For both reasons, therefore, if it is possible to scheme a

convenient winding, it is always advisable to adhere to the arrangement

of all the bobbins in series.

Returning, then^ to the series connection, a rectangular strip may be

tried, double-cotton-covered and wound on flat-wise. Six layers of 4*9

turns per layer will give the required number of turns per pole ; the

thickness of the insulated strip must not exceed —^, say 0*4", and the
6

thickness of the bare copper will be 0*4 - 0-025 = o*375". The width

must therefore be 0*9 15", or when insulated o"94". In calculating the

required winding length, especially with a wide strip, one turn must

always be added to the actual number which each layer is to give, since

the space lost from the spiral way in which the strip must be wound

amounts to the width of one turn; hence in our case (number of

turns -1- 1) (width of insulated wire) = (4*9 -f i) x o • 94 = 5*55". Or vice

versa, in calculating the number of turns per layer that can be wound
within a certain length one turn must be deducted from the quotient

winding length ^

j^ ^^^ ^^^-^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^jj ^^
width of insulated wire

short this loss of space amounts to quite a large percentage of the

total length. For this reason the proposed use of rectangular strip

wound flatwise, although it has in itself a very high value for cr, does not

lend itself at all conveniently to a subdivision of the bobbin into the

three sections with air-gaps between them which is required in order

to secure the best results on the score of ventilation. Further, the

copper even when divided into two strips each o*i875" thick, wound
in parallel, will be troublesome to wind. An equivalent section of

copper wound on edge, say 2*45" x o*i4", reduces the above-mentioned
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loss of space very considerably ; the winding length, in order to give

29I turns per pole, must now correspond to 30 turns, or if the

neighbouring turns are insulated with strips of calico to a thickness of

o" 160", the length must be 30 x o"i6 — 4-8". Whether a quarter turn

can be secured depends upon where the wire is led on to or off the

bobbins, and a half-turn is usually more convenient as bringing the

ends to the opposite sides of each bobbin and in line all round the

circle of the poles in a convenient position for connecting together.

In spite of the lower value of o- the edgewise arrangement requires less

space and is the best. But the winding of a wide strip on edge calls for

special tools and skill in manipulation, so that as an alternative a thin

wide strip wound on the flat may be tried. The thickness of the strip

Will be —5-=o'o83' when msulated with calico strips pasted to one

side, or say o-o6o" bare. The necessary width is then 5'75", and this

may be conveniently divided into three sections each 1*9" wide. The
sections of each bobbin are coupled together into parallel where the

connections are made to the neighbouring coils by which the several

bobbins are put in series. Finally, therefore, each pole will be wound
with three sections each containing 29^ turns of a copper strip

I "9" wide X 0060" thick insulated to o"o8o". The joint area of the three

strips is i'9 X 3 X o'o6 = o"342 square inch, and their joint resistance

per 100 yards is
'* = o"oo702 ohm. The resistance of the 4

0-342

bobbins in series is -^ ^ x o"oo702 — o'oo89< when cold, or
100

0*00895 ^ i'i83 = 0*0106 ohm when hot. The loss of volts is o*oio6 x

350 = 3*71, and of watts is 1298. Our original allowance for the

armature E.M.F., etc., may therefore be permitted to stand. The
weight of wire is 11*5625 x 0*342 x 127 = 504 lbs. It will thus be seen

that, in spite of the greater number of ampere-turns which are required

on the field for the series machine to give the same terminal volts as

the shunt-wound machine, the better utilisation of the space which

results from the use of strip as compared with round wire enables the

same size of bobbins to be retained, the weight of copper contained

therein being greater.

Owing to the higher value of o- with rectangular strip copper as

compared with round wire, and in general owing to the fewer turns

of comparatively large area, the current-density in series winding is

usually lower than in shunt coils, since the watts per cubic inch of total

space should be the same for coils of similar dimensions. If as usual

in continuous-current dynamos the field-magnet is stationary, the

current-density in the series winding seldom exceeds 1000 amperes

per square inch, and on an average ranges from 750 to 800 amperes

per square inch. ^
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Regulation of the series machine is effected either {a) by a diverter

or less frequently {b) by alteration of the number of turns through which

the external current passes (Fig. 306). In the latter case the series

winding is divided into a number of sections from the ends of which

leads are brought out to the contacts of a regulating switch ; by moving

the lever of the latter the groups of sections are brought into action or

cut out one after the other. This method is, however, seldom employed,

since it can only be adapted to give a few large steps with consequent

sparking at the contacts.

A more gradual change can be obtained with a diverter (Fig. 306a)

;

this latter consists of an adjustable resistance connected in parallel

with the series winding. By moving the arm of the regulating switch

over the contacts connected to the resistance, the amount which is in

parallel with the series winding is gradually altered ; thus by decrease

of the ohms of the resistance a gradually increasing proportion of the

total current is diverted away from the series coils, and the field is

correspondingly weakened.

(a) (b)

Fig. 306.—Regulation of series-wound dynamo.

§ 14. External characteristic of series-wound dynamo.

—

The external characteristic of the dynamo when series-wound, as

described in § 13 for a speed of 500 revolutions per minute, is shown in

I'ig- 3°7' It may be derived from the flux-curves of Fig. 286 in the

following manner. Taking any current, C^, multiply it by T„„ the

number of turns per pair of poles in the series-winding, and then find

on the flux-curve for the particular current C^ the Z^ corresponding to

• • 7 X T X N^
the exciting power, CiT„,. Thence E„ = -^ —^can be determined ;

60 X 10**

the loss of volts over the resistance of the armature, brushes, and
series winding = C^ x (R,, 4- R* -f R;„), so that E,. corresponding to a

value of Q = Cj is E„ - C^ (R„ -f R* + R,„), and the corresponding point

on the external characteristic can be plotted. Next, take another value

for C^ and in the same way find the corresponding value of E^, and so

On until sufficient points have been obtained to draw in the curve. If

only three or four flux-curves are to hand it will be necessary to

interpolate or add other curves in order to determine the characteristic

VOL. I.—34
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throughout a large range of current. Thus the curve for fths of full

current will fall approximately midway between the curves for half and

full current, but slightly nearer to the former ; the back ampere-turns of

the armature are less at three-quarters than at full-load, owing to the

decreased current, and the proportion of leakage is thereby decreased.

The shape of the external characteristic for a series-wound dynamo
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Fig. 307.—Characteristic curve of series-wound dynamo,

is widely different from that for a shunt machine. Since the external

current is also the magnetising current, it resembles in the main a curve

of flux. But if the external current can be progressively raised a

point is always finally reached at which the terminal E.M.F. decreases

as the external current is increased, although this point is usually well

beyond the working range of current. The fall of the external
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characteristic is due to the loss of volts over the resistance of the

armature and series winding, and to the demagnetising effect of the

back ampere-turns on the armature. The former loss is directly

proportional to the current, while the effect of the back ampere-turns

increases faster than the current. On the other hand, when the magnet
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machine ; the external characteristic curve therefore attains a maximum
height, and thence bends gradually downwards.

If the brushes have a fixed position the descent is very gradual, as

in the case of the small series-wound dynamo illustrated in Fig. 308,

which also shows how the external characteristic for a series-wound

dynamo may be graphically constructed. The open-circuit flux-curve

of the dynamo is first converted into an E.M.F. curve for the given

constant speed, as shown by the upper dotted curve in Fig. 308. For

any particular value of the current the ampere-turns required to

balance all the effects of armature reaction, including the increased

leakage, may be expressed as k . AT„ where k increases as saturation is

approached ; this again may be expressed by the equivalent number of

amperes which with the given value of the field turns T,„ per pair of

poles yield k . AT,, ie. ^^^. The dotted curve marked
^

'

^^^ '-

T T^ 'It J- m
thus drawn, of which the scale in amperes to the right of the diagram is

equal to the horizontal scale of abscissse. Inclined to the horizontal

is then drawn the line OL, which to the volt scale at the left hand of

the diagram measures the loss of volts over the resistances of the

armature, brushes, and series coils for any particular current. The
induced E.M.F. of the armature for any value of the current is then

derived by finding a series of points such that their horizontal distance

from the upper dotted curve is equal to the corresponding ordinate ab

of the curve OM, and at the same time such that they fall on the

vertical from the particular value of the current in question. From the

curve of the armature E.M.F. E„ so derived has then to be deducted

the loss of volts AC corresponding to each value of the current. If

the brushes are given a greater angle of lead as the current is increased,

the back ampere-turns of the armature then rise faster than the field

ampere-turns, and gradually overpower the latter, so that the actual

flux may diminish. The curve of the armature E.M.F. then begins

itself to bend over, and the descent of the curve of the external E.M.F.

is rendered much steeper.

The external characteristic at any other speed is obtained by simply

altering the height of the ordinates; the slide rule is set up for the

ratio of the speeds, and the calculated values of E, are altered in

proportion to the alteration of the constant speed.

§ 15. Uses of series-wound dynamos.—Series-wound dynamos

are chiefly used for the electric transmission of large powers over

considerable distances, when one or more generators are employed to

supply current to similar series-wound motors through a single series

circuit ; and also, as already mentioned, for high-potential arc lighting.

The arc lamps are connected in series, and fed from a series-

wound dynamo, giving, say, 10 amperes and any E.M.F. up to about

3000 volts. By this arrangement not only is any necessity for steadying
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resistances avoided, but the weight of copper in the line is reduced as

compared with the same number of arcs in parallel, since the higher

the voltage the less the weight of copper required for a given percentage

loss in the line. For series arc lighting the drooping external

characteristic is a distinct advantage, and on this account the series-

wound machine is then worked on the descending portion of the curve.

For the proper working of arc lamps a nearly constant current is

required, which implies that the E.M.F. on the series of lamps must

be varied in proportion to the resistance which at any moment they

present. Now, if the resistance of any one or more lamps be decreased

owing to the carbons being fed together, or if a lamp be entirely cut

out of circuit, the momentary increase in the external current is, in the

case of a series-wound dynamo working on a falling characteristic,

accompanied by a decrease in the terminal volts ; this helps to bring

the current back to its normal strength, and although it cannot be

sufficient to make the machine entirely self-regulating for constant

current at varying potentials, it tends in the right direction, and leaves

less for the automatic constant-current regulator to do. Thus in

constant-current dynamos the drooping characteristic is expressly

exaggerated.

Series dynamos are unsuitable for charging accumulators, since, if

by any chance the E.M.F. of the machine be allowed to fall below that

of the cells, the latter send a reversed current through the dynamo

;

this reverses the field-magnetism, and consequently the direction of the

machine's E.M.F. The result is that both dynamo and cells act in

series round a circuit of almost negligible resistance, and generate a

current which increases until either a safety fuse is melted or armature

and cells are damaged.

§ 16. Compound winding.—While a series-wound dynamo may

be made to yield an approximately constant current at varying pressure

by working it on the drooping portion of its characteristic, it has been

shown that a shunt-wound dynamo with armature of low resistance will

give an approximately constant voltage over a considerable range of

current. This latter requirement, which is the essential of direct

incandescent lighting, is, however, much more nearly fulfilled by the

compound-wound dynamo (Fig. 309), to a consideration of which we

now pass. If a dynamo be shunt-wound to give a certain voltage at no-

load, and the magnet be in addition wound with a certain number of

turns connected in series with the external circuit, then, as the load is

increased the current flowing through the series or as they are also

sometimes called " main " turns, will progressively increase the exciting

power. Now this increase in the exciting power may be made not

only to balance the increase in the back ampere-turns, as more load is

thrown on, but also to increase the total flux through the armature.

As a consequence the induced E.M.F. is increased, and when properly
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proportioned this increase may be made to exceed the loss of voltage

over the series-turns by so much as to compensate for the increased

loss of volts over the armature resistance. Thus while the armature

E.M.F. rises with the load, the terminal E.M.F. remains practically

constant, however the current be varied over a very considerable range.

The external characteristic is therefore practically a straight line

throughout the entire working range of current. In the compound-

FiG. 309.—Compound-wound dynamo.
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Fig. 310.

wound dynamo the shunt may, in fact, be regarded as providing a

certain initial flux and voltage ; these latter are maintained and

reinforced against the combined causes which tend to reduce them by

means of the serie.s-turns, the exciting power of which varies directly

with the external current.

The connections of a compound-wound dynamo may be arranged

in two slightly different ways, shown diagrammatically in Fig. 310. By
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the first, which is also shown in Fig. 309, and is known as the " short-

shunt " winding, the shunt is placed across the brushes of the machine,

and the E.M.F. acting on it is Ei = E^-f-QR,„, the current flowing

through the series winding being simply the external current Q. By
the second, or "long-shunt" winding, the shunt is placed across the

terminals of the external circuit; the E.M.F. acting on it is then E„
while the whole armature current C„ = C^-fQ flows through the series

winding. Of the two methods, the first is the more common, but their

practical diflerence is not very important. As regards the winding of

the two sets of magnetising coils on the magnet bobbins, the series

may be wound over the shunt or vice versa, but it is more con-

venient that they should form separate coils. In the latter case,

however, care must be taken that the equality of the turns on each pole

is such as to suit the necessities of the armature winding. Thus in the

2-pole horseshoe the series-winding is sometimes arranged entirely

on one limb ; in the multipolar machine it may be confined to alternate

poles if the armature be series-connected, but if it be parallel-connected

all the poles are preferably similarly wound, each with its proportion of

shunt and series-turns.

§ 17. Over-compounding".—A constant speed and a required

constant voltage have been tacitly assumed above for the compound-

wound dynamo ; but such are not in strictness the ordinary conditions

of working, owing to the drop in speed between no-load and full load

which results from the governor range, and which averages from

3 to 4 per cent, of the no-load speed. Further, if the dynamo be belt-

driven there will be extra slip of the belt at full-load, which will

diminish the speed of the dynamo; an allowance of 5 per cent, variation

may, however, be taken to cover this further reduction. Apart from

this mechanical lowering of the speed, there is also the electrical loss of

volts over the main leads between the dynamo and the lamps, which

increases in direct proportion to the current passing. If, therefore,

a constant potential is required at the far end of the line (as, for

example, in a factory with 2 20-volt incandescent lamps or motors run

directly from a dynamo placed at some distance) the dynamo must give

a terminal E.M.F. of, say, 230 volts when supplying full cutrent in

order to allow for the loss of potential over the leads. When, however,

only a few lamps are burning, the dynamo must give little more than

220 volts, and for any external current between zero and the maximum
the external voltage should rise in proportion from 220 to 230. Hence
in such a case the compound-wound dynamo must give a higher voltage

at full-load than at light loads, and that at a lower speed. The desired

external characteristic is thus a straight line, not horizontal, but slightly

inclined upwards, or, as it is termed, the dynamo is to be over-

compoii7ided.

§ 18. Example of calculation of compound winding.

—
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Let us suppose that the 21" x 11" dynamo of Chapter XV. § 9 has to be

compounded to fulfil the following conditions : at 500 revolutions per

minute, £,= 230 volts when 0^ = 350 amperes, and at 515 revolutions

E, = 220 when C^ = o, i.e. the voltage is to rise by 10 volts while the

speed drops about 3 per cent, as the load is increased from no-current

to full-current.

To give the required voltage at no-load, Z^ must, as in § 10, be

5*7 X lo^, and from the no-current curve of Fig. 286 we see that the

shunt-winding must then give X^^— 11,600 ampere-turns. At full-load,

allowing a loss of 8 volts over the armature and brush resistances

(as before), and of i volt over the series-winding, the induced E.M.F.

must be 239 volts ; the total number of useful lines to give this E.M.F.

is 6"38 X 10'"', and, as calculated in Chapter XV. § 9, the excitation

required per pair of poles to give this flux is X= 19,505 ampere-turns.

At full-load the exciting voltage on the shunt is 231, if the machine

has a " short-shunt " winding, and the ampere-turns due to the shunt

are then

X^o = X^nX—^=ii,6oox ~ = i2,i8o
Yjf,^ 220

The ampere-turns which the series-winding must produce at full-load

are therefore X-X^2= i9>5o5 - 12,180= 7325, and the number of series

turns is T,„ = -^-^ = I^ 5 = 21 per pair of poles.
C, 350

Assuming a total loss of about 1280 watts in the field, and a depth

of winding of 2*5 inches as in the previous case of the shunt machine,

we have still to settle the question of how to divide the total winding

space between the shunt and series coils so as to obtain the best

results.

The shunt and series coils will be arranged as shown in Fig. 294,

with the series winding below the shunt, the depth of winding being in

both cases as nearly as possible the same so as to give a neat appear-

ance to the complete bobbin. Under these conditions it is evident

that, in order to obtain an approximately uniform temperature rise

over the length of the bobbin, the loss per unit length of winding space

should be approximately uniform ; i.e. if L^ and L,„ are the axial

lengths of the shunt and series coils respectively, and W^ and W„,WW L W
are the watts lost in them, ^ = rr— , or -^ = —^. In Chapter XV.

§ 17, it was shown that the watts in any coil are W = A^T,. x 4

X y^

X

° °°°°^4
^ and since s = (t . s^-a . y^ we have in general

^^(AT,)2x/,x^xo-oooo24.
^^ j^ ^^^ p^ggg^^ ^^^^^ gj^^g ^^^ jgp^j^

\-,t<T

(AT )2

and the length of the mean turn are to be the same, W oc V ''
, Hence
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X/ _
^ = I-il£k and finally^ = ^^~ V—• The total winding length of

the coil being L, the correct length for the shunt coil is thus given by

the relation -

—

%- = _'- \/"^"\ or L, = L x i+X„, /o-;. With

copper strip for the series, and round wire for the shunt-winding,

(r„, will be higher than a-,, and /^' will be greater than unity, sayV cr,

^ = 1-19. Since ^ = i?l^=i-66, the fractions of the total

°;6 X,„ 7325
winding length which should be assigned to the shunt and series

respectively are 0-665 and 0-335. If ^"7 8'"^^'^ departure from this ratio

be contemplated the tendency should be in small machines to assign

more space to the series-winding, so as to reduce its loss of watts,

since this loss has the indirect effect of increasing the necessary arma-

ture E.M.F. and the ampere-turns to give the corresponding flux;*

in large machines the opposite course is better. When the total loss of

* The sections at the top and bottom of the coil will actually be cooler than the

central section, but in the above this effect, due to the cooling influence of the end-

surfaces, has been neglected. On this latter approximate assumption, since in equation

(81) the second term on the left-hand side, namely, 2L^2 is not taken into account,

it follows at once that, in order to satisfy the heating conditions, the axial length of

any coil or part of a coil expressed in terms of the ampere-turns which it contains is

i-22sV<r V |V /„

and since in our present case, with the shunt and series coils wound abreast, the only

diflerence between them lies in <r, we have

L« Xj /(Tm

Further, the current-density in the two kinds of winding is then inversely proportional

to the square root of a in the two cases.

If the series coils are wound over the shunt, or vice versa, there is a further

difference in that the mean length of a turn and the mean temperature of each

division of the coil must depend upon its position. Let A-, X,-, ki, <r,- refer to the

inner coil, whether shunt or series, 4, Xo, kg, (To to the outer coil, and let /,-, /» be

respectively the inside and eutside perimeters of the complete coil ; then the minimum
watts with a given space to be filled are reached when the ratio of the depths is

'h Pi

ko ' po

With circular bobbins of which the inside diameter is d and the total radial deptl

is t, the ratio —— -, : and with rectangular bobbins of which the two inside
pa d-\-2t ^

A -1- B ki pi
dimensions are A and B, =-t—^

. Since the ratios -r and -r vary to some
' A-t-B-l-Tr/ Ko A

extent in opposite directions, the ratio of the depths reduces approximately to

^_Xi I(To

to X„V (Ti
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about 1280 watts is divided in the above proportion, the respective

amounts are W, = 850 and W„, = 430; the latter corresponds to a loss

over the series winding of 1*23 volts, which is thus higher than the

allowance that has been made above. The difference is, however,

but a very small percentage of the whole, and since a division of the

winding into three equal sections conduces to the neat appearance

of the coil as a whole, the total winding length of 6" will be divided

between the shunt and series in the proportion of § : ^.

The resistance which the shunt wire must have is from equation (76)

, 220 X 100 , Jw = = 0742 ohm per 100 yards
11,600 X 2 X i"o8 X i'i84

and the necessary gauge is therefore to be obtained by the use of wire

o"o64" diameter with a small amount of 0*072" wire wound on one of

the two sections. When the two sizes are insulated with 12 mils of

double cotton covering to o*o76" and o'o84", in each section of 2"

axial length there will be 25*2 and 22*8 turns per layer respectively,

while the required depth of 2^ inches will be given by 36 layers of the

smaller size and by a division of the second section into 25 layers of

the smaller and 10 layers of the larger wire. The radial depth of the

25 layers will be 171" and the mean length of a turn 7r(9-875+ 171)
inches = I'd yard. Similarly, the depth of the outer layers of the

larger wire being 079", the mean length of a turn is 7r(9"875 + 3*42

+ 076) inches =i"225 yard.
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When hot, Rj = 54'96 x 1*183 = 65 ohms; thence Cvi = -p— = 3*38

amperes, givmg X^^= 11,900 and 745 watts, while Cs2 =^ = 3'55

amperes, giving X,2 = 12,500 and 820 watts under the full-load condition.

There is therefore a small margin in hand. The total weight of the

smaller wire is 240 lbs. and of the larger 53 lbs., making 293 lbs. in

all.

The series coils are to consist of wide copper strip wound on flat-

wise, and insulated with intervening strips of thin calico. The width

may be nearly equal to that of the finished section, say I'g", since the

whole is to be bound over with cotton tape and the insulation between

the layers need not extend round the edges. Since the several sections

of series-winding are to be connected in series from pole to pole, in

order that the start and finish of each coil may be on opposite sides of

the pole, there will be io| turns per section, and the depth of the

winding will correspond to 1 1 turns. The thickness of each turn when

2 'K
insulated must therefore be—^ = o'227'': and allowing 27 mils for the

II

insulation between neighbouring turns, the copper strip is, for ease

in winding, best divided into two thicknesses of o*ioo" wound

together in parallel. Its area is therefore 1*9 x o'loo x 2 = 0*38 square

inch, and its resistance per 100 yards (u'= -i=o'oo633. The
0-38

total length that is required is 42 turns x 1*08 = 45 '4 yards, and its

resistance 0*454 x 0*00633 = 0*00287, or when hot, R,„ = 0*00287 x 1*183

-— o'oo34i ohm. When carrying 350 amperes, the loss of volts over

the series-winding is thus 1*19, and of watts is 417, while the weight

of the series-winding is 200 lbs. The total loss in the field-winding at

full-load is 1237 watts, or 1*55 per cent, of the output; it is rather

less than in the corresponding shunt-wound machine,—a result which

is due to the better utilisation of the space with the rectangular strip of

the series-winding, while the o- of the shunt-winding has been kept up

to the same figure even though the size of wire is smaller by the

employment of a thinner insulation. The total weight of wire is

correspondingly greater, namely, 493 lbs.

In order to compensate for differences of temperature of the com-

pound-wound dynamo it is convenient to insert in series with the shunt

a rheostat, just as in the case of the simple shunt machine, but of much

smaller range. The difference between the resistance of the shunt

itself when hot and when cold would be compensated by the addition

of an external resistance of 10 ohms; but since, when the whole

machine is cold, the armature voltage which is required at full-load to

give 230 volts at the terminals will be reduced to about 238, and only

19,000 ampere-turns per pair of poles are needed, while the series-
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winding still gives 7325, the shunt current must be reduced to .

^' '^
.

3522

= I'l amperes ; whence R^ + R,.- i3£= 70 ohms. The maximum resist-
3"3

ance of the rheostat must then be at least 70 - 55 = 15 ohms.

§ 19. Necessary imperfections of compound winding.

—

Although a dynamo may compound perfectly at full and no-load, it will

not do so with equal accuracy at intermediate points. This is due

partly to the flux curves being rounded between the working points of
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286 on an enlarged scale. At no-load (or practically no-load)

the working point of our compound-wound dynamo is C, and at full

load F; since the length GK gives the increase in the ampere-

turns, when the current is increased up to full-load, the increase

in the ampere-turns at half-load will be GH =
, and the corresponding

2

Z^ on the half-current curve is HL. But for perfect compounding

only HM lines are then required, and the result is that the E.M.F.

is rather higher than it should be ; this, of course, increases the

shunt-current, and the excess of E.M.F. is thereby rendered even

greater. If therefore the terminal voltage is correct at no-load and at

full-load, it is higher than is required, not only at half-load, but at all

loads between zero and the maximum. The excess of E.M.F. is

roughly proportional at any point to the vertical distance between the

full line CLF, and the dotted line CMF, from which it will be seen that

it is greatest between quarter and half-load. In order to minimise this

imperfection, a compound machine should be worked as far as possible

on the upper part of the flux-curves ; the higher the working limits, the

flatter and more horizontal do the curves become ; and the effects of the

unequal spacing of the intermediate curves, and of the increase of the

shunt-excitation, are lessened. But in slow-speed machines, e.g., in an

i8-kilowatt dynamo running at 250 revolutions per minute, the per-

centage loss of volts over its electrical resistance may amount to about

8 per cent, of the terminal voltage (6 per cent, over the armature and

brushes, and 2 per cent, in the series coils) ; allowing a further loss of

3 per cent, in the leads between the dynamo and the lamps, and also a

decrease of 5 per cent, in the speed of the engine at full-load, it will be

found that Z^ at full-load is i"ii x 1*05 = I'ly times the no-load

Z^, although the amount of over-compounding is not great. In such a

case it is practically necessary to work the machine on the rounded

knee of the magnetisation-curve, since to work higher up would require

an excessive amount of series wire. It results that slow-speed machines

and those which have to work over a large range of E.M.F. always com-

pound more or less imperfectly, and the terminal E.M.F. for any current

between \ and J of full-load may be from 3 to 4 per cent, too high.

In machines running at comparatively high speeds the voltage should

not exceed the required amount by more than 3 per cent., even at the

point of greatest difference.

Small machines compound less perfectly than large machines,

and multipolars being equivalent to several smaller 2-pole machines

in parallel show in general a greater percentage rise at intermediate

loads than do large 2-pole dynamos. Since the compound-wound

machine is usually required to excite itself on open circuit, the same

precautions must be taken against instability of the magnetism as in

shunt machines.
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Differences of temperature also considerably affect the perfection of

the compounding of a dynamo ; if worked on the rounded portion of

the curve at no-load, and if the temperature of the field-coils rises

during working 50° or 60° F., a machine designed to compound when
hot will give too high a voltage at no-load, and, in general, as the

temperature of the dynamo changes, the relative value of the shunt-

and series-turns is altered. Such effects can, as mentioned above, be

compensated by inserting a small variable resistance in the shunt-

circuit, which can be gradually short-circuited as the dynamo warms up

during working. In other cases, where it may be necessary to alter the

amount of compounding to meet different conditions, a diverter is

employed just as with a series-wound dynamo, or the series-turns are

connected at intervals to contact-blocks, which enable some or all of them

to be short-circuited by the insertion of a plug.

Traction generators are very frequently wound to give 500 volts

at no-load, and are then over-compounded to give 550 volts at

full-load, so as to balance the loss of volts in the transmission line.

Compound winding is also largely employed in the dynamos of isolated

installations, as for driving motors in a factory or for the lighting of

steamships, in order to maintain an approximately constant voltage on

the motors or lamps under all conditions of load.

The field-winding of separately excited machines can be at once

calculated from equations 76-78. Such machines are never unstable,

since the excitation is maintained from an external source. Separate

excitation is most used in the case of alternators, or in machines which

have to yield a high E.M.F. of over 500 volts and a variable current.

END OF vol.. 1.
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